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Rule 31. Each succ.essive fracture episode is tlk very first to break an area. 
This assumption of eternal crustal virgini.y assures mechanical isotropy 
of an area and does not confuse r11aders with sue.'! complicated concepts 
a~; tectonic heredity and pre-existing influences on fracture directions. 
From: Wise, R.; 1982; Linemanship and the Practice 
of Linear Geo-art; Geological Society of 
America Bulletin v93, p888. 
Fvr the field geologist, eroded dykes may be viewed as full scale rests of the 
fracture strength of the Earths crust. 
Fwm: Pollard, D.D.; 1987; Elementary Fracture Mechanics 
Applied to the Structural Interpretation of Dykes; 
in Halls, H.C. and Fahrig, W.F. (eds.); 
Mafic Dyke Swarms; Geological Association of Canada 
Special Paper 34, p6. 
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ABSTRACT 
The presence of hydrothermal vents on the seafloor at present-day spreading centres, 
and the lower than expected conductive heat flow values at ridge crests requires the 
convective circulation of fluids in oceanic crust. The fractured nature of oceanic 
crustal rocks further suggests that fractures rather than the rock matrix control the 
fluid circulation and hydrothermal alteration. Study of the nature and role of these 
fractures in the sub-surface below the modem seafloor is at present done only through 
one-dimensional boreholes and seismic refraction studies. These fracture networks are 
better described through analogues such as the ancient abducted oceanic crust of the 
Troodos ophiolite, Cyprus, which provide a three-dimensional, well-exposed 
cross-section through the oceanic crust. 
The Spilia-Politiko area, Cyprus, was chosen to investigate the characteristics of 
fractures in the sheeted dyke complex of the Troodos ophiolite. Sheeted dykes in the 
study area were intruded along a fast spreading, ridge in the Tethys Sea 
approximately 90 Ma. A jump of the spreading axis from the Solea graben to the 
Spilia-Potitiko area, a second ridge jump further to the east, and movement along the 
South Troodos Transform Fault have contributed to the formation of five, partly 
fault-bounded, dyke domains which are defined by their strike orientations. The 
chemistry of the dykes and the distribution of hydrothermal alteration zones are 
indicative of multiple, small, transient magma chambers. A later phase of amagmatic 
extension, post-dating hydrothermal alteration, resulted in the formation of the 
Mitsero graben structure through a roughly 12% extension of the crust. 
Fracture characteristic data for roughly 3200 fractures were systematically collected at 
41 locations in. the different dyke domains and throughout a vertical section of the 
Troodos crust, using a scanline mapping method. The mapped characteristics included 
fracture type, orientation, aperture, length, termination mode, and mineral filling. 
Fractures within the sheeted dyke complex of the Spilia-Politiko area are sub-divided 
into two distinct sets: (1) fractures parallel to dyke margins; and (2) those related to 
columnar jointing. The dyke-parallel fractures tend ~o exhibit longer trace lengths and 
larger apertures than those related to columnar jointing. In addition, the dyke-parallel 
fractures tend to contain epidote whereas the columnar joints were filled by calcite 
which formed at a later time. Both fracture types formed as the result of contraction 
during cooling of the dykes, such that fracture orientations are related to the 
paleo-orientation of the dykes. Other fracture characteristics, such as trace length, 
aperturP,, and mineral filling, are generally consistent across the different dyke 
domains suggesting that the tectonic and hydrothermal processes dudng the period 
immediately following dyke emplacement were homogeneous. Fracture aperture and 
trace length decrease with paleo-depth through the sheeted dyke complex, whereas the 
occurrence of hydrothermal mine:'als increases with depth. 
iii 
Paleo-permeability of the sheeted dyke complex, numerically modelled on ille basis of 
fracture radius, aperture, orientation, and density data from the study area, ranges 
from 10·8 to 1Q·12m2 • An observed decrease in the calculated paleo-permeability with 
depth corroborates studies of modern ocean crustal permeability as reported from 
Deep Sea Drilling Project borehole packer tests. Areas of intense hydrothermal 
alteration are more fractured than unaltered dykes, therefore their calculated 
permeabilities are higher, but only by 6%. The intensely altered zones are 50-100 
metres wide and contain fluid inclusion and mineralogical evidence for the passage of 
hot, circa 350°C, seawater-salinity fluids. They are considered to be the up-flow 
portions of hydrothermal circulation cells which resulted in the formation of epidosite 
bodies. Preferential fracturing along the dyke margins favours vertical permeability, 
which facilitates vertical hydrothermal convection driven by heat from the small 
mag.iia chambers. In the study area, the distribution of epidosite bodies suggests that 
the hydrothermal cells have a mean cross-strike spacing of 5.3 kilometres. Restriction 
of hydrothermal alteration to well defined zones higher in the sheeted dyke section 
and an increase in the occurrence of hydrothermal mineral precipitation with depth 
implies focussing of hydrothermal up-flow higher in the section. Because the amount 
of fracturing in the diabase does not vary significantly from that of well-defined 
epidosite zones it is concluded that the location of hydrothermal circulation cells is 
controlled by the position of the heat source. 
Study of the variation in dyke orientations provides a useful basis for establishing a 
tectonic framework for sheeted dyke complexes. The study of fractures, alteration and 
permeability in ophiolites within such a tectonic framework provides valuable 
information about the fracture characteristics and permeability structure of the upper 
oceanic crust. The permeabilities calculated for the study area give an indication of 
the magnitude of permeability in oceanic crust at a spreading axis during 
hydrothermal circulation, whereas sub-sea boreholes (e.g. DSDP hole 504B), with 
present technology, can only provide information on permeability at off-axis locations 
and may not be as useful for estimating permeabilities in active hydrothermal systems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Oceanic lithosphere is composed of four layers, which from top to bottom are: Layer 
1, marine sediments; Layer 2, extrusive and intrusive igneous rocks; Layer 3, 
intrusive igneous rocks; and Layer 4, upper mantle (Cann, 1974) (Figure 1.1). The 
Layer 2 rocks are further subdivided into Layer 2A, extrusive volcanic pillow and 
flow lavas, and Layer 28, intrusive diabasic dykes (Cann, 1974). Formation of this 
oceanic lithosphere at accreting tectonic plate boundaries, through the injection and 
cooling of magma, transfers heat from the mantle to the seafloor. 
Conductive heat flow values measured near mid-ocean ridges are lower than those 
predicted from conductive heat-flow models (Lister, 1972; Williams~ al., 1974; 
McKenzie and Sclater, 1969; Sclater and Francheteau, 1970; Parker and Oldenburg, 
1973). To explain the lower than expected values, hydrothermal convection was 
postulated as a means to remove heat from the oceanic crust (Hyndman ~ &. , 1976; 
Lewis, 1983). The discovery of the black-smoker hot springs, venting fluids with 
temperatures up to 350°C, at the seafloor on the East Pacific Rise (Weiss mal., 
1977; RISE Project Group, 1980), confirmed the importance of hydrothermal 
convection in modifying the thermal structure of the oceanic crust. 
The significance of hydrothermal c.irculation in the oceanic crust goes beyond i~ 
effects on heat-flow characteristics. Hydrothermal circulation through oceanic crust 
has clearly played a role of both economic importance (in the formation of metal-
sulfide deposits) and environmental significance (in the evolution of the hydrosphere). 
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FIGURE 1.1 LITHOLOGIC LAYERING IN OCEANIC CRUST 
(AFTER CANN, 1974 AND KENNETT, 1982). 
2 
chemical exchange between the rocks and the circulating fluid. The fluid flux is of 
sufficient quantity that it buffers the major element composition of the oceans (Von 
Damm, 1990), and their isotopic composition, such as o180 (Gregory and Taylor, 
1981) and 17Sr/&6gr (Holser, 1984; Veizer, 1988). 
Fluid circulation in the oceanic crust, driven by thermally induced buoyancy effects, 
includes seawater recharge into the extrusive volcanic rocks (Layer 2A) and fluid 
movement into, and through, the sheeted dykes (Layer 2B), toward the top of the 
magma chamber heat source. The sheeted dykes (Layer 2B) are assumed to play a 
major role in constraining fluid flow characteristics, because a large portion of the 
flow path lies within them. 
The effective bulk permeability of a rock mass will control the flow of fluids through 
the rock. The in situ bulk permeability of Layer 2A (extrusive volcanic rocks) has 
been measured in Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) drill hole 504B as 4 x t0"14 m2, 
whereas that for Layer 2B ranged between 4 x to·•' and S x to·•• m2 (Becker, 1989). 
In contrast, experimentally determined permeabilities of unfractured basalt, diabase, 
and gabbro are much lower than those of the fractured equivalents, at 9.9 x 1()"17 m2 
(De Wiest, 1966), 8.4 x 1()"22 m2 (Ohle, 1951), and 8 x 10"24 m2 (Trimmer~ w., 
1980), respectively. Thus fluid flow through the rock matrix is not a likely 
mechanism for the movement of fluids through the oceanic crust. The large difference 
between the in situ bulk permeability of Layer 2 and that of unfractured igneous rocks 
implies the presence of a large-scale interconnected fracture system within Layer 2. 
3 
1.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Early efforts to numerically model hydrothermal flow systems in oceanic lithosphere 
treated the rock mass as an equivalent porous medium (e.g. Fehn ~ .aJ., 1983), using 
hydraulic properties and equations that assumed that the fluid flowed through the rock 
matrix. Although the porous-medium modelling approach may be valid and necessary 
for the very large scale ( > 10 kilometres), it does not incorporate the presence of 
fracture systems through which the bulk of the fluid flow is likely to take place 
(MacDonald, 1983). Fractures have flow and transport properties that are very 
different from those of the rock matrix. Both theoretical and experimental studies of 
fluid flow in fractured rocks have shown that the flow through the fractures is 
volumetrically more important than the flow through the rock matrix for low 
permeability rocks (Romm, 1966; Snow, 1969). 
Understanding the role that fractures play during the development of oceanic crust is 
essential in the explanation of the nature of hydrothermal fluid circulation. The 
geometry of fracture systems (including orientation, location and size of fractures, and 
their degree of interconnection) is likely to be one of the major factors determining 
the direction and volume of hydrothermal fluid flow in oceanic lithosphere. 
1.3 PREVIOUS WORK 
Studies of fracture systems in modem oceanic crust are limited to a few DSDP and 
Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) drill holes (e.g. DSDP hole 504B off the Costa Rica 
rift). The oldest fractures measured in such studies are related to cooling stresses 
(Adamson, 1985; Simmons and Richter, 1976). In DSDP hole 504B, fractures with 
4 
varying orientations and inconsistent cross-cutting relations, but containing the same 
mineral filling, suggest that pressure conditions strongly control fracture geometries 
(Agar, 1990). This also shows that pore fluid pressures were higher than lithostatic 
pressure (Agar, 1990). 
Data obtained through indirect marine geophysical sensing methods (sonar, heat flow, 
electromagnetic, etc.) do not allow accurate definition of the fracture geometry at 
depth in the oceanic crust (Lewis, 1983). Wilkens~ .al. (1991) showed that a better 
understanding of ocean crustal evolution requires that more refraction seismic 
measurements be made, and that the links between the pore structure of oceanic 
crustal rocks and velocity-porosity relationships be examinefi in greater detail. 
Systematic (lateral and vertical) investigations of fracture characteristics in oceanic 
lithosphere can more easily be made in ophiolites which are regarded as remnants of 
oceanic lithosphere now residing on land (Church and Stevens, 1971; Anonymous, 
1972; Church, 1972). So far, systematic studies of fracture systems have generally 
been restricted to granitic massifs (e.g. Stripa mine, Sweden, Rouleau, 1984; Fanay-
Augeres mine, France, Long and Billaux, 1987), and sedimentary rocks (e.g. Lannon 
quarry, Wisconsin, Lapointe and Hudson, 1985). They have further been restricted to 
the study of present-day engineering and hydraulic properties of the fractured rocks, 
ignoring the processes which led to the current rock properties. 
1.4 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
The nature of hydrothermal fluid circulation in the sheeted dyke portion of the oceanic 
crust is not well known and little studied. The purpose of this study is to investigate 
the physical aspects of fracture systems that controlled hydrothermal circulation in the 
s 
RGURE 1.21NTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE SHEETED DYKE SEQUENCE 
IN THE TROODOS OPHIOUTE. CYPRUS (AFTER MOORES ET AL. 1990). 
THE SHEETED DYKES ARE IN THE UNPATTERNED AREAS OF ENLARGED 
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sheeted dyke complex of a well exposed ophiolite, and to use this as an analogue of 
the oceanic crust, to describe the development of Layer 2B of the oceanic crust and 
the circulation of hydrothermal fluids through Layer 2B. 
The Troodos ophiolite, located on the island of Cyprus in the Eastern Mediterranean 
Sea (Figure 1.2), is one of the best documented ophiolite complexes in the world 
(e.g. Panayioutou, 1979; Malpas ~ al., 1990), and it was therefore selected for this 
study. Outcrop exposures provide a relatively complete cross-section through this 
upper oceanic lithosphere analogue. In particular the sheeted dyke sequence, layer 2B, 
is extremely well exposed and little deformed, providing ideal vertical and lateral 
sections through the dykes and their upper and lower contacts. 
Earlier studies of fracture systems in the Troodos ophiolite have been restricted to: 1) 
the mapping of faults (e.g. Bear, 1960; Carr and Bear, 1960; Varga, 1991); 2) 
descriptions of veins at isolated points, in the context of establishing the original fluid 
properties and the extent of hydrothermal alteration, through fluid-inclusion studies 
(e.g. Spooner and Bray, 1977; Richardson~ al., 1987; Kelley~ al., 1992) and 
stable-isotope studies (Heaton and Sheppard, 1977; Schiffman~ al., 1987); and 3) 
two-dimensional theoretical modelling of hydrothermal fluid circulation in a ridge-
parallel fault at a spreading centre (Strens and Cann, 1986). Structural studies (e.g. 
Varga and Moores, 1985; Ramsden, 1987; Varga, 1991) outlined the structural setting 
of the Sheeted Dyke Complex, in which the development of Layer 2B can be studied. 
The principal objectives of this thesis are: 
1) to use dyke orientation data and other structural observations to describe the 
geological development of a carefully selected study area; this will include the 
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delineation of dyke domains in the study area, through analysis of dyke 
orientations; 
2) to characterize fracture geometry in the study area, and to describe the statistics of 
the fracture data; 
3) to detennine whether differences in fracture characteristics are related to 
stratigraphic position in Layer 28, or to position in different dyke domains; 
4) to estimate the permeability characteristics of the sheeted dyke section during the 
early stages of its formation, using the fracture characteristics established 
through objectives 2 and 3 above; 
5) to integrate the geological and fracture-geometry databases into a self-consistent 
model for the development of Layer 28 oceanic crust in the study area and, by 
implication, elsewhere. 
The field area chosen for this study of the Troodos ophiolite lies in the area between 
Spilia to the west, Politiko to the east, Mitsero to the north, and Pharmakas to the 
south (Figure 1.2). The field area, which covers roughly 280 square kilometres, will 
be referred to as the Spilia-Politiko area. It lies within the structure identified as the 
Mitsero graben (Moores~ il., 1990), formerly the Ayios Epiphanos graben (Varga 
and Moores, 1985). The Mitsero graben is bounded to the north by the sedimentary 
sequences of the Mesaoria Plain, and to the south by the Arakapas fault zone, now 
renamed the South Troodos Transform Fault, to include part of tne Limassol Forest 
Complex (MacLeod, 1990; MacLeod ~ il., 1990). To the west it is ~unded by the 
Solea graben, and to the east by the Makhaeras dyke domain. The Mitsero graben 
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provides a cross-section through an ancient spreading centre (Chapter 2) which, in 
combination with the undeformed nature of the rock units, allows along-strike and 
across-strike interpretation of the fracture characteri$tics with respect to spreading 
centres. The map view of the field area provides an oblique section, tilted to the 
north, through the Mitsero graben structure, and it includes contrasting areas of 
greater and lesser intensities of hydrothermal alteration. Earlier structural and 
hydrothermal investigations carried out in an adjacent area to the West (Varga, 1991; 
Schiffman~ at., 1990), provide a database for comparison. 
Locations for measurements and sample collection were selected throughout the field 
area to enable determination of the variation of fracture properties throughout the 
Sheeted Dyke Complex and in immediately adjoining sections at the base of the pillow 
lavas and at the top of the underlying· gabbros. The collection of fracture 
characteristic data requires fresh outcrops, because some of the fracture information 
will be lost during weathering of the exposed rocks. Numerous fresh outcrops were 
available for this study in the form of recent road cuts. 
Fracture characteristics, including fracture orientation, trace length, censoring 
(fracture continuation beyond the visible outcrop edge), termination mode (fracture 
interaction with other fractures), surface roughness (fracture curvature and aperture 
variation), mineral infilling, average aperture, and rock type were determined by 
scanline survey (described further in Chapter 3) for 3221 fractures at 41 outcrop 
localities. The data were used to compute parameters describing the distribution of 
fracture characteristics. The parameters in tum were used to compare the fracture 
characteristics of different sites, and to estimate paleo-permeabilities at specific levels 
and locations in the ophiolite complex and, by analogy, in Layer 2B of the oceanic 
crust. 
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Almost 3300 dyke orientations, mostly at points in the Sheeted Dyke Complex, were 
compiled from field measurements made during this study (848), and from the 
literature (2428). The dyke orientation data, supplemented by published work on the 
structure and history of the field area, were used to place this study of fracture 
characteristics into a tectonic framework. 
Samples of fracture filling minerals and rock matrix were collected from the field 
area. They were used for: 1) micro-thermometric studies of fluid inclusions to 
determine hydrothermal temperatures, salinities, and possible fluid sources; 2) stable-
isotope analyses of calcite (for C and 0), to estimate the temperature and timing of 
its formation; and 3) whole-rock geochemical analyses, utilizing X-ray fluorescence 
techniques, to determine whether chemical signatures would indicate contrasts within 
or between orientation-based dyke domains. 
The extensive database generated by this study, particularly with respect to fracture 
characteristics and dyke orientations, required computer management and 
manipulation. Special programs were written for various tasks, including database 
management, compilation of data based on various parameters, and the calculation of 
derived properties such as orientation statistics and fracture permeability. The 
introductory sections of Chapters 2, 3, and 5 contain flow charts showing the 
programs used within each chapter, and the pathways followed during the data 
manipulation process. Appendix D presents the program listings, input requirements, 
output specifications, and a description of purpose for each of the programs written 
for this study. 
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2. GEOLOGIC AND STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK OF THE 
STUDY AREA 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to use the orientations and geological relationships of 
the dykes in the Sheeted Dyke Complex and the Basal Group, of the Troodos 
ophiolite, to develop a framework within which to analyze the fracture geometry and 
characteristics (Chapter 3) of the Sheeted Dyke Complex. Specifically, this chapter 
undertakes: introduction of the geology of the study area; analysis of the large scale 
features within the Troodos ophiolite through use of remotely sensed data; delineation 
of dyke domains and graben structures within the Spilia-Politiko area, based on 
orientation of dykes and geometry of faults; and description of a structural framework 
for the field area. The basic geology of the field area, outlined in the following 
section, is presented on the map in Figure 2.1. 
2.2 GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF mE TROODOS OPHIOLITE, CYPRUS 
The Troodos ophiolite underlies 3200 km2 or about one third of the island of Cyprus. 
It has a maximum elevation of about 2000 metres above sea level. The pseudo-
stratigraphy of the Troodos massif consists of three parts: the Plutonic Complex at the 
base of the section; the overlying Sheeted Dyke Complex; and extrusive volcanic 
rocks capping the entire sequence (Wilson and Ingham, 1959) (Figure 1.2). 
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2.2.1 Origin 
The Troodos ophiolite formed 92-90 Ma above an oblique, possibly NE-dipping, 
subduction zone (Robertson, 1990). Partial melting of a depleted mantle source is the 
accepted origin for the Troodos lavas (Greenbaum, 1972; Robinson -'1 Jl., 1983). 
Bishopp (1952) was the first to suggest that the Troodos ophiolite represented oceanic 
crust. Subsequently, various oceanic settings were proposed for the Troodos ophiolite 
including major ocean basin (Moores and Vine, 1971), narrow ocean basin (Robertson 
and Woodcock, 1979), mature island arc (Miyashiro, 1973), island arc and seafloor 
setting (Pearce and Cann, 1973), immature arc (Rautenschlein .e.t al., 1985; Thy~ 
aJ.., 1985; Moores~ aJ.., 1984), back-arc setting (Pearce, 1975, 1983), or a supra-
subduction zone environment in a nascent arc setting (Robinson and Malpas, 1990). 
Although a variety of tectonic settings have been proposed, all authors agree that the 
well developed sheeted dyke complex requires its generation at a spreading centre 
environment. 
2.2.2 Obduction and Emplacement 
The emplacement processes of the ophiolite are a matter of controversy. Vertically 
oriented flow banding of mineral phases such as pyroxenes within the residual mantle 
sequence demonstrate the presence of a diapiric mantle structure. This shows that the 
complex lay close to a spreading axis at the time of obduction (Moores and Vine, 
1971; Nicolas and Violette, 1982). Based on a lack of evidence for major thrust 
repetitions, Robertson and Woodcock (1979) suggested in situ uplift and rotation 
overlying north-dipping tectonically underthrust crust of either continental or oceanic 
origin. Biju-Duval ~ 11. (1976) and Moores~ 11. (1984) supported ophiolite 
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emplacement from the north. On the basis of paleo-magnetic evidence, a 90° 
counterclockwise rotation of the whole ophiolite is believed to have taken place since 
its formation in the late Cretaceous to the early Eocene (Moores and Vine, 1971). 
This means that fe;ltures presently trending north-south were originally east-west 
trending at the time of formation and thus would be related to oceanic or back-arc 
spreading along an east-west trending axis. Clube .e.t a,l. (1985) stated that at least 60° 
of the rotation had been completed prior to the Lower Eocene; the remainder was 
completed by the end of the Lower Eocene. They suggested that an oblique 
subduction zone beneath the Troodos ophiolite could provide the necessary driving 
force for the tectonic rotation. 
Regjonal gravity surveys indicate the presence of a high density (3.01 g/cm3), 30 km 
thick slab beneath Cyprus overlying an up to 30-km-thick, lower density (2. 7 g/cm3) 
slab of possible continental crust which extends south to the Eratosthenes seamount 
(Figure 1.2) (Makris, 1983). A gravity low centred over Mt. Olympos, at the centre 
of the ophiolite (density = 2.55 g/cm3) is interpreted as a narrow pipe-like serpentine 
diapir beneath Mt. Olympos (Makris, 1983). 
Serpentinization of ultramafic rocks may have been, in part, responsible for the uplift 
of the ophiolite (Allen, 1975; Gass, 1979). Robertson (1977) estimated 4 kilometres 
of uplift for the ophiolite, which occurred in pulses. By Late Miocene the Troodos 
ophiolite was a low island. In the Pliocene (6-2Ma) the ophiolite was further uplifted 
relative to the Mesaoria Plain (Figure 1.2) which was subsiding as a half graben. 
Major uplift occurred during the Pleistocene (2 kilometres of the uplift occurred after 
the Pliocene (Robertson, 1977, 1990)). During the last 200,000 years, 20 metres of 
uplift have been documented (Poole .e.t a,l., 1990). Most of the uplift is related to the 
convergence of Africa and Eurasia (McCallum and Robertson, 1990). Stream terraces 
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and incised valleys suggest that uplift processes are still active. 
2.2.3 Plutonic Complex 
The Plutonic Complex of the Troodos ophiolite (Wilson and Ingham, 1959) occurs at 
the centre of the massif (George, 1975). The Plutonic Complex comprises massive to 
foliated, tectonized harzburgite, dunite and minor lherzolite. Serpentinization of these 
rocks ranges from 40% to 100%. 
A sequence of melagabbros, olivine gabbros, and pyroxene gabbros is interpreted as 
former magma chambers (Malpas SU il., 1989a, 1989b). The primary texture and 
mineralogy of the gabbros are still preserved. Malpas ~ .al. (1989a, 1989b), as well 
as Allen (1975) provide evidence for magma intrusions in multiple magma chambers. 
These intrusions are spatially and temporally variable; some are high·level intrusions 
in the dykes (Malpas ~ al., 1989b) and others are dee~seated, within the residual 
mantle (Malpas SU i\1., 1987). 
Discontinuous pods of plagiogranite (granophyre of Bear, 1960) composed mainly of 
feldspar and quartz, occur above the gabbros. In the Troodos ophiolite, the 
plagiogranites seem to be mainly associated with the gabbros and they are interpreted 
as capping magma chambers (Malpas, 1989, pers. comm.). 
2.1.4 Sheeted Dyke Complex and Basal Group 
The Sheeted Dyke Complex (Gass, 1979) is 1 to 1.2 kilometres thick. Both the top 
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and the bottom of the section show a rapid transition (over 100 metres) from 95% to 
50% dykes. At the top, the Basal Group (Wilson and Ingham, 1959) is a transition 
zone upwards from sheeted dykes to extrusive volcanic rocks. Relations with the 
gabbros at the base of the sheeted complex are variable, i.e. gabbro intruding dyke; 
dyke cutting gabbro; and dyke originating in gabbro (Malpas ~ W.. 1989a). These 
relationships reflect multiple magma emplacement events. The dykes are fine to 
medium grained and of basaltic to andesitic composition. They were affected by later 
sodium metasomatism, uralitization, chloritization, and epidotization. Mineral phases 
in the dykes include quartz, plagioclase, actinolite, chlorite, epidote with subordinate 
zeolite, prehnite, calcite, sphene, leucoxene, and iron oxides, hydroxides and sulfides. 
The dykes were subdivided by Bear (1960), on the basis of mineralogy, into four 
types: albite-diabase, quartz-diabase, epidote-diabase, and epidosite (epidote + quartz 
± chlorite). Epidosites and their significance are discussed in Section 5.2. 
In the study area, diabase dykes vary from fine (and glassy) to coarse grained (Plate 
2.1), massive to highly fractured and from virtually unaltered diabases to highly 
altered epidosites. Plate 2.2 shows unaltered diabase dykes cutting altered epidosite 
dykes, indicating that alteration was probably contemporaneous with dyke formation. 
The bulk dyke mineralogy consists of quartz, plagioclase, hornblende, chlorite, and 
epidote; and minor amounts of sphene, rutile, and chlorite. For example, the coarse 
grained portion of sample 0/C-6 (listing of samples in Appendix A.2) consists of 30% 
albitized plagioclase, 30% secondary quartz, 25% chlorite, 5% pyroxene, 5% ilmenite 
(associated with quartz and chlorite) and 5% epidote (associated with the quartz) 
whereas the fine grained portion consists of 80% gla:;sy matrix with small laths of 
plagioclase, 10% quartz, 5% chlorite and 5% opaques. The quartz is anhedral to 
subhedral. 
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PLATE 2.1 Photomicrograph of chilled margin between light coarser dyke and dark fine 
dyke with glassy matrix in plane polarized light (Sample 0/C-6). Field of view is 2.2 x 
3.3 mm2· 
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PLATE 2.2 Outcrop (near scanline section 1107) showing dyke cross cutting 
relationships. Late unaltered dyke cutting earlier epidosite dykes. Field notebook for 
scale. 
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On the basis of dyke orientations, the Sheeted Dyke Complex can be divided into five 
structural domains and three grabens (V erosub and Moores, 1981; Varga and Moores, 
1985) (Figure 1.2). These domains include three graben structures, from west to east, 
the Solea, Mitsero and Larnaca grabens (Moores~ a,l., 1990). These graben 
structures may be separated from each other by bounding listric normal faults which 
are thought to sole at depth near the dyke-gabbro interface (esp. Solea graben, Varga 
and Moores, 1985). The grabens are composed of fault bounded blocks of pillow 
lavas overlying sheeted dykes and sometimes gabbros and plagiogranites (Moores ~ 
il., 1990). 
2.2.5 Pillow Lavas 
Extrusive rocks of the Troodos ophiolite are 0.2 to 3 kilometres thick and are 
dominated by pillowed flows. Sheet flows, flow breccias, and hyaloclastites are also 
present. Common mineral phases include quartz, plagioclase, diopside, celadonite 
(formed at the expense of pyroxene), and glass. The lavas were initially divided into a 
Lower (axis) and an Upper (off·axis) sequence (Gass and Smewing, 1973; Smewing 
~ al., 1975). Later geochemical work outlined two distinct geochemical suites 
referred to as 1) the arc tholeiite suite and 2) the high MgO ·high Si~ suite 
(Robinson~ aJ.,, 1983; Rautenschlein ~at., 1985; Gillis, 1986). The rock types 
include basalt, andesite and dacite, and their low grade metamorphic equivalents 
(spilites and keratophyres). 
The pillow lavas are variably altered, although fresh glass is locally preserved. The 
presence of fresh glass throughout the extrusive sequence indicates that the alteration, 
and thus fluid circulation, in the extrusive rocks was not pervasive and that the 
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alteration facies were not stratigraphically controlled (Robinson~ .al., 1983). The 
alteration appears to have been controlled by permeability variations, changes in 
lithology and proximity to intrusions (Gillis, 1983). Gillis (1983) considered this to be 
a reflection of variations in the hydrothermal recharge and discharge regimes in the 
oceanic crust. 
2.2.6 Circum-Troodos Sedimentary Sequem:e 
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The pillow lavas are locally capped by manganiferous umbers, which represent 
exhalative rocks formed as a result of hydrothermal discharge at vents or fossil black 
smokers (Oudin and Constantinou, 1984). The umbers appear to have ponded in 
depressions on a seafloor comprising pillowed and massive flows (Robertson, 1977). 
To the north of the Mitsero graben are the overlying calcareous sedimentary rocks of 
Campanian to Oligocene age belonging to the Perapedhi, Kannaviou, Moni and 
Lefkara Formations (Bear, 1960, Robertson and Hudson, 1974). 
2.2. 7 South Troodos Transfonn Fault 
The South Troodos Transform Fault (STIF; MacLeod, 1990) is a linear east-west 
trending zone to the south of the study area which consists of pillow lavas intercalated 
with clastic wedges, overlying intensely brecciated sheeted dykes (Simonian and Gass, 
1978). Its exposed length is 35 kilometres and its width varies from 0.5 to 1.5 
kilometres (Simonian and Gass, 1978). Simonian and Gass (1978) suggested two 
hypotheses to account for the swing in dyke orientation in the study area to the west 
as the STIF is approached from the north: 1) the dykes were injected into the crust in 
a sigmoidal stress field formed between two spreading ridges; or 2) the dykes, 
originally injected in a north-south orientation (present coordinates), were rotated by 
continued movement on the fault. These two hypotheses imply opposite senses of 
motion and offset along the transform feature. The first, supported by Varga and 
Moores (1985) and Murton (1986) on the basis of comparison with the sonar surveys 
of oceanic fracture zones, implies sinistral slip along a dextrally offset transform 
fault, whereas the second, supported by Simonian and Gass (1978), Allerton and Vine 
(1987), Bonhommet ~ al,. (1988), and MacLeod et al,. (1990, 1992) on the basis of 
paleomagnetic data and similarity to Icelandic fracture zones, imply dextral slip along 
a sinistrally offset tranform fault. 
2.2.8 Minerali2ation 
Massive sulfide bodies within the extrusive sequence have been mined in five different 
mining districts. The massive sulfide tonnage varies from 50,000 to 18,000,000 
tonnes with Cu grades ranging from 0.5% to 4.5%. The ore bodies occur throughout 
the Upper and Lower Pillow Lavas. Many of the deposits are overlain by a thin layer 
of ochre, an iron-rich sediment which may have been formed by the submarine 
weathering of the underlying sulfide ores (Robertson and Hudson, 1974; Herzig~ 
al,., 1990). Most of the larger orebodies appear to have filled depressions on the 
ancient seafloor. They are commonly zoned, with massive ore overlying sulfide and 
quartz ore which in tum overlies a stockwork of quartz and sulfide veins. 
Minor sulfide mineralization is common in the sheeted dykes, generally in the form of 
pyrite-quartz associations which are not economic. The ore-forming fluids are thought 
to have been modified seawater fluids (Spooner, 1977; Spooner and Bray, 1977), 
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implying the existence of fluid-convecting cells driven by a heat source. Zones within 
the lower part of the Sheeted Dyke Complex contain 30-50% epidosite (epidote + 
quartz ± chlorite assemblages) in sheets and pipes up to 1 kilometrP wide, which 
replace the diabase. These zones are regarded as the up-flow zones of the 
hydrothermal systems. Their location directly above the gabbros indicates that the 
heat source driving the systems was likely the underlying magma chamber 
(Richardson ~ &., 1987). 
2.3 STRlTCTURAL GEOLOGY 
Verosub and Moores (1981), with further refinements by Moores~ al. (1990) and 
Varga and Moores (1985, 1990), divided the Troodos ophiolite into five domains and 
three graben structures, based on the orientation of dykes within the Sheeted Dyke 
Complex (Figure 1.2). Moores~ ru. (1990) suggested that the Solea, Mitsero and 
Larnaca grabens arr; fossil axial valleys of former spreading centres. The 
characteristics of the Solea and Mitsero grabens are compared in Table 2.1 (the 
larnaca graben was not included because of a lack of information). These grabens are 
constructed of fault-bounded blocks, which are assumed to have rotated along curved 
listric faults as a consequence of amagmatic extension (Varga and Moores, 1985). The 
Mitsero graben, the focus of this thesis, has been considered to have formed both in 
an on-axis position (Dilek e.t .aJ.,, 1990; Moores e.t ill., 1990; Varga and Moores, 
1985) and, in an off-axis position Allerton and Vine (1991). This chapter, through an 
analysis of dyke orientations, large scale lineaments, and faults, will assess the 
validity of these two contrasting interpretations. 
., ., 
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Table 2.1 Comparison Between Mitsero and Solea Graben Areas 
Mitsero 
• smaller graben 
• asymmetric 
• small dyke rotations (avg. 18°) 
• less amagmatic extension 
• southward swing in dyke orientation 
• axis curves to west 
• tectonic extension 
• small isolated epidosites 
fault controlled 
• many small ore deposits 
• west side more ore deposits 
than east side 
• a few deposits on axis 
• (possible detachment zone) 
• temperatures 300° to 350°C 
• thicker sediment cover 
• U.P.L thin 
• L.P .L. thick 
• thick Basal Group 
• thicker crust 
• possible off-axis formation 
• larger graben 
• asymmetric 
• large rotations of dykes 
(avg. 40° -50°) 
• greater amagmatic extension 
• dykes oriented north-south 
• straight axis 
• magmatic/tectonic extension 
>Mitsero 
• large epidosite area cross 
-cuts axis 
• 3 large ore deposits 
• west side more mineral 
deposits (less than Mitsero) 
• 1 deposit centred on axis, 
others near 
• detachment at Kakopetria 
• temperatures 300° to 350°C 
• thinner sediment cover 
• U.P.L. thicker 
• L.P .L. very thin 
• thin Basal Group 
• thinner crust 
II! pos4iible fossil ridge 
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The Spilia-Politiko field area encompasses the Mitsero graben structure and western 
portion of the Makhaeras domain. This a..'"a can be sub-divided into domains, on the 
basis of dyke orientations. These dyke domains are useful in establishing the sequence 
of events leading to the formation of the Mitsero graben. 
The Mitsero graben is an asymmetric structure; its western portion is 12 kilometres 
wide compared with a width of only 4 kilometres for the eastern portion (cf. Varga 
and Moores, 1985). The graben has a minimum length of 8 kilometres parallel to the 
north-striking axis. Its full extent parallel to dyke strike is obscured by the northerly 
dip of the ophiolite units beneath the sediments of the Mesaoria Plain. The axis of the 
graben is defined by an area of steeply dipping dykes with large variations in strike. 
East of the graben axis, dykes dip steeply to the west whereas to the west of the axis 
the dyke dips are shallower and to the east. The graben axis coincides with a 500 
metre wide breccia zone described by Ramsden (1987), in which the dykes are 
extensively shattered. The axis trends south from Mitsero village. As it nears the 
South Troodos Transform Fault south of Apliki, the axis curves to the west, 
suggesting that the graben and the fault interacted. 
Discrete features at different scales, such as large scale lineaments, faults and dykes, 
aid in developing a tectonic framework for the field area. Previously published work 
on the interpretation of remotely sensed images of the Troodos Ophiolite has been 
restricted to attempts to delineate domains within the entire complex (e.g. Moores~ 
il., 1990). 
The delineation of dyke subdomains within the study area required the manipulation 
of a large amount of dyke orientation data; this was accomplished through the use of 
the several programs written during the course of this study (refer to flow chart 
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Figure 2.2; Appendix D). These subdomains lie within the Spilia-Politiko area and are 
distinct from the domains delineated by Varga an Moores (1985, 1990). Further 
references to domains, unless otherwise stated, refer to the subdomains within the 
Spilia-Politiko area. 
The description of the structural geology of the study area .is based largely on the 
relationships and orientations of dykes and faulting. Domains were recognized on the 
basis of different dyke orientations. These dykes were later rotated as a result of the 
formation of the Mitsero graben. The Troodos ophiolite is cut by major lineaments 
which are thought to be faults which developed during the formation of the ophiolite 
and during its uplift. 
2.3.1 Large Scale Features 
Large scale lineaments in the Troodos Ophiolite are visible on Landsat Thematic 
Mapper and Multi Spectral Scanner (Figure 2.3A) images. Using various 
combinations of four wavelength bands (2 visible and 2 near infrared), a lineament 
map was constructed (Figure 2.38). These lineaments are thought to represent the 
surface exposures of fault traces because many of them coincide with faults mapped 
by the Cyprus Geological Survey Department (Bear, 1960), and with known fault 
traces in north-south trending valleys. 
The extreme relief of the Troodos ophiolite, in the form of north-north-east to 
south-south-west trending valleys, adds a bias to the lineament analysis. Whereas 
many valleys may be fault controlled, in which case their lineaments are important to 
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many of the lineaments. North-south lineaments were thus not included in the 
lineament map unless they included several valleys. As a result some of the shorter 
north-south trending lineaments may not have been noted. 
The distribution of orientations of lineaments which lie entirely within the boundaries 
of the ophiolite is similar to the distribution of orientations for the complete lineament 
set (Figure 2.3B). On the basis of their orientation, the lineament data· can be 
subdivided into four sets (Figure 2.4). Set l consists of roughly east-west (70°·110°) 
trending lineaments within the ophiolite boundaries that also cut the younger 
sediments of the allochthonous Mammonia complex to the south, implying that the 
lineaments formed during syn- to post-uplift fracturing caused by the 
updoming/emplacement of the ophiolite. Set 2 are north-south (350°·010°) trending 
lineaments that generally do not cut the sediments, stopping abruptly at the 
ophiolite/sediment boundary, indicating these lineaments may have developed during 
formation of the ophiolite in the oceanic lithosphere beneath the seafloor. These 
lineaments trend parallel to the paleo-spreading ridge as defined by Varga and Moores 
(1990). Set 3 comprises NNW-SSE (150°) trending lineaments which cut the 
ophiolite/sediment boundary indicating a late origin post~ting sediment deposition. 
A fourth set of lineaments with curved trajectories lies just east of the centre of the 
ophiolite. These are confined within the ophiolite boundaries. These lineaments were 
the basis for the definition of the Mitsero graben axis by Moores~ .al. (1990) and 
Varga and Moores (1985). The lineaments greater than 6 kilometres long are more 
uniformly distributed with respect to their orientation than the short lineaments 
(Figure 2.4). The longer set of lineaments shows a weak maximum at the same 
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The two lineament data sets (#2 and #4) related to the formation of the oceanic crust, 
form a pattern similar to the fracture pattern found in clay model doming experiments 
by Withjack and Scheiner (19S2). These showed that dome-flanking fractures develop 
primarily as normal faults. A north-south directed compressional event during 
up-doming would result in a north-south oriented lineament pattern, whereas a 
north-south directed tensional event would result in east-west directed lineaments. In 
the case of the Troodos Complex, the majority of lineaments are oriented in an 
east-west direction (Figure 2.4). Comparison with the clay modelling experiments 
performed by Withjack and Scheiner (1982), indicates that the pattern of lineaments in 
the Troodos Complex may have formed in an environment of either solely up-doming 
or one of updoming combined with extension, with the maximum horizontal tensional 
stress oriented in an north-south direction (present coordinates). Due to the 90° 
rotation of the ophie;lite, this translates to a north-south oriented maximum horizontal 
compressive stress while the ophiolite was still part of the seafloor. Varga's (1991) 
work on fault motion in the Solea graben documents a north·south compressional 
event postdating the hydrothermal events. Compressional events result in more 
north-south oriented lineaments unless the rate of compression was much smaller than 
the rate of uplift (Withjack and Scheiner, 1982). The roughly north-south directed set 
2 lineaments, which lie entirely within the boundaries of the ophiolite, could have 
formed as a result of the compressional event which Varga (1991) postulated was 
uplift related. Since these lineaments do not extend beyond the boundary of the 
igneous rocks into the sediments, they likely formed while the ophiolite was still part 
of the oceanic crust before substantial sedimentation had taken place, although the 
uplift may have been part of the ridge process (Malpas, pers.comm., 1989) or 
ophiolite emplacement process (Gass, 1979; Robertson, 1990). Sets 1 and 3 are likely 
primarily related to the uplift and emplacement of the ophiolite, whereas sets 2 and 4 
may have formed while the Troodos ocean crust was still forming. 
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2.3.2 Dyke Relations 
Much information concerning the characteristics of sheeted dykes in ophiolitic 
terranes, comes from studies done in the Troodos ophiolite (e.g. Cann, 1974; Kidd 
and Cann, 1974), the Bay of Islands ophiolite, Newfoundland (e.g. Rosencrantz, 
1980, 1982) and the Semail ophiolite, Oman (MacLeod~ iL,, 1992). 
Dip directions of dykes with respect to the spreading axis can be predicted from two 
models: (1) a variable subsidence model in which dykes dip away from the axis, their 
rotation caused by loading of lensoid volcanic piles (Cann, 1974, Rosencrantz, 1980, 
seen in the Bay of Islands Ophiolite Complex, Newfoundland), and (2) a normal 
faulting model in which the dykes dip toward the spreading axis (seen in the 
Josephine ophiolite, California, U.S.A. (Harper, 1982; 1985) and in the Troodos 
Ophiolite, Cyprus (Verosub and Moores, 1981; Varga and Moores, 1985). 
In the Sheeted Dyke Complex of the Troodos Ophiolite, three dyke domain boundary 
types have been distinguished (Moores ~ iL,, 1990): 1) graben boundaries defined by 
dykes dipping toward each other (the graben axis); 2) graben boundaries defined by 
dykes dipping away from each other (the graben edge); and 3) intrusive contacts. 
Dykes at the boundary of the Mitsero graben and the Makhaeras domain are steeply 
dipping and dip away from each other. 
In the study area, the following outcrop-scale dyke injection relations were seen: 
dykes injected along dyke margins between two dykes; into the interior of a single 
dyke, effectively splitting it; or in a cross-cutting fashion where the later dyke is 
intruded at a different an(~le than the earlier dyke. In the field arel wnere a dyke 
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cross-cuts another dyke, the younger dyke generally has the steeper dip. Dyke 
propagation is controlled by either pre-existing fractures in the crust or the orientation 
of the least compressive principal stress (Pollard, 1987). Alteration, where present in 
the dykes is limited to a hydrothermal mineral assemblage (epidote, quartz and 
chlorite). The hydrothermal alteration is patchy. In the most intensely altered 
outcrops, not more than 50% of the exposed dykes are altered to epidosite 
(quartz-epidote-chlorite assemblage). Unaltered dykes were seen to cut hydrothermally 
altered dykes indicating the hydrothermal alteration was preceded, as well as 
succeeded, by magmatic activity. 
2.3.2.1 Baris For Dyke Domains 
An analysis of dyke orientations in the Spilia-Politiko area was undertaken to 
distinguish among different dyke domains and then to create a tectonic model of the 
study area. Roughly 3300 dyke orientations were collected in the study area (848 by 
the author with the remainder taken from various published maps, Bear, 1960; Carr 
and Bear, 1960; Malpas and Brace, 1987; Ramsden, 1987; Figure 2.5). 
To facilitate the interpretation of the variation in dyke orientations, dyke orientation 
was estimated at node points on a grid with a spacing of 500 metres, superimposed on 
a map of the field area. The density of data points was too low to allow estimation of 
dyke orientation values at a grid node spacing of less than 500 metres. The estimation 
method used to calculate dyke orientations at grid node points was a nearest 
neighbour, exponential distance method. This method proceeded by searching for data 
points within a specified radius of a node point (500 metres). A weight, exponentially 
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FIGURE 2.5 DYKE ORIENTATION DATA, SPILIA - POLITIKO AREA, CYPRUS. GRABEN 
AND DOMAIN BOUNDARIES BASED ON INFORMATION IN FIGURES 2.6 AND 2.7. 
data point within the specified radius. These weights were then applied to the 
direction cosines of the orientation of the dyke at the data point. The normalized sum 
of these values was used to compute an orientation for each node point. A more 
complete description of the method is presented in Appendix D (program: GRID EST). 
In the field area there is a general trend in the strike of dykes from NW-SE in the 
wes~ through NE-SW toE-Win the east (Figure 2.6). There are abrupt changes, on 
the scale of the 500 metre node spacings, in dyke strike at various locations in the 
area. These abrupt changes in the dyke strike were used to delineate five major dyke 
domains numbered 1 to 5 from east to west. From one domain to the next, the mean 
strike rotates counterclockwise by roughly 25°. In the eastern-most domain (#1), dyke 
strikes are roughly 070°, and progressively westward the mean strikes of dykes within 
domains are roughly 045° (#2), 026° (#3), oooo (#4) and 324° (#5) (Figure 2.6). 
Within the domains the dyke trends show no systematic changes in strike toward the 
domain edges. A sixth, smaller domain, showing a bimodal distribution of dyke 
orientations, at 018° and 113 o, lies within domain 3, and is designated domain 6. 
The gridded data were used to create a dip map of the Spilia-Politiko area (Figure 
2. 7). Less dip estimates than strike estimates (Figure 2.6) were made because about 
30% of the literature dyke orientation data contained only strike information. There 
are several areas characterized by opposing dyke dip directions. Areas of near-vertical 
to vertical dyke dips generally coincide with areas where dyke dips change from 
east-dipping to west-dipping. In the south-west of the field area there are areas of near 
vertically dipping dykes which did not coincide with changes in dip direction (Figure 
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The consistent dip of dykes toward the lineament, defined by Varga and Moores 
(1985) as the Mitsero graben axis, suggests that the subsidence model of Cann (1974) 
does not apply _in this area and that the dyke rotations are consistent with the normal 
faulting model of Verosub and Moores (1971), assuming on-axis formation of the 
graben structure. Boundaries separating changes in dip direction, were in roughly the 
same positions as the graben boundaries and axis presented by Moores ~ ill. ( 1990) 
for the Mitsero graben. The boundaries are thought to be more accurate than the 
Moores et ru. (1990) boundaries which were based on LandSat-imagery-interpreted 
lineaments (compare figures 1.2 and 2.5). 
The graben axis and eastern graben boundaries subdivide domains 2 and 3 into three 
sub-domains (labelled A, B, C on Figure 2.8). Domain 3C will not be dealt with 
further as the sparseness of the data within its bounds precludes useful interpretation; 
there were only 13 data points. Note that all stereographic projections in this study, 
are plots of poles to dyke planes on lower-hemisphere, equal-area projections. 
Although there is some overlap in the mean orientations of dykes between domains, 
none of the 95% level of confidence circles of the mean domain orientations of 
domains 1, 2A, 3A, 4, 5 and 6B overlap with each other, indicating that the mean 
orientation of each of these domains is distinct (Figure 2.9). The standard deviations 
of the dyke orientations are large enough that there is some overlap between the 
domains. Domain 2B and 2C confidence circles of the mean orientations overlap 
indicating they may ~ -e part of the same domain. The boundaries of the sub-domains 
within domains 2 and 3 coincide with boundaries established by Varga and Moores 
(1985) and Ramsden (1987), which delineate the axis and eastern boundary of the 
Mitsero graben (compare Figures 1.2 and 2.10). Domain 6 was subdivided into 6A 
and 6B on the basis of distinct populations of dyke orientations. The dykes of the two 
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FIGURE 2.10 DYKE STRIKE DOMAINS REFERENCED TO THE GEOLOGY 
OF THE SPILIA-POLITIKO AREA, CYPRUS. 
of dykes is continuous across the graben boundaries indicates the dyke strike 
orientations predate the graben formation. The formation of the graben structure 
affected only the dip direction of dykes. 
2.3.2.2 Geological Significance of Dyke Domains 
The bi-modal distribution of dyke orientations of domain 6 (subdivided into 6A and 
6B), lies east of Ayios Epiphanios in sub-domain 3B. Domain 6A dykes have a 
similar mean orientation to domain 3B dykes. The domain 6B dykes may be later 
intrusions related to a small, possibly off-axis, gabbro body which intrudes the dykes 
of the Basal Group, near Ayios Epiphanies. The domain 6B dykes intruded the 
original dykes of sub-domain 3B, in the area of domain 6, almost at right angles to 
the original strike (85°) (see Figure 2.9 for orientations of the two sets of dykes in 
domain 6). A rotation in the stress field may have resulted in the intrusion of these 
dykes at a high angle to the existing dykes. Domain 6A dyke orientations, although 
overlapping with 3B, may also have an affinity to domain 4; they have very similar 
strikes, and equal but opposite dips. This may be explained in that the domains 38 
and 6A lie on opposite sides of the graben axis from domain 4 but they may have 
been part of the same domain before the formation of the graben structure. 
The graben axis, defined on the basis of dyke domain boundaries, closely corresponds 
to a major curved lineament (Figure 2.11). In several other cases there is a 
correspondence between lineaments and domain boundaries (e.g. portions of the 
boundaries of domains 28, 3A, 3C and 5). This indicates that portions of the domain 
boundaries are controlled by the lineaments which may be fault traces. The magnitude 
of possible offsets or rotations along these lineaments is not known. 
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FIGURE 2 . 11 DOMAIN BOUNDARIES AND LINEAMENTS IN THE SPILIA - POUTIKO AREA, CYPRUS. 
The domain boundaries do not appear to be influenced by the ophiolite stratigraphy 
(Figure 2.10). The map view of the area is an oblique section through the ophiolite, 
with deeper stratigraphic levels exposed to the south. Dykes, originally overlying 
gabbros, and now eroded, may have originally had strikes similar to the dykes 
presently exposed in the domain. Continuity of dyke strike with depth is exemplified 
by domain 4 (figure 2.6). 
Comparison of the angle of intersection between estimated dyke orientations at 
adjacent nodes may indicate changes in the lithological properties of the rock. The 
orientation of dykes intruding, for example, into pillow lavas, may be different from 
those intruding into other sheeted dykes. This is because the structural fabric of the 
pillow lavas is different from that of the sheeted dykes. The magnitude of the acute 
angle of the intersection of poles to adjacent dykes (estimated) at grid nodes is 
contoured in Figure 2.12 (Appendix D explains the methodology used to produce this 
figure; program: GRIDANGL). This map shows that dyke orientations within the 
Sheeted Dyke Complex proper (excluding the Basal Group) are very consistent on a 
local scale; that is, there are few abrupt changes in dyke attitude within domain 
boundaries. However, changes in rock type, such as the tran~ition zone from the 
Sheeted Dyke Complex to the Pillow Lavas (Basal Group), and the transition to the 
Plutonic Complex at the bottom, cause abrupt local changes in dyke orientation. The 
largest changes in orientation occur along the graben axis. 
Within the Basal Group, changes in dyke orientation between adjacent grid nodes are 
greater than in the areas of 100% sheeted dykes. Differences between the lithological 
characteristics of the Basal Group (which has randomly located pillow screens among 
the dykes) and the Sheeted Dyke Complex (which has a well defined fabric) are a 
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NODES, SPILIA-POLITIKO AREA, CYPRUS (SEE TEXT FOR FURTHER EXPLANATION). 
the Basal Group as follows: initially the Basal Group was composed entirely of pillow 
lavas and flows. They were subsequently intruded by dykes as the sequence increased 
in thickness. Although presently the Basal Group contains nearly 100% dykes at its 
base, the first dykes intruded into pillow lavas and flow units rather than into earlier 
dykes. Later dykes intruded into these earlier dykes as well as into pillowed and flow 
lavas, which are now seen as discontinuous screens throughout the Basal Group. 
The boundaries of the Mitsero graben are defined on the basis of spatial variations in 
the strike and dip of the dykes (Moores~ ru., 1990; Varga and Moores, 1985). The 
western boundary, separating the Mitsero graben and the neighbouring So lea graben is 
not abrupt; the relationships of dykes between the grabens may be intrusive rather 
than fault bounded (Moores~ al., 1990). According to Varga and Moores (1985), the 
eastern boundary of the Mitsero graben with the Makhaeras domain is well-defined by 
an abrupt change in the azimuth and dip of the dykes. However, the present analysis 
shows that the dykes of the Makhaeras domain (which include the dykes of domains 
1, 2C and 3C in this study) do not appear to overprint the dykes in the eastern portion 
of the Mitsero graben, since there is no change in the strike of the dykes. The change 
in dip direction of dykes, between the Mitsero graben and Makhaeras domain. seems 
to be purely a function of the rotation of the dyke blocks during the formation of the 
graben structure. This implies that the dykes of the Mitsero and Makhaeras domains 
formed contemporaneously and that the graben structure was superimposed on the 
dykes at a later time. 
A contour map of the magnitude of dyke dip (irrespective of dip direction) (Figure 
2.13) shows that dyke dips tend to be steeper east of the Mitsero graben axis than 
west of the axis. A band of dykes with shallow dips is in the western portion of the 
graben, near the Basal Group/Sheeted Dyke Complex transition. Gaps in the data 
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FIGURE 2.13 CONTOURED DYKE DIPS, SPILIA- POLITIKO AREA, CYPRUS. 
coverage in this area make interpretation difficult. To the west of the Mitsero-Solea 
graben boundary dyke dips are again steep. Within the Makhaeras domain, dyke dips 
are very steep, shallowing only slightly in the eastern part of the domain. In the area 
of the Plutonic Complex there is a sequence of dykes with a 
shallow-steep-shallow-steep dipping pattern repeated from east to west forming an 
undulating pattern. This pattern may result from unequal rotations of fault bounded 
blocks in the area of the Plutonic Complex. Dyke trends in the Plutonic Complex 
show a larger scatter around a mean orientation than do those in the Sheeted Dyke 
Complex (Figure 2.12). This may be the result of the intrusion of dykes of various 
orientations from different plutonic centres. 
The available dyke data were not appropriate to determine the relative age relations 
between the domains. However, a model of the geological development of the field 
area, based on data presented in this chapter, does enable prediction of temporal 
relations between the domains. 
Z .3.2.3 Dyke Geochemistry 
To determine whether domains defined by the orientation of dykes were identifiable 
on the basis of the chemical signature of the dykes, 20 whole rock analyses were done 
on relatively fresh dyke samples, covering each dyke domain in the study area (see 
Appendix B.2 for analyses and sample locations). These were combined with 417 
analyses from ten road-cut sections available in the literature (Baragar .et a}., 1989) 
(Refer to Appendix B.2 for the road section location map and discrimination plots). 
The geochemical data indicate that the majority of dykes from all domains plot as 
low-potassium tholeiites on a Ti versus Cr diagram (after Pearce, 1975), and within 
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the island-arc basalt field of a Zr versus Zr/Y diagram (after Pearce and Norry, 
1979). Both depleted and undepleted suites are represented by the dykes in all 
domains (classified on the basis of lower levels of incompatible elements and 
Mg0>5.5%, Ti02 <0.85% and Cr>40ppm in the depleted suite- Baragar~&., 
1989). Cross-cutting relationships of the dykes indicate that the depleted or undepicted 
dykes have no consistent age relationship to one another (Baragar~ ah 1989). This 
indicates that the two suites may be coeval. The dyke chemistry implies that there 
were at least two magma sources operating contemporaneously within each dyke 
domain. Although variations are present in the data, these variations are not consistent 
with dyke domain boundaries. Therefore the dyke chemistry is independent of the 
subdivision of the dykes into domains. 
2.3.3 Rotational Axis For Extensional Defonnation 
It is assumed by most workers (e.g. Varga, 1991), that the dykes were originally 
injected vertically into the crust. This means that any tilting present in the dykes now 
is due to tectonic rotations that took place after their injection. The effects of rotation, 
uplift and emplacement of the ophiolite ate superimposed on the original orientations 
of the dykes. Since a sheeted dyke sequence does not generally have any horizontal 
marker horizons, it is difficult to determine the amount of rotation the ophiolite 
complex has undergone during, for example, uplift. The only originally sub-horizontal 
surface present in the field area is the sediment-pillow lava boundary. The dykes, in 
the Mitsero graben, were rotated with respect to their original, vertical orientatiJn as 
a result of graben formation. The amount of rotation is used to calculate the amount 
of extension in the study area. 
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Although the sediments on the northern flank of the ophiolite presently dip 10° to 20o 
to the north (Bear, 1960), they are thought to have been originally flat-lying. The 
sediments and the lavas, however were not necessarily laid down on a horizontal 
surface. Their tilting was caused by the updoming of the ophiolite during uplift and 
emplacement (Cleintaur ~ al., 1977). This rotation must be removed from the dyke 
orientation data before dealing with the graben formation event because the graben 
formation is thought to pre-date the final updoming of the ophiolite. Whereas the dip 
at the sediment-pillow lava boundary is roughly 15° to the north (Cleintaur ~ aJ.., 
1977}, the dome shape of the ophiolite dictates a oo dip along the highest part of the 
dome. The dip variation across the dome is not expected to change consistently; 
however there is insufficient information to constrain the variation from north to 
south. 
The poles of the mean orientations of each of the dyke domains and sub-domains lie 
on great circles; one for the west-dipping dykes on the eastern side of the Mitsero 
graben and one for the east-dipping dykes on the western side (Figure 2.14). The 
mean values for sub-domains 6A and 68 were not included in this manipulation 
because they are anomalous in that a best-fit-circle including these data requires much 
greater rotations than otherwise necessary to bring the dykes to a venical position. As 
discussed before, the dykes from domain 6 may have been intruded at a later time, 
possibly after the formation of the graben. The pole to the great circle, for the 
western side of the Mitsero graben, lies at 098°171 o and that to the eastern great 
circle lies at 260°/73° (Figure 2.14). The mean effects of the ophiolite updoming can 
be removed from the dyke orientations through a 3 ° clockwise rotation (viewed from 
above), of the intersection (000° /3 °) between the great circles, about a horizontal axis 
trending toward 090°. It was assumed that the graben blocks were originally rotated 
about a horizontal axis. Thus this axis, the intersection between the two great circles, 
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must be brought back to the horizontal. The 3 o rotation puts the great circle 
intersection into a horizontal position. 
The mean orientations of the various dyke domains, after completing the above 
rotation, now lie on two great circles which intersect at 000°/0° (dip-azimuth/dip). 
The dyke data belonging to the west and east graben halves can be rotated 19° and 
-16°, respectively, about a horizontal axis trending oooo, so that the best-fitting great 
circles become horizontal (positive rotations are clockwise looking down the axis, that 
is, toward 000°){Figure 2.14). This places the dykes approximately into their 
pre-graben, sub-vertical orientation. Only the dykes within domain 4 are oriented 
parallel to the rotation axis. 
The amount of extension that has taken place, as a result of the formation of the 
Mitsero graben, depends on the original dip of the dykes and the original dip of the 
fault along which the dyke rotation took place (Figure 2.15A) (Norrell and Harper, 
1988). This method of calculating graben extension assumes the faults were planar 
and that their surfaces rotated with continued deformation, keeping the angle between 
the dyke and fault constant (Axen, 1988). To enable dyke rotations to take place, fault 
slip surfaces must either be curved or the fault planes themselves must rotate (Jackson 
and White, 1989). The dips of dip-slip faults (Section 2.3.4 and Appendix A.5) and 
the dips of associated dykes indicate a variation in the amount of extension from 0% 
to 31% with an average extension of 12% (Figure 2.15B). The greatest amount of 
extension is in the central portion of the west half of the graben (domain 4), where 
dyke dips are the shallowest (Figure 2.13). The amount of extension is least near the 
graben boundaries and near the graben axis. The dyke orientations near the graben 
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FIGURE 2.15 RELATION BETWEEN FAULT ROTATION AND AMOUNT OF EXTENSION. 
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A) ~IS FINAL DYKE DIP, 91S THE COMPLEMENT OF THE ANGLE BElWEEN THE 
FAULT AND THE DYKE PLANE. 91S ALSO THE COMPLEMENT TO THE ORIGINAL 
FAULT DIP ASSUMING ORIGINALLY VERTICAL DYKES (AFTER AXEN, 1988; NORRELL 
AND HARPER, 1988). DOTTED UNE IS PALEO.HORIZONTALSURFACE, SCUD 
UNES ARE FAULTS. B) AMOUNTS OF EXTENSION IN THE MITSERO GRABEN. 
2.3.4 Fault Geometry 
The majority of the 136 faults examined in the study area, for which a sense of 
motion could be established, are strike-slip or normal faults, whereas only three 
showed reverse motion. At the outcrop-scale, less than one metre of motion was 
indicated. Faults generally dip less steeply than the dykes they cut. In the field, fault 
traces tend to follow the dyke margins for several metres and then abruptly cut across 
a dyke to follow the next dyke margin. Slickenside striations, on fault plane surfaces, 
were measured at SO locations for a total of 136 data points (Figure 2.16, see 
Appendix A.5 for plots). 
Slickensides occur on both uncoated and mineral coated fracture surfaces, although 
cross-cutting relations between the two variations were not seen. The slickensides 
formed on various mineral surfaces; including, epidote, hematite, pyrite and calcite. 
The direction of motion along faults, on the basis of slickenside striations, was in 
general difficult to determine unless there was a marker (e.g. offset dyke) available. 
Slickenside lineations indicate motion along faults ranging from dip-slip to strike-slip. 
Fault types in the field area (Table 2.2 and Figure 2.17) indicate a predominance of 
strike-slip faults. On the basis of fault orientations it is believed the north-south 
trending dip-slip faults are related to block rotation during graben formation. 
East-west strike-slip faults may be transfer faults; these were noted by Hurst~ il. 
(1988) in the eastern part of the Solea graben. Some of the faults may be related to 
the resolution of space problems arising during fa~lt block rotations; the data are not 
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TABLE 2.2 FAULT TYPE IN THE SPILIA- POLITIKO AREA 
LTYPE OBLIQUE SUP 
LOCATION DIP SLI~ DIP 
NORTH-WEST 3 2 
e-w 2 2 
N-S 1 
-
CENTRAL WEST 2 -
E·W 2 . 
N·S . -
SOUTH-WEST 10 8 
E·W 4 5 
N·S 6 3 
TOTALS: DIP SUP • 
OBUQUE DIP SUP • 
OBUQUE STRIKE SUP 
STRIKE SUP • 
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Since many of the fault data may pertain to motions after the formation of the graben 
there is little sense in rotating the faults using the graben rotation axes (discussed in 
Section 2.3.3). The fact that this rotation does not simplify the interpretation of the 
slickenside data implies that motion along these fault planes may have been syn- to 
post-graben formation. 
Several major faults, roughly parallel to the north-south dyke strike, cut the rocks in 
the vicinity of the graben axis. These faults trend 170° from Kalokhorio, in the north, 
to Gourri and Pharmakas in the south, and 190° from Ayios Epiphanies south to 
Aplild and Palekhori (Bear, 1960), forming the eastern graben boundary and the 
graben axis, respectively (see Figure 2.1 for village locations). It was not possible to 
establish a sense of motion for these faults. 
Of the 136 faults measured in the field area, 13 strike 90° to the graben axis trend 
and 35 faults had dips too steep to enable unambiguous assignment of dip direction 
with respect to the graben axis. The remaining faults trend sub-parallel to the graben 
axis. Axis-parallel faults dipping away from the graben axis (63) dominate over 
axis-parallel faults dipping toward the Mitsero graben axis (25). The dominance of 
outward-dipping faults implies the spreading rate may have been fast, since 
inward-dipping faults dominate over outward-dipping faults at slow spreading axes 
(Lonsdale, 1977). 
In the north, west of Ayios Epiphanies, both stri.ke- and dip.slip fault movement was 
E-W directed. In the south, near Apliki, the fault movement ranges from N-S on N-S 
trending faults to NE-SW on NE-SW trending faults. Ramsden ( 1987) reported 
similar findings in the area of the Mitsero graben axis. To the west, near Xyliatos, 
fault movements are N-S on N-S trending faults becoming more NE-SW on generally 
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NE-SW trending faults, to the south. 
Between Spilia and Lagoudhera the slickenside striations indicate strike-slip movement 
on WNW-ESE trending faults. South of the Plutonic Complex, near Alona, the 
slickenside striations are more chaotic and give no consistent axis of motion. West of 
Xyliatos, across the Solea graben boundary, the slickenside lineations on fault planes 
indicate that the major component of fault motion was strike-slip E-W to NW-SE. 
East-west trending dip-slip faults, west of Ayios Epiphanies, lie at shallow crustal 
depths and may be related to the graben formation. The north-south to NE-SW 
trending strike-slip faults in the south of the field area may be related to deflection of 
dykes by movement along the South Troodos Transform Fault (Figure 2.18). 
Epidote vein filling material, related to the circulation of hydrothermal fluids (Section 
5.2 and 5.4), is found along some faults. Hydrothermal circulation and alteration is 
contemporaneous with the formation of the Troodos ocean crust (Chapter 3 and 5), 
suggesting these faults existed while the Troodos ocean crust was still forming. The 
mean orientation of these epidote coated fault surfaces (Figure 2.19) is roughly 
('1)6°/72° (dip-direction/dip), roughly parallel to local dyke strike. The changes in the 
fault orientation from area to area generally parallel changes in dyke orientations from 
area to area (compare Figures 2.20 and 2.6). 
Rotation of dykes may be accomplished by either simple domino-style block rotations 
or rotations along curved fault planes. In the Solea Graben area, work by Varga 
(1991) has demonstrated that planar faults link to form listric geometries. Given the 
proximity of the two graben structures, the deformational style in the Mitsero graben 
may be similar. Faults in the field area, taken from existing Cyprus Geological 
Survey maps (Bear, 1960; Carr and Bear, 1960), show a radial pattern converging to 
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FIGURE 2.18 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM TO PROVIDE EXPLANATION FOR 
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FIGURE 2.20 DOMAIN BOUNDARIES AND FAULTS IN THE SPILIA - POLITIKO AREA, CYPRUS. 
0\ 
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the south and striking NW-SE in the west and NE-SW in the east (Figure 2.20). Fault 
trajectories, for listric-normal faults, in the map view of the oblique section through 
the ophiolite (down-section being to the south) should curve toward the graben axis. 
The intersection point of these faults (by extending their trajectories) indicates a 
possible zone of detachment along an east-west line just south of Palekhori. 
A sub-horizontal fault possibly indicative of low-angle detachment faulting, like those 
near the base of the Sheeted Dyke Complex in the Solea graben (Moores~ ru., 1990; 
Varga and Moores, 1985), was seen only near Platanistasa in the Mitsero graben; this 
may be due to lack of sufficient exposure at depth, near the Sheeted Dyke - Plutonic 
Complex contact A possible detachment zone is inferred by Moores~ ru. (1990) 
from the Cyprus Crustal Drilling Project Hole CY -4 near Palekhori (labelled as '4' on 
Figure 1.2). A highly altered interval between a depth of 700 to 850 metres, at the 
base cf the sheeted dyke sequence, is a transition from faulted and altered dykes 
above 700m to relatively unaltered dykes and gabbros below 850m. Such a 
detachment zone would lie within the Plutonic Complex; this is shown on a schematic 
cross-section of the Spilia-Politiko area (Figure 2.21). 
2.4 SUMMARY AND CONLCUSIONS 
In summary, the following is concluded from the dyke and fault data in the 
Spilia-Politiko area: 
1) The Mitsero graben is roughly 16 kilometres wide (12 kilometres to the west of the 
graben axis and 4 to the east). The axis of the graben is a curved lineament trending 
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FIGURE 2.21 SCHEMATIC EAST -WEST CROSS-SECTION OF THE SPIUA-
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FAULTS AND DYKE DOMAINS. DYKES DIPS BASED ON FIGURE 2.7. 
2) Five major dyke domains have been delineated on the basis of dyke orientations in 
the Sheeted Dyke Complex. The domain boundaries are defined by abrupt, but 
regular, changes in dyke orientation from one domain to the next. This suggests that 
periods of magmatism with multiple intrusions are punctuated by periods of tectonic 
extension. 
3) Dyke orientations are more variable near the boundaries of the sheeted dykes with 
the pillowed lavas and the gabbros. The systematic variation in dyke dip supports the 
presence of an asymmetric graben structure. Rotation of dykes was along an axis 
parallel to the graben axis. 
4) Major and trace element geochemistry of the dykes neither supports nor refutes the 
existence of the dyke domains. The geochemical patterns are indicative of a multiple 
intrusive environment from at least two sources. 
5) Lineaments, representing fault traces, match the dyke domain boundaries in various 
locations. Cross-cutting relations suggests two sets of lineaments formed during the 
formation of the graben while the remaining two lineament sets formed during the 
uplift and emplacement of the ophiolite. 
6) Faulting appears to have been concurrent with hydrothermal alteration, implying 
faults were present at the earliest stages of the formation of the Sheeted Dyke 
Complex. In the north, E-W dip-slip slickensides on faults may be related to graben 
formation, whereas in the south, strike·slip slickensides indicate interaction with the 
transform fault. Major faults bound the graben structure to the east, as well as 
delineating the graben axis. To the west the boundary may be fault bounded, although 
this is not clear. 
b) 
7) As stated in the introduction to this chapter, Dilek ~ !\l. (1990) implied the Mitsero 
graben formed at the spreading ridge axis, whereas Allerton and Vine ( 1987) 
suggested that the graben formed formed in an off-axis position after a ridge jump 
caused abandonment of the spreading axis. If the former was the case, then evidence, 
in the form of intrusive cross-cutting dyke relations, should be seen at the graben 
margins. Such relations were noted at the western margin of the Solea graben 
(MacLeod~&., 1992, quoting E.M. Moores, 1987) and at the western margin of the 
Larnaca graben (Allerton, 1989). These relationships were not seen, during this study, 
at the Mitsero graben boundaries, arguing against an on-axis formation of the graben 
structure. 
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3. FRACTURE CHARACTERISTICS IN TIIE STUDY AREA 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Fractures within the sheeted dykes and along their margins form conduits for 
hydrothermal fluid circulation and therefore control the distribution of the fluids. 
Thus, knowledge of fracture characteristics is essential for inferring variations in the 
permeability and hence fluid distribution in the oceanic crust. 
In previous studies of the Troodos ophiolite, fracture characteristics have not been 
measured in a comprehensive fashion, because these studies were interested in the 
chemical rather than the physical interaction of the fluid and the rock (e.g. Gillis, 
1986; Richardson~&., 1987; Baragar~ al., 1989). Thus, it has in the past, not 
been possible to compare fracture characteristics from one area of the ophiolite to 
another in a rigourous manner. The purpose of this chapter is to present a detailed 
evaluation of fracture characteristics and their variability in the Sheeted Dyke 
Complex in the Mitsero graben. This evaluation is important in establishing the nature 
and development of Layer 2B oceanic crust in terms of its permeability and 
hydrothermal circulation characteristics. 
Fracture geometry is controlled by the host ~ock lithology, pre-existing planes of 
weakness and the externally applied stress field. In the study area, fracture 
characteristics were measured in a variety of rock types including pillow basalts, 
diabase dykes, epidosites, plagiogranites, and gabbros. The majority of fracture 
measurements in the study area were taken from the diabase dykes and epidosites of 
the Sheeted Dyke Complex and the Basal Group, because these areas are thought to 
be analogous to Layer 2 of the oceanic crust. 
Fracture geometry was mapped using scanline methods desc,ibed below (after Piteau, 
1970; Hudson and Priest, 1979; LaPointe and Hudson, 1985). The fracture data 
collected for this st1Jdy are used for the following: 1) to group fractures into sets 
based on their orientations; 2) to assess fracture aperture variation; 3) to assess the 
spatial and temporal variation of mineral filling with respect to fracture sets; 4) to 
evaluate the significance of fracture interaction with other fractures (termination 
mode); 5) to determine fracture trace length distributions and the relationships 
between fracture trace length and fracture type and mineral infilling; and 6) to 
determine the fracture frequency within the mapped areas. The determination of the 
trace length distribution and the fracture frequency were undertaken as part of the 
process of the permeability estimation. The results of these analyses are summarized 
at the end of this chapter. 
The manipulation of the large amount of fracture data (3221 fractures) was facilitated 
by the use of a series of computer programs written for this study. Figure 3.1 shows 
a schematic of the use of these programs. Program listings and descriptions are in 
Appendix D. 
3.2 SCANLINE METHODOLOGY 
In general, the scanline method entails mapping characteristics of fractures which 
intersect a line or measuring tape laid out on a rock outcrop surface. Scanline lengths 
varied from 18 metres (site: 1305) to 85 metres (site: 0122); the majority had lengths 
of 30 metres. Figure 3.2 shows scanline mapping locations in the study area. In this 
study, 41 rock outcrops were mapped throughout the field area. The scanline 
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recorded; the listing of the fracture data is presented in Appendix A.l. Fractures were 
mapped in all dyke domains as defined in Section 2.3.2, with the exception of domain 
1. No scanline fracture data were collected in domain 1 because, during field work, 
this area lay outside the study area and was not mapped. 
The scanline locations were chosen in a variety of geological settings including: 
minimally altered dykes; dykes altered entirely to epidosites; dykes proximal to 
gabbros and plagiogranites; and areas proximal to faults (Table 3.1). Mos! of the 
scanline fracture measurements (76%) were taken from sheeted dykes. The remaining 
fracture measurements came from gabbro (13%), plagiogranite (6%), and pillow lavas 
(5% ). The tiata from the different lithologies were kept separate for the analyses. The 
analyses concentrated on the fracture data collected from the sheeted dykes. 
The outcrop traces of fractures recorded during the scanline mapping were drawn on 
overlays of photographs taken of the outcrops prior to the scan line survey. The 
following characteristics were measured from each fracture: distance to fracture from 
start of scanline; fracture type; orientation; trace length; censoring (fracture 
interaction with the outcrop edge) and termination mode (fracture interaction with 
other fractures); mineral filling; roughness (large scale fracture curvature and small 
scale fracture aperture variations); rock type; and width or aperture of the fracture 
(Appendix A.l includes p~:toral descriptions of some of the terminology of fracture 
characteristics). Various schemes have been formulated to classify rock discontinuity 
characteristics (Hodgson, 1961; International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM), 
1978; Nelson, 1979; Hancock, 1985). This study used the terminology outlined by 
ISRM (1978). 
TABLE 3.1 Scanllne Field Relations 
Soenlna 8MnlrM • RMk IWatecl 
• t.;:" .. Type FMturM Freoturee 
0000 18 7& di..,... feult 
0108 30 88 .pdoeit• nMf f.Wt 
0112 28 80 clebeM nMf g.bbrolfeult 
0122 110 281 ..., ... gebbra 
0201 10 31 dl .... 
0213 30 117 .pdoelc. 
0301 7 14 cl..,... 
0302 13 o41 cl..,... 
0303 1 13 di..,... 
030-4 & 14 cl8bln 
0308 10 11 dilbM• 
0307 10 21 clllbeM 
0329 10 20 di8bln lh.-r-
0401 20 88 .pdoelc. 
0404 20 18 .pdolite 
0413 30 59 cl8bln 
0418 20 33 clllbeM 
0428 &0 185 cillbeM nMf feult 
0701 30 89 epidlglb pbbta 
10C)1 30 93 dl8bln 
1008 18 73 cllbeM 
1011 22 81 "..,_ 
1028 30 114 dl .... 
1037 30 ee .pdoeite 
t10l 25 78 .pdollte 
1111 30 121 ...... neer gebbra 
1124 24 ee ..... 
1129 30 105 dlebiM 
1134 30 88 ...... 
1137 :\0 75 cllbeM 
1204 lG 84 cl .... 
1211 28 139 cillbM• .,.., feult 
1218 30 104 clalpll 
1221 30 108 cl.tglb pleglagr. 
1222 30 94 cl.tpleg pfeglogr. 
1227 20 81 ci .... 
1305 15 39 ...... 
1307 20 6\ diilbaH 
1310 12 54 dillbM• 
1318 30 108 di8bln ,_. plegiagr. 
132\ 30 109 I eoidoelte 
Total (4\) \038 322\ 
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The following fracture types were noted in the study area: joints (regular planar 
discrete features); fractures (irregularly shaped discrete features); and faults (larger 
scaie discrete features showing evidence for movement) . Dyke margin contacts are a 
special case of joints with the attached genetic significance of being cooling joints. 
Veins are fractures containing a mineral infilling. 
3.3 EVALUATION OF FRACTURE DATA 
The fracture characteristic data are evaluated in the remainder of this chapter by 
comparing the various fracture characteristics on a per-scanline and per-domain basis. 
The evaluation of fracture data includes a discussion of sources of bias, fracture 
apertures, the grouping of fracture data based on orientation, fracture mineral filling, 
fracture termination mode, fracture trace lengths and fracture frequency in the study 
area. The trace length analysis results are important in determining fracture radius 
distributions which are used in the determination of fractured rock permeability 
(Section 4.3). 
3.3.1 Sources of Bias 
Fracture data collected during the course of this study are biased as a result of 1) the 
method employed to collect fracture measurements; 2) the orientation of the 
measurement surface (outcrop) and the orientation of the scanline with respect to the 
fractures and the outcrop surface; 3) interaction of the edge of the outcrop with 
fractures and artificially imposed trace length truncation. These are dealt with in the 
following three sub-sections. 
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3.3.1.1 Scanline Versus Area Mapping 
Fractures can be mapped through one of two methods, 1) the scanline or 2) the area 
mapping method. The scanline method was defined earlier. The area mapping method 
involves mapping all fractures within an area on an outcrop by noting the fracture 
endpoint locations, rather Jlan the fracture-scanline intersection po\nt (done in the 
scanline method). 
Fracture mapping over an area of outcrop, as well as along a scanline, was done in 
two areas to compare the two mapping methods (Appendix A.6). The area mapping 
technique is superior to the scanline mapping method, but it is more time consuming. 
The fracture orientations and trace lengths mapped by the scanline and area-mapped 
method give similar distributions of data points, as long as two or more non-parallel 
scan lines were used along each outcrop. In the present study, fractures were measured 
at each outcrop along at least two scanlines of different orientations. The scanline 
method of mapping fractures is scale-independent as long as the length of the scanline 
is much longer than the mean trace length of the fractures (Dershowitz a.nd Hurda, 
1992); this is the case with the scanline mapping performed for this study, since mean 
trace lengths were of the order of 2.5 metres whereas scanline lengths were in general 
30 metres (See Section 3.3.6 for trace length discussion and Appendix A.l for 
scanline lengths). 
3.3.1.2 Orientation Bias 
Orientation bias is the result of the preferential measurement of those fractures whose 
orientations lie at a high angle to the scanline (Terzaghi, 1965). This results in a blind 
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zone of orientations within 25° of the scanline orientation in which the fracture 
population is undersampled. The blind zones for each scanline area are plotied in 
Appendix A.4. From these plots it is evident that the region of overlapping blind 
zones for the individual outcrops is srr.all. Terzaghi ( 1965) proposed a method •.o 
overcome the orientation bias. The method implies that, 1) the fractures are regularly 
spaced; 2) they are parallel; and 3) they are persistent beyono the limit of the 
sampling area. These assumptions are not valid for this fracture data set. The 
Terzaghi approach was applied to the fracture data of one scanline mapped outcrop to 
test its usefulness (Appendix A.6). The results were compared with the set of fracture 
data collected by area mapping the same outcrop. This comparison showed that the 
Terzaghi correction to t}'lese data resulted in an emphasis of certain of the fracture 
orientations which were not present in the area mapped fracture data. Hence, ti•e 
Terzaghi correction was not considered useful for the interpretation of these data. 
Thus, the bias correction as proposed by Terzaghi ( 1965) was not performed on the 
data set from the field area. 
As an alternative to the Terzaghi approach, to reduce orientation bias, fractures were 
measured along at least two, roughly orthogonal, scanlines on the same outcrop. Most 
scanline measurements were taken from vertical road-side outcrops, since these 
provided the freshest rock surfaces. However, in many cases the outcrop orientation 
varied on the scale of the scanline survey and, in several cases, adjacent outcrops 
were used at a particular location. 
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3.3.1.3 T.race Length Bias 
Trace length biases include size bias, cer.soring bias and trace length truncation bias 
(Baecher and Lanney, 1978; Rouleau, 1984; and Rouleau and Gale, 1981). Size bias 
results from the greater probability that fractures with long trace lengths will intersect 
a scanline, causing })referential sampling nf those fractures. However, since shorter 
fractures are less likely to intersect other fractures, their contribution to the overall 
permeability of the rock is probably not as significant as that of the longer fractures. 
This is supported by the permeability calculations done in Section 4.3, which show an 
insignificant difference in the calculated permeability between n~.tworks of fractures, 
all with sizes greater than 1 metre, and those with fractures greater than 0.01 metres. 
A fracture is said to be censored when one or both ends of its fracture trace is(are) 
\.lbscured by the edge(s) of an outcrop. Censoring bias is preferentially present in 
fracture data sets with longer fractures since they are more likely to extend beyond 
the boundaries of the sampling area obscuring one or both ends of the fracture 
(Baecher, 1980). 
Trace length truncation bias is introduced by intentionally setting a cutoff value for 
the minimum length of fracture to be measured. In other studies, trace length cutoffs 
of 0.5 metres (Rouleau, 1984) and 0.01 metres (Priest and Hudson, 1981) metres 
were used. The cutoff length is imposed since time limitations generally preclude the 
mapping of every fracture if adequate coverage of the field aro..a is to be obtained. In 
this study, a cutoff value of 0.25 metres was used. The trace length truncation and 
censoring are accounted for in the trace length analysis (Section 3.3.6). 
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In summary. t,e fracture data collected in the Spilia~Politiko area are b~ase<l by the 
data collection method. However, as shown above, the scanline method of mapping 
fractures appears to sample adequately all orientations of fractures since the fractures 
were measured using more than one non~paralle! scanline along outcrops of varying 
orientations. Whereas the area mapping method of fracture measurement would 
provide a larger sample of fractures at a particular loc.-:..tion, it is more time 
consuming and it, like the scanline mapping fracture method, requires the sampling of 
multiple outcrop orientations in order to reduce orientation bias. The trace length size 
bias was not corrected but its effects, with regard to the permeability determinations, 
are minimal (Section 4.3). Thus the fracture data set, while biased, is deemed to be 
adequate for a reasonable ~stimation of permeability. 
A conventional method of fracture analysis is to divide fractures into sets on the basis 
of their orientations. This is done in the case of conjugate joint sets or fracture 
patterns related to geological structures (e.g. Spencer, 1977). Recall that this method 
was used to determine the boundaries of the dyke domains in the study area (Section 
2.3.2). The fracture data, in this study, are divided into subsets on the basis of three 
parameters: fracture aperture, fracture orientation, and fracture type. 
3.3.2 Fracture Aperture 
Fracture aperture was one of the characteristics measured in the field. The measured 
apertures will be used in the permeability calculations (Section 4.3). The 
field-measured fracture aperture was the average width of the fracture mineral filling 
perpendicular to the long dimension of the fracture exposed at the outcrop surface, 
measured at several locations along the accessible length of the fracture. The 
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measurements, done using a millimetre scale, have an uncertainty of 0.2 millimetres. 
Fracture apenures are quite variable along the length of individual fractures, therefore 
it is difficult to obtain a representative value or fracture apenure in the field. 
Several studies (e.g. Snow, 1965, 1969) suggest that the distribution of fracture 
apertures is best represented by log-normal distribution. A histogram of fracture 
apertures for fractures containing mineral fillings (Figure 3.3), indicates that they may 
be approximated by a log-normal distribution. However, the standard deviation of 
fracture apertures for all fractures and filled fractures is too large to ascertain whether 
this is indeed the case. That for unfilled fractures is smaller and a log-normal 
distribution appears to reasonably fit the data. The mean fracture apertures range from 
1.1 to 11.0 millimetres (Table 3.2). These values are used later in the stochastic 
generation of fracture networks for the purpose of determining permeability (Section 
4.3). 
Thin sections of fracture filling material in the sheeted dykes show that mineral filling 
phases commonly consist of euhedral crystals (e.g. epidote rosettes such as seen in 
Plate 3.1). These crystals show no effects of impediment to growth due to contact 
with the opposite fracture wall. This indicates that the fractures were open to at least 
the width of the filling mineral crystals perpendicular to the long axis of the fracture. 
Therefore, apertures of fractures containing euhedral mineral fillings may represent a 
minir.tum estimate of the aperture when the fracture was utilized by circulating 
hydrothermal fluids. If fractures were open repeatedly with mineral filling occurring 
each time, then the width of the aperture during any opening event may be less than 
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AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS BASED ON LOG BASE 10 TRANSFORMED DATA (SEE TABLE 

















TABLE 3.2 FRACTURE APERTURE VERSUS DYKE ORIENTATION AND MINERAL FILLING 
Average Aperture (mm) Average Aperture (mm) 
Mean v Fracture Mineral Filling 
Data Dyke All Filled Fractures Unfilled A 
Type Orientatio Fracture! I Mean Std.Dev. Fractures l Epidote Zeolite Calcite Total 
Az. Din u Unfilled 
Dyke II 95 62 ~.1 8 2.1 5.9 2.1 E 2.4 1.8 
Rest 1.9 59 1.8 2.5 1.9 s 
Dyke II 118 61 3.8 62 3.7 2.7 2.8 3.2 1.6 0 .5 
Rest 2.6 8 1.2 4.0 1.4 T 
Dyke II 102 40 1.1 12 1.0 7.3 0.0 0 2.0 0.9 0.4 
Rest 1.3 50 1.4 7.0 1.1 
Dyke II 95 62 3.9 91 4.0 7.0 3.1 R 6.0 2.7 0.3 
Rest 3.8 79 3.6 5.0 2.4 I 
Dyke II 85 76 1.7 45 2.0 6.1 0.8 G 2.1 0.7 0.2 
Rest 2.4 2 0.3 5.1 2.4 H 
Dyke II 96 45 1.4 41 1.4 4.4 0.7 T 1.4 0.2 
Rest 1.2 3 0.5 3.8 1.1 
Dyke II n/a = 2.6 12.2 0.1 
Rest 2.9 31 2.9 4.6 2.6 
Dyke II 102 40 0.8 37 0.7 4.0 0.5 c 1.0 0.9 0.3 
Rest 0.9 81 1.0 3.7 0.8 0 
Dyke II 125 85 2.4 25 2.2 2.2 1.8 M 2.0 1.0 1.5 
Rest 2.0 0 3.0 1.0 1.7 B 
Dyke II 75 32 3.0 25 2.0 2.2 2.3 I 8.9 1.7 1.0 1.6 
Rest 1.6 2 1.0 1.0 1.5 N 
Dyke II 125 43 5.1 27 5.7 2.3 4.2 E 6.7 2.5 1.6 
Rest 5.9 9 11 .0 3.5 4.6 D 
Dyke II 247 62 1.9 9 2.0 1.9 1.6 2.7 1.1 
Rest 3.9 6 1.6 2.9 1.5 D 
Dyke II 258 80 1.6 16 1.4 2.1 1.7 A 1.4 1.0 1.2 
Rest 1.3 2 2.0 1.0 1.2 T 
Dyke II 153 60 2.9 54 2.9 2.7 1.8 A 2.9 1.0 
Rest 2.9 0 2.0 1.0 1.9 s 
Dyke II 248 61 1.7 34 1.7 1.8 1.5 E 1.8 1.0 1.1 
Rest 1.6 38 1.6 2.3 1.2 T 
NOTE: all apertures were calculated as log-transformed values, and then presented in arithmetic form 
• Area 1 = Area mapped fractures at scanline 113 7 location. 
n/a Scanlines 0112 and 0418 contained no mappable dyke margins. 
00 
0 
PLATE 3.1A Thin section in plane polarized light showing fracture filling minerals 
including quartz and epidote. Note euhedral crystal shapes of epidote. Field of view 2.2 
x 3.3 mm2· 
PLATE 3 .lB Same section as Plate 3. 3A but under cross polarized light. Field of view 
2.2 x 3.3 nnnn2· -
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Comparison of filled-fracture apertures between dyke-parallel (±30°) and 
non-dyke-parallel fractures (Table 3.2) demonstrates that dyke-parallel fractures 
generally have a greater average a~rture. Assuming that dykes are injected vertically, 
this means that vertical fractures we::e open to a greater extent during hydrothermal 
fluid circulation than were other, non-vertical fractures. This is to be expected in an 
extensional regime where the maximum compressive stress is vertically oriented. The 
implication is that fluids would be more likely to circulate in the vertical plane. This 
implication is further discussed in Sections 4.3.2 and 6.3.5. 
3.3.3 Fracture Orientation 
An analysis of the orientations of fractures was undertaken to subdivide fractures by 
orientation at each of the scanline locations, to assess differences in the orientations of 
fractures within and between dyke domains, and to determine the origin of the 
fractures. Fractures owe their existence to stresses applied to a rock body. Their 
orientations are the result of the orientation of the applied stresses and the type of 
stress (i.e. tensional or compressional). Fracture orientations are expected to show 
axial symmetry about the mean stress direction in a pure tension stress field 
(Dershowitz and Einstein, 1988). The orientation of shear related tension gashes 
would be symmetric about a plane (Wilson, 1982). The orientation of fntctures 
formed as a result of contraction, stress relief, and thermal effects are related to the 
anisotropy of these proces~s. Multiple processes will result in complex orientation 
patterns (Dershowitz and Einstein, 1988). 
The initial step in the analysis of fracture orientations was to determine whether the 
data fell into clusters, were uniformly distributed or whether they followed some other 
82 
distribution such as a girdle distribution (Woodcock and Naylor, 1983). Stereographic 
projections of fracture orientation data by dyke domain (Appendix A.3.1) reveal that, 
although a lot of scatter is present, there is one dominant cluster of fractures per 
domain. The mean orientations of the dominant fracture cluster in each of the 
domains are similar to the mean dyke orientations for those domains. This implies 
that fracture formation in the sheeted dykes is, to a large extent, controlled by cooling 
on contraction along the dyke margins after dyke injection. 
The fracture orientations were analysed on the basis of the dyke domains established 
in Section 2.3.2. The orientations of dykes for each scanline area, are shown in 
Figure 3.4. The fractures within each domain are treated together except for the 
frcJ.ctures in domain 4. To facilitate interpretation, domain 4 was divided into a 
southern area containing the scanlines along a road section west of Alona in a gabbro 
body in the sheeted dykes (refer to Figure 2.1 for locations), and a northern area 
containing the remainder of the data. The dykes and gabbros in the Alona section are 
separated, by a steeply dipping, normal, northwest-southeast trending fault. 
Contoured stereographic projections of the fracture orientation data were used to 
divide the fracture data into sets. Orientations of set boundaries were determined by 
including all fractures within the contour level representing twice the concentration of 
a uniform distribution, into one set (Robin and Jowett, 1986; van Everdingen ~ a,l., 
1992). This method enabled the division of fractures into sets represented by clusters 
or girdles. 
The fracture orientation data in domain 6 contain two subsets, one represented by a 
cluster distribution, the other by a girdle distribution (Figure 3.5). The mean 
































POLES TO PLANES 
FIGURE 3.4 DYKE ORIENTATIONS BY SCANLINE. MEAN DYKE 
ORIENTATION BELOW EACH STEREO NET. AREA 1 IS AT LOCATION 
1137. SEE TEXT FOR FURTHER EXPLANATION. 
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axis drawn through the girdle data subset. This implies that the cluster-related 
fractures are approximately orthogonal to the girdle-related fractures. In an effort to 
explain this distribution of girdle and cluster data, the spatial relationships of the 
domain 6 data were plotted on the stereographic projection in Figure 3.5. This figure 
shows that both the girdle and the cluster distributions are present in all three 
scanlines of domain 6 indicating a domainal rather than local relationship. This same 
cluster/girdle relationship is seen in eight areas (Figure 3.6 and Table 3.3): 1) 
scanline 1204; 2) scanline 1211; 3) central domain 4 (comprising scan lines 0304, 
0401 and 0404); 4) Alona dyke section scanlines; 5) scanline 0213; 6) scanline 1124; 
7) scanline 1305; and 8) domain 6 (scanlines 1001, 1028 and 1037). The fractures 
within the cluster distribution encompass the majority of dyke contacts (compare 
Figures 3.4 and 3.5), tend to end in intact rock or extend beyond the outcrop edge, 
and tend to contain epidote mineral filling. Those fracture data associated with the 
girdle distribution generally terminate against other fractures, have shorter trace 
lengths, smaller apertures, and preferentially contain calcite as a mineral filling (Table 
3.4). Fracture trace lengths are further discussed in Section 3.3.6. 
In domain 6, which lies east of the Mitsero graben axis, the girdle axis and cluster 
mean pole are east dipping (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). At sites in the western half of the 
Mitsero graben (dyke domains 4 and 5), the girdle axis and the cluster mean pole are 
west dipping (Figure 3.6). The poles of the cluster distributions lie close (± 10°) to 
the axes of the girdle distributions in all cases. The fact that the cluster/girdle 
relationship occurs throughout the study area indicates that this effect is not due to, 
for example, the local emplacement of a gabbro body, such as in the vicinity of 
domain 6 near Ayios Epiphanios. The other scanlines, sharing this reiationship, lie at 
distances of up to 12 kilometres from this gabbro body, far beyond its range of 
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FIGURE 3.6 CLUSTER/GIRDLE RELATIONSHIPS FOR DOMAIN 6, CENTRAL DOMAIN 4 , 
ALONA, AND SCANUNES 1204, 0213, 1305, 1211 AND 1124. STAR IS CLUSTER 
MEAN POLE; 1, 2. 3 ARE THE EIGEN VECTORS FOR THE GIRDLE DISTRIBUTION; 
N IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA POINTS ON THE STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION. 
CONTOUR INTERVALS ARE MULTIPLES OF A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION. 
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Domain Area Orientation Distribution 
Cluster Girdle None Too Few 
2 0108 y 
1316,1321 y 
1037 
1204 y y 
0329 y 
3 1129 y 
1134 y 
1211 y ·? 
4 West y 
1227 y 
Central y y 
1310 y 
East y 
-Alana D. y y 
Alana G. y 
5 0201 y 
0213 y ? 
1107,1111 y 
1124 y y 
1221,1222 y 
1305 y y 
1307 y 
6 1001,1028 y y 
1137 
Table 3.3. Orientation distributions for scanlines and dyke domains -West comprises 
scanlines 1216, 1221 and 1222; Central comprises scanlines 0304, 0401, 0404; East 
comprises 0306, 0307, 0413, 0418, 0701, 1008, 1017 scanlines. Alona D. represents the 
dyke ~tion, and Alona G. the adjacent gabbro section. 'Y' means the column property 
is present and '?' indicates a weak presence. The shaded cells show scanlines or areas 
containing both a cluster and a girdle distribution of fracture orientations. 
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fractures that formed either as dyke cooling margins or following the fabric of the 
rock parallel to the margins. The girdle distribution of points, which lie roughly 
perpendicular to the cluster fractures, are then most likely the poles to the columnar 
jointing cooling fractures ir. the interior of the dykes (Figure 3. 7}. The columnar 
joints perpendicular to dyke margins are commonly seen in the field area. 
The division of fracture data into subsets was performed only on those fractures 
containing a mineral filling and also excluded those containing only calcite. This was 
done because unfilled fractures were unlikely to have been interconnected with the 
fracture network at the time of on-axis hydrothermal circulation. Calcite-filled 
fractures were also not included in the fracture sets because !t is a late mineral phase 
formed during late, probably off~axis, hydrothermal circulation (see discussion in 
Section 5.3); the paleo-permeability analysis (Section 4.3) is only concerned with 
fluid flow during hydrothermal circulation at the spreading axis. 
Two sets of fractures were extracted from the fracture data per scanline area: 1} 
fractures which have similar orientations to the dykes within the individual areas; and 
2) the remaining fractures. The second set includes cooling fractures formed within 
the dyke perpendicular to the dyke margins as well as some non-systematic fractures. 
These non-systematic fractures were included in the fracture analysis because they 
contributed to the fracture network as fluid conduits since they were filled with 
minerals derived from hydrothermal alteration. Only those scanline areas with fracture 
data subsets containing more than 30 fractures were used to give statistically 
meaningful results. The fracture subsets, from the fourteen scanline areas with greater 
than 30 fractures, are plotted on stereographic projections in Figure 3.8. 
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AGURE 3.7 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM TO ILLUSTRATE INTERNAL COLUMNAR JOINTING IN DYKES 
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FIGURE 3.8 FRACTURE SETS BY SCANLINE. CROSSES ARE 
FRACTURES SUB-PARALLEL TO DYKES, TRIANGLES ARE 
OTHER FRACTURES. SEE TEXT FOR FURTHER EXPLANATION. 
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The present orientation of the fracture subsets is different from their orientation when 
they were still part of the sub-seafloor oceanic crust. Since that time, the fractures 
have undergone rotation due to graben formation and uplift of the ophiolite (Section 
2.3.3). On the basis of field evidence such as columnar jointing in the interior of 
dykes and chilled margins along the edges of dykes, most fractures, appear to be 
related to the initial cooling and contraction of the dykes after their emplacement. 
Therefore the resultant fracture subsets were rotated to remove the effects of ophiolite 
uplift and graben formation (Figure 3.9). The 90° counter-clockwise rotation of the 
ophiolite (Section 2.2.2) affects the entire ophiolite in the same manner, therefore this 
rotation is not done. 
The rotations performed on the fracture data were done in the two steps outlined in 
Section 2.3.3: 1) rotation of the fractures 3° in a clockwise fashion about a 090° 
(with respect to north) trending horizontal axis to remove the effects of the ophiolite 
uplift; and 2) rotation of the fractures about a horizontal north-south trending axis 
(parallel to the Mitsero graben axis) by either 19° or -16° for those scanlines situated 
on the west and east sides of the graben axis, respectively, to remove the effects of 
the graben formation. Scanline 1037 resides in the Makhaeras domain, outside the 
Mitsero graben, and does not appear to have been rotated during the graben 
formation, therefore it did not have the second correction applied. Scanline 0108, 
1134 and 1321 lie in the vicinity of the portion of the graben axis which trends at an 
angle of 045° with respect to north, therefore they were rotated along an axis trending 
045 o rather than 0°. 
Fracture orientation data plotted by sub-domain (Appendix A.3.1) as defined in 
Section 2.3.2, reveals that the relationship between fracture orientations and dyke 



































FIGURE 3.9 ROTATED FRACTURES BY SCANLINE. USING SAME 
SYMBOLS AS IN FIGURE 3.8. AMOUNT OF SECOND ROTATION 
GIVEN UNDER EACH PLOT (E.G. 0/0/19 = AXIS TREND/AXIS 
DIP /AMOUNT OF RIGHT -HANDED ROTATION). LINES ARE MEAN 
STRIKE OF CLUSTER ( + ). 
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of the graben axis in domain 28, has dyke-parallel fractures presently dipping steeply 
to the southeast, whereas scanline 1204, on the east side of the graben axis in domain 
2A, has the dyke parallel fractures presently dipping steeply to the northwest (Figure 
3.10). From Figure 3.10, it can be seen that a 35° rotation about a horizontal axis 
oriented 045° will bring the fractures in scanline 1129 to a very similar orientation as 
those in scanline 1204. This 35° rotation is equal to the sum of the rotation of the 
western graben half (19°) and the eastern graben half (16°), needed to bring the 
dykes in each graben half back to the vertical (the rotations that the various portions 
of the Mitsero graben have undergone are dicussed in Section 2.3.3). This tends to 
corroborate the method (Section 2.3.3) of determining the amount of dyke rotation. 
The rotation axis used here is not north-south (i.e. 000°) because the graben axis 
trends north-east (045°) possibly as a result of the South Troodos Transform Fault, 
south of Apliki. A significant result of the fracture study is that prior to the graben 
formation and ophiolite uplift, the study area appears to have had similar fracture 
orientations, with respect to dyke orientations, in all scanline areas, implying a similar 
stress field during fracture formation for the whole of the study area. 
The previous fracture orientation analysis dealt exclusively with fractures in the 
sheeted dykes and gabbros. Field work in pillowed and extrusive volcanic rocks of the 
Basal Group and of the Upper and Lower Pillow Lavas showed that systematic 
scanline fracture mapping was not feasible in these areas. This was because the high I y 
curved nature of the fractures made the orientation measurements at the 
scanline-fracture intersections meaningless. The pillow units tend to have curved 
cooling fractures along their margins. The interiors of pillows tend to be highly 
fractured (probably cooling related) - these fractures may be curved or planar and are 
oriented radially about the centre of the pillow. In certain areas, the pillows are 
highly brecciated ('auto-brecciated'; Robinson, pers. comm., 1985), probably during 
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AGURE 3.10 COMPARISON OF FRACTURE ORIENTATIONS WITHIN SUBDOMAINS 2A AND 28. 
the cooling process. Flow units exhibit fracturing perpendicular to the upper and 
lower margins cf the unit. Since this study is concerned primarily with the sheeted 
dykes, fracturing in the pillowed and flow units is not treated further. 
3.3.4 Fracture Falling Minerals: Type and Distribution 
The precipitation of minerals in fractures is indicative of the passage of fluids. Many 
of the mineral fillings in fractures in the study area, especially epidote and quartz, 
were precipitated by hydrothermal fluids (Section 5.4). In order, to determine the 
extent of hydrothermal fluid circulation throughout the study area, it is necessary first 
to determine the spatial and temporal inter-relations of fracture filling minerals. 
The oblique exposure of the ophiolite in the study area means a depth section through 
the ophiolite can be studied (up-section is to the north). Information on fracture 
characteristics throughout the section can be used, by analogy, to provide information 
on fracture characteristics and conditions that may have existed in a vertical section of 
oceanic lithosphere. For example, variations in fracture mineral filling are dependent 
on the temperature and fluid compositions, as well as which fractures are open at the 
time of fluid circulation. 
The fracture-filling minerals include epidote, zeolites, quartz, calcite, chlorite, pyrite, 
and minor occurrences of hematite, magnetite, jasper, celadonite and clay minerals. 
Their modal abundances vary with proximity to hydrothermally altered zones and with 
rock type. For example, the concentration of epidote vein-filling increases in the 
immediate vicinity (within 20 metres) of epidosite zones and zeolites are more 
common in gabbros than in diabases. Celadonite-filling is restricted to the Pillow 
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Lava units, with rare occurrences in the upper part of the Basal Group in the study 
area. Rare occurrences of 5 centimetre wide hematite and magnetite veins were noted 
in areas of extensive epidote mineralization. Clay minerals were seen mainly in areas 
of faulting, as part of the gouge, and in the Pillow Lava units as alteration products of 
the extrusive rock. Plate 3.1 shows a typical relationship of vein filling material to the 
diabase. The vein is filled with euhedral epidote and anhedral to subhedral quartz. In 
many fractures the epidote forms rosettes which nucleate from the walls of the 
fracture (Plate 3.1). 
Fracture frequency does not change with depth or laterally throughout the study area 
(Figure 3.11; and discussed later in section 3.3. 7). There is an increase in the 
occurrence of fracture-filling minerals from the top to the bottom of the Sheeted Dyke 
Complex (from the volcanic rocks in the north to the gabbroic rocks in the south) (see 
Appendix A.3.2.2 and A.3.2.3) which is, therefore, correlated with a reduction in the 
number of fractures devoid of mineral filling with increased depth in the section (e.g. 
compare the northern (higher) and southern (lower) portions of domain 4) (Table 
3.5). 
The variations with depth in fracture mineral filling abundances are indicated in 
Figure 3.12 and Table 3.5 and then discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The orientations of fractures filled with epidote tend to form clusters in all domains 
and have orientations similar to dyke margins for all dyke domains. Twice as many 
fractures in domains 2 and 4 (30%) contain epidote as do those in domains 3, 5 and 6 
(15%). This may be because fractures in domains 2 and 4 lie deeper in the section. 
No consistent variation in frequency of epidote veining is observed in an east-west 
direction, however, the abundance of epidote is lowest higher in the section, 
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TABLE 3.5 FRACTURE FIWNG BY DYKE DOMAIN. EACH CELL CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATlON: UNE 1 - NUMBER OF MINERAL FILLED FRACTURES; UNE 2 - %OF 
DOMAIN'S FRACTURES WITH THAT MINERAl FIWNG; UNE 3 - WHERE POSSIBLE. 
THE MEAN ORIENTATlON OF THE FRACllJRES FOR THAT MINERAL.. 'w' INDICAlES 
WEAK CLUSTERING ABOUTlliE MEAN. DOMAJN • WAS SUBDIVIDED INTO NORTH 
(4N) AND SOUTH (.S) SUBSETS. N IS NUMBER OF FRACTURES IN EACH DOMAIN. 
DYKE DOMAINS 
MINERAL 2 3 4N 4S 5 6 
N•508 N•302 N•715 N•848 Na719 N=~~ 
NONE 235 118 406 119 483 223 
~ 55% 52% 14% 65% 79% 
32fttl7r 2WIW 21~nr rx:H/Ww 234•Jooe 274./5!1' 
EPIDOTE 171 82 189 235 112 33 
33% 18% 25% 27% 15% 12% 
oarnr 1Q0-/50'" 060"/6!1' 1~/5!1' 
ZEOLITE 25 6 42 404 51 7 
5% 2% 5% 47% 7% 2% 
12f1>nr;, 12f1>/8fl' 082-/W OW/6!1' 327-nr 
CALCITE 87 77 51 0 69 9 
18% 22% 7% 0% 9% 3% 
oarnr 10G-/50'" OGCr/6!1' 120-/5!1' 
CHLORITE 4 0 5 52 2 4 
1% ()% 1% 6% <1% 1% 
~/50'" 
PYRITE 8 7 53 2 0 7 
1% 2% 7%, <1% 0% 2% 
14fl'ns- 069'/5&-
CEL.AOONITE 2 0 0 0 0 0 
<1% ()% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
HEMATlTE 7 0 24 52 20 0 
1% ()% 3% 6% 3% 0% 
oarnrw 10G-/SD- 22'Z'/8!1' 
MAGNEllTE 0 5 0 0 0 0 
0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
QUARTZ 1 0 4 0 11 0 
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especially in the Basal Group. Epidote is more common in the area of epidosites 
(Figure 3.13). In some epidosites, even though the rock is largely composed of 
epidote, epidote veining is not as common (i.e. scanline area 1107- see Figure 3.2 
for scanline number locations). Epidote is also common in the gabbros. 
Zeolites are quite rare within the Sheeted Dyke Complex, away from the lower 
boundary to the Plutonic Complex, and in the Basal Group. Fractures containing 
zeolites have similar orientations as those containing epidote, especially in domain 4. 
Zeolite abundance increases sharply in the gabbros and dykes of the southern portion 
of domain 4 (Figure 3.14 and 3.12). 
The frequency of calcite vein filling is greatest in the vicinity of shear zones and 
plagiogranites (Figure 3.15). No calcite was noted in the gabbros. Its distribution 
shows no consistent east-west variation. In general, calcite-filled fractures tend to be 
oriented 30° to 90° away from dyke orientations in domains 3 and 4, and have 
similar orientations to those of the dykes in domains 2 and 5. Many of the calcite vein 
orientations do not cluster with the mean dyke orientations (Figure 3.16). The 
orientation of fractures containing calcite coincides with those containing epidote and 
zeolites in domain 3, and with those containing epidote in domain 5. In places where 
cross-cutting relations can be discerned, calcite always post-dates epidote mineral 
filling. In fractures containing both epidote and calcite, the calcite always post-dates 
the epidote. 
Mineral filled fractures in the dyke section, excluding those containing only calcite, 
(Alona area, domain 4) fall into two groups, a cluster with mean pole at 284°/45° 
(dyke-parallel) and a girdle with axis trending 278°/51°, whereas those in the gabbro 
section (Alona area, domain 4) lie in one cluster, whose mean pole trends 277°/45°, 
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similar to that of the dyke-parallel fractures (Figure 3.17). The field relations indicate 
that the gabbro was emplaced into the dykes; the gabbro may have intruded along the 
normal fault which lies at the eastern edge of the gabbro body. The existing sheeted 
fabric in the dykes (284 °/45 °) may have dictated the fracturing in th~ isotropic 
gabbros. The girdle set of fractures within the dykes (axis trend: 278°/Sl 0 ) was not 
dominant in controlling fracturing within the gabbro, and were probably cooling 
fractures internal to the dykes. 
Unfilled fractures have similar orientations to filled fractures (Figure 3.18 and 
Appendix A.3.1 (plots of complete orientation data set by domain)). In domain 6, 
fractures with no mineral filling comprise 83% of all fractures in the domain, for the 
other domains this varies from 18% to 76% (Table 3.6). Fractures containing no 
mineral infilling constitute 51% of the complete data set. The majority of fractures in 
the eastern portion of domain 4 (scanlines: 0306, 1216, and 1227) and the northern 
portion of domain 3 (1001, 1008, and 1028) contain no mineral filling. The frequency 
of fractures containing no mineral filling is also higher and more variable near the top 
of the section in the Basal Group, especially in the area east of the sheeted dyke 
inlier; it is lowest near the base of the Sheeted Dyke Complex. The southern portion 
of domain 4 (Alona section) contains a much greater proportion of fractures that 
contain mineral filling, than the northern portion of domain 4. 
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Fractures devoid of mineral filling imply they were either not present, closed, or not 
interconnected to the fracture network at the time of hydrothermal circulation, or the 
fluid chemistry may have been such that nothing was precipitated in the fracture. The 
similarity of orientations of filled and unfilled fractures may indicate a similar origin 
for both. Unfilled fractures in the northern (upper) part of the study area indicate an 











FIGURE 3.17 ALONA SECTION DYKES AND GABBROS. 'iOP PLOTS = ALL FRACTURES 
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FIGURE .3 . 18 ORIENTATIONS OF UNFILLED FRACTURES BY DOMAIN. SOUTHERN PART 
OF' DOMAIN 4 (ALONA) IS SUBDIVIDED INTO DYKES AND GABBROS. 
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Dyke Domains 
2 3 4N 4S 5 6 
N=515 N=312 N=726 N=652 N=734 N=282 
None 223 200 552 119 334 223 
46% 62% 60% 18% 64% 83% 
None+ 296 245 594 117 384 222 
wcite 61% 76% 65% 18% 74% 83% 
Table 3.6. Number of fractures containing no minerals as a percentage of all fractures 
(numbers taken from Figures A.1.2 and A.3.2.2. 
the Basal Group) (implications of this are further discussed in Section 6.3.6). The 
frequency of unfilled fractures is the greatest in the eastern half of the Mitsero Graben 
(Figure 3.19). When this is compared to the contour map of the concentration of 
mines, gossans and mineral occurrences (Figure 4.3), it is seen that this area 
lll 
coincides with a low in the concentration of mineralization. Possible explanations for 
this include: the fractures may have been closed in this area at the time of 
hydrothermal fluid circulation or not interconnected to the fracture network; or the 
heat supply in this area was not great enough to sustain fluid circulation for the time 
needed to form mineral deposits, as. well as, precipitates in the fractures. Because 
unfilled fractures are assumed not to have been utilized by fluids and therefore did not 
contribute to the hydrothermal circulation system, these fractures were identified and 
factored \JUt of the data set during the later trace length (Section 3.3.6), intensity 
(Section 4.3.3.1), and permeability calculations (Section 4.3). 
3.3.5 Fracture Tennination Mode 
Fracture termination mode refers to how the fracture ends. Possible termination 
modes include: 1) both ends free (mode 0); 2) forming a T~junction with another 
fracture (mode 1); 3) forming an H-junction with other fractures (mode 2); 4) one 
(mode 3); and the rare cases of both ends (mode 4) splayed and 5) fracture 
termination against a fracture at one end and splayed at the other (mode 5). Of these, 
the most common was the T-junction; except in domainS where it was the H-junction 
(Table 3.7). Fracture termination modes are mainly of use in inferring relative age of 
fracture formation. 
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FIGURE 3.19 UNFILLED FRACTURE FREQUENCY MAP, SPIUA - POUTIKO AREA, CYPRUS. 
Dyke Domain 
Term. 2 3 4N 4S 5 6 
Mode N=522 N=374 N=976 N=768 N=549 N=283 
0 43 10 38 36 34 17 
135/80 IOS/6S OfiJn5 210175 
1 174 160 351 269 159 95 
135175 135/70 045/85 050/BS 060175 270170 
22S/85 
2 136 86 263 126 176 61 
225175 010175 
3 3 1 7 9 4 11 
4 I 0 0 3 0 0 
s 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Table 3. 7 Fracture termination mode by dyke domain. Termination mode: 0 = both 
ends free; 1 :: 'T' junction; 2 :: 'H' junction; 3 :: one end splayed; 4 = both 
ends splayed; 5 = •T' and splay. Each cell contains the number of fractures 
within a particular termination mode, followed by the orientation of the mean 
plane if the data are clustered about a means. Note that fractures with a censoring 
of '2' (both ends obscured) have no termination mode assigned to them. 
..... 
-w 
Fractures that have both ends free can form anywhere in the rock. It is likely these 
fractures are the oldest, since subsequently forming fractures would be more likely to 
terminate against a preaexisting fracture. These fractures are less abundant than T- or 
H-junction fractures. Fractures that terminate against another fracture (T-or 
H-junctions) are assumed to have formed later than the fracture they terminate 
against. Thus, fracture termination mode can be used as a crude indicator of the 
relative age of fracture formation. A plot of the ratio of the number of fractures with 
both ends free to the sum of the number of fractures with T- and H-junctions, Can 
thus indicate the presence of areas of relatively younger (low ratio value) or older 
fractures (high ratio value). No consistent variation was noted across the study area in 
an east-west direction (Figure 3.20). There is no overall variation in termination mode 
with depth in the Sheeted Dyke Complex (Figure 3.12). There is also no significant 
variation in termination mode by rock type. All termination mode types have the same 
distribution by trace length (Table 3.8). Table 3.9 indicates that mode 1 (T-junction), 
mineral-filled fractures are the most common in the study area. 
From the stereographic plots of the termination modes of fractures by scanline and 
dyke domain (Appendix A.3.6), it is apparent that fractures with both ends free tend 
to follow cluster distributions, whereas the orientation of H- and T -junction 
termination mode fractures are more uniformly distributed, yet their mean orientations 
are very similar. The more uniform distribution of T- and H- mode fractures may be 
the result of fracture formation over a longer period of time, such that fractures that 
formed later have a greater variation in their orientation. 
On average 92% of all fractures (by scanline) terminated against another fracture 
(Table 3.10). Since fracture frequency appears to be fairly uniform along measured 
outcrops, the fracture data set is highly connected, that is, most fractures are 
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FIGURE 3.20 TERMINATION MODE RATIO MAP, SPIUA- POUTIKO AREA, CYPRUS. 
TABLE 3.8 Trace Length versus Termination Mode 
For Complete Data Set 
Numbor of fractures per cell 
L:.ceJ 
Termination Mode 
oj__ 11 21 31 41 - -· _gth 
-<O:!J 4' 23 63 1 
0.5-1.0 11 176 304 6 1 
1.0-2.0 54 456 273 1 1 
2.0-3.0 35 219 75 8 
3.0-4.0 23 140 22 8 
4.0-5.0 10 43 5 1 
5.0-8.0 4 29 4 
8.0-7.0 2 12 
7.0-8.0 3 
8.0-9.0 , 3 
9.0-10.0 2 
>10.0 6 3 2 2 
10181 1 :Ill 1109 808 34 4 
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TABLE 3.9 Mineral Filling versus Termination Mode For Complete Scanline Data Set 
Number of fractures per cell 
Term Mineral Filling 
mode Zeolite Eoidote Calcite Chlorite PYrite Hematite Magnetite Cl~~ ~oladoni~ Nono Total 
0 15 37 27 3 2 3 0 1 0 90 178 
1 150 229 130 13 40 34 4 6 0 595 1201 
2 79 118 S7 7 8 13 0 2 2 565 851 
3 5 6 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 19 35 
.. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 
5 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 7 
-
87 219 62 26 23 53 1 9 0 401 68)_ 
Total 339 612 2n 51 73 105 5 18 2 1675 3157 
Percentage of fractures normalized to column totals 
Term. Mineral Filling 
Mode Zeolite Epidote Calcite Chlorite Pvrite Hematite 'Maanetite Clav ColadonUel None 
0 4.42 6 .05 9.75 5 .88 2.74 2.86 5 .56 5.37 
1 44.25 37.42 46.93 25.49 54.79 32.38 80.00 33.33 35.52 
2 23.30 19.28 20.58 13.73 10.96 12.38 11 .11 100.00 33.73 
3 1.47 0.98 0 .36 3.92 1.90 1.13 
.. 0.29 0.16 0.12 
5 0.59 0.33 0.18 
- 25.66 35.78 22.38 50.98 31.51 50.48 20.00 50.00 23.94 
Total"" 100 100 ;oo 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Percentage of fractures normalized to row totals 
Term Mineral Filling 
None !/ Tolal . • ~ mode Zeolite EDidote Calcite Chlorite PYrite Hematite !Magnetite I ClaY Celadonite 
-
0 8 .43 20.79 15.17 1.69 1.12 1.69 0.56 50.56 I 100 
1 12.49 19.07 10.82 1.08 3 .33 2.83 0.33 0.50 49.54 i 100j 
2 9.28 13.87 6 .70 0.82 0.94 1.53 024 0 .24 66.as, 100
1 
3 14.29 17.14 2.86 5.71 5.711 54.29 I 100 ' 
4 25.00 25.00 50.00~ 100 1 
5 28.S7 28.S7 I I 42~1 100 
2.61 1 i 0.111 
I 
I 
45.52: too l 
-




TABLE 3.10 TERMINATION MODE STATISTICS BY SCANLINE 
USING MINERAL FILLED FRACTURES. 
Scanline Total** Termination Mode %*** 
Mappina # 0 1 2 
0000 74 2 58 96.7 
0108 66 5 27 84.4 
0112 68 1 44 97.8 
0122 238 15 110 88.0 
0401 49 3 18 85.7 
0413 48 3 32 91.4 
0418 32 4 18 81.8 
0428 152 11 114 91.2 
1037 38 0 26 100.0 
1124 37 0 30 100.0 
1134 44 0 35 100.0 
1137 36 2 24 92.3 
1222 32 0 21 100.0 
1321 56 4 45 91.8 
Total 970 50 602 92.3 
Area 
Maooina 
Area1* 98 5 85 94.4 
* Area1 =AREA MAPPED FRACTURES AT SCANLINE 1137 
**Total = TOTAL MINERAL FILLED FRACTURES 
***%TERMINATION= TM1,2/ {TM1,2 + TM0)*100 
NOTE: SOME FRACTURES WERE CENSORED AT BOTH ENDS, THUS 
A TERMINATION MODE WAS NOT MEASURED. 
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connected to other fractures. Permeability of fractured rock is enhanced by high 
connectivity of fractures (discussed further in Section 4.3). 
3.3.6 Fracture Trace Length 
In this section fracture trace lengths measured in the study area are analyzed to arrive 
at the distribution type and parameters (mean and standard deviation) describing the 
fracture trace lengths. Fracture size distributions will be derived in Section 4.3.3.2, 
using the fracture trace length distributions determined here. The relationship of 
fracture type and fracture mineral filling to fracture trace length is also examined with 
respect to the division of fractures into the dyke-parallel and dyke-normal sets (done 
in Section 3.3.3). 
Fracture trace ler,gth distributions are dependent on the processes forming the 
fractures. A spatially uniform process would result in exponential trace length 
distributions, whereas multiple processes (such as breakage) may result in log-normal 
distributions of fracture trace lengths (Dershowitz and Einstein, 1988). 
The mean orientations of the fracture data subsets (Section 3.3.3) are very similar for 
all the scanlines. To provide a summary of the trace length data, they were combined 
by set. The shape of the histograms in Figure 3.21 suggests both the log-normal and 
the exponential distribution may be fit to the fracture trace length data. This is also 
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Methods proposed by various authors to overcome trace length biases were 
summarized by Rouleau (1984). This study follows the data collection approach of 
Rouleau (1984) and also, in common with that author, uses Baecher's (1980) method 
of maximum likelihood to correct for trace length bias. This method uses a closed 
form expression to estimate the mean of a progressively censored sample assuming an 
exponential distribution of fracture trace lengths. Since there is no closed form 
expression available for the log-normal distribution (Baecher and Lanney, 1978), the 
mean and standard deviation of the lo~ transformed trace length were estimated using 
a commercially available program which provides a fracture size analysis routine 
(FracMan produced by Golders Associates, Inc. (Dershowitz ~ al., 1991)). The mean 
and standard deviation of the original trace length distribution were then estimated 
following the method presented in Bury (1975, p.279). 
The mean of an exponential distribution and the mean and standard deviation of a 
log-normal distribution, based on the trace length data, were computed (Table 3.11). 
The estimate for the mean of the exponential model, included correction for trace 
length truncation and censoring. Size bias was not corrected for because no simple 
method has been derived to estimate the parameters of the exponential and the 
log-normal models that also accounts for the censoring and truncation bias (Rouleau, 
1984). This error may be important for the case of line-sampled data (Priest and 
Hudson, 1981; and Pahl, 1981) but its effects are reduced by the observation that in 
general the outcrops which were used in the scanline surveys had widths that were at 
least 2 times greater than the mean trace length. 
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On the basis of Chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smimov goodness-of-fit tests, the 
FracMan program (Dershowitz ~ ru., 1991) indicated that a log-normal distribution 
provides a better fit of the trace length data than does an exponential distribution. The 
TABLE 3.11 FRACTURE TRACE LENGTH STATISTICS 
All DATA (N = 1062) SET 1 (N = 5171 SET 2 IN = 5451 
CENSORING = = 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 
N 284 448 330 163 238 116 121 210 214 
NORMAL 
SUM (M) 376.71 1014.39 1300.2 196.6 446.64 294.02 1B0.11 567.75 1006.18 
MAX (M) 10 15 15 4.8 9 12 10 15 15 
MEAN (M) 1.326 2.264 3.940 1.206 1.877 2.535 1.489 2.704 4.10'-
STD.D.:V. tMI 1.004 1.901 2.947 0.793 1.329 2.335 1.213 2.312 2.964 
lOG-NORMAl • 
LN(pl 0.261 0.139 0.375 
LN(STD.DEV.) 0.351 0.316 0.345 
Jl lMI 1.381 1.208 1.544 
STD.DEV. (M) 0.500 0.391 0.549 
BIAS CORRECTED PARAMETERS 
EXPONENTIAL • • 
p(M) 9.226 5.500 14.246 
• PARAMETERS FOR THE LOG·NORMAL DISTRIBUTION WERE COMPUTED USING FRACMAN (DERSHOWITZ ET Al, 1991 I 
THE ESTIMATED MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION WERE COMPUTED FROM THE FOLLOWING FORMULAE: 
p = EXP(LN(p) + LN(STO.OEV.) ~ 2/21 
STD.DEV = SQUARE ROOT {EXP(2LN(pl + LN(STD.DEV .) ~ 21[EXP(LN(STD.OEV .• 21-1 1} 
•• EXPONENTIAL MODEL MEANS WERE CALCULATED FROM: JJ = SUM (CENSO +CENS1 + CENS2)/NUMBER OF CENSO)- 0.25 
(WHERE SUM IS TH!: TOT ALLENGTH OF FRACTURES FOR EACH LEVEL OF CENSORING, AND 




results (Table 3.11) show that the mean trace lengths of Set 2 (dyke-parallel cluster) 
are longer (mean trace lengths (1.5 metres (log-normal model); 14.2 metres 
(exponential model)) than those of Set 1 (girdle distribution of orientations) (1.2 
metres (log-normal model); 5.5 metres (exponential model)). Censoring of 75% to 
95% of all fractures results in the estimation of a long mean trace length in the 
exponential model. 
Fracture trace lengths are related to fracture plane size (see discussion in Section 
4.3.3.2). Longer fracture trace lengths are indicative of greater fracture radii and thus 
possibly greater interconnectivity of fractures. The association of longer fracture trace 
lengths and greater fracture apertures (Section 3.3.2) with dyke parallel fractures also 
indicates an anisotropy in the permeability parallel to the dyke margins (Section 4.3). 
The result that the log-normal distribution provides a better fit to the trace length data 
is used in the determination of the fracture radii distributions in Section 4.3.3.1. 
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Trace lengths were measured at three different scales in the study area using the area 
mapping method. These included the 1137 scanline area (data presented in Appendix 
A.6), remotely sensed lineament and fault maps from the literature for the study area 
(Figure 2.11 and 2.12), and remotely sensed lineaments of the whole ophiolite (Figure 
2.3A and B). The trace length distributions for the three different sampling scales 
have similar forms (Figure 3.22). This suggests that the trace length population may 
be self-similar as a result of the different scales of mapping. By extension, this 
similarity may continue down to the microscopic scale as well (Jaeger and Cook, 
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The 20 to 50 metre scale of sub-seafloor packer-test permeability studies (i.e. Deep 
Sea Drilling Project Hole 5048; Becker, 1991) is on a similar scale to that of the 
outcrop fracture mapping done during the course of this study. The permeabilities to 
be determined in the study area will be compared with \hose from beneath the 
present-day seafloor (Section 4.3). 
3.3.6.1 Mineral Filling By Trace Length 
Since longer fractures are more likely to intersect other fractures, they are more likely 
to be conduits for hydrothermal circulation. Thus there may be a correlation between 
hydrothermal mineral filling and fracture trace length. For that reason, a comparison 
was made of fracture trace length and fracture mineral filling. 
Plots of mineral filling versus fracture trace length by dyke domain are presented in 
Appendix A.3.3 for domains 2 through 6. The statistics are presented in Table 3.12. 
They demonstrate that, whereas there are differences between type of mineral filling 
and associated fracture trace length within individual domains, the differences are not 
consistent from domain to domain. The mean trace lengths of fractures filled with 
epidote and zeolite are longer than those filled with calcite (exception: domain 6). It 
should be noted that there is considerable overlap in the standard deviations of the 
trace lengths (Appendix A.3.3). In all of the domains, fractures without mineral 
filling have an average trace length of 1.61 metres. The mean trace lengths for 
unfilled fractures within each domain is less than the mean trace length for filled 
fractures. The longest fracture trace lengths are generally associated with the dyke 
margins (compare Appendix A.3.4 and A.3.5). Assuming that the dykes were 
originally vertical (Section 2.3.2), these fractures were likely open to hydrothermal 
125 













2 3 4 5 
MEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN 
#OF LENGTH #OF LENGTH #OF LENGTI- #OF LENGTH 
FRACS. (metres FRACS. (metres FRACS. (metres FRACS. (metresj 
179 2.15 62 2.75 434 2.31 113 1.94 
25 2.98 6 2.94 446 1.86 51 1.04 
4 3.1 0 57 2.03 2 1.24 
87 1.88 77 2.26 51 1.76 69 1.75 
7 1.99 0 - 76 2.65 20 1.59 
0 - 5 2.38 0 - 0 -
8 3.38 7 2.29 55 2.5 0 -
6 2.76 0 - 9 2.22 2 4.14 
235 1.62 189 1.44 522 1.58 484 1.66 
TRACE LENGTH VALUES CALCULATED IN LOG TRANSFORMED 















circulation at the time of active spreading or extension perpendicular to the ridge axis. 
Thus mineral fillings deposited by hydrothermal fluids are more likely to be 
associated with sub-vertical fractures which have the longest trace lengths in the study 
area. 
3.3. 7 Fracture Frequency 
Fracture frequency, regardless of fracture orientation, along all scanlines, varies from 
1.11 to 4. 78 fractures per metre (Figure 3.11). In all but two of the fourteen scan lines 
with more than 30 mineral filled fractures, the filled-fracture frequency is much 
greater than the unfilled-fracture frequency (Table 3.13). There is no strong consistent 
variation in an east-west direction (Figure 3.11), although there is a slight increase in 
fracture frequency in a north-south direction (Figures 3.11 and 3.12). The fracture 
frequency appears to be somewhat higher in the southwest. The frequency of dyke 
contacts (the number of dyke margins per metre of scanline survey) increases further 
to the south in the field area. In the eastern half of the graben structure, the dyke 
margin frequency is higher then in the western half. However, in the south-west the 
dyke margin frequency is higher deeper in the section (Figure 3.23), this is not the 
case in the eastern portion of the field area. Fracture frequency is further discussed in 
Section 4.3.3.1 with regard to the determination of fracture intensity in order to 
calculate permeability. Fracture frequency along the measured length of scanline, 
presented in Appendix A.3.8, indicates fairly consistent frequencies. These plots were 
produced using a moving average 5 metre wide window in 1 metre increments along 
the length of the scanline. Some of the areas show cyclical frequencies (e.g. scanline 
0000, 0112, 0428, and 1316); the lows coincide with the dyke margins whereas 
higher frequencies coincide with the interiors of dykes. 
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TABLE 3.13 FRACTURE FREQUENCY BY SCANLINE 
Scan line Length Total Total Unfilled Unfilled Filled • Filled• 
(m) # Freauencv # Freauencv # Freauencv 
0000 37.4 76 2 2 0.1 74 2 
0108 31.5 88 2.8 22 0.7 66 2.1 
0112 25.1 90 3.6 22 0.9 68 2.7 
0122 148.2 290 2 52 0.4 238 1.6 
0401 31.3 68 2.2 19 0.6 49 1.6 
0413 30.6 59 1.9 11 0.4 48 1.6 
0418 21.6 33 1.5 1 0 32 1.5 
0428 67.6 195 2.9 43 0.6 152 2.2 
1037 30.9 96 3.1 57 1.8 38 1.2 
1124 25.6 96 3.7 54 2.1 37 1.4 
1134 32 68 2.1 11 0.3 44 1.4 
1137 31.7 75 2.4 38 1.2 36 1.1 
1222 31.1 94 3 621 2 32 1 
1321 30.2 109 3.6 50 1. 7 57 1.9 
•NOTE: THE FILLED COLUMNS INCLUDE FILLED FRACTURES ~UT EXCLUDE THOSE 





•0.75 Scanllne location 
Dyke Contacts [per metre) 
FIGURE 3.23 DYKE FREQUENCY MAP, SPIUA- POUTIKO AREA, CYPRUS. 
3.4SUMMARY 
Many characteristics of the fractures in the study area hav~ been discussed in this 
chapter. The fracture characteristics measured in the field area are summarized as 
follows: 
(1) Aperture: fracture apertures appear to follow a log~normal distribution. Euhedral 
minerals in fractures indicate fractures were open beneath the seafloor, during 
hydrothermal fluid circulation. Vertical and sub~vertical fractures tend to have 
opened to a greater extent than non~vertical fractures, in agreement with stress 
conditions in an extensional spreading-ridge environment. 
(2) Fracture orientation: in the sheeted dykes, fracture orientations tend to fall in 
cluster/girdle relations interpreted to reflect their fonnation as cooling 
fractures along dyke margins (cluster) and in the interior of dykes (girdle). 
Rotation of fracture orientations are consistent with those of the dyke 
orientations (Section 2.3.2) from domain to domain suggesting the majority of 
fractures in the area predate graben formation. There is a tendency for 
fractures in a cluster distribution to be longer, dyke~parallel, and to be filled 
with epidote, whereas fractures in girdle distributions tend to have shorter 
trace lengths, have H-junction termination modes, and be filled with calcite. 
(3) Mineral fil!ing:49% of measured fractures contained a mineral filling. The 
frequency of mineral filling increases with depth in the ophiolite. Domain 6 
fractures are 83% unfilled, unfilled fractures in the other domains account for 
18 to 76% of the total. Epidote occurs throughout the field area at all levels 
but is more concentrated in domains 2 and 4 (30% of filled fractures) than in 
domains 3, 5 and 6 (15% of filled fractures). Calcite is more concentrated in 
areas of shear zones and plagiogranites. Calcite deposition always post-•~a.ted 
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epidote and zeolite deposition. Epidote and zeolites in fractures show no 
consistent cross-cutting relations, indicating either variable hydrothermal 
conditions or contemporaneous deposition over wide areas. Hydrothermal 
epidote in dyke-parallel fractures implies that these fractures were open during 
hydrothermal circulation and crustal accretion whereas calcite in fractures 
perpendicular to the dyke margins implies these fractures were open during 
uplift of the ophiolite. 
(4) Termination mode: Fractures with mineral filling tend to coincide with fractures 
of termination mode 0 (both ends free), whereas unfilled fractures tend to have 
T- and H-junction termination modes. Fractures with H-junction termination 
modes were more randomly oriented than those with both ends free or one end 
abutting against another fracture (T). 
(5) Trace leneth: The calculated mean trace lengths by orientation set is 1.2 metres 
(log-normal distribution) or 5.5 metres (exponential distribution) (set #1) and 
1.5 metres (log-normal distribution) or 14.2 metres (set #2); with a mean of 
1.4 metres (log-normal distribution) or 9.2 metres (exponential distribution) 
for the entire data set. The trace length distributions at different scales of 
measurement (scanline, study area, ophiolite) show similarities in their 
distribution and all appear to be best modelled by a log-normal type of 
distribution. 
(6) Fracture type versus trace length: dyke margin fractures tend to have longer trace 
lengths. Fractures with trace lengths less than 2 metres tend to be more 
randomly oriented. 
(7) Minera} filline versus trace leneth Cby domain>: the mean fracture trace lengths of 
the various mineral fillings are different, yet there is significant overlap in the 
standard deviations of each population within, as well as between, domains. 
Unfilled fractures in all domains have a mean trace length of 1.6 metres. 
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4. APPLICATION OF FRACTURE CHARACTERISTICS TO 
ROCK PROPERTIES 
4.11NTRODUCTION 
Fluids circulating in a rock mass may utilize different fractures or sets of fractures at 
different times. This implies that the permeability of the rock changes through time. 
Permeability is an intrinsic property of fractured rock, dependent on the amount of 
interconnected space in a rock, be it primary porosity or secondary fracture porosity. 
The permeability, in part, controls the direction and magnitude of fluid flow through 
a rock mass. Fracture properties, as described and characterized in the previous 
chapter, are applied here to estimate the relative age of fracturing and stress 
conditions, and to determine bulk rock permeability. 
The bulk permeability of fractured rock is a measure of the ability of fluids to 
circulate through the rock. Bulk rock permeability has been determined in past studies 
of the oceanic crust in several Deep Sea Drilling Project boreholes (e.g. 504B, 
Anderson and Zoback, 1982). Only Nehlig and Juteau (1988) have previously 
attempted to determine the permeability of ancient oceanic lithosphere. They 
calculated permeability for the Semail ophiolite, Oman, and the values they 
determined were much greater than those determined from DSDP boreholes. In the 
present study, three methods of determining permeability are applied to the data from 
the Spilia-Politiko field area. 
The permeability calculations required a number of computer programs to be written, 
including PARAPLAT and SNOWPERM (Section 4.3). Additional programs were 
written to simulate fracture trace lengths from a given distribution of fracture radii 
(ELLIPSE) (Section 4.3.3.2). The flow chart in Figure 4.1 shows the relative use of 
each of the programs. The program codes are listed in Appendix D, and are 
accompanied by a short description of the programs, their input requirements and 
their output results. 
4.2 RELATIVE AGFS OF FRACTURFS 
The age of fractures is important to calculating the permeability, because the fracture 
data collected in the field reflect an integrated history of hydrothermal fluid 
circulation. It was not possible, from the field data, to establish clear cross-cutting 
relations for the age of formation in more than 2% of the fracture intersections. This 
precluded the possibility of establishing the fracture age relationships in a quantitative 
manner. Since most fractures are thought to have formed by contraction as a result of 
cooling, they most likely formed at roughly the same time. This study is more 
concerned with the utilization history of the fractures. 
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Observation of relative ages based on mineral filling and sequences of mineral filling 
within fractures resulted in determination of a simple fracture utilization history. 
Fractures containing epidote were likely infilled at an earlier time than those 
containing calcite (refer to Section 3.4.4). Multiple utilization of individual fractures 
also bore out the same relationship, with epidote pre-dating calcite. The relationship 
between epidote and zeolite filled fractures is ambiguous; they may be 
contemporaneous. In many cases it was not possible to determine the age relations (of 
either formation or utilization) between neighbouring fractures. 
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AGURE 4.1 FLOWCHART OF DATA AND PROGRAMS USED IN CHAPTER 5. COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS 
AS IN RGURE 2.2 AND 3.1. MAAC = FRACTURE FLOW MODEWNG PROGRAM. 
In conclusion, it was, in general, not possible to determine the relative ages of 
formation of fractures. Since a majority of the fractures appear to be related to the 
cooling of the dykes, it is assumed these fractures formed quite early, soon after the 
dyke cooled enough to allow brittle deformation to take place. The relative ages of 
fracture filling by circulating fluids indicates that both epidote and zeolites precede 
calcite deposition in fractures. 
4.3 PALEO-PERMEABILITY 
In this section, permeability is calculated from the measured fracture properties of the 
rock in the Spilia-Politiko area. The permeability that is determined in the following 
sections is a paleo-permeability because only fractures containing a mineral filling, 
evidence of past fluid circulation, are used in the calculations. The purpose of this 
section is to determine whether the sheeted dykes of Layer 28 oceanic crust and those 
of the Troodos ophiolite have similar hydrogeological properties. The hydrogeological 
properties from the SpHia-Politko area are then used to extrapolate to sub-seafloor 
hydrogeological conditions discussed in Section 6.3. 
Intrinsic permeability, k, is based solely on the rock properties. Hydraulic 
conductivity, K, however, incorporates properties of both the rock and the fluid, 
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K = kpg .................. (4.1) 
"' 
where p is the fluid density, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and " is the dynamic 
lo 
viscosity of the fluid (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Permeability may be determined 
from field measurements during well tests (e.g. pumping tests or slug tests; Kruseman 
and de Ridder, 1983), or from calculations based on orientations and apertures of 
actual fractures (e.g. Snow, 1965) or on simulated fracture networks (e.g. Dershowitz 
~a!., 1991). In the Spilia-Politiko field area, hydrothermal sub-seafloor circulation is 
thought to have occurred in the late Cretaceous (Staudigel ~ al., 1986). Present fluid 
circulation conditions may not bear any relation to the circulation of the past, nor to 
the conditions of interest for this study. Field measurements during well tests are 
therefore not a suitable means of determining paleo-permeability, instead, calculations 
based on fracture characteristics, wm be used to estimate paleo-permeability. 
Bulk rock permeability includes two components; the fracture permeability and the 
matrix permeability. The permeability of unfractured igneous rock is of the order of 
10·21 to 10'24m2, whereas the permeability of fractured igneous rock can be up to 10 or 
12 orders of magnitude greater (Section 1.1; Freeze and Cherry, 1979). 
Permeabilities measured as part of the Deep Sea Drilling Project at various boreholes 
range from Ht12 to 10'17m2 for Layer 2B (e.g. Anderson and Zoback, 1982). The 
difference between fracture and matrix permeability is great enough that the matrix 
permeability can be considered negligible, and the bulk of the fluid flow will thus be 
through the fractures. The fractured nature of the rocks of the Sheeted Dyke Complex 
(and of the extrusive and plutonic rocks) in the study area dictates that their 
permeability is controlled by the fractures. 
It was assumed for this and subsequent permeability calculations of the study area, 
that the fracture apertures are uniform across the fracture plane. This assumption is, 
strictly speaking, not valid, since fracture apertures vary across the fracture plane 
(Gale, 1987). It was not possible to collect field data on apertures that would reflect 
these variations. 
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It is simpler to treat a fractured rock mass as an equivalent porous medium if the size 
of the area of interest is much larger than the dimensions of the largest fractures. This 
is the assumption used in previous numerical studies (e.g. Fehn ~at., 1983). These 
earlier studies did not have access to a fracture database, such as presented in Chapter 
3, for the oceanic crust. The determination of the size of such a representative 
elemental volume also depends on the fracture interconnectivity. The finite size of 
fractures strongly affects fracture network interconnectivity and, as a result, the 
permeability. Permeabilities are calculated for rocks, beneath the seafloor in present 
day systems (e.g. Anderson and Zoback, 1982), on the basis of packer tests, which 
measure flow rates through sealed-off intervals, whose borehole lengths are of the 
order of 30 metres. At this scale the permeability is fracture controlled and cannot be 
accurately approximated by a porous medium equivalent. Fractures were measured at 
a similar scale in the field area. Therefore permeabilities calculated for the individual 
fractured rock blocks, in this study, will be based on a fractured medium 
permeability. 
The permeability of hand samples of diabase, while not tested, appears low on the 
basis of the few micro-fractures seen in thin sections in areas away from macro-scale 
fractures. A difficulty here is that testing of hand samples results in the determination 
of a present-permeability not a paleo-permeability. 
Various methods have been presented in the literature describing the calculation of 
fractured rock permeability (e.g. Snow, 1965, 1969). This study applies three 
different methods to the Spilia-Politiko area. (1) The simplest method is a parallel-
plate model (Norton and Knapp, 1977) in which the permeability is based on a single 
set of parallel fractures. (2) Snow (1965, 1969) presented a model in which 
permeability could be calculated from the apertures and orientation of various sets of 
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parallel fractures. A model by Bianchi and Snow (1969) is an extension of Snow's 
(1965, 1969) model, that accounts for all fractures regardless of set affinity. Both 
methods 1 and 2, are deterministic in that they use the properties (aperture and 
orientation) of the measured fractures in the calculations. (3) Dershowitz ~ al. (1991) 
developed a model in which the calculation of permeability is based on the stochastic 
generation of fracture sets using fracture distribution parameters such as fracture size, 
shape, and orientation. In such a model the location, orientation, and apertures of 
fractures are statistically equivalent to the observed fractures. 
Each of these three methods will be used to calculate the permeability of the fractured 
rock mass within the Sheeted Dyke Complex. The resultant paleo-permeabilities from 
these methods are compared with each other and, in Chapter 6, with permeability 
determinations from Deep Sea Drilling Project and Ocean Drilling Program bore hole 
tests and from the Semail ophiolite. 
4.3.1 Parallel-Plate Method 
The longest fracture traces and those with the largest apertures are oriented sub-
parallel to the dyke margins (Chapter 3). The dykes in the study area are now tilted to 
varying degrees as a result of rotation during the formation of the Mitsero graben 
(Chapter 2). Hydrothermal fluid circulation is thought to pre-date the formation of 
this graben structure (Chapter 2 and 5). If the dykes were originally vertical then the 
dyke margin fractures were originally vertical, and there will be a tendency toward 
vertical fluid migration. A parallel-plate model for fluid flow, can therefore be used 
to calculate permeability in the dykes. This method, however, assumes that cross-flow 
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(flow in directions other than dyke-parallel), is negligible, and that fractures are 
continuous within the region of interest. 
From the discussion in Chapter 3 it is apparent that not all fractures are parallel to the 
dykes; that is, there is more than one set of fractures. Fractures are not continuous 
throughout the measurement region, as evidenced by the trace length distributions 
determined in Chapter 3. The assumption of continuous fractures results in an 
overestimation of the permeability magnitude, while ignoring the effects of other 
fractures may underestimate the permeability. This method is not appropriate for the 
Spilia-Politko area, especially where there is more systematic fracture data available 
to do a more detailed permeability calculation. Nevertheless, since this method was 
used by Nehlig and Juteau (1988) to calculate paleo-permeability for the Semail 
ophiolite, Oman, it will also be applied to the Spilia-Politiko area data. This enables 
direct comparison of results from the two ophiolites. 
The parallel plate model of Norton and Knapp (1977) uses D' Arcy's law (D' Arcy, 
1856) for flow through porous media (Figure 4.4A). Appendix A. 7 gives a detailed 
description of this method of permeability calculation. A listing of the program 
PARAPLAT, used to apply the parallel plate model is given in Appendix D. 
The results of applying this method to the data of the Spilia-Politiko study area, using 
those mineral filled fractures whose orientation falls within 20° of the mean dyke 
orientations for each domain, is summarized by domain in Table 4.1 (full results are 
in Appendix A.7.1). The set of dyke-parallel fractures was too small to use. 
Therefore, a somewhat greater dispersion (20°) about the mean dyke orientation was 
used to form the set of 'dyke-parallel' fractures. For fractures containing a mineral 
filling (excluding those containing only calcite) an overall parallel-plate mean 
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TABLE 4.1 AVERAGE PERMEABILITY MAGNITUDES BY DOMAIN AN 
FRACTURE MINERAL FILLING- PARALLEL PLATE METHOD 
I Domain All Minerals No Minerals Epidote Zeolite Permeability Permeability Permeability Permeability (mz) {m21 (mZ) .tmzJ 
2 1.917E-09 2.399E-10 6.124E-10 1.520E-09 
3 4.720E-10 8.524E-11 3.310E-09 3.874E-12 
4 1.214E-08 4.394E-12 1.491E-08 7.064E-10 
5 9.352E-09 3.264E-09 4.105E-08 8.353E-09 
6 3.865E-09 9.362E-10 2.963E-08 2.294E-08 
Permeability in units of m2 • 
Values are the mean of the log-transformed permeability from 
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permeability of 3.3xHt9m2 was calculated. On a per-mineral basis the mean calculated 
permeability varies from 8.2xl0"9m2 to 9.5xl0·1<in2 for epidote and zeolite filled 
fractures respectively. The calculated permeability was consistently lower in domains 
3 and 4 than in the other domains. The calculated permeability values for the different 
mineral-filled fractures can be equated to a time integrated permeability covering 
different stages during the hydrothermal process. 
The permeability calculated for epidote-filled fractures is of roughly the same order of 
magnitude as that for all fractures from throughout the study area. The permeability 
calculated for the zeolite- filled fractures was slightly higher in the south west of the 
study area (Alena road section), than elsewhere. This area is characterized by gabbros 
containing more zeolite-filled fractures. 
A small decrease in the parallel-plate (vertical) permeability is noted with increased 
depth in the sheeted dyke section (10"9 to 10" 1~. This decrease is closely tied to the 
decrease in the fracture apertures with depth (Section 3.3.2). 
4.3.2 Bianchi and Snow Method 
Most rock contains fractures of varying orientations. These may be subdivid:d into 
multiple sets of sub-parallel fractures. A model presented by Snow (1965, 1969) 
allows the incorporation of multiple sets of parallel fractures, by calculating the 
permeability from the sum of the permeabilities of separate sets. Bianchi and Snow 
( 1969) extended this approach to include all fractures regardless of their orientation. 
This latter approach is followed here. 
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The Bianchi and Snow (1969) method was applied to the Spilia-Politiko area fracture 
data for the following six sub-sets: (1) all fractures; (2) unfilled fractures; (3) filled 
fractures; (4) epidote-filled fractures; (5) zeolite-filled fractures; and (6) calcite-filled 
fractures. In addition, the method wac; also applied to these six sub-sets for all 
fractures within 20° of the mean dyke orientation of the station. for a total of twelve 
subsets. This latter subdivision was done for comparison with the results from the 
parallel-plate method (in the previous section 4.3.1). The fracture orientation data 
used in these calculations, were rotated. as outlined in Section 2.3.3, to remove the 
effects of graben formation and ophiolite tilt. A listing of the program, SNOWPERM. 
used to apply the Bianchi and Snow (1969) model, is given in Appendix D. 
Permeability is represented mathematical! y as a tensor, of nine terms. The tensor can 
be diagonalized to its three principal components which coincide with the magnitudes 
of the maximum, intermediate and minimum flow. These are the eigen values of the 
tensor and are, by convention, referred to as the maximum permeability (k1); 
intermediate permeability (kJ; and minimum permeability (k:t). The eigen vectors 
associated with the eigen values give the orientations of the principal permeabilities. 
Average permeability magnitudes, calculated by this method range from 3.1 x Ht12 to 
1.2 x 10~m2 for the Spilia-Politiko area (Table 4.2A). The orientations of the 
t-i3 
principal permeability directions for the six sets of fractures (using all fractures, as 
noted above) show a very consistent k3 orientation of roughly 256°/13°. The 
maximum and intermediate principal permeabilities, k1 and k2, on the other hand, 
show considerable variation for the various subsets (Table 4.28). The six sets of 
fractures within 20° of the mean dyke orientations have a consistent k3, oriented 
parallel to the poles of the mean dyke orientation for each of the areas, constrained by 
the choice of fracture set (i.e. dyke-parallel fractures). The calculated permeability 
TABLE 4.2A AVERAGE PERMEABIUTY MAGNITUDES - BIANCHI AND SNOW (1969) METHOD 
Complete Data Set Fractt.wea Within 2Q- of Mean Dyke Orientdona 
Mean Maximum Minimum Mean Maximum Minimum 
All fractt.wea 1.2E-06 1.7E-02 1.6E-09 All fractwes 1.0E-09 1.3E-04 2.2E-18 
UnfiHed fractwes 2.9E-09 1.3E-04 4.2E-18 Unfifled fractwes 3.1E-12 1.3E-04 5.7E-18 
Fitled fractt.wes 1.8E-07 1.7E-02 1.8E-12 Filled fractt.wes 1.2E-09 1.5E-05 2.2E-18 
Epidote filled fractures 1.6E-07 1.7E-02 1.0E-12 Epidote filled fractures 9.2E-10 1.5E-05 2.2E-18 
Zeolite filled fract~.Kes 4.9E-09 1.7E-02 2.2E-18 Zeolite filled fractl.Kes 1.1E-09 1.7E-06 1.1E-11 
Calcite filled fractures 5.2E-10 7.0E-05 6.1E-18 Calcite filled fractures 3.7E-11 1.8E-07 9.6E-13 
Average permeability= (k1 + k2 + k3)/3 Values are average In each case of all scanllne loactlons. 
Permeability values In m2 
TABLE 4.28 AVERAGE PERMEABILITY ORIENTATIONS- BIANCHI AND SNOW (1969) METHOD 
Complete Data Set 
k1 k2 k3 
All fractl.Kes 121/79 347/06 260/14 
Unfilled fractures 106/80 340/08 247/07 
Filled fract .. es 091/79 185/00 267/13 
Epidote filled fractures 129/71 355/04 267/19 
Zeolite filled fractures 053/72 150/43 241/14 
Calcite filled fractures 353/67 116/51 251/11 
Average k1, k2, k3 were computed from the 
k1, k2, and k3 values for each scanline. 
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magnitudes and directions for all twelve subsets of the data for each scanline are 
summarized in Table 4.2 and are given in full in Appendix A. 7. 
Permeability anisotropy (defined in Figure 4.2), which is the ratio of k1 to k2 to k3, 
indicates that in 82% of cases k1 • k2 > k3 and in 18% of the cases k1 > k2 > k3• 
These results are tabulated in Appendix A. 7 and are only summarized here. The 
values were transformed to log10, since the results spanned 16 orders of magnitude. 
The lowest value of the ratios of log1o(k1) to log1o(k3) was 0.27 whereas that for 
log10(kJ to log10{k3) was 0.10; the highest values of the ratios of log10(k1) to log10(k3) 
and of log10(kJ to log10(k3) were both 7.68. These data indicate that the permeability 
tensor is anisotropic with k1 =- k2 > k3• This is caused by the existing anisotropy of 
dyke-parallel fractures in the dyke fabric. 
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The main conclusion to be drawn from these observations and calculations is that fluid 
circulation was most likely mediated by dyke-parallel fractures, and thus occurred 
largely in the vertical plane. This is demonstrated by the fact that the minimum 
principal permeability k3 tends to be parallel to the pole to dyke planes, and thus, the 
maximum and intermediate principal permeability directions lie in the plane of the 
mean dyke orientations. The maximum and intermediate permeability magnitudes tend 
to be very similar and significantly larger than the minimum principal permeability 
magnitude. 
The permeability orientation results by domain in the Spilia-Politiko area, plotted on 
stereographic projections, reveal that the maximum and intermediate principal 
orientation directions closely follow the mean dyke orientations for each domain 
(compare Figure 2.9 and principal permeability orientations by domain figures in 
Appendix A.7.2). This consistency holds for all six sets (all, filled, unfilled, 
REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM EXAMPLE PERMEABIUTY AXES 
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k1 > k2 > k3 
ANISOTROPY NOTATION 
k1 I k3 : k2 I k3 : 1 (k3 I k3) 
IF PERMEABIUTY RANGE IS LARGE USE THE FOLLOWING FOR ANISOTROPY: 
log(k1) llog(k3) : log(k2) llog(k3) : 1 (log(k3) llog(k3)) 
FIGURE 4.2 PERMEABILITY ANISOTROPY DEFINITION. k1, k2, AND k3 
ARE THE PRINCIPAL PERMEABILITY AXES. BY CONVENTION 
k1 = MAXIMUM, k2 = INTERMEDIATE, k3 = MINIMUM. 
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epidote·filled, zeolite·filled, and calcite·filled fractures (Note: filled fractures are a 
subset of the 'all' fracture set)), although the principal permeability directions for the 
calcite are somewhat more variable from domain to domain. 
The averaged principal permeability magnitudes by area throughout the study area are 
listed, by domain, in Table 4.3. The permeabilities are the arithmetic means of log 
transformed permeabilities for each scanline; the raw data can be found in Appendix 
A. 7. The permeability magnitudes of the all· and filled·fracture sets for each domain 
are very consistent. The calculated permeabilities for epidote-filled fractures are 
higher in domains 3 and 4 and lowest in domains 2 and 5. The permeability for 
calcite·filled fractures is lowest in domains 4 and 5 and higher in domains 2, 3, and 
6. It should be stressed at this point that intrinsic permeability tends to vary by the 
decade (Bear, 1979; Clauser, 1992), and thus the powers of ten are important rather 
than the units. 
To determine the possible effects of faults on the magnitude and direction of 
permeability and direction for a particular location, the fracture data for scanline 
location 1129 (a typical example) were modified to include a hypothetical fault with a 
progressively larger aperture (Table 4.4). The initial data set of 53 fracturts gave 
permeability magnitudes of 2.9 x 10'8, 2.2 x 10"8 and 8.0 x l0"9rn2 fork" k2, and k3, 
respectively. The associated permeability directions were 154°/67°, 047°/07°, and 
314°/22°. The apertures ranged in size from 0.01 to 20 mm (mean = 2.5 mm) . As 
Table 4.4 demonstrates, replacing the 20 mm aperture with first a 100 mm aperture 
and then incrementing this stepwise by 100 mm, results in the fault permeability 
becoming larger than that of the original fractures when the aperture of the fault 
increases to 400 mm, a difference of 2.2 orders of magnitude with the original mean 
aperture size. It should be noted that the apertures used in the calculations are 
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TABLE 4.3 AVERAGE PERMEABIUTY MAGNITUDES BY DOMAIN AND 
FRACTURE MINERAL FILUNG ·BIANCHI AND SNOW (19891 METHOD) 
COMPLETE fRACTURE DATA SET FRACTURES WITHIN zoa OF MEAN 
OR'.EHT ATION 
AU FRACTURES AU FRACTURES 
Domain kave k1 k2 k3 DomMf\ kne 111 
2 1.9E·07 4.1E·07 3 .7E·07 4 .1E·08 2 3 .0£·09 3 .4E-08 
3 7.8E·07 5.7E-08 5 .8E-08 1.5E-08 3 4.8E· 11 1 8£·10 
4 1 .0£-08 3.6F-08 3 .3E·06 8.6E·08 4 3 .5£·09 3 .4E-08 
5 2 .9E-07 1 .5E·06 1.4E·06 1.2E-08 5 3 .0£-10 8 .7£-09 
6 2.5E·OB 9 .6E·08 9 .4E·OB 1.7E·09 6 8 .2£·13 3.3£·12 
UNFillED FRACTURES UNFILLED FRACTUP..ES 
DomU, kn• Ill k2 k3 DomMf\ b';.. lt1 
2 5 .0E·09 1.3E·OB 1.1 E·OB 8 .9E·10 2 5.&E·14 3.1£·13 
3 l .SE-08 3.1£-07 3 . 1E-07 4.3E·10 3 4.1E·12 1.4£·11 
4 2.6E-10 1.2E·09 1.1 E-09 1.5£·11 4 3.0£.13 2.9E·12 
5 2.2E·08 1.5E·07 1.4£..07 5 .6£·10 5 1 .9E·10 1.3£-08 
6 7.8£· 10 1 .4£-09 1 . 1E·09 3 .2E·10 6 8 .2E·13 3 .3£-12 
FillED FRACTURES FILlED FRACTURU 
Domain kave k1 k2 113 _l)_omMf\ kna 111 
2 B.5E·08 3.51:.·07 3.3E-07 5.3E-09 2 2.8E·09 3 .4t-08 
3 2.3£-08 6 .0£·08 4 .8E-08 4.3£·09 3 4 .3E·08 1.3£·08 
4 3 .5£-07 1.6£-08 1 .5£..08 1.7E-08 4 1.8E-08 1.3E·07 
5 1.3£..08 4 .6£..08 4 .2E·08 1.1E·09 5 4.8E· 1 1 2.4£·10 
8 1.2E·09 9 .1E·09 9.0E-09 2.4E·11 8 n/d nfd 
EPIDOTE FILLED FRACTURES EPtDOTE.flLLED FRACTURES 
Domeln kave 111 k2 113 DamMf\ kave lc1 
2 8 .8E-09 1.5E·08 1.4E·08 1.3E-09 2 1 .01:·10 4 .9E·10 
3 2 .4E-07 1 .4£..08 1.4E·08 6.8£..09 3 4.3£..09 1.3£..08 
4 9.8£-07 3.7E-06 3.6£..08 7.3£·08 4 2 .4E·08 1 .6£..07 
5 8 .5£-09 2.9E·08 2.7£·08 3 .4E·10 5 3.5E· 11 ~ 9£-10 
8 9 .7E·OB 4 .3£-07 4 .3E-07 4 .9E·09 6 nfd n/d 
ZEOLITE-FILLED FRACTURES ZEOUTE.fiLLED FRACTURES 
Domain kave 111 k2 113 DomMf\ kava 111 
2 4.3E-09 1.4£·08 1.3F.·OB 4 .5E·10 2 2.8E·07 9.3E·07 
3 1.7£·11 3 .7£·11 3.3E·11 4 .3E·12 3 n/d n/d 
4 2.0E·07 6.9[·07 6.8E·07 1 .BE·OB 4 e .5E·10 2.5£-09 
5 5.3E·10 6 .8E·09 8.1E·09 3.7£·12 5 1.2E·11 4.4E·11 
6 1.8E·09 4.1£·08 4.1E·08 3. 7E·1 2 8 n/d n/d 
CALCITE FILLED FRACTURES CALCITE.flllED FRACTURES 
0__2maln kave 
2 1.7E·OS 
3 9 .0£-09 
4 1.4E·l1 
5 6 .0E·10 
6 9 .3£-08 
111 k2 k3 Domeln 
9 .9£·08 9.6E·08 5.3£·10 2 
3.6£·08 3.1£·08 6 .8£·10 3 
5.1£·11 S.OE·1 1 1.1£·12 4 
3.2£..09 3.:!£·09 2.1£·11 5 
4 .3E·07 4 .3£-07 4 .4E·09 6 
All perrneabili!y nlu• •• in unitll of m1 
Veluae •• the mean of the log tr-fonned penneabiliti• 
from l)ermNbiiity celcul.tion~~ l .. tod In ~· A. 7. 2 
kave k1 
1.7E·10 2.2£·09 
2.9£·10 5 .0E-09 
5.0£-12 6 .6£·11 
4 .4E·13 3.3E·11 
n/d n/d 
All v.!u• •a in axpanentlel 01ot.tion. fw ax~• 8.8E-07 ia 0.00000088 
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TABLE 4.4 EFFECT OF FAULT SIZE ON PERMEABILITY 
EXAMPLE AREA: SCANLINE 1129 
53 FILLED FRACTURES 
APERTURE RANGE: MIN = 0.01 mm; MAX • 20 mm 
SCANUNE LENGTH= 30.5 m (1.74 FRACTURES/METRE) 
Fault Aperture k1 (m2) k2(m2) k3(m:z) 
Cmml az/dlp aZ/dlo aZ/diQ. 
20 2.9E-08 2.2E-08 1.6E-08 
154°/67• 047•Jo7• 317°/24° 
100 4.2E-06 4.18E-06 1.6E-08 
1S3•tss• osoo/o7• 317°/24" 
200 3.3E-05 3.3E-5 1.6E-08 
153°/65° 054°/16° 317°/24° 
300 1.12E-4 1.12E-4 1.6E-08 
145°/66° 123°/Ss• 317°/24° 
400 2.67E-4 2.67E-4 1.6E-08 
141•1sa• 133°/65• 317°/24° 
500 5.22E-4 5.22E-4 1.6E-08 
14o•/ss· 134•/aa• 317°/24° 
600 9.02E-4 9.02E-4 1.59E-08 
139•Jse• 134°/68° 317°/24° 
700 1.4E-3 1.4E-3 1.57E-08 
138°/66• 13s•Jseo 317°/24° 
800 2.13E-3 2.13E-3 1.56E-08 
138°/ss• 13e•1sso 317°/24° 
--
IF AREA CONTAINS ONLY ONE FRACTURE ORIENTED 137°/66° WITH 
AN APERTURE OF 100 mm THEN THE RESULTANT PERMEABILITY IS: 
k1 k2 k3 
MAGNITUDE: 2.01E-3 2.01E-3 2.79E-6 
ORIENTATION: 13e•tae• 137•tsa• 317./24 .. 
NOTE: IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO RESOLVE 1ST AND 2ND EIGEN 
VECTORS (PERMEABILITY DIRECTIONS) FOR A POLE TO ONE PLANE. 
ALL VALUES USE EXPONENTIAL NOTATION 
E.G. 8.9E-07 IS 0.00000088 
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hydraulic apertures, whereas the field measured apertures are in fact fracture widths. 
Hydraulic aperture is the effective width of the aperture available to fluid flow. This 
aperture is generaliy less than the fracture width due to fracture surface roughness and 
variation in the height of fracture asperities (fsang, 1992). 
The method of Snow and Bianchi (1969) does not take into account the problem of 
finite, non-continuous fractures, so that the calculated permeability magnitudes 
over-estimate the actual permeability. The assumption of continuous fractures 
throughout the region of interest implies that the fractures intersect and are thus all 
interconnected, which is not the case. The incorporation of fracture size would affect 
fracture interconnectivity and as a result the permeability, since the larger 
interconnected fractures would contribute more to the overall permeability. This can 
only be addressed by a method which takes into account both the size of fractures and 
fracture interconnection (as done in the following section). 
4.3.3 Discrete-Fracture Geometric Modelling 
Discrete fracture geometric modelling involves the stochastic generation of sets of 
fractures based on input values, or distributions of values, for various fracture 
properties (such as fracture orientation, aperture, and size). The location in space of 
these fractures is decided by choosing a particular model of fracture generation. This 
section describes the stochastic generation of fracture networks, in the Spilia-Politiko 
study area, and the permeabilities calculated based on those networks. 
There are two approaches to describing fracture characteristics: (1) disaggregate; and 
(2) aggregate characterization (Dershowitz and Einstein, 1988). In the former, 
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TABLE 4.5 JOINT SYSTEM MODELS (AFTER DERSHOWITZ AND EINSTEIN, 1988) 
FRACTURE CHARACTERISTICS IN MODEL 
MODEL AUTHOR 
SHAPE SIZE TERMINATION AT COPLANAR SET 
INTERSECTIONS FRACTURES ORIENTATION 
ORTHOGONAL SNOW, 1965 RECTANGLE UNBOUNDED NO YES PARALLEL 
BAECHER BAECHER ET AL., 197 CIRCLE OR BOUNDED YES NO STOCHASTIC 
ELLIPSE 
VENEZIANO VENEZIANO, 1978 POLYGON BOUNDED YES YES STOCHASTIC 
DERSHOWITZ DERSHOWITZ, 1984 POLYGON BOUNDED YES YES STOCHASTIC 
fracture characteristics are treated and described separate I y, whereas in the latter, 
joint-system models are used to describe the interdependence of fracture 
characteristics. The disaggregate characterization, followed in Chapter 3, describes 
joint properties such as persistence (outcrop trace length), planarity (refer to Appendix 
A.l for definition), location, intensity and orientation. This characterization is a 
necessary step to choosing the appropriate joint-system model in the aggregate 
characterization approach. 
Various joint-system models exist in the literature (Table 4.5). The orthogonal joint 
model is exemplified by that of Snow (1965, 1969), described in Section 4.3.1. The 
fracture characterization performed in Chapter 3, shows that fractures tend to be non-
coplanar and thus non-parallel (i.e. internal dyke cooling fractures). The fractures are 
of finite length and are thus bounded (Table 3.11). Fractures also tend to terminate at 
fracture intersections with other fractures (Table 3.10). The joint-system model which 
includes most of these characteristics, is the Baecher model (Table 4.5). It, however, 
does not allow for fracture h.:rmination at fracture intersections. A modification by 
Dershowitz ~ .aJ., (1991) removes this shortcoming. In general, the selection of a 
particular joint system model is subjective and not necessarily directly based on the 
results of field sampling procedures (Dershowitz and Einstein, 1988). 
The Baecher joint-system model with revised terminations of fractures at 
intersections, is incorporated into the FracMan program (Dershowitz ~ &., 1991). 
This program stochastically generates fracture networks based on values of, or 
statistical distributions of, fracture parameters input by the user. These parameters 
include choice of joint model, fracture size distribution, fracture orientation 
distribution, fracture transmissivity, and fracture intensity. Of these parameters, the 
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orientation distribution and the fracture intensity were discussed in Chapter 3. 
Fracture size is discussed in the following section (4.3.3.1). 
Fracture transmissivity is normally determined through measurements during packer 
tests in wells (e.g. Krusema"' :-nd de Kidder, 1983). This is not feasible in the present 
study. Fracture transmissivities are in part dependent on the fracture aperture, which 
was measured in the field (Chapter 3.4. 3). The transmissivity, T, of a fracture is the 
hydraulic conductivity, K1, of the fracture times its width (aperture), 2b (Freeze and 
Cherry, 1979), 
(4.2) 
where the hydraulic conductivity, K, is (RiBler, 1978), 
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Kr = pg( 2b) 2 •••••••••••••••• (4.3) 
12~ 
where p is the fluid density, g is the acceleration due to gravity and I' is the dynamic 
viscosity of the fluid. Therefore the transmissivity of a fracture becomes (RiBier, 
1978), 
T = pg(2b) l •.......•••••.•. (4.4) 
12J.L 
For example, for a lmm wide fracture (2b = 10·3m) and water at 20°C, p = 998.23 
kg/m3, ,. = 1.002 x 10"3kg/ms and g=9.81 m/s, the transmissivity of that fracture is 
8.144 x l<t4m2/s. 
The rock mass permeability depends on the degree to which pathways are 
interconnected in a fracture network. If the fractures do not intersect then there are no 
' interconnected pathways and the permeability will be controlled by that of the rock 
- ~ 
matrix. There is a critical minimum level of interconnectivity needed before fluid 
circulation can occur in a fracture network (de Marsily, 1984). The information 
needed to generate the fracture networks and the results of the permeability 
calculations are presented in Section 4.3.3.3. 
The following two sections describe the preprocessing needed to perform the paleo-
permeability calculations. The fracture intensity must be determined for each area. 
The trace length of a fracture is dependent on the size of the fracture plane. To model 
the fractures in three dimensions it is necessary to convert the fracture trace length 
distributions (Chapter 3) to fracture radius distributions. 
4.3.3.1 Fracture Intensity 
To determine the paleo-permeability of a fractured rock mass it is necessary to 
determine the fracture intensity of the rock mass. In three dimensions, fracture 
intensity can be defined as one of, 1) the number of fractures per unit volume, 2) the 
area of fractures per unit volume, or 3) the volume of fractures per unit volume of 
rock (Dershowitz and Herda, 1992). There are several approaches to determining 
fracture intensity in a rock volume, these include the distance approach and the 
density approach as described below. 
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The distance approach computes distances between fracture intersections along a 
scanline (Rouleau, 1984). This approach has come to mean the calculation of fracture 
spacings (Kiraly, 1970; ISRM, 1978). Fracture spacing is defined as the perpendicular 
distance between adjacent sub-parallel fractures (ISRM, 1978). Since the data subsets 
in this stuC:y are only partially defined on the basis of orientation, fractures subdivided 
into sets, earlier in this chapter, are not necessarily sub-parallel. Thus this method of 
determining the amount of fractures in a rock mass cannot be applied to these data. 
Fracture spacing, determined for the fractures in the dyke-parallel set of fractures, is 
presented in Appendix A.3.8.2. 
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The density approach requires the computation of fracture frequency (fracture 
intersections per unit length of scanline) (Rouleau, 1984). This value is a 
one-dimensional measure which needs to be related tc one of the three volume 
measures of fracture intensity listed above. The number of fractures per unit volume 
is scale dependent. This measure changes with the size of the region of interest for 
regions smaller than the maximum fracture size. The size of fractures is taken to be 
the radius of a circular fracture of equivalent area (Dershowitz and Herda, 1992). The 
second and third measures of fracture intensity are not scale-dependent since they are 
based on fracture size. The third measure requires knowledge of the fracture aperture. 
Dershowitz and Herda (1992) suggest the use of the total fracture area per unit 
volume of rock, which they refer to as P32 (Persistence of fractures in a three 
dimensional measurement region using two dimensional fractures, that is excluding 
thickness), for modelling of three dimensional fracture networks. In this study the 
density approach was adopted using the area of fractures per unit volume measure. 
The computation of the parameters in this approach is further outlined below. 
The fracture data collected in this study were collected al'lng scanlines (one 
dimension). Fracture frequency along a scanline, although dependent on fracture 
orientation, is independent of fracture size and as a result also scale independent 
(Dershowitz and Herda, 1992). To be able to estimate a measure of fracture area per 
unit volume for the data in this study, use must be made of the relation between the 
scanline fracture frequency and the area of fractures per unit volume (Dershowitz and 
Herda, 1992). P32 is related to the fracture spacing Sr by a constant CP (Dershowitz 
and Herda, 1992), 
P32 = CfJS ~ • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • (4.5) 
CP is dependent on the distribution of fracture orientation relative to the sampling line 
along which Sr is measured. 
Estimation of the P32 measure from the scanline fracture data from the Spilia-Politiko 
area followed the approach set out by Dershowitz ~ ru. (1991) in their program, 
FracMan (Figure 4.3). In this approach, an intial P32 is chosen, arbitrarily, to be 1, 
the fractures are generated by sampling the fracture data set with replacement using a 
bootstrap method (Efron, 1982). In the bootstrap method, simulated fracture 
orientations are obtained directly from the fracture data set. For each fracture 
simulated in the model an orientation is selected at random, with replacement, from 
the data set. A dispersion based on a Fisher distribution (Fisher, 1956) with a 
dispersion parameter, ~e=20 is added to that orientation. The simulated fracture 
orientation is then chosen from that distribution. 
To locate fracture centre:; in the generation region, the revised Baecher model 
(Baecher ~ aJ.., 1977) which allows for fracture termination at fracture intersections 
was used. The probability that fractures terminate when intersecting another fracture 
was based on the fracture termination percentages taken from the field data (Table 
3.10). 
The frequency of filled fractures (Table 3.14) along a scanline will be used in the 
estimation of the fracture intensity. In present fracture modelling studies, it is the 
fractures which conduct fluids that are of interest. In this study, which is interested in 
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SC.,NUNE FRACTURE CATA 
CALCULATE POPl."..ATION FRACTURE INTENSITY • 
ARBITRARILY ASSU14E A VALUE FOR PS2 • 1 
PS2 • TOTAL AqEA. OF FRACTURES 
TOl AL VOLUME 
t1 OF FRACtURES 
8CANUNE LENGTH 
GENERATE FRACTURES IN A GENERATION VOLUME BY 
SAMPUNG RAW CATA SET UNTIL FRACTURE INTENSITY 
IN GENERATION VOLUME • PS2 
SIMULATE A BOREHOLE IN GENERATION REGION 
MEASURE NUMBER OF FRACTURE INTERSECTIONS IN BOREHOLE 




CALCULATE RATIO Cp • FRACTURE INTENSITY 
' ASSUMED PS2 
FRACTURE 
INTERSECTION 
P32 FOR ACTUAL FRACTURE POPULATION THEN IS: 
PS2 • POPULATION FRA~URE INTENSITY 
l s 7 
FIGURE 4,3 SCHEMATIC SHOWING THE PROCESS FOR DETERMINATION OF THE 
FRACTURE AREA PER UNIT VOLUME MEASURE FROM THE SCANLINE 
FRACTURE DATA. 
paleo-permeabilities, the filled fracture intensity is analogous to the intensity of 
conductive fractures, since fractures with a mineral filling are assumed to have 
conducted fluids in the past. The fractures used in the simulations for the fracture 
intensity determination were the mineral-filled fractures from the study area 
(excluding those fractures containing only calcite). These fractures are assumed to 
have conducted fluids at some time in their history. Thus, the calculated value for P32 , 
is actually a value for the conductive P32• Boreholes cutting the fracture generation 
region were simulated with the program. The conductive fracture intensity was 
calculated from the number of fractures intersecting these simulated boreholes. The 
values of the ratio, c,, in this study, of the assumed P32 and the simulated fracture 
intensity, fall in the range of 1.3 to 1.8 (Table 4.6). Dershowitz and Herda (1992) 
found that cp for most fracture geometric patterns varies between 1 and 3. The 
estimated P32 for the actual fracture data set is, 
. . . . . . . . . . . (4.6) 
Where p32(a) iS the initially Chosen P)2l rc(ID) iS the measured COndUCtiVe fracture 
intensity, while fc<•l is the simulated conductive fracture intensity. The simulation 
indicates the average value for P32 is about 1.08 (with a standard deviation of ±0.4) 
(Table 4.6). 
4.3.3.2 Fracture Shape and Size 
Knowledge of the shape and size distribution of fracture planes is of importance in 
determining the rock permeability. Fracture trace lengths, measured at an outcrop, 
depend on the shape and size of the fracture plane, and the distance between the 
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LINE DATA I OF FILLED• ,. IINITl~ MODEL 
LENGTH TYPE FILLED FREO. P32 (m) P32• • • • 
(ml FRAC. (1/ml l!ft!l _l 1 /mL 
37.4 DYKE II 8 0.214 412 1-0 1.456='-(;-:-;4i 
REST 63 1.684 386 1.0 1.554 1.084 
31.5 DYKE II 52 1.651 398 1.0 1.508 1.095 
REST 13 0.413 411 1.0 1.460 0.283 
25.1 DYKE II 12 0.478 415 1.0 1.446 0.:)31 
REST 54 2.151 371 1.0 1.617 1.330 
148.2 DYKE II 133 0 .897 389 1.0 1.542 0.582 
REST 102 0.688 393 1.0 1.527 0.451 
31.3 DYKE II 45 1.438 389 1.0 1.542 0.932 
REST 4 0.128 375 1.0 1.600 0.080 
30.6 DYKE If 41 1.340 390 1.0 1.538 0.871 
REST 7 0.229 384 1.0 1.563 0.146 
21.6 DYKE II 
REST 32 1.481 397 1.0 1.511 0.980 
67.6 DYKE II 44 0.651 403 1.0 1.489 0.437 
REST 105 1.553 396 1.0 1.515 1.025 
30.9 DYKE II 30 0.971 428 1.0 1.402 0.693 
REST a 0.259 382 1.0 1.571 0.165 
25.6 DYKE II 30 1.172 424 1.0 1.415 0.828 
REST 3 0.117 359 1.0 1.504 0.078 
32.0 DYKE If 32 1.000 434 1.0 1.382 0.723 
REST 18 0.563 394 1.0 1.523 0.369 
31.7 DYKE II 10 0.315 447 1.0 1.342 0.235 
REST 23 0.726 455 1.0 1.319 0.550 
31.1 DYKE II 21 0.675 418 1.0 1.435 0.470 
REST 10 0.322 427 1.0 1.405 0.229 
30.2 DYKE II 55 1.821 419 1.0 1.432 1.272 
REST 2 0.066 423 1.0 1.418 0.047 
ARE~ FILLED• INTENSITY 
(m2) LENGTH (m/m1) 
59.4 DYKE II 64.88 1.092 412 1.0 1.456 0.750 
REST 67.05 1.129 446 , .0 1.345 0.839 
FRACTURES USED ARE MINERAL FILLED BUT EXCLUDE THOSE 
ONLY FILLED WITH CALCITE. FREQUENCY = 1/LENGTH 
FILLED LENGTH = SUM OF FILLED FRACTURE TRACE LENGTHS 
SIMULATIONS DONE USING FracMan IDERSHOWITZ ET AL., 1991) WITH FOLLOWING 
CONDITIONS: 
1) ENHANCED BAECHER MODEL WITH REVISED 
TERMINATION HANDLING 
2) TERMINATION PROBABILITY SET USING TABLE 3.12 VALUES 
31 BOOTSTRAP SAMPLING OF MEASURED FIELD DATA 
4) INTERSECTIONS SIMULATED USING 3 SIMULATED 
ORTHOGONAL BOREHOLES FOR TOTAL 600 M LENGTH 
GENERATION VOLUME= 100MX100MX100M 
5) Cp = Assumed P32 • Borehole length/11 of intersections) 
6) P32 =TOTAL FRACTURE AREA PER UNIT VOLUME OF ROCK 
IN UNITS OF 1/m 
AREA 1 =AREA MAP OF SCANLINE LOCATION 1137 
MODEL P23 = FILLED FREQUENCY/Cp 
II OF FRACTURE INTERSECTIONS IN SIMULATED BOREHOLES 
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centre of the fracture and the intersection with the outcrop surface (the further the 
intersection is from the fracture centre, the shorter the resultant trace length). 
It is not possible to directly observe the shape of the fracture plane or the distribution 
of the fracture sizes from (isolated) outcrops. The simplest fracture shape is the 
circle. Anisotropy in the stress field may result in the formation of an elliptical 
fracture with its long axis oriented perpendicular to the least compressive stress. 
To simulate the process of fracture trace length determination as a result of the 
intersection of fracture planes with an outcrop surface, the program ELLIPSE (listing 
in Appendix D) samples a distribution of lengths representing the length of the long 
axis of an elliptical fracture to produce a sample population of ellipses whose long 
axis half-lengths vary according to the input distribution. To determine what type of 
distribution of fracture radii could have produced the measured fracture trace length 
distribution, a variety of distribution types were sampled. The various input fracture 
radii distributions included log-normal, exponential, Weibull, bi-modal, and square. A 
consistent aspect ratio (the ratio of the long axis half-length, a, to the short axis half-
length, b) is used in each simulation. Four different aspect ratios of fractures were 
tested: 1 (circle); 0.7; 0.4; and 0.1 (extreme ellipse). The results were binned by 
trace length to produce trace length histograms (see figures and tables presented in 
Appendix A.8). 
The histograms indicate that the output trace length distribution tends to follow the 
input fracture radius distrif:?ution. Exceptions to this are the exponential distribution 
which appears somewhat truncated at shorter trace lengths, and the square distribution 
in which the trace length distribution is truncated at both the lower and the upper end 
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of the distribution. The means of the resultant trace length distributions are similar to 
the means of the input fracture radii distributions. 
The results for the various trials (using the aspect ratios and size distributions given 
above), demonstrate that the simulations best matching the field trace length data 
(Figure 3.21) are the log-normal distribution (aspect ratio between 0.4 and 0.7 
(approximately 0.6)), and the Weibull distribution (aspect ratio = 0.4) . The other 
distributions do not match the data. Because it is not clear, on the basis of this data 
set, what the controls are on the orientations of the long axes of the fracture ellipses, 
the fracture network modelling using FracMan is done using circular fractures of 
equivalent areas. 
The parameters of a log-normal fracture radius distribution of circular fractures are 
the mean and standard deviation. These parameters can be estimated through the 
program FracMan (Dershowitz ~ ru., 1991). To determine these parameters, an 
assumed distribution of fracture radii with associated parameters of the mean and 
standard deviation is chosen. A random sampling of this distribution produces fracture 
trace lengths which are then tested for goodness of fit with the actual field-measured 
trace length data using either the Kolmogorov-Smimov or Chi-squared goodness-of-
fit-tests. In comparing simulated and measured trace lengths, the program uses 
simulated traces which are censored by the edge of the mapped area, and are not 
recorded if they are less than the spec1fied minimum cutoff size. This method thus 
accounts for fracture trace length censoring and truncation. 
The results of using this program (FracMan) on the data set, from the Spilia-Politiko 
area are presenttd in Table 4. 7. The best fits to the field data were obtained using a 
log-normal distribution of fracture radii. The mean fracture radius for the compl~te 
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TABLE 4.7 FRACTURE RADIUS DETERMINATION BY TRACE LENGTH SAMPLING 
DYKE PARALLEL FRACTURES OTHER FRACTURES 
RADIUS STATISTICS RADIUS STATISTICS 
MEAN STO.DEV. K-s· CHI-SQUARE MEAN STD.DEV. K-s• CHI-SQUARE 
2 2 90.8 99.9 2 2 90.6 99.9 
3.1 0.1 18.6 99.4 3.5 0.6 17.6 70.4 
no dykes 1.7 1.4 58.9 
2.2 1.7 11 35.2 2. t 1.5 16.9 33.6 
3.1 0.5 29.6 91 1.9 1.2 29.3 99.2 
3.5 0.1 46 100 2.1 2 12.3 79.6 
no dykes 2.6 2.5 24.5 96.8 
3.5 3 11 82.9 1.5 1.3 34.8 83.1 
2 2 37.1 99.3 1 1.3 64.1 97.7 
1 2 98.1 99.3 0.45 0.2 58.3 77.6 
5.3 3 44.3 99.2 3 4.8 43.2 79.8 
3.5 0.1 75.4 91.2 0.8 0.3 80.5 88 
2 1.5 7.9 95.7 3 2 49.1 99.6 
2 1.5 57.2 94.3 1 1.5 16.8 96.2 
NOTE: •K-S = KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS-OF-FIT TEST 
SIMULATION OF FRACTURE RADII IS BASED ON ASSUMING A MEAN AND STANDARD 
DEVIATION OF A LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF FRACTURE RADII AND THEN 3AMPLING 
THE FRACTURE TRACE LENGTH DATA. THE SIMULATION CP.LCULATES A SIMULATED 
DISTRIBUTION OF FRACTURE TRACE LENGTHS WHICH IS THEN COMPARED TO THE ORIGINA 
DATA USING THE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV AND CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS-OF-FIT TESTS. 
data set was 2.1 metres. The means varied from 1.4 to 5.3 metres, with those for the 
dyke-parallel fractures greater than for the other fractures (Table 4. 7). The difference 
in mean fracture radius between dyke-parallel and other fractures was smallest for 
domain 4 locations and largest in domain 6. From north to south in the field area 
there was not much variation in the estimated mean fracture radius. In general there 
did not seem to be significant var;ation in the mean fracture radius from area to area, 
indicating that similar processes were operating in all areas. This also indicates that 
the stress conditions for fracture formation did not vary significantly with depth in the 
section or laterally across the area (see Section 4.4). 
4.3.3.3 Method of Permeability Determination 
The calculation oi bulk fractured rock permeabilities was performed using the 
FracMan (Dershowitz ~ aJ.., 1991) and MAFIC (Miller, 1990) programs. This pair of 
programs was developed by Golder A)sociates Incorporated, to generate fracture 
networks and simulate fluid flow and particle transport in nuclear waste repositories in 
fractured rock. Since the purpose here is to compute fractured rock permeabilities, 
these programs are well suited to this purpose. 
The following paragraphs outline the method used to generate the fracture networks 
and to subsequently model fluid flow through these networks. A more complete 
description of the use of these programs is given in Dershowitz ~ .al. (1991) and 
Miller (1990). Both these programs are still under development by Golder Associates 
Incorporated. 
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Fracture properties (determined in Chapter 3 and in the previous section), used in the 
generation of fracture networks, are tabulated in Table 4.8. The fracture data for each 
area were subdivided into two sets, as outlined b Chapter 3, dyke parallel and other 
fractures. The input data files to FracMan contain tre raw orientation and trace length 
data for each fracture in a particular set. Since these networks are stochastically 
generated, it is necessary to generate multiple networks for each data set and then to 
average the results. Therefore twenty fracture networks were generated from each 
ftacture data set using FracMan macro files. A macro file contains values of the 
various fracture parameters to be used in the fracture network generation, and the 
necessary commands to run the simulation. These commands are the same as those 
that would have to be typed in from the computer keyboard. An example macro file is 
listed in Appendix D. To simplify the generation of fracture orientations, especially 
those fractures which plot in a girdle distribution (Chapter 3) in the program, the data 
sets were each sampled using the bootstrap method (Efron, 1982), by the FracMan 
program, until the desired intensity of fractures was present in the generation region. 
Fracture transmissivities were calculated, as described above, from the fracture 
apertures (Table 4.8). 
Once a fracture network has been generated, it is necessary to apply boundary 
conditions to the generation region. The generation region is a cube (in this study the 
cube dimensions used were 25 m x 25 m x 25 m). The easiest method to determine 
permeability of the rock block is based on d 'Arcy' s Ia w. This involves knowing the 
heads at either end of the region of interest and the total flux, driven by the head 
gradient, through the region (Figure 4.4B). Using this method, two (opposing) 
boundaries of the cube have fixed heads. One head is set greater than the other to 
establish a flow gradient (in the direction of the lower head). The remaining four 
boundaries of the cube are set to no-flow boundaries; this means there is no flow 
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Parameter 
Subdivi1ion of Date Seta 
Fracture lntenaity Meeaure 
value (1/ml 
Frecture Size Diatribution 
Fracture Size Meeawe 
Mean lml 







Frecture Tren1mi11ivity • 
(m1/al 
TABLE 4.8 FRACTURE MODEL DATASET• • 
Common velue1 Individual Scenline Conditione 
0000 0108 0112 
11 Dyke perllllel frecture1 Subdivide Subdivide Subdivide 
2) Rem8ining frecturee in date let into 
"" 
into 
"" Dyke// 11 80 
Reet 89 20 
P32 Totel 1.231 1.378 
veri• Cref• 1o Dyke// 0.147 1.095 
Table 3.15} Reet 1.084 0.283 
Truncated Log·normal 
Rediua 
CDete from Table 4.6) Dyke II 2.00 2.00 3 . 10 0.10 
A ell 2.00 2.00 3.50 0.60 
1m 
I 20m 1 lcirculerl 
(Date from Table 3.10) 97 84 
Log-NOfmel Dietribution Dyke// 2. iO 5.90 3.70 2.70 
(Dele from Table 3 .21 Re•t 1.80 2.50 1.20 4.00 
given ae mean 11nd etenderd deviation 
log-NOfmal Dietribution Dyke II 0.00754 0.16727 0.04125 0.01603 
lc:alculeted from fracture epwturel Reat 0 .00475 0.01273 0.00141 0 .05212 
given ea meen end 1tanderd deviation 
NOTES: (On additional infOfmetion required fOf the fracture netwOfk modelling) 
Conc.ptual Fracture Model: BART (Erilenced Beecher Model with reviaed termination ptoceaa) 






















Thu total P32 valuee fOf Hch acenline arae ia the eum of the P32 v.ru .. of eech of the eubeete fOf the ecenline. 
• Fracture trentmi .. ivity ie ce/culeted uaing the following formula 
Tf c Kf x 2b where Kf = d g (2b) 1 /12 u 














at 20 degreee C, water denalty, d c 998.23 kglm •3; ebaolute viacoaity, u -= 1.002 x 10·-J Pe 1 lor kgfm •I 
ecceloretion due to gravity, g = 9.81 m/11 








0 . 10180 
TABLE 4.8 FRACTURE MODEL DATASET (continued) 
Paremeter Individual Scenline Conditione 
0401 0413 0418 0428 1037 1124 










" 92 85 Set 30 79 91 
8 15 70 21 9 
Frecture lnten•ity Meaeure 1.012 1.017 0.98 1.462 0 .858 0 .906 
value C1/ml 0.932 0.871 0 .437 0.693 0.828 
0.080 0.146 0.98 1.025 0.165 0 .078 
Frectute Size Dietributiat; 
Frecture Size Mea1ure · 
Mean(ml 3.10 0.50 3.50 0 .10 2 .60 3 .50 3.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 




Terminetion 1'1'1 86 91 82 91 100 100 
Frectute Aperture 2 .00 6 .10 1.40 4.40 0 .70 4.00 2.20 2 .20 2.00 2.20 
(mml 0.30 5.10 0.50 3.80 2.90 4.60 1.00 3.70 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Frecture Trenemi111ivity • 0 .00652 0.184El6 0 .00223 0 .06938 0 .00028 0 .05212 0 .00867 0 .00867 0.00652 0 .00867 
Cm"/•1 0.00002 0 . 10803 0 .00010 0 .04469 0 .01986 0 .07927 0.00081 0 .04125 0.02199 0 .00081 0 .00081 0 .00081 
TABLE 4 .8 FRACTURE MODEL DATASET (continued) 
P•ameter 
1134 1137 1222 1321 









-64 30 68 96 
36 70 32 4 
Fracture lntenlity Meeeure 1.092 0 .785 0 .699 1.319 
value 11/ml 0.723 0.235 0.470 1.272 
0 .389 0 .550 0.229 0 .047 
Fracture Size Di1tribution 
Fracture Size Mea1ut1 
Mean Cml 5.30 3 .00 3.50 0.10 2.00 1.50 2.00 1.50 




Terminetion C'IE.I 100 92 100 92 
Fracture Apertu" 5 ,70 2.30 2.00 1.90 1.40 2.10 2.90 2.70 
(mml 11 .00 3 .50 1.60 2.90 2.00 1.00 2 .00 1.00 
Fracture Tren.mi .. ivity • 0 .15083 0 .00991 0 .00652 0 .00559 0 .00223 0 .0075C 0 .01986 0 .01603 
(m•i•l t.oecoo 0.03492 0.0033~ 0 .01986 0 .00652 0 .00081 0 .00652 0 .00081 
TABLE 4.8 FRACTURE MODEL DATASET (continued)*** 
Paramettlf 
0213 0701 1129 1134 1316 










" 73 24 16 ---=---w 7 
27 76 84 eo 91 
Fracture lnten1ity Mu1ure 0 .58 0.58 0 .91 0.71 1.08 
value (1/m) 0.4088 0 .1392 0.1456 0.142 0 .0756 
0.1512 0.4408 0.7644 0.568 0 .9828 
Fracture Sile Di1tribYtion 
Frecture Size Meature 
Mean (ml 2.00 2 .00 1.80 0.30 2.00 1.40 4.50 2 .70 1.50 2.30 




Tennination C"l 91 88 97 100 82 
Fracture Aperture 2 .80 3 .44 1.74 1.50 1.49 1.45 5 .98 3.45 3.64 3 .82 
(mm) 2.49 2.15 2.35 2.64 1.61 2 .32 6.31 3.31 2.04 2.10 
Fracture Trenemi11ivity • 0.01788 0.03315 0.00429 0 .00275 0.00269 0.00248 0.17242 0.03344 0.03928 0.~540 
Cm*/al 0 .01257 0.00809 0.01057 0.01499 0.00340 0 .01017 0.20462 0 .02953 0.00691 0 .00754 
• • • Nota: thi1 poruon of the table contain• the data for the c:.lcite filled fracturn. 
A. 
B. 
a. ftow rat. 
D'ARCY'S EXPERIMENT 
a • KIA 
or 
K • _g_ 
lA 
wh.,. 








(H1 - 10) 
Width,W 
A•WxW 
FIGURE 4.4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS APPUED TO THE FRACTURE NETWORKS. 
A. D'ARCY'S tAW AND EXPERIMENT WITH A SAND FILLED CYUNDER 
no 11ow 
8. FRACTURE NETWORK GENERA TlON REGION AND BOUNDARY CONDITlONS. 
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:iocross those boundaries. The program FracMan or an auxUiary program, 
MeshMonster (Dershowitz ~ ru., 1991), is used to generate the finite element network 
from the fracture locations in the fracture network and the boundary conditions. The 
program MAFIC (Miller, 1990) is then used to calculate the total flow thrvugh the 
region. MAFIC (Miller, 1990) uses a finite e1ement approach to solve for nodal heads 
and fluxes in the three dimensional fraC"ture networks. The bulk permeability of the 
cube is calculated as follows. From D' Arcy's law we know ihat, 
0 = KIA .................. (4.7) 
where Q is the discharge rate (in this case the units used are: cubic metres per 
second), K is the hydraulic conductivity (in metres/second), A is the area of the cube 
face through which the discharge is taking place, and I is the hydraulic gradient, I = 
[h1 - hJIL, where b1 and h2 are the heads at opposite ends of the cube and Lis the 
distance between the ends of the cube. Solving for the hydraulic conductivity, K, 
results in, 
1'/0 
K =_Q_ (48) I A ' ' ' ............ . ' ' ' 
By rearranging equation (4.1) we know that the intrinsic permeability, k, is related to 
the hydraulic conductivity as follows, 
k = ~ •.... . ..•.....•.•. (4.9) p g 
where~ = 1.002 x 1()'3 kg/ms, p = 1000kg/m3, and g = 9.81 m/s2• Thus k = K x 
1.02 x 10'7 (for water at 20°C) (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). For a cube 25 metres on a 
side and with an hydraulic gradient of (10- 0)/25 = 0.25, the conversion from 
discharge, Q, to intrinsic permeability, k, is, 
k = 0 x 4. oaxlo-10 • • • • • • • • • • • • • (4.10) 
Fracture sizes in the FracMan simulations were truncated so that all fractures with 
radii smaller than 1 metre were left out of the flow modelling. This was done to 
reduce the computer memory and time requirements. Several simulations were run 
using a non-truncated set of fractures, that is, all fractures regardless of size were 
included. The resultant flow through the network was within the same order of 
magnitude as that for the truncated ~ata set (i.e. 7.6 x 1Q-1m3/s for the truncated 
network versus 7.4 x 10·1m3/s for the non-truncated network). This shows that the 
smaller fractures (i.e. those with less than 1 metre radius) do not contribute 
significantly to the fracture network interconnectivity. 
4.3.3.4 Paleo-PenneabiliJy 
The calculation of paloo-permeability in the fractured rock of the Spilia-Politiko area, 
using the method outlined above, was done for two groups of fractures. The first 
group included all fractures that contained a mineral filling but excluded those 
fractures containing only calcite. This first set of permeability calculations was done 
using 14 of the scanline mapped areas which contained more than 30 fractures with 
mineral infillings. The permeabilities calculated for this group are based on 
mineral-filled fractures which are shown to have been utilized by high temperature, 
probably on-axis hydrothermal fluids (Section 5.3.4). The second group encompassed 
those fractures c:>ntaining calcite. This group contains 9 scanline areas, five of which 
were also used in the first set of calculations. Calcite, always the latest phase to form, 
probably resulted from low-temperture, off-axis circulation of fluids (Appendix C.l). 
Thus, this latter set of permeabilities are thought to be representative of off-axis 
permeabilities. 
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The permeabilities calculated in the following sections assume that all fractures were 
open at the same time. However, these fractures may have opened episodically during 
the life of the hydrothermal system, in which case the calculated permeabilities are a 
maximum which may not be achieved. Further calculations presented in Section 
4.3.3.4.3 address this issue. 
4.3.3.4.1 On-Axis Penneability 
The results of the permeability study for the first group of calculations are shown in 
Figure 4.5 and Table 4.9. They show a variation of the vertical permeability, at each 
location, from w-• to 10"12m2• It can be seen that there is a small decrease in the 
calculated permeability with increased depth in the sheeted dyke section (increasing 
depth is to the south) on the map displaying permeability by location (Figure 4.5). 
The mean calculated permeability at sites containing epidosites is almost two orders of 
magnitude (2.7 x 10"8 versus 7.0 x 10" 1~, higher than that in unaltered diabase dykes. 
This is because the amount of fractures containing hydrothermal minerals, as well as 
their apertures, in epidosite outcrops is higher, than that in the diabase outcrops 
(Section 5.2.1). 
The calculated permeability of both the epidosite and diabase sections decreases with 
depth. The highest permeability was calculated for scanline area 1134 in the vicinity 
of the Apliki shear woe, whereas the lowest permeabilities were calculated near 
Alona near the gabbro section. 
Flow laterally through the fracture networks (north-south and east-west) was in all 
cases less than that for the vertical flow. In most cases this difference was one or two 
•131 0 Saulline location 
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-8.7 (E) LOG PERMEABIUTY AT 
1037 SCANJNE SITE 
(D) = DIABASE DYKES 
(E) = EPIDOSITE DYKES 
(G) = GABBROS 
(P) = PLAGIOGRANITES 
AND DYKES 
AVERAGE PERMEABIUTY BY ROCK TYPE 
DYKES: -8.3 (e) 
EPIDOSITES = -a.5 (G) 
PlAGIOGRANITE = ·fU (1) 
GABBRO = -8.4 (1) 
AVERAGE PERMEABIUTY BY DEPlH 
SHALlOW = -G.5 (4) 
INTERMEDIATE = -8.4 (e» 
DEEP = -10.0 (4) 
VALUES ARE LOG PERMEABJunES 
(#'S IN BRACKETS = I OF SITES) 
0 2 3 4 5km 
FIGURE 4.5 PERMEABIUTY VARIATION IN THE SPIUA - POUTIKO AREA, CYPRUS. 
TABLE 4.9 PERMEABILITY MODELLING RESULTS 
Permeability (mz) 
Vertical East-West 
Std.dev. I North-South Scanline Mean Std.dev. Mean Mean Std.dev. 
0000 S.SSE-10 3.42E-10 7.72E-11 8.12E-11 6.19E-11 5.28E-11 
0108 2.09E-08 1.27E-08 9.95E-10 9.86E-10 1.60E-09 1.16E-09 
0112 9.69E-12 5.89E-12 8.67E-13 8.20E-13 9.4SE-13 6.40E-13 
0122 3.80E-09 2.36E-09 5.48E-10 4.95E-10 6.10E-10 8.28E-t0 
0401 2.07E-10 1.31E-10 1.79E-11 1.54E-11 1.16E-11 1.22E-11 
0413 5.14E-11 3.26E-11 2.05E-12 1.33E-12 1.09E-11 1.97E-11 
0418 1.99E-09 1.38E-09 1.83E-10 1.51E-10 1.50E-10 1.12E-10 
0428 5.93E-12 4.02E-12 t.OSE-12 2.75E-12 1.08E-12 8.91E-13 
1037 2.39E-09 1.49E-09 2.64E-10 2.73E-10 3.01E-10 2.60E-10 
1124 4.80E-10 3.12E-10 8.36E-11 9.90E-11 1.23E-10 9.38E-11 
1134 7.73E-Oe 4.80E-08 3.99E-09 1.87E-08 8.69E-09 6.96E-09 
1137 t.ttE-10 6.91E-11 8.34E-12 5.89E-12 1.55E-11 1.27E-11 
1222 4.95E-10 3.09E-10 1.45E-10 5.19E-10 4.21E-11 5.84E-11 
1321 7.09E-09 4.34E-09 7.21E-10 9.32E-10 8.32E-10 5.75E-10 
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION BASED ON 20 SIMULATIONS FOR EACH AREA 
-· 
"" 
orders of magnitude. This, again, is the result of the anisotropy caused by the dyke-
parallel fractures. 
4.3.3.4.2 Off-Axis Petmeability 
Calcite fillings commonly occur in fractures in the pillows a.,d less commonly in the 
sheeted dykes of DSDP drill hole 5048 (Alt ~ al., 1989) and in the Spilia-Politiko 
area. In the study area, calcite fillings represent a late phase of low temperature, 
possibly off-axis fluid circulation (Appendix C.1). Calcite fillings in some areas were 
precipitated on pre-existing epidote, while calcite-filled fractures in other areas 
contain only calcite. The re-use of fractures indicates that either 1) these fractures 
were still open after the first phase of hydrothermal circulation depositing epidote, 
had ceased, or 2) they were reopened during off-axis circulation possibly during 
formation of the Mitsero graben. Precipitation of calcite into empty fractures implies 
the creation of new fractures or connection of pre-existing fractures to the overall 
fracture network. The occurrence of calcite fracture-fillings, in the study area, is most 
common in the area of the Apliki shear zone and near plagiogranite bodies. It is likely 
that the emplacement of the plagiogranite bodies and the formation nf shear zones 
resulted in the formation of new fractures. 
The permeability of the calcite-filled fractures in the study area was determined, using 
the FracMan/MAFIC programs as outlined previously, for the purposes of comparison 
with off-axis oceanic r.rust permeabilities. Of the data sets used in the previous 
permeability calculations (this section) only five contain calcite-filled fractures (1037, 
1124, 1134, 1137, and 1321). The proportion of calcite-filled fractures to the total 
number of mineral-filled fractures in these data sets varies from 3% (scanline 1037) to 
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53% (scanline 1134) (fable 4.10). The permeabilities for four of the areas (1037 
[3%], 1124 [12%], 1137 [24%], and 1321 [14%]; numbers in brackets are the 
percentage of calcite bearing fractures as a proportion of total number of mineral 
filled fractures) ranged from 6.9 x 10"11 to 4.0 x 10·20m2 (fable 4.10), which are 8 to 
10 orders of magnitude less than in the previous calculations. This indicates a large 
decrease in the permeability of the Sheeted Dyke Complex, possibly a result of 
hydrothermal mineral precipitation. 
Four other data sets, which did not contain significant amounts of hydrothermal 
minerals such as epidote, contain 30 or more calcite filled fractures (0213, 0701, 
1129, 1316). The calculated permeabilities of these areas, and that of 1134, 
containing larger proportions of calcite-filled fractures (0213 [60%], 0701 [88%], 
1129 [80%], 1134 [53%], and 1316 [72%]; Table 4.10), ranged from 8.0 X Ht10 to 
1.6 x 104 m2• These were comparable to the permeabilities calculated for the 
hydrothermal mineral filled fractures (excluding those fractures that contained only 
calcite). These five areas are associated either with plagiogranite bodies (0213, 0701, 
1129, and 1316) or shear zones (1134, near Apliki). 
For all these areas, there is no correlation between the occurrence of calcite-filled 
fractures and whether the host rock is epidosite or diabase. Calcite, a late phase, 
over-prints earlier hydrothermal fracture fillings, implying, by association, that the 
plagiogranite occurrences and shear zones may be late as well. In the remaining areas 
measured in the field area, calcite-filled fractures represent less than 2% of the 
mineral-filled fractures. 
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TABLE 4.10 PERMEABIUlY CALCULAnONS USING CALCITE-FILLED FRACTURES 
SCAN LINE AFFINITY Fractures Permeability, k (m"' 2) 
Total #filled Total# #Calcite Calcite FINed I Calcite 
Number (Exclude calcite Calcite Only and Other (Exclude calcite Filled 
only) only) 
0213 epldosite 117 49 30 22 8 n.d. 7.95E-10 
0701 epidosite 69 31 29 24 5 n.d. 5.23E-10 
1037 epidoslte 96 39 1 1 0 2.39E-09 4.01E-20 
1124 eptdoslte 96 37 5 5 0 4.8E-10 5.30E-19 
1129 diabase/she• zone 105 53 44 35 9 n.d. 3.06E-10 
1134 epldosite 68 53 30 7 23 7.73E-08 1.59E-08 
1137 dlabase/A.Koronl 75 33 9 0 9 1.11E-10 6.90E-18 
1316 dlabase/plagiogranite 108 72 54 49 5 n.d. 1.19E-09 
1321 epldosite 109 58 8 1 7 7.09E-09 4.80E-19 
n.d. calculations not done 
4.3.3.4.3 Effects of Variation in Fracture De~ity 
and Fracture Aperture 
Several fracture and permeability simulations were run on the fracture data from areas 
0108 and 0413 in order to determine the sensittvity of the calculated permeability to 
changes in the fracture density and fracture aperture distribution. The input values and 
permeability results are shown in Table 4.11. 
The permeability calculations done in this section with reduced fracture density show 
what the permabilities may have been during a single phase of hydrothermal 
circulation at an instant in time, rather than an integrated permeability. It should be 
noted that the reduction levels in fracture density of 25% and 75% were arbitrarily 
chosen since there is no data available that allows the assignment of fractures to a 
particular hydrothermal event The results indicate that permeability decreases with 
decreased fracture density. Factors, other than fracture size and transmissivity, such 
as the fracture interconnectivity, will also affect the permeability. 
Reducing the fracture density, through a reduction in the P32 value, to 75% and 25% 
of the original value, resulted in a reduction of the permeability by one to two orders 
of magnitude. 
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Further reduction in the fracture density below 25% of the original value resulted in a 
drop of the fracture interconnectivity below a critical threshold. Below this threshold 
the number of available interconnected pathways becomes insufficient to support fluid 
circulation through the rock mass (de Marsily, 1984). At this point it is likely that 
flow through the fractures is similar to that of flow through the rock matrix. 
TABLE 4.11 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Fracture Density (P32) (% of originial) 
100% 1 75% r 25% 
Scan line Permeability (m2) 
Mean Std.dev. Mean Std.dev. Mean Std.dev. 
0108 2.09E-08 1.27E-08 1.33E-08 9.14E-10 3.32E-10 5.91E-11 
0413 5.14E-11 3.26E-11 2.40E-11 1.31E-11 4.69E-13 4.26E-13 
Transmissivity (m2/s) (%of original)* 
100% I 1s% I 25% 
Scan line Permeability (m2) 
Mean Std.dev. Mean Std.dev. Mean Std.dev. 
0108 2.09E-08 1.27E-08 1.50E-08 7.44E-10 3.50E-09 3.69E-10 
0413 5.14E-11 3.26E-11 2.74E-11 6.74E-12 3.97E-12 1.24E-12 
*for aperture to transmissivity conversion see Table 4.8 
Permeability varies as the square of the fracture aperture. This means fracture 
aperture variations will have a large affect on the calculated permeability. Reducing 
the fracture aperture through a reduction in transmissivity was done to, firstly, 
determine the effects of aperture variation on the resultant permeability; and secondly, 
to simulate the effects of fluid circulation through fractures which had been used and 
partially infilled by a previous phase of fluid circulation (and mineral growth). 
Fracture apertures measurd in the field (Section 3.3.2) are based on the complete 
fracture width. Thus multiple hydrothermal events utilizing a particular fracture may 
each be able to access a fracture aperture which is only a fraction of the total fracture 
width. 
Some fractures contain multiple mineral fillings. The total fracture aperture at the end 
of the initial hydrothermal circultory phase is then equivalent to the width of the first 
mineral to be precipitated in the fracture. This total aperture was not necessarily the 
fracture aperture at any one time period in time. However, because of a lack of 
evidence to the contrary, these apertures can be used to calculate perrneabilities that 
may have been present during the time period of an initial phase of hydrothermal 
circulation. Observation of fractures in thin section indicated, that in a fracture filled 
with two minerals (containing epidote and later quartz), the epidote filling occupied 
between one quarter and three-quarters of the fracture apertures. Reducing the mean 
of the fracture aperture distribution, to 75% and 25% of the original value, resulted 
in a reduction of the permeability by two to three orders of magnitude. The previous 
calculations of permeability (Section 4.3.3.4.1) assumed that all fractures filled with 
high temperature hydrothermal minerals were formed during the same phase of 
hydrothermal fluid circulation. Since hydrothermal fluid circulation was thought to 
take place at the same time as the formation of the sheeted dykes (e.g. field 
relationships shown in Plate 2.2), some fractures may not have existed at the time of 
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a particular phase of hydrothermal fluid circulation. This implies firstly, that if 
multiple phases of hydrothermal fluid circulation occurred in a particular area, not all 
fractures were present or available as fluid conduits; and secondly, that the calculated 
permeability in Section 4.3.3.4.1 is an integrated permeability which may not have 
been realized during any one specific hydrothermal event. 
4.3.3.5 Comparison of the Methods of Penneability Detennination 
The results of the three methods of determining permeability in the fractured rocks in 
the Spilia-Politiko area are presented in Table 4.12. These results indicate that the 
FracMan/MAFIC method generally gives the lowest permeabilities. The 
FracMan/MAFIC perrneabilities are considered to be more reasonable results because 
they take into account discontinuous fractures, and fracture interconnectivity, which 
the other two methods do not address. However, the FracMan/MAFIC results are 
critically dependent, as are the other two methods, on the fracture apertures. The 
field-measured fracture apertures are not good estimates of the true apertures for the 
following reasons: 1) fracture apertures are not constant over the fracture plane; 2) 
apertures measured in the field are not hydraulic apertures, which are invariably less; 
3) asperities on the fracture plane result in channelization of flow (Tsang and Tsang, 
1989) which will reduce the effective hydraulic aperture. For this reason, and because 
the permeability is dependent on the cube of the fracture aperture, it is necessary, in 
present studies to validate the modelling results through actual flow tests conducted in 
the field. In this study, it is not possible to do this, for reasons previously outlined 
(Section 4.3). 
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TABLE 4.12 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED PERMEABILITIES BETWEEN 
1) PARALLEL PLATE METHOD 
2) BIANCHI AND SNOW (1969) METHOD 
3) FRACMAN/MAFIC METHOD 
LOG-PERMEABILITY {m2 ) 
SCANLINE PARALLEL BIANCHI 
PLATE AND SNOW 
0000 -8.91 -9.53 
0108 -7.54 -6.54 
0112 -8.89 -7.79 
0122 -7.00 -6.24 
0401 -7.77 -6.68 
0413 -8.70 -8.23 
0418 -6.73 -5.91 
0428 -10.22 -8.35 
1037 -10.40 -8.51 
1124 -7.57 -10.07 
1134 -8.15 -8.36 
1137 -9.89 -7.01 
1222 -10.55 -8.30 
1321 ·7.96 -7.04 
NOTE: LOG-PERMEABILITIES ARE LOG BASE 10 


















Comparison of the stochastic method of determining fractured rock permeabilities to 
the previous two deterministic methods, reveals the following: 
1) The magnitudes of the permeabilities are lower than those calculated with the two 
deterministic methods; they are closer to the permeabilities determined beneath 
the seafloor (e.g. Anderson and Zoback, 1982); 
2) The use of finite fracture radii means that fracture interconnectivity becomes an 
important parameter in determining the flow through a simulated block. This 
more closely approaches reality than do the assumptions of continuous 
fractures in the region of interest as assumed by the other methods; 
3) The MAFIC flow modelling method of permeability determination precludes being 
able to calculate the principal permeability directions. This can only be 
calculated directly from the fracture properties, a capability that has not been 
included in the program FracMan. The principal permeability directions were 
determined through the Bianchi and Snow (1969) method. Those results, 
though, are biased as a result of the initial assumption of fracture continuity in 
the region of interest; 
4) The stochastic method is more computation intensive than the deterministic 
methods. A minimum of a SUN workstation with 32 megabytes of random 
access memory, using the UNIX operating system was needed to run the 
simulations; 
5) The stochastic method has the capability to model three dimensional systems of 
fractures without deterministic knowledge cf every fracture within the rock 
block. This is a great advantage, in that it is not possible to measure every 
fracture in a block of rock. This method does mean that several simulations 
must be made of every dataset in order to obtain statistically representative 
results. 
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While all three methods result in p.::rmeabilities that are several orders of magnitude 
greater than those measured at the present-day seafloor, the stochastic fracture 
network generation method gives results closest to those at the seafloor and makes the 
least assumptions. The method of determining permeability at the seafloor, through 
down-hole packer tests, gives a bulk permeabi&ity magnitude; principal permeability 
directions can not be determined from this. It should be remembered that the 
bore-hole tests were done at off-axis locations. The Bianchi and Snow method does 
result in the calculations of principal permeability directions, but it makes the 
assumption of continuous fractures. Better field data, especially with respect to 
fracture apertures are needed to be able to compute permeabilities that approach the 
magnitude of those at the seafloor. To be able to compare these results with 
permeabilities in presently active hydrothermal areas, bore-hole tests should be done 
in the vicinity of, or on, ridge axes. 
4.4 STRESS CONSIDERATIONS 
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When a rock mass, not bounded by a free surface (i.e. wholly contained within a 
larger rock mass), is subjected to a stress field that causes it to exceed its tensile 
strength, a minimum of five sets of fractures form (some more important than others) 
to overcome space problems (Paterson, 1978). Thus, it is quite complicated to unravel 
the paleo-stress conditions. A problem encountered with the data from the study area 
is that there do not appear to be multiple sets of fractures within the various domains. 
To establish the stress field orientation at some point in the history of the rock mass, 
it is necessary to identify at least two contemporaneous conjugate fracture sets, 
assuming that there was a free surface nearby (Scheidegger, 1982). As can be seen 
from the stereographic projections of the various scanlines and domains (Appendix 
A.3.1), it is not possible, in general, to identify more than one clustered set of 
fractures. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, fractures noted in the study area consist of roughly three 
types: 1) dyke margin cooling fractures; 2) columnar jointed cooling fractures; and 3) 
remaining fractures which do not fit into either type l or type 2. Type 1 fractures are 
formed when hot magma is juxtaposed against older relatively cold rocks (in this case 
other dykes). Their orientations reflect formation in a rock with a well-developed 
sheeted fabric, and so do not necessarily indicate the stress field orientation. Type 2 
fractures form later than type l fractures as a result of contraction-on-cooling of the 
dyke, and so reflect local thermal stresses and room considerations but not a regional 
stress field. The remaining fractures show no well-developed pattern (i.e. conjugate 
sets), and their formation times likely spanned several stress field orientations. 
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The study area is composed almost entirely of sheeted dykes indicative of formation 
in an extensional environment. In such an environment the least compressive stress is 
oriented parallel to the direction of spreading and, it is believed, parallel to the 
normal to the dykes. 
Thus, on the basis of the analogy to the present day oceanic lithosphere, the stress 
field was probably oriented such that S1 (maximum compressive stress) was vertical 
and parallel to the sheeted dyke margins; ~(intermediate compressive stress) was 
horizontal and parallel to the dyke margins; whereas S3 (minimum compressive stress) 
was perpendicular to the dyke margins and the spreading ridge axis. The fracture data 
do not allow further refinement of this interpretation. 
4.5 SUMMARY 
In summary, the following points can be stated concerning the foregoing sections of 
this chapter: 
(1) Relative fracture ages (cross-cutting and filling) based on the timing of fluid 
utilization of the fracture, for the study area, demonstrate that epidote fillings 
were the first to form, while calcite fillings were the last to form. 
(2) From the viewpoint of modelling fracture networks in three dimensions, a better 
measure of fracture intensity is that of total fracture area per unit rock volume. 
Estimates of this measure indicate a fracture intensity of 1.08 m2/m1• 
(3) Fractured rock perroeabilities were calculated via three methods: parallel-plate; 
Bianchi and Snow (1969); and discrete-fracture modelling. The ~rst method 
gave permeabilities of the same order as those calculated by the same method 
for the Semail ophiolite, but they underestimated penneabilities measured from 
borehole testing in the oceanic crust by seven orders of magnitude. The 
Bianchi and Snow method gave results, for dyke-parallel fractures, similar to 
those of the parallel-plate method. When all fractures were taken into account 
the resulting permeabilities were higher by one or two orders of magnitude. 
The permeability calculated using the discrete-fracture method were lower than 
those for the parallel-plate method but only slightly lower than those calculated 
for the Bianchi and Snow (1969) method. 
(4) Permeabilities decrease deeper in the section, as expected, based on calculations 
done via all three methods. The penneabilties based on hydrothermally filled 
fractures are several orders of magnitude higher than those based on calcite 
filled fractures. An exception is for sections near shear zones and 
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plagiogranites, where permeabilities based on calcite-filled fractures are of 
similar magnitude to the hydrothermal mineral-filled fractures. 
(5) Reduction in both fracture density and fracture aperture to 25% of their original 
value, results in the reduction of the calculated permeability of between one 
and three orders of magnitude. 
(6) Permeability anisotropy resulting from the calculations indicates that, in the 
absence of faults, the major fluid pathways are along dyke-parallel fractures. 
(7) Principal permeability directions tend to rotate in a clockwise direction from north 
to south in the study area. This is thought to be due to lateral movement along 
the South Troodos Transform Fault. 
(3) Fractyre shape: the fracture trace length distribution is better estimated by 
elliptical log-normally distributed fractures of aspect ratio 0.6, than by circular 
fractures or other distributions. 
(9) Fractyre radius: the measured distribution of fracture trace lengths was found to 
be estimated well by log-normally distributed frac~ure . radii with a mean of 1.6 
to 2.6 metres. There was no significant variation from area to area. 
(10) S!Rn: in an extensional environment where dykes are thought to form in vertical 
sheets, the least compressive stress is in the horizontal plane parallel to the 
direction of spreading, whereas the intermediate and maximum compressive 
stresses lie in a vertical plane parallel to the spreading axis. 
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5. NATURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF TilE SHEETED DYKE 
COMPLEX 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, a model is presented for the nature and development of the sheeted 
dyke complex of the Troodos ophiolite based on the structural framework, the 
fracture characteristics and the perceived hydrothermal history of the Spilia-Politiko 
area discussed in Chapters 2 through 4. 
The Sheeted Dyke Complex in the Troodos Ophiolite is analogous to Layer 28 
sheeted dykes of the oceanic crust (Cann, 1974, Kennett, 1982). Layer 28 crust 
(Figure 1.1) forms the interface or distribution system for the transport of magma 
from the magma chamber at depth (Layer 3) to the extrusive volcanic rocks on the 
seafloor (Layer 2A). In the following sections, the development of the sheeted dyke 
complex is presented using a series of idealized schematic drawings that illustrate a 
model for the development of the magma chamber, formation and deformation of the 
sheeted dykes, and the development of fracture and permeability characteristics that 
affect hydrothermal circul:"tion in the ocean crust, based on the data presented in the 
previous chapters. The properties of the sheeted dyke complex, including tectonic 
features, fracture and permeability characteristics, and hydrothermal alteration as 
inferred from the Spilia-Politiko area, are sumr:1arized in Table S.l. 
TABLE 5.1 SHEETED DYKE COMPLEX PROPERTIES 
TECTONIC FEATURES 
dyke formation 
• multiple (different) contemporaneous magma sources 
• orientation controlled by ridge orientation and presence of transform fault 
graben structure formation 
• dependent on magma budget and rate-of-extension relationships 
• on-axis - preservation if ridge jump occurs 
• off-axis - preserved in record; may cross-cut dyke strike 
• generally asymmetric - may be related to presence of subduction zone 
faulting 
• extensional 
· spreading ridge related - normal (dip in part related to spreading rate) 
· graben related - normal 
• strike-slip 
· related to shear along transform fault 
FRACTURE CHARACTERISTICS 
apertures 
• log-normally distributed 
• decrease with depth 
• remain open at depth - as a result of fluid pressure 
• dyke parallel fractures open further - dependent on stress field orientation 
utilization 
• SO% of fractures not used by fluids- probably not interconnected 
size 
• log-normal distribution of outcrop-scale fracture radii (mean = 2 metres) 
• ranges from microscopic to mega-scale (30 kilometres) 
• distribution is log-normal at all scales of measurement 
termination 
• younger fractures abut against older fractures 
• most fractures terminate against another - large degree of interconnectivity 
• most fractures related to contraction cooling of the dyke after injection 
• late stage fracturing more common at shallow crustal levels 
• shallow crustal levels likely have more than one generation of fracturing 
intensity 
• greater than 1 metre2 of fracture surface area per 1 metrel of rock volume 
• no change with depth in the sheeted dykes 
orientation 
• follows cluster (dyke-parallel) or girdle (columnar joint) distribution 
• dependent on amount of rotation during graben formation 
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TABLE 5.1 SHEETED DYKE COMPLEX PROPERTIFS {CONTINUED) 
HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION FEATURES 
fluid circulation 
• 300° to 360°C average fluid temperatures 
• seawater salinities 
• phase separation at depth beneath layer 28 in plagiogranites 
• possible phase separation above layer 2B in stockwork 
• 50% of fractures not affected by fluid circulation 
fracture opening 
• vertical fractures open during extension - high temperature fluid circulation 
• horizontal fractures open during uplift - waning hydrothennal circulation 
hydrothermal cell dimensions 
• upflow: 150 metres (dyke parallel) by 50-100 metres (perpendicular) 
• overall: assumed - 4 kilometre diameter elongate parallel to dyke strike 
hydrothermal cell location 
• fault controlled 
• dependent on heat source location and shape (point or line source) 
material source for ore deposits 
• diabase dykes- leached of metals and altered to become epidosites 
distribution of circulation 
• related to ridge axis, heat source shape and size - unifonnly distributed 
PERMEABILITY CHARACTERISTICS 
dyke parallel 
• 6.9 - 4.5 x 10"10 metres2 
• little spatial variation 
permeability tensor 
• anisotropic (K1 • K2 > K3) -dyke parallel 
permeability timing 
• reduces with time 
faults 
• control permeability if 2 orders of magnitude > fracture permeability 
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5.2. THE TROODOS OPHIOLITE AS AN OCEANIC ANAWGUE 
The Troodos ophiolite is thought to represent oceanic crust (Anonymous, 1972; 
Church, 1972), although, historically there has been much controversy over whether 
it represents a mid-ocean ridge (MOR) or a supra-subduction zone (SSZ) environment 
(Gass, 1990) (Section 2.2.1). It is now accepted that the Troodos ophiolite formed in 
a supra-subduction zone setting (e.g. Malpas ~ al., 1990). In general, extensional 
environments in SSZ settings are on a smaller scale than the mid-ocean ridge systems. 
However, like MOR settings, they show both fast (e.g. Lau Basin, Nautilau Group, 
1990) and slow (e.g. Tyrrhenian Sea, ~tens~ al., 1988) spreading characteristics. 
Consistent sub-parallel dyke strikes show that regional, rather than local, stress fields 
were dominant, and that dykes were passively injected from magma chambers along 
tension planes (e.g. Gass, 1990). Well-defined linear magmatic anomalies have been 
found both in SSZ environments (Scotia Sea; Barker and Hill, 1981) and in MOR 
environments (e.g. Atwater and Molnar, 1973). The geochemical signature of the 
rocks in a SSZ setting differs from that of MOR rocks by enrichment in components 
derived from the downgoing slab of lithosphere. The physics of heat flow and crustal 
formation, however, are not likely to be different from those at mid-ocean ridges. 
Oudin and Constantinou (1984) and Oudin ~ il. (1981) found that common textural 
and paragenetic evidence from the sulfide deposits of the East Pacific Rise and the 
Troodos ophiolite, Cyprus, suggests that the genetic processes forming the deposits 
were the same. The physical processes of crustal accretion which occurred in the 
Troodos ophiolite are likely to have been similar to those occurring at accretionary 
boundaries, be they in MOR or SSZ settings (Section 2.2.1). 
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TABLE 5.2 Comparison of slow versus fast spreading rates at spreading centres (after Ma::donald, 1983; and other sources 
referred to in text). Abbleviations: LVZ = Low Velocity Zone, OSC = Over Lapping Spreading Centre, MC = 
Magma Chamber. 
Spreading RaiB ==> Fast Slow Troodos OPhiolite 
Spreading rare 9-18cm/yr (56%) 1-Scm/yr (44%) ? 
(%of all ridges) 
Axial seismic LVZ Yes No ? 
Seismic reflection Yes fnterred depth = 1-3 km; Yes (11ferred depth= 5-10 km; Multiple, small (0.5-3km) MC 
off magma chamber width = 1-3km; length to 1 Okm) width= 5-10km) 
Axial gravity a1omaJy lniBrpretation = MC Interpretation no MC; ? 
mechanically strong 
lntenad eruption rates 50-500 yrs 1 000-10000yrs ? 
Hydrothermal activity Common 300-350 deg.C Yes >300deg.C Yes (>300 deg.C) 
Thennal models Most models support steady state MC Most models suggest transient MC Probably transient MC 
Depth of axial zone Smoothly \181y11g Hlfllly variable, rough ? 
Temperatme gradient High (oscillatory pattern on flanks) Low ? 
Axial valley No (axial high) Yes (axial graben) Graben structures present 
(Infer axial valley) 
Axial neovolcanic zone High degree on continuity Highly discontinuous ? 
along strike (shield volcano) (string of volcanoes) 
Axial relief Small 50-100m Large 100-2000m Sediment/extrusive boundary 
has low relief 
Transform spacing 90km (OSC's) SOkm ? 
(ridge offsets > 30km) SOOkm 170km 
Fault facing direction lnward=outwcnl dipping Inward dipping dominant ? 
Mailtenance of transtonn Unstable for small offset; Stable ? 
fault pattern OCS's common 
Propagating rifts Common Rare ? 
Extension Magmatcally controlled Magmatc and tectonic Magmati: and tectonic 
Petrologic data Infer steady staiB MC Infer steady state MC Infer transient multiple MC 
Seismic dala Infer steady state MC Infer transient MC ? 
with thin melt I~ 
Much confusion exists in the literature regarding the relative spreading rate of the 
Troodos oceanic crust during its formation. Table 5.2 compares the Troodos ophiolite 
with fast and slow spreading oceanic crust. Fast spreading for the Troodos paleo-
spreading environment has been proposed on the basis of the low sediment/extrusive 
interface relief (Cleintaur "al., 1977; Allerton and Vine, 1991); large areas of 
undeformed dykes, probably formed during long periods of uninterrupted magma 
injection (Allerton and Vine, 1991); and small rotations of dykes, such as seen in the 
Makhacru (Figure 1.2) dyke domain and other areas of the Troodos ophioiite, 
indicative of long periods of magmatism keeping pace with spreading rates 
(MacDonald, 1982). Intermediate spreading rates have been proposed on the basis of 
comparison of fault throws between the Mathiati area and mid~ spreading centres 
(Boyle and Robertson, 1984). Slow spreading rates have been proposed on the basis 
of similarities between the dimensions of the Solea graben with throws of 300-800 
metres along normal faults, and those of mid-Atlantic ridge valleys (Varga and 
Moores, 1985). Chapter 2 showed that the Troodos ophiolite probably formed in an 
intermediate to fast spreading environment punctuated by periods of tectonic thinning 
and low to no magma budget. 
5.3 NATURE AND DEVELOnfENT OF THE SHEETED DYKE COMPLEX 
The formation of the Sheeted Dyke Complex in the Troodos ophiolite depended on 
the rate of supply of magma, and stress conditions. An increased magma budget may 
have resulted in magmatic spreading, possibly at a fast rate. Periods of a decreased 
magma budget may have been concomitant with tectonic (amagmatic) spreading. Both 
magmatic and tectonic spreading appear to have contributed to formation of the 
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Troodos ophiolite: large areas of steep, undeformed dykes in the Makhaeras domain 
imply a continuous magma supply, whereas the formation of grabens and rotations of 
dykes about sttike-parallel axes implies lack of a magma supply accompanied by 
tectonic stretching (Chapter 2) . 
5.3.1 Mapna Chamber Model 
· Field work in the Plutonic Complex, of the Troodos ophiolite, showed that magma 
chamber sizes are 0.5 to 3 kilometres in their long (paleo-horizontal) dimensions, 
(Dunsworth, 1989; Dunsworth and Calon, 1984). Studies of cryptic layering in the 
plutonic rocks in the CY-4 drill hole (Browning~ al., 1989; Sinton and Detrick, 
1992) show that the melt portion of the magma chambers may have only been a few 
tens to a few hundreds of metres thick. Evidence from hydrothermal alteration 
(Sections 5.3.5) also suggests discrete small magma chambers existed in the Troodos 
crust. 
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Magma chambers beneath the seafloor were historically considered to be large bodies 
with sizes of the order of major transform fault spacings (e.g. Gass, 1979). Recent 
work in ophiolites, such as in the plutonic section of the Troodos ophiolite 
(Dunsworth, 1989; Malpas Cl al., 1989a), and seismic reflection surveys of oceanic 
crust (Detrick a al., 1987; Kent~ 11.,1990; Morton and Sleep, 1985) which indicate 
the magma chambers are multiple, smaller, transient bodies with melt layer widths 
and thicknesses of 800-1200 metres and 1()..50 metres, respectively. 
The geochemistry of the sheeted dykes is highly variable, but, this variance is not 
correlated with either temporal or spatial relationships (Section 2.3.2.2 and Appendix 
B.2). The observed variation in the geochemistry of the dykes implies that multiple 
injections from at least two chemically different sources of magma operated 
contemporaneously. 
The field evidence, in the form of extensive syn-kinematic, large-scale, high-angle 
faulting, extending as far down as the residual mantle section (CaJon, pers. comm., 
1989) in the Troodos ophiolite, suggests a deep-seated brittle-ductile transition and a 
low thermal gradient. This, for the nature of the intrusions and the faults in the 
Troodos ophiolite suggests that small, transient magma chambers utilized fault 
systems in the crust (Figure S.l)(Sinton and Detrick, 1992). The implications of small 
transient bodies for the formation of the crust and the development of fracture and 
hydrothermal systems are: increased chemical variability in the sheeted dyke 
population over small areas; the formation of interfingering dykes from different 
sources; and the formation of localized hydrothermal circulation cells. These 
implications result partly because these magma bodies are point sources of heat both 
in space and time. 
5.3.2 Fonnatlon or the Sheeted Dyke Complex 
Dyke orientations in the Spi!ia-Politiko area can be used to define dyke domains 
(Section 2.3.2.1). Abrupt changes in dyke trend define the domain boundaries; abrupt 
changes in dyke dip define the boundaries of sub-domains. The formation of discrete 
dyke domains in the Sheeted Dyke Complex of the Spilia-Politiko area, typically 3 to 
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A A' A 
AGURE 5.1 MAGMA CHAMBER MODEL (AFTER SINTON AND DETRICK, 1992). SECTlONS 
SHOW 1WO END-MEMBER CASES: A) LOW MAGMA BUDGET- AMAGMATJC 
EXTENSION AND B) HIGH MAGMA BUDGET- MAGMATIC EXTENSION. 
A' 
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S kilometres across, most likely reflects periods of continued spreading when there 
was no change in the orientation of the local stress field at the spreading centre. 
Abrupt changes in dyke orientation at the domain boundaries, typically over 500 
metres, imply rapid changes in the stress field orientation or long periods of low to no 
magma budget accompanied by gradual change in the stress field orientation with 
respect to dyke formation. The former is favoured since long periods with no magma 
budget would be accompanied by amagmatic extension and rotation of dykes. This 
implies that the amount of dip-rotation of the dykes should change abruptly at the 
domain boundaries which is not the case. Local variations of dyke orientations are 
greatest near the boundaries of rock units such as at the transitions between the 
extrusive/sheeted dyke and the gabbro/sheeted dyke (Section 2.3.2.1). This likely 
reflects anisotropy in the stress field due to contrasting lithology. 
The number of dyke margins measured along a scanline increases toward the south of 
the Spilia-Politilco area (Figure 3.12). Whereas this may indicate a decrease in dyke 
width with depth, it may also reflect increased splitting of the dykes with depth 
through intrusion by other dykes. Pulses of magma injected into the crust from a 
magma chamber are more likely to split pre-existing partially molten cores of dykes 
nearer the magma source resulting in a greater number of dyke margins. Dyke width 
may be controlled by the regional principal stress field at the time of dyke 
emplacement and the pressure of the intruding magma (Helgason and Zentilli, 1985). 
At the seafloor, pillow and flow sequences generally lie horizontally or dip a few 
degrees (Rona, 19g4). Near right-angle contacts between pillow and flow sequences 
and the sheeted dykes (~.g. near Ayia Marina and near Ayios Epiphanies), indicate 
that the dykes were injected vertically into the crust (Section 2.3.3), assuming the 
extrusive volcanic rocks were originally horizontal. Dykes, in the field area, 
commonly have only one chilled margin. Opposite sides of the same dyke are often 
separated by a few metres to tens of metres by intervening dykes. This indicates that 
injection occurred either along the centres of split dykes or along existing dyke 
margins. Dykes often show striae, related to the injection of the magma, trending at 
low angles, and elongated vesicles whose elongation directions vary from vertical to 
sub-horizontal (e.g. near scanline 1111 - Spilia-Lagoudhera road and at scanline 
1137- Ayia Koroni section). The mode of migration is dependent on the magma 
pressure and the conduits available for magma transport. This phenomenon in the 
Troodos ophiolite was alluded to by Baragar~ il. (1987) and Nash (1979), and has 
recently been shown on the basis of anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility data 
(Staudigel ~ al., 1992). Lateral injection of magma which subsequently rises to form 
vertical sheets should not significantly affect the final dyke orientation. Late dykes 
cutting the volcanics are rare in the study area, implying that late dykes did not 
penetrate the full thickness of the crust or, more likely, that off-axis volcanism was 
uncommon. 
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Dykes form when magma from a magma chamber is injected into the overlying crust 
along planes of tension (e.g. fractures and faults), in a narrow zone of intrusion (Kidd 
and Cann, 1974; Rosencrantz, 1982) at the spreading ridge axis. The ridge axis and 
transform fault orientations control the orientation of dykes. Dyke planes lie parallel 
to the spreading ridge axis and form planes of pre~xisting weakness in the crust for 
subsequently injected dykes (Figure 5.2A). 
Near a ridge-transform intersection (RTI), the principal stress orientations rotate and 
are different from those at the ridge axis far from the RTI. This results in the 
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FIGURE 5.2 DYKE EMPLACEMENT (A) AWAY FROM AND (B) NEAR A TRANSFORM FAULT. 
injection of dykes at increasing angles to the ridge axis, nearer the RTI (Figure 5.2B; 
Section 2.3.2). Oceanic transform faults can affect newly forming dykes at distances 
up to 10 kilometres from the transform zone (Karson, 1987). Dyke orientations in the 
Spilia-Politiko area are not always parallel to the assumed north-south trending ridge 
axis but show consistent change in orientation to the south toward the South Troodos 
Transform Fault (STIF). Dyke orientations in the Spilia-Politiko field area sugge~t 
that the effects of the STIF on dyke emplacement extend 12 kilometres to the north 
of the fault zone (Section 2.3.2). More than two thirds of strike-slip faults trend 
north-south perpendicular to the trend of the STrF (Table 2.2). 
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An upward bulge in the crust at the ridge axis, due to either asthensopheric upwelling 
or magma buoyancy, may cause the development of an axial caldera (Haymon " w., 
1991). In either case, the brittle dyke sequence is cut by ridge-parallel normal faults 
during upwelling. Movement of dyke blocks along these faults results in the formation 
of an axial caldera. Continued magmatic spreading causes these faulted blocks to 
move up and over the caldera walls and then eventually down towards the abyssal 
plain. This involves reverse fault motion through reactivation of the previously 
formed nonnal faults (inversion tectonics) (Figure 5.3). 
Karson (1987), on the basis of field work in the Bay of Islands ophiolite, 
Newfoundland, suggested that dyke orientations are controlled by shear along 
transform faults and by the depth to the brittle/ductile transition. These conditions 
result in the dyke orientations shown in Figure 5.4A, where, dykes at shallow depths 
form in tension gashes trending away from the RTI, and dykes below the 
brittle/ductile transition trend progressively more toward the RTI. MacLeod~ al. 
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FIGURE 5.3 DYKE EMPLACEMENT AT A RIDGE AXIS FAR FROM A TRANSFORM 
FAULT. SCENARIO OF PERFECT ISOSTATIC READJUSTMENT. 
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FIGURE 5.4A DYKE CHARACTERISTICS NEAR A RIDGE-TRANSFORM INTERSECTION, 
USING A SINISTRALLY OFFSET TRANSFORM WITH DEXTRAL SHEAR (AFTER 
KARSON, 1987; ALLERTON AND VINE, 1991). A) SHOWS SHALLOW DYKE 
ORIENTATION CONTROLLED BY TENSION GASHES; B) SHOWS DEEPER 
DYKE ORIENTATION CONTROLLED BY TECTONIC ROTATIONS. BOTH A 
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FIGURE 5.4B DYKE ORIENTATION AFTER INJECTION AT A RIDGE-TRANSFORM 
INTERSECTION (AFTER MACLEOD ET AL. , 1990). 
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orientations are controlled entirely by tectonic rotations in the vicinity of the RTI 
(Figure 5.4B). They state that virtually all the of rotation of the dykes is 
accommodated in the vicinity of the RTI, whereas, Karson's (1987) model implies 
that continued rotation, in the active transform zone, will take place at depth, but not 
in the brittle zone. The continued clockwise swing of dyke orientations in the Spilia-
Politiko area toward the south (e.g. Figure 2.6), tends to support the MacLeod~­
(1990) deduction. 
Dykes thought to be injected vertically into the crust may later tilt. The tilting of 
dykes occurs either through block faulting (Verosub and Moores, 1981) or through 
subsidence (Cann, 1974; Rosencrdlltz, 1982). Dewey and Kidd (1977), using a similar 
model, noted that the dykes could also remain vertical due to the perfect isostatic 
adjustment to loading. 
The style of tilting may depend on the balance between tectonic stretching and 
magmatic outflow (Karson, 1987; Karson~ al., 1992). If there is episodic magmatic 
activity, this may lead to block faulting during the tectonic stretching phase, and 
subsidence during the magmatic outflow stage, causing dykes to dip toward the axis. 
The weight of the overlying lava pile causes subsidence, in tum causing dykes to 
rotate away from the axis. This style of deformation is noted in Iceland where dykes 
rotated away from the spreading axis (Bodvarsson and Walker, 1964). 
Dykes at and beyond the edges of the Mitsero graben in the Spilia-Politiko field area, 
are near vertical (Figure 2.14). Since these areas were the least affected by the graben 
formation, which is thought to be a late event in the history of the Spilia-Politiko area 
(Sections 2.3.4 and 5.3.3), they may represent original dyke dips. This implies the 
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dykes formed and remained in a vertical position throughout the magmatic spreading 
process (Figure 5.3), and were isostatically adjusted without changes in their dip. 
This also implies that during spreading away from the axis and the axial caldera, 
dykes moved along steeply dipping faults. The steeply dipping Gourri fault zone on 
the eastern margin of the Mitsero graben, may be an example of the steeply dipping 
faults in this figure. Hydrothermal mineralization is seen along this fault zone 
indicating its presence early in the history of the area. later tectonic stretching events 
will change the dyke dips away from the vertical. The model of Dewey and Kidd 
(1977) applies only to dykes near a high magma budget ridge axis, and so is not valid 
for spreading ridges with intermittant or low magma budgets, since it does not predict 
further tectonic rotations of dykes. 
Rosencrantz (1982) stated the sheeted dyke complex is the lid or brittle roof zone of 
the magma chamber. He ascribed all dyke rotations to subsidence of the overlying 
lava pile. The findings of this study, however, show that most of the rotation can be 
ascribed to amagmatic stretching (Section 2.3.3). This is the direct consequence of 
axial fault formation and off-axis graben formation caused by tectonic stretching. 
5.3.3 Graben Formation 
The grabens in the Troodos ophiolite were defined, in this and other studies (e.g. 
Varga and Moores, 1985), on the basis of the dyke facing directions. Dykes dipping 
toward each other, over large areas, define a graben axis, whereas dykes dipping 
away from each other define the graben boundaries. 
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Graben structures may form in both on- and off-axis positions as a result of crustal 
tectonic extension during periods of low magma budget. However, the formation of 
on-axis grabens is contemporaneous with the formation of the sheeted dykes at the 
ridge axis. Thus, the trend of the graben axis is likely similar to that of the sheeted 
dykes, since both formed under the same regional stress conditions. Graben structures 
are of finite extent perpendicular to the axis. This means that material forming at the 
ridge axis, within the graben structure, will eventually spread beyond the edge of the 
graben. Material passing the edge of the graben, on its way toward the abyssal plain, 
is likely re-rotated along pre-existing faults. 
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The Solea graben, to the west of the Spilia-Politiko area, is thought to have formed 
on-axis at a spreading ridge (Figure 5.5) (e.g. Varga and Moores, 1985). 
Hydrothermal alteration in the graben is thought to post-date the graben formation and 
perhaps to be associa~ with an off-axis position because of its asymmetric shape 
with respect to the graben axis (Schiffman~ 11., 1987). The shape of the 
hydrothermal alteration pattern, however, could have formed on-axis, if crustal 
accretion in the area occurred in a direction oblique, rather than perpendicular, to the 
graben axis at slow spreading rates (Atwater and Macdonald, 1977). 
Off-axis grabens post-date hydrothermal circulation and are superi 1-:1posed on the pre-
existing fabric of the crust. The trend of the axis of these late structures is not 
necessarily the same as that of the dykes. The off-axis graben axis was likely or.ented 
perpendicular to the direction of extension at the time of its formation; this orientation 
may be different from that of the dykes. 
A. ON-AXIS GRABEN FORMATION 
LOW MAGMA BUDGET 
e.g. Solea graben 
B. OFF-AXIS GRABEN FORMATION 
HIGH MAGMA BUDGET 
e.g. Spilia-Politiko area 
STEP 1. ON-AXIS FORMATION OF DYKES AND GRABEN STEP 1. ON-AXIS FORMATION OF DYKES AND AXIAL CALDERA 
- - axis - -. 
Implications: 
- low magma budget leads to amagmatic 
extension and tilting 
- crosscutting dykes in axis area in 
Solea graben, since area is still 
volcanically active. 
- high magma budget leads to the formation 
of continuous dyke sequences 
- - spreading - -. 
STEP 2. CONTINUED MAGMATIC SPREADING 
EXPANDED VIEW OF CIRCLE ABOVE 7: 
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STEP 3. DECREASE IN MAGMA SUPPLY LEADING TO 
AMAGMATIC SPREADING. 
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FIGURE 5.5 ON- AND OFF-AXIS GRABEN FORMATION. SPIUA-POUTIKO AREA HAS A 
COMPOSITE HISTORY OF MAGMATIC SPREADING FOLLOWED BY AMAGMATIC 
STRETCHING TO FORM THE MITSERO GRABEN. THE SOLEA GRABEN FORMED 








The present dip of the dykes implies that tectonic extension in the Spilia-Politiko 
study area caused the formation of the Mitsero graben. More than half the dip-slip 
faults in the field area trend east-west perpendicular to the graben axis (fable 2.2). 
Dyke dips are near vertical at the eastern and western boundaries of the graben. In 
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the east-central portion of the field area dykes dip toward each other on opposite sides 
of a roughly north-south trending line (Figure 2. 7). This line is defined as the Mitsero 
graben axis. The graben axis cuts across the dyke domains and therefore the graben is 
likely an off-axis late phenomenon (Figure 2.6). Although it is not possible to date the 
faulting in the field area, non-mineralized faults following the graben axis trend also 
indicate that graben formation may post-date hydrothermal circulation. If the graben 
had formed on-axis, the pattern of hydrothermal alteration (Section 5.3.5) would be 
expected to be symmetrical about the graben axis; it is not. 
The Mitsero graben fanned through rotation of dykes about an axis, largely parallel 
to the dyke strike. In the southern portion of the field area, the dyke strike swings 
from north-south to notheast-southwest, probably as a result of shear along the South 
Troodos Transform Fault (Section 2.3.2.1). The graben axis also swings to the west 
but to a lesser extent, again implying formation of the graben under different (later) 
stress conditions than the dykes. The later super-position of the graben axis on dykes, 
that had been rotated to some extent already, means that the total rotation of the 
graben axis will be less than that of the dykes. 
Rotation, causing dip changes in the orientations of the dykes, appears to have 
occurred along faults which are planar at the outcrop scale. The map pattern of the 
faults suggests the fault traces converge to an area south-east of Palekhori (Figure 
2.20). This implies the planar faults may have rotated, forming overall listric 
trajectories. The depth of such a listric detachment zone seems to lie within the 
gabbros, rather than within the sheeted dykes implying cold crust, again, and off·axis 
graben formation. This is corroborated by the highly altered zone in the drill core of 
hole CY -4 south of Palekhori (Sec.tion 2.3.4), which is possibly a zone of detachment. 
To the west in the Solea graben, which formed on-axis, the detachment zone lies at 
the base of the sheeted dykes (Moores .d .al., 1990). That the Mitsero graben formed 
off-axis, and not on-axis, suggests that spreading rates in the Spilia-Politiko area were 
higher than those in the Solea graben area at the time of formation of the dykes, 
probably a result of more or longer lived (possible replenished) magmatic heat 
sources. 
The Mitsero graben dykes experienced less rotation than did their Solea graben 
counterparts (Table 2.1); this may be explained in the following manner. An axial 
graben formed along the ridge axis, resulting in the rotations of dykes along 
horizontal axes toward the ridge axis, in both the Spilia-Politiko area and the Solea 
graben. In the Solea graben case, the amagmatic extension added to the net rotations 
that the dykes had experienced during the formation of the axial caldera. In the case 
of the Mitsero graben, the material constituting the axial caldera moved off-axis as a 
result of magmatic extension, back-rotating as the material passed the axial caldera 
boundary toward the abyssal plain. With the onset of amagmatic extension, the faults 
were reactivated and a graben structure formed in an off-axis position. However, the 
later rotations of the dykes, during the formation of the graben, were added to 
back-rotated dykes. 
It appears possible that amagmatic or tectonic extension occurred in three major 
graben areas: the Solea graben; the Mitsero graben; and the Larnaca graben. The 
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east-west extension calculated for the Solea graben, whose present width is 15 
kilometres, is 45~ (Varga, 1991). In the Mitsero graben the average east-west 
extension is calculated as 12~ over a present width of 16 kilometres (Section 2.3.3). 
The Lamaca graben, which is the least studied graben to date, has an estimated 
present width of 10 kilometres and an estimated 100% extension (Allerton and Vine, 
1991). On the basis of these figures, almost 14 kilometres of the present-day exposure 
was produced through amagmatic stretching including faulting and block rotation. 
Some of this tectonic spreading occurred on-axis (Solea graben) and some off-axis 
(Mitsero graben). 
Injection of dykes with different orientations into an area of pre-existing dykes as a 
result of a ridge jump, can produce areas With complicated and difficult to interpret 
magnetic lineation patterns. If such a multiply injected dyke package were further 
affected by superposition of a graben structure, a result of tectonic extension of the 
crust in an off-axis position, the resulting dyke pattern is further complicated. This 
may in part explain the somewhat chaotic orientations derived from paleo-magnetic 
studies of Deep Sea Drilling Project boreholes (e.g. DSDP hole 504B, Kinoshita~ 
il., 1989) and the dyke orientations in the Spilia-Politiko area in domain 6 (Section 
2.3.2.1). Domain 6 is defined by two sets of dykes oriented at roughly 90° to each 
other, one set of which shows affinity to domains 4 and 3B. 
5.3.4 Slplfleance of tbe SpUla-PoUtlko Area Dyke Domains 
A tectonic model for the Spilia-Politiko area must explain the following points: 1) the 
swing in domain dyke orientations from NE-SW in the east to NW-SE in the west of 
the field area, 2) the graben axis features including its swing to the west in the south 
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and the observation that it cross-cuts dyke domain boundaries, 3) the formation of the 
Solea, Mitsero and Larnaca grabens in the Troodos ophiolite, and 4) the distribution 
of hydrothermal cells in the Spilia-Politiko field area. The tectonic framework 
developed in Chapter 2 for the Spilia-Politiko area suggests that the sheeted dykes 
fonned on-axis, rather than off-axis as suggested by Gass and Smewing (1973), at an 
intermediate to fast spreading axis near a transform fault. The Mitsero graben 
structure formed off-axis, possibly through reactivation of earlier faults which formed 
on-axis. This area, thus, reflects an interplay of strike-slip faulting (along the South 
Troodos Transform Fault) and magmatic and amagmatic extension. 
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The dyke domains, delineated (Section 2.3.2) in the Sheeted Dyke Complex of the 
Spilia-Politiko area, have abrupt boundaries implying that they formed in distinct 
stages. The following model for the formation of the dyke domains (Section 2.3.2) 
utilizes the dyke rotation model of MacLeod .el il. (1990) (S~tion 5.3.2). Dykes were 
injected, parallel to the ridge axis, at a dextrally offset spreading ridge north of the, 
sinistrally slipping, South Troodos Transform Fault (S1TF) (Time 1 in Figure 5.6). 
These were dykes presently belonging to domains 2 and 5. East of the of the ridge 
axis (inactive comer of the ridge-transform intersection (RTI)), dykes were not rotated 
about a vertical axis; there may be rotation of dykes, about a horizontal axis, toward 
the ridge axis (domain 2). In the active comer of the RTI, west of the ridge, 
continued slip along the S'ITF resulted in the counter-clockwise, tectonic rotation of 
dykes forming domainS (cf. Figure 2.6). 
The dykes of domain 4, at present, trend north-south, parallel to the paleo-ridge axis. 
This implies they have undergone no rotations about a vertical axis (Figure 2.6). An 
explanation for this is that a ridge jump occurred, after the formation of domains 2 
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FIGUR~ 5.6 SCHEMATIC OF DYKE ORIENTATION RESULTING 
FROM A RIDGE JUMP ALONG A TRANSFORM FAULT. 
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and 5, of the ridge axis south of the STIF (Time 2 - Figure 5.6). The relative sense 
of motion of the ridge-transform system would now be reversed, from that of Time 1, 
to a sinistrally offset, dextrally slipping ridge. Following this ridge jump, the dykes of 
domains 3 and 4 were injected. The dykes of domain 4, located on the inactive side 
of the RTI, were not rotated, whereas, those of domain 3, on the active side of the 
RTI, were rotated about a vertical axis in a clockwise manner (viewed from above). 
The dykes rotated as blocks along roughly north-south trending strike slip faults (cf. 
Figure 2.18). These faults make up, in part, the boundaries for the dyke domains. 
During the injection of dykes at the ridge axis, an axial caldera structure may have 
formed in conjunction with the formation of normal faults along the margin of the 
caldera structure. 
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With waning injection into the crust, as the magma chamber cooled, the rate of 
magma injection no longer provided the quantities of material needed to match the 
spreading rate; the spreading became amagmatic. As a result, the crust extended 
tectonically through rotations of the sheeted dyke section about a roughly horizontal 
axis, oriented sub-parallel to the ridge axis. This period of tectonic rotation may have 
succeeded a ridge jump to the east to form the Larnaca graben. Thus, the extension 
event forming the Mitsero graben, took place on the western flank of another 
(Larnaca) spreading ridge. It is possible the dykes of domain 68 formed during this 
period of amagmatic extension, possibly coincident with the emplacement of the small 
gabbro body which is located on the Mitsero graben axis in the vicinity of Ayios 
Epiphanios {Figure 2.1). 
This curvature of the Mitscro graben axis indicates that, whereas the graben faults 
may have formed at the ridge axis, the graben axis was formed as a result of dextral 
slippage along the transfonn fault. The axis of the Mitsero graben cross-cuts the dyke 
domain boundaries; that is, the dykes were rotate to a greater degree than the axis. 
This implies that the dykes preceded the graben axis by a sufficient amount of time, 
allowing them to rotate to a greater amount before the super-position of the graben 
structure. 
The main points of this model include: 1) formation of dykes in domains 2 and 5 at a 
dextrally offset, sinistrally slipping ridge; 2) a ridge jump to the east l'f the ridge axis 
to the south of the STIF, causing a shift to a sinistrally offset, dextrally slipping 
ridge; 3) this resulted in the fonnation 'lf domains 3 and 4 and the pattern of dyke 
strikes presently seen in the field area; 4) formation of the Mitsero graben post-dates 
dyke formation at the ridge axis, as indicated by the cross--cutting relations of the 
graben axis and the dyke domains; 5) a detachment zone may be present in the 
Plutonic Complex (south of Palekhori -Section 2.3.4), its location in the gabbros 
indicates sufficient cooling of the crust to allow brittle deformation of the Plutonic 
Complex. Such conditions may have existed off-axis, away from crustal heat sources. 
At the greater scale of the Troodos ophiolite, a sinistrally offset ridge near a dextrally 
slipping transform fault resulted in the on-axis formation of the Solea graben (Time 1 , 
Figure 5.7). This is indicated by large dyke rotations and, possibly contemporaneous, 
hydrothermal alteration. Although Schiffman C1 al. (1987) stated that the alteration 
occurred off-axis, it is possible to envisage axis heat-source migration consistent with 
the pattern of hydrothermal alteration seen in the Solea graben (Section 5.3.3). A 
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1991) indicates the presence of a shallow brittle/ductile transition zone which implies 
formation of the transition zone in a hot crust (i.e. on-axis) shortly after its formation. 
A jump to the east of the ridge north of the transform fault initiated spreading in the 
Spilia-Politiko area forming the dykes of domains 2 and S (I'ime 2, Figure S. 7). Dyke 
rotations of smaller magnitudes than in the Solea graben (average present dips of 80° 
in the Mitsero g~) may indicate higher magmatic spreading rates. Following a 
ridge jump to the east of the ridge axis south of the transform fault, domains 3 and 4 
formed (Time 3, Figure S. 7). Greater rotations of the domain 3 and 4 dykes (average 
dips of 70°) may show slower spreading rates. Lastly a ridge jump to the east of the 
ridge axis north of the transform fault initiated spreading in the Larnaca graben area 
(Time 4, Figure 5.7). 
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Cessation of magmatic spreading and continued extension resulted in the formation of 
the Mitsero graben. The lack of surface exposure of a detachment feature in the 
Mitsero graben (such as seen in the Solea graben), and its possible existence at deeper 
structural levels (Section 2.3.4) suggests a deeper brittle/ductile transition, implying 
the crust was cold, and thus off-axis, during graben formation. The axis of the graben 
cross-cuts dyke domain boundaries (Section 2.3.2.1), which also implies off-axis 
formation of the graben structure. The pattern of epidosites noted in the field is 
different in each domain. On-axis formation of a graben would control the location of 
hydrothermal cells. There is, however, no symmetrical relationship between the 
Mitsero graben and the epidosite pattern, implying the two are not related. 
5.3.5 Hydrothermal Circulation 
Many hydrothermal features seen at modem spreading centres, such as metal-sulfide$ 
and hydrothermal fluids discharging from vents, are preserved in the Troodos 
ophiolite in the form ot m~tal sulfide ore deposits and chimney structures (Lydon, 
1984; Oudin and Constantinou, 1984; Vibetti, 1985, pers. comm.). Fluid passage in 
fractures is recorded by the precipitation of secondary minerals. Fluid circulation, 
upon initiation of convection, will initially be up toward the discharge zone and then 
recharge down to the heat source. In a homogeneous, isotropic, porous medium a 
radial pattern of flow, in the hydrothermal circulation cell, is implied. The 
fracture/fault system biases the permeability into directions parallel to the ridge axis 
along dyke margins and perpendicular to the ridge axis along shallowly dipping 
portions of listric normal faults (Section 4.3). 
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Hydrothermal convective systems have been described as consisting of five parts 
(Figure 5.8): 1) recharge area; 2) downflow zone; 3) feeder zone; 4) upflow zone; 5) 
stockwork and discharge zone (Lydon, 1988). Recharge zones will preferentially 
occur in sediment-free areas, because the sediments form a low permeability cover on 
the extrusive volcanic rocks of the oceanic crust. The downflow zone is thought to 
occur along faults and fractures where permeability is highest. Areas in the Troodos 
ophiolite characterized by the complete alteration of dykes to epidosite (assemblage of 
epidote and quartz) are considered to be areas of intense water-rock interaction 
(Richardson~ al., 1987; Schiffman~ al., 1990). These assemblages indicate high 
water-rock ratios at relatively high temperatures (Bowers and Taylor, 1985; Mottl, 
1983). These areas are considered to be the feeder and upflow zones to the 
hydrothermal ore deposits (Varga and Moores, 1985) and may be the source of the 
(1) recharge zone 
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FIGURE 5.8 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A SPREADING CENTRE, SHOWING THE MAIN PARTS 
OF A GENERAUZED HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEM. SEE TEXT FOR DISCUSSION. 
metals found in the metal-sulfide deposits in the Pillow Lavas (Richardson~ al. 1987; 
Schiffman~ il., 1990). Narrow pipe-like, fault controlled, epidosite bodies seen 
throughout the field area, indicate upflow zones may be narrow features, probably 
related to the adiabatic rise of fluids. 
In the Spilia-Politiko area, epidosites were noted at all levels of the Sheeted Dyke 
Complex and the Basal Group (Figure 5.9). An occurrence of epidosite was also 
noted in the Lower Pillow Lavas east of Ayia Marina. Richardson~ ru. (1987) 
reported that epidosites occur only at the base of the sheeted dyke complex. This 
implies they are unlikely to be root zones for the hydrothermal circulation cells as he 
suggested. Rather, they constitute remnants of fluid pathways in the dyke section and 
to a limited extent, in the pillow lavas (such as in the area to the east of Ayia Marina 
where an area of pittow lavas has been completely epidotized). From the distribution 
of epidosites shown in Figure 5.9, one is lead to believe, instead, that they were 
conduits that were preferentially used by the circulating hydrothermal fluids (also 
Harper~ il..., 1988). 
The highly brecciated, high permeability stockwork and discharge zones lie at the 
upper end of the upflow zone. They tend to channel flow causing fluids to largely by-
pass areas outside the newly created higher permeability zone which would not 
undergo as much alteration as the higher permeability zone. The shear zone situated 
near Apliki village, in the vicinity of the Mitsero graben axis, is such a case. There, 
within 100 metres of the shear zone, there is no appreciable alteration. The discharge 
zone is an area where precipitation of metal sulfides occurred when hot saturated 
hydrothermal fluids came into contact with the downflowing cold, and as yet 
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FIGURE 5.9 EPIDOSITE OCCURRENCE MAP, SPIUA- POUTIKO AREA, CYPRUS. 
(e.g. Agrokipia and Mathiati mines), locally have fresh glass on pillow margins, 
demonstrating the degree to which hydrothermal alteration can vary in intensity 
(Gillis, 1986). 
In the field area, epidote mineralization is associated with dyke margins (Section 
3.3.4). Since it is assumed that the dykes were formed in a vertical orientation 
(Section 2.3.3 and Varga, 1991), this implies that vertical (dyke-parallel) fractures 
were open and more available to fluid passage than fractures normal to the plane of 
the dykes. This type of environment is present at the ridge axis during extension. 
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Calcite, a late precipitation product, related to the waning stages of hydrothermal 
circulation, tends to be found in fractures perpendicular to dyke planes which implies 
that unloading of the crust was taking place at the time of calcite precipitation. 
Permeability calculations show that fracture permeabilities for those fractures 
containing calcite, are less than for those containing epidote, suggesting a decrease in 
the rock permeability over time (Sections 4.3.3.4.1 and 5.3.5). 
Fractures without mineral fillings represent 51% of all fractures (Table 3.5A). They 
are most commonly found at the top of the sheeted dyke section in the Basal Group. 
These fractures were not utilized by hydrothermal fluids because they: 1) were not 
interconnected to the general fracture network, or 2) formed after the cessation of 
hydrothermal fluid circulation. The first option appears the most reasonable because 
open, empty fractures cross-cutting hydrothermal mineral filled fractures, as would be 
expected if a later generation of fractures developed, are not seen in the field area. 
This implies that approximately half of the fractures do not contribute greatly to fluid 
circulation and, therefore, to crustal cooling. 
High temperature, high water-rock ratio conditions result in the conversion of diabase 
dykes to epidosite (epidote-quartz--chlorite assemblages), a widespread phenomenon in 
the Sheeted Dyke Complex of the Troodos ophiolite. The distribution of epidosite is a 
direct indication of the distribution of hydrothermal circulation cells (Richardson ~ 
al., 1987). 
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Epidosites generally are fine to medium grained rocks consisting of epidote + quartz 
+1- chlorite; accessory minerals include sphene, magnetite, and locally, actinolite or 
pyrite. Epidosites are entirely lacking in relict igneous textures, consisting of a mosaic 
of anhedral to prismatic epidote and lobate quanz +/-skeletal magnetite (which may 
be replaced by sphene). Near the edges of epidosites, rare occurrences of relict 
pyroxene demonstrate that the epidosites formed through the alteration of the diabase 
dykes. In the Spilia-Politiko area, epidosites comprise roughly 30-50% of an outcrop 
area whereas the remainder of the tlutcrop consists of less altered diabase dykes. The 
epidosites form primarily in an:as of light to dark grey competent dykes, with rare 
occurrences in dark brown weathered, friable dykes. The epidosite outcrops are 
roughly 6% more fractured than non-epidosite, diabase outcrops (based on the 
scanline fracture surveys; Chapter 3). Epidosite has a striped alteration pattern 
paralleling the dyke orientation which, in general, do not crosscut dyke margins. The 
most intense alteration seems to be concentrated in the coarsest portions of the dyke. 
The distribution of epidote in some cases suggests that the matrix permeability is 
locally significant to allow alteration of the rock on a large scale. This implies either 
long fluid residence times, which does not seem likely in view of fluid flow rates seen 
at analogous seafloor hydrothermal areas (e.g. MacDonald i:1 ill.., 1980 or Von 
Damm, 1990), or, more likely, greater intergranular permeability in the coarser 
grained cores of some dykes, possibly along grain boundary cracks. Epidote veins 
have an up to 3 centimetres wide alteration halo (generally less than 1 centimetre). 
The average size of an epidosite occurrence, in the study area, ranges from 50 to 100 
metres perpendicular to the strike of the dykes, and, where it was possible to map, 
roughly 150 metres parallel to the dyke strike. Most epidosites occur in the vicinity of 
faults, although associated fault surfaces do not always contain evidence, such as 
hydrothermal minerals, for the passage of fluids. 
Epidosites are strongly depleted in Cu and Zn (Richardson~ al., 1987). Richardson 
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~ aJ. (1987) conclude that circulating water stripped 90~ of the Cu, 50% of the Zn 
and 40~ of the Mn from the rock. During the formation of a large sulfide deposit the 
water/rock ratio in the epidosite is as high as 20 (Richardson~ Jl,, 1987). On the 
basis of Cu concentrations in average diabase dykes (averaging 56 ppm - using 
analyses from Baragar~ a,l. (1989)), mean ore body spacings of 4.4 kilometres 
implying a reservoir diameter of 4.4 kilometres- measured from published maps also 
Spooner and Bray, 1977), approximate crustal sheeted dyke thickness of 2 kilometres 
(Moores and Jackson, 1974), and average fracture densities of 3 fractures per metre 
(see fracture frequency plots in Appendix A.3.8), each with a 2 centimetre reaction 
halo, only 6~ of the total Cu (43~ of the Cu in the reaction halos) would be required 
to produce a 5.5 milUon tonne ore deposit at 2.25 ~ Cu. This rough calculation was 
done to show that, although not every fracture has a large reaction halo, on a 
volumetric basis, there is no necessity to invoke a mantle or magmatic source to 
account for the metals found in the Cyprus ore deposits. 
Occurrences of epidosites in the Mitsero graben (Figure 5.9} are aligned parallel to 
river valleys, along a northeast-southwest trend. Lineaments from the remotely sensed 
images coincide with these valleys (Section 2.3.1), suggesting that the occurrence of 
the epidosites is controlled by the location of major lineaments or faults. Epidosites 
were not seen outside of the valley roadcut outcrops. Whereas this implies that they 
are restricted to the vicinity of major faults, it does not totally preclude the 
possibility, that because of poor outcrop availability, they may also exist elsewhere. 
An example of massive epidotization associated with faulting occurs in the Lower 
Pillow Lavas east of Ayia Marina, with an area of SO metres by 60 metres, about 250 
metres from a large scale lineament (Peristerona River valley). Samples similar to 
those observed east of Ayia Marina have been collected from the mid-Atlantic ridge. 
These were originally glassy basalts, that were altered at high (200° to 350°C) 
temperatures, to chlorite-quartz-epidote-rich assemblages which may have come from 
a narrow zone of discharge of hydrothermal fluids (Stakes and O'Neil, 1982). 
Mines, gossans, mineral occurrences and epidosites occur in greater concentrations 
west of the Mitsero graben axis (Figure 5.10). This asymmetric pattern, with respect 
to the graben axis, does not agree with a graben model in which the graben formed 
on the ridge axis, supporting earlier statements that it formed off-axis by amagmatic 
extension (Section 2.3.5). 
Epidosites in the field area are spaced, in a north-south direction, 2.3 kilometres 
apart, and, in an east-west direction, 4.1 kilometres apart in the western portion of 
the Mitsero graben (Figure 5.9). In the eastern portion of the Mitsero graben the 
spacings are 5.3 kilometres (N-S) and 5.2 kilometres (E-W), respectively. These are 
average distances using all the epidosite data: it should be noted that the epidosites 
likely did not fonn at the same time, thus these spacings are to be taken only as 
possible indicators of hydrothermal cell spacing. 
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The extent of hydrothermal cells is based on the spacing of the epidosites (at depth) 
and the ore deposits (at shallower crustal levels in the extrusive volcanic rocks). Their 
locations were thus controlled, first, by the heat source location, and second, by the 
fracture characteristics of the crust overlying the heat source. 
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The size of hydrothermal cells was likely controlled by the size of the underlying heat 
source. The average size of each hydrothennal cell is estimated by the spacing 
between the epidosites (up-flow zones), in a north-south direction (parallel to the 
spreading-ridge axis) since ridge-parallel cells may have been contemporaneous. The 
present-day lateral spacing (ridge-normal) of the epidosites is probably dependent on 
the paleo-spreading rate and the spacing of major faults. Using the distances between 
mines, gossans, and mineral showings in the Spilia-Politiko area, the average spacing 
of hydrothermal upflow zones appears to have been 2.3 kilometres west of the graben 
axis and 5.3 kilometres east of the axis. The difference between spacings on either 
side of the graben axis implies fewer and possibly larger hydrothermal cells on the 
eastern side of the graben. Two possible causes could be, (1) that the Mitsero graben, 
east of the graben axis, is narrower and therefore fewer alteration zones are seen, and 
(2) that the dyke section is thicker in the eastena half of the graben, which may have 
lead to lower thermal gradients. The pattern of epidosite occurrences in the field area 
is not symmetric about the graben axis, which would be expected if the graben 
formed on axis. This indicates that the graben is a post-hydrothermal-circulation 
feature, so that the hydrothermal cell distribution and the graben axis are unrelated. 
However, faults that controlled the flow of hydrothermal fluids may have been re-
activated during the formation of the graben structure. Many of the mineralized faults 
seen in the field area contained striae on the secondary mineral surfaces implying 
motion along the fault after mineral precipitation took place. 
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The spacing of hydrothermal upflow zones differs from domain to domain in the 
Spilia-Politiko area (Figures 5.10 and 5 .11), suggesting that the heat sources in each 
domain may be different. The epidosites of domain 5 formed along a line parallel to 
the spreading direction (Figure 5.9), implying the influence of a single, probably 
intermittent, heat source (Figure 5.11A). At a later time, the epidosites in domain 4, 
situated along lines perpendicular to the spreading direction, may have formed under 
the influence of multiple, along-axis, heat sources (Figure 5.11B). This suggests that 
over time more heat sources developed along the spreading axis, or that a single heat 
source spread out along the ridge axis perhaps as a result of increased magma input to 
the system. The low number of simultaneous heat sources in domainS suggests 
generation of domain 5 during a period of low magma budget immediately following 
a ridge jump. Later, during the generation of domain 4, the number of active magma 
chambers increased as the new spreading ridge became established. The ridge jump 
may have been followP.d by an influx of magma, causing an iilcrease both in the 
amount of spreading and in the hydrothermal activity. Domains 2 and S formed 
contemporaneously, as did domains 3 and 4 (Section 5.3.4), however, the number of 
occurrences of epidosites noted in the field in domains 2 and 3 are too low to discern 
a pattern similar to those seen in domains 4 and 5. Field mapping of epidosites during 
this study did not extend into the Makhaeras domain (the far eastern portions of 
domains 2 and 3). 
There does not appear to be any systematic shifting of the heat source along the ridge 
axis, as would be indicated by a shift in the epidosite alteration pattern to the north or 
south parallel to the spreading a:tis. The pattern of epidosites in domain 4 is more 
indicative of simultaneous heat sources along the axis rather than a shifting of a heat 
source through time. 
Figure 5.11 Hydrothermal fluid circulation. Patterns in the section below the 
sheeted dykes are the same as in Figure 5.1. Positioning of the 
hydrothermal vent fields are based on the patterns of epidosites noted in 
the field area. Fluid down flow occurs along stepped faults with an 
overall dip that is less steep than the dykes (Section 2.3.4) A. Early 
stage fluid circulation (domainS) with a single heat source which is 
periodically replenished. B. Later stage fluid circulation (domain 4) 
with multiple heat sources which are periodically replenished. Between 
replenishment hydrothermal activity is much reduced as indicated by 
the vent spacing perpendicular to the spreading direction. Refer to text 

















NOT TO SCALE 
5.3.!.1 Hydrothtmud l'fuld Proptrth6 
Previous fluid inclusion thermometric studies in the Troodos ophiolite have 
demonstrated that hydrothennal fluids had near-seawater salinities and temperatures of 
3S0°C (Spooner and Bray, 19'n; Richardson~ al., 1987; Cowan and Cann, 1988; 
Schiffman and Smith, 1988; Vibetti ~ al., 1989; Kelley 1:1 aJ.., 1992) (Appendix C.2). 
These match outflow temperatures measured at hydrothermal vents on the present-day 
seafloor (MacDonald~ al., 1980; MacDonald, 1986). Strontium isotope studies 
indicate a major component of seawater was present in the system (Staudigel ~ al., 
1986). Analyses of fluid inclusions in plutonic rocks of the Troodos ophiolite indicate 
possible boiling or phase separation of fluids (Kelley~ al., 1992). In the Sheeted 
Dyke Complex, uncorrected homogenization temperatures of 3S0°C were documented 
in fluid inclusions in hydrothennal quartz (Richardson ct al., 1987). These conditions 
are similar to those inferred from present-day spreading axes (Haymon and Koski, 
1987; Jehl, 1974; Kelley and Delaney, 1987). 
Temperature and salinity of the hydrothermal fluids that cirulated in the sheeted 
dykes, in the study area, were estimated from fluid inclusions in secondary minerals, 
such as quartz and epidote in 27 samples from the Sheeted Dyke Complex (Appendix 
C.2). Fluid inclusion homogenization temperatures ranged from 160° to 400°C. 
Temperature ranges, as large as 100°C, within various cross-cutting planes of fluid 
inclusions at individual locations show that fluids passed through the rocks at different 
times and temperatures, during the life-cycle of the hydrothermal system. The 
consistency of fluid inclusion homogenization temperature maxima indicates little 
variation in the hydrothermal conditions throughout the sheeted dyke section. 
Inclusion homogenization temperatures measured from fractures, with different 
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orientations, in the same vicinity (i.e. within 10 metres of each other) are very 
similar, demonstrating that these fractures sampled similar fluids during their history. 
Temperature/salinity relationships from the study area (Figure 5.12), indicate that 
salinity is independent of temperature. Since all fluid inclusions homogenized to the 
liquid phase, it is assumed that no phase separation occurred in the Sheeted Dyke 
Complex. The samples from the deepest part of the section at a particular temperature 
have the lowest salinities and those samples from the shallower parts of the section 
have higher salinities. However, the expected large variation in salinities in individual 
samples is not seen. Salinity of the fluids trapped in the rock may have been increased 
through a variety of processes including brine separation at d~pth, filtering of the 
fluids, or during the formation of hydrous phases such as epidote, chlorite and 
hornblende in the dykes as the fluid moved upward in the section. lncl'easing salinity 
of fluid inclusions higher in the section may be due to continued loss of water from 
the fluid in hydration reactions taking place in the wall rock of the dykes or from 
mixing and/or filtering of the fluid by the rock. 
Salinities in a plagiogranite sample (CA86-9) just west of Spilia near the base of the 
Sheeted Dyke Complex, contained diverse salinities ranging from 1.6 to 20 wt.% 
NaCl equivalent. Salinities, if sufficiently diverse within a particular sample, can 
indicate that phase separation took place concentrating the salts in the liquid phase ( = 
brine separation) which corresponds to boiling. The very high measured salinities 
suggest that the trapped fluids may have been derived through mixing of unmodified 
seawater and a phase-separated fluid (modified seawater) originating deeper in the 
section in the Plutonic Complex (Kelley~ 11., 1992). It was not possible to obtain 
enough data points to establish a trend. Cowan and Cann (1988) reported a similar 
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FIGURE 5.12 FLUID INCLUSION HOMOGENIZATION TEMPERATURE VERSUS SAUNITY 
DATA FROM THE SPIUA-POUTIKO AREA, TROODOS OPHIOUTE, CYPRUS. 
A. DATA FROM THIS STUDY (SEE FIGURE 5.5 FOR LOCATIONS). B. DATA 
COMPILED FROM THIS STUDY, COW#4 AND CANN (1987), KELLEYET AL (1991), 
RICHARDSON ET AL. (1987), SCHIFFMAN AND SMITH, 1988, SPOONER AND 
BRAY, 1977 AND V1BET11 ET AL. (1989). DOTTED UNE ENCLOSES AREA OF A ABOVE. 
occurrence in plagiogranites near Platanistasa which they describe as representing a 
phase separated fluid (temperature = 500-525°C, salinity = 0.05 and 54-57wt% 
NaCl) which mixed with seawater. Phase separation is a necessary step in the 
generation of variable salinity black-smoker fluids and has been used to explain the 
development of fluids in the Southern Juan de Fuca Ridge (Von Damm, 1988). 
5.3.5.21nttrprtllldon of Ffuid Inclusion DoJa 
The development of stacked convection cells, one overlying the other, separated by an 
im.: . . ~ meable horizon of silicified material was suggested by Sleep (1983). Sealing of 
fractures by quartz would be caused by decreasing quartz solubility with increasing 
temperature. Two locations near Gourri (Figure 2.1), along the Gourri fault zone 
(eastern margin of the Mitsero graben), were the only occurrences noted, of silicified 
dyke material, not nearly enough to consider dividing the entire hydrothermal system 
into separate cells. Fluid inclusion temperatures do not support separate cells, as there 
is no systematic temperature variation with depth in fluid inclusions in the sheeted 
dykes. There may, however, be separate hydrothermal circulation cells between the 
sheeted dykes and the underlying gabbros and plagiogranites (Kelley~ al., 1992). 
Bischoff and Rosenbauer ( 1989) presented a two tiered model of hydrothermal 
convection: the lower level is a high temperature (400-500°C), brine-rich 
(NaCl-KCl-CaClJ cell in the plutonic rocks; the upper level is at a lower temperature 
(300-400°C), with fluids of seawatel' salinities (NaCI) in the dykes. The two cells are 
separated by a density contrast at a double diffusive interface. The base of the lower 
cell is an ephemeral cracking front. The thermal barrier imposed by the brine layer 
prevents shallower fluids from attaining temperatures greater than 360°C. In the 
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lower cell the fluids boil; the vapour phase migrates upward and mixes with the upper 
fluids. In the lower cell recycling of brines results in progressive alteration, although 
rapid microcrack healing at high temperatures may prevent prolonged circulation of 
the brines (Brantley 1:1 al., 1990). The upper cell is a one-pass system. Circulation of 
acidic fluids leaches metals and albitizes the plagiogranites. The fluids are enriched in 
ca and depleted in Na. Low temperature and salinity fluid inclusions cross-cut brine 
bearing microfractures implying downward migration of the cracking front during 
waning of the heat source. Kelley 1:1 il. (1992) showed that fluid inclusion data from 
the top of the Plutonic Complex supports the model of Bischoff and Rosenbauer 
(1989). 
The consistent temperatures and salinities of the samples in the sheeted dykes would 
fall in the upper circulation cell of Bischoff and Rosenbauer (1989). Variation in 
salinities in the plagiogranite sample supports the existence of the brines in the lower 
part of the hydrothermal system. 
The abundance of fractures does not vary with stratigraphic level in the sheeted dyke 
complex. Outcrops without any fracture infillings exist only in the Basal Group, 
whereas fracture infilling minerals are most common in epidosite areasa. Towards the 
base of the Sheeted Dyke Complex, fracture mineral fillings nearly ubiquitous. It is 
therefore likely that hydrothermal fluids passed from diffuse conduits deeper in ther 
section, into more concentrated zones up towards the seafloor. This also implies 
discrete zones of hydrothermal flow existed in the upper part of the Troodos crust. 
Goldfarb and Delany (1988) described an anastomosing array of fractures, with large 
open fractures (stockworks) near the seafloor extending down to the gabbros, fed by 
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smaller and smaller conduits which becOme more numerous with depth to preserve the 
flow. 
A possible history of fracture utilization for the the Sheeted Dyke Complex would 
include: 1) downflow into the crust through a system of faults which extended at least 
as far down as the magma chambers (Dunsworth, 1989); 2) diffuse flow of 
hydrothermal fluids upward through the interconnected fracture network; 3) 
precipitation of hydrothermal minerals, such as epidote, quartz, and chlorite, in the 
fractures eventually causing them to be blocked to further flow; 4) the formation of 
new fractures, or enhancement of pre-existing, favourably situated (sub-vertically 
oriented) fractures, to form concentrated upflow zones; and 5) decreased efficiency of 
heat transfer, due to an increasingly thick insulating sediment cover, forcing fluids to 
migrate laterally in the highly permeable extrusive sequence. In such a scenario, 
vertical fluid migration in concentrated upflow zones in the dykes and lateral 
migration in the extrusive volcanic rocks (point 4 and S), may have resulted in the 
formation of the mines, gossans, and mineral showings seen in the Spilia-Politiko 
area. It is expected that the late stage, post-hydrothermal (off-axis), interconnected 
fracture network would be of a very low permeability (cf. Rosenberg and Spera, 
1992). At this stage, the permeability may have been below the critical level needed 
to support fluid circulation (de Marsily, 1984). The pattern of epidosites reflects the 
distribution of hydrothermal circulation celts which are a function of ridge processes 
such as the number of magma chambers operating at any one time and their relative 
sizes. Epidote is ubiquitously connected with hydrothermal fluid circulation and thus 
occurs early in the life of hydrothermal systems. Calcite forms late, possible during 
the waning stages of hydrothermal circulation. The spatial variation of fracture 
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mineral tilling implies that hydrothermal circulation is diffuse at depth, becoming 
more focussed along discrete zones further ~;p section. 
5.4 REGIONAL TECTONIC SETTING FOR THE TROODOS OPHIOLITE 
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Interpretation of the regional tectonic setting of the Troodos ophiolite is complicated 
by the many tectonic belts in the Mt~iterranean (Dilek and Moores, 1990). Various 
authors (e.g. Clube ~ 11., 1985; Moores~ Jl., 1984; Robertson and Woodcock, 
1986) presented models, often conflicting, to explain the observations in the eastern 
Mediterranean area. Many of the conflicts arise out of problems with determining the 
timing of initiation of the subduction zone south of Cyprus, whether the Eratosthenes 
seamount could have stopped subduction, and the timing of the accretion of the 
Mammonia and Kyrenia terranes. The unravelling of these problems is largely beyond 
the scope of this project. Figure 5.13 chronicles one possible scenario within which 
the Troodos ophiolite and the constituent dyke domains of the Spilia-Politiko area may 
have fonned. 
The Troodos ophiolite, like most other ophiolites of the eastern Mediterranean Sea 
and elsewhere, fonned in a supra-subduction zone environment (Moores .e.t al., 1984; 
Dilek and Eddy, 1992). In the early Cretaceous (less than 119 Ma), a north dipping 
subduction zone south of present-day Turkey aided in the closing of the Tethys Ocean 
(Robertson and Woodcock, 1986). Subduction of younger Cretaceous crust was 
followed by that of older thicker Tertiary crust. This may have caused roll-back of the 
subduction zone to the south causing stretching of the asthenospheric wedge. 
Extension in the supra-subduction zone initiated the formation of the Troodos Crust 
Figure 5.13 Tectonic setting of the Troodos ophiolite. Modified from Clube ~ 
it. (1985), Moores~ aJ.. (1984) and Robertson and Woodcock (1986). 
Panel 1 (Santonian ( < 92 Ma)) shows a subduction zone in the Tethys 
sea, along the south coast of what is now Turkey. Panel 2 (Santonian 
(92 Ma)) shows the formation of a suture along the former subduction 
zone in the north, and the formation of a new subduction zone to the 
south in the Tethys sea. Panel 3 (Campanian (92-90 Ma)) describes the 
initiation of crustal accretion. The area of the circle is the area of 
formation of the :rroodos crust. Below the panel the circles show the 
development of the Troodos crust with the associated ridge jumps 
(further detailed in Figure 5. 7). Panel 4 (Maastrichtian (73-65 Ma)) 
indicates the impingement of the subduction zone with the African plate 
to the east and the counter-clockwise rotation of the African plate. In 
Panel 5 (late Maastrichtian to Paleocene (to 55 Ma)) the Mammonia 
complex is accreted to the Troodos crust. The Troodos crust rotates in 
a counterclockwise direction. Panel 6 (late Eocene) indicates the 
cessation of subduction and initiation of thrust faulting to the east. 
Strike slip faulting occurs along the suture zone causing the accretion of 
the Kyrenia terrane to the Troodos crust. The Eratosthenes seamount 
causes subduction to stop and may have initiated the uplift of the 
Troodos ophiolite. 
SOLEA GRABEN SPILJA.POUTIKO 
DOMAINS 2 AND 5 
LATE MAASTRICHTIAN TO 
PALEOCENE (TO 55 Ma) 
CENOMANIAN (>02 Ma) 
SPILJA.POUTIKO LARNA~ DYKES 







(Robertson and Woodcock, 1986). The subduction zone, situated beneath the Troodos 
Crust dips to the north (Ben Avraham and Nur, 1986). The 92-90 Ma period saw the 
formation of a minimum 120 kilometres wide zone of Troodos crust (present-day 
width of the ophiolite) (Blome and Irwin, 1985: Robertson, 1990; Staudigel ~ al., 
1986). The dyke domains and grabens, described in Chapter 2 and Section 5.3.4, 
formed during this period. 
Initially the Troodos spreading-ridge axis was oriented in a east-west direction 
(Moores and Vine, 1971; Allerton and Vine, 1991; Gass, 1990). The cessation of 
spreading and the subsequent 90° counter-clockwise rotation of the Troodos 
microplate (Allerton and Vine, 1989; Clube ~ al., 1985), over a period of 25 Ma 
from the latest Cretaceous (Maastrichtian) to the Paleocene, may have been caused 
by: 1) possible roll-back and subsequent impingement of the subduction zone with the 
African continental crust (Moores .d al., 1984); 2) collision with a micro-continent, 
preserved in part as the Eratosthenes Seamount (Gass, 1979); and 3) the continued 
northward movement and counter-clockwise rotation of the African continent (Sclater 
~ al., 1977). 
The Tethys Sea appeared to have closed from the south-east to the north-west (e.g. 
Robertson and Woodcock, 1986). Closure in the south-east resulted in the obduction 
through thrust faulting of the Semail ophiolite in Oman. In the north-west the closure 
of the ocean basin may have halted in the late Eocene due to the attempted subduction 
of a micro-continent (possibly the Eratosthenes Seamount; e.g. Ben-Avraham and 
Nur, 1986; Robertson and Woodcock, 1986). The Troodos ophiolite was uplifted but 
was not split into fault-bounded thrust slices as was the Semail ophiolite, Oman; the 
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subduction process ceased before collision with the African continent in the Troodos 
region. 
The Troodos ophiolite has undergone detachment and roughly 90° of counter-
clockwise rotation (Ciube ct 11., 1985; Robertson and Woodcock, 1986). Uplift and 
emplacement of the oceanic lithosphere formed new fractures and fracture zones 
(Section 2.3.1 and Figure 5.14). Two sets of large-scale lineaments cross-cut the 
igneous-sediment boundary, implying late formation, that may be related to the uplift 
of the ophiolite to its present position. The two remaining sets of large-scale fractures 
(interpreted from lineaments) are of pre-uplift origin, before the accumulation of 
significant sedimentary deposits (Section 2.3.1). These large-scale fractures may have 
formed during extension and ridge jump episodes since they are associated with 
hydrothermal alteration; other lineaments of these sets may be related to later graben 
formation. 
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A. BEFORE EROSION FLEXURE UNEAMENTS FORMED DURING 
l.FUFT; ARE PERPeDC:ULAR TO EXJSTING 
DYKE TREMJ. UN ~:AMENTS 








AfRJCAN CONTINENT TROODOS CRUST 
B. AFTER EROSION 
AGURE 5.14 OPHIOUTE UPUFT SHOWN IN A NOATH-SOUlH SECTION. FLEXURE IN AN EAST-
WEST DIRECTION WAS VERY SIMILAR. UNEAMENTS ARE SETS 1 AND 3 AS 
DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER 2.2.1. THEY ARE UPUFT ABATED AND CROSS-CUT 
TlfE IGNEOUS-SEDIMENTARY BOUNDARY. 
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6. FRACTURE AND PERMEABILITY CIIARACI'ERISTICS OF 
THE SHEETED DYKE CO:MPLEX: IMPLICATIONS 
6.1 INTRODCUTION 
Fracture characteristics are important in controlling the directions and volumes of 
hydrothermal fluid flow through the sheeted dyke complex. These characteristics were 
used in Chapter 4 to determine the fractured rock permeability of the sheeted dyke 
complex. In this chapter the fracture characteristics of the sheeted dyke complex will be 
discussed in the context of their formation in oceanic crust and a model will be presented 
for the permeability structure of the sheeted dyke complex. Comparisons of the 
permeability results from Chapter 4 will be made with those from drilling efforts in the 
oceanic crust; the implications of these comparisons for permeability of the oceanic crust 
will be discussed. 
6.2 FRACTURE CHARACTERISTICS 
Fractures form as a result of applied stresses, be they thermal, fluid or mechanical. 
Fractures that were paragenetically early in the Spilia-Politko field area were divided into 
two groups based on orientation, origin, aperture and trace length. The two groups are 
1) dyke-parallel cooling fractures, and 2) dyke-interior columnar cooling fractures 
(Figures 3.7 and 6.1). As the magma is injected into the crust it comes into contact with 
colder wall rock (previously formed dykes), and rapidly cools. During this process, 
contraction of the rock causes the formation of the dyke margin and internal columnar 
jointing fractures. Fractures sub-paraJiel to the dyke margins are in general longer, have 













FIGURE 6.1 EARLY FRACTURE FORMA TlON IN SHEETED DYKES. SEE FIGURE 3.6 FOR 




fractures in the interiors of dykes are shorter, have smaller apertures and are likely to 
be filled by paragenetically late calcite (Sections 3.3.4 and Appendix C. I). 
The majority of fractures appear to have fonned as a result of the contraction with 
cooling of the sheeted dykes. It was not always possible to determine the origin of 
fractures. This, however, does not affect the determination of the fracture permeability, 
since only those fractures that contained hydrothermal mineral fillings were used in the 
permeability calculations. These filled fractures existed at the time of hydrothermal fluid 
circulation independent of the mode of their formation. Fractures which formed late in 
the history of the area may have orientations similar to earlier fractures because 
anisotropies, such as existing fractures in the rock, influence the position and orientation 
of late fractures. Randomly oriented late fractures may have formed due to re·adjustment, 
during rotation, of fault-bounded dyke blocks. 
Fracture frequency does not strongly change either with depth or laterally (Section 
3.3. 7). Fracture termination mode indicates that later fractures may have formed higher 
in the section (Section 3.3.5). This implies that there was minimal additional fracturing 
at depth. 
In the sheeted dykes, fracture apertures decrease with depth, from 3 down to 2 
millimetres, and fractures parallel to dyke margins have larger apertures than other 
fractures, by about 0.5 millimetres on average. Tnis implies that fluid circulation will 
concentrate along dyke-parallel margins. Decrease in fracture aperture with depth is 
directly related to the increase in confining pressure with depth. Fracture mineral fillings 
do, however, indicate that fractures were open at depth (Section 3.3.2). Mean fracture 
trace lengths decrease with depth, from about 3 down to 1.5 metres (Figure 3.12). 
Fracture frequencies (and fracture intensities) are higher, deeper in the sheeted dykes. 
' l ' , -~--
This means that fluid circulation may be more diffuse in the deeper sections of Layer 2B 
(refer to Section 5.3.5) due to more numerous, yet smaller, fractures at depth. 
The majority of fractures mapped in the northern portion of the Basal Group contain no 
mineral filling {Section 3.3.4). This may be the result of concentration of hydrothermal 
upflow into narrow, well defined zones. Fractures outside these zones would remain 
unaffected by hydrothennal upflow. They may act as conduits for recharging seawater. 
Roughly 50% of all fractures measured do not contain evidence for fluid passage (Table 
3.6). The fractures containing no mineral fillings are concentrated in areas with the 
steepest dykes, lowest concentration of mines, gossans, and mineral showings. and the 
thickest dyke section. In these areas, only a few instances of leaching of material from 
fractured wall rock were noted in the sheeted dykes. A thick dyke section would result 
in shallower thermal gradients. Fluids would not traverse the section as quickly, meaning 
there is less chance of forming significant amounts of mineral deposits. 
The extent of similarities in fracture char64Cteristics in the field area (Chapter 3), implies 
that processes operating beneath the seafloor are similar over large areas. This also 
implies that, although the thermal state of the crust is variable, such as near a ridge-
transform intersection (RTI), fracture chracteristics near a RTI are similar to those far 
from the RTI because dyke cooling stresses appear to operate on the scale of individual 
dykes. Dyke margin orientations are affected by the regional stress field and thus by 
proximity to a RTI but the internal fracturing of dykes depends on the thermal 
characteristics of dykes and not the external stress field. 
Fracture characteristics such as fracture aperture, orientation, trace length, and mineral 
filling are discussed further in the following section in the context of the permeability of 
the sheeted dyke complex 
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6.3 PERMEABILITY 
The primary permeability in hand specimens from the Spilia-Politiko area is too .-:mall 
for the rock matrix to act as fluid conduits (Section 4.3). Fractures provide most of the 
fluid conduits through the rock. The permeability of these conduits varies with time and 
depth. The decrease in the calculated vertical permeabilities with depth (parallel-plate 
method- Section 4.3.1) shows that the extent of interconnected fractures, with significant 
effective apertures available for fluid circulation, decreases with depth in the sheeted 
dykes. The relatively few fractures filled with late calcite indicate that late-stage 
permeabilities were lower in the sheeted dykes. 
The permeability structure of sheeted dykes is quite variable. Figure 6.2 shows the 
relative permeabilities for the various rock types in the upper oceanic crust. Within the 
dykes, the permeability anisotropy remains at a relatively constant orientati, n, whereas 
their magnitudes get smaller with increasing depth. The permeability directions within 
the sheeted dykes are highly dependent on the orientations of the dykes. The directions 
of maximum and intermediate principal permeability are invariably oriented parallel to 
the dyke margins (Appendix A.7.2). This is suppported by the observation that dyke 
parallel fractures have tlte largest apertures (Section 3.3.2) and that these fractures also 
have the longest trace lengths implying the largest fracture radii (Section 4.3.3.2). The 
permeability directions are consistent within domains and differ from domain to domain, 
as expected (Section 4.3). 
The vertical permeability in the gabbros (scanline 0122) is several orders of magnitude 
higher than in the sheeted dykes. In this area, a network of fine fractures filled with 
hydrothermal minerals and epidotization of parts of the gabbros, may be the result of the 
Figure 6.2 Principal Permeability Directions in Layer 28 oceanic crust. kl, k2, k3 are 
the maximum, intermediate, and minimum principal permeabilities. Line lengths 
(labelled kl, k2, k3 at right of diaJ!ram) of permeability ellipsoids (represented 
by three orthogonal lines) are indicative of relative permeability magnitudes and 
directions. Longer lines indicate greater permeability. Along dyke planes 
permeability is greatest in two directions within the plane (longest lines). :u~:! 
smallest perpendicular to the plane (shortest line). Heavy arrows in the block 
diagram show hydrothermal fluid circulation. Note rotation of permeability 
ellipsoid near the ridge-transform intersection (RTI) with respect to those further 
away from the RTI. Permeability in the dykes decreases with depth (decreasing 
ellipsoid size with depth) Permeability in the epidosites is greater (larger 
ellipsoid) than that in the dykes (smaller ellipsoid), whereas in the sediments the 
permeability is very low (small ellipsoid). Patterns in the pillow lavas serve to 
differentiate different pillows and flows. Patterns in the crustal section below the 









formation of a progressively advancing cracking front as postulated by Lister (1983}. 
Areas where a 'cracking-front' has formed, have isotropic permeabilities. that is, the 
permability is the same in all directions at any point. In other gabbros (scanline 0112), 
where fracturing is also influenced by the injection of dykes from a new magma 
chamber, the fracture pattern and the permeability direction, reflect that of the dykes. 
Mapping of fractures in extrusive volcanic rocks demonstrates there is an absence of a 
directional fabric (Section 3.3.3). As a result, the permeability in the pillow lavas is 
isotropic. This is due to their random, highly fractured nature. The permeability of the 
overlying sedimentary cover is very low and may be isotropic if there are no sedimentary 
structures, such as layering, present. Areas of little or no sediment cover become areas 
of vertical hydrothermal flow (discharge or recharge) whereas beneath sedimented areas 
hydrothermal circulation is laterally oriented assuming layering of contrasting lithologies. 
Faults, which are open to the circulation of fluids and connected to the overall fracture 
network, tend to control permeability (Section 4.3.2). The presence of a high-
permeability zone such as a fault, with an effective aperture at least two orders of 
magnitude greater than the average effective aperture in th~ cilea containing the fault, 
would result in the fluids primarily utilizing the fault (Section 4.3.2). That faults or 
permeable shear zones can be the major conduits for fluids in the sheeted dykes, is 
supported by the association of epidosites with major faults and lineaments (Section 5.2). 
However, the common occurrence of secondary mineralization in fractures, and the 
apparent lack of significant numbers of outcrop-scale mineralized faults, implies that 
much of the flow did pass through the outcrop-scale fracture systems. The unmineralized 
outcrop scale faults may not have been connected to the fracture network or they may 
have been the site of hydrothermal recharge (down-flow). 
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Whereas outcrop-scale faults do not seem as important in relation to the discharge portion 
of hydrothermal circulation cells, large-scale (lOO's of metres to kilometres in t ~ ·.ce 
length) faults interpreted from lineaments from satellite imagery (Section 2.3.1), do 
appear to control the location of the epidosites. This implies that large-scale faults play 
a major role in the siting of hydrothermal circulation cells. 
Fractures filled with minerals imply that some of the fractures were blocked to fluid 
circulation at some point in time. This in tum would have caused a decrease in the bulk 
permeability of the rock as the number of open interconnected fractures decreased. If, 
at this stage, sufficient heat was still present to drive fluid circulation, the fluid 
circulation would either 1) concentrate in the remaining open fractures in the network; 
or 2) create new fractures as a result of anomalously high fluid pressures; or 3) be 
relegated to the upper reaches of the oceanic crust, in the highly fractured extrusive 
rocks. 
It is not possible, on the basis of field work in the Spilia-Politiko area to unequivocally 
decide whether fluids were largely confined to existing or newly-formed fractures, 
because new fractures would likely have similar orientations to preeexisting fractures and 
be filled with similar mineral assemblages. New fractures may have formed in areas such 
as the breccia zone, near Apliki village, which suggests the presence of anomalous fluid 
pressures caused fracturing of the rock. Anomalous fluid pressures imply that more 
permeable flow conduits were blocked allowing the pressure to build up. 
The permeability of the rocks of the sheeted dyke complex decreased through time 
(Section 4.3) as fractures became filled with minerals deposited by circulating 
hydrr'thcnnal fluids. The permeability decreased in areas utilized by on-axis 
hydrothermal fluids (Section 4.3.3.4.1). Later circulation of cooler, calcite-precipitating 
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fluids, off-axis, occurred under very low permeability conditions (Section 4.3.3.4.2). 
These later conditions may be similar to those encountered in oceanic crust in off-axis 
Deep Sea Drilling Project boreholes (e.g. DSDP hole 5048). 
The permeability calculations done 011 the Jasis of calcite-filled fractures (Section 
4.3.3.4.2), indicated that formation of shear zones and ionnation of plagiogranite bodies 
lead to the formation of additional fractures. These are implied to have formed late 
because of their association with calcite. Their formation may be linked with the 
formation of the Mitsero graben structure. 
Contemporaneity of hydrothermal circulation and sheeted dyke formation implies that 
some fractures may not have existed during early pulses or phases of hydrothermal 
circulation. Thus, the actual permeability of the system may have been lower than that 
calculated, in this study, based on modelling using all of the mineral-filled fractures. In 
order to model the effect of having fewer fractures on the permeability the fracture 
density (P3J was reduced to 75% and 25% of its original field-mapped value (Section 
4.3.3.4.3 and Table 4.11). These results demonstrated that the permeability is reduced 
by only one to two orders of magnitude even when the fracture density is dropped to 
25% of its original value. Below this 25% level, there was a sharp drop in the modelled 
permeability to 1Q·23m2 indicating a critical threshold below which the fracture 
interconnectivity is too low to support continuous pathways through the rock mass. A 
second important parameter that affects the calculated permeability is the fracture 
aperture. If multiple fluids had utilized the same fractures, the actual fracture apertures 
would be less at the time of fluid circulation than are presently preserved fracture widths 
used in the permeability calculations. In order to model the effect on permeability of 
having smaller apertures, the fracture transmissivity was reduced to 75% a; d 25% of the 
original value. The resultant permeability fell by only two to three orders of magnitude 
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(Section 4.3.3.4.3 and Table 4.11). Though abitrarily selecting reductions in size of the 
fractureset and aperture width have no physical basis in reality, the resultant change in 
the calculated permeability of only 1 to 3 orders of magnitude indicate that the 
permeability modelling for the Troodos sheeted dyke complex yields values that are 
relatively insensitive to the modelling parameters, therefore lending greater credibility 
to the results. 
Lateral variations in permeability throughout the sheeted dyke complex appear to be 
mediated by the formation of faults. Characteristics of fracturing appear to have been 
very similar from area to area in the crust (Chapter 3), resulting in similar permeabilities 
in different areas at the same level in the crust. 
6.4 PERMEABll..ITY COMPARISON AND IMPLICATIONS FOR OCEANIC 
CRUST 
Comparisons of the results from the three methods of permeability calculations (Chapter 
4) were made to assess their validity and the implications of these results with respect 
to the permeability structure of the oceanic crust. These three methods were, to reiterate, 
the parallel plate method (Norton and Knapp, 1977), a matrix addition method (Bianchi 
and Snow, 1969), and the stochastic fracture simulation method (Dershowitz .e1 &., 
1991). 
Of the many holes drilled into the oceanic crust as part of the The Deep Sea Drilling 
Project (DSDP) and Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) only DSDP hole 504B penetrates 
well into the sheeted dykes of Layer 2B of the oceanic crust. DSDP drill hole 504B was 
drilled approximately 200 kilometres off the Costa Rica ridge axis in 6 Ma old crust 
(Anderson and Zobac!c, 1982). The permeability determined from in situ packer tests in 
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the sheeted dykes is approximately Ht17m2 (Becker, 1991; Figure 6.3). Open fractures 
are those that contribute to the present permeability in hole 504B ocean crust, whereas 
other fractures may be sealed by the precipitation of minerals from hydrothermal fluids. 
The presence of both open and closed fractures means that permeabilities determined 
from in situ bore hole packer tests, in off-axis boreholes, are not likely to be 
representative of the permeability of the rock during the on-axis hydrothermal circulation. 
Comparison of the permeability calculations from ophioiites with permeability 
determinations from the sheeted dykes in the present day oceanic crust are hampered by 
the fact that there is only a single borehole in all the world's oceans that extends well 
into the sheeted dykes, that being DSDP hole 504B. Until more holes are drilled to these 
depths in the oceanic crust, it will not be possible to verify whether the permeabilities 
estimated from hole 504B are representative of oceanic crust as a wh\lle, however it is 
the only in situ data available for comparison with this study of the Troodos ophiolite. 
6.4.1 Parallel Plate Method Results 
Comparison of the parallel plate method results with permeability data from borehole 
packer tests in the Deep Sea Drilling Project boreholes, shows that these results are 
larger by roughly seven orders of magnitude (Figure 6.3) then the in situ tests on the 
modem seafloor. However, the parallel-plate method of calculating permeability has 
yielded similar results for the sheeted dykes of the Semail ophiolite, Oman (Nehlig and 
Juteau, 1988). They estimated flow porosity using Norton and Knapp's (1977) parallel-
plate fracture model, to be of the same order of magnitude as those estimated by this 
study, that is, of the order of !(}10m2 (3xl0"10 to 7xHt9m2). Norton and Knight (1977) 
showed that permeabilities greater than Ht19m2 are conducive to fluid circulation in 
Figure 6.3 Bulk Penneabilities of oceanic crust. Data from various studies: (1) Anderson 
and Zoback (1982); (2) Beclcer (1989, 1991); (3) Chapman (pers. comm., 1982); 
(4) Davis~ al. (1991); (5) Freeze and Cherry (1979); (6) Johnson, {1980); (7) 
Nehtig and Juteau (1988); (8) Williams~ al. (1986); The following results are 
from this study: (9) Parallel plate model and Bianchi and Snow (1969) methods 
(Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2); (10) Dyke permeability from FracMan/MAFIC results 
(Section 4.3.3); (12) Calcite filled fracture permeability from FracMan/MAFIC 
results (Section 4.3.3). Star is the lower permeability limit calculated through the 
reduction of fracture densities and apertures. Schematic stratigraphic column of 
Layer 1 (sedimentary rocks) and 2 (pillow and flow units and sheeted dykes) of 
the Troodos ophiolite is included for reference. 
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plutonic environments, which is the case for the Spitia-Politiko area of the Troodos 
ophiolite and the Semail ophioJite. 
6.4.2 Matrix Addition Method Results 
Comparison of the averaged penneability values calculated by the Bianchi and Snow 
(1969) method for the dyke-parallel fractures with the results from the parallel-plate 
model, also dyke-parallel (compare Table 4.1 and 4.3), indicates that the parallel-plate 
method results in slightly higher calculated permeabilities. When all fractures filled with 
hydrothermal minerals, and not only the dyke-parallel fractures, are taken into account, 
the permeability values calculated by the Bianchi and Snow (1969) method are higher 
than those calculated by the parallel-plate method, as expected. Calculated permeabilities 
do not show any significant variation from area to area. The Bianchi and Snow ( 1969) 
method does not give a better estimate of the permeability magnitude of Deep Sea 
Drilling Project borehole test results, than the parallel~plate method. It does give an 
estimate of the principal permeability directions. This estimate is biased by the 
assumption that all fractures are continuous throughout the area. 
6.4.3 Stochastic Method Results 
The permeabilties calculated on the basis of those fractures filled with high temperature 
hydrothennal minerals such as epidote and quartz are roughly seven orders of magnitude 
greater than those calculated from DSDP hole 504B (Figure 6.3). Even when reducing 
the number of fractures and aperture widths to 25% of the measured values in the field, 
the calculated permeability in this study is approximately S orders of magnitude greater 
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than those in hole 504B. This difference may be because 1) all filled fractures are taken 
into account in the calculations for this study whereas not all fractures may be open at 
any one specific time, or 2) the open, interconnected fractures in DSDP 504B arc a 
subset of those that were open during ridge crest hydrothermal circulation, some of 
which have now been sealed. The penneability calculations done in this study using a 
reduced fracture set (Section 4.3.3.4.3) indicate that the penneabilities may be realistic. 
which implies the DSDP hole 504B permeabilities were higher at the ridge crest during 
hydrothermal circulation than they are now. 
Permeabilities determined on the basis of calcite filled fractures, demonstrated that they 
were smaller than those computed from the borehole packer tests in DSDP drill hole 
504B (Figure 6.3) but by no more than two orders of magnitude. This also infers that the 
504B permeabilities are probably not representative of the original on-axis fracture 
permeability of the sheeted dykes, at the time of hydrothermal circulation. 
Permeabilities determined on dle basis of reduced apertures (Section 4.3.3.4.3) were still 
several orders of magnitude greater than the permeability calculated from the DSDP hole 
504B packer tests. The simulated variations in aperture do not bring the calculated 
penneabilities into the range of those from hole 504B. This implies the permeabilities 
calculated here may be realistic and, as well, that the permeability in active hydrothermal 
areas at spreading ridges are probably significantly higher than those in off-axis 
positions. This again assumes that the Troodos ophiolite is a useful analogue for present 
oceanic crust. Since DSDP hole 504B is off-axis, permeabilities determined in this hole 
more likely reflect off-axis rather than on-axis conditions. 
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6.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The present state of knowledge concerning sheeted dyke complexes lies in three areas: 
1) theory of dyke formation (based on fracture mechanics and magmatic processes) (e.g. 
Karson, 1987; Pollard, 1987); 2) geochemistry of dykes in relation to oceanic crust 
formation (e.g. Baragar ~ al., 1989); and 3) large-scale tectonic processes in the 
defonnation of dyke complexes (e.g. Allerton and Vine, 1991; Varga and Moores, 
1985). The fracture mechanics approach (in point 1), is concerned with the fracture 
processes of the crust into which the magma is injected during the formation of dykes. 
This study is more concerned with the effects of processes acting after the formation of 
dykes in a sheeted dyke complex. These effects include the faulting and rotation of dykes 
within a sheeted dyke complex, the circulation of hydrothermal fluids and its scale, and 
the permeability structure of the sheeted dyke complex. 
The principal contributions of this study, concerning the sheeted dykes of the Troodos 
ophiolite, can be presented in four groups as follows: 
I. Formation and deformation of dyke domains: 
1) ridge jumps, possibly during periods of amagmatic stretching, are used to 
account for the differing orientations of dyke domains near ridge-
transform intersections; 
2) continued vertical dyke orientations away from the ridge axis imply 
translation-without-rotation of dykes ~d/or re-rotation of the dykes as 
they spread beyond the axial caldera boundary; 
3) permeability directions are greatly affected by dyke orientation. An on-axis 
graben which formed through listric faulting or rotation of planar normal 
faults will have more shallow dipping conduits available for the lateral 
circulation of fluids than will an area where the graben formed off~axis. 
II. Fracture characteristics of the sheeted dykes: 
1) fracturing of the dykes in the sheeted dyke complex occurs very early in its 
history. Most fractures are cooling~related, either parallel to the chilled 
dyke margins or internal columnar cooling joints; 
2) dyke parallel fractures are longer, have greater apertures, and contain a greater 
proportion of high temperature hydrothermal minerals, such as epidote, 
than do the internal columnar jointing fractures; 
3) unfilled fractures in the upper portions of the sheeted dyke complex imply 
concentration of hydrothermal upflow in narrow zones. These zones are 
preserved as epidosites in ophiolite complexes; 
4) filled fractures lower in the sheeted dyke complex imply hydrothermal fluids 
were more diffuse in their distribution at depth; 
5) fracture apertures and trace lengths decrease with depth in the sheeted dyke 
complex. 
Ill. Hydrothermal circulation in the sheeted dyke complex: 
1) points ll.3 and ll.4 imply that hydrothermal fluid circulation starts in a more 
diffuse network at depth and then becomes concentrated in r.:trrow zones 
as they rise through the sheeted dyke complex; 
2) hydrothermal fluid temperatures throughout the sheeted dyke complex are 
consistent, about 360°C. The fluids did not undergo phase separation 
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within the sheeted dyke complex, although they may have done so in the 
plagiogranites below the dykes; 
IV. Permeability variztions within the sheeted dyke complex: 
1) although fracture frequency and intensity (Sections 3.3.7 and 4.3.3.1) increase 
with depth, the effect of the decrease in fracture apenure with depth on 
permeability is much greater, resulting in permeability decrease with depth 
in the sheeted dyke complex; 
2) areas altered to epidosites have higher permeabilities than do unaltered diabase 
dykes. Permeability anisotropy is strongly directed with the maximum and 
intermediate permeability directed parallel to the dyke margins. 
3) permeability of hydrothermal mineral-filled fractures (on-axis} was of the order 
of 10"10m2; later (off-axis) permeabilities, based on calcite-filled fractures 
dropped to 1Q-19m2 • Later formation of shear zones and intrusion of 
plagiogranites resulted in locally higher permeabilities. 
4) Not all fractures may have been present during particular phases of 
hydrothermal activity, and not all fractures may have been open to the 
extent measured in the study area, however, calculated permeabilities 
nevertheless are substantially more than those seen in DSDP hole 5048. 
This implies permeability decreases as the crust moves off-axis. 
In summary then, the magma supply and the prevailing stress field strongly influence the 
development of a sheeted dyke complex in the ocean crust. The complex develops in 
three stages: (1) on-axis injection of dykes is limited by the magma budget; the stress 
field orientation controls their orientation, this includes proximity to structures such as 
transform fault zones; (2) lntennedlate sta&e or spreading where the dykes move off-
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axis and experience defonnation due to possible ~;!Jbsidence, normal faulting related to 
axial caldera formation, and later reactivation of the faults as the dykes pass over the 
ridge valley walls; and (3) off-axis tectonic stretching related to periods of low or no 
magma budget, resulting in the formation of graben structures. 
The permeability-porosity structure of the dykes changes within this period from low 
porosity-low permeability just after magma injection, to high permeabilities related to the 
formation of dyke cooling fractures. As the dykes move away from the injection point, 
faults form and hydrothermal fluid circulation will begin leaching elements from the rock 
and precipitating minerals in the fractures, in addition to internal rock iso-chemical 
mineralogy changes. The formation of hydrothermal upflow zones is restricted to narrow 
zones of increased permeability above a heat source. The hydrothermal upflow zones 
may narrow higher in the sheeted dyke section. 
The direction of greatest permeability is directed paralic~ to the dyke margins. During 
hydrothermal fluid circulation it is these fractures that are more likely to be open. 
Porosity and permeability eventually decrease as the fractures are filled. Late, off-axis 
circulation probably occurs only in the upper reaches of the crust in the highly permeable 
volcanic section beneath a low permeability sedimentary cover. Low temperature (late) 
circulation may result in the precipitation of calcite. Additional fracturing, following the 
orientation of pre-existing fractures, may occur during the formation of the graben 
structure. Circulating cooler fluids, utilizing these later conduits, fill the fractures with 
calcite or possibly zeolite minerals. 
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6.6 RECOMl\fENDA TIONS 
The following list contains both suggestions to fine tune the work presented in this thesis 
and recommendations to extend this work in further studies. 
(1) The domain boundaries established in Chapter 2 need to be •ground-truthed'. That 
is, determine the cross-cutting relationships of dykes at the domain boundaries. 
Determine the role of faults with respect to domain boundaries. Dyke 
cross-cutting relations at the domain boundaries may also establish whether the 
relative domain ages (Section 5.3.4) are correct. 
(2) More detailed mapping of faults may allow the identification of faults related to the 
formation of an axial caldera and those related to the formation of the Mitsero 
graben. Evidence for this may be found through a systematic study of slickensides 
on fault mineral-coated and uncoated surfaces. 
(3) Further structural mapping in the study area is needed to collect strong evidence for 
the presence and location of a detachment zone. Fracture characteristics (such as 
fracture orientation and mineral filling) in the area of a detachment zone may 
indicate the timing of hydrothermal circulation with respect to the detachment. 
(4) Further fracture measurements should be done on the basis of the area-mapping 
method (Section 3.3.1.1) in order to d~velop a Jess biased data set. Determine, 
through further field wo-rk, the shapes of fracture planes and their relation to 
different lithologies. Fracture mineral filling relationships to the wall rock need 
to be examined in greater detail to determine the extent of the interaction between 
fluid flow in the fractures and alteration in the rock matrix. 
(5) Fracture mapping should be undertaken in domain 1 to determine the effects of the 
South Troodos Transform Fault (SlTF) on the fracture pattern and on the spatial 
variability of hydrothermal circulation with respect STIF. 
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(6) A better method of determining the fracture apertures in the field needs to be 
developed. Such a method would require the measurement of aperture variations 
along fractures in order to incorporate the fluid channeiling into an aperture 
model. Perhaps this would be a combination of existing laboratory fracture 
aperture variation data with a field model of apertures. This is very important in 
the determination of accurate and precise paleo-permeabilities. 
\1) Determine the relations between the plutonic suite, the epidosites and the ore 
deposits. This may provide a method of determining the longevity of the 
hydrothermal systems, through knowledge of the cooling rates of the plutons and 
the rates of formation of the ore deposits. 
(8) A transect across a hydrothermally altered epidosite zone, to measure fluid inclusion 
temperatures and oxygen isotope variations, to establish the lateral extent of an 
up-flow zone. This would help to determine the effects of the fracture system on 
the radii of hydrothermal systems. 
(9) In order to develop a coherent numerical model for hydrothermal circulation in the 
area, information is required on the permeability at a greater number of locations. 
This information could be integrated into a dual-porosity model. Such a 
dual-porosity model would be one where the outcrop-scale, calculated 
permeabilities would provide a porous medium equivalent permeability, whereas 
large faults, fault zones, and other 'ground-truthed' lineaments would provide the 
large-scale fracture permeability to model the field area. 
(10) Permeability information is needed from active hydrothermal areas at spreading 
ridge axes. This information has proven highly elusive, since the act of drilling 
into an active system changes its permeability characteristics. 
(11) Further work may involve cross-hole packer tests in multiple boreholes in 
present-day oceanic crust in order to determine the control fractures have on the 
flow of fluids. Permeability data are also needed from active hydrothermal areas. 
Tnis may also establish the suitability of studying ophiolites as anlogues of 
oceanic crust in terms of their physical properties. There is a need for greater 
links between work done on ophiolites and that done on oceanic crust. 
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APPENDICES 
A. 1\mTHODOLOGY AND DATA PRESENTATION 
A.l FRACTURE MEASUREMENTS AND SCANLINE PHOTOGRAPHS 
A.l.l Methodology 
Suitable areas for scanline mapping were chosen based on the availabiity of relatively 
unweathered outcrops. As a result most scanlines were located along recent roadcuts. 
287 
The scanline mapping procedure started with the laying of a measuring tape along the outcrop 
surface. To minimize data bias, two scanlines were used, one approximately vertical, the other 
sub-horizontal. Where possible, a 30 m distance was mapped. The orientation of each scanline 
was noted. 
The characteristics of all fractures with lengths greater than 0.25 m and cutting the scanline, 
were measured. Measured characteristics include the following: distance along scanline, fracture 
type, orientation, trace length, censoring, termination, mineral filling and, where possible, the 
relative ages of minerals and consistency of mineral filling along the fracture, large and small 
scale surface roughnesses, rock type hosting the fracture, grain size of the rock, and the fracture 
width. Other observations, for example slickenside measurements, were also noted where 
possible. 
Area mapping proceeded much the same way, except that all fractures within a 2 m high by 
roughly 30 m long area were mapped. In this case, the start and end coordinates of tht: !·ractures 
were noted in addition to the above-mentioned characteristics. 
The Universal Transverse Mercator grid zone for the field area is 36S with the origin at 
Longitude 33°East and Latitude 0° (equator), using false coordinates of origin 500,000 metres 
East and 0 metres North. The 100,000 metre square identifications are VD and WD. In this 
study all UTM coordinates will be given as in the following example: 506000 E, 3870000 N 
(Easting and Northing). This was done to facilitate the plotting data of points on computer drawn 
maps. The topographic maps used in this study were Series 717, Sheets 10,11,12,18,19,20, 
Edition 1-GSGS published by the Department of Survey, Ministry of Defence, United Kingdom 
in 1973; available through the Department of Lands and Surveys, Cyprus. 
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A.1.2. Scanline Locations (U.~.H. coordinates) 
Scanlin• Dyke Basting Northing 
Identifier Domain (Ill) (Ill) 
0000 4 503190 3866060 
0108 - 0111 2 511550 3865500 
0112 4 503364 3866050 
0122 4 503130 3866137 
0124 4 503122 3866139 
0201 5 500820 3869330 
0213 - 0215 5 501175 3869950 
0301 - 0304 4 503670 3873300 
0306 4 503500 3874580 
0307 4 503510 3875040 
0329 2 510700 3865750 
0401 - 0403 4 504200 3868890 
0404 4 504800 3869660 
0418 - 0419 4 506568 3873050 
0413 - 0415 4 506517 3873037 
0428 4 503300 3866075 
0701 - 0704 4 503780 3867830 
0801 4 503600 3873190 
1001 - 1006 6 511575 3872900 
1008 - 1011 4 508800 3874150 
1017 - 1021 4 507750 3874675 
1028 - 1031 6 512400 3872900 
1037 - 1038- 2 514800 3868100 
1208-1210 
1107 - 1110 5 498150 3868850 
1111 - 1116 5 498700 3869100 
1124 - 1127 5 499025 3869750 
1129 - 1132 3 509200 3864950 
1134 - 1136 3 511000 3866250 
1137 - 1203 6 511850 3870850 
1204 - 1207 2 512150 3863900 
1211 - 1215 3 514050 3868550 
1216 - 1220 4 500750 3875150 
1221A - F 5 500125 3873800 
1222A - E 5 499650 3873300 
1227 - 1231 4 502600 3874750 
1305 - 1306 5 501400 3870700 
1307 - 1309 5 502300 3871550 
1310 - 1315 4 503400 3873050 
1316 - 1320 2 507500 3863650 
1321 - 1327 2 510275 3863450 
For location see Fiqure A.1 
A.l.3. Fonnal Used For Scanline Dala 
The following section outlines the use of symbols in the SCANLINE 
data set: (the formats are in the Description column in brackets 
and are as follows: I = integer, F = real, A = character) 
Possible 









































Data line to follow (11) 
Photo location data line to follow (11) 
Comment line to follow(l1) 
Photo number (14) the first two numbers 
refer to the film number and the last 
to the frame number 
Scanline identifier (1A) 
Scanline trend in the plunge direction (13) 
Scanline plunge down from the horizontal = 
+ve (12) 
Fracture number found on corresponding photo 
(13) 
Distance from start of scanline in metres 
(F5.2) 
Joint- regular (2A) 
Contact - between rock types (2A) 
Vein -tilled fracture (2A) 
Fracture - irregular (2A) 
Fracture trend in plunge direction (13) 
Fracture plunge (down from the horizontal = 
+ve) (12) 
Fracture trace length in metres (F4.2) 
Both ends free 
One end covered = Censoring (11) 
Both ends covered 
Both ends free 
'T' junction 
'H' junction = Termination (11) 
splayed at one end 
splayed both ends 
Mineral filling of fracture (3A) 
accommodate up to three minerals per 
fracture. Place in order of decreasing 
abundance. Presently used symbols: 
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Z=zeolite, E=epidote, K=chlorite, 
H=hematite, P=pyrite, J=jasper, C=calcite, 
X=clay, R=rubble, U=unknown, '-'=none 
Format is 1 %A2%A3%AC (col 33-42) where: 
1,2,3 are the three most important minerals 
% is the relative abundance 
A is the relative age with respect to the 
other minerals (1 ,2,3) 
C is the consistency of composition along 
the fracture (1 to 0: 1 =poor; 5 =reasonable; 
0 =very good). 
Smooth 
Undulating Large scale fracture 
Curved roughness (1A) 
Planar 
Smooth Small scale roughness (lA) 
Rough 
Gabbro 




Medium Grain size of host rock 
Coarse of fracture (lA) 
Fracture aperture in millimetres (F3.1) 
Additional comments 
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Note: In the raw field data the first 11 columns are for simplicity put on a separate line prefixed 
by a '2' in column 1 (one for each scanline)followed on the next lines by the data for each 
fracture (column 11 onwards). Lines starting with a '3' in column 1 are considered comment 
statements. 
The data format for the area mapped data sets is slightly different from the above layout: col 
15-19 contains the X coordinate of the start of the fracture; columns 50-80 contain theY start, 
X end and Y end coordinates of the fracture (Format FS.3 e.g. 21.03).Fracture numbering in 
these files is in ascending order except where fractures measured by the scanline method are 
encountered: their numbers are those used in the scanline data set (for purposes of 
cross-referencing). 




Scan Une (e): 
Scan trand (7-Q): 
Scan plunge (1 G-11): 
Fracture data: 
Fracture number (12·1•): 
Scan dx (15-1;): 
Fractur• type (2G-21): 
Orientation (22·24,25-:Ze): 
Trace langth (27-®): 
Ceneorlng type (~1): 
Termination type: (32): 
Infilling(~): 
Roughn11e (~): 
Rock type (45): 
Rock grain alza (46): 
Fracture width (47-48): 
Comment (150o8C): 
1 =fracture data; 2:scenline data; 3=comments 
(Numbers In brackets refer to column numbers 1!"1 coding form) 
Photo label 
Labell A. 8, C, etc. for scenllnea used (label on overlay) 
0-360 azimuthal scanline trana (O=north) 
0.90 Inclination (O=horizontal) 
Sequential labels; marked on overlay 
Distance {+/-0.01m) where fracture crosses scanllne 
Rock contact=cn; jolnt=jt; valn=vn; fracture zone=fz 
Olp direction: 0-360 azimuthal bearing (O=north) 
Dip o.;o lnc:llnatlon (0 • horimntal) 
To nearest 0.2m ·may continue off photo, minimum length 
meuurld 0.2m 
0: both anda free 
-----1 : one end covered 
2: both enda covered 
O: both enda free 
1: and again It another Joint 
2: both enda agalnlt jolntll I I 
~:one end aplay. ----=:::: 
4: both enda eplay ~
15: one end aplay.the other enda agalnlt a joint ~ 
blank If ceneorln; le 2 
•=epidote; z=zeolite; c=calcita; k=chlorlta; p=pyrite; r=rubble; n=none 
q•quartz: h•hematlte: x•clay: m•ma;nettt.: l•calldonltl: J•juptr 
foUowed by "11 0 of Ictal mlner.Jeln fracture: relative age 
Large scale (L): 
a•atllpped 
~ 




g=gabbro; t .. trondjhemlte; d=dyke; p=plllowa and lava flows 
f=flna; m=medlum; c•coarse 
Present width of fracture/Vein (mm) 
Relation details, allckenslde orientations, tile. 











I ~ I 
I ~ 




t1310 ScanUne location 
a KIONIA I Dyke section 
(Baragar et al., 1989) 
Basal Group 
+~N 
SCANLINE AND DYKE LOCATION MAP, SPILIA- POLITIKO AREA, CYPRUS. 








































0428 0000 1318 
0122 
SCANUNE LOCATION WITH DEPTH IN THE SPIUA·POUnKO AREA, CYPRUS 
*INDICATES SCANUNES WITHIN THE SHEETED DYKE INUER IN THE 
BASAL GROUP. 
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Scanline Fracture Measurements 
(using the format outlined on the previous pages) 
Note: the data are presented in a two column format 
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The following pages present a tabulation of the number of occurrences of each of the values that 
each measured fracture characteristic can assume. The last page of the table presents the 
frequencies of occurrenceof various (including dyke contact frequency, fracture frequency, 
terminatioan mode ratio, and zeolite, epidote, chlorite, hematite calcite and unfilled (none) 
fracture frequecnies) fracture properties normalized to scanline length. These results are used 
in the construction of Figures 3.11, and 3.21 to 3.26. 
Fractwa Characterisdcs: Spllia- Polltlko Area. Troodos OphloOta. Cyprus 
&oanlin• Soanlln• fr.otur• Type 
# Unodl # jcMnt fr.otut• elteretlon oont.ot vMI 
lm) zone 
0000 37.4 78 10 0 0 5 1 
01De 31.5 89 21 48 0 18 0 
0112 25.1 90 77 5 0 1 4 
0122 148.2 291 198 34 11 1e 14 
0201 8.5 31 22 IS 0 2 0 
0213 30.4 117 71 11 0 32 0 
0301 8.2 14 13 0 0 0 0 
0302 19.3 47 38 7 0 2 0 
0303 7 13 0 2 0 3 0 
0304 8.2 14 12 2 0 0 0 
0300 9.9 11 10 0 0 1 0 
0307 0.0 21 17 1 0 0 0 
0329 10 20 19 1 0 0 0 
0401 31.3 88 34 5 0 28 1 
0404 10.3 18 10 0 0 2 8 
0413 30.0 59 38 7 0 16 0 
0418 21.8 33 31 1 0 0 0 
0428 87.8 195 149 18 0 18 e 
0701 32.5 89 60 5 0 1 0 
1001 31.8 93 54 3 0 29 0 
1009 19.5 73 58 1 0 13 0 
1017 22.7 07 53 5 0 7 0 
1028 31.2 114 57 22 0 29 0 
1037 30.9 96 72 1 0 23 0 
1107 27.5 79 52 3 0 22 0 
1111 32.5 121 78 10 0 28 0 
1124 25.0 98 72 10 0 8 0 
1129 31.8 105 88 0 0 15 0 
1134 32 88 44 0 () 19 0 
1137 31.7 75 55 3 0 12 0 
1204 48.4 94 M 3 0 21 0 
1211 29.1 139 120 4 0 12 0 
1218 31.9 104 70 10 0 15 0 
1221 42.7 too 93 0 0 11 0 
1222 31.1 94 71 15 0 7 0 
1227 22.3 en 47 3 0 a 0 
1305 17.1 39 17 3 0 17 0 
1307 22.8 51 34 3 0 11 0 
1310 42.8 54 39 1 0 9 0 
1310 31.4 108 42 30 0 27 0 
1321 30.2 109 43 18 0 48 0 
Tcul l41t 1208.8 3221 2215 317 11 534 32 


































































































































Fracture CharacteristJCI : SoOla • PolitJko Area Troodos Oohlolite Cvorus 
&o.lllne ftMtUr• Ungch lrnl 
• 0.1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-6 5-e 1-7 
0000 40 24 8 3 0 0 0 
0108 11 18 18 8 8 27 2 
0112 25 27 20 13 4 0 0 
0122 39 102 54 50 25 8 5 
0201 13 8 3 7 0 0 0 
0213 22 33 14 11 38 1 0 
0301 0 1 2 3 0 0 1 
0302 11 23 12 1 0 0 0 
0303 0 4 3 2 0 1 1 
0304 3 2 3 1 0 0 0 
0308 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 
0307 0 4 2 3 4 3 5 
0329 3 8 4 0 2 2 2 
0401 4 14 5 3 9 13 20 
0404 1 8 4 2 2 3 0 
0413 4 13 5 11 2 5 8 
0418 1 13 7 4 3 4 1 
0428 29 17 38 19 10 3 3 
0701 11 . 20 21 4 0 3 1 
1001 27 23 18 9 7 11 0 
1008 48 11 18 0 0 0 0 
1017 41 18 4 1 0 1 1 
1028 32 33 14 10 9 7 7 
1037 23 35 15 23 0 0 0 
1107 17 19 10 11 2 5 3 
1111 33 37 25 21 1 2 0 
1124 83 18 8 l 3 0 0 
1129 32 24 13 12 3 7 2 
1134 8 28 8 10 2 3 1 
1137 30 18 11 4 1 4 2 
1204 24 36 8 10 5 8 3 
1211 49 47 18 8 4 11 3 
1216 31 33 14 9 3 3 11 
1221 29 39 13 5 13 5 2 
1222 19 31 12 13 13 3 1 
1227 2a 17 0 5 4 1 0 
1305 9 2 4 10 4 5 5 
1307 14 19 5 9 2 2 0 
1310 11 9 12 9 5 2 0 
1318 28 31 14 23 7 2 1 
1321 26 37 11 10 8 1 12 
Tot81 C4U 843 965 478 359 201 156 101 
7-1 8-1 1·10 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
2 1 5 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
5 0 0 
2 4 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
13 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 2 1 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
12 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 1 1 
3 4 1 
0 1 3 
0 4 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 2 
0 2 0 
3 1 0 


























































































Fracture Characteristics : Soma • Polltlko Area Troodos ODhlollte Cyprus 
8oanllne Cenaoring: Termination: 
• 0 1 2 • 
0 1 2 3 .. 6 I 
0000 32 28 16 16 18 31 26 0 0 1 76 
0108 16 33 39 88 46 28 14 0 0 0 88 
0112 31 36 23 90 27 36 27 0 0 0 90 
0122 50 111 130 291 146 105 34 5 1 0 291 
0201 2 6 23 31 24 5 2 0 0 0 31 
0213 40 37 40 117 51 39 25 2 0 0 117 
0301 1 7 6 14 6 7 1 0 0 0 14 
0302 5 15 27 47 29 11 6 1 0 0 47 
0303 0 6 7 13 1 3 0 3 0 0 13 
0304 3 4 1 14 7 5 2 0 0 0 14 
0306 1 4 6 11 6 4 1 0 0 0 11 
0307 1 8 12 21 16 5 0 0 0 0 21 
0329 3 us 1 20 IS 12 2 0 0 0 20 
0401 4 21 43 68 44 23 1 0 0 0 68 
0404 1 11 6 18 7 11 0 0 0 0 18 
0413 12 28 19 69 23 28 9 1 0 0 59 
0418 7 15 11 33 15 13 5 0 0 0 33 
0428 47 104 44 195 55 96 38 4 2 0 195 
0701 22 28 19 69 29 24 16 0 0 0 69 
1001 31 19 43 93 55 19 18 1 0 0 93 
1008 40 20 13 73 14 19 39 1 0 0 73 
1017 45 16 6 67 7 18 42 0 0 0 87 
1028 35 53 26 114 41 45 17 10 0 1 114 
1037 47 27 22 96 23 26 47 0 0 0 96 
1107 24 30 25 79 32 24 23 0 0 0 79 
1111 59 33 29 121 37 33 51 0 0 0 121 
1124 86 21 9 96 17 23 !.'3 2 0 1 98 
1129 26 56 23 105 27 55 23 0 0 0 105 
1134 27 27 14 68 18 29 21 0 0 0 68 
1137 30 32 13 75 19 30 26 0 0 0 75 
1204 46 26 22 94 33 26 32 2 1 0 94 
1211 53 58 28 139 . 34 62 40 1 0 2 139 
1216 34 58 12 104 18 59 27 0 0 0 104 
1221 50 34 22 106 23 3e 47 0 0 0 106 
1222 35 38 21 94 24 38 32 0 0 0 94 
1227 . 27 28 8 61 14 24 23 0 0 0 61 
1305 9 20 10 39 15 17 7 0 0 0 39 
1307 19 20 12 51 18 17 16 0 0 0 51 
1310 19 25 10 54 13 25 15 1 0 0 54 
1318 37 45 26 108 47 39 22 0 0 0 108 
1321 27 80 22 109 32 53 21 1 0 2 109 
Total (4tl 1064 1262 895 3221 1123 1201 851 35 4 7 3221 
Fracture CharactMistlcs: Sollie- Politiko Area Troodos OphloUte Cvorus 
--
....... Prlm.ry .._ .. filling 
• nolt• ....... Ghlorit• heme tit• pyrite day oeloh• not~• • 
0000 83 B 1 2 0 0 0 2 76 
0108 11 51 1 0 0 1 0 22 88 
0112 29 32 0 5 0 0 0 22 88 
0122 145 82 18 12 0 0 0 52 290 
0201 12 12 2 0 0 0 0 5 31 
0213 3 18 0 0 0 1 24 88 118 
0301 0 11 0 0 1 0 1 1 14 
0302 1 2B 0 11 0 0 0 9 47 
0303 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 9 13 
0304 0 8 0 0 1 0 0 7 14 
0308 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 11 
0307 0 8 1 3 0 0 1 9 21 
0329 1 3 1 2 0 0 0 12 19 
0401 7 37 0 2 2 0 0 19 88 
0404 8 5 0 2 0 2 0 3 18 
0413 0 42 0 1 5 0 0 11 59 
0418 2 27 0 0 0 0 0 1 33 
0428 125 23 1 2 0 0 0 43 195 
0701 0 5 0 0 0 1 25 38 87 
1001 7 0 0 0 0 1 0 78 88 
1008 0 0 0 1 2 0 2 ee 72 
1017 0 e 0 0 0 3 1 51 86 
1028 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 107 109 
1037 0 35 1 0 0 0 1 57 94 
1107 1 1 0 3 0 0 2 72 79 
1111 4 14 0 2 0 0 4 91 115 
1124 25 1 0 3 0 0 5 54 88 
1129 0 18 0 0 0 0 37 50 103 
1134 0 38 0 0 0 0 \3 11 82 
1137 0 29 0 0 2 1 1 38 71 
1204 0 4 0 0 0 0 24 81 89 
1211 5 0 0 0 0 0 3 128 138 
1218 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 100 101 
1221 0 9 0 9 0 0 0 87 105 
1222 0 28 0 1 0 0 0 62 91 
1227 0 0 0 2 2 0 10 44 58 
1305 0 7 0 0 0 0 3 27 37 
1307 0 7 0 1 0 0 20 18 48 
1310 0 9 0 3 0 0 4 31 50 
1318 0 21 0 0 0 0 50 33 106 
1321 0 55 0 0 0 0 2 50 107 
To·~ · 1411 448 857 28 69 15 10 234 1658 3141 ~ ~ ·-
Fracture Charecterlsdc. : Soma • PolltJko Area Troodos ODhlolite Cvorus 
IMnllne Seoond-.y Mlnerol fdUng 
# aeollto epkloto ohlonu homo tho pyrh• ol~ oololto none # 
0000 5 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1& 
0108 8 5 0 4 3 4 0 0 2& 
0112 2 5 , 12 0 0 0 0 20 
0122 25 57 19 15 1 0 0 0 121 
0201 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
0213 1 4 0 0 0 0 8 0 11 
0301 0 0 1 0 4 0 2 0 9 
0302 1 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 8 
0303 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 4 
0304 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 5 
0308 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0307 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 5 
0329 1 1 1 1 3 0 0 0 7 
0401 4 , 1 2 5 0 0 0 13 
0404 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 4 
0413 11 4 0 0 13 0 0 0 28 
0418 2 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 9 
0428 8 28 1 8 1 0 0 0 45 
0701 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 8 
1001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1008 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1017 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 
1028 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1037 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1107 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1124 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 
1129 1 2 0 0 1 0 8 0 10 
1134 0 5 0 1 2 0 ,, 0 24 
1137 0 3 2 0 4 0 8 0 17 
1204 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1211 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1218 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1221 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1222 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1227 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
1305 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
1307 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 9 
1310 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 8 
131& 0 1 0 0 0 0 
" 
0 5 
1321 3 1 0 0 2 1 8 0 13 
Tolol f4H 80 147 27 57 50 8 57 0 439 
Fracture CharacteristJcs : Spllia • Polltiko Ar ... Troodos Oohloite. Cvorus 
SOM!Ine Teniery Mlnefel filing 
II aMite .,WOte Ghlorit• hwnetft• pyrite oley oalolt• n- II 
0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0108 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 
0112 0 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 8 
0122 1 B B 13 0 0 0 0 31 
0201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0213 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0301 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 
0302 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0303 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
0304 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
030CS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0307 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 3 
0329 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
0401 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 
0404 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
0413 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 
0418 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
0428 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 7 
0701 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1008 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1017 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
1028 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1037 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1107 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1124 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1129 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1134 0 1 0 0 4 0 1 0 8 
1137 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 
1204 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1211 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1216 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1221 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1222 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1227 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1305 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1307 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1310 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
1316 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1321 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 1411 7 17 14 26 12 3 2 0 90 
Fracture Charactarlstfca : SoUle • PoUtlko Area Troodos Oohlotlte. Cvorus 
SDMine SJMI Sa.le RCMI{IIhnnll Latge Sa.le Roughne .. 
• rough 
.....,... emooth • .tepped ~- unduletJna ,.., . , 
0000 16 0 0 16 0 2 4 69 75 
0108 88 0 0 88 0 19 21 48 88 
0112 87 0 1 88 0 3 3 80 86 
0122 288 0 0 288 13 81 6 185 285 
0201 31 0 0 31 0 4 1 25 30 
0213 116 0 0 116 0 6 7 95 108 
0301 14 0 0 14 0 0 0 14 14 
0302 47 0 0 47 0 3 0 44 47 
0303 13 0 0 13 0 1 0 12 13 
0304 14 0 0 14 0 2 0 12 14 
0306 11 0 0 11 0 2 0 9 11 
0307 21 0 0 21 0 2 1 18 21 
0329 19 0 0 19 0 1 3 15 19 
0401 68 0 0 68 0 1 2 63 66 
0404 18 0 0 18 0 5 0 11 16 
0413 56 0 3 59 0 6 0 50 56 
0418 33 0 0 33 0 4 0 29 33 
0428 186 0 0 188 0 30 2 152 184 
0701 60 1 0 67 0 1 0 66 67 
1001 68 0 20 88 0 5 23 58 8r\ 
1008 72 0 0 72 0 15 2 55 72 
1017 65 1 0 66 0 5 1 59 65 
1028 51 0 57 108 0 5 11 92 108 
1037 96 0 0 96 0 2 2 92 98 
1107 73 2 3 78 1 8 2 89 78 
1111 115 2 3 120 0 2 0 118 118 
1124 90 0 1 91 0 1 3 85 89 
1129 96 0 7 103 0 4 2 97 103 
11~ 34 0 30 64 0 4 1 59 64 
1137 54 0 17 71 0 8 4 59 71 
1204 89 0 1 so 0 3 5 82 90 
1211 135 0 1 138 0 12 2 122 136 
1218 101 0 0 101 0 5 4 92 101 
1221 105 0 0 105 c 7 2 96 105 
1222 93 0 0 93 0 4 1 88 93 
1227 58 0 0 58 0 t 1 48 58 
1305 38 0 1 37 1 3 0 33 37 
1307 38 9 1 48 0 2 0 46 48 
1310 50 0 4 54 0 1 5 48 54 
1318 103 0 2 105 0 5 1 99 105 
1321 105 0 1 106 c 10 8 90 106 
Tot.t 1411 2971 21 153 3145 15 291 128 2682 3116 
Fracture Characteristics : Soilla • Pofltlko Area. Troodos ODhloflte Cvorus 
Sa.nline Rock Type Orllin &Ia• 




0000 32 0 44 0 16 0 67 9 
0108 0 0 88 0 88 11 17 0 
0112 40 0 48 0 88 4 82 1 
0122 208 G1 19 0 288 9 140 123 
0201 0 0 31 0 31 7 24 0 
0213 0 0 11(1 0 11(1 25 73 18 
0301 0 0 14 0 14 0 12 2 
0302 0 0 47 0 47 4 43 0 
0303 0 0 11 2 13 13 0 0 
0304 0 0 14 0 14 3 11 0 
0306 0 0 5 6 11 3 8 0 
0307 0 0 0 21 21 0 21 0 
0329 0 0 19 0 19 0 19 0 
0401 0 0 68 0 68 14 54 0 
0404 10 0 8 0 18 0 18 0 
0413 0 0 59 0 59 7 51 1 
0418 0 0 Jl 0 33 0 33 0 
0428 17 0 169 0 186 10 133 0 
0701 0 67 0 0 67 1 12 54 
1001 u 0 74 12 ee 7 78 1 
1008 0 0 58 14 72 0 72 0 
1017 0 0 66 0 (16 2 64 0 
1028 0 0 104 4 108 26 80 2 
1037 0 0 96 0 9(1 17 75 4 
1107 0 0 78 0 78 31 47 0 
1111 14 0 106 0 120 38 77 6 
1124 0 0 91 0 91 4 87 0 
1129 0 0 103 0 103 13 90 0 
1134 0 0 64 0 64 21 43 0 
1137 t' 0 67 4 71 9 62 0 
1204 0 0 89 1 90 11 79 0 
1211 0 0 136 0 136 5 131 0 
1216 0 0 56 45 101 8 79 14 
1221 73 0 32 0 105 23 48 34 
1222 19 56 18 0 93 12 77 4 
1227 0 0 32 26 58 52 6 0 
1305 0 0 37 0 37 26 6 5 
1307 0 0 48 0 48 48 0 0 
1310 0 0 24 30 54 40 14 0 
1316 0 0 105 0 105 21 83 1 
1321 0 0 106 0 106 30 68 8 















































Fracture Characteristics : Solfla - Polltlko Area, Troodos Ophl oUte, Cyprus 
Soanlln• Apenure lmm) 
• 0 0.6 6-10 10.100 >100 • 0 6 10 100 
0000 8 8 10 ., 0 32 
0108 8 8 23 11 0 50 
0112 15 15 17 12 2 61 
0122 92 92 36 150 8 288 
0201 5 5 7 
"' 
0 21 
0213 9 9 2 8 2 30 
0301 3 3 0 2 0 8 
0302 10 10 2 8 0 28 
0303 0 0 
' 
3 1 5 
0304 2 2 0 0 3 7 
0306 2 2 5 5 0 14 
0307 11 11 2 2 0 26 
0329 3 .. 2 0 0 8 .. 
0401 5 6 12 0 28 
0404 4 4 4 IS 1 19 
0413 5 5 
"' 
5 0 19 
0418 1 , 10 9 0 21 
0428 51 51 16 8 0 126 
0701 24 24 2 2 0 52 
1001 30 30 2 1 0 63 
1008 18 18 2 2 1 41 
1017 28 28 1 3 1 61 
1028 17 17 3 2 0 39 
1037 27 27 0 3 0 57 
1107 46 46 2 5 0 99 
1111 38 38 2 2 1 81 
1124 32 32 2 4 0 70 
1129 21 21 7 6 0 55 
1134 21 21 18 14 , 75 
1137 38 38 4 1 0 81 
1204 18 18 , 5 1 43 
1211 34 34 1 0 0 69 
1218 28 28 0 1 1 58 
1221 28 26 0 1 0 53 
1222 28 28 2 3 0 61 
1227 24 24 1 0 0 49 
1305 8 8 0 2 0 18 
1307 23 23 3 4 1 54 
1310 6 6 6 2 1 21 
1316 9 9 G 9 0 33 
1321 12 12 8 8 0 40 
Tot81 (4\1 790 790 220 239 25 2084 
Frecture Characterlstlct : Soilia - Polltlko Area. Troodos Oohlollte Cvorua 
ao.n~ne Combination• of Charect8ri8tlca 
• oontaota freotun term. mod zeolho 
opicloto eNorito homotlto oaloho 
/motto 01(1 +2t /metro /metro /motto /metro /motto 
0000 0.13 2.03 0.32 1.82 0.48 0.03 0.05 0.00 
0108 0.57 2.79 1.10 0.63 1.81 0.03 0,16 0.00 
0112 0.04 3.59 0.43 1.24 1.55 0.12 0.84 0.00 
0122 0.11 1.1NS 1.05 1.15 0.86 0,30 0.27 c.oo 
0201 0.24 3.65 3.43 1.76 1.76 0.24 0.00 0.00 
0213 1.05 3.85 0.80 0.13 0.72 0.00 0.00 0.99 
0301 0.00 2.26 0.75 0.00 1.77 0.32 0 .00 0,48 
0302 0.10 2.44 1.71 0.16 1.35 0 .05 0.78 0.00 
0303 0,43 1.88 2.33 0.00 0.43 0.00 0.29 0.00 
0304 0.00 2.2G 1.00 0.48 0.97 0.00 0.16 0.00 
0306 0.10 1.11 1.20 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 
0307 0.00 3.18 3.20 0.00 0.91 0.15 0.91 0.15 
0329 0.00 2.00 0.43 0.20 0.50 0.20 0.30 0.00 
0401 0.89 2.17 1.83 0.38 1.21 0.03 0.18 0.00 
0404 0.19 1.75 0 .84 0.68 0.68 0.00 0.39 0.00 
0413 0.52 1.93 0.66 0.39 1.50 0.00 0.03 0.00 
0418 0.00 1.53 0.83 0.19 1.39 0.00 0.09 0.00 
0428 0.27 2.88 0.41 1.98 0.75 0.04 0.18 0.00 
0701 0.03 2.12 0.73 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.89 
1001 0.92 2.94 1.49 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1008 O.G7 3.74 0.24 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.05 0.10 
1017 0.31 2.95 0.12 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.04 0.04 
1028 0.93 3.85 0.86 0.00 0.03 0 .00 0.00 0.00 
1037 0.74 3.11 0.32 0.00 1.13 0.03 0.00 0.03 
1107 0,80 2.87 0 .88 0.04 0.07 0.00 0.11 0.07 
1111 0.80 3.72 0.44 0.12 0.43 0.00 0.08 0.12 
1124 0.31 3.75 0.22 1.02 0.12 0.00 0.16 0.20 
1129 0.47 3.30 0.35 0.03 0.57 0.00 0.00 1.38 
1134 0,69 2.13 0,38 0.00 1.38 0.00 0,03 0.94 
1137 0.38 2.37 0.34 0.00 1.01 0.13 0,00 0.28 
1204 0.43 1.94 0.57 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.50 
1211 0.41 4.78 0.33 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 
1216 0.47 3.28 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 
1221 0.28 2.48 0.28 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.21 0.00 
1222 0.23 3.02 0.34 0.00 0.93 0.00 0.03 0.00 
1227 0.36 2.74 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,09 0.45 
1305 0.89 2.28 0.83 0.00 0.47 o.oo 0.00 0.23 
1307 0.49 2.28 0.55 0.04 0.49 0.00 0.04 1.08 
1310 0.21 1.28 0.33 0.00 0 .30 0.00 0.16 0.09 
131G 0.86 3.44 0.77 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.00 1.72 
1321 1.59 3.81 0.43 0.10 1.85 0.00 0.00 0.28 













































Note: the r .. t row 
contain• tho mun 





A.2 SAMPLES COLLECTED 
A.l.l. Sampling Methodology 
Sampling was conducted throughout the study area, but was concentrated in the areas of the 
scanlines. Sampling included host rocks and vein fillings. Where possible, oriented samples were 
collected. The following pages list the collected samples along with a short field description, 
possible use for the sample and a location in tiTM coordinates (see Appendix A.l for a 
description of the UTM coordinates used). 
A.l SAMPLES COLLECTED 
Sampling was conducted throughout the study area, but concentrated in the areas of the scanline 
surveys. Sampling included host rocb and mineral fillings. The locations of the samples are given in 
accompanying map. The location of each sample is given in U.T.M. coordinates in the listing below. A 
short field description of the sample and what the sample was used fo1 is given as well. 
DVE289 
Location: 3. 71cm S of uaoudhera twnoff at Sarandi tum (S00071.3E,3869749N) 
Description: oriented, f.gr.dyke adjoining calcite vein 
+ unoriented epidote altered rock 
Use: geochemistry 
DVE4889 
Locallon: 13-27-006 (scanline photo 13-27, fracture 096) area (S10330.4E,3863344N) 
Description: dyke sample with epidote veins 
Use: thin section, geocbem 
DVE6689 
Location: 1227-1231 (S02S97E,3874746N) 
Dtscrlptlon: calcite vein 11m S of section toward ravine 
Purpose: stable isotope analysis 
DVE7089 
Locotion: 0.68mi N of Platanistasa/Alithinou turnoff (S04236.SE,3868934N) 
Dtscrlptlon: calcite veins cross-cut epidote sample near gabbro screen 
Use: thin section 
DVE7689 
Locallon: O.Smi S of Xyliatos (excavation) (S03662.3E,3876194N) 
Dtscrlptlon: calcite in pillow 
Purpose: stable isotope analysis 
DVE9789 
Location: 400m from Sarandi/Spilia turnoff A: (498398.8E,386891SN) B: 
(498398.8E,3868916N) C: (498312.6E,386896SN) 
Dtscrlptlon: A • epidosite margin quartz? vein; B • diabase epidote quartz vein and zeolite: 
C - diabase and epidote vein 
Use: fluid inclusion, thin section 
DVE9889 
Locotion: 4S0m from Sarandi/Spilia turnoff (498184.8E,3869043N) 
Dtscrlptlon: .~ stain on 'poured' epidosite dyke 
Ust: thin section 
DVE9989 
Location: 470m from Sarandi/Spilia turnoff (498184.8E,3869043N) 
Dtscrlptlon: A- non-epidosite oriented 330/44; B - epidosite oriented 280/25; C- margin of 
dyke with zeolite vein 
Uu: thin section; fluid inclusion, geochemistry 
DVE10189 
Location: SSOm from Sanmdi/Spitia turnoff (498106.2E,3868943N) 
Dtscrlptlon: oriented 007/88 epidote/zeolite vein in diabase 
Ust: fluid inclusions, thin section 
DVE12689 
Locotlon: Akald Canyoo (p23.S 112 notebook) (S162S6.9E,3877356N) 
Description: calcite veins 
Purpose: stable isotope analysis 
332 
DVE131A89 
Localion: 1990paces N of Pbarmak.as (513223.7E,3866690N) 
Dtscription: orienteed 165/63 chloritiz.ed dyke 
Uu: thin section, geochemisrty 
DVE141A89 
Localion: 4.Smilea S of Atamas restaurant near El134 (Sll1SOE,3866302N) 
Dtscrlption: epidotized dyke 
Uu: thin section 
DVE1S689 
Location: 3.7 miles S of Kato Moni (A.Ep. bridge) (S05092.3E,3869992N) 
Dtscription: lightly epidoti:z.ed grey dyke near fault oriented 102/84 
Uu: thin section, geochemistry 
- end of DVE series of samples -
The next series of samples are keyed to the photo numbers of the scanlines. Their location is thus 
presented in !he first four digits of the sample number; the remaining digits refer to the particular 












Dtscrlption: Fe oxidized dyke with pyrite 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlptlon: altered dyke with dissem. pyrite; zeolite in cavity 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlption: medium leached dyke 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlptlon: chlorite vein, zeolite + Fe oxide in dyke 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlption: zeolite + epidote + Fe oxide coating dyke 
Uu: thin section, X.R.D. 
Dtscrlption: fine dyke; zeolite + epidote mixed vein 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlption: Fe oxide + zeolite vein in greenish dyke 
Uu: X.R.D. 
Dtscrlption: epidote vein on surface on crs/med dyke 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlption: Jmm epidote vein in aabbro 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlpllon: epidote veins in medium gabbro (or coarse dyke('?)) 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlptlon: fine dyke with chilled margin 
Uu: thin section, X.R.D. 
333 
0116-31(2) 
Dturlpdon: plaeioaranite; leached around epidote veins 
Uu: thin section 
0126-110 
Dtscrlptlon: fine plaaioaranite epidote coating and chlorite 
Uu: thin section 
0127-112 
0130-2 
Dtscrlption: fine plaaiopoite with epidote, amphibole(?), pyx('?) 
Uu: X.R.D. 
Dtscrlption: chlorite, rust weathering in slickensided coarse gabbro 










Dtscriplion: Fe oxide {purple) in slickensided gabbro 
Uu: X.R.D. 
Dtscrlption: coarse aabbro 
Use: thin section 
Dtscrlption: coarse aabbro epidote veins and Fe oxides, chlorite 
Use: thin section 
Dtscrlptum: fine quartz and plaeiclase bands in plaeiogranite 
Use: thin section, X.R.D. 
Dtscrlplion: (leucocratic) gabbro 
Use: thin section 
Dtscrlption: 1cm zeolite vein in coarae aabbro 
Use: thin section 
Dtscrlption: coarse dyke contact to epidote vein 
Use: thin section 
Dtscrlplion: leucocratic coarse dyke chlorite vein surface and calcite surface 
Use: thin section 
Dtscrlplion: mcd dyke Smm epidote vein, calcite vein surface 
Use: thin section, fluid inclusion 
0301-14(2) 
DtscrlptUm: epidote fracture fill (sandy); pyrite and epidote veining on fine dyke, parallel 
pyrite veins 




Dtscrlplion: two joint surfaces: 1 epidote, 1 hematite 
Uu: thin section, X.R.D. 
Description: leuco dyke hcmaite joint surface coating 
Use: X.R.D. 
Dtscrlplion: epidote veins, minor pyrite, altered dyke 




Ikscriptio~a: epidote, chlorite veins altered dyke 
Uu: thin section, fluid inclusion 
Description: calcite, epidote in fine dyke 
Uu: thin section, fluid inclusion 
0302-28 











Description: epidote, pyrite vessicle fill: pillow carapace 
Uu: thin section 
Description: epidote alteration in pillow; relict vessicles, epidote, clay altellltion of pillow 
Uu: thin section 
!Mscription: parallel epidote veins, filled vessicles in dyke; pervasive alteration :: dark gr~n 
Uu: thin section, fluid inclusion 
Description: vertically stretched vessicles in dyke with epidote fracture fill 
Uu: thin section 
Description: sandy epidote dyke from breccia zone 
Uu: thin section, fluid inclusion 
Description: epidote, clay vein fill 
Uu: X.R.D. 
Description: calcite in vessicles of medium brown grey pillow 
Uu: thin section 
!Hscription: 
Uu: thin section 




Description: brecciated pillow rubble 
Uu: thin section 
IH.scrlption: angular dyke breccia: calcite, epidote, chlorite, pyrite 
Uu: thin section, fluid inclusion 
0307-7.1 
!Mscription: chlorite, epidote, calcite, fill of joint (rubble) 
Uu: thin section, fluid inclusion 
0307-llA 
0307-16 
lkscrlptlon: epidote + rubble middle of breccia zone in joint 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlption: chlorite, calcite, epidote in pillow rubble 



















Descriptlo11: epidote nodule, with calcite and pyrite 
u~: thin section 
Ducriptlo•: chlorite, epidote from zone between two pillows 
U~: thin section 
Descriptlo~&: disseminated pyrite in fine dyke 
Uu: lhin section 
Description: epidote in coarse dyke 
Uu: thin section 
Descriptllm: chlorite blebe + epidote in medium dyke 
Uu: thin section 
Description: dyke with chilled margin 
Uu: lhin section 
Description: epidote vein blob from vein with zeolites 
Uu: thin section 
Description: epidote throughout medium dyke 
Uu: thin section 
Description.: epidote in slickensicded fine dyke 
Uu: thin section, fluid inclusions 
Description: sandy epidote in fine dyke 
Uu: thin section 
Description.: zeolite vein in Fe oxidized dyke 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlptlon: arey clay in coarse dyke 
Uu: X.R.D. 
Description: epidote vein and 2 pieces outside fracture 16 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlptlon: pyrite, chlorite in medium gabbro 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscriptlon: epidote in fine clayey dyke 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscrlptlon: dyke with epidote vein 
Uu: thin section 
Dtscriptlon.:epidote + Fe oxide in fine dyke 










Uu: thin section 
Description: epidote (vein and throughout) with pyrite in dyke 
Uu: thin section, fluid inclusions 
Dtscrlption: white mineral: quart~ + calcite 
Uu: X.R.D. 
Description: zeolite vein in dyke rubble of medium dyke 
Uu: thin section 
Description: zeolite coating and grey clay on dyke surface 
Uu: thin section, X.R.D. 
Dtscriptlon: zeolite vein and gabbro pod in dyke 
Uu: X.R.D 
Dtscrlptum: epidote in leached host dyke 
Uu: thin section 
1037A-1.14m 
Dtscription: same as GC23 early epidosite dyke (coarse) 
Uu: thin section 
1110-22.75m 
Dtscrlptlon: relation bit epidO&ite and chllled dyke margin 
Uu: thin section 
1112-032 
Dtscrlptlon: dyke - epidotized in coarse IUU8 oriented 313/64 
Uu: thin section 
1112-10.9m 
Dtscrlption: epidosite sample 2 pieces 
Uu: fluid inclusions, thin section 
1126-16.3A&B 
Dtscrlptlon: contact b/t epidosite and normal dyke gradation b/t 2 pieces (same dyke) 
Uu: thin section 
1134-012 
Dtscrlption: fracture fill epidote, magnetite and calcite (fragile) 
Uu: thin section 
1134-010 
Dtscriptlon: fracture fill epidote zeolite calcite and magnetite - oriented 075/84 
Uu: fluid inclusions, thin section 
1134~15 
Dtscription: complete fracture: quartz,epidote,magnetite,calcite 
Uu: thin scc:tion 
1136~SS 
Df;scrlptlon: Fe-oxide with calcite ± quartz and fracture fill and dyke fragments 
Uu: thin section 
1138~30 
Dtscrlptitm: dyke fragment with pyrite vein surface 
Purpou: stable isotope analysis 
337 
1222C~l2 
lkurlptlon: fine arained aphyric dyke not oriented 
Use: thin section, aeochemistry 
130SA-004 
Dtscrlptlo•: 2 piecea coarse epidote and transition b/t epidotized and non-epidotized dyke 
oriented 340/60 
Use: thin section, geochemistry 
- end of scan.line series of samples -






LoctJiio•: (S 109SOE,386S8SON) 
Dtscrlptlo•: fracture coating: epidote + hematite; fine dyke 
Use: thin section 
LoctJiion: (S107SOE,386S7SON) 
Dtscrlptlon: calcite, epidote, hematite in dyke 
Use: thin section 
Localion: (S 10700E,386S7SON) 
Dtscrlptlon: fine dyke with epidote pods, lA'Olite, jasper in vugs dyke altered to clay; 3 dyke 
generations 
Use: thin section, fluid inclusioos 
LoctJiion: (SlOSSOE,38656SON) 
Dtscrlptlon: fioc dyke with lcm wide eidote vein 
Use: thin section, fluid inclusioD.S 
- End of the Apliki Shear zone samples -






Loc.atlon: 4.2Skm on forest road (Spilia to Sarandi) from '4-way' intersection going east) 
( 498700E,38691 OON) 
Dtscrlptlo11: 
Uu: geochemistry 
Loc.atlon: photo 10-28 (512376.2E,3872817N) 
Dtscrlptlo11: 'fresh' dyke 
Uu: geochemistry 
LoCilllon: 11-34 to 11-36 (Sll043.7E,3866116N) 
Dtscrlption: less epidotizcd dyke 
Use: thin section, aeochemistry 
LottUion: diorite cupola top of mountain (506745. 7E,38670S7N) 
Dtscrlption: 2 pieces dyke (1 for me) of dyke above cupola 










Location: near 10.38 (SlS064.4E,3868139N} 
Description: late dyke dark &reY aphyric fine grained 
Uu: thin section, geochemistry 
Locallora: 11-24- 7.4m (499139.2E,3869788N} 
Description: fine gr. aphyric dyke 
Uu: thin section, geochemistry 
Locallon: lOOm SE of 10.21 (S04998.3E,3866S32N) 
Description: competent dyke sample 
Uu: geochemistry 
Loauion: 1304 paces N of Phannalw (512906. 7E,386S437N) 
Description: dyke 
Uu: thin section, geochemistry 
Locallon: 0.3miles N of Atamas restaurant (Sll880.8E,3869821N) 
Description: very weathered dyke rust brown 
Uu: thin section, geochemistry 
Location: 2.6miles S of Atamas restaurant (As DVE13989) (S11S25.7E,3867866N) 
Description: dyke 
Uu: thin section, geochemistry 
Locallon: 6.6miles S of Atamas( •6.6• on Palekhori map) (S09438.7E,3865076N) 
Description: dyke (same area as DVE14689) 
Uu: thin section, gechemistry 
Lot:4.tion: 6.0 miles S of Kato Moni (A.Ep. bridge turnoff) (501738.7E,3870466N) 
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A.3 FRACTURE CHARACTERISTICS 
A.3.1 Plots of AU Scanline Data 
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All stcreographic projection in the appendices are equal area, lower hemisphere plots of poles 
to fracture planes. 
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A.3 Fracture Characteristics 
A.3.2 Fracture Filling Minerals vs. Orientation 
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STEREOPLOTSYMBOLUSAGE 
FOR STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS IN APPENDICES: 
A.3.2: A.3.4; A 3.5; AND A.3.e SCANUNE CATA 
TRACE LENGTH FRACTURE FILUNG MATERIALS 
SYMBOL TRACE LENGTH SYMBOL MATERIAL 
0 INa than or equ.J » 2M none 
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T pyrite 
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A.3 Fracture Characteristics 
A.3.3 Fracture Filling Minerals vs. Trace Length 
J:>o 
Trace length values were used in their log tranaformed form 
for calculations. They are preaented as arithmetic values in metres 
Dom.!nZ 
Avw~~ge St..twd Mu. Mlft. 
Mlner81 • Ma- Devt.tlon L~evt.tlon Skawna•• Kurtoal• bnsztl'; ~~~ epidote 179 2.15 2.U 2.09 0 .73 0.44 9 0 .4 
reollte 25 2 .98 3.14 1.79 0 .33 3.08 5 .5 0 .5 
ohlotite 4 3.1 3.1 2 .25 0.82 0 .15 6 1 
o.aoite 87 1 .89 2.1 1.88 0.75 0.39 6 0 .43 
hemMite 7 1.99 2.42 2.49 0 .94 0 .17 5 0 ,5 
m~ 0 
pyrite 8 3 .38 3.38 1.73 0.88 0 .12 8 1. 75 
o&.y 6 2.78 2.78 1.72 use 0 .32 7 1.4 
none 236 Ul2 2.08 2.17 1.18 0 .43 10 0 .3 
Avw~ St..twd Mu. Min. 
Miner Ill I Mean O.vladon Deviation Skawneaa Kurtoala Lanath Lan0~ 41t)ldote 82 2.7b 2.99 2.47 1.14 0 .39 15 .4 
zeolita 8 2.94 3 .31 2.2 0.44 0.36 6 .8 0.7 
ohlotka 0 
c.clte 77 2.28 2 .8 2.27 1.07 0 .68 16 0 .45 
hem.ute 0 
rnagNdta 5 2.38 2 .38 2.3 2.43 0.33 10 1.2 
pyrite 7 2.29 2.29 1.49 0.61 0 .32 3.4 1.1 
o&.y 0 
-
189 1.44 2 2.27 1 .86 0 .83 16 0 .35 
Avw~ ac.ndMII Mu. Min. 
M!r.r81 I Mean I Devlatk., ! Deviation Ike-·· KurtoM ILanath I Lenath epidote 434 2.31 2.57 2.15 1.02 0 .83 30 0.3 
-ate 448 1.88 2.17 2.04 1.06 1.1 3 15 0 .25 
ohlorita 67 2.03 2 .32 2.12 , . , 1 0.81 16 0 .4 
c.clte 61 1.78 2.08 2.07 1.29 0.73 10 0.45 
._ .... 78 2.86 2 .83 2.04 0.76 U12 16 0.3 
rnaen-tke 0 
pyrite 55 2.5 2.8 2 .33 1.12 0 .99 30 0 .4 
o&.y 9 2.22 3 .39 3.02 0 .84 0.18 J.5 0 .5 
-
522 1.58 2 .11 2.27 1.41 0 .68 18 0.26 
o-•~ 
1 
-at. 1.04 1.71 •. at 1.71 4 .5 
ohiDrite 1.24 1.24 1.19 , t .4 
~ 1.75 2.18 2.18 0.86 8 ,_.,.. 1.59 2.24 2 .34 0.82 4 .2 
rn ..... 
pynt. 
o&.y 4.14 4 .14 1.13 1 0 .08 4.6 3.8 
-
1.88 2.12 2 .18 , .01 0 .4 9 .6 0.3 
o--.e 
_,._, 7 2.72 2.31 0.4 0 .63 s 
ahlorita 4 1.71 2 .02 1.28 0 .13 2.6 
~ 9 4.31 2 .45 0 .58 0.38 12 
._ ..... 0 
rnegMtlte 0 
,.,,... 7 1.52 1.88 2.3 2.76 0.68 8 0.7 
.., 2 2.18 2 .18 1.42 1 o.oe 2.8 1.7 
-
223 1.72 2.13 2.17 1.07 0.4 10 0 .26 
10 -
- 9-E 
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Note: the boxes on the graphs represent the standard 
deviation about the mean (the line In the centre region 
of the bo;-:). The lines outside the box represent the 
maximum and minimum values encountered if they fell 
outside the range of the standard deviation. 
The trace length values were used In their log transformed 
form for the calculations. The values are presented as 
arithmetic values. 
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Mineral Filling versus Trace Length For Complete Scanline Data Set 
NurniMr of frecturM per eel 
Trace Mineral Flillng 
lAnath Z.oM1e &ldoUI Caldte Chlorite PYrite Hematite Matznetlte Clav Celedonlte None Total 
<0.6 20 25 8 1 2 2 118 176 
0.6-1.0 74 87 41 8 7 10 3 2 434 668 
1.0..2.0 118 189 90 19 20 26 3 2 498 9tj5 
2 .0-3.0 &2 93 44 8 15 18 1 4 233 478 
3.G-4.0 35 88 44 7 5 18 4 180 359 
4.0-6.0 11 49 17 4 3 19 1 97 201 
&.0.10.0 17 79 29 5 19 10 5 173 337 
>10.0 2 10 7 1 2 3 1 14 40 
Total 339 818 280 51 73 106 5 19 2 1727 3220 
Tra011 Mineral Filling 
l.anath Zeolite IEDidote Caldte Chlorite Pvrlt• Hematite Maanetltc Clay C.ladonlt• None 
<0.6 5.90 4.05 2.88 1.98 2.74 1.89 8.83 
0.6-1.0 21.83 14.08 14.84 15.69 9.59 9.43 15.79 100.00 25.13 
1.0.2.0 34.81 30.58 32.14 37.25 27.40 24.53 80.00 10.53 28.84 
2.0-3.0 18.29 15.05 15.71 11.76 20.55 16.98 20.00 21.05 13.49 
3.G-4.0 10.32 13.92 15.71 13.73 8.85 16.98 21.05 9.28 
4.0-&.0 3.24 7.93 8.07 7.84 4.11 17.92 5.26 5.62 
&.0.10.0 5.01 12.78 10.36 9.80 28.03 9.43 28.32 10.02 
>10.0 0.59 1.82 2.50 1.98 2.74 2.83 20.00 0.81 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Per011ntt1ge of ftacwru normalized to row totala 
Trace Mineral FWina 
l.anath Zeolite IEDidote Caldt• Chlorite PYrite Hematite Meanetlte Clay C.ladonlte None Total 
<0.6 11.38 14.20 4.55 0.57 1.14 1.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 67.05 100 
0.6-1.0 11.11 13.06 8.18 1.20 1.05 1.50 0.00 0.45 0.30 85.17 100 
1.0..2.0 12.23 19.59 9.33 1.97 2.07 2.69 0.31 0.21 0.00 51.61 100 
2.0-3.0 13.03 19.54 9 .24 1.26 3 .15 3.78 0.21 0.84 0.00 48.95 100 
3.0-4.0 9.75 23.96 12.26 1.95 1.39 5.01 0.00 1.11 0.00 44.57 100 
4.0-6.0 5.47 24.38 8.46 1.99 1.49 9.45 0.00 0.50 0.00 48.26 100 
&.0-10.0 5.04 23.44 8.81 ~ .48 5.64 2.97 0.00 1.48 0.00 51.34 100 
>10.0 5.00 25.00 17.50 2.50 5.00 7.50 2.50 0 .00 0.00 35.00 100 
A.3 Fracture Characteristics 
A.3.4 Trace Length vs. Orientalion 
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A.3 Fracture Characteristics 
A.3.5 Fracture Type vs. OrienJation 
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A.3 Fracture Characteristics 
A.3.6 Tennination Style vs. Orientation 
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A.3. 7 Trace Length vs Censoring and Tennitultion 
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A.3 Fracture Characteristics 
A.3. 7 Trace Length .. s Censoring and Tennination 
A.3. 7.2 Trace Length Histograms BY Donudn By Set 
The trace length histograms by domain are stckaed bar graphs broken down by censoring and 
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A.3 Fracture Characteristics 
A.3.8 Fracture Frequency and Spacing 
A.3.8.1 Fracture Frequency 
Joint/fracture frequency is presented as a moving average along each scanline. This moving 
average uses a 5 metre window which is moved along the scanline in 1 metre increments. 
390 
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A.3 Fracture Characteristics 
A.3.8 Fracture Frequency and Spacing 
A.3.8.2 Fracture Spacing 
Fracture spacing was calculated for the fracture sets delineated in Chapter 3.4.3. Spacing 
calculated for the girdle (other fractures) distributions is not meaningful because the fractures 
are not sub-parallel. 
Spacing analysis determines the mean distance between consecutive fractures of a set of sub-
parallel fractures along a scanline. The International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM) ( 1978) 
defines spacing to be the perpendicular distance between adjacent rock discontinuities. Since 
fractures within a set are roughly parallel, the spacing can be calculated as the perpendicular 
distance between fractures within that set. 
The fracture data set was truncated at the lower end (at 0.25 metres); this means that any 
calculated spacing will overestimate the actual spacing. A simple count of the number of 
fractures with trace lengths less than 0.25 metres does not suffice to correct the calculated 
spacings. This is because the scanline distances and the orientations of these counted fractures 
are not known. However fractures shorter than 0.25 metres may not be important to the fluid 
circulation, therefore the fracture spacing will be calculated on the available fracture data set. 
The fracture spacings were computed as follows: extract scanline orientations, scanline distance 
for each scanline and the mean orientation of the fracture set to which the chosen fracture 
belongs (for further details see Rouleau, 1984). These results were than used in a series of SAS 
(SAS Institute, 1985) programs (adapted from SPACE.SAS, LNORM.SAS, and EXPON.SAS 
by Rouleau, 1984). 
The perpendicular spacing is the product of the distance between pairs of fractures (length) and 
the cosine of the angle, q,. between the scanline (subscript, s) and the pole to the fracture plane 
(subscript, t) which is the vector dot product of the direction cosines (k, l, and m) of the two 
vectors (the scanline and the fracture plane), 
spacing = length x cos(~) •....•..• (A.3.8.l.l) 
where 
cos(~) = k.- kr + 1.- lr + m.· m. . ....... (A.3.8.1.2) 
The main statistics of the distribution of fracture spacing are plotted by scanline and for the 
complete data set in Table A.3.8.l. The mean spacing for the complete data set is 0.82 metres. 
The exponential and log-normal distributions were fit to the data set. The estimate of the 
parameter of the exponential distribution is the inverse of the value for the mean spacing, while 
the parameters for the log·normal distribution are the mean and standard deviation of the log of 
the spacing (Rouleau, 1984). The Kolmogorov-Smimov goodness-of-fit test was applied to these 
models in the plots shown in Figure A.3.8.1. The straight line on the plot is a reference line 
with a slope of one. The closer the data lie to this line, the better the fit of the chosen theoretical 
distribution. The results of this analysis shows that the data are better represented by a log-
412 
normal distribution. The log-normal distribution of the data set indicates that they are not 
randomly distributed (Priest and Hudson, 1976). That the data are best represented by a log-
normal distribution indicates that a multiplicatory process, such as breakage, may have produced 
the fractures (Dershowitz and Einstein, 1988). An better fit w the exponential distribution would 
have indicated the fractures were produced through a uniform process. 
Truncation of trace lengths biases the data sets toward longer trace lengths. In order to establish 
the effect of the trace length truncation on the spacing, the following analysis was carried out. 
The trace length data for each scanline were progressively truncated toward higher trace lengths. 
The original truncation during field measurement was 0.25 metres, subsequent truncations were 
set at 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.4 metres. The results are tabulated by scanline and for the 
combined data set in Table A.3.8.2. A plot of the mean spacing against trace length truncation 
shows that the mean spacing is not significantly altered with increase in the size of the trace 
length truncation (Figure A.3.8.2). Exceptions to this are: 0000, 0418, 1124 and 1222. The 
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TABLE A.3.8.1 DYKE PARALLEL FRACTURE SPACING STATISTICS 
Spacing Log Spacing Log norm Expon. Critital 01 
Scan line Max Min Mean Std.Dev. Skewness Mean Std.Dev. Skewness Di OJ at 0.01* 
0000 3.760 0 .070 0.479 0.661 3.231 -1.270 0.974 0.565 0.049 0.109 0.212 
0108 2.830 0.090 0.593 0.548 2.419 -0.856 0.844 -0.156 0.005 0.069 0.231 
0112 2.150 0.060 0.474 0.645 2.024 -1.432 1.166 0.635 0.024 0.198 0.404 
0122 4.270 0.070 0.742 0.788 2.032 -0.782 1.004 0.071 0.040 0.074 0.137 
0401 4.360 0.090 0.708 0.873 3.364 -0.771 0.906 0.138 0.069 0.143 0.249 
0413 6.690 0.090 0.867 1.336 3.704 -0.668 0.933 0.686 0.026 0.130 0.261 
0418 2.670 0.180 0.836 0.666 1.768 -0.448 0.764 -0.037 0.016 0.090 0.352 
0428 6.580 0.080 0.747 1.097 4.253 -0.797 0.945 0.443 0.028 0.095 . 0.191 
1037 2.310 0.100 0.936 0.639 0.589 -0.367 0.881 -0.711 0.002 0.039 0.303 
1124 1.800 0.070 0.518 0.484 1.411 -1.075 0.958 0.039 0.035 0.046 0.313 
1134 2.320 0.120 0.782 0.879 1.995 -0.696 1.063 0.253 0.290 0.158 0.669 
1137 3.790 0.180 0.940 1.201 2.127 -0.572 0.975 1.185 0.093 0.256 0.514 
1222 9.120 0.100 1.568 2.253 2.364 -0.420 1.401 0.177 0.624 0.169 0.352 
1321 4.330 0.080 0.570 0.719 3.620 -1.008 0.907 0.411 0.123 0.105 0.240 
TABLE A.3.8.2 SPACING AS A FUNCTION OF TRACE LENGTH TRUNCATION BY SCAN LINE 
r--· Truncation Length (m) 
Scanline 0.25 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.0 1.2 1.4 
()()()() 0.479 0.454 0.611 0.772 0.917 1.093 1.487 
0108 0.593 0.479 0.479 0.489 0.500 0.511 0.511 
0112 0.474 0.367 0.339 0.373 0.373 0.243 0.277 
0122 0.742 0.686 0.697 0.717 0.723 0.777 0.770 
0401 0.708 0.753 0.753 0.753 0.772 0.836 0.860 
0413 0.867 0.713 0.713 0.733 0.754 0.800 0.825 
0418 0.836 0.807 0.807 0.807 0.807 1.094 1.391 
0428 0.747 0.652 0.685 0.720 0.759 0.837 0.891 
1037 0.936 0.828 0.847 0.887 0.887 0.898 1.019 
1124 0.518 0.541 0.678 1.335 1.380 3.900 -
1134 0.782 0.782 0.782 0.782 0.782 0.782 0.782 
1137 0.940 0.641 0.641 0.641 0.641 0.641 0.641 
1222 1.568 1.568 1.650 1.742 1.838 2.232 2.232 
1321 0.570 0.423 0.434 0.468 0.498 0.600 0.611 
NOTE: SPACING VALUES ARE IN METRES 
CELLS CONTAINING '-'INDICATE NO DATA VALUES. 
A.3 Fracture Characteristics 
A.3.9 Orienllllion Cluster Analysis 
A cluster analysis was performed on the individual scanline data using the IBM-PC based 
program CLUSTRAN (Gillett, 1986). The following pages of this section give stereographic 
projection plots for each of the scanlines. Different symbols were used to differentiate between 
the sets chosen by CLUSTRAN. This was done because the choices made by CLUSTRAN were 
not always obvious. The cluster analysis algorithm of CLUSTRAN is based on the work of 
Shanley and Mahtab (1976) and Mahtab and Yegulalp (1982). 
The method used in this study to subdivide the orientation data into sets was based on the use 
of contoured stereographic projections. The contour levels on the contoured stereographic 
projections are in multiples of a uniform distribution. 
.as 
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0000 0108 0112 0122 
0201 C213 0301 0302 
0303 0304 0306 0307 
0329 0401 0404 0413 
CLUSTRAN BASED SCANLINE CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
420 
0418 0428 0701 0801 
1008 1017 1028 
1037 1107 1 1 11 1124 
1129 1134 1137 1204 
CLUSTRAN BASED SCANLINE CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
421 
1 211 1216 1221 1222 
1227 1305 1307 1310 
1316 1321 
CLUSTRAN BASED SCANLINE CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
422 
0000 0108 01 12 0122 
C: t,3,6,!l,t2 C: I .2.4.6.8 C: \,2,4.6 C: t ,2,3,4.!!>.6 
0201 0213 0301 0302 
C:1,3,6,9, 12 C:\,4,8,12,111 C:1,5,10, 15.20 C:1,J,II,SI.I2 
0303 0304 0306 0307 
C;1,4,8,12,111 C:1,2,4 ,11,8,10 C:1,5,10,15,20 C:1,J,II,SI,t2 
0329 0401 0404 0413 
C:1,2,4,11,8 C: 1,5,10,15.20 C: 1,3,11,9,12 C: I,J,II.9,12 
(C:•eontour l•v•l• ill multiplu of o unifMm dillributiot~) 
CONTOUR BASED SCAN LINE CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
423 
0418 0428 0701 0801 
C:1,2,4,6,8 C:1,2,4.6 C:1,2,3,4,5,6 C: 1 ,5. I 0,15,20,25 
1001 1008 1017 1028 
C:1,5,10,15,20 C:1,2,4,6,8,10 C:1,2,4,6 C: I ,2,4,6,8,1 0 
1037 1107 1111 1124 
C: I ,3,6,9,12 C: 1,4,8, I 2.16 C: 1,3,6,9,12 C:\,2,3,4,5,6 
1129 1134 1204 
C:t,.l,ll,9,12 C:1,2,4,11 C:1,2,4,6 C: I ,2,4,6,8 
(C:•contaur levels in multiples of o uniform distribution) 
CONTOUR BASED SCANLINE CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
1211 1216 1221 1222 
C:1,2,<l,6.8 C:1 .2.<l,6,8 C: l,2,4,6,11 C:t .=,4.6,11, 10 
1227 1305 1307 1310 
C:1,2,<l.li.8 C: 1,5,10,15,20 C: 1,2,4,6,8 C:1,2,4 ,&,11 
1316 1321 
C: 1,3,6,9, 1 2 C:l ,2,<l,6,8 
(C:•conlaur level• ir1 multiples of o ur~ilotm d illribul i ar~) 
CONTOUR BASED SCANLINE CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
425 
A.3 Fracture Characteristics 
A.3.10 TenninatWn Mode Ralios vs. Mineral Filling Presence 
T erminataon Md 0 e versus p . resence o f M" anera I 1ng I F"ll" 
T ennlnatlon Mode Tannlnatlon Mode Ratto• 
0 1 2 0/1 0/2 2/1 
ScanRne n Min None Min None Min None Min , None fJIIn None Min. None 
0108 89 4 1 4f· 25 9 5 0 .09 0.04 0 .44 0.20 0.20 0 .20 
0329 32 1 3 {I 17 1 1 0 . 11 0.18 1.00 3.00 0.11 0 .06 
1037 147 0 1 3~' 82 11 30 0 .00 0 .02 0 .00 0.03 0.46 0.48 
1204 128 4 5 29 58 7 25 0 .14 0.09 0.57 0.20 0.24 0.43 
1318 142 15 5 85 35 9 13 0 .23 0.14 1.87 0 .38 0 . 14 0.37 
1321 160 4 5 81 49 8 13 0 ,05 0.10 0.50 0 .38 0 . 10 0.27 
1129 159 1 2 75 58 7 16 0 .01 0.03 0.14 0 .13 0 .09 0.28 
1134 101 0 0 87 13 14 1 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0 .00 0 .21 0.54 
1211 210 1 2 7 160 1 39 0.14 0.01 1.00 0 .05 0 .14 0.24 
0112 128 .  1 68 31 20 7 0.01 0.03 0.05 0 .14 0 .29 0.23 
0428 292 11 3 196 43 31 8 0.06 0.07 0 .35 0 .38 0.16 0.19 
0000 118 3 0 89 0 26 0 0 .03 0.12 0 .29 
0122 305 15 3 199 53 20 15 0 .08 O.CHS 0.75 0 .20 0 .10 0.28 
02G1 15 1 0 6 6 2 0 0 . 17 0.00 0.50 0.33 
0301 17 1 0 15 0 1 0 0 .07 1.00 0 .07 
0302 39 2 0 28 2 5 2 0.07 0.00 0.40 0 .00 0.18 1.00 
0303 9 0 0 0 9 0 0 0.00 
0304 14 0 0 4 8 0 2 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.25 
0306 10 0 0 1 8 1 0 0 .00 0 .00 0.00 1.00 
0307 14 2 2 10 0 0 0 0 .20 
0401 55 3 0 39 12 1 0 0.08 0.00 3.00 0 .03 
0404 23 1 0 20 2 0 0 0.05 0.00 
0413 76 4 1 55 7 8 1 0.07 0.14 0.50 1.00 0.15 0 .14 
0418 42 4 0 32 0 6 0 0 .13 0.67 0 .19 
0701 88 4 4 35 29 7 9 0.11 0.14 0.57 0.44 0 .20 0 .31 
1008 117 0 0 6 72 2 37 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.33 0.51 
1017 121 1 0 17 61 9 33 0.06 0.00 0 ,11 0.00 0 .53 0 .54 
1028 145 0 10 3 115 0 17 0 .00 0.09 0 .59 0.15 
1227 97 0 3 15 58 7 16 0 .00 0 .05 0 .00 0 .19 0.47 0.29 
1310 85 2 1 27 40 3 12 0.07 0.03 0 .67 0 .08 0 .11 0.30 
0213 141 4 1 48 57 6 19 0 .08 0.12 0.67 0 .37 0 .13 0.33 
1107 101 1 6 10 61 0 23 0.10 0.10 0.26 
0,38 
1111 174 0 a 35 82 13 38 0.00 0.01 0 .00 0.16 0 .37 0.46 
1124 158 0 3 48 54 19 34 0.00 O.CHS 0.00 0.09 0 .40 o.a3 
1211 176 0 4 1 144 1 26 0 .00 0 .03 0.00 0.15 1.00 0.18 
1221 166 0 0 12 107 2 45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.11 
0.42 
1222 145 1 2 30 79 12 21 0 .03 0.03 0.08 0 . 10 0.40 0 .27 
1307 70 4 0 33 17 9 1 0.12 0.00 0.44 0.00 0 .27 
0.41 
1305 51 1 2 12 29 0 7 0.08 0.01 0 .29 
0 .24 
1001 80 0 5 3 54 1 17 0 .00 0.09 0 .00 0 .29 0 .33 
0 .31 
1137 114 2 0 38 48 10 16 0 .05 0 .00 0.20 0 .00 0.26 
0.33 
AU 14354 98 87 1550 1763 295 561 O.CHS 0 .05 0.33 0 .16 0 .19 0 .32 
A.4 BLIND ZONE STEREOGRAPHICS PROJECTIONS 
Blind zones are defined as the angular band that lies 20° to either side of the scanline orientation 
(Terzaghi, 1965). Th~ following stereographic projections show the orientation of the blind zone 
for each scanline or scanline area. The hatched area is the area of the blind zone. This zone is 
undersampled because fractures whose orientations lie parallel or subparallel to that of the 
scanline, will be less likely to be intersected by the scanline than those fractures that lie 
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N = 103 
1129 
N 
N = 135 
1211 
N 
N = 64 
1134 
N 
N = 101 
1216 
N 
N = 71 
1137 
N 
N = 105 
1221 
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N = 90 
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N 
N = 93 
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N = 37 
1305 
N 
N = 108 
1321 
N 
N = 48 
1307 
BLIND ZONE DELINEATION 
N 
N = 54 
1310 I 
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A.S SLICKENSIDE LINEATIONS 
The scanline locations can be found on the scanline location map. The other locations are 
descriptions and can be found in relation to village names (such as listed on Figure 3.1). The 
data listing gives first the fault plane orientation (labelled: Plane) followed by the slickenside 
lineation (labelled: Slick). 
~ Slide 
Scanlinc: 0108 
254 78 344 02 
Scanline: 0112 
223 86 209 86 
Scanline: 0118 
05665 058 65 
Scanlinc: 0123 
086 35 132 26 
111 55 11655 
214 70 269 58 
Scanlinc: OZIJ 
093 75 176 2S 
Scanline: 0301 
250 85 340 OS 
Scanlinc: 0304 
096 80 008 12 
Scanlinc:OJ06 
Plane ~ ~ Slick Plane Slick 
049 69 04768 
052 so 142 00 02984 108 60 02763 014 62 
075 75 088 74 068 52 14022 058 84 132 61 
089 85 002 26 06763 345 15 214 70 279 51 
082 57 165 10 
315 69 032 30 176 76 086 03 184 40 095 00 334 77 316 77 
Scanlinc: 0329 
136 84 046 05 319 84 Q48 06 
Scanline:0403 
052 77 142 02 
Scanlinc: 0404 
083 73 165 24 106 79 007 08 112 75 024 06 
Scanlinc: 0415 
071 60 049 58 
Scanlinc: 0701 
048 70 134 10 289 80 017 08 312 83 227 36 283 86 196 24 
225 89 31S 32 285 76 203 28 276 73 309 69 
Scanline: 1011 
127 53 153 55 
Sc:anline: 1018 
255 88 165 02 
Scanlinc: 1021 
346 75 075 03 131 68 045 09 260 80 170 02 
434 
Scanlinc: 1107 
025 89 115 00 024 82 113 OS 
Scanlinc: 1108 
241 81 331 02 009 81 279 01 253 76 336 25 083 89 354 07 
Scanlinc: 1111 
026 70 116 43 204 72 226 71 327 IS 326 1.5 015 87 164 3 
234 79 169 6S 
Scanlinc: 112.5 
212 76 283 55 
Scanlinc: 1129 
142 75 053 04 119 82 032 20 141 76 053 09 135 81 047 12 
137 66 059 27 
Scanlinc: 1134 
140 68 058 23 030 55 306 OS 
Scanlinc: 1205 
13.5 80 0.57 .52 296 79 212 27 130 56 081 44 
Scanline: 1111 
260 8.5 349 14 336 58 337 57 
Scanlinc: llUi 
251 59 168 12 
Scanlinc: 12.11 
146 7.5 058 12 1.50 85 180 85 194 84 283 12 082 82 355 20 
200 78 111 02 210 84 121 12 1.50 80 062 12 192 84 280 12 
Scanlinc: 12ll 
011 84 165 ta 195 s9 349 14 066 as 337 oa 
Scanline: 12.17 
264.51 348 07 314 66 237 24 300 67 211 02 280 so 007 04 
277 71 004 09 298 80 024 9 
Scanlinc: 1307 
076 76 348 12 112 62 025 05 119 4.5 025 06 083 42 022 24 
076 47 003 16 094 31 032 16 058 66 342 29 061 49 346 16 
090 62 004 06 
Scanlinc: 1310 
066 7.5 342 19 278 BJ 008 00 
Scanline: 1321 
ISS 60 107 49 161 SS 103 38 
Area: Diorite Cupola N.E. of Pbterlkboudi 
071 48 069 46 056 34 342 09 
Area: l km wat ortl07 
238 89 162 27 
435 
Area: 6.4 km soC 1011 
114 56 175 34 
Area: Shear zoor at Apliki VUlagr 
:.36 
279 87 009 00 044 75 320 20 083 85 354 OS 038 11 337 64 116 84 0:!7 07 075 78 349 16 093 54 102 54 
Sca.nline: Asku 
0"..6 66 324 45 
Area: 1 km DOrth or Pharmaku 
31670 31670 322 80 232 02 315 87 212 4 
Area: 4 km DOrtb or Pharmaku 
286 61 219 35 060 89 060 89 062 80 151 06 274 BB 185 28 
318 85 280 84 271 84 188 07 
Area: Cemetary at Ayios Epiphaoioa 
281 65 280 62 
Area: Ayw Koroai 
358 83 086 12 
Area: 1.1 km oorth or Apliki 
084 64 002 15 
Area: 0.5 km aortb-ast or Palekhori 
109 46 183 16 
Area: l.9km ~uth or Ayios Epiphanios/Kato Mooi turnofF 
175 65 092 16 024 86 298 25 110 SS 197 OS 
Area: 4.42 km south or Xylialol 
323 85 oso 28 110 31 1S6 19 
Area: S km south or Xyliatoa 
129 74 046 26 044 ss 132 04 126 74 041 20 141 44 052 01 
340 79 060 39 341 84 065 41 321 81 046 26 038 52 060 so 
437 
0108 0112 0118 0122 
0213 0301 0304 0306 
0329 0403 0404 0415 
0701 1011 1018 1021 
SLICKENSIDE LINEATIONS 
438 
1107 1108 1111 1125 
1129 1134 1205 i211 
1216 1221 1222 1227 











6.4km s Apliki Ask as 
1011 ShearZone 
4km N A. Epiphanies A. Koroni 
Pharmakas Cemetary 
5km N 2.9km S of A.Ep.- 4.4km S 
Palekhori Kate Moni lntersec. Xyliatos 
SLICKENSIDE LINE·~·rtONS 
A.6 FRACTURE AREA MAPPING 
The area mapping method of measuring fracture characteristics was done at two sites, 1137 and 
1305. The following four pages show the fracture area and scanline maps for these two areas. 
The distance along the outcrop is shown at the base of the map. There is no vertical 
exaggeration in the maps. The distribution of fracture orientations are shown on the following 
page to compare the area and scanline mapping methods. The comparison of fracture trace 
length distributions and the tabulated fracture properties between the two methods is shown on 
the following pages. The last page in this section shows the effect of applying the Terzaghi 
(1965) correction to the scanline 1137 fracture orientation data and is compared to the area 
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Trace length (m) 
5.5 6.0 
Area map: 1137 
2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.0 
Trace length (m) 
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Trace length (m) 
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1137..$ 1137-A 1137-A 
Girdle Clunw Girdle 
45 70 126 
3 16 3 
1 19 16 
41 35 107 
39 49 118 
7 22 9 
1 5 2 
19 22 82 
18 35 54 
0 1 0 
28 33 73 
17 35 38 
2 7 3 
0 0 0 
5 15 25 
2 , 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 , 0 
0 2 4 
41 82 117 
2 2 1 
3 7 8 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
1.51 1.95 1.05 
1.95 1.815 1.27 
S • ecanline mapped data 
A • area mapped data 
T b I a uata dP ropert1es 
1305..$ 1305-5 1305-A 1305-A 
Cluatw Girdle Clunw Girdle 
30 6 64 44 
16 0 21 0 
2 1 12 9 
12 5 31 35 
e 8 32 42 
25 1 32 2 
3 0 12 1 
18 0 28 7 
2 5 8 35 
0 0 0 0 
21 5 45 27 
7 1 10 9 
4 0 10 8 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
28 8 57 42 
0 0 0 0 
3 0 5 0 , 0 1 0 
0 0 , 2 
3.71 1.07 2.47 0.75 
1.73 1.03 1.78 0.61 
Clueter • clueter dietribution of data 
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A. 7 PERMEABILITY CALCULATION RESULTS 
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Formulation of Parallel-Plate Flow 
(after Norton and Knapp, 1977; Snow, 1965, 1969). 
The parallel plate model of Norton and Knapp (1977) uses the analogy of d'Arcy's Law 
for flow through porous media (Figure 4.10A), 
-l:VQ Q = -- ..•.............. (A.7.1) , 
and a formulation for the volume flow rate from n parallel fractures, 
-nd3VQ Q = • •• • ••••••••••••• (A.7.2) 
12T) 
to derive intrinsic permeability for fracture controlled flow, 
nd3 
k = U ............ . ..... (A.7.3) 
where Q is the flow rate, d is the fracture aperture, 71 is the fluid viscosity, ll is the fluid 
potential, V is the gradient operator, and k is the intrinsic permeability of the fractured 
rock. 
Similarly, Snow (1969), derived a formulation for discharr ... . Q, 
b2 g Q = ---L(2b)l 
3 v 
............... (A.7.4) 
where, Lis the length of the sides of a cube, with parallel plate conduits of aperture 2b, 
separated by non-conductive solid material. L(lb) is the area and I is the hydraulic 
gradient, parallel to the conduits. From this, the hydraulic conductivity, K is, 
- bl g K - -- ...........••..••. (A.7.5) 
3 v 
The total discharge, Q, of N such conduits is, 
_ 2b38u Q - -- -nU . . .............. (A.7.6) 
3 v 
If apertures in each of the conduits remain constant in all directions then 
2 N 
Q = -- 8 uE bl ............... (A.7.7) 
3 v i•l 
The equivalent porous medium flow is given by D'Arcy's law, 
Q = KAI =-k.1.L21 ............... (A.7.8) 
v 
where A is the area (WxW) of a side of the cube. If equations (A.7.7) and (A.7.8) are 
equated and solved for the permeability, k, then folJowing is obtained, 
21N 
k = --Eb,3 ••••••••••••••••• (A.7.9) 
3 L 1• 1 
and if the average fracture spacing, S, is known, the fracture intrinsic permeability 
becomes, 
since L = S • N. 
N 
k = 2 !.! E b3 • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • (A. 7 .10) 
3 S Ni·l 
Comparison between the two formulations (Snow, 1969 and Norton and Knapp, 1977) 
shows that the two methods give identical results, since Norton and Knapp's (1977) dis 
equal to the 2b of Snow (1969). Nehlig and Juteau (1988) used the Norton and Knapp 
(1977) equation with a 'porosity', P = nd, equal to the number of fractures times the 
average aperture such that, 
PtP nd3 k = - = - ••..•.•••.•.••• (A. 7 .11) 
12 12 
451 
It should be noted that these permeabilities are not strictly fracture permeabilities but are 
bulk fractured rock permeabilities which take into account the fracture 'porosity', that 
is the amount of fracturing per unit length of rock face. The bulk rock permeability i:; 
dependent on the length of occupied rock space between fractures assuming a negligible 
matrix permeability. 
Formulation of Bianchi and Snow (1969) Method 
Permeability in the Bianchi and Snow (1969) model, is calculated on the basis of the 
direction cosines of fracture orientations, the fracture aperture, and a weight based on 
the angle of the fracture to the sampling line (to account for the bias toward measuring 
fractures whose normals are parallel to the sampling line, and to take account of the 
relative density of fractures over the length of the sampling line). The weighting sche:;le 
assumes that each fracture is repeated at a distance I along the scanline, where 1 is the 
scanline length such that, 
W = llnP1! •..•••••••••.••. (A.7.12) 
The permeability of a particular sampling line area is the sum of the individual fracture 
contributions, N (Snow, 1969), 
2 N b3 
k11 = -:E-1 -1 <&u-m~ .....•...... (A.7.13) 3l 1• 1 np1 
where ku is the permeability tensor, b is the half-aperture, Dt and Dt are the direction 
cosines, respectively, of the normal to the fracture and of the scanline, c\j is the 
Kronecker delta (which is 1 for i=j and 0 for i~j), and DJu is the matrix containing 
terms summing the direction cosines of each fracture. The equivalent permeability is then 
calculated as the sum of the values obtained from all the scanline surveys for a particular 
station, divided by the number of scanlines, M, at that station (Bianchi and Snow, 1969), 
1 II 2 N b3 
Jc11 =-I: -I:-1 -1 (~ 11 ·-m~ .......... (A.7.14) M 1• 1 31 1• 1 np, 
Diagonalization of the ~ permeability tensor results in the three principal (orthogonal) 
permeability directions and magnitudes, ktt k1, and k3 (the eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
of the k;; matrix). 
A. 7 PERMEABll.JTY CALCULATION RESULTS 











































FRAcnJRE PERMEABILITY MAGNITUDES PARALLfl PLATE METHOD• 
-
........ ..... lhl<a &Wale 
~~ ABIUII 
= 
. ., y,_ 
-..-.. sa..: .. 
•·· 
._... 
• ..... ..... .... ia·al 37.4 118 82 70 1 2.3 2.3 2.3 f2 
31 .5 127 117 88 25 3.7 II o.a 7.a 
25.1 131 47 80 4 2 3.4 o.a 4.11 
141.2 10 72 211 43 2.7 a 0 .& 17.7 
a .5 &e 53 31 a 2.4 3.5 0.3 &.II 
30.4 ea 70 1 !7 13 3.5 4.5 1 5.3 
11.2 ea 70 141 3 2.2 2.8 1.11 7 
11.3 111 79 47 111 1.8 2.8 0.8 10.1 
7 282 88 13 1 30 30 30 110 
8.2 282 88 14 
1.1 315 u 11 
0.8 315 89 21 2 4.2 8 2.4 1 
10 315 81 20 
31.3 88 1S 118 24 4 8 0.1 7 
10.3 71 77 18 2 2.4 3 1.a 10 
30.a 17 71 58 17 4 7 1.1 3.5 
21.8 87 71 33 a 3 4.5 1.1 22 
87.a 110 48 185 15 0.8 115 o.8 us 
32.5 1&8 84 81 
31 .11 283 113 83 
11U 117 02 73 
22.7 2811 71 117 5 1.4 3.11 0.5 40.2 
31.2 281 88 114 
30.1 14a 88 88 3 1.8 3.2 0.8 1.7 
27.15 55 84 79 2 3.15 8 1 30 
32.15 17 81 121 a 1.3 3 0.15 2.3 
:zs.a 71 35 118 1 2.2 2.2 2.2 40 
31.1 138 71 105 15 3 .3 10 o.a 3.4 
32 127 110 a8 12 4.1 15 1.2 8.1 
31.7 257 70 75 4 15.4 a 2.8 2.3 
41.4 :Ul 711 M 1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1 
28.1 308 77 139 
31.11 223 80 104 
42.7 145 81 108 
31.1 258 88 114 8 1.15 3 0 .8 1.1 
22.3 344 50 en 
17.1 58 sa 311 4 4 .2 8 1.1 1.3 
22.8 110 411 151 4 2.3 3.5 0.8 34.3 
42.a 85 80 54 3 0 .3 10 4 11 
31.4 321 71 108 14 3 8 0.0 4 .8 
30.2 151 71 108 27 2.7 II 0.8 15.3 
• Thi• mdlod ....,.. per.all. con~• fTec:turn (ana orientation Mtl 
AI frectur• within 20• Clf 1M maan dyb orient8bon wwa tlken • IUbpar .. ll to thl dykea. 
The Pllm nty ..... c.lculeted vq: k - n. d"3112 
wflw1 n • I of fr.ctw• per IIIIIUI 
d • the frecture epertut1 in matt• 



































































• .... ..... lllin . 1 2.3 2.3 2.3 
7 3.1 Ui 1.0 
1 3.4 3,4 3 . .& 
53 z.a a 0.8 
3 2 3.5 0.5 
2 3.3 4.5 2 
1 4 .5 4.5 4.~ 
a 3.5 8 1.a 
2 3,1 4 2.2 
4 3.8 7 1.11 
1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
18 8.3 i6 1.4 
8 3 5 1.3 
2 2 3 1.1 
1 5 15 II 
2 5 .3 5 .11 5 
1 0.11 0.11 0.9 
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II IM_, IM ... Min. 
2 ~:; 2.3 1.1 211 e 0 .1 
4 2 3.4 0 .1 
11 2.7 I 0 .15 
• 2.2 3.1i 0 .3 21 2.1 4 .6 0 
3 :u 2.1 1.11 
II 1.1 2.1 0.1 
1 30 30 30 
1 • I • 3 3.4 e 1.1 
1 4.11 4 .11 4 .15 
31 3.1 8 0.4 
4 2.1 4 1.1 
17 4 7 1. 1 
7 3.3 II 
' · 1 21 11.1 11 0.1 
7 2.1 6 1.3 
3 1.3 u 0 .1 
II 1.4 3.1 0.11 
3 1.1 3.2 0.1 
3 3.3 8 1 
I 1.3 3 0.11 
3 2.1 3 1.1 
30 3.15 10 O.li 
12 4.1 16 1.2 
4 15.4 I 2.1 
I 2.8 11.11 0.4 
3 4 .2 15.1 2 
3 3 .11 6.11 1 
I 1.15 3 0.1 
3 1.1 ~ 1 
a ... 3 
3.:, 
t.1 
12 1.1 0.1 
I 3.1 to 1.1 
34 2.8 :I 0 .1 2.11 0 




































AI f :ec- withift 20• of the,_.,~ orioontalioro _,. t.U.. • ... .,., ... 1 Ill the~· 
TM ....,_.w;tywMc~t.411 ....... : .. •" • 411•3112 
...._ n • I ollr..:- ,-r ,_.,. 
411 • the fr..:..-.....,.... in m•tr .. 













































































,,. .. L.nath lml 
' 
IMMn IU.•. I Min. 
II 2.2 3 .11 1.1 
1 2.1 2. t 2.1 
15 2 .15 3 1 
3 .1i l .li 3.& 
40 3.3 4 .11 0.7 
8 1.7 1.1 1.4 
2 4 II 3 
I I I 
1 1.8 1.11 1.11 
3 11.1 10 0.7 
18 1.3 8 2.11 
1 II II II 
2 e.& 7 a 
• 1.3 ~ ~~ 1.1 4 1.1 2.1 0 .1 
... 2.1 6 .6 0.7 
22 1.4 2.7 0.& 
7 0 .1 1.1 0 .4 
43 3.4 7 0.4 
14 2 3 .11 0.8 
40 3.1 7 0.8 
7 2.3 3.6 0.8 
8 3.1 I 1 
23 2.1 10 0 .11 
2 1.4 Ill 1.~ 
3 15.1 e 11.2 
21 2.1 • o .a 36 2.1 8 0.3 
21 2.11 • O.li 11 1.1 4 0.1 
4 3.4 6 1.1 
l 2. ! 3 1.3 
20 4 a 1 
1 0 .8 0 .8 0.8 
I 3.1 10 1.5 
12 3.2 I 0 .1 





















































































































A.7 PERMEABILITY CALCULATION RESULTS 
A. 7.2 BIANCm AND SNOW (1969) l\1ETHOD 
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The following table presents the permeability calculation results from the SNOWPERM program 
(Appendix D). The column headings are as follows: area refers to the scanline mapping location 
number; kave is the permeability average determined from the three principal perrneabilities, kl, 
k2, k3; Azl, Dip1, A72, Dip2, Az3, Dip3 are the principal permeability directions associated 
with k1, k2, k3, respectively; '#Ap. =0.01 • is the number of apertures whose field aperture was 
measured as 0, these apertures were set to 0.01 for the permeability calculations since the log 
of 0 is undefined; MinAp and MaxAp are the minimum and maximum apertures measured at 
that scanline location. Each page of the table is based on & grouping of fractures: All, Unfilled, 
All Filled, Epidote-tilled, Zeolite-filled, Calcite-filled; and on all orientations or dyke parallel 
orientations (±20° of the mean dyke orientation for that st"anline location). Following the table 
are the principal permeability orientation stereographic projections for the previously mentioned 
groups for each scanline location. The next set of tables lists the permeability magnitudes and 
anisotropy for each of the groupings. The last set of stereographic projections show the principal 
permeability orientations plotlt'.d for each of the groupings by dyke domain. 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Orientation Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow (1969) 
• lndlcata• ~ .-nne.ttlllty dlnctlocw due ta laf'lltl range In ~rtur.. 
AI~ 
A ... • lui we ll1 Az1 Dlp1 
k2 Az2 DlpZ 113 All Olp3 1Ap.•0.01 .. nAp MaiiAp 
0000 78 3 .02£.07 6.61E.07 165 7t 8.29£.07 20 14 0.72£.()8 280 13 8 0 .01 26 
0108 88 4.32£.07 1.06€-oG 46 18 1.03£-oG Hl2 62 7.46€.()8 304 31 8 0.01 60 
0112 88 2.14€-o& 4 .32£.()6 181 24 3.73£-o& 39 61 8 .08E.oG 280 29 13 0 .0\ 200 
01Z2 287 4 .08E.o& 7.28E-06 117 68 8.18E-06 306 31 1.61E.o& 213 4 89 0.01 250 
0201 31 8.08£.()8 1.68E.07 74 71 1. 19E.07 337 3 3.17£.()8 246 111 6 0 .01 20 
0213 117 6.14€-o& 2.06€-04 141 liO 2.02£-04 368 33 3 .29E.oG 266 19 • 0 .01 600 
0301 14 4 .18E.07 1.08£-oG 143 liO 1.03£-oG 40 10 8 .43£.()8 302 38 3 0 .01 30 
0302 47 1.06£.07- 1.12£-oG 118 71 1.71E.o8 3411 11 2.26£.07 258 16 10 0.01 
60 
0303 12 7.78E.o8 2.74€-o& 180 24 2.8t!E.o& 26 84 8.42£.07 n4 10 0 0 .1 100 
0304 14 4 .44€.()3 2.64£.01 162 79 2.62£.02 368 11 1.J7E-04 286 4 2 0 .01 1100 
030e 11 3 .80£.()8 8.oeE.oe 312 82 4 .33E.()8 109 8 1.87£-08 200 3 2 0 .01 10 
0307 21 1.16E.()8 6 .14€.()8 66 77 4.118E.OO 187 9 2.18(-01 279 8 11 0.01 16 
ou. 20 4 .62£-otJ B. IIE-otJ 166 64 8 .18E-otJ 38 20 1.74E-otJ 294 28 3 0.01 8 
0401 88 7.14£.07 1.66E.oG 105 70 1.43E.o8 4 4 1.86E.07 272 1t 6 0 .01 60 
0404 18 1.96E.OO U7E.o& 
'" 
36 1.18E.o& 33 63 6 .66£.00 287 12 4 0 .01 100 
0413 611 1.38E.07 4 .82£.07 29 46 4.61£.07 133 13 1 .21E.OO 236 42 6 0 .01 30 
0411 33 1.23E.OCS 2.81E.OO 361 28 2.67£-oG 132 63 2.68E.07 258 23 1 0 .01 
eo 
0428 195 6 .06E.()8 8.09E.OO 188 46 8 .31£.00 338 41 2.62£.00 80 16 61 0 .01 3.." 
0101 87 4.70E.07 7.87£.07 362 &7 6.68(-07 167 32 2.30E.07 261 7 22 0.01 60 
1001 116 1.06E.o8 4 .80E.07 248 &8 4.68E.07 341 7 2.47E-otJ 83 30 23 0.01 20 
1008 72 1.31E·o& 1 .41E.o4 48 44 8.41£-04 1113 40 3.111E-OI 299 18 17 0 .01 
700 
1017 ee 7 .48E.oG 2.B1E.o& 178 84 2.77E.o& 346 8 6.38£ ·07 78 1 27 0 .01 
200 
1021 101 1.19£-otJ 4 .:WE-otJ 188 34 4 .28E-otJ 301 28 4 .21£·10 70 43 12 0 .01 
10 
1037 IHS 1 .64£.00 3 .16E.07 44 88 3.1 1E.07 210 21 8 .116E-ot 302 6 27 0 .01 
60 
\107 71 8 .39£.()8 2.81E.07 128 ee 2.68E.07 3111 24 3.88E-otJ 227 6 48 0.01 40 
1111 120 2.83E.07 4.02£.00 321 88 4 .02E.OO 160 20 1.13E-otJ 84 6 37 0 .01 
140 
1124 11 6 .11E.07 1.18E-08 43 27 1.07£-08 140 14 1.08£.07 266 u 27 0 .01 
60 
11U 103 1.28E-G8 2.21£.07 111 1M 2. 13£.07 201 1 1.eae-oe 2111 8 II 0.01 
60 
1134 1M 1.1i0E.o& 1.06E.o4 211 8 1.05E-04 120 4 3 .03E.07 I 80 17 
0 .01 100 
1137 71 1 .73E-G8 4 .31£.07 339 13 4.27E.07 87 62 6.01E-otJ 240 36 33 0 .01 
60 
1204 80 7.&8E.07 2.08£-oG 266 41 2 .00€-oe 37 37 1.04£.07 141 27 14 0 .01 
100 
12.11 136 3.37E-07 7 .83£-08 368 81 7.83E-08 142 24 8.26€· 10 231 16 30 
0 .01 6 
1216 101 0 .36£-08 1.80E-08 zoe 88 1.80E-08 130 17 1.00€·10 38 14 25 0 .01 
100 
1Z21 106 3 .16E-G8 4.43£.07 311 8 4 .43£.07 tits 78 3.13E·10 liO 10 26 0 .01 
eo 
1222 13 4.82£.07 1.3ltE.o8 170 . 38 1.33E.OO 325 411 6 .34E-08 70 12 27 
0 .01 10 
1Z27 H 1.23E-OI 2.22£-otJ 136 1 2.07E-otJ 231 85 4.00E· t0 46 5 21 
0 .01 II 
130& 37 8.53£-oe 4 .80£.07 362 33 4.85£.07 116 40 1. t8E-ot 238 32 8 0 .01 
60 
1307 ... 3.53£.07 2.&-08 146 16 Z.86E-08 40 43 6.31E-otJ 260 43 20 
0 .01 100 
1310 64 1. 16E.o6 1.28E.o4 45 46 1.28E-04 312 3 9.33E.OO 211 46 
., 0.01 400 
131. 106 3.08E.o8 6.38E-08 338 78 4 .18E-Oe 203 10 1.2BE-08 111 10 
.; 0 .01 eo 
1321 100 1 .20E-G8 1.07E-07 60 4 1.43E.07 1111 88 3.25E.()8 320 2 11 0 .01 
30 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Orientation Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow 41969, 
• niC.C.. nDCHinlqw penneMIIIty dlrwction8 d~ to IMge r.,ge In epectan. 
Untll.d ,_._ 
A,.. I uw 111 o\21 Dtp1 112 ~2 Dtp2 u ~3 [Mp3 1Ap.•0.01 a.Ap MaliAp 
0000 2 2.27£·11 e. ~.,. &2 70 6.1£·11 280 18 3.1£·11 107 I 2 0.01 0.01 
ot• 22 3.00E·10 &.1E·10 148 48 4 .1£·10 42 13 1.3E·t0 301 38 3 0 .01 6 
0112 22 1.54E.07 0.000037 77 eo 0.000037 173 6 ~U£·10 288 30 I 0.01 200 
0122 62 7.12£.()1 7.4£-ol tee 45 7.4£-oa 330 .... II OE· 11 18 I 24 0.01 .a 
0201 & 4 ,25£·12 I .IE·11 218 88 8.1£·11 »4 2 ll.eE-1& 84 4 3 0.01 2 
0213 18 , .82E.Q6 0.0001 u 4& 88 0 .000112 183 10 1.2£.07 267 20 8 0 .01 600 
0301 
0302 I 2.01E· 10 7.8E·10 333 2 7.7£·10 87 87 1.3E· 11 2U Z3 1 0.01 5 
0303 I 3.31E·11 7.0E·11 174 47 8 .2£· 11 12 42 8.8E·12 274 • 0 0 .1 1 
0304 7 1.21£-09 3.1E-GI 262 0 3.0E.QI 352 18 1.1£·10 171 72 1 0 .01 4 
~ I 3.86E.Q8 8.1E.Q8 312 82 4.3£-oa 109 I 1.1E.OS 200 3 1 0 .01 10 
0307 • 4.44£·12 8.8E·11 82 8 1.8£·1 1 201 73 1. 1£·14 
350 16 8 0 .01 2 
03U 12 1.111£·10 3.&£·10 278 78 3.3£·10 81 10 8.0E· 11 t62 7 1 0.01 2 
0401 11 2.16£·12 1.1£·12 23 83 8 .8£·12 187 23 3.2£·13 263 16 3 0.01 1 
0404 3 1. IOE-GI 1. 2£-oa 203 21 1.2£-oa 312 31 I .OE·11 71 46 0 0 .1 10 
0413 11 8 .61E· 1 1 &.8£·10 123 52 &.eE-10 350 28 8 .1£·13 2U 23 1 0 .01 8 
0418 
0428 43 4.16£-09 3.3E.OS 114 48 3.3E.Q8 20 42 8 .8£·11 287 3 20 0 .01 30 
0701 36 2.18E·10 3.3E·10 184 3 2.8E·10 72 40 1.1£·10 268 4t t7 0.01 2 
1001 77 3.84£-09 1.3E.Q8 261 81 4.2£-011 8 13 2.tE.Q8 102 26 23 0.01 6 
1001 ee 3 .11£-GI 7.2£-09 21 31 8.3£-GI 147 30 1.3£-GI 263 37 16 0.01 10 
1017 &1 1.28£·10 1.1£·10 267 1 1.7£·10 357 I 8 .6£· 11 t81 It 23 0 .01 2 
1028 107 1.16£-09 4.4£-GI 118 33 4 .2£-09 309 28 4.0E·10 70 43 12 0 .01 10 
1037 67 4 .21E.Q8 1.3£.07 .... 35 1.3£.07 212 && 4.4£-09 310 8 16 0 .01 40 
1107 72 1.03E.Q8 2.4£-ol 130 87 2.3£-oa 336 21 1.4£-ot 242 I 42 0 .01 20 
1111 11 1.86E.07 4 .0E.Q8 180 60 4.0E.Q8 330 40 2.8E·10 84 6 27 0 .01 1.0 
1124 64 1.42£.07 4.6£.07 82 .... 4 .4£.07 182 10 1.6£-oa 281 .... 111 0.01 60 
1121 60 8.11E.Q8 2.0E.07 36 67 1.1£.07 208 33 8 .4E-ot 291 4 17 0 .01 60 
1134 11 2.03£-09 1.1£-o& 20 6 1.1e.oa 113 34 2.2£· 11 283 66 2 0 .01 20 
1131 38 ~UZ£·11 t.BE·11 276 60 8.8E· 11 174 I 3 .7£·1 t 78 38 18 0.01 2 
1204 81 7.67E.Q8 1.6£.07 217 72 1.4£.07 18 • 2. 1E.Q8 & 16 8 0 .01 .a 
1211 127 3.28£.07 7.8£-oB 368 81 7.8£-oB 142 24 15.8£·10 239 16 21 0 .01 6 
121. 100 8.30E.OS 1.eE-oe 288 88 1.8E.Q8 130 17 1 .8£· 11 38 14 26 0 .01 100 
1221 87 3.80E.Q8 4.4£.07 311 7 4 .4£.07 1114 78 2.8E· 10 60 10 22 0 .01 eo 
1222 82 4 .80E.07 t .4E-o8 170 38 1.3£-oe 326 411 15.3£-oa 70 12 14 0 .01 10 
1227 .... 1.20E-09 2.2£-09 136 4 2. tE-ot 283 83 3 .8£· 10 46 6 13 0.01 8 
1306 27 6.17E.Q8 4.9£.07 353 34 4 .8E.07 117 31 1 .1£·10 238 32 6 0 .01 60 
1307 18 1.62£· 11 1.6£·10 88 24 t .&£·11 221 84 8.2£·11 333 10 tO 0.01 2 
1310 31 2.39E·10 3.7£·10 212 69 2.8E· 10 1.0 28 t .4£·10 43 12 4 0 .01 5 
13te 32 8.115£.07 8 .4£-oB 
'" 
40 8.4E-G8 247 47 1.0E.Q8 142 13 e 0.01 60 
1321 &0 1 .16£· 11 1.3E·10 14 7 8.7£·11 328 31 S.IE·t I 182 60 8 0.01 
, 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Orientation Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow (1969) 
• Indio-. notHinlque ,_,..8blltV dltectJonl du. ta ler!l• rena• In .-m.... 
,....f'1ect_ 
AIU • line 111 Aa1 Dlp1 ll2 Aa2 
Dlp2 k3 Aal Dlp3 1Ap.•0.01 MIIIAp M.llAp 
0000 74 3.02£.07 e.i£.07 166 71 IU£.07 20 14 8.7£.()8 286 13 e 0.01 26 
0108 ee 4.31E.07 1.0E.oe 48 ,. 1.0E.oe 182 62 7.4E.()8 304 31 6 0 .01 50 
0112 ee 2.33E.OS e . ..e.oe 175 32 8.1Eo0e 283 28 3.3E.07 44 40 4 0 .01 100 
0122 236 4 .07£-06 0.000073 117 61 0.0000112 306 31 0.000016 213 4 e6 0.01 260 
0201 28 l.oeE.oe 1.eE.07 74 71 ' 1.2£.07 337 3 4.0E.()8 248 11 2 0 .01 20 
0213 41 1.83E.OS 0.000013 323 6 0,00001::. 127 86 4.1E.OO 233 1 3 0 .01 200 
0301 13 4.1CIE.07 1.1£.()8 143 50 1.0E.OS 40 10 8.4£.()8 302 38 3 0 .01 30 
0302 38 1.04E.07 1.1E.OS 118 71 1.7E.oe 341 11 2.3£.07 268 16 I 0.01 60 
0303 4 7.18E.OS 0.000027 180 24 0.000027 26 M 8.4E.07 274 10 0 2 100 
0304 7 4.441:-03 0 .026368 162 71 0.026224 368 11 0.000137 266 4 1 0.01 GOO 
03N 2 1.66E·14 1.0E·t1 40 ee 1.0E·11 281 10 6.7£· 18 187 11 1 0 .01 1 
0307 12 1.ME.oe 5.1E.OS 63 77 4.1£.()8 187 I 2.1i0.ot 271 • 6 0.01 16 
0321 II 4.30E.ot 7.1£-ot 161 61 5.n.ot 37 23 1.6E.ot 293 H 2 0.01 8 
0401 41 7.141:.07 1.6£.()8 106 10 1.4E.OCS 4 4 1.7£.07 212 
" 
2 0.01 60 
0404 16 1.11i£.oe 0 .000012 187 • 0 .000012 30 41 4.eE.oe 287 12 4 0.01 100 
0413 411 1.38E.07 4.eE.07 30 45 4.6E.07 133 13 1.2E.OS 236 42 4 0.01 30 
0418 32 1.23E.OS 2.8E.OS 361 28 2.eE.oe 132 63 2.8E.07 268 23 1 0 .01 eo 
0428 152 2.88E..Q8 i .OE.oe 168 
" 
4.6E.OS 277 64 8.7E.ot 67 28 31 0.01 30 
0101 31 4.70E.07 I!I}JE.07 362 57 6.7E.07 167 32 2.3£.07 262 1 6 0 .01 50 
1001 1 :lltE.ol 4.1E.OS 336 H 4.1E.OCS 210 48 3.6£-11 83 30 0 1 20 
1008 2.381:.()8 0.000841 183 41 0 .000841 12 10 1.1£-11 2111 11!1 2 0 .01 700 
1017 15 7.4CIE.OS 0.000028 119 84 0.000028 348 a li.4E.Q7 78 1 4 0.01 200 
1028 2 li.OBE-12 4.2£-11 310 32 4.2£-11 160 50 7.11£·14 48 10 0 1 3 
1037 31 1.40E.oe 1.1£.07 48 71 1.1E.07 206 11 I!I.OE·1t 21US 4 12 0 .01 60 
1107 7 3.84E.OS 2.41:.07 131 48 2.4£.07 320 42 e.ee-10 228 5 4 0 .01 40 
1111 21 4.1i7E.ot 1.3E..oe 336 78 1.3£..()8 148 14 5.7£·10 238 2 10 0.01 20 
1124 n 1.ZBE.07 7.1E.07 138 3 7.1E.07 44 28 4.1£-ot 232 04 I 0.01 40 
1121 &3 1.72£-oB 2.1E.oe 164 87 2.2£-oe 47 7 8.0E.o8 314 22 2 0 .01 20 
1134 53 1.41£-06 0.000106 212 • 0.000106 121 4 3.0£.07 I 1!10 16 0.01 100 
1137 33 I.SBE..oe 4.3£.07 338 13 4.3E.Q7 87 52 4.1E.ot 240 36 17 0.01 60 
1204 21 8.14E.oe 1.1E.OS 364 5I 1.1E-ee 244 12 8.1£·11 148 28 8 0 .01 100 
12!1 8 4.82£·11 8.1£·11 26 16 4.2£-11 267 24 3.4E·11 166 24 1 0 .01 2 
121• 
1221 11 &.22£·11 1.3E·1t 162 75 7.BE·11 288 11 2.0E·11 21 10 3 0.0~ 3 
1222 31 7.1eE-10 2.1E.ol 3.10 86 2.ClE.o8 !18 17 1.2£·10 102 17 13 0 .01 10 
1227 14 1.33E· U 1.CIE·11 • 46 1.7£·11 263 24 8.6£·13 
144 38 I 0.01 1 
1301 10 1.811£·10 3.4E·10 123 38 l .OE-10 227 11 4.6£·11 337 47 1 0.01 2 
1307 30 161E.07 2.1£-oe 148 16 2.1E.oe 41 43 6.3E.o8 260 43 10 0 .01 100 
1:uo 23 1.16£-06 0.000128 46 45 0.000121!1 312 3 8.3E.OS .211 45 2 0.01 400 
131. 72 2.36E.OS 4.2£-oB 338 78 :1.4E.oe 112 12 IUE.Q7 100 I 0 1 1!10 
1321 58 1.11£..()8 1.7£.07 60 4 1.4£.07 117 • 3.2£-oB 320 2 3 0.01 
30 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Orientation Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow ( 1969) 
• lndica&M ~ pecma.wtty clnc:tioM clue tD ..,.. ,... In epertunt. 
E,lldne .... ,.._._ 
,._ 
• ... '' 
Aa1 Dlp1 k2 Aa2 Dlp2 u Al3 Dlp3 •Ap.•0,01 MlftAp Ma.-Ap 
0000 ,., 1.73E~7 8.1E~7 36 5e S.OE.Q7 188 31 1.4£.Q8 2BS 13 2 0 .01 16 
0101 67 4 .18E.Q7 1.01£-41 45 111 t.OE.oe lSI 63 8.1E.Q8 303 31 3 0 .01 50 
0112 3t 2.23E-41 e.3E-41 178 33 e .1E-41 284 2& .Z.IE.07 44 48 2 0 .01 100 
0122 126 1.06E.o& 0.000011 Ul2 21 0.000017 31 63 3.8E.Q8 284 28 31 0 .01 200 
0201 1& 4.&8E-oe 1.2£.07 63 10 1 • .2E.07 168 6 8.5E.oe 247 111 1 0 .01 20 
0211 22 1 .31E~7 4 .0E~7 124 42 3.8E~7 3H 46 1.BE.oe 228 13 0 1 50 
0301 11 4.18E~7 1.1E.Q8 143 50 I .OE.Q8 40 tO 8.4£.Q8 302 38 :'. 0 .01 30 
0302 28 1.04£~7 1.1E.Q8 118 71 1.7E.Q8 3U , 2.3£.07 .268 16 4 0.01 50 
0303 3 7.78E-41 0.000027 180 24 0 .000027 .26 84 8 .4£.07 .274 10 0 20 100 
0304 8 4.12£43 0.024837 144 82 0 .024724 366 7 0 .000113 286 4 1 0.01 800 
03M 
0307 e 1.38E.o8 4.2£.Q8 27 ee 4.1E.Q8 181 20 1.5E.QI 274 • 2 0 .01 16 
032.1 6 4.14£.QI 7.1E.QI 167 5Z 8.6£.()1 38 22 1.4E-ot 2113 30 0 1 a 
0401 38 7.03E~7 t .6E-oe 106 70 1.4£.00 3 4 1.8E.Q7 272 111 2 0.01 60 
0404 7 1.83£-41 0 .000012 187 40 0.000012 30 48 4 .6E.Q8 287 12 2 0.01 100 
0413 48 1 . 381!~7 4.8E~7 30 46 4 .5E.07 133 13 1.2E.Q8 236 42 3 0.1)1 30 
0418 30 1.21£-41 2.8E-41 361 28 2.5E.OS 133 63 2.6£.07 .268 23 1 0 .01 eo 
0428 61 &.&IE.QI 8.8E-ot 161 12 8.6E.QI .262 13 3.0E-ot 28 72 I 0 .01 10 
U'l01 e 1.83E-oe 3.8E.Q7 200 111 3.8E.07 331 87 4 .8E·I1 106 14 2 0 .01 50 
1001 
1001 
1017 7 4.31£.00 0 .0000211 HI& 10 0 .000027 3311 80 1.1£~7 71ii 4 0 .01 zoo 
1028 
1037 36 2.46E·10 5.ZE·10 267 85 4.81:-10 34 4 6.8E·11 124 4 12 0.01 4 
1107 2 3.82£.o8 2.4£.07 131 47 2.4£.07 320 42 8 .&E-10 228 6 0 20 40 
t111 14 3.81E.QI 1.3E.Q8 33e 78 1.2£.Q8 1411 12 4 .0E-10 231 2 .. 0 .01 20 
1t24 3 1.71E.Q8 7. 1E-07 u 21 7.1E.Q7 108 16 I .IE-12 232 84 1 0 .01 40 
11U 18 3.71E-ot t.ltE.OS 226 4 1.1E.Q8 128 87 1.6E-10 317 22 2 0 .01 20 
1134 44 1.48E-06 0.000106 211 • 0 .000106 121 4 2.1E.07 • 80 13 0.01 100 
1137 32 l .e&E.Q8 4.3£.07 338 13 4.3£.07 87 62 4 .1E.QI 240 36 18 0 .01 60 
1204 4 3.73£·12 1.2£-11 411 88 1.1£-11 201 11 4.0E·13 2M 10 0 1 1 
1211 
1211 
1221 I 3 .28E-11 8 .3£·11 172 77 6.7E-11 291 7 1.8E·I2 22 12 3 «).01 3 
1222 211 7.88£-10 2.1E-ot 330 86 2.0E.QI 118 17 1.2E·10 102 17 t1 0 .01 10 
1227 
1301 0 1.61E·10 3.3£-10 123 38 3.0£·10 228 18 3 .1E-11 338 47 1 0 .01 2 
1307 11 3.16£.07 2.1E-41 164 7 2.8E.Q8 68 48 3 .1E.ot 260 43 0 1 100 
1310 13 1.13E-06 0.000128 43 46 0.000128 311 2 8.4JE.Q8 211 46 1 0 .01 400 
1311 21 6.78E~7 1.7E-41 3 12 t.eE-41 181 17 7.2E.OS 271 1 0 1 40 
1~1 68 1 .11E.Q8 t.7E.07 50 4 1.4£.07 117 BS 3.2£-oe 320 2 1 0 .01 30 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Orientation Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow (1 969) 
• lnd~ rwn-unlque perme8blllty dnc:tione due to a.,... renge In ~nun.. 
Zeolite tiled fnletu,.. 
,. ... , IUw ., Al1 Dlp1 k2 AJ2 DlpZ u Al3 Dlp3 1Ap.•0.01 WnAp .... ,., 
0000 88 8.11E.o8 t .6E-o7 23 40 1.4E-o7 166 43 2.6E.o8 276 20 6 0.01 16 
0108 20 2.1!16E-o7 1 .3E-o7 102 63 8.0E-o7 206 10 2.8E.o8 303 36 t 0.01 60 
0112 31 4.78E.o8 8.2E.o8 84 68 6.6E-oe 176 13 3.2£-oe 272 28 , 0.01 16 
0122 171 3.71£.()6 0.000071 117 eo 0 .00008 304 30 0 .000013 212 3 68 0.01 260 
0201 16 7.64E.o8 t.3E-o7 78 70 UIE.o8 332 8 3,3f.()8 240 II I 0 .01 20 




0304 3 4 .12E-o3 0 .024837 144 82 0.024724 355 1 0.000113 266 4 0 2 800 
0308 
0307 
03U 2 8.83£· 10 1.6£-oll 287 47 1.4E-oe 147 3e 1.4£· 10 41 21 0 2 6 
0401 12 t.24E.o8 3.6£..07 36 81 3.6£..07 152 14 1.6£·11 248 25 0 0 .1 40 
0404 7 &.20£-oe 1.1E-oe 312 28 1.ee-oe 213 17 6.1£·10 113 68 1 0 .01 10 
0413 12 3.7tE-oe I .IIE-o7 24 43 1.11£..07 133 20 1.4£-ot 241 41 0 0.1 30 
0418 4 1.83E.o8 4.6E-oe 368 30 4.4E-oe 111 42 3.1£-ot 248 33 I 0.01 16 
0428 134 1.811E.o8 4.3E-oe 184 31 4.1E.o8 H6 47 4.6£-ot 67 28 28 0 .01 30 
0701 






1111 4 8 .70E•I4 I.IE-11 337 &e t.IE·tt 121 27 2.4E·IB 220 17 3 0 .01 2 














1321 3 4 .23£· 10 t .BE-oe 231 2 t.aE-ot 128 81 2.4E-11 321 • 0 3 10 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Orientation Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow (1969) 
• lndlciDe ~ ,..,_..., dnctiDM du. to a.;. ,... In ..,.mn. 
c.kAM .... , ..... 






0213 30 1.83E-08 0 .000013 143 10 0.000013 330 80 2.8E.()8 233 1 2 0.01 200 












0701 2tl 8.26E-o8 3.C!IE-G7 7 30 3.aE-G7 217 67 1.1E-OI 106 14 6 0 .01 60 
1001 




1107 2 7.80E..oe 2.2£.07 325 ea 2.2£.07 133 21 1 .OE·11 226 4 0 2 40 
1111 4 3.36E·11 1.1E·10 311 73 1.1E·10 141 17 1.1E·12 61 1 0 1 6 
1124 6 2.13E·U 8.6E·12 344 S4 6.8E·12 200 60 o.1E·13 87 18 2 0 .01 1 
1121 44 7.77E-ot 1.2£-08 157 72 8.1E-ot 330 18 4.8E-ot 81 2 1 0 .01 16 
1134 30 8.12£-08 0 .000106 178 10 0.000106 288 2 8.4£.()8 • 80 11 0.01 100 1137 I 1.30E-oe 4.3E.07 331 12 4 .3E.07 86 52 4.4E-01 240 36 
' 
0.01 60 
1204 24 e.eee-oe 1.8E-o8 S41 81 1.8E-o8 241 8 7.1E·11 148 28 (, 0.01 100 




1227 10 2.43E·12 8.0E·12 310 68 B.IIE·U 46 4 1.8E· 13 131 33 1 0.01 1 
1306 4 1.01E·11 3 .3E·11 367 42 3.3E·I 1 130 38 1.3E·13 241 20 0 1 2 
1307 24 3.73E-ot t.OE-oe 31 18 1.0E-08 140 36 5.0E·10 288 61 8 o.m 10 
1310 4 3.86E·10 1.6E-ot 81 84 1.6E-OI 308 23 2.8E·11 213 11 0 1 10 
1311 63 1.71E.07 3 .1E.oe 186 ea 3.1E-o8 346 21 11.4E-o& 71 8 0 1 80 
1321 8 7.84E·11 UIE·10 230 8 1.4E·10 123 86 2.0E·11 324 24 1 0 .01 3 
w 
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Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Anisotropy Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow ( 1969) 
AI Ft..._ AI Fr...._. Wld*a ao• .t Mean OyU ONnhdDne 
"'--
IU IC2 u ... K10: K2.«3: K3JIU AIM K1 K2 11(3 ... KU(3: KZO: K31K3 
0000 8 .61E-G7 8.28E-G7 8 .72E.OS 0.18 0.87 0 .00 0000 1.8E-G8 8 .8£-GI 2.8E-13 4.67 4.67 0 .00 
010. 1.06£-08 1.03£..()8 7.48£.()8 1.16 1.14 0 .00 0108 1.4E-G7 8 .1£-()7 2.8£-GI 1.62 1.60 0.00 
0112 4.32E-G6 3.73E-06 8 .08£-08 0 .86 0 .79 0 .00 0112 2.3£~7 2.3E-G7 8.8£-11 3.42 3 .42 0 .00 
0122 7.2BE-06 8.18£..06 1.61£-G& 0 .88 0 .81 0 .00 0122 2.6£..()8 2.5£-08 3.0£-GS 1.82 1.81 0 .00 
0201 1.58E-07 1.18E-07 3.87£.08 o .eo o.48 o .oo 0201 1.1E-G8 1 .1E-G8 B.7E·1Z 3 .11 3.11 0 .00 
0213 2.06E-04 2.02E-G4 3 .28£.()8 1.78 1.78 0 .00 0213 0.000181 0.000181 8.0£-12 7.32 7.32 0 .00 
0301 1.08E-08 1.03£-08 8 .43E.()8 1.23 1.20 0 .00 0301 
0302 1.82E-08 1.71£-08 2.25E-07 0 .13 0.88 0.00 0302 8.5E-G7 8.4E-G7 8.4£..08 1.88 1.85 0 .00 
0303 2.74E-G6 2.88E-06 8.4~7 1.83 1.82 0 .00 0303 0.000022 0 .000022 1.2E-G8 3.25 3.24 0 .00 
0304 2.64E-G2 2.62E-G2 1.37E-04 2.27 2.27 0 .00 0304 
0308 8 .08£-GB 4 .33£..08 1.87E-G8 0 .61 0.37 0.00 030e 
0307 &.14E-G8 4 .88E-G8 2.18£-GI 1.24 1.21 0 .00 0307 
0328 8.11£-GI 8 .8BE-G8 1.74£-GI o .n o.eo o .oo 032S 
0401 1.65E-Oe 1.43£-08 1.86E-G7 0.17 0 .84 0 .00 0401 7.1E-G7 7.0£..07 1.9£.08 1.68 1.58 0 .00 
0404 1.17E-G6 1.18E-G6 6 .65£..08 2.32 2.32 0 .00 0404 0 .00001 0.00001 3 .8E-G9 3 .45 3.45 0 .00 
0413 4.82£~7 4.61£.07 1.21£.()8 1.68 1.57 0 .00 0413 1.8£-GB 1.8£.08 8.4£-10 1.46 1.44 0 .00 
0..11 2.81£-08 2.67£-08 2.68£~7 1.04 1.00 0 .00 0418 
0428 8 .08£-GB 8.32E.OS 2.62E-08 0 .61 0 .40 0 .00 0428 3.3£.()8 3 .3E-G8 8.2£-11 2.81 2.81 0 .00 
0701 7.17E-G7 6.88E-G7 2.30£.07 0.64 0.39 0 .00 0701 
1001 4 .80E-07 4.58E-G7 2.47E-G8 2.27 2.27 0 .00 1001 
1008 8.41E-G4 8 .41£-o.t 3.1 8£-GI 6.42 6.42 0 .00 1008 2.4E-G8 2.4£.09 3.0£·12 2.81 2.11 0 .00 
1017 2.81E-G6 2.77£..06 6.38£..07 1.72 1.71 0 .00 1017 1 .3£..()8 1.3[.()8 7.1£-14 7.26 7.26 0 .00 
1021 4.39£-08 4.28£-GI 4.21E-10 1 .02 1.01 0.00 1028 3.3£·12 3 .2£·12 6 .1£·14 1.81 1.80 0.00 
1037 3.16E-07 3 .11£..07 11.88£..()9 1.66 1.66 0 .00 1037 1.8£..07 1.8£..07 8 .7£-13 6.33 6 .33 0.00 
1107 2.81E-07 2.68£..07 3.88E-08 1.83 1.82 0.00 1107 
1111 4.0~£-08 4.02E-08 1.13E-08 3.66 3.66 0 .00 1111 
1124 1.18E-08 1 .07£..()8 1.08£..07 1.03 1.00 0.00 1124 2.2£-10 2.1£·10 1.3£-11 1.23 1.21 0 .00 
1128 2.21£..07 2.13£..07 1.88£..08 1.12 1.10 0.00 112S 4.2£-12 4.0£·12 2.8£-13 1.21 1.18 o .oo 
1134 1.05£-o.t 1.06£-04 3.03£..07 2.64 2.64 0.00 1134 1.3£..08 ~.2£..08 6.3£-10 1.38 1.38 0.00 
1137 4.31£~7 4.27~7 6 .01£..08 1.83 1.83 0.00 1137 
1204 2.09E-Oe 2.00£-08 1.04£..07 1.30 1.28 0 .00 t:l04 2.7£-11 2.8E-1 1 1.1£·12 1.41 1.39 0 .00 
1211 7.83E-08 7.83£-08 8 .28E-10 4.10 4.10 0 .00 1211 7.3£-11 7.2£·1 1 7.6£·13 1.98 1.98 0 .00 
1211 1.80E-Oe 1.80£-08 1.00£..10 4 .20 4 .20 0.00 1211 2.0£-18 2.0£-18 t.tE-18 2.24 2.24 0 .00 
1221 4.43E-07 4.43E-07 3.13E-10 3.1& 3.16 0.00 1221 8.1£·12 e.1e-12 2.8E-18 8.38 8.38 0.00 
1222 1.39£-08 1.33£-08 6 .34£..()8 1.41 1.40 0.00 1222 3.2£..07 3.2E-G7 1.2£-12 &.43 6.43 0.00 
1227 2.2~!:-GI 2.07£-GI 4 .00E-10 0.75 0.71 0 .00 1227 
130& 4.88E-07 4 .86£..07 1.18E-09 2.81 2.81 0.00 1306 
1307 2.85£..()8 2.86£-08 6 .39£-08 2.72 2.72 0.00 1307 4 .6£-10 4.5E-10 8 .7£-13 2.72 2.72 0.00 
1310 1.2BE-04 1.28E-04 8 .33£.()8 3 .14 3 .14 0 .00 1310 2.8£-10 2.7£-10 3.8£·12 1 .88 1.88 0.00 
1311 5.38£-08 4 .18E-Oe 1.21£-0e o.e2 o .&1 o .oo 1311 2.7E..07 2.7E..07 1.1E·11 4.40 4 .40 0.00 
1321 1.87E..07 1.43£..07 3.26£..08 0 .71 0.64 0 .00 1321 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Anisotropy Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow ( 1969) 
UnMMFreocur- Unfil.t Freoture• • WkHn 20• .t Mun Dyu on.rut~on 
Are- 1(1 K2 K3 ... K11K3: K21K3: K3M3 Are- Kl K2 K3 ... K11K3: KZM3: K31K3 
0000 8.3E-18 6.8E-18 3.1£-18 1.30 1.28 0.00 0000 
0108 6.1E-10 4.1E-10 1.3E-10 0.68 0.60 0.00 0108 8.4£·11 8 .4£·11 6.2£·13 2.09 2.09 0 .00 
01U 0.000037 0.000037 8.4E-10 4.78 4.78 0 .00 0112 3 .9£-16 3 .9£·16 1.3£·18 3.48 3.48 0 .00 
0122 7.4E-08 7.4E-08 8.0E-11 2.82 2.82 0.00 0122 Ul£·10 UIE-10 7.4£-13 2.33 2.33 0.00 
0201 8.8E-11 8.8E-11 IUE-16 3.87 3.97 0 .00 0201 
0213 0 .000182 0.000182 1.2£.07 3.22 3.22 0.00 0213 0.000181 0 .000181 1.0£· 12 8.28 8.28 0.00 
0301 0301 
0302 7.8E-10 7.7E-10 1.3E-11 1.78 1.78 0 .00 0302 8.8£·18 8.8E·18 1.6E·26 7.72 7.72 0.00 
0303 7.0E-11 8.2£-11 8.8£-12 0.80 0.86 0.00 0303 2.0£-11 2.0£·11 s.&E-18 4.33 4 .33 0.00 
0304 3.1£.09 3.0E-o9 1.8£-10 1.22 1.21 0.00 0304 
0308 8.1£-08 4.3E.o8 1.1£.08 0.61 0.37 0.00 0300 
0307 8 .8E-11 8 .8£-11 1.1£·14 3.80 3.80 0.00 0307 
0328 3.6£-10 3 .3E-10 8.0E-tt o .77 0.76 o.oo 0328 
0401 8.1£·12 8.8E·12 3 .2E-13 1.46 1.44 0 .00 0401 8.1E·12 8.BE·12 3.2£-13 1.46 1.44 0 .00 
0404 1.2£-08 1.2£.08 1.0£·11 3.07 3.07 0.00 0404 
0413 6.8E-10 6.8E-10 8.8£-13 2.80 2.80 0.00 0413 
0418 0418 
0428 3 .3E-08 3.3E.OB IUE-11 2.70 2.88 0.00 0428 3.3£.08 3.3£~8 4.1E·13 4 .81 4 .81 0.00 
0701 3.3£-10 2.8E·10 1.1E-10 0.48 0.38 0.00 0701 
1001 8 .3£.08 4 .2E-08 2.1E-01 o.47 o.30 o .oo 1001 
1008 7.2E-o9 8.3E-o9 1.3E-08 0.74 0 .88 0.00 1008 2.4£..()9 2.4£..09 2.9£-12 2.92 2.92 0.00 
1017 1.8E-10 1.7E-10 8.&£·11 o.48 0.42 o.oo 1017 6.4E·11J 6.4£·18 6.te-ua 3 .03 3.03 0.00 
1028 4.4E-08 4.2E-08 4.0£-10 1.03 1.02 0.00 1028 3 .3E·12 3.2£·12 &.1E-14 1.81 1.80 0.00 
1037 1.3E-G7 1.3£..07 4.4E-o9 1.47 1.48 0.00 1037 4.3£-11 4.3£-11 1.7£·13 2.41 2.40 0 .00 
1107 2.4£.08 2.3E.o& btE-09 1.24 1.22 0.00 1107 
1111 4 .0£-0e 4 .0E-Oe 2.8£-10 4.16 4.16 0.00 1111 
1124 4.6£-07 4.4£-07 1.6£.08 1.48 1.48 0.00 1124 8.3£-11 8.2E·11 1.1£·12 1.80 1.88 0 .00 
11D 2.0E-07 1.8£..()7 8 .4E-o9 1.48 1.47 0 .00 1128 2.8£·12 2.8£-12 UIE-13 1.23 1.21 0.00 
1134 1.8£-08 1.8E-08 2.2E-1 1 2.86 2.86 0.00 1134 
1137 I.BE-11 a.8E-11 3.7E-11 0.42 0.26 0 .00 1137 
1204 1.6£-07 1.4E-07 2.1£..08 0 .87 0.82 0 .00 1204 1.1£·17 1.1£-17 1.0E·18 2.02 2.01 0.00 
1211 7.8E-Oe 7.8E-Oe &.BE-10 4.13 4 .13 0.00 1211 7.3£-11 7.2E-11 7.6£-13 1.88 1.88 0.00 
121. 1.8E-Oe 1.8E-Oe 8.8£·11 .t.21 4.21 0.00 1218 2.0£-18 2.0£·18 1.1£-18 2.24 2.24 0.00 
1221 4.4E-07 4.4£.07 2.8E-10 3 .20 3.20 0.00 1221 8.1£·12 8.1£·12 Z.8E· 18 IUS e.:se o.oo 
1222 1.4E-08 UIE-Oe 6.3E-08 1.42 1.40 0.00 1222 3 .2£-07 3.2£.07 8 .4£·13 6.68 6 .68 0 .00 
1227 2.2E-o9 2.1E-o9 3.8E-10 0.78 0.73 0.00 1227 
1305 4.8E-07 4.8E-07 8.1E-10 2.73 2.73 0 .00 1306 
1307 1.6E-10 8.6E-11 8 .2E-t1 0.37 0 .18 0.00 1307 
1310 3.7E-10 2.8E-10 1.4E-10 0.41 0.26 0.00 1310 1.3£-11 1.3£·11 2.3£·13 1.76 1.76 0 .00 
1318 8.4£-08 8.4E-08 1.0E-08 2.82 2.82 0 .00 1311 
1321 1.3£-10 8.7E-11 e.aE-11 o.z1 o.1o o.oo 1321 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Anisotropy Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow ( 1969) 











































K1 KZ U ... K1M3: KZM3: K31K3 
8 .&E-o7 8 .3E.07 8.7E-08 o .H 0.11 o .oo 
1.0£-08 1.0£-08 7.4E-08 1.16 1.14 0 .00 
8 .4E-Oe 8.1E-Oe 3.3£.07 1.28 1.27 0 .00 
o.oooo73 o .ooooe2 o.oooo15 o .ea o .81 o.oo 
1.oe.o1 1.2e.o1 4 .oE.o8 o.eo o .48 o .oo 
0 .000013 0 .000013 4.1 E-o& 2.150 2.150 0 .00 
1.1E-Oe 1.0£-08 8.4£..08 1.23 1.20 0 .00 
1.1£-08 1.7E-Oe 2.3£.07 0.13 0.88 0 .00 
0.000027 0 .000027 8.4£.07 1.83 1.82 0 .00 
0 .026368 0.025224 0 .000137 2.27 2.27 0.00 
1.0E·11 t .OE-11 6 .7£-18 8 .28 8 .20 0 .00 
6.1 E.OB 4.8£..08 2.1E..OI 1.26 1.23 0.00 
7.8£.09 8.7£..()9 1.6£..09 0.72 0 .06 0 .00 
t .&E-08 1.4£-08 1.7£.07 0 .17 0 .84 0 .00 
0 .000012 0 .000012 4.8£..()8 2.40 2.40 0.00 
4.0£-0J 4 .6E.o7 1.2E..08 1.69 1.57 0.00 
2.ee..oe 2.ee-oe 2.oe.o1 1.04 1.00 o.oo 
6 .0E-08 4.fiE.o8 8.7£-09 0.78 0.71 0.00 
8 .0E.07 6.7£.07 2.3E.07 0.64 0.39 0.00 
4 .1£..08 4.1£..08 3.6£-11 3 .07 3 .07 0 .00 
0 .000841 0 .000841 t.IE-11 7.86 7.06 0.00 
0 .000028 0.000028 6.4E-07 1.12 1.71 0 .00 
4 .2£-11 4.2£-11 7.8£-14 2.74 2.74 0.00 
1.8E-07 1.8£..07 8 .0E·11 3.38 3.38 0 .00 
2.4£.07 2.4£..07 8.8£·10 2.44 2.44 0.00 
1.3E-08 1.3E-OB 6.7E·10 1.38 1.36 0 .00 
7.1E.o7 7.1£.07 4 .1£..()9 2.24 2.24 0.00 
2.8E-08 2.2£..08 B.OE-09 0.68 0 .43 0 .00 
0 .000106 0.000106 3 .0£.07 2.66 2.66 0 .00 
4.3£..07 4 .3E.o7 4.8£..()8 1.84 1.84 0 .00 
1.1£-08 1.9E-Oe 8 .8£· 11 4 .34 4.34 0 .00 
8.1£-11 4.2£-11 3 .4£·11 o.30 o.oa o .oo 
8 .3£·11 7.8E-11 
2.1 E-09 2.0£.09 
1.8£·11 1.7£·11 
3 .4£-10 3.0E·10 
2.8£-08 2.8£-08 
0 .000128 0.000128 
4.2E-Oe 3 .4E-Oe 
t.7E-07 1.4£.07 
2.oe-11 0 .87 o.eo o .oo 
1.2£·10 1.24 1.22 0.00 
8.6£-13 1.31 1.30 0.00 
4.6E-11 0.88 0.82 0 .00 
6.3E-08 2.73 2.73 0.00 
8 .3£..08 3.14 3 .14 0 .00 
8.8£.07 0 .88 0 .69 0 .00 
3.2£..08 0.71 o.u 0 .00 
F-.t Freaturu • WiiNn 20• et .,_.,. 0y11a Orlene.tion 
AI-. K1 KZ K3 1oe K11K3: K2JK3: K31K3 
0000 8.8E..QIJ 8 .8£..09 2.8£·13 4 .67 4 .67 0 .00 
0108 8 .4£..07 1.1£.07 2.9£..08 1.62 1.150 0 .00 
0112 2.3£..07 2.3£..07 8 .0E·11 3 .42 3.42 0 .00 
0122 2.6£-08 2.6£..08 3 .0£.()8 1.92 1.91 0 .00 
0201 UE-08 1.1£-08 8 .7£·12 3.11 3.11 0 .00 
0213 1.8£·10 1.8E·10 4.6E· t2 1.03 1.02 0.00 
0301 
0302 B.&E-07 8.4£.07 8 .4£.09 1.911 t .96 0 .00 

























































1.8f..OB 1.58 1.68 0.00 
3 .8E-09 3.45 3 .46 0.00 
8 .4£·10 1.46 1.44 0 .00 
8 .11E-12 1.12 U'1 0.00 
1.6E·13 8 .08 11 .08 0 .00 
IUE·12 1.34 1.32 0.00 
5.3E· 10 1.38 1.311 0 .00 
1.1E·12 1.41 1.39 0 .00 
0 .3£-14 2.01 2.01 0 .00 
8 .7E-13 2.72 2.72 0.00 
3 .2E·12 1.92 1.81 0.00 
1.1 E· 11 4.40 4.40 0 .00 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and An is .. ~ropy Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow ( 1969) 











































K1 K2 K3 ... KUC3: K21K3: K31K3 
1.1E.07 I .OE-07 1.4E-08 1.13 1.82 0 .00 
1.0£.00 1.0E.OO O.IE-08 1.18 1.17 0 .00 
e .3E.oe e.1e.oe 2.8£.07 1.34 1.32 o.oo 
o .oooo1a o.oooon 3.ee.oe 0 .11 o .88 o .oo 
1.2E.07 1.2£.07 l.liE-08 1.28 1.28 0 .00 
4 .0£-07 3.8£-07 1.8E-OI 1.35 1.3l 0 .00 
1.1E.OO 1.0E-Oe 8 .4£-08 1.23 1.20 0 .00 
1.8E.OO 1.7£.00 2.3E-07 0.83 0.88 0 .00 
0 .000027 0.000027 1.4£.07 1.03 1.82 0.00 
0 .024837 0.024724 0.000113 2.34 2.34 0 .00 




4 .8£.07 4.6£.07 
2.8£.00 2.6£.00 
I.IIE-08 8 .6£.09 
3 .1£.07 3.8£.07 
0 .000028 0.000027 
6.2E-10 4 .8£-10 
2.4£-07 2.4£.07 
1.3£.08 1.2E.o8 
7 .1£-07 7.1E-07 
1.8E-08 1.8£-08 
0 .000106 0.000106 
4.3E-07 4.3£.07 
1 .2E-11 1.1£·11 
1.6E-08 1.43 1.42 0 .00 
1.4£.09 0 .78 0.88 0.00 
1.8£.07 0.87 0.83 0 .00 
4 .6£.08 2.41 2.41 0.00 
1.2E-08 1.68 1.67 0.00 
2.6£.07 1 .04 1.00 0 .00 
3 .0£-08 0 .48 0 .34 0 .00 
4 .BE·11 3.87 3 .87 0 .00 
1.1£.07 2.42 2.41 0 .00 
6.8£-11 0.88 0 .82 0 .00 
8.&£.10 2.45 2.45 0 .00 
4 .0E-10 1.61 1.49 0 .00 
1.8£-12 4 .86 4.85 0.00 
1.6£.10 2.11 2.10 0 .00 
2.8£.07 2.60 2.65 0 .00 
4.8£.08 1.84 1.84 0 .00 
4.0£-13 1.48 1.45 0 .00 
e.3E·11 6. 7E-11 a .eE-12 0 .82 o. 77 o.oo 
2.1E-08 2.0£.08 1.2£.10 1.24 1.22 0 .00 
3 .3£.10 3 .0E-10 




3 .8£-11 0.84 0 .88 0.00 
3 .8£-09 2.87 2 .87 0 .00 
8.8£.08 3.18 3.HI 0 .00 
7.2£-08 1.37 1.36 0.00 
3.2E.08 0. 71 0 .04 0 .00 
fPdcU Med Fr..._-~ zo• .t MMn Dytr.e Orienllltlon 





















8 .7£·12 3.11 
2.8£-12 1.63 
1.50 0 .00 
3.42 0.00 
1.98 0 .00 
3.11 0 .00 
1.62 0 .00 
0302 8 .6£.07 8.4£.07 8 .4£.09 1.thl 1.85 0 .00 







































8.6E·12 8 .4E·12 
8 .5E-12 0.6£·12 
2.1£-10 2.1£-10 
1.5£.()8 1.87 1 .88 0 .00 
3.0£.08 3.46 3.4E 0 .00 
0.4£·10 1.45 1.44 0 .00 
1.8£·12 2.12 2.12 0 .00 
3 .1E·14 2.85 2.84 0.00 
5.3£·10 1.38 1.38 0 .00 
1.2£·13 1.81 1.80 0 .00 
8 .3£-14 2.01 2.01 0 .00 
2.8£·13 2.86 2.85 0 .00 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Anisotropy Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow ( 1969) 
z..a..-..Fr--... ,....._..,.Fr.-...· \IAdlln 20• .t MNn Drb on.rut~on 
AIM K1 lt2 K3 ... K1~: K411U: K3~ AIM K1 1t2 K3 loti K1~: lt2.«.3: K3~ 
0000 1.6£.()7 1.4£.()7 2.6£.()8 0. 78 0. 75 0.00 0000 
01Cie 8.3£.07 8.0£.07 2.8£-o& 1.63 1.61 0.00 0108 8.3£.07 8.0£.()7 2.6£.08 1.55 1.63 0 .00 
0112 5.2£.08 6.6£.08 3.2£.()8 0 .28 0.24 0.00 0112 
0122 0.000071 o.ooooe o.000013 o.75 o.u o.oo 0122 2.5£.()8 2.6£-0e 3.0£.()8 1.82 1.82 0.00 
0201 1.3£.07 8.8£.()8 3.3E.o8 o.eo 0.48 o.oo 0201 




0304 0.024837 0.024724 0.000113 2.34 2.34 0.00 0304 
0308 0308 
0307 0307 
0328 1.6£.()9 1.4£.()8 1.4£-10 1.02 0.87 0 .00 0328 
0401 3.6£.()7 3.6£.()7 1.6£-11 4.37 4.37 0.00 04G1 6.7£-11 6.8£-11 1.3£·12 1.66 1.86 0 .00 
0404 1.7£.()8 1.5£.()8 6 .1£.10 1.62 1.61 0.00 0404 
0413 1.8£.07 1.8£.07 1.4£.()8 2.13 2.13 0.00 0413 2.3£.09 2.2£.08 7.2£·11 1.61 1.60 0 .00 
0418 4.8£.()8 4.4£.08 3.1E.09 1.17 1.16 0.00 0418 
0428 4.3£.08 4.1£.()8 4.6£-09 0 .88 0.85 0 .00 0428 1.3£·10 1.3£-10 1.3£-12 1.88 1.88 0.00 
0701 0701 






1111 1.1£-11 1.1£-11 2.4£-18 8.67 8.67 0.00 1111 














1321 1.8£.()9 1.8£.()8 2.4£·11 1.88 1 .88 0.00 1321 
Fracture Permeability Magnitude and Anisotropy Using the Method of Bianchi and Snow ( 1969) 
Caleb s-1 Fr~M~tWM c-... ftlllll Fr~M~tWM -~ 20• of M .. n Dylla OriMt.don 






0213 0 .000013 0.000013 2 .0£.()8 2.70 2.70 0 .00 0213 8 .2£-11 8 .2£-11 1.3£·12 1.84 1.84 0 .00 




03041 8 .2£-18 8 .2E-18 7 .3E·25 7.10 7.10 0 .00 0300 







0701 3.8£.07 3.8E-07 1 .&E-09 2.29 2.28 0.00 0701 
1001 1001 
1008 &.2£·12 4.8£·12 4.8£.13 1.03 0.89 0 .00 1008 2.4£·12 2.4E·12 8 .3£·20 7.46 7.48 0 .00 
1011 1011 
1028 1028 
1037 1.0£.12 1.ee-12 4.1E·20 7.&8 7.69 0 .00 1037 I .OE-12 1.8£·12 4 .1 E-20 7.69 7.69 0 .00 
1107 2.2£.07 2.2£.()7 1.0£· 11 4 .33 4.33 0 .00 1107 
1111 1.9£.10 1.9£·10 1.1E· 12 2.24 2.24 0 .00 1111 
1124 6.6£.12 6 .8£-12 0 .7£-13 0 .99 0 .94 0.00 1124 2.4£·12 2.4E·12 IUE·20 7.40 7.40 0 .00 
1128 1.2£.08 8 .1£.()9 4.6£.()9 0 .43 0 .24 0 .00 1129 
1134 0 .000105 0 .000106 6.4£.()8 3 .21 3.21 0.00 1134 6.0£.()9 6.0£-09 8 .9£-13 3.70 3.70 0 .00 
1137 4 .3£.()7 4.'Jf .:;,1 4.4£.()9 1.89 1.99 0 .00 1137 
1204 1.8£-0e 1.8E-Oe 7.9£-11 4 .39 4.39 0 .00 1204 1.8E·11 1.8E·11 1.1E· 13 2.22 2.22 0 .00 




1227 8 .0£·12 8 .9£-12 1 .BE·13 1.70 1.69 0 .00 1227 
1306 3 .3£-11 3 .3£·11 8 .3£.13 1.&5 1.65 0 .00 1306 
1307 1.0£-08 1 .OE-08 6.0£-10 1.31 1.30 0 .00 1307 1. 7£-10 1.7E-10 5.0£-13 2.53 2.52 0 .00 
1310 1.6£-09 1.6E-09 2.il£.11 1.73 1.72 0 .00 1310 &.8E·11 &.OE-11 4.0£-14 3 .14 3.14 0 .00 
1311 3.1E-GO 3 .1£-GO 8 .4£.()8 1.&2 1.&1 0.00 1310 2.7£.()7 2. 7F-07 1.1£·11 4 .40 4.40 0 .00 























PRINCIPAL PERMEASIUTY ORIENT AllONS (BY DOMAIN) FOR All FRACTURES. CLOSED 
SYMBOLS ARE PRINCIPAL PERMEABIUTY DIRECTIONS FOR ALL FRACTURES. 
OPEN SYMBOLS FOR DYKE PARALLEL FRACTIJRES. TRIANGLES = k1; SQUARES 
= 1<2; DIAMONDS = k3. UNES ON PLOT OUTUNE k3 ORIENTATIONS. DATA USED 
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PRINCIPAL PERMEABIUTY ORIENTATIONS (BY DOMAIN) FOR AUED FRACTURES. CLOSED 
SYMBOLS ARE PRINCIPAL PERMEABUTY DIRECflONS FOR ALL FRACTURES. 
OPEN SYMBOLS FOR DYKE PARAU£L FRACT\JRES. TRIANGLES = k1; SQUARES 
= k2; DIAMONDS = k3. UNES ON PLOT OUTUNE k3 ORJENTA liONS. DATA USED 























PRINCIPAl PERMEABIUTY ORIENTA nONS (BY DOMAIN) FOR UNAu.ED FRACTURES. CLOSED 
SYMBOLS ARE PRINCIPAl PERMEABIUTY DIRECTIONS FOR ALL FRACllJRES. 
OPEN SYMBOLS FOR DYKE PARALLEL FRACTIJRES. TRIANGLES= kl; SQUARES 
= k2; DIAMONDS = k3. UNES ON PLOT OUTUNE k3 ORIENTATIONS. DATA USED 









PRINCIPAL PERMEABIUTY ORIENT AllONS (BY DOMAIN) FOR EPIOOTE-Fiu..ED FRACRJRES. 
Q.OSED SYMBOLS ARE PRINCIPAL PERMEABIUTY DIRECTIONS FOR All FRACTURES. 
OPEN SYMBOLS FOR DYKE PAAAU..EL FRACTURES. TRIANGLES = k1; SQUARES 
= k2; DIAMONDS= k3. UNES ON PLOTOUTUNE k3 ORIENTATIONS. DATA USED 


























PRINCIPAL PERMEABIUTY ORIENTA nONS (BY DOMAIN) FOR ZEOUTE-AUED FAACTIJRES. 
CLOSED SYMBOLS ARE PRINCIPAL PEAMEABIUTY DIRECTIONS FOR All FRACTIJRES. 
OPEN SYMBOLS FOR DYKE PARAllEL FAAcnJRES. TRIANGLES = k1; SQUARES 
= k2; DIAMONDS = k3. UNES ON PLOT OUTUNE k3 ORIENTATIONS. DATA USED 













PRINCIPAL PERMEABIUTY ORIENT AllONS (BY DOMAIN) FOR CAlctTE-AU£0 FRACTURES. 
Q.OSEO SYMBOlS ARE PRINCIPAL PERMEABIUTY DIRECTlONS FOR All FRACTURES. 
OPEN SYMBOLS FOR DYKE PARAU.EL FRAcnJRES. TRIANGLES = k1; SQUARES 
= k2; DIAMONDS = k3. UNES ON PLOT OUTUNE k3 ORIENTATIONS. DATA USED 
ARE lliE MEANS FROM EACH OF THE SCANUNES. 
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A.8 TRACE LENGTH SIMULATION 
487 
Fracture Size and Shape 
The relationship between the radius of a circular fracture and the fracture trace length 
produced by intersection of a fracture with an outcrop surface is given by Charlaix ~ al. 
(1984), 
::Z· l2=r--- ................ (A. 1 .ts> 
sin1j) 
where I is the half fracture trace length, r is the fracture radius, z is the vertical distance 
from the centre of the circular fracture to the outcrop plane and 8 is the angle between 
the fracture plane and the outcrop surface (Figure A. 7 .lA). The angle of intersection has 
no effect on the resulting fracture trace length. It was assumed, for simplicity, that all 
fractures intersect the outcrop surface at right angles so that sin(8) = 1. 
The formulation for calculating trace length from elliptical fractures is p.iven in the 
following paragraphs. This is a more general formulation than that of equation (A. 7.16). 
The equation of a line representing the outcrop-fracture intersection is (refer to Figure 
A.7.1B), 
y = mx + B ....•.••••••.•. (A.7.17) 
where m is the slope and B is the y-intercept. The equation of an elliptical fracture is, 
r2 y1 
- + - = 1 .............. (A.7.18) 
al b1 
where a is the half length of the long axis and b is the half length of the short axis. 
Solving for y equation (A.7.18) becomes, 
y = ~ (1-x'),; •.••••••.•••. (A.7.19) 
al 
To find the points P(x,y) and Q(x,y) (Figure A.7.1B), take the square of equation 
(A. 7.19) and equate with the square of the equation (A. 7 .17) and then solve the quadratic 
equation for x, 
-2mB z ~ (.2mlfJ - 4(m2 + ~)(B2 - b') 
x = •..•• (A.7.20) 
2(m2 + b,.) 
a'l 
The trace length of the fracture plane-outcrop surface intersection is determined from the 
following equation, 
..•.•• (A.7.21) 
Both cirr.ular and elliptical fractures were used to generate various distributions of 
fracture trace lengths in order to determine from what type of distribution of fracture 
488 
radii the ~easured fracture trace length distribution in the field area could have 
originated. Input distributions of fracture radii included normal, exponential Weibull, 
bimodal and square. For each distribution of ellipses a series of randomly oriented lines, 
representing outcrop surfaces, is generated at random distances from the origin (see 
Figure A.7.1B). The program determines whether the lines cut the ellipses. A simulated 
line which lies entirely outside the ellipse boundaries will result in an imaginary solution; 
such a line is ignored in the further calculations. This method biases the result toward 
sampling the larger fracture radii, very much as that of sampling fractures on an outcrop 





FIGURE A. 7.1 TRACE LENGTH SIMUATION USING CIRCULAR AND ELUPTICAL FRACTURE SHAPE 
A. CIRCULAR FRACTURE. r IS FRACTURe RADIUS, B IS ANGLE OF INTERSECllON 
BElWEEN FRACTURE PLANE AND OUTCROP, z IS THE HEIGHT OF THE CIRCLE 
CENTRE ABOVE THE OUTCROP PLANE, AND 211S THE LENGTH OF THE FRACTURE 
PLANE-OUTCROP SURFACE INTERSECTION (AFTER a-tARLAIX ET AL, 1984). 
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FRACTURE TRACE LENGTH SIMULATION. TOP HISTOGRAM IN EACH 
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B. DYKE DATA 
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B.l DYKE ORIENTATION DATA 
The standard approach of plotting orientations on a stereog~hic projection is difficult 
to apply meaningfully to an area whose domains are to be delineated on the b~is of those 
orientations. A more useful approach is to treat each orientation separately by plotting 
them on a map and then interpreting the trends. Various methods of plotting dyke 
orientations (three-dimensional vectors) on a map (two dimensional surface) were 
implemented to extract information concerning domains. 
Dyke orientation data (listed on the following pages) were obtained from various sources: 
(1) Field data: 848 measurements 
(2) Geological Map of the Amiandos-Palekhori Area compiled by Malpas, 1. and Brace, 
T.; 1987; Geological Survey Department, Cyprus (Scale 1:10,000): 638 measurements 
(Sheeted Dyke Complex) and 313 measurements (Gabbro and Plagiogranite areas) 
(3) Geological map of the Peristerona-Lagoudhera area in Carr, I.M. and Bear, L.M.; 
1960; The Geology and Mineral Resources of the Peristerona-Lagoudhera Area; 
Geological Survey Department, Cyprus, Memoir #2 (Scale 1:31,680): 1068 
measurements - dip azimuth only, dip was not available 
(4) Geological map of the Akaki-Lythrodondha area in Bear, L.M.; 1960; The Geology 
and Mineral Resources of the Akaki-Lythrodondha Area; Geological Survey Department, 
Cyprus, Memoir #3 (Scale 1:31,680): 355 measurements 
(S) Ramsden, T.W.; 1987; The Structural Geology and Paleomagnetism of the Sheeted 
Dyke Complex in the Mitsero-Arakapas Area, Troodos Ophiolite, Cyprus; Unpublished 
M.Sc. thesis, University of California, Davis (Scale 1:25,000): 409 measurements. 
Total number of dyke orientation data points collected: 
2250 orientations (Dip-Azimuth, Dip) 
313 orientations (Dip-Azimuth, Dip) Dykes in gabbros 
.1.06.8 orientations (Strike only) (from the Memoir #2 map) 
3631 Total number of data points 
Of these, 2250 measurements were within the Sheeted Dyke Complex and the Basal 
Group in the Spilia-Lythrodondha field area and consisted of both dip-azimuth and dip 
values. These dyke data were digitized from the maps to obtain their locations (in 
Universal Transverse Mercator grid eastings and northings). 
Basic statistics of the dyke domains as delineated in Chapter 3 are presented below. This 
is followed by the listing of the dyke orientation data and a map of the dyke orientation 
data showing the relationship of the individual dykes to the dyke domains. 
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DYltE DOMAIN ORI~IOK DADt SPILIA - POLITIKO AREA, TROODOS OPBIOLID, CYPRUS 
BIGIDI JUIAL1'8I8 



















0.7138 L: 0.9332 0.1210 -0.3382 Az.: 340.93 
0.1081 M: -0.3226 0.6965 -0.6409 Dip: 9.09 
0.1061 N: 0.1580 0.7073 0.6891 
0.7995 La 0.7122 0.0155 -0.7018 Az.: 315.89 
0.1086 M: -0.6904 0.1965 -0.6963 Dip a 7.30 
0.0919 Na 0.1271 0.9804 0.1506 
0.7359 Lt 0.4393 -0.0801 0.8947 Az. I 296.50 
0.1450 M: -0.8812 0.1551 0.4466 Dip: 10.05 
0.1191 N: 0.1745 0.9846 0.0028 
0.7338 L: 0.0075 0.2742 -0.9616 Az.: 270.47 
0.1533 M: -0.9062 0.4084 0.1094 Dipz 25.01 
0.1129 N: 0.4227 0.8707 0.2515 
0.7955 La -0.5789 0.5198 -0.6283 Az.: 234.11 
0.1281 Ma -0.8001 -0.2134 0.5606 Dip: 9.05 
0.0764 Nz 0.1573 0.8272 0.5394 
0.5703 L: 0.2808 0.9145 -0.2912 Az.: 70.78 
0.3572 M: 0.8053 -0.3896 -0.4469 Dip: 31.47 
0.0725 N: 0.5221 0.1091 0.8459 
0.8637 L: -0.2756 -0.9488 0.1547 Az.: 107.67 
0.0769 M: 0.8650 -0.3148 -0.3906 Dip: 24.79 
0.0594 N: 0.4193 0.0258 0.9075 
0.8397 L: 0.8157 0.1487 -0.5590 Az.: 23.27 
0.1212 M: 0.3509 -0.8955 0.2738 Dipt 27.38 
0.0391 N: 0.4599 0.4195 0.7826 
FISIIBI. AJIALYIII 
Tot:al* •••· Dir. coa. 
60.66 36.05 0.52 0.8597 0.5108 0.0074 
0.7973 0.4124 -0.4408 
0.7831 0.2764 -0.5572 
0.6340 0.0260 -0.7729 
0.6749 -0.2850 -0.6806" 
0.6153 0.3138 0.7231 
0.4752 -0.2775 0.8350 
0.5100 0.8018 0.3114 
142.34 73.63 -78.70 
139.69 49.30 -99.39 
233.04 9.58 -284.10 
116.04 -48.99 -117.02 
52.72 26.89 61.96 
25.97 -15.16 45.63 
26.75 42.05 16.33 
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!110310.4 3118710 130 15 1072t7.1 ..... 107 10 1103257 :1181010 80 40 411150 311111150 32 13 !111183.1 311757!1 103 eo 1123lle4.3 3IUXII 12 10 1107141 :tlletl 101 10 103215!1 3IAO!I8 Ill 35 4111!10 3111111150 42 113 510110.3 :1117107 101 a Sl31115.a 31111301 131 10 10701~ •• _.,01 74 IIOU5a 31110111101 4!1 4111150 3111111!10 52 11!1 !110111., 31117'1121 111 71 121114.7 311111401141 10 507211.1 3IMZ23 117 77 1103010 3111!1H 117 17 4111!10 38181110 42 115 !11053 .1 3117341 110 Ill 512~.4 31811154 7~ eo 107147 31af133121 40 1103010 31MIU 77 u 4111!10 3111111!10 51 77 !110714.4 :1117111 I I~ 16 $23412~ 311e071 1113 115 1107057 :1111111 101 41 1103010 31MIU ... 114 4111150 311111150 51 12 &1041U *•71 141 70 513211.1 31111811 1"' 10 107073.1 3111011121 53 1103010 3118111 100 47 411150 311.!10 !14 71 510::112.3 31111123 152 71 52311SU 311111 II I 140 eo 501813.1 31111177 a 71 1103070 3111110 211 10 4111150 3111!1110 54 81 !110415.3 31881137 J1 II 1!1 1123110.a 31111121 200 II! !10117*..3 3111311 101 10 1032110 3AI!076 ,,. 57 41111!10 3111111150 511 115 !111411.1 3117021 17 II 514:11111.3 3118312144 30 !50111M.2 311e013 1!1 10 ~ :1181075 17 40 41111150 311111150 70 71 
sua11.1 31 .. !17 14 .. !124111A 3lelll3l .. 40 1107013.7 3118113131 70 s=aeo 3111C711 I 00 21 4111!10 31UI!IO !18 .. 511:110.2 31 .. !13 I~ 73 524121 314111111 130 70 11011771.1 31111271 110 Ill eo:sao 311C711 Ill 50 4111!10 31811110 4!1 .. 511143 3111738 10 15 513024.1 31MM7 111 eo IOIMI.:J 3111311 13 71 11033110 3AI!0711 I !I !10 411150 311111110 ... II 511111 .4 311111144101 71 112132!1.1 31111157 Ill 10 !1081121.1 31M431 "' Ill 1032110 3611110711 121 42 4111!10 31111!10 !10 Ill !111071!.1 :tlllll071 107 so !1210110.7 31111117 , 41 eo ~.1 3118221 2t.1 10 1103011 311111111 101 57 411110 31811!10 1!1 II 51 11X17.4 :111111312 , 00 81 11.21401.a 31111311 171 eo 101411.1 314111232 211 10 103121 31111131 II I 71 4111110 31111!50 117 1111 511042.11 :siiGtl 111 115 a~~•u :see.Mt 111 10 lOUie :IIICIU t7 711 1111111G 311111100 I 12 72 4181110 311111110 115 82 51:1721 3111233 211 Ill 521820.7 3111104 141 eo 11011315.4 3IMIII2 71 10 111111110 318111100tH 17 4Nt!IO 311111150 40 14 !U4114.3 31111111 310 70 !lm71 311173111 ... 10 508DI.2 311111111 77 75 5111110 361151500 , " !10 4111!50 3111150 214 15 !1131!11.1 3 ...... 273 12 51~~.3 3Mel48142 30 11011118.7 3117101 711 .. 1111111G 318111100 11 0 !14 -481110 38111850 54 87 513113 311aa7c 14 10 !1241U.& a.47 171 eo 1017'21.2 311171111 71 71 !II 111110 311!11100133 II 411150 311111!10 114 81 513171.1 31111171 302 77 52407,4 3187'1711 174 10 10111111.4 3117418 71 71 5111110 3611BIOO 117 12 4111110 311.50 1111 8::1 !113114.7 31111111 301 70 1124311 3117741 171 10 IOIGI.a 3N7!&21 70 73 5111110 311111100 114 10 411700 3181100 211 Ill !113511 .4 3111311 113 II 112.-oll4.a 3117171 112 10 1011511.7 :tlt7414 12 71 111111114 31111&81 ttl II 411700 311111100 !12 74 !113735 31111311 31!1 71 !123113.3 31111 Ill , 34 10 !SOMI8.1 ., ...... 10 13 !Itt !!54 311111411 120 75 4111700 31111100 eo Ill 513111 .4 :11111378 2U 15 !23834.1 31111112 , 35 eo 150141!13.4 3117357 10 74 5t111!14 31154111 Ill II! 411700 31111100 2 1!1 81 514511.3 :IIU753 211! 12 582111.3 31N25!1131 10 !SOISII.7 3187:111 II 70 11111154 3611!MII 132 12 411700 31111100 217 14 !114~1.2 :tlllll!ll :107 10 S2SS31.8 3IU4a2 ·~ eo 101103.a 3117347 17 10 51111114 318!1481 Ill 70 411700 ::1111100 200 74 !113414.1 3187'!183 271 14 5257U.3 3111431 131 eo 11011771.3 3M720II 83 71 111111114 3181481 114 71 411700 3111100 77 12 !11::1521 .11 31172t4 304 10 5110!50.1 3111411 144 10 1101171.7 3187230 10 711 111181 36111411 134 14 411700 3111100 41! I !I !1131104. 1 :111•57 301 10 !125111 3IHOI2 135 eo !101a41.1 3N731~ 2tl .. !111!111 361154111 31::1 II 411700 311!1100 221 Ill !13~U 311'1'3•7 210 10 !2101)3.1 **2cbt2i .0 SOMiOA ~27i 00 sum 3115414 1111 
" 
418700 3181100 411 74 !11:12117 .2 3811.51 312 77 !12!1048.3 311~ 110 so 5010111. 31117415 13 10 Ill 11113 311!MI4 1411 70 411700 311111100 31 1111 !113111.1 3111111!1!5 317 71 !12!1011.a 3111121 110 70 IIOICI:ZU 3117141 II eo 511Ba 3U548414S !15 411700 31111100 42 14 512 ... 1 311 .. 7 304 eo $25301.1 3111412 '" 10 !10118a.4 3117141 .. .. 110341110 317:M70 113 ... 411700 31111100 2!1 1111 512130.9 :11111120 307 10 !12~.1 3118313132 10 1101730.a 31117:t1t 241 14 503110 317:M70 110 15 411700 31111100 311 15 
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Eaatina HoftNIIg IlL Dip b.-t~~g HoftNIMI IlL DID E-..a- AZ. 0111 Ea.-~- HoftNIIO AI. DID £UtiiiCI NortNng AI . . Oiii !11;)001 :JNIDI2 ~ 10 u ...... ~~- 10 5Cielln.a ~ M 71 ~ 38~70 15 M .. J'OO ~100 .. 14 !101122.1 :SU.I 3a 1 01 • 5253n.7 3170007 , )I) 70 110N12.a :111?107 17 7\ ~ 387~110 a a .. 100 3181100 1H 10 !tOIMI.7 3184307 124 15 520118.1 31111U1 171 75 SOMM.I 3M7IIM 74 75 503800 317el0 :us 
-
.. J'OO ~100 ,. 71 soa&li.S 3114151 122 ee 5.21233.1 31411'015 157 70 ~4A »11104 .. 75 ~ 31110e0131 47 ... J'OO 3111100 2.a .. !t011t75.a ~ 124 .. 5.21S2'1.1 31417410 1 .. 10 soe.:D7~ 3Ml'S7S a 70 50X05 3MI1?4 .. .a ...J'OO 3111100 212 IS S08338.2 3l8!3e 1"5 Ill 5.22011.1 *"37 171 10 !t05.213.a 3111\W7 74 70 !I03CID5 3Mit74 .. 13 411100 3111100 2ll ~ 508401.2 ~ 120 77 5.223)S.7 3MI323 147 10 505.210.5 31411800 a .. 50Q)O 3aeiiiO 71 71 ... J'OO 3111100 201 IS 508571.1 :saes:su 123 .. 5.22111 31411101 1'2 !tO !t050ZS.8 *"I~ 111 5I 50Q)O 3111110 .. 74 ... J'OO 3111100 37 ~ ~..., 3M5qg 148 71 :1221tl.a 3181115 Ill !tO !t04tc.a.a .UI23 14 n 5043110 ~ a 77 ... J'OO SMIIOO 21 10 ~11121.5 318!11118 125 72 :122114.1 311844134 ISO 504t.lae.1 3Ma4 a 70 50Q)O 3MII80 10 17 ... J'OO 3111100 211 10 508117.1 38UIIO 134 110 523317.a 31112C3 131 10 503114.4 3111107 .. 70 50Q)O ~ .. 71 411J'OO 3111100 4 ., 510111 .4 318!1117 1!M 10 5.23471.7 :llal»4 I 3 I 
" 
503?13.1 3111111 74 75 504aoo 3MIIIO II n ... 100 »81100 211 .. 5102118.7 3885725 130 .. 5.23113A 38a711M 110 503117.7 3111071 70 10 5043110 3MIIIO IS 17 4110125 3MI750 10 21 510«11.1 3115114 111 10 5.238110.7 317CI224 122 70 !1041112.2 3IIGII 72 75 5043110 3111110 .. 71 48eOI2II 311171l0 14 30 5104111.7 31415114 122 71 5.22732.a 317CI&SS 121 10 50:1D1.2 3111023 71 10 50C2DO 3MIIIO .. 11 4IICJ25 :Mel750 IS 32 5105117.5 31115ea 138 !tO 522114.1 317DI!WI I )I) 75 503770~ 3IIC2S .. a 504300 3IQIIO 81 75 4HCilll :Mel750 72 38 510!534.11 3115Y4 135 II 5.22710.4 317(800 140 ISO !104125.1 311?1711 11 10 504aoo 31411110 ., 15 4MQ2S 3111750 17 37 5UI3211.a 3115458 Ill 
" 
522115.7 3171110 137 ISO !104178.3 311,... :JS7 10 504300 3MIIIO .. 74 4110125 31e1750 48 25 510102.5 311115:171 1,. 113 523081.1 3171032 123 10 soase.a 3111:110 II 711 IIOQ)O »11110 Ill .. 4110a5 :Mel71l0 14 45 510«18.1 311S251 1"5 1111 5.21 ... 317011118 II 70 !IOU77 3lal4 10 10 !104117 3111110 71 72 4HC:n 3111710 41 40 510!I.a.l 3H4I4I 112 114 11211111 3181712 147 70 50111111.2 3MII2e .. 15 !104117 3111110 .. IS 501100 3174150 125 ,. 510443.7 31114773 107 .. 5.21115.1 :lllf731 , .. 70 soeeoe.a 3la73l II 10 !104117 3MIIIO 73 Ill 501100 3174150 1'2 10 510..a2.5 31141111 141 50 520111.2 311118804 131 to 50131111.4 31111175 77 a !104117 »11110 75 71 501100 3174150 13 51 51040.4 3114441 131 50 5208a2.a 3MI711 132 110 501124.8 3IISIII .. 10 !104117 »>IIlO 73 .. 501100 3174150 14 31 5105:11 .1 31142511 151 eo ~132.2 3111i:l71 137 1110 1011111.2 :JMOIIS .. 72 !104117 3IINUO 121 .. 501100 3174150 150 71 5103H.II 3IICl2e , .. II 5111447. 3111712 131 10 !IODin A 3IIID07 II 73 104117 3MIIIO Ill 14 501100 317&11l0 141 5I 5103111.7 31MIC3 1.a 74 !IIII!D4.2 :lUll II Ill 10 501017.8 ~ II a 10411'1' 3NIIeO 71 7S 501100 3174150 174 14 !110411.1 3tl3ll I 4 324 110 !111312.1 3111101 ~~ 10 101121.2 3IISIII 73 Ill 10411'1' 3IUUO 7l' 73 ... lao 31111&0 72 44 !110!101.3 311310314!1 50 520421 .1 3117'175 171 10 soase 31111141 .. Ill 1103300 3111075 107 17 41111110 311111l0 131 liS !U0331.7 31831138 131 50 ~ 3II7HO 135 10 1101511.1 3IISSIIIII 71 II03aO 3111071 100 40 4111!10 3111150 1411 113 5102H~ 3113457 3C3 55 520705.1 3117115 134 eo 1011111.3 3lla.a!l 10 75 !1032110 3111071 17 34 1101100 3174150 tl2 5I 511513.5 3114421 117 74 5.210153 ..3 3117104 137 10 1017'11A 3lll!i.1U an 7'1 IOUIII 3111071 104 .. 501100 3174110 120 ll7 511002.7 3II!IHII I II 10 1121271.8 3IIIDIII 132 Ill 101310~ 31111131 .. 71 11033111 3111071 107 .. 1101100 31l'411l0 122 .10 511140.7 3115751 111 74 521411.1 31111511 121 10 101815.2 31111111 .. 7S 11033111 3111071 74 38 1107750 3174175 31 II 51123!1 311!1107 II 5 73 5.22421.1 3111124 121 eo 501318.1 3118001 101 47 1103271 31110'1'1 111 31 S0771l0 317417S 2C3 34 511581.1 3115458 121 75 520117.1 3170108 140 70 !105111.4 31f4122101 75 1103270 3IM:III .. 40 S0771l0 31741111 224 22 !111!171.3 3111!11133 .. 10 5.2 I 0153. I 317CMOO 141 aa 11011211.1 3114117 II 53 103215 31111014 2110 Q S07750 317417S 3 72 511773 31115815 ,. .. 5214115~ 3170712 137 110 11012!0.4 3114711 .. 112 1041n 3MIIIS .. 71 10l'71l0 .)I'J'.7D 200 71 5121112.1 3115C37 133 .. 1121:280.1 3171532 101 10 !1011411.7 3114111 110 114 !tO" In 3MIIIIS 13 77 107750 2174171 Ill II !1121!18.1 318~ 321 71 UIIIU 3171708 110 70 SOUDI.I 3114111 Ill 70 !tO" In 311.15 17 .. 507750 31'1'4171 12 5 512240.8 3111!1013 Ill 70 !1210122.4 3171132 121 70 5011111.1 3114110103 14 !104177 311.115 72 70 513~~ 31111171 284 II !112175.1 3185100 325 10 5202511.2 3171113 113 110 SOISA2.1 3114113 114 70 !104177 3181115 eo 12 5137U.4 :sa.e7 212 711 511474.3 3113320 3211 ISO !12001e.5 31717111 2114 10 50NIO 314W127 10 .. 104177 31811111 .. 71 11131'11.8 311D50 311 ~· 5118Zt.2 31QII 317 IS 5111111 31711271 114 10 1017A.I 31141111 211 71 504100 3118110 II 74 113701.7 ~- 312 II511111~ 31113132 301 II 511271.7 3170174 125 70 1011M.I 311110 II 21 I 10 I04aOO 311-.o 101 71 11:nou :sa.• 12S II 511110 3NC233 2111 75 511311. 3171411 131 10 501171~ 3115100 2111 10 lOIII 'I' 31'1'3037 15 so 513874.1 31110111 280 70 !1111185.4 31e30111 3 14 71 !117ZU .4 31701224 141 10 501M7.1 3IISIII 273 71 10e517 31'1'3037 •• 10 SIXJS.I 31-5.2 Ill 14 511140.1 311134-47 321 50 517010.1 31701»3 111 10 aoe.e.a ~271 72 501017 3173037 111 51 513122.3 311.82 Ul 51 5111114.1 311131172 211 10 517241.1 3170048 122 75 5011511~ 3ll4lle 211 70 10151'1' 317303'1' 113 to 513111.7 :M4117)1) 307 17 512131.1 31113411 304 51 511104~ 317001 I 132 110 11011121.1 3114111 112 IllS 101517 3173037 Ill Ill 513511.1 
-·70 210 57 512013.1 3113170 305 'I'll 511134.4 3170413 135 110 aoa-4.1 31141011 .. 11 IOU27 317Z40 112 40 11138123.8 
--· 271 
70 512233.2 3113714 331 71 511411:U 3170018 131 110 1107011.7 3114182 .. II II08S27 H73040 104 10 113104.2 3MIII23 0 73 5124110.2 :111131131 304 110 511471.5 3170011 140 10 ll07147.1 3114171 .. 71 IOU27 3173040 105 40 11311)4.2 
-·23 liS 41 512013.a 3113110 334 as 511425.1 317()0111 131 110 soe.o.s 3llleei1C2 Ill 5011127 3173040 110 4!1 Sl31112.1 3 ..... 301 73 512437 311»44 3011 70 517~1.3 3170824 121 80 10e'7'17.2 31111011 It 10 IOU27 3173040 101 52 1114113.7 3111'01 211 72 512704.1 311.0.. 320 711 5111111.2 ~IIIIQ 320 70 5011422.3 3111404 10 .. 1011121 3173040 .. .. 5141111.1 31117'11U 121 10 5121112.7 3184203 324 ~ 515311.1 31111140 323 75 101400 3111247 34 71 II08S27 3173040 301 33 !114113 .1 3117'11112 310 15 513105.5 3114417 314 78 515014.1 3188107 321 10 !CWIII.7 3118217 .. 80 10111127 3173040 :110 5I 514111)3.5 311711!12 281 18 5121112.2 3184841 310 10 515011.7 3170001 250 10 1105304.1 3111112 113 Ill 501641 3173050 72 IS 514072 3111377 215 17 513327.8 311<&521 311 10 515110.1 3870CZI 270 10 10!1111.7 3118101 10 110 50tll4l 3173010 71 10 513110.5 3lla12 214 75 513413.5 3184.101 312 14 111!12U.a 3170UI 211 10 IOIICISU 31111112 17 to 1101141 31'1'3010 Ill 47 111:1615.3 31e1113 331 73 512104.1 3114723 312 IS 1115747.3 H71111 310 75 1105010.8 3111172 12 10 1031110 3111010101 71 513117.1 :Me711113 311 Ill 512323.7 3114441307 10 5111151.1 3171NI 121 Ill ll048M.2 3118114 211 IS 1031110 3111010 an eo ISI3117.1 31171121 311 10 5123114.1 3111C287 310 82 !11117111.1 317al42 SIS IS 1106017.7 ...... II 10 1031110 3111010 1211 10 513511.4 31171172 214 75 512230.7 3184H2 IH 10 5151:)5 31721111 124 !IS I504GI.2 3IMI3I II 40 1031110 3111010 331 IS !11~.2 3117277 211 II 512101.2 3111!1023 311 10 51'7752.2 3171772 123 10 104747.1 ~ .. 45 103110 3111010 10 75 513114.1 3111112 2110 74 512107..3 311!1017 315 110 511312.2 3172181 312 II 1104115.7 3114113 II II 100120 3111030 31 14 512127.1 31111NI :JIS 17 513251.1 3llllleo 303 10 511123.8 31731114 :tl7 70 104110 ~112 Ill SOOI20 3111030 70 10 112121 3111021 322 10 !112471.1 3113011 317 10 111303.1 3173301 21& 10 1047114A 311110:17 I 04 lSI 11113100 31n1110 111 17 112140.1 31141101 301 II !U2•.a 31&':1117 311 110 II11117U 317WI 12 70 !t0477t.a 3115111 101 10 1112400 31721100 117 40 1112414.5 31141111 2H 73 513340.a ~310 Ill OI!IIU 3ln:IIO HI 10 104151 3llell3l 71 • 512400 3172100 211 12 512421.2 3114134 132 74 513115.7 3fl3110 110 10 SII075.2 3173122 - 110 104al.1 31111417 .. II 1112400 3172100 Ill 31 112401~ 3114371 311 70 513110.11 31114211 1'2 II !1111122A 3173101 100 7S 1048151.1 :Jea.l .. •• 112400 3172100 217 10 Sl2457.a ~ .. 311 .. 513172.5 3liC211 330 110 515077.1 31731:124 1"' 75 11044157.5 3llelll2103 40 112400 3172100 210 77 1124111.11 :1114211 30 I .. 51311123.3 31~142 u 5141140.1 317lll70 107 110 11041211..3 3111710 71 30 112400 3173100 12 .. 512314.1 3114111 171 14 514241.1 31131511 321 I I 5147'17.7 3172253 112 70 !I04GO.II 3111701 II IllS 1112400 H721100 2N .. 5123121.1 3N3121 341 72 514111 .7 3114317 324 1110 Sl41aa.ll 3171241 311 10 104tfl 311117111 112 45 1112400 3172100 271 14 5122:11.7 3113714 335 13 514583.1 31841117 337 110 !1147aU 3171204 323 10 1104113.a 31111151 101 so 512400 Hl'2100 2M IS 512011.1 3113112 341 15 514715.2 3115421 150 71 !114114 3171007 315 10 504811.4 31111111 10 45 1112«10 31'1'2100 211 41 l12ac:l.l 3183174 I:SI 87 515~5.2 31115:113 I 4 I 112 514el.l 3170731 213 70 1104877.8 311111112 II IllS !112400 3172100 280 40 II 122M2 :Me4011 111 as 51!1403.2 311!1208 128 71 5138111.1 3172707 148 110 1104418.1 31181431DCI liS 1112400 31731100 21 .. 512ZSU :SU.III 221 5S 515.at.2 3115425 ISO 75 5131C3.1 31727111 322 IS 1104:10e.7 311111130 101 110 512400 3172100 214 eo 1112211.1 3114211 211 71 515714.3 3114131 142 74 513431.11 3173007 312 10 5042117 311e71 10 10 1112«10 31721100 280 71 512277.2 3114311 :uo 70 51!1571 .8 3113111 ~17 10 514171.1 3171100 252 eo 1043411.1 3114111 II 10 1112400 3172100 217 10 !1122111.3 3114411 132 II !115121 .1 31113721 leo 12 1114011.1 31'1'1030 253 70 1041211.1 3M4III .. 10 112400 31721100 211 S7 5123111..3 311111213 10 ., 515!151.3 31~!12 114 77 51311117.2 31'1'0171 304 10 104117~ 3114148 10 IS 112«10 H721100 214 10 lll~.l 311111SI 310 12 511003..3 31S3o&IO 1151 12 51~80U 3111108 3 t I 70 11040DU 31141132 H 7D Sl2400 31'1'21100 271 13 511174.7 3111WI4 131 71 515581.5 31121171 171 71 513111 .1 31111110 321 10 103114A .... 73 Ill 112«10 317:1100 211 .. 11111SU 3111&10 210 10 511111.5 3113121 Ill 112 S13111.7 311111520 324 llO 1103G!S.:J 3le4l:t3 H so 112«10 3172100 301 81 ltla:JU 311!11102 121 .. 510141.2 3113111 302 14 Sl37411.7 31111173 2711 so 110311q.S 31114111 .. 110 1112400 H72110Q m ... 011~7.1 *11002 130 21 501~.2 311a75 3$4 13 113570.7 311111277 320 110 5CWIO 31141111 II so 112400 3172100 211 Ill IStiGIS 2110530 121 14 517581.3 31121141 177 85 513104.1 ~ .. .,.. 217 10 ~1'02~ :JIMII21 17 10 112400 31721100 270 17 511110~ :Me5811 13:1 711 517441 3113232 1!17 10 514010.8 3111151 312 70 1103722 31111112 .. so 112«10 31121100 211 II 
'""lA 311111111 120 .. 517583.1 31113241 171 70 514071A 3181021 271 10 IOa1l 31111114 .. 55 112400 3172100 113 n Stllll4.7 3llal44 283 ., 517730.7 3113302 181 10 513531.1 3111311 320 70 503111 311!17M 74 10 512400 31721100 2M 72 5111124.7 3115544 141 71 
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b .. IIQ HomiNIG Az. DID ~till _NartNng Az. ~ 
- Az. 
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5112».7 3ICII72 ., :JO 11:1!117.1 ~~~ 321 10 ao.7.:J ~111 40 512C)O 31730a ., .. !111514.5 :JMS537 108 II 
511CN.7 31a:a041Q 50 ,,~ ... a.72M 311 10 liCMCIN.1 ~71 101 110 512C)O 317300 271 15 !111117.1 31157:JO 107 ~ 
51101Mt~ __,lSI 70 51:MR7.7 ~71 32! 10 504122.2 311S102107 411 5124)0 317300 212 11 51t117.1 31157:JO 122 11 
511100.4 3Nmtt31 15 5tmo ~71 340 15 !1040'12 31811718 107 411 511575 31730011t 5I 511012.!1 3Mit1110 14 eo 
511020.1 31131157 Ill 70 512741.4 3NI8I3 337 70 SOCZZO.I 
-
.. 50 511575 3173001tt 14 511C:.:Z.5 3Mit1110 2M 15 
5t7D.I 3M4D4173 71 !112GI.I 31151111 311 10 ao.7.4 31111UIOI 35 511575 317300183 II 511112 3leiD4I 113 14 
517411 .7 3IM40I 120 :JO SI~.S 311SN1131 eo tl040)0.1 31M101 110 50 s11m 31721100 204 70 5111211.8 3I4ND40 114 73 
!111001 .7 3M4417 112 51 51222:1.:1 3IIIIQ 311 10 5041ZS.2 :IIIIOM 110 411 511575 317»00 112 70 51121!1.1 31MSn 104 ~ 
517140.3 311<6181 173 .. 512al.l 3111741 317 II 504112.5 3111171 Ill 411 511575 317300 220 ., 511211.1 31M1175 50 12 
!IIIO:Ie.S ...,,. 131 .. 512513.7 31111115 321 70 504151.1 31111251 1 07 .. !111575 317300182 57 51t4W 31111142 108 83 
!1112!1e.l 3IMNI4 142 55 5123117,4 3117230 322 10 !IOGDZ.2 3llaZ5 110 40 !111575 3173001U 81 511531.1 31872110 121 54 
511410.8 3II4WI 170 75 SIHO:r 31174n 211 10 504Z75.a 311a47 1n 50 511G75 31721100 270 li7 !111532.4 :1817211 348 22 
5112111.4 311417!1 15!1 70 5t21N.S 3111137 252 10 ~11.3 3lle4ll3 11 110 !lt1!1'1S 317300 203 .. !1114117.a 3111131 Ill 72 
511171.3 3115038 1110 70 !112"7.3 a.ll37 247 70 1104277.7 :lill'll104 a 111575 31721100 272 15 1111104.2 311C02 273 51 
!11105SA 3115011 1!12 10 !1127115.2 3111131 274 10 504212.2 3lle2'7 IMI 10 !11157!1 317300 300 II !1111104.2 3111011 214 !17 
!111171.:1 :JaUaOO Itt II St3CIIMA 311DIO 240 70 504115.t 31111510 .. 10 511575 a7300 till 17 !111115.7 3111177 214 
"' !IIUS!I.S 311!1211 1!13 71 513111.3 31118810 D4 10 504120.1 ~ .. 75 511117!1 31721100 271 41 511173.4 31111140 301 II!11117!1.7 3111S:S74 122 75 !112&)4.2 3170030 210 10 804102.5 .. u 12 10 
'" 1117!1 317300 Ill so 511173.4 3111140 347 sa 5177111 .4 31111314 Ill 73 5130011.2 317CD45 2M 70 804331.:1 3IIIIOJ 11 10 811117& 317300 2U 110 511142.1 3170182 304 10 
517502.1 3111!1143 1!17 71 512347.7 3170311 215 10 !1044UI.:J ~· .. 711 111111711 317300115 15 !It 11138.1 317Q231 210 70 517571.2 3IH22I 122 14 !113111.1 3171000 302 10 11041114.:1 3IM70I II 7!1 5111175 317=-oG 18:1 It !1117117 .5 3170&48 210 110 
5t71D1,4 311&117 115 15 512741.1 317t:JOS 2M 70 1104147.7 all72l II 10 5111175 3172100 ta7 110 5117117.5 3170441 zoe 10 
517512 3IIIA3 131 71 512!117.7 3171313 204 Ill scw.70.2 3111147 
" 
10 111m 317300 270 41 5141111.1 31744811 2/2 54 
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B.2 DYKE GEOCHEMISTRY 
Whole-rock major and ttace element analyses from samples collected during the course 
of this study (Table B.3.1) as well as those published by Baragar-" iJ, (1987) from ten 
road-cut sections (Figure B.l) were used. While variations are apparent in the data, these 
variations are not consistent with the dyke domains. Discrimination diagrams based on 
major elements show no consistent differences with respect to areal distribution of the 
dykes. For their data set an enrichment trend in FeO and Ti~ is indicated. The dykes 
are mainly island arc tholeiites, with a minor number of mid-«ean ridge and calc-
alkaline basalts. Dykes from the Kakopetria, Kionia and Prophitis Elias sections were 
more likely to fall into the calc-alkaline basalt field (on the basis of major elements, after 
Miyashiro, 1973). 
The dyke analyses plot well within the island arc basalt field, with minor overlap into the 
mid~ ridge basalt field (Figure B.2, after Pearce and Norry, 1979). Mostly the 
dykes are are low potassium tholeiites (Figure B.3, after Pearce, 1975) with a very few 
falling within the ocean floor basalt field. With respect to trace elements, most dykes plot 
in the andesite-basalt field (Figure B.4). Of the dykes for which Zr analyses were 
available, those in the Kakopetria and Kionia-3 areas fall solidly within the low-K 
tholeiite field, while those in the Ayios Theodhoros, Prophitis Elias and Ayia Koroni 
sections are evenly distributed between the low-K tholeiite and ocean floor basalt fields 
of Pearce and Cann (1973) (Figure B.S). Plots ofMg# vs Sr/Y and Zr/Yvs Ti/Y (Figure 
B.6 and B. 7, respectively) demonstrate that it is r~ot possible to separate the dykes into 
domains on the basis of the geochemistry data. 
The only differences from area to area appear on a Ti~ vs CaO/N~O plot. These plots 
indicate that the sections at Nikitari, Ayios Theodhoros, Kakopetria and to a lesser extent 
Ayia Koroni have a low CaO/N~O ratio, while the Makheras, Kionia and Prophitis Elias 
sections have a higher mean CaOIN~O ratio. The overlap of the data, though, makes it 
difficult to make a clear distinction between the areas. It should be noted that both CaO 
and Na10 are .mobile components that are strongly affected by hydrothermal alteration 
processes. The differences in dyke compostion may simply be a reflection of the 
variation of alteration intensity in different locations. 
In conclusion, the dyke chemistry neither supports nor refutes the dyke domain 
subdivisions. The geochemical data indicate that the dykes are low-K tholeiites within the 
island-arc basalt field. There may be depleted and/or undepicted suites represented by the 
dykes, but, the data distribution is continuous, obscuring possible domainal divisions on 
the basis of the dyke chemistry. Cross~utting relationships of the dykes indicate depleted 
and undepletcd dykes are not consistently age related (Baragar ~ aL. 1987). The 
implication is that there were multiple magma sources operating contemporaneously 
within the dyke domains. These sources may have been replenished over time, from 
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GC11 GC14A GC17 GC24 GC27 
60.00 55.90 54.60 53.90 56.00 
0.98 1.24 1.10 0.58 1.20 
13.80 13.50 14.50 16.00 14.30 
10.09 13.05 11.11 8.30 10.44 
0.12 0.16 0.12 0.12 0.06 
2.65 4.19 5.44 6.15 3.78 
3.02 5.76 3.76 8.96 7.12 
4.90 3.32 4.48 3.64 3.58 
0.46 0.48 0.21 0.32 0.23 
0.24 0.07' 0 .05 0.01 0.05 
2. 70 2.28 3. 72 1.88 1.82 
~.16 99.95 99.09 99.88 98.58 
1429 68 490 60 49 
42 42 78 258 54 
26 29 39 42 35 
228 443 480 31 1 342 
b.d. 10 12 65 b.d. 
0.7 10.1 22.0 32.0 6.9 
103.4 b.d. 101.4 2.3 0.7 
27.9 59.8 65.5 15.9 28.4 
14.1 13.7 16.6 15.9 17.2 
b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. b.d. 
1.6 2.1 1.2 1.6 1.0 
81.9 118.1 104.3 176.1 117.5 
44.5 30.7 26.4 15.4 28.0 
89.1 65.1 62.2 23.8 63.1 
1.9 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.7 
40 b.d. b.d. 40 16 





























































Major element analyses (%} by AA.; trace element analyses (ppm) by X.R.F. 
b.d. ~ below detection limit 
GC42 GC43 GC44 DVE2A 
52.90 52.30 50.90 51.60 
1~4 ~64 ~66 ~~ 
13.90 15.50 16.00 14.80 
12.18 8.50 7.67 8. 70 
0.15 0.07 0.05 0.09 
5.07 6.34 6.82 7.22 
4.22 10.72 12.00 7.50 
4.34 1.48 1.15 0.42 
0.13 0.21 0.20 0.72 
0.06 0.01 0.00 0.02 
3.91 3.13 3.29 5.33 
98.20 98.90 98.74 97.24 
181 43 31 26 
38 ~ 70 83 
38 51 :J8 43 
506 320 282 326 
2 75 93 25 
10.9 34.1 43.4 32.5 
59.4 15.3 b.d. b.d. 
76.5 17.4 9.6 16.0 
17.4 14.2 13.5 13.0 
b.d. b .d. 1.6 5.0 
1.2 2.4 2.6 3.4 
107.8 107.6 110.8 127.2 
31.8 17.0 14.5 20.1 
69.3 31 .3 24.6 42.6 
1.2 1.4 0.9 0.7 
23 8 b.d. 8 




TABLE 8.2.1 Whole rock geochemical analyses (continued) 
Sample DVE48 DVE99 DVE131A DVE156 DVE0306.6 1222C-012 1305A-004 
Si02 59.30 55.80 54.10 56.10 53.40 63.30 52.30 
~ii02 0.76 1.06 1.26 1.22 1.26 0.76 1.38 
Al203 13.00 14.20 13.40 14.30 14.10 12.70 13.40 
Fe203 10.56 10.78 12.58 11.37 12.18 9.23 14.54 
MnO 0.15 0.07 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.02 0.07 
MgO 4.55 4.95 5.34 4.13 6.52 1.81 4.73 
CaO 8.52 8.00 2.96 5.80 1.98 3.74 4.48 
Na20 1.83 2.42 4.08 3.53 4.48 1.65 4.07 
K20 0.06 0.20 0.15 0 .37 0.52 2.43 0.21 
P205 0.01 0.10 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.14 0.07 
LOI 1.15 1.79 4.43 1.96 4.69 3.03 2.76 
Total{") 99.89 99.37 98.50 98.99 99.31 98.81 98.01 
s 20 18 9517 36 161 55 42 
Cl 53 66 73 57 36 36 64 
Sc 34 40 39 34 35 25 45 
v 329 391 489 376 603 6 573 
Cr 14 42 8 9 b.d. 26 11 
Ni 8.2 16.4 6.4 Ul.1 11 .3 b .d. 6.5 
Cu 8.3 b.d. 597.0 b.d . 51.4 b.d. b. d. 
Zn 46.6 17.1 47.8 37.3 81.6 9.7 8.2 
Ga 14.9 14.2 17.0 15.8 18.3 14.2 13.2 
As 3.3 1.7 b.d. b.d. 4.0 0.7 9.4 
Rb 0.4 1.0 0 .7 1.8 3.5 10.7 1.3 
Sr 86.0 104.2 70.4 111 .9 79.6 122.3 n .1 
y 23.4 29.9 33.4 35.7 31.4 38.7 29.6 
zr 38.5 58.8 71.4 86.2 70.2 69.5 71 .9 
Nb 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.2 
Ba 8 5 14 29 9 23 2 
Ce 17 15 19 31 40 26 34 
Major element analyses (") by AA.; trac~ element anatyses (ppm) by X.R.F. 
V> b.d. = below detection lmit ..... 
..... 
C. ISOTOPE AND FLUID INCLUSION DATA 
C.l STABLE ISOTOPE ANALYSES OF CALCITE 
Calcite, on the basis of fracture filling and cross cutting relationships, was the latest 
mineral to be precipitated in the study area (refer to chapter 3). In an effort to 
determine whether the calcite is related to late hydrothermal fluid circulation (at or 
beneath the seafloor) or to later meteoric fluid circulation (post uplift), calcite samples 
were analyzed to determine their 13C/12C and 110/160 isotopic composition. 
The isotope data are reported as o13C and o110 values, 
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~ = ( R,aznel• - 1) 1000 . .......... (C.l.l) 
R•t.~ndard 
where, Rumple is 13Cfl2C or 180/160 in the sample and ~ is the corresponding ratio 
for the standard. The oxygen isotopic data in this study are reported using the 
standard o notation, in units of parts per thousand, relative to the SMOW standard 
(Standard Mean Ocean Water) and the carbon relative to the PDB standard (Pee Dee 
Formation Belemnite) (Craig, 1957). The fractionation factor, cr, is the isotopic 
partition coefficient for two phases such as a mineral and a coexisting fluid, and aA. 
8 = RA I R8• From this and the above definition of o it follows that, 
~ ~ 
ln «A-s= ln(l+ lO~O) - ln(l+lO~O) ....•• (C.l.2) 
which can be approximated by 1000 In crA·B • oA- o8 since ln(l + E) • E if E « 1. 
Fractionation factors are temperature dependent; thus, if one knows the isotopic 
composition of a sample and can make some assumptions about the isotopic 
composition of the coexisting fluid, the temperature of formation of the mineral can 
be determined. Fractionation factors as a function of temperature have been 
summarized by various workers (e.g. Kyser, 1987). The analyses were performed on 
a MAT 252 mass spectrometer in the Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial 
University of Newfoundland. 
Four samples of calcite from fractures in the the dykes and pillow basalts yielded o13C 
values from +0.4 to +3.6 and o180 values from + 13.2 to +27.9 (Figure 5.4). The 
four samples came from different depths through a stratigraphic section of the 
ophiolite. The data suggest that calcites in the Troodos ophiolite are similar to those 
that form in a marine environment, not a continental-meteoric environment (Fritz, 
1976). Marine carbonates generally yield o13C values in the range of -3 to +4 and 
o110 values ranging from +22 to +35 whereas o13C and o110 in bulk average crustal 
carbon sources are -7 and +6 respectively (Faure, 1977; Fritz, 1976). 
In order to calculate the isotopic composition of the fluid that formed the calcite, 
either temperature or the o110 value of the fluid needs to be estimated. If these 
carbonates formed in equilibrium with meteoric water with a o110 value between -5 
and -10%. at 1 °C, then only the calcite with a o180 value of +27.9%. could have 
formed from it. For the other three samples, regardless of temperature, the isotopic 
compositions of the water are not consistent with any possible near-coastal meteoric 
water. 
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If, on the other hand, the calcite formed in equilibrium with seawater, sample 
DVE-126-89 (o110 = +27.9) could have formed at temperatures of l7°C (Kyser, 
1987) and the other calcite at temperatures between 75° and 135°C. Thus the simplest 
interpretation is that the o180 values of the calcite are indicative of seawater alteration 
at low temperatures between 17° and 135°C (Kyser, 1987), probably when the 
oceanic crust was in an off-axis position during the waning stages of hydrothermal 
circulation. Tnese are the same conclusions reached by Alt ~ al. (1986) for calcite 
from DSDP Hole 504B that had isotopic compositions similar to those for calcite 
from the Troodos ophiolite. This suggests that fractures containing only calcite were 
unrelated to the high temperature or on-axis hydrothermal fluid circulation, or were 
they related to the uplift and emplacement of the ophiolite. 
From the map (Figure C.l.l) it can be seen that sample 1138-030 and DVE-66-89 lie 
further to the south and consequently, because of the northerly dip (\f this part of the 
ophiolite, come from deeper in the section than the other two samples (DVE-76-89 
and DVE-126-89). The deeper lying samples had lower o110 values (o180 = + 13.2 
and +17.3) than those shallower in the section (o110 = +18.9 and +27.9). This 
relationship of increasing o110 values higher in the section was also noted by Alt ~ 
al. (1986) in their analyses of calcite in DSDP hole 504B and by Gregory and Taylor 
(1981) for whole rock o110 analyses in the Semail ophiolite, Oman. 
CARBON AND OXYGEN ISOTOPE 
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FIGURE C.1.1 CARBON AND OXYGEN ISOTOPA ANALYSIS RESULTS 
AND CALCITE SAMPLE LOCATION MAP, SPILIA- POLITIKO AREA, CYPRUS 
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C.l FLUID INCLUSION ANALYSES 
C.l.l Methodology 
The micro-thermometric analysis of fluid inclusions was done using a Fluid Inc. 
modified United States Geological Survey gas-flow heating-freezing stage operational 
within the temperature range -180°C to 500°C, using the procedures outlined in 
Roedder (1984). Homogenization temperature measurf'.ments were performed on 
individual fluid inclusions to obtain room-pressure trapping temperatures and 
salinities. During measurement of homogenization and freezing temperatures the 
samples were progressively heated in order to avoid inclusion decrepitation or phase 
changes caused by inclusion stretching. The temperatures reported have not been 
corrected for pressure unless specifically noted. 
The accuracy of the combined thermocouple-heating/freezing stage was tested with 
synthetic fluid inclusions with known temperatures of phase transition (-56°C, 0°C 
and 374.1 °C), as well as, through the known melting temperatures of several 
compounds. The precision of the thermocouple and heating/freezing stage is 0.1 °C. 
The homogenization and melting temperatures are reproducible to within 0.2°C. 
The nomenclature used to describe inclusion behaviour during the heating and 
freezing procedures is that used by Roedder (1984). The last melting temperature (T .J 
provides a measure of the solute salinity; and the homogenization temperature (TJ is 
indicative of the minimum temperature at the time of fluid entrapment (Roedder, 
1979; Crawford, 1981). 
C.2.2 Fluid Inclusion Types and Results 
The rock samples which were examined came from the western half of the Mitsero 
graben (Figure C.l). The vein samples studied contained quartz and epidote. Quartz 
veins are on the order of l millimetre wide; in some samples the mineral containing 
the fluid inclusions was within a vug in the host rock. Locally pyrite, hematite and 
jasper were seen. 
The homogenization temperatures, and where possible, the last melting and eutectic 
temperatures were measured. These measurements, including fluid inclusion size, host 
minerals and salinities are presented in the following tables, as well as a compilation 
of the data from this study and that from the available literature and escriptions of the 
petrography of the fluid inclusion samples. 
Of the 233 inclusions observed; 222 were within quartz and 11 were within epidote 
crystals. The sizes of the fluid inclusions varied from 3 to 401-'m in their long 
dimension. 
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Two types of inclusions were seen: 1) two phase: liquid-vapour and 2) three phase: 
liquid-vapour-solid. All inclusions on which homogenization temperatures were 
measured, homogenized to the liquid phase. 
Only two fluid inclusions were seen containing more than two phases. These (both in 
sample 0415-SA) were thought to be NaCl, based on the cubic form and the high 
relief of the solid phase. The included solid phase did not nucleate upon cooling, 
suggesting it was not a daughter mineral. The remainder of the fluid inclusions 
contained only two phases: fluid and vapour. There was no evidence for the presence 
of C02 in any of these inclusions, making a magmatic source for the fluids less likely. 
In most cases the inclusions examined were secondary. Very few primary inclusions, 
identified by their isolated nature or by their occurrence in the growth zones of 
mineral phases, were identified. Secondary inclusions occurred in groups representing 
healed microfracture planes. Valid information can be obtained from secondary 
inclusions within a particular micro-fracture provided they have consistent liquid to 
vapour ratios (Roedder, 1984). This rule was observed in this study. 
C.2.2.1 Fluid Tempera1ures 
The homoJenization temperatures for fluid inclusions varied from a 111inimum of 
143 °C to a maximum of 450°C. The mean temperatures for each sample range from 
161 o to 365°. 
A histogram plot of all the fluid inclusion analyses (see histograms at the end of 
Appendix C.2) shows that there are three general populations of homogenization 
temperatures; 1) 190°-200°C, 2) 300°-320°C and 3) 350°-360°C. The largest 
population centres around 310°C. The highest homogenization temperatures for 
individual samples generally were similar at around 360°C; samples 0302-22 and 
0302-27A are exceptions, their highest homogenization temperatures were 271 oc and 
259°C, respectivly. 
C.2.2.2 Fluid Composition 
Final melt temperatures were measured in 58 inclusions yielding weight-percent 
NaCl-equivalent salinities that varied from 1.6% to 20.0% (mean= 6.6%, standard 
deviation = 3.6%). This is based on the assumption that the melting solid is ice 
(H20) and not hydrohalite (NaCl· nH20). In general, the salinities within a particular 
sample were fairly consistent, not varying by more than a few weight percent. 
Salinities increase up-section: in the south (deeoer in the sheeted dykes), salinities 
range from 2.4% (scanline area 1107) to 5.6% (shear zone near Apliki village); 
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whereas further to north, in the Basal Group mean salinities vary from 7.6% (scanline 
area 0307) to 12.5% (scanline area 0413). 
C.2.2.3 Estimated Pressures 
Temperature corrections for pressure can only be applied if the depth, and densities or 
compositions are known. No evidence for boiling was seen in the Sheeted Dyke 
Complex. This means that the homogenization temperatures did not lie on the boiling 
curve, which would have given a unique solution for the pressure. No estimates of 
pressure can be made from the inclusions themselves. Therefore, the pressure 
determination must be based on other sources of information. 
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Estimates of depth can be made from the thickness of the stratigraphic package and 
assuming that all hydrothermal activity had ceased by the time erosional processes 
started. The thickness of the overlying rock body is not well constrained, but it can be 
roughly estimated from map distances. It was assumed that fractures were 
interconnected to the seafloor so that the pressure was due wholly to hydrostatic, 
rather than lithostatic, effects. This was supported by the presence of 0.1 to 1.0 metre 
diameter angular dyke fragments floating in a vein network of epidote and quartz in a 
shear zone near the base of the Basal Group (at Apliki village) indicating fluid 
pressures in excess of lithostatic strength. 
Calculations were done for various combinations of stratigraphic thickness, water 
depths, and lithostatic versus hydrostatic pressures. They were based on: 1) an 
average dip of the Upper and Lower Pillow Lava units of 8°; 2) four different water 
depths: 2000, 2200, 2400 and 2600 metres (from present day active hydrothermal 
areas including Valu Fa Ridge (Morton and Sleep, 1985), Juan de Fuca (Davis~ i!., 
1987), Kane Fracture Zone (Delaney~ ill.., 1987) and the East Pacific Rise (Welhan 
and Craig, 1983)); and 3) either a wholly hydrostatic case or a combination of 
hydrostatic and lithostatic pressure. In the latter case one must compute a combined 
water-rock pressure using, 
P= [Pnt.rxd..,.c:er+P.rockxdrockl g • · · · · • · · · · · (5.3) 
where P = total pressure, p = density, and d = depth and g is the gravitational 
acceleration. This case provides a maximum pressure as it is believed that the fluid 
particle will not be subjected to as high a pressure as the adjacent rock particle. The 
hydrostatic case provides a minimum estimated pressure. The calculated pressures for 
the above combinatiorts are presented in the last tables of this appendix. These 
pressures range from 340 bars (34.5 MPa) near the base of the Basal Group, in 2000 
metres water depth in the hydrostatic case to 1095 bars (111 MPa) near the base of 
the sheeted dykes, in 2600 metres of water in the lithostatic case. 
The final trapping temperatures were estimated using homogenization temperature 
corrections due to pressure conditions measured from published curves (Potter, 1977). 
The temperature corrections range from a minimum of 22° to a maximum of ll9°C, 
which is a 6% to roughly 35% correction of the measured homogenization 
temperature. The pressure corrected temperatures are plotted in Figure C.3 and are 
discussed below. 
To determine how reasonable the resulting temperatures at the various pressures were. 
a comparison was made with Bischoff and Rosenbauer's (1984) experimentaliy 
determined critical curve for seawater between 200° and 500°C and 0 to 500 bars 
(50.8 MPa) pressure. Since no evidence for boiling was seen in the fluid inclusion 
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shear z.one, breccia. multiple dyke rnamcnll from different dylcea: lOme 
fine. aomc coanc anined. intenticea filled wilh quartt and epidoce. 
epidoce has fine anined andy texture 10 well developed euhednl c:ryatala. 
altered di&bue wilh zcolitc and epidotc vein and void filline quartz. lace 
croQ-cunina fine fnc:tun:a 10me wilh c:alc:ite . 
altered diabaac, matrix of c:hloritc and plaaioclaac. epidote, calcite vein. 
amall fracwrc:a filled wilh inclusion rich quartz. 
altered dylcc, c:pidoce, quartt and cbioritc. pale arcen epidotc fnc:Wrc: fill, 
bi&bly brc:c:c:iated. both vein and aroundma .. fine anined. minor pyrite. 
chloritc and epidoce. dyke fnamcnll. c:pidoce fnc:ture fill (•imilar to 302-
22). 
altcred dad: arc:cn diabaac. albitc, c:hloritc and minor opaJUC:I with minor 
epidoce. 
brc:c:c:ia wilh fine anined ala .. y matrix conllining plaaiocl11e lalha. quartz 
fillina of vua• and veina. locally place• quartz ia highly fncwred. 10me 
IIUIICritization of Jround m&Q. 
breccia; calcitc, cpidoce, chlorice, pyrice and quartt. fngmcnt intcntic:ca 
filled wilh c:pidoce and quartz. ve .. ic:lca incrc:a•ina 10 ou11idc of 11mplc • 
may be pillow fnamen&. 
vc .. ic:lea infilled wilh calcite. pillow fnamcn& .. rind. hiahly ~hloritiud. 
epidote. pyrice in interior. diabaac rnamen& ... c:bloritiud. 
pillow rubble. chlorite, calc:itc, epidoce {forma cuhcdnl roacnea), quartz. 
c:pidOic (c:oanc gnined in veins), pyrite (ma11ive), quartz (wa infill). 
c:oai"C anined li&ht areen, no viaible quartt or plagioclaac. 
cpidoce (vein), zeolite, calcite (in vein coanc anined, with po .. iblc 
malachite), maanetite (vein), quartt (minor in vein). 
epido1itc/diabaac tnnaition. fine gnined calcite. maptite in cpidotiud 
rca ion. 
veina of quartt, rnainetite, cpidOic. vein material intcrgrown. epidoaite fine 
to medium anined. no viaible aulfidea. 
chloritiud diabaac dyke, heavily veined wilh calcite, fine anined, no 
sulfide a. 
dyke margin; zeolite vein. holt ia fine enined, dark arey. no epidOic, no 
sulfides. 
epidote veina; cryatal perpendicular to vein walla; quartt vein wilh nrc 
epidote cryatala perpendicular 10 vein lrcnd on w1ll roclr::. dyke i1 fine 
anincd, •nd chloritiud. 
Vlriea (rom line &rained dyke (CA86·1) with COinc epidOic bleba !.0 
ailiciticd bleached appcari111 (CA86-4) eon!ainina mafic fname1111. may 
conllin diabaac xenolith• (wilh ill~cfincd boundariea). 
Fluid Inclusion Sample Descriptions 
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The following table contains the results of the fluid inclusion analyses. The 









Last Melt Temperature 
the mineral hosting the fluid inclusion 
Size of primary inclusions 
Size of secondary inclusions 
Vapour bubble size as a percentage of inclusion size 
Weight percent based on an equivalent NaCl composition 
The measuremt · 'f temperature, in the modified United States Geological Survey 
Heating/Freezing stage (by Fluid Inc.), was done through a thermocouple placed on 
the sample. It was found that the intensity of the light source did affect the measured 
temperature due to absorption of light energy by the thermocouple material. At low 
temperatures the difference in the measured temperature for no light source and a 
light source at +8V was 5°C. It was also noted that temperatures measured off a 
light mineral were different from temperatures measured off a dark mineral, again 
due to their different absorptive properties. Ideally the mineral crystal being 
investigated should have the same light absorptive properties as the thermocouple. 
These errors would be added to the measurement error. The light source temperature 
changes appear to be linear- a case could be made for subtracting this amount (5°C) 
from the temperature. 
The effect of the microscope light voltage on the temperature recorded by the 
thermocouple is noted in Figure C. I. 
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Fluid Inclusion Data (Troodos Ophiolite, Cyprus) 
Sample II T.bomo T.mclt Ha.t Prim. Sec. Vapour Dau,btcr WT'f,NaCI 
(C) (C) Size Size H20% Miacral cquiv. 
O!C-6 338.1 qtz 12 30 
O!C-6 283.': qtz 24 zo 
O!C-6 323.2 qtz 8 20 
OJC-6 345.9 -7.2 qtz 24 10 10.7 
O!C-6 352.9 qtz 1S 15 
O!C-6 323.2 qtz 8 30 
0/C-6 2S8.1 qtz 8 20 
O!C-6 286.5 qtz 20 30 
O!C-6 291.2 qtz 20 20 
OJC-6 345.1 qtz a IS 
0/C6A 353.8 qtz 24 s 
O/C6A 357.0 qtz IS 10 
OfC6A >403 qtz IS IS 
O/C6A 3S9.4 qtz 24 30 
O!C6A 3Sl.O qtz 
O!C6A 350.0 qtz 
O/C6A 351.0 qtz 
O!C6A 225.3 qtz 30 s 
O/C6A 225.4 qtz 30 2 
0/C6A 380.0 -4.4 qtz 30 40 7.0 
O/C6A 344.1 -4.0 qtz 30 40 6.4 
O/C6A 223.1 qtz 40 3 
0/C6A 310.S qtz 20 
OJC6A 321.0 -3.2 qtz 17 10 5.2 
O/C6A 32Q.6 -3.8 qtz 17 20 6.1 
O/C6A 337.2 -4.4 qtz 12 s 7.0 
O/C6A 333.9 qtz 17 10 
O/C6A 334.7 qtz 17 2 
O!C6A 2.77.8 qcz 12 s 
O/C6A 298.4 qtz 15 7 
O!C6A 306.2 qtz 12 s 
O!C6A qtz 12 1S 
O!C6A 298.9 qtz 12 20 
O/C6A qtz 12 IS 
O/C6A 292.3 qtz 3 12 
O!C6A qtz 12 s 
O!C6A 294.6 -2.0 qtz 1S 20 3.4 
0JC6A 302.2 -l.S qtz IS IS 2.6 
O!C6A 320.0 -2.3 qtz 10 s 3.9 
O/C6A 296.1 qtz IS 5 
O/C6A 310.1 qtz 10 IS 
O/C6A 319.1 -2.0 qtz 10 s 3.4 
O/C6A 293.0 qcz 10 s 
O/C6A 299.1 qtz 12 s 
OIC6A 290.2 qtz IS 30 
O/C6A 313.0 qcz 12 10 
O/C-7A 362.8 -5.3 qtz 40 35 8.3 
0/C-7A 356.8 -4.1 qtz 30 20 6.6 
0/C-7A 371,0 qtz 24 10 
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Fluid Inclusion Data (Troodos Ophiolite, Cyprus) 
Sample# T .bomo T.mclt II oat Prim. Sec. Vapour Dau1htcr WT'ltNaCI 
(C) (C) Size Size 1120$ Mioeral cquiv. 
O/C-7A 339.4 qtz 24 10 
O/C-7A 290.6 qtz 24 10 
O/C-7A 347.3 -3.5 qtz 30 10 .5 .7 
O/C-7A 343.1 qtz 20 10 
O/C-7A 3.52.1 qtz 12 1.5 
0/C-7A 3.57.0 qtz 12 10 
O/C-7A 342.0 qtz 6 10 
0/C-7A 346.6 qtz 6 1.5 
0201-16 187.1 cp 24 8 
0201-16 >4.50 ep 24 2S 
0201-16 206.4 -3.2 qtz 17 20 
.5.2 
0201-16 360,4 qtz IS 60 
0201-16 qtz 8 20 
0201-16 qtz 8 60 
0302-22 193.9 -.5.6 qtz 30 2 8.7 
0302-22 177.9 qtz 10 10 
0302-22 187.9 -4.2 qtz 30 s 6.7 
0302-22 197.9 qtz 30 10 
0302-22 191.7 -4.8 qtz 30 10 7.6 
0302-22 210.2 qtz 6 s 
0302-22 2.58 . .5 qtz 6 s 
0302-22 211.8 qtz 6 s 
0302-22 212.2 qtz 6 s 
0302-22 196.9 qtz 6 10 
0302-27A 271.4 qtz 20 10 
0302-27A 192.6 qtz 6 0 
0302-27A 233.2 -5.2 qtz 6 8.1 
03D2-27A 142.1 qtz 15 10 
0302-27A 188.8 qtz 1.5 10 
0304-3 140.0 qtz 20 15 
0304-3 171.2 qtz 12 16 
0304-3 183.2 qtz 8 10 
0304-3 323.9 -7.4 qtz 20 JO 11.0 
0304-3 337 . .5 qtz 12 20 
0304-3 334 . .5 qtz 12 20 
0304-9A 36.5.6 -4.8 qtz 17 1.5 7.6 
0304-9A 330.8 -4.7 qtz 20 s 7.4 
0304-9A 3.51.6 -4.2 qtz 1.5 20 6.7 
0304-9A 316.7 -4.3 qtz 10 3 6.9 
OJ04-9A 191.0 qtz 6 2 
0304-9A 314.2 -4.2 qtz 20 40 6.7 
0304-9A 348.7 -4.5 qtz 17 1.5 7.2 
0304-9A 367.9 -3.2 qtz 20 20 S.2 
0304-9A 295.8 -4.4 qtz 15 10 7.0 
0304-9A 340.8 qtz 20 1.5 
0307-2A 281.2 qtz 20 s 
0307-2A 30.5.4 qtl 20 10 
0307-2A 316.8 qtz 15 21) 
0307-21\ 284.S q1z 30 IS 
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Fluid Inclusion Data (Troodos Ophiolite, Cyprus) 
Sample# T.bomo T.mclt Hott Prim. See. Vapour Dau&htcr WT'J.NaCI 
(C) (C) Size: Size H20'J. Miaccal cquiv. 
0307-2A 300.1 qtz IS 10 
0307-2A 280.1 qcz 10 10 
0307-2A 304.2 qtz 10 10 
0307-2A 291.6 qcz lS 15 
0307-2A 319.9 qtz 1S 10 
0307-7.1A 365.1 -6.2 qcz 30 s 9.5 
0307-7.1A 290.1 qtz 10 
0307-7.1A 291.4 qcz 10 
0307-7.1A 290.2 qcz 10 
0307-7.1A 313.4 -8.7 qcz 20 30 12.5 
0307-7.1A 296.0 qtz 8 IS 
0307-7.1A 305.1 qtz t:z 10 
0307-7.1A 316.5 -5.4 qtz 30 IS 8.4 
0307-7. lA 294.1 qtz 6 30 
0307-7.1A 300.2 qtz 6 25 
0307-7.1A 314.0 qtz 6 10 
307-16 >410 qtz 24 20 
307-16 311.5 -2.6 qtz 24 10 4.3 
307-16 269.8 -2.2 qtz 24 20 3.7 
307-16 268.2 qtz 24 2 
307-16 >457 qtz 24 30 
0415-SA 311.1 qcz 24 5 NaCl 
0415-SA 310.9 qtz 20 10 N:'\CI 
0415-SA 316.0 -9.3 qtz 24 5 13.2 
0415-SA 311.0 -9.7 qtz 17 5 13.7 
0415-M 310.7 qtz 17 7 
0415-SA 313.4 -9.4 qtz 24 10 13.3 
0415-SA 314.5 qcz 30 lS 
O·US-SA 304.5 qtz 30 15 
0415-SA 301.1 -7.2 qtz 20 30 10.7 
0415-SA 300.5 -7.8 qtz 20 30 ll.S 
1112-10.9 356.8 qtz 7 25 
1112-10.9 349.0 qtz 6 30 
1112-10.9 317.0 qtz 7 20 
1112-10.9 351.0 -1.4 qtz 8 2S 2.4 
1112-10.9 328.0 qcz 6 25 
1112-10.9 324.0 qtz 8 3S 
1112-10.9 330.0 qtz 6 30 
1112-10.9 297.0 qtz 6 20 
1134-010 ZJS.4 qtz 9 IS 
1134-010 237.1 qtz 20 
1134-010 187.6 ep 4 20 
1134-010 190.0 ep 2 20 
1134-010 351.0 qtz 9 25 
1134-010 3SS.O qcz 6 20 
1134-010 350.0 qtz 2 20 
1134-012 161.0 qtz 2 20 
1134-012 300.1 ep 3 20 
1134-012 305.3 ep 2 20 
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Fluid Inclusion Data (Troodos Ophiolite, Cyprus) 
Sample# T.bomo T.mcll Hoet Prim. Sec. Vapour Daucbtcr WT'lLNaCI 
(C) (C) Size Size 1120')(, MiDcral cquiv. 
1134-012 302.1 cp zo 
DVE97A-89 360.3 -3.2 qtz 10 30 5.1 
DVE97A-89 359.0 -3.7 qtz 8 20 b.O 
DVE97A-89 358.0 qtz 8 20 
DVE97A-89 358.9 qtz 10 25 
DVE97A-89 357.0 qtz 8 20 
DVE97A-89 359.0 qtz 8 20 
DVE97A-89 355.0 qtz 8 20 
DVE97A-89 354.0 qtz 10 20 
DVE97A-89 261.0 qtz 12 35 
OVE97C-89 219.0 cp 9 30 
DVE97C-89 298.0 cp 12 IS 
DVE97C-89 270.1 -3.6 qtz 40 5.8 
DVE97C-89 346.8 -3.3 qtz 2 45 5.4 
DVE97C-89 269.8 qtz 35 
DVE97C-89 267.7 qtz 1 40 
DVE97C-89 299.9 ep 2 20 
DVE97C-89 3SS.6 (T.vap7) qtz 2 45 
OVE97C-89 251.0 qtz 1 30 
DVE97C-89 279.5 qtz 1 30 
DVE99-89 306.0 -3.2 qtz 6 25 S.2 
DVE99-89 308.8 qtz 3 25 
DVE99-89 279.5 -2.0 qtz 6 2S 3.4 
DVE99-89 312.2 -2.1 qtz 1 2S J .S 
DVE99-89 303.0 qtz 6 30 
DVE99-89 305.0 qtz 2 25 
DVE99-89 301.0 qtz 2 20 
DVE99-89 308.0 qcz 12 20 
DVE99-89 306.0 qtz 9 25 
DVE99-89 294.5 -2.4 qtz 6 20 4.0 
DVE99-89 293.3 -3.2 qtz 6 20 5.2 
DVE99-89 290.8 qtz 6 20 
DVE99-89 342.6 -2.0 qtz 9 30 3.4 
DVE99-89 346.9 -3.2 qtz 7 25 5.2 
DVElOl-89 236.8 qtz 3 2S 
DVElOl-89 237.9 qtz 6 25 
DVElOl-89 279.8 qtz 3 20 
DVElOl-89 278.1 qtz 3 20 
DVElOl-89 290.0 cp 6 IS 
DVElOl-89 266.0 qtz 3 30 
CA86-2 336.2 -1.7 qcz 12 s 2.9 
CA86-2 334.9 qtz IS s 
CA86-2 197.5 qtz s 
CA86-2 340.6 qtz s 
CA86-2 313.3 qcz IS 12 
CA86-2 294.0 qtz s 
CA86-2 296.2 qtz s 
CA86-2 340.6 qcz IS 5 
CA86 • 2 337.0 qtz 10 s 
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Fluid Inclusion Data (Troodos Ophiolite, Cyprus) 
Sample# T.homo T.mcU Hc»t Pri 111. Sec. Vapour Dau&btcr WT$NaCJ 
(C) (C) Size Size H20$ Miacral cquiv. 
CA86-7 290.1 qtz 10 s 
CA86-7 308.9 qtz 10 s 
CA86-7 308.6 qtz 12 s 
CA86-7 305.1 qtz s 
CA86-7 308.2 qtz 10 s 
CA86-7 318.2 qtz 12 s 
CA86-7 312.2 qtz 15 s 
CA86-7 312.8 qtz 10 s 
CA86-8 342.0 -2.4 qtz IS 20 4.0 
CA86-9 283.1 -16.5 qtz 20 s 20.0 
CA86-9 277.6 qtz 12 10 
CA86 - 9 285.0 -0.9 qtz lS s 1.6 
CA86-9 283.0 qtz 12 s 
CA86-9 292.7 -1.4 qtz 20 s 2.4 
CA86-9 275.3 qtz 20 7 
CA86-9 292.0 qtz 20 7 
CA86-9 284.6 qrz 20 s 
CA86-9 280.0 qtz IS s 
CA86-9 289.3 -1.3 qtz 15 s 2.2 
CA86-9 292.5 -2.1 qtz 40 10 3.5 
CA86-9 282.0 qtz lZ s 
CA86-9 
-1.0 qtz 30 s 1.7 
CAB6-10 323.9 qtz IS s 
CA86-10 qtz 8 s 
CA86-10 330.9 qtz 12 s 
CA86-10 qtz 12 s 
CA86-IO 336.0 qtz 15 s 
CA86-10 328.9 qtz 15 s 
CA86-10 332.9 qtz 17 s 
CA86-10 322.0 qtz 15 s 
CA86-10 300.9 -9.2 qtz lS s 13.1 












Fluid Inclusion Microscope Light Source 
Temperature Effects 
Under Ambient Conditions (i.e. no heating) 
Calibration Curve Tern vs. Volts 
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FIGURE C.3 HOMOGENIZATION TEMPERATURE VERSUS PRESSURE BASED ON FLUID 
INCLUSION DATA CRITICAL SEAWATER CURVE AFTER BISCHOFF AND ROSENBAUEA (1988) 
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Homogenization Temperature ec) 
The following two pages show the calculation of the pressure corrected fluid inclusion 
temperatures. On the next page the frrst three columns give the sample name, 
inclusion homogenization temperature, and the salinity (in weight % NaCl 
equivalent). The following four columns are the stratigraphic thicknesses for each 
sample, from the seafloor to the sample, estimated from geological maps of the area 
(e.g. Carr and Bear, 1960). The depth estimations are based on a sediment dip of 
18°. The last four columns are the calculated pressures based on water depths of 
2000, 2200, 2400, and 2600 metres and the assumption of either hydrostatic (columns 
8 to 11) or lithostatic (columns 12 to 15) pressure conditions. For these 
determinations a seawater density of 1025 kg/m3, and a rock density of 3300 kg/m1, 
were assumed. The second page of the table gives the pressure corrected 
temperatures. These pressure corrections for temperature were measured from graphs 
by Potter (1977), for the cases as mentioned above. This includes all combinations of 
hydrostatic, lithostatic pressures and water depths of 2000, 2200, 2400, 2600 metres. 
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D. PROGRAMS 
D.l PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The following is a listing of programs written in the course of this project. They are 
referenced in the flow charts of Figures 2.2, 3.1, and 5.1.1. A short description of 
each program is followed by the input requirements and the output file specifications. 
Unless otherwise noted, all input and output files are in ASCII (American Standards 
Association for Information Interchange) format. Graphics programs output files in 
the Lotus PIC format (e.g. QuickPlot, QPSEP, and ROSE). The following programs 
were all written and complied using the MicroSoft Corporation QuickBASIC editor 
and compiler for the IBM PC. 
ANOVA 
Purpose: Perform an analysis of variance test on a series of data sets to test 
whether the differences between and within sets are significant. 
Input: 1 column of values separated by group labels. 
Output: full table of test results. 
APSTAT 
Purpose: Calculate the mean apertures for various subsets of fracture data: all 
fractures, filled fracture, unfilled fractures, epidote, or zeolite or calcite filled 
fractures. 
Input: 2 file types: 1 batch file containing the file names and the directory 
pathname, the raw data files containing the fracture data. 
Output: table of mean apertures as outlined above for each scanline area. 
CIRCLE 
Purpose: Using the method outlined by CharJaix ~ ru. (1984) compute 
fracture trace lengths based on sampling an input distribution of fracture radii. 
Input: contains one column of fracture radii following a distributional form 
such as normal, log-normal, exponential, Weibull, square, and bimodal. 
Output: binned numbers of fracture trace lengths. 
DISTANCE 
Purpose: to convert distances along scanlines in an area of multiple scanlines 
(each connected to the preceding line but with distance counting staring at 
zero) to consecutive distances. 
Input: raw fracture characteristic data files 
Output: fracture data files with modified distances. 
5)9 
DOMSEP 
Purpose: Determines whether a point lies inside or outside of an irregularly 
shaped (closed) polygon. 
Input: 2 files: one containing the raw dyke orientation and location data, the 
other containing the x, y coordinates of the domain boundaries. 
Output: separated data file containing orientation and location values of all 
points falling within the domain boundary. 
DXFPLINE 
GRID 
Purpose: Conversion of AutoCAD DXF files containing lineament information 
as polylines to give start and end coordinates of lines as well as their lengths 
and orientations. 
Input: AutoCAD DXF format file 
Output: #, Xl, Yl, X2, Y2, Length, Orientation 
Purpose: take raw dyke data (location and orientation) and calculate estimated 
dyke orientations at evenly spaced grid nodes. The program comprises several 
subprograms: GRIDDIG, GRIDEST, GRIDANGL. 
GRIDDIG 
Purpose: digitize orientation dip symbols from published maps. 
Input: from a GTCO 24" x 36" digitizing table. 
Output: azimuth, dip, easting, northing. 
GRID EST 
Purpose: Estimate dyke orientations at evenly spaced grid points from the raw 
dyke orientation data. The resulting values were then plotted through either 
SURFACE II (contouring package for VAX systems), or through AutoCAD 
(AutoDesk). The orientation data were plotted using the QuickPlot 
stereographic projection program (van Everdingen ~ al., 1992). 
Input: raw dyke orientation and location data 
Output: estimated dyke orientations and nodal locations 
Following is a more detailed description of the GRIDEST program: 
The raw data proved difficult to interpret due to their nonuniform spatial 
distribution (see raw data plot, Figure B.l.2). Therefore, orientations were 
estimated for regularly spaced grid node points overlain on the data set, using 
the program GRIDEST. This was done by first picking a grid-node spacing 
such that the total number of grid points was roughly equal to the number of 
data p, ,ints. Since the grid is rectangular and the data distribution is not, grid 
points on the periphery of the grid will have no corresponding data points and 
54 0 
thus, in the final analysis, will be dropped from the estimated data set. The 
final result is an estimated data set numbering roughly one third the number of 
data points, providing a minimal smoothing of the original data. 
The estimation of orientation at a grid-node was done in four steps: 
1) pick a search circle radius- to reduce the amount of smoothing this was 
generally picked as equal to the distance between grid nodes, 
2) determine which points of the data set fall within the search circle periphery 
-different approaches for nearest neighbour searches are possible, but for 
simplicity, all neighbouring points found within the search circle were used. 
(this approach biases the resultant orientation if no neighbouring data points 
are found in some of the quadrants of the search circle), 
3) assign a weight to each data point, dependent on its distance from the grid 
node whose orientation we are trying to estimate. Several different weighting 
techniques could be employed. A linear weighting was tried but it proved to 
smooth the data too much. An inverse exponential weighting was used. This 
weight was 
then normalized to the total number of data points within the search circle 
radius, by 
5~ 1 
where vector Zc: is the estimated orientation at the grid node point, vector Zi is 
the orientation at data point i within the search circle radius and is comprised 
of the three direction cosines, Z. for j=l,2,3. n is the number of points falling 
within the search circle radius. The weight, Wi, applied to the data point using 
the weighting function in this case is, 
where h is the distance of the i111 data point to the grid node point and r is the 
radius of the search circle, so that when hlr=l, W•O and when h/r=O, 
W= 1. WT is the sum of the weights of all data points that fall within the 
search circle perimeter. This is used to normalize the results to the number of 
data points. 
4) convert the orientations to direction cosines and apply the appropriate 
weights at each data point to its direction cosines. Then sum the direction 
cosines and convert back to an azimuth-dip orientation. 
GRIDANGL 
Purpose: To calculate the spherical angle between the orientations of dykes at 
adjacent node points. 
Input: estimated dyke orientation data and nodal locations. 
Output: angles and locations. 
Following is a more detailed description of the GRIDANGL program: 
The a."lgle between two planes can be determined through the dot product of 
the normal vectors to each plane. This method allows angles between various 
planes in X-Y space to be monitored without referring to a reference point and 
thus it does not imply any mode of deformation. 
Areal variations in orientation of dykes can be observed by several different 
methods. Determining the angle or dot product between the normals of two 
adjacent dykes (or adjacent data sampling points) is the simplest approach. 
Other methods include breaking the angular difference between the two points 
into two components (the simplest case - where no prior knowledge of the 
deformation history is known). One component represents rotation about a 
horizontal axis, the other about a vertical axis. This allows the determination 
of the difference in strike angle from point to point and then the difference in 
dip angle. Another method is to observe the angular difference (dot product) 
between points as above but to separate the results into two groups based on 
whether the total angular change is dominated by change in strike (implying 
rotation about a vertical axis) or whether it is dominated by change in dip 
angle (implying rotation about a horizontal axis. 
MINSTAT 
Purpose: Calculation of fracture mineral filling by trace length statistics. 
Statistics calculated include: mean, average and standard deviation, skewness 
and kurtosis, as well as, maximum and minimum trace lengths for each 
fracture filling mineral. 
Input: 2 file types: batch files containing the file names (of the scanlines by 
domain) and the directory pathname; the raw data files containing the fracture 
data. 





Purpose: conversion of raw fracture data files to a format containing 
orientation and trace length for use by FracSys and FracWorks (FracMan). 
Input: raw fracture characteristic data. 
Output: orientation and scanline identifier and trace length (this is linked to a 
SVY survey file containing the particulars of the scanline such as length and 
orientation). 
PARAPLAT 
Purpose: Calculation of permeability using the parallel plate model presented 
by Norton and Knapp (1977). 
Input: raw fracture characteristic data files and a batch file containing the 
names of the scanline data files. 
Output: table of permeability data for each scanline including number of 
fractures, scanline length, mean dyke orientation, and permeability based on 
all, filled, unfilled, epidote, zeolite and calcite mineral fillings. 
PREPROC 
Purpose: Processes the raw fracture characteristic data files to separate the 
fractures based on different mineral fillings or whether the fractures are sub-
parallel to dyke orientations, for use by ORS. 
Input: raw fracture characteristic data and a batch file containing the names of 
the scanline data files to be used. 
Output: chosen fracture characteristics. 
QPSEP 
Pv:-pose: to graphically separate fracture data on the basis of orientation. The 
chosen results can be tabulated and output to either ASCII files or PIC files. 
Input: raw fracture characteristic data. 
Output: various possible formats: PIC, table output, fracture record output, or 
orientation data only output. 
QuickPiot 
Purpose: To plot, rotate, contour or statistically manipulate spherical 
orientation data. The program was produced by van Everdingen " j}. (1992). 
Its listing is published in the same reference and thus will not be reproduced 
here (as it is rather lengthy). 
Input: orientation data in an azimuth, dip or dip, azimuth or strike, dip 
formats. 
Output: PIC format stereographic projection plots, statistical results tables, or 
rotated data orientations . 
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ROSE 
Purpose: to plot rose orientation diagrams. 
Input: azimuth orientation data in several file formats (e.g. from DXFPLINE, 
SEEK, QuickPlot). Can be run in batch mode to put multiple rose plots in one 
file. 
Output: PIC graphics file. 
SCRIPT 
SEEK 
Purpose: to produce an AutoCAD compatible script file to plot symbols on a 
map (e.g. dip symbols with dip magnitude). 
Input: 2 files: one containing location name and U. T .M. coordinates, the 
other containing azimuth and dip. 
Output: SCR file to be read into AutoCAD using the SCRIPT command 
(needs the presence of a drawing file containing the symbol to be plotted). 
Purpose: to search the fracture characteristics data files based on various 
possible user selected parameters and extract matches to the search to an 
output file. 
Input: raw fracture characteristic data files (see format in Appendix A). 
Output: varies dependent on the choice of output parameters. Includes 
QuickPlot compatible files as well as files containing complete data records. 
SNOWPERM 
Purpose: to calculate rock intrinsic permeabilities based on fracture 
orientations and apertures using the Bianchi and Snow (1969) method. 
Input: raw fracture characteristic data files. can also be run in batch mode 
with another file containing file location and names. 
Output: permeability tensor (directions and magnitude). 
SPACE 
Purpose: to calculate the spacing between fractures of the same orientation set 
within one scanline area. Used in the SAS routines (SPACE.SAS, 
RKSPACE.SAS, and LNORM.SAS by Rouleau, 1984). 
Input: batch file containing scanline areas to be treated, file containing the 
eigen values of the mean set orientations and of the scanline, fracture 
characteristic data file prepared by DISTANCE to have consecutive scanline 
distances. 
Output: set number, spacing, angle between fracture and scanline. 
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TABULATE 
Purpose: to compile for e4\ch scanline the totals of the number of fractures 
exhibiting each of the possible values for each parameter (e.g. length, mineral 
filling). 
Input: raw fracture characteristics data files. 
Output: table of frequency results for use in producing the frequency maps of 
chapter 3. 
TERZAGHI 
Purpose: to apply the Terzaghi correction factor (Terzaghi, 1965) to a set of 
orientation data. 
Input: Azimuth dip data. 
Output: Corrected azimuth dip data. 
VAXCONV 
Purpose: to convert GRID produced data files for use by the SURFACE II 
program on the VAX operating system (an example SURF ACE II command 
file is given below). 
Input: output files from the GRID programs containing location and 
orientation (azimuth and dip) of dykes. 
Output: x,y coordinates of the dykes for plotting and angle values and 
locations for contouring. 




















D.2 PROGRAM LISTINGS 
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The following are the BASIC code listings of the programs outlined in the previous section. 
Where code lines are too long to properly fit on the page, they have been truncated by an '@' 
symbol, the code for that line continues on the line following prefixed by the '@' symbol. To 
save space in printing these listings, spaces have been removed from many of the print 
statements. The cooes are in the same order as that in the previous section. 
·-ANOVA.BAS 
'-Proanm to perform Analyaia of Variaoc:c an multiple 
'-Jroupa wilh one d~cndcnt variable 
'-By: D. van Evcrdiqen Date: 1 November 1918 
DIM HIST(1000), POINTER(IOO), LABEL$(100), 
GRPSUM(100), GRPSQR(100) 
CLS 
LOCATE 2, S: PRINT ·ona-Way Analyaia ofVa~c Prormn" 
LOCATE 3, 2: PRINT ·ay D. van Evetdinaen Date: November 
1918" 
LOCATE 1, 1: PRINT CHR$('218); 




LOCATE 4, I: PRINT CHR$(192); 




FORD • 1 TO 2: LOCATE I + 0, 1: PRUn' CHR$(179);: 
NEXTD 
FORD • I TO 2: LOCATB I + 0, 49: PRINT CHR$(179);: 
NEXTD 
LOCATE5, 1 
'-Tho data muat be in one column aepanted by in>UP label• 
'-(Note: label• may not atan wilh: a number,+,- or ., 
'-all e1ac aro valid) 
INPUT •lnpul nama of file containinl data: •, PII..EIS 
OPEN FILEIS FOR INPUT AS 11 
lNPtrr "How maoy Jroupa arc there in the data: •, GROUP 
I • 1: K • 1: POINTER(1) • 1 
WHILE NOT EOF(l) 
lNPtrr 11, DATASTRINOS 
CHECK • ASC(MIDS(DATASTR.lNG$,1, 1)) 
IF CHECK • 43 OR CHECK • 4S OR CHECK • 46 OR 
(CHECK > 47 AND 0 
C CHECK< S8)THEN 
HIST(l) • VAL(DATASTRING$) [ .. , + 1 
ELSE 
LABELS(K) • MIDS(DATASTRINGS, I, 10) 
IF K > 1 THEN 
POimER(K) • I 
ELSE 





COUNTER • I - 1 
'-fill lho POINI'ER amy with lho llize of eaeb aroup 
'-find tl:e number or obaervaliona in !he laraellaroup 
FOR I • 1 TO GROUP 
POJN"''ER(l) • POim'ER(I + I) - POIJ'ITER(I) 
NEXT I 
POINTER(GROUP) • COUNTER. + POINTER(GROUP) + I 
FOR I • 1 TO GROUP 
lP MAX < POOO'Eil(l) THEN MAX • POINTER(!) 
NEXT I 
'--priat out lbe iaput data 
COLOR 1, 1: PRIN1' "Input O.ta•: COLOR 7, 0 
PRINT : PRINT ••; 
FOR 1 • 1 TO GROUP - I 
Plmn' USING "\\•; LABELS([); 
NEXT1 
PIUNI' USING "\\•; LABBLS(GROUP) 
START • 1: ENDlNO • 0 
FOR J • 1 TO GROUP 
START • START+ POD'n"ER(J- I) 
ENDING • ENDING + POINTER(J) 
IF J • I THEN 
XPOS • I 
ELSE 
XPOS • J • 10- 10 
END IF 
K •I 
POR I • START TO ENDING 
I.OCATB 9 + K, XPOS 




LOCATE ll + MAX, 1 
'-Now wo ean atan tho data manipulation 
'-POINTER c:o.Uiu lbo poaitioa of tho 
'-un ot lbo new IRJUP of data 
'-HlST con&aina lb. complete liat of data 
'-LABEL contaiu lbo label• ror each in>UP 
K •1: SUM • 0 
DUMMY • POINI'ER(I) 
FOR I • l TO COUNTml 
SUMSQR. • SUMSQR. + (HIST(l) • HIST(l)) 
SUM • SUM + HIST(I) 
IF I < • DUMMY THEN 
ORPSUM(JC) • ORPSUM(K) + HIST(I) 
BLSB 
K•K+I 
DUMMY • DUMMY + .POINTER(K) 
ORPSUM(K) • ORPSUM(IC) + HtsT(I) 
BNDIF 
NEXT I 
SST • SUMSQR- (SUM • SUM) I COUNTER 
SUMINT • 0 
FOR 1 • 1 TO GROUP 
SUMINT • SUMINT + (GRPSUM(l) • ORPSUM(l)) I 
POINTER (I) 
NEXT I 
SSB • SUMINT • (SUM • SUM) I COUNTP.lt 
SSW • SUMSQR • SUMINT 
'----<:aJcula~ dclfCCI or rn:ecfom 
·-ror Between 
DFB • GROUP • I 
'-for wilhin 
DFW • COUNTER - GROUP 
'-for loOCal 
ofT - courrru • 1 
'-Mcalll IICjUared 
SSBDP • SSB I DFB 
SSWDP • SSW I DFW 
'-Pntio 
F • SSBDP I SSWDF 
'-produce output table 
COLOR 1, 8: PRINT "Sou~e·;: COLOR 7, 0: PRINT""; 
COLOR 1, 8: PRINT "SumSqu.are";: COLOR 7, 0: PRnrr ""; 
COLOR 1, 1: PRINT ·~JRC• or";: COLOR 7, 0 
PRINT ••; 
COLOR 1, II: PRINT "MeanaSquaro•;: COLOR 7, 0: PRINT""; 
COLOR I, 8: PRINT "P": COLOR 7, 0 
PRINT • •; 
COLOR I. 8: PRINT "Freedom": COLOR 7, 0 
PRINT "Between "; 
PRINT USING "IIIIIIIIII.II";SSB; DFB; SSEDF; F 
PRINT "Within"; 
PRII'Or USING "1111111111.11"; SSW; DFW; SSWDP 
PRINT 
PRINT "Total"; 






'----propm 10 ea!Nlata apc!Ulre ... tillka 
'~imcnaioo arraya 
DIM M$(10), T(lO, 10), S(10, -4), LT(10, 10), LS(lO, 2) 
M$(1) • ·o·: MS(l) • "1": M$(3) • •r 
CLS 
'-print title 
PRINT • Apc:!Ulro Statiaica": PRINT 
'-act input balCh fale oame 
INPUT "Ens.cr baLch file name: ·, BFS 
OF$ • "APSTAT.OUT" 
CLOSE 11: CLOSE 13 
OPEN BFS FOR INPUT AS 11 
OPEN OF$ FOR OUTPUT AS 13 
PRINT "Output will be 10: "; OF$ 
INPUT I 1, DirS 
Dir$ • Dit$ + "\" 
PRINT "Input directory: "; Dir$ 
WHILB Nar EOF(~} 
INPUT 11, FS 
CLOSEil 
OPEN DirS + F$ FOR INPUT AS ll 
PRINT "Rudina: "; FS 
'-fint pau to Jet lhc IDCIIIl 
FOR l • 1 TO 10 
S(l, 1) • 0: S(l, 1) • 0 
S(l, 3) • 0: S(l, -4) • 1000 
LS(l, 1) • 0: LS(l, l) • 0 
NEXT I 
WHILB Nar EOF('l) 
INPUTI'l, DS 
IF MIDS(DS, 1, 1) • "I" THEN 
FORI • l 1'03 
IF MID$(0$, 80, 1) • M$(1) THEN 
IF VAL(MIDS(DS,-47,3))< >OTHEN 
V • VAL{MIDS(D$, -47, 3)) 
IF S(l, 3) < V THEN S(l, J) • V 
IF S(l, 4) > V THEN S(l, 4) • V 
LV • 1.00(\') 
S(l, 1) • S(l, 1) + V 
S(l, 1) • S(l, l) + I 






'--<:ale. mean ~perturo for each mioeral 
'-LS refen 14 the lor tnuafonnod value• 
FORI •1 T03 
IF S(l, 1) < > 0 THBN 
S(l, 1) • S(l, 1) I S(l, 1) 
LS(l, 1) • LS(I, 1) I S(I, l) 
ELSE 
S(l, 1) • 0 
LS(I, 1) • 0 
END IF 
NEXT I 
'-IICC:ood pau to Jet other Illata 
'--40 Jet fint (ab10luta), lND, 3RD,4TH 




'-T(I,-4) • banoU 
'-LT(I,1)•1be lot truafonned T 
FOR I • 1 TO 10: FOR J • 1 TO 10 
T(l, J) • 0: LT(I, J) • 0 
NEXT J: NEXT I 
PRINT "Apc:!Ulre SUiilbce": PRINT 
PRlNT "Secoad pau to JCl four momcntl of deviation" 
PRINT "Re-rcadi111 file: "; FS 
CLOSBI'l 
OPEN DirS + F$ FOR INPUT AS l'l 
WHILB Nar EOF('l) 
INPUTI'l, DS 
IFMIDS(DS,l,l) • "l"llfEN 
FOR I • 1 TO 10 
IF S(l, 1) < > 0 THEN 
IF MIDS(D$, 80, 1) • M$(1) THEN 
IF VAI..(MlOS(D$,-47,3))< >OTHEN 
V • V AL(MIDS(D$, 47, 3)) 
LV • LOO(V) 
T(l, S) • V • S(l, I) 
T(l, 1) • T(l, 1) + ABS(V) 
T(l, 6) • T(l, S) • T(l, .S) 
T(l, 2) • T(I, 2) + T(l, 6) 
T(l, 6) • T(l, 6) • T(l, S) 
T(l, 3) • T(l, 3) + T(l, 6) 
T(l, 6) • T(l, 6) • T(l, S) 
T(I, 4) • T(l, 4) + T(l, 6) 
T(l, 7) • T(l, 7) + I 
'--do the ume for loa tnnaformed value• 
LT(l, S) • LV· LS(l, 1) 
LT(l, 1) • LT(I, I)+ ABS(l.V) 
LT(l, 6) • LT(l, .S) • LT(l, '> 
LT(I, 2) • LT(l, 2) + LT(l, 6) 
LT(I, 6) • LT(I, 6) • LT(t, $) 
LT(I, 3) • LT(I, 3) + LT(I, 6) 
LT(l, 6) • LT(l, 6) • LT(I, '> 








1P T(l, 7) > 1 THEN 
'IVCriiO dcvialioa 
T(l, 1) • T(l, I) I T(l, 7) 
T(l, 2) • T(l, l) I (1'(1, 7) • 1) 
v1r • T(i, 2) 'variation 
'lltandard dovillioa 
T(l, l) • SQR(var) 
IF var < > 0 THEN 
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T(l, 3) • T(l, 3) I (1'(1, 7) • T(l, 2) • T(l, 2} " T(l, 2)) 
'WwDOU 
T(l, 4) • T(l, 4) I C-'(1, 7) • v.r • var) • 3 'L..Irtoaie 
END IF 
·-aow do lbe limo ror lbe 101 tnaafonned value• 
LT(I, 1) • LT(I, I) I T(l, 7) '1vtnao deviation 
LT(I, 2) • LT(I, l) I (1'(1, 7) • I) 
Lvar • LT(I, 2) 'varialioa 
LT(l, l) • SQR(l.var) 'llaftdard devialioa 
1P Lvar < > 0 THEM 
LT(l, 3) • LT(l, 3) I (1'(1, 7) • LT(I, 2) • LT(l, 2) • 
LT(l, l)) 'lkcwDOU 








PRINT • Apctturc St&tillica (all value• in nun} SCANLINE: · ; 
MIDS(FS, 1, LEN(F$)- 4) 
PRINT 
PRINT "Set I Mun Avenae St1ndard Skewneaa 
Kllrtoaia Max Min" 
PRINT • Deviation Deviation· 
FOR I • 1 TO 3 
PRINT MS(l); " "; 
PRINT USING "1111"; T(l, 7); 
PRII'IT USING "111111.11"; S(l, 1); 
FORJ • 1 T04 
PRINT USING "111111 .11"; T(l, J}; 
NEXTJ 
PRII'IT USING "111111.11"; S(l, 3); S(l, 4) 
PRil'IT 
NEXT I 
PRINT "The followinfarc the lltltl of the. loa tranafonned 
apcnurca" 
PRII'IT • The rcaulta arc aivcn •• arithmetic valuca•: P1UKI' 
PRII'IT "Set I Mua Avenao SWidard Slcewneaa 
Kllrtoaia" 
PRINT • Deviation Deviation" 
FOR. I • 1 TO 3 
PRlNT MS(I); " "; 
PRINT USING "1111"; T(l, 7); 
PRINT USING "111111.11"; EXP(LS(I, 1)); 
FORJ • 1 T04 




•--ou~put ID the file 
FOR I• 1 TOJ 
IPI• I ntEN 
PRII'IT ll, MIDS(FS, 1, 4); • •; 
ELSE 




PRINT 13, MS(l);" "; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111"; T(l, 7); 
PRINT 13, USING "111111.11"; S(l, I); 
PRINT 13, USING "111111.11"; T(l, 1); 
PRINT 13, USING "111111.11"; EXP(LS(I, 1)); 







'-Proanm 10 produce readll for TABLE 3.4 on 
'-apeCUJre filli111 oulpUt ia iD IJble form which 
·-an be il%1'0rted imo Locua (R) 123 
'-By:D.A.v.E. 111.6.92 
• -Subroutine decllr-Liona • not uled in pre~ent 
'-proar-m. They are uled in the coauncn&cd out 
'-Mction 10 cakullle the me~n dyke oricnlltion. 
DECLARE SUB DirCo•ToAzDip (ZI!, Z2!, z3!, Az!, Dip!) 
DECLARE SUB AzDipToDirCoa (A!, D!, X!, Y!, Z!) 
'-Nocc: Input direc:10ry ia tet in the tint DATA 
'-llllemcnl It tho end of tho proar-m 
·~noulputr.Jo 
OF'S • "APERTURB.Otrr" 
OPEN OF'S FOR OUTPtrr AS 13 
• --print titlo 
PRINT "Proanm 10 determine tho me~n ape!Uirc by orielllllioa 
PRJNT "and frKIUrc mineral fillillf. Rcallll uvcd lO "; OFS 
·-read d.UI din:ciOry name 
READ DirS 
WHILE NOT EOF(I) 
'-read filo Mill$ and mean dyke orienlltion 
READ FS. DykeA:;, DykoDip 
'-thi• ~eetioa ia only noceiMry if you llill 
•-want 10 ealculale tho mean dyt.o oricnlltion 
•-from tho ,..., dala then you mu• remember 10 
'-comment out tho1 READ lllt.cmcllll 
'CLOSEtl 
'OPEN FS FOR INPtrr AS tl 
'Ndyk • 0 
'WHILB NOT EOF(l) 
'INPtrr~. DS 
'IFMIDS(0$,1, 1: • "1"THEN 
'IF MlDS(DS, 20, 1) • "en• THEN 
'Ndyt • Ndyk + l 
'Az • VAL(MIDS(D$, 12, 3)) 
'Dip • V AL(MID$(0$, 15, 1)) 
'-convert Az and Dip to direction coainca111m 
•-and convert bact 
'AzDipToDirCo• Az, Dip, X, Y, Z 
'XT •XT +X 
'YT • YT + Y 
·rr • ZT + z 




'--apen fda for ori.lllltioa and apoCUJn dala 
PRJNT "ReadU., •; PS; ••; 
CLOSBtl 
OPEN DitS + PS POR INPUr AS I'J. 
'-lnlllllize 10m11 variabloa 
NoneNum1 • 0: NoneAp1 • 0: DytoNuml • 0: DykoAp1 • 0 
NoneNuml • 0: NoneApl • 0: DybNuml • 0: DybApl • 0 
NoneNum3 • 0: NonoAp3 • 0: DybNIIm3 • 0: DykeAp3 a 0 
cnum • 0: up • 0: znum • 0: up • 0: c:DUm • 0: eap • 0 
nnum • 0: NIP • 0 
WHIL& NOT EOF(l) 
NoxtOno: 
lNPtrrtl, DS 
IF MIDS(OS, I, I) • "I" THEN 
Az • V AL(MIDS(DS, 12, 3)) 
Dip • VAL(MIDS(D$,15, 2)) 
Ap • VAL(MID$(DS, 47, 3)) 
'-bee.UICI hup aperturea are JCncr-Jiy fracture 
'-r.onca/fawll aDd bcc:a1110 they mab: too larse 
·-an influence on the mean, ienorc fracture• 
'-with aperture~ > 99 mm 
IF Ap > 99 THEN GOTO NextOoc: 
'-for aperture all fr-cturea • dyke parallel 
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rF ABS(Az • DykcAz) < 30 AND ABS(Dip • DykeDip) < JOG:) 
41 AND MIDS(DS, 47, 3) < > •• THEN 
DyteNumJ • DylccNum3 + I 
DyteAp3 • DyteAp3 + Ap 
'- rcmaininJ fr-c1Ure1 
eLSE 
NooeNuml .. NoncNum3 + 1 
NoncAp3 • NoncAp3 + Ap 
END IF 
'-for filled fnc:wrea 
IF MIDS(DS, 33, I) < > •n• THEN 
IF ABS(Az • DybAz) < 30 AND ABS(Dip • Dyli:eDip) < 30 
ANDO 
OMIDS(DS, 47, 3) < > •• THEN 
DytcNuml • DyltcNum1 + l 
DybApl • DylteAp1 + Ap 
ELSE 
NoncNuml • NooeNuml + 1 
NoneAp 1 • NoneAp 1 + Ap 
END IF 
END IF 
'-for unfilled fracwro 
IF MIDS(DS, 33, 1) • •n• THEN 
lP ABS(Az • DybAz) < 30 AND ABS(Dip • DybDip) < 30 
ANDO 
OMIDS(DS, 47, 3) < > •• THEN 
DytoNuml • DytoNuml + I 
DytoAp1 - DybApl + Ap 
ELSE 
NonoNuml • NoncNuml + I 
NoncApl • NoneAp1 + Ap 
END IF 
END IF 
'---uleulat.c mean aporturo by mineral filliaa 
IF MIDS(l)S, 33, I) • .,. OR. MID$(0$, 36, I) • •o• OR@ 
OMIDS(OS, 39, 1) • •e• THEN 
eaum • oaum + 1: up • up + Ap 
I!LSEIP MID$(0$, 33, 1) • •z• OR. MIDS(DS, 36, 1) • "z"O 
0 OR. MIDS(OS, 39, 1) • •z• THEN 
mum • mum + 1: up • up + Ap 
ELSEIP MID$(0$, 33, 1) • •c• OR MIDS(DS, 36, 1) • •c•o 
0 OP. MIDS(DS, 39, I) • •c• THEN 
c:aur.: • cnum + 1: eap • cap+ Ap 
BLSEIP MIDS(D$, 33, I) • •q• OR. MID$(0$, 36, I) • "q"O 
0 OR. MIDS(DS, 39, I) • •q• THEN 
qaum • qaum + I: qap • qap + Ap 
EI.SEIP MIDS(OS, 33, I) • •p• OR MIDS(DS, 36, 1) • "p"O 
0 OR MIDS(OS, 39, I) • •p• THEN 
paum • paum + 1: pap • pap+ Ap 
BLSEIP MIDS(O$, 33, 1) • •n• THEN 




'--print oul lni&Daportu~ for dyb parallel 
'-ud ocbor fncwm 
PRINT 13, MIDS(FS, t, 4); 
PUn' 13, USING "1111•; Ndyk; DybAz; Dyb:Dip; 
PRINT USING "1111"; Ndylt; DylteAz; DylteDip; 
IF DylteNum1 < > 0 THEN 
PRINT 13, DyltcAp1/ DyltcNuml; 
PRINT DykcAp1/ DykeNuml: 
ELSE 
PRINT 13, 0!; 
PRINT 0!; 
ENDIP 
IF NoneNuml < > 0 TIIEN 
PRINT 13, NoncApl/ NoncNuml; 
PRJNI' NoncApl/ NoncNuml; 
ELSE 
PRim' 13, 01; 
PRINTO!; 
END IP 
IF DykcNum2 < > 0 TIIEN 
PRINT 13, DyltcApl/ DykeNum2; 
PRINT DyltcApl/ DykeNuml; 
ELSE 
PRINT 13, 01; 
PRim'O!; 
END IF 
IF NoncNum2 < > 0 TIIEN 
PRINT 13, NoncApl/ NoncNum2; 
PRim' NoncApl/ NoncNuml; 
ELSE 
PRINT 13, 0!; 
PRINTO!; 
END IF 
IF DykeNum3 < > 0 TIIEN 
PRINT 13, DylcaAp3 I DybNum3; 
PRINT DykeAp3/ DylteNumJ; 
ELSS 
PRINT 13, 01; 
PRINTO!; 
END IF 
IF NoneNum3 < > 0 111EN 
PRINT 13, NoncAp31 NoncNumJ; 





'-a venae aperture by mineral fillina 
IF erwm < > 0 111EN 
PRINT 13, cap I onum; 





IF znum < > 0 111EN 
PRINT 13, zap I UIUm; 
PRINT zap I znum; 
ELSE 
PRINT 13, 0; 
PRINTO; 
END IF 
IF ~num < > 0 THEN 
PRINT 13, "PI c:num; 





IF qnum < > 0 111EN 
PRINT 13, qap I qnum; 
PRltn' qap I qoum; 
ELSE 
PRINT 13, 0; 
PRINTO; 
~DIP 
IP pnum < > 0 TIIEN 
PRINT 13, pap I pnum; 
PRINT pap I pnum; 
ELSE 
PRINT 13, 0; 
PRINTO; 
ENDIP 
IF Dll&lm < > 0 TIIEN 
PRINT 13, nap I anum 








'-Inpul file name1, and meta dyke oricnlltiocu 
'-(·9 meacu no dylt:CA) mean oricnlltiocu from 
'-ViiUaJ icupc<:liOD of pJotl 10 remove outlien 
DATA "C:\DATA\FRACI'URE\" 
DATA "0000.DOC",09.S,62 
DATA "0101.DOC", 111,61 
DATA "Olll.DOC",-9,-9 
DATA "0112.DOC",09.S,6l 














SUB AzDipToDiiCot (A, D, X, Y, Z) 
REM SDYNAMIC 
Grid • 3.141!1926.541 I 110 
'-lflbe dip i190 lbea mate il89.9 10 
'--pre10rvelbe uimulb 
IF D • 90 THEN D • 19.9 
'-caJc:ulalo direc:tioo cotiMI from 
'-ulmulb aad dip 
azimuth • A • Ond 
Dip • D • Ond 
Z • SIN(Dip) 
Y • COS(Dip) • COS(az.lmu1b) 





SUB DitCodoAU>ip (Zl, Zl, z3, A7., Dip) 
Grad • l.l4U916S411lSO 
'---convert dirution co1ine110 azirnuth dip 




Az • ATN(ABS(Zl I Zl)) I Grad 
END IP 
IF Zl < 0 AND Zl > 0 ntEN 
A7.- 360. Az 
ELSEJP Zl < 0 AND Zl < 0 THEN 
Az • Az + 180 
ELSEIF Zl > 0 AND Z2 < 0 THEN 
A7. - 180 - A7. 
END IF 
hyp • SQR(ZI • Zl + Z2 • Zl) 
'-iCzl,z:l•Othcn the diroct.ion ia 
·-verticalao to avoid divi•ion by 
'-0 let dip-90 
IF hyp • 0 THEN 
Dip- 90 
ELSE 
Dip • ATN(%3 I byp) I Grad 
END IF 
'-lull a u(ety precautioo 





'-Proaram lO compule frac:ture lnK:e leaath• 
'-throuJh random 11mplin, of • fracture wilb 
'-• unit radiua. • The program produce• • 
'-hillO&ram of binned frequellj;iea of \race 
'-lenl'h•· Thex may be later fit to a 
'-disuibution. Alloc:iatcd file (e.a.) • LOONORM.DAT 
COMMON SHARED fracnum 
COMMON SHARED frac:O, loanormO 
COMMON SHARED binO, binfO, bindO 
RANDOMIZE (TIMER) 
CLS 
lliUNT TAB(IO}; 'Trace Leftl\h Simulotion" 
PRlNI' 
PRINT ~ia program aamplea • popul•tion of fracture radii 
randomly" 
PRINT "10 produce a population of fracture lrac:e leQ&tha. • 
PRlNI' ~. fraccure radii dilltribution iaaovemed by. fllo" 
PRINT "c:ontainina fracture radii in lbe nnp ofO to 5 followi111 
PRINT "eomo dilltribution. The tint line c:oruaina lho number of" 
PRINT "v•lue• in uc:h aize bin aep•raled by 1 apoc:o (lS lOtll);" 
PRINT "lhe .econd lino co lilA ina lhc number of valuea 10 be read; • 
PRlNI' "lhe Remainina linea conlein lho frac:wre radii value• to" 
PRJNf "be aamplcd by lhe rroanm. The output ia • hiltoJt'lm of 
PRINT "aamplcd radiua diltribution overlain 0:1 lhe 101al radiua" 
PRINT "dilltribution; • hiatogram lhowina lhe reaullina fnccure• 
PRINT "lrac:e leQ&th dilltribution: lho: binned n:aulll are put in u" 
PRINT "output file for later ploaina. •: PRINT 
Asain: 
INPtrr "Enter name of file conllqlhc distribution dale: ", IS 
OPEN IS FOR INPUT AS II 
PRINT 
INPUT "UN all fracwrea in diatribution (YIN]: •, rracuacS 
IF UCASES(fracuac$) .. "N" THEN 
PRINI' 
INPUT "Enter lho number of fnccun:aiO aample: •, fracnum 
ENDIP 
'-dimcnaion lhe emya 
DIM bin{50), binl'(25), bind(25) 
·-act lint line of filea conleinina lhe bina for the lOCal 1et 
FORi= 1 TO 25 
INPUT 11, bind(i) 
NEXTi 
INPUT II, numpointa 
IF UCASES(frac:u.e$) • •y• THEN frunum • numpoinll 
'-dimcnaion tho amy• 
DIM frac(frac:num), Joanorm(numpoinll) 
SCREEN 3 
CLS 
'-Set the number of fractures 1o uec 
'-read in • loanonnal diatribution or value• ruainl from 
·~ 10 5. Uae thit to pnente tho freccure raclli between 0 and 1 
'-plot lho toea1 rraccure radiul hiltoJram 
'-dnw hillOJrlm axea 
LINE (300, 100r(300, 300): LINE (300, 300)-(700, 300) 
LOCATE I, 40: PRINT 'Total Fracwrc Radiua HillOJram" 
max • 0 
FOR i a 2 TO 2.S 
IF max < bind(i) THEN max • bind(i) 
NEXTi 
FORi • I TOl.S 
yl • 300- 200 • bind(i) I max: y1 • 300 
xl • 300 + (i • I) • 16 
xl - 300 + (i) • 16 
LINE {xl, y1)-{x2, yl),, B 
NEXTi 
·-Rud in tho re• of tho dale 
LOCATE 1, 1: PRINT ·Readina •; t'$; • (dilltrib. dat.)• 
i•O 
CIRCLB (ISO, 100), 100,, , , .729 
WHILE NaT EOF(l) 
i. i + 1 
INPUT I I, loanorm(i) 
IF UCASES(fracuac$) • •y• THEN 




·-aencrate • dillribution or fncwre radii between 0 and 1 
'-dividt by 5 aillj;c tho loanorm dall ranao from 0 to S 
LOCATE I, l: PRINT "Cicncratina fracture ndii" 
IF UCASES(fncu.e$) • "N" mEN 
FOR i • I TO frac:raam 
Pointer • INI'(RND(l) • raampoinb) 
frac(i) • loporm(Poialer) I S 
'CIRCLE {150, 100}, frac(i) • 100, , , , .729 
NEXTi 
ENDIP 
'-draw circ:le c:oD&cr 
'LINE (150, 95)-(ISO, 105): LINE (145, 100)·(155, 100) 
'-now bin lhc radii 
LOCATE t, 1: PRINT "Binnin, the fraccure radii" 
FORj • 1 T025 
POR I • I TO frac:DUm 
554 
lP frac:(i) > • <G 1251) • .04) AND fnc(i) < <G /25!)) mEN 




'-plot tho radiua hillogram 
'--draw hilloJram uoa 
LINE (300, 100}-(300, 300}: LINB (300, 300)-{700, 300) 
LOCATE 2, 40: PIUNT "Pracwre Radlua Hlatoaram· 
PORI•IT02.S 
yl • 300 • 200 • blnf(i) I max: y1 • 300 
xl • 300 + (i • I) • 16 
x1 - 300 + (i) • 16 
LINE (d, y1)-(x2, yl),, BP 
NEr.Ti 
'-poente random diuncea from tho cen&er of the circ:Je for 
'--JNIINlalioca IDII calculate tho auociated lrac:o lenath• 
POR i • 1 TO 100 
dum • INT(RNO(I) • 10) 
POR zz • I TO dum: dum I • RN0(1): NEXT zz 
z • (RND(l) • .5) •1'-uzc nnae ·I to I 
x • ISO· z • 100 
yl - 30: yl - 200 
LINE (x, y1)-(x, yl) 
'--calculate the illlenocliq line \race len&th, tr 
FORj • 1 TO fracDUm 
IF ABS(z) < • frac(j) mEN 
tr • SQR(frac(j) • fnc(j) • z • z) 
'-now bin lho trace lcllflhl 
PORk •I TOSO 
IF tr > • (k I 25 • .04) AND tr < (k I 25) THEN 





I»>E (x, yl)-(x, yl), 0 
NEXTi 
'LOCATE 2.S, I: PRINf "Prell any key lO c:olllinuc"; 
'DO: LOOP UNlll. INXEYS < > ••: CLS 
• ---d~w hillopm a:ua 
LINE (300, 100)-(300, 300): LINE (300, 300)-(700, 300) 
•-find the max bin value and normalize lO \hat 
LOCATE I, I: PRINf "F~cture T~ce Lcn,th HiiiOJrllm" 
max•O 
FORi •2 TO .50 
IF max < bin{i) THEN max • bin(i) 
NEXTi 
FORi • I TOSO 
y I • 300 • :oo • bin(i) I max: y2 • 300 
xl • 300 + (i • I) • 16 
x2 - 300 + (i) • 16 
LINE (X I, y i )-(xl, yl), , 8 
NE:<T i 
LOCATE I, l: PRINT "Savinr dill lO 11lACEST.Otrr" 
OPeN "llac:c•.out" fOR OtrrPUT AS II 
PRINT II, "Fnc:ture Rlldii Dillribution • 
PRINT II, "Variation il from 0 to I in 2.5 intcrvalt of0.04" 
PRINT II, "Number of fncturea: "; fracnum 
FORi • I TO 2.5: PIUNI' II, binl(i): NEXT i 
PIUN'!' il, "Fracture Tnca Lcii(Ul Dillriltution" 
PRINT II, "Variation Ia from 0 to I in 2.5 imcrvala of0.04" 
PRINT 11, "The 11mplo of fncturea ia 11mpleciiOO timea• 
FORi • I TO SO: PRINT II, bin(i): NEXT i 
LOCATE 2.5, 1: PRINT "Prell any key to c:ontiaue"; 






'-propm 10 Like tho diluocea from the file minb.dat aDd 
'-make !hem ina.o 1 c:on.cquetive diunc:e (i.e. 0.00 10 x.xx m) 
•-pick lhc diataoc:o c:olumM 15 10 19 
N • 300 
DIM DIST ANCE(N), FrnALDIST(N) 
DIM DAT ASTRING(N) AS STIUNG 
OPEN "SCAN.AUT" FOR INPUT AS 13 
WHILE NOT EOF(J) 
INPUTI3, FS 
FORI • I TON 
DISTANCE(N) • 0 
FINALDIST(N) • 0: DATASTR.INGS(N) • •• 
NEXTJ 
OPEN FS FOR INPUT AS II 
I • 1 
WHn.E NOT EOF(I) 
INPUT 11, DATASTJliNGS(I) 
DISTANC£(1) • VAL(MIDS(DATASTRING$(1),15,5)) 
I • I+ 1 
WEND 
I • I· I 
FINALDJST(I) • DJSTANCE(l) 
PRINT FINALDJST(I) 
FORJ •lTOI 
IF DISTANCE(J- I) > DISTANCE(J) THEN 
FINALDIST(J) • FINALDIST(J- I) + DISTANCE(1) 
AS • "DIST(J·I) > DIST(J)" 
ELSEIF DISTANCE(J- I) < DISTANCE(J) THEN 
FINALDlST(J) • FINALDlST(J- 1) + (DISTANCE(J) -o 
0 DIST ANCE(J - I)) 
AS • "DIST(J-1) < DIST(J)" 
ELSEIF DJST ANCE(J - 1) • DlST ANCE(J) THEN 
FINALDIST(J) • FIN ALDIST(J • I) 
AS • "DIST(J-1) • DIST(J)" 
END IF 
.PRim' USING "11.11"; DISTANCE(J); 
PRINT •••• . . 
PRINT USING "111.11"; FINALDIST(J); 
PR.INT. :";A$ 
NEXTJ 
OF$ • MIDS(FS, I, LEN(ll$)- 3) + "OUT" 
OPEN OFS FOR OUTPUT AS 12 
FORJ•lTOl 
PRINT 12, MIDS(DATAS11UNGS(J).l, 14); 
PRINT 12. USING "111.11"; FINALDIST(J); 










'-Propm to dcunninc ira poiallic:e within u enclolc:4 
'-irreJUiar poly&onCruled B-6·90D.A.v .E. 
X • ~()() : '1 "" lJ()() 
DIM Boundl(x,l), FilcNmS(lOO) 




PRINT "D 0 M A I N A LD AT AS E P A R. AT I 0 N": 
PRINT 
PRINT "U~ea two data filca I) c:on&aiaina tho Eallifta and 
Nonhina 4 
PRINT "c:oordinr.tea of tho bouftdary of lbo domain, l) coa&ainina" 
PRINT "lbo ~llillf, Nonhiq, Azirnulhal and Dip coordinated or" 
PRINT "lho data poinll (freo format COIIUN or apaco delimited)" 
PRINT "to doc:ido which data poiota f•U within which domaina" 
BNum~ .. 0: DNum~ • 0 
'-Input dal.l file name 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT "Ensor name or data filo (B,N,Az,Dip)(Q•Quit): • 
INPtrr ; " :.• > ", FD$ 
FD$ • UCASE$(FD$) 
IF FD$ • "Q" mEN 001'0 EDdDomain: 
OPEN FD$ FOR INPUT AS 13 
1•0 
PRINT : PRINT "UIC Batch mode (N)": Q$ • 
UCASES{INPU'I1(1 )) 
IF Q$ < > •y• THEN 
PRINT 
PRINT "Enter nr.mo of nit coatainilll boundary pointa 
(E,N)(Q•Quil): • 
INPtrr • > > ", FBS 
FB$ • UCASE$(PB$) 
IF FB$ • "Q" mEN GOTO EndDom.in: 
Flaa'l • 0 
ELSE 
PRINT 
PRINT "Enter name or batch fale or domain data name: a (Q•Quit)" 
INPtrr • > > •, BatchF$ 
BatchF$ • UCASES(Batci!F$) 
IF BatchF$ • "Q" THEN 001'0 EodDomain: 
OPEr' BatchF$ FOR INPtrr AS II 
1•0 
WHILE NOT EOF(I) 
I • I+ I 
INPtrr II, FiltNmS(I) 
WEND 
NumFilca~ • I 
CLOSE II 
Fla&l • I 
END IF 
I • 0 
WHILE NOT EOF('J) 
I • I+ 1 
INPtrr 13, El(l), Nl(l), Az(l), Dip(l) 
row 'I • CSRLIN 
LOCATE row~. I 
IF l MOD 10 • 0 niBN PRINT "Rcadlna dati filo "; FD$; • 




DNum'l • I 
'--chcc:k ifchc batch mode fla~: ia act 
IF Fila~ < > l niEN NumFileal • I 
FOR L ""' I TO Numralc:t'l 
IF Flaa'l • I 11IEN FB$ • FilcNmS(L) 
PRINTFB$ 
OPEN FB$ FOR INPtrr AS II 
FO$ • MID$(FB$, 1, l.EN(FB$) • 3) + "OAT" 
PRINT: PRINT "Output of c:boJCII poillll will be to "; FOS: 
PRINT 
OPEN FOS FOR. OlTTPtrr AS n 
1•0 
WHILE NOT EOF(l) 
I • I+ I 
INP'UT 11, Boundl(l, 1), Boundl(l,l) 
row~ • CSRLIN 
LDCATErow'l, l 
IP I MOD 10 • OTHEN 






'--Cioae chc: boundary aDd act the DUmber of bowxlary poinla eo 
BNum'l 
Boundl(l + l, I) • Bouodl(l, 1): Boundl(l + l, l) •@ 
~ Bouodl(l, 2) 
BNuml • I 
'-sl.lrt looki111 for tho ncarclt pointa to cho bouodary 
FOR I• l TO DNum'l 
Well • 0: Eall • 0 
row~ • CSRLIN 
POR J • l TO BNum" 
IP J > 1 THEN 
BMi.DUall • Boundi(J • I, 2) 
BMinuaEI• Bouodi(J- 1, 1) 
ELSE 
BMinuall • BouDdi(BNuml,l) 
BMiautEI • Bouodi(BNum'l,l) 
ENDIP 
'-Find pain or boundary poimllhal C:I'OII In Cllt•WCit line 
'--c:onaaq cho dati point. Fll'll~:aac:: boundary poin&liCI on 
line 
IP BouDdl(l, 2) • Nl(l) 'mEN 
'-Now cboc:k ir tho aex1 two poillll OD cho boundary IU'tddlc it 
'--or lle to oae aide 
IP (BMlDuall > Nl(l) AND BouAdi(J + I, l) > Nl(l)) ORGJ 
O(BMi.DUall < Nl(l) AND Bouadi(J + l, 2) < Nl(l)) 'mEN 
IF Boulldi(J, 1) < El(l) TifBN 





1P Boulldi(J,I) < El(l) 'mEN 
Wc-.•Wc-.+ I 
ELSE 
Ball- Eall + 1 
ENDIP 
ENDIP 
'Two boundary pointa ltncldlo Uno 
ELSEIP (Boundi(J,l) > NI(J) AND BMinutll < Nl(l)) OR@ 
O(Boundi(J, 2) < Nl(l) AND BMinuall > Nl(l)) THEN 
IF BMinuaEI < > Bowldi(J, 1) THEN 
llopel • (8Mimal11 - BoUDdi(J, 2)) I (BMjouaEI· Boundl(l, 1)) 
illlerl • BouPU(J,l) • (llopel• Bowx!I(J, 1)) 
pel • (NI(J) • inlul) I lloptl 
EUEIF BMinuaEI • Bouadi(J, 1) THEN 
pel • Boundi(J, l): llopcl • 0: ialcrl • 0 
END IF 
IF ptl < EI(I) THEN 
Wt.tt • We• + 1 
EUE 




IF Ea• MOD 2 • 0 AND We• MOD l • 0 THEN 
ChooacS • •no• EUE Cbooac$ • •yea• 
END IF 
'-Write tho value• of poinll wilhiD the boundary to 1 file 










'-Prorram 10 c.u .DXF fonnat fllea produce .1 ,.;th AlltoCAD 
·-,o produce a file ce»Uinin, th.: .. n ud eft't poin&a 
•__,r linuliON. Noec 1M ori,UW diJilized file mull be produced 
'-ueina lhe PC.1B IU"'tion• 10 lh.et tbe .DXP file coa&aiM tho 
'-tcqvcnce ENTTTtES, 10, XbcJia, 20, YbcJin, 10, Xelld, 20, 
Vend. 
DIM XB(IOOO), YB(IOOO}, XE(IOOO), YE(IOOO), W.,"T(18) 
CLS 
RTD • ISO I 3.1<41~926~41 
LOCATE 2, 3: COLOR 8, 1 
PRJtrr • AutoC.o\D .DXF Orien&alion lnletpn:talion PUN£" 
COLOR 7, 0 
LOCATE 3, 7: PRNI' "By: D. vu EvcrdiJ!aeaOct 1988" 
LOCATE I, 1: PRNI'CHR.$(218);: FOR 0 • l TO <47: PRINT 
CHR$(196); : NEXT D 
PRNI' CHR.$(191) 
LOCATE <4, I: PRINT CHR$(192);: FORD • I TO <47: PRINT 
CHRS(I96);: NEXT D 
PRJtrr CHIU(l17) 
FOR 0 • I TO 2: LOCATE I + 0, 1: PRJtrr CHR.$(179); 
NEXT 11 
FOR II • 1 TO 2: LOCATE 1 + 0, <49: PRINT CHR$(179); 
NEXT ll 
LOCAT£6, I 
INPlTT "Input the .DXP file Mmc (no file ntcnaion): •, FILIUS 
FILES • RTRIMS(FIL£1$) + ".DXF" 
OPEN FILES FOR INPlTT AS 11 
INPlTT "Oulput file n~me: •, F1LElS 
OPEN FtLB2S FOR OUTPtrr AS t2 
DO 
INPUf 11, DUMMY~ 
LOOP UNTIL DUMMY$ • "POLYLINE" 
FOR J • I TO 1: INPUT II, DUMMY$: NEXT J 
I • I 
WHILE Nor EOF(1) 
INPlTT II, NUMS 
IF Naf EOP(1) AND NUMS • "10" THEN 
INPlTT It, XB 
INPlTT II, NUMS 
IF NUMS • "20" THEN INPUt' 11, YB 
FOR J • l TO <4: INPUT 11, DUMMY$: NEXT J 
INPUT 11, NUMS 
IF NUMS • "10" THEN INPUT II, XB 
INPUT II, NUM$ 
IF NUMS • "10" THEN INPUT 11, YB 
LOCATB 9, I: PRNI' "LiaAlioa ..amber"; I; • rud. • 
LBNOTH - SQR((XB - XB) A 2 + (YB - YB) ... 2) 
y • ABS(YB. Y2) 
X • ABS(XB • XII) 
'-If line ia orionaed NW..SB then add 90 dcpeca to lhe qlo 
IF XB > XB AND YB > YB THBN 
ANGLB • ATN(X I Y) • RTD 
ELSSO: XB < XB AND YB > YB THEN 
ANGLE • ATN(Y I X) • RTD 
ANGLE • ANGLB + 90 
ELSEIP XB > XB AND YB < YB THEN 
ANGLE • ATN(X I Y) • RTD 
ANGLE • ANGLE + 90 
ELSBlF XB < XB AND YB < YB THEN 




PRJNT t2, USING "1111"; I; 
PRINT t2, USING "11111.11111"; XB; YB; XE; YE; LENGtll; 
PRINT 12, USING "111 .1"; ANGLE 
I• I+ 1 
END IF 
FOR J • 1 TO 14: INPtrr II, DUMMY$: NEXT J 
WEND 
PRINT 
PRINT "Oulput ia i4 file: "; FILE2S 
PRINI' "It c:o~Waina tho followina oa cacb line of ou~t: • 
PRJNI' "I) Stan X andY c:oordina&ca of each !i. ... • 
PRINT "2) &d X aDd Y coonfinaLCa of each line" 
PRJNT "3) Lcqdl of cac:h line" 




'Propm 10 compute frac!Un: tnce lelllth• lhroush random 
'tamplinl of a fracture wilh a unit radiua. • The proprn 
'produce• a hiatosram of binned fn:quenciea of tnce 




ON ERROR CiOTO Gcnc:rr: 
'---Girncnaioa the arnya 
DIM bin(SO), binftlS), bind(lS) 
DIM BFS(S) 
DIM xx(2), yy(2) 
Pi • 3.141S926S41: Fla • 0: OuiS • "N" 
CLS 
PRINT T AB(l 0); "Trace Lcnath Simulation: ELLIPSES • 
PROO : PJliNl' "Thia propm tamplca a population of" 
PRINT "fracture radii rudomly 10 produce a population" 
PRINT "of fracture tnce leiii'Ju. The frac:turo radii" 
PRINT "dilllributioa ia 1ovemcd by a file coo&ainina" 
PRINT "fracture radii in the ranae of 0 "' 5 followina" 
PRINT "aomc dillribution. Tbe fint Uno coa&ainl the" 
PRINT "number o!valuea in each tizo bin acparatcd by a" 
PRINT "apace (2.S total); lhc tceood line coo&ainalhe" 
PRINT "number of valuca10 be read; the remaininalinc:a" 
PRINT "coo&ain lhe fracture radii values 10 be tamplcd" 
PRINT "by tho proaram. The output ia a biatopm lhowina • 
PRINT "tho tampled radiua dillribution overlain on the" 
PRINT •tctaJ radiu• dillributioo; a hiiiDJram lhowina • 
PRINT "tho reiUltina fracture tnco lenath dillribution; • 
PRINT ·~~~ binned reiUIIJI aro put in an output rale for" 
PRINT "later ploalna. • 
PRINT 
I • 1: Batch • 0 
INPUT "Enter filename for tho diatribution data: ". fS 
fS • UCASES(fS) 
IF fS • "SCAN.AtTT" THEN 
Batch- 1 
OPEN fS FOR INPUT AS II 
WHn.E NOT EOF(l) 
BFNum • BFNum + 1: INPUT 11, BFS(BFNum) 
WEND 
ELSE 
BFNum • 1: BF$(1) • fS 
END IF 
INPUT "Uac aU fracture• in dillribulion (YIN]: ·, fra"uo$ 
IF UCASES(fracuac$) • "W THEN • 




INPUT "Eaur aapoct ratio ( < •1, or 9 10 cycle1: •, AlP 
IF Alp • 9 THEN 
c:yc:lo• 9 
ELSB 





cyc:lo • 1 
ENDIP 
INPUT "Output 10 be uacd for Locua 123 [YIN): •, OuiS 
OutS • UCASES{OulS) 
'-loop for variou• dilllributiona 
FOR I • I TO BFNum 
CLOSE 11 
OPEN BFS(l) FOR INPUT AS 11 
'-act fint line of file• <:oo&ainina bina for IOQI act 
FORi • I TOl.S 
INPUT 11, blod(i) 
NEXTi 
INPUT II, numpoin&a 
IF UCASES(fracu:.c$) • •y• THEN fracnum • numpoinl• 
'---dimcnaion the arnya 
R.EDIM frac(fracnum), loanonn(numpoin&a) 
'-.ct lbo Kn:ca mode 3•Hcrc ll•VGA 
SCREEN 3 
IF Ncrr" • S ntEN 
SCREEN 12: Norr" • 0 
END IF 
IF Nerr" • 5 ,_.EN 
SCREEN 0: F11 • I 
END IF 
CLS 
·~t tho number or frac:tureiiO UIC. Read in. 
'-loanormal diatributioa or value a ranaina from 0 to s. 
·-uac thi• 10 acncra\0 lho fracture radii between 0 
'--betwccll 0 and 1. plot tho lOCal (rac:turo radiu1 
'-hiatopm. Draw hiato11ram axe• 
IF Fla • OTHEN 
LINE (300, S0)-(300, 100) 
LINE (300, l00)-(70'l, 100) 
END IF 
LOCATE 1, 40 
PIUNT "Tocal Frac:turo Lona Axi• Hi~taaram" 
max • 0 
FORi •lTOl5 
IF max < bind(i) THEN max • bind(i) 
NEXT i 
FORi•1T02.S 
yl • 100- SO • bind(i) I max: yl • 100 
x1 - 300 + (i • 1) • 16 
x1 - 300 + (i) • 16 
IF Fla • 0 THEN LINE (xl, y1)-(x1, yl),, B 
NEXTi 
'-RCid in the rc• or lho ciala 
LOCATE 1, 1: PRINT "Re~dina"; fS; • (dillrib . dab)" 
i•O 
WHD..E NOT EOF(1) 
i • i +I 
INPUT 11, loanonn(i) 
1P UCASES(rracute$) • •y• ntEN 





'-aoncra\0 I diatributioa of frac:turo radii between 
'--0 an 1. divide by' ainc:o lhe loanonn data ranao 
·-rromOIO S 
LOCATE 1, 1: PRINT •ocncratinalonaaxca" 
IF UCASES(frac:ute$) • "N" THEN 
FOR 1 • I TO frac:num 
Poilller • 0 
WHD..E Pouur • 0 
Poiaur • JNT(RND(1) • ,..mpoi.u) 
WEND 
IF loponn(Poin&er) I S • 0 THEN STOP 
5b0 
frK(i) • loponn(Poin&er) I S 
NEXTi 
END IF 
'-now bin the ndii 
LOCATE 1, 1: PRINr "Binninlthc rn,ture lOIIi UCI 
FORj • I TO 25 
FOR i • 1 TO fn,num 
IF fn'(i) > • ((j /25!) - .04) AND fnt(i) < @ 
4»C(j 125!)) mEN 




'---1)10llhe ndiu• t::uanm 
·~nw hiato,nm al.'ca 
LOCATE l, 40: PRIN1 "Fn,turc Lona Axia Hiatoanm" 
FORi • 1 TO 25 
y1 • 100- SO • binffi) I max: yl • 100 
x1 - 300 + (i - 1) • 16 
x2 - 300 + (i) • 16 
IF Fla • 0 THEN UNE (xl , yl}-(xl, y2), , BP 
NEXT I 
'-loop for ~evcral a~p«t ntioa 
FOR AlpCyc • 1 TO cyclo 
lP Alp • 9 THEN Alp«t • AJpCyc I 10 
LOCATE 3, t : PRINT • Alpcct ntio: "; Alpect 
'-iaitializo 10mc variable• and arnya 
maxi • 0: mint • 10: KX • 0 
FOR i • l TO SO: bin(i) • 0: NEXT i 
FOR ii • I TO tO 
'-Nn nndom number JeOCniOt a number of limcl 
dum • INT(RND(l) • 10) 
FOR iii • I TO dum: duml • RND(l): NEXT ill 
ordoa • {RND(l) • 179) 
'---<:onvert deareeato ndia~Y 
Orienl • ((90- ordeJ) I t&O) • Pi 
lP Orient < 0 THEN Orient • Orieat + 2 • Pi 
FORI • OTO SO 
LOCATES, t 
KK•KK+1 
PRINT •sampliq (500) •; KK; • • 
'-aencnle di .. ncea from lhe oriain for lhe 
'---<:rou-cuuinalino Nn lhrouah !he nndom number 
'-aoncntor a number of timet 
dum • INT(RND(I) • 10) 
FOR iii • 1 TO dum: duml • RND(1): NEXT iii 
z • (RND(I) • .S) •2 '-wo raJIIO ·1 to 1 
'-Uio alope oflho lino, mla dY/dX 
m • SIN(Oriont) I COS(OrioDl) 
' -y-axia W.~cpt ofliDI ia b•:rlcoa alpha v·!::. .. alpha ia 
•. -W. orioo&alioc. 90 clepea 
IF Orielll < 90 THEN 
iDler • Oriea& + 3.14159265<41/4 
ELSB 
iD&or • Orient• 3.1415926541/4 
END IF 
B • z I COS(ABS(UI&cr)) 
IF (z < 0 AND m > 0) OR (z > 0 AND m > 0) 
THEN 
B • B • ·I 
END IF 
'-for CIC:b olllpto tbo 2 intetMCtion pointa of lho 
'-lino and tbo eUipto IDUil be found. Calculale where 
'-Uio ollipao and lholino coincide. oqua10 tho two 
·-ronnulao and 10lvo for !he x valuea. lhia rciUita 
'-iD a quadntic: equatioa: 
' -(ax"l+bx+c•010Ivcd by :~t•[-b+-rooc(b .. 2-4ac)]l2a) 
'-from equatiq Y-line•mx+b and 
' -YeUipac • aqr((l·x"21a"'l)b"'l) 
'-the lhort axit,b • a~p«t • a 
FOR j • 1 TO fncnum 
bu • Alpect • fnc(j) 
partl • -2 • m • B 
para • partl • partl 
par12a • fnc(j) • fnc(j) 
partl • (m • m + (bax • bax I part2a)) 
part4 • 4 • parcl • (B • B - bax • bax) 
'-ir tho line aDd the cUipac do PO( intcr~«t lhen the 
'-va.luo o( (part2-part4) will be ne1ative (imaainary 
'-root): iporo and conlinue 
IP (partl - part4) > • 0 THEN 
partS • SQR(para - part4) 
pan6 • l • partl 
xx(l) • (part1 + partS) I pan6 
xx(2) • (partl • partS) I pan6 
yj(1) • m • XX(l) + B 
yy(2) • m • o(2) + B 
'---<:alculacc lho dil&lnco between the two poillll 
dxx • xx{l)- xx(2): dyy • yy(l) - yy(2) 
tr • SQR((dxx • dxx) + (dyy • dyy)) 
IF maxl < tr THEN maxi • tr 
IF mint > trTHEN mini • tr 
'-now bin lho ltlco lcnalha 
FORk • 1 TO .50 
THEN 
IP tr > • (k /25 - .04) AND tr < (k I 25) 







'-IWt ltlco lcnalh output 
'-draw hiJ&o.tram axet 
IP Fla • 0 THEN 
LINE (10, 100)-(10, 300) 
LINE (10, 300)-(710, 300) 
END IF 
'-find lho max bin va.luo and normalize to \hat 
IF Alp • 9 THEN CLS 
561 
LOCATE l, 1: PRINT "Fnc:turo Trace Lenr.h 
Hii&Oiflm" 
max•O 
FORi •2 T0 50 
IF max < biD(i) THEN max • bin(i) 
NEXTi 
FORI• I TOSO 
yl • 300 • 200 • bin(i) I max: y2 • 300 
xl • 10 + (j • l) • 16 
x2 - 10 + (i) • 16 
IF F11 • 0 THEN LINE (xl, yl)-(x2, yl), , B 
NEXT i 
IP Alp < > 9 THEN 
of$ • MmS(BFS(l), 1, LEN(BF$(1))- 3) + ·our· 
ELSE 
oil • MmS(BFS(I), 1, LEN(BF$(1))- 5) + 0 
OLTRIMS(STRS(AipCyc:)) + • .OUT" 
ENDIF . 
LOCATE 23, 40: PRINT "Savina data to "; ol'$ 
OPEN ofS FOR Ot.rrPtrr AS 11 
IF Ou&S • •w THEN 
PRINT 11, "Frac:tutD Loaa AX.ia Distribution@ 
@(Ellip~e~) ia "; MmS(fS, 1, LEN(IS) • 4) 
PRINf 11, "Variatio~' ia from 0 to I in 25@ 
@interval• of 0.04" 
PRINT 11, "EIIip~e lipCCt ratio (alb) ia "; Aapect 
PRINT 11, "Number of Cracturel: "; fracnum 
PRINT 11, "Len. 1.• 
FOR. i • 1 TO 25 
PRINT 11, USING "1111.11"; i /25; binf(i) 
NEXTi 
PRINr 11, "Fractun: Trace Lt:n,th Diatribution" 
PRINT 11, "Variation ia from 0 to 2 in 50 interHla of 
0.04" 
PR.INT II, -rbc 11mplc o:- fractun:a ia 11mplcd 100 
timea• 
PRINT II, "Lonacll Frac:wn:: •; maxl; • Shortell@ 
@ Frac:tun:: ";mini 
PRINT II, "Len. I. • 
F0Ri•1T050 
PRINT II, USING "1111.11~; i /25; bin(i) 
NEXTi 
'--oulput for UIC in Locua (R) 123 
ELSEIP OutS • •y• THEN 





'---end ball:h loop 
KK •0 
NEXT I 
'--diiplay lall plot and cx.it 
FOR I • 1 TO 2000: NEXT i 
SCREENO 
END 
'--error tn.ppii!J routine 
Gcnorr: 
Nerr~ • ERR 
RESUME NEXT 
·-GRID.BAS 
'-Roullon, Sortlllf, Oriddi111 and Ell.imalion or orienaation 
'-d1ta po1itlonod by x, 7 coonlinatea. 
•--creation da\o: 23-4-1990 D.A.v.E. 
'-Header pro,nm for tho IOftinr, rotation and eltimatlon of 
'-azimuth and dip valucl It Jrid node poinll. 
COUtiT'-' • 0 
S&artpram: 
c:S • "p" 
WHILE INSTR("Q", c:S) • 0 
CLS 
LOCATE 4, 25: PRINT "0 RIDES TIM AT I 0 W 
LOCATE 6, 20: PRINT "Crui.Cd: 20-4-1990 O.A.v.E. • 
LOCATE 8, 26: PRINT "Cboo110 one or the followina:• 
LOCATE 10, 17 
PRitrr "(I) Diait.iza data poiru (8) tloare• nciabbor~" 
LOCATE II, 17 
PRINT "(2) Diiplaylocationa (9) Anaular chan,e" 
LOCATE 12, 17 
PRINT "(3) Roution (A) Convert for SUR.Fil" 
LOCATE 13, 17 
PRINT "(4) Sortina(B) Convert for STEREO" 
LOCATE 14, 17 
PRINT "(S) Grid aencntlon(C) Convert for OcoSol\" 
LOCATE IS, 17 
PRINT "(6) Eatimation(D) HillOr)'" 
LOCATE 16, 17: PRINT "(7) Removo null poiau(E) Help" 
LOCATE 18, 30: PRINT "(Q) Exit pi'OJnlm" 
LOCATE 19, 30: PRINT "(S) Shell to DOS" 
LOCATE 21, 21: PRINT SPACE$(30) 
IF typeS < > •• AND FOS < > •• THEN 
IF LEm(type$, 2) < > "Di" THEN 
LOCATE 22, 10: PRINT "("; LTRIMS(type$); • in ";Qt 
at UCASES(FOS); ")" 
END IP 
COUNT~ • COUNT~ + I 
IF COUNT~ > 9 THEN 
FOR I • 2 TO 9: text$(1- I) • textS(l): NEXT I 
COUNTS • 9 
END IF 
IF LBm(typeS, l) • "Di" THEN 
toxtS{COUNTS) • • • + typeS 
ELSE 
FOR I • LEN(FS) TO I STEP ·I 
IP MIDS(PS,I, I) • "\"THEN EXrr POR 
NEXT I 
I • LEN(F$) • l 
hfS • MIOS(PS, LEN(FS) • (1- 1), LBN(FS)) 
hfoS • MID$(110$, LBN(FOS)- (I· 1), LEN(FO$)) 
textS(COUNT~) • " Input data from • + UCASE~{bfS) + •. "0 
0 + typeS + " In " + UCASBS(bfoS) 
BNDIP 
typeS • •• 
END IF 
LOCATE 21, 28 
PRINT "Enlcr choice > > "i : d • UCASES(INPtn'S(l)) 
PRINTc:S 
•-start timc~r 
1ST ART • TIMER. 
CASE "I" 
typeS - "Diaitize poilu" 
tmpS • "GRIDDIO" 
CHAINlmpS 
CASE "2" 
typeS • "Dilplay poinr locationa• 
tq~$ • "GRIDPLOT" 
CHAINtmpS 
CASE "3" 
typeS • "RDuted rciUlt" 
Rot Coord 
CASE "4" 
type$ - "Sor\od tciUit." 
llllert.Sort 
CASE ·s• 
typeS • "Grid data" 
Mate arid 
CASE "6" 
typeS • • &lima ted rciUit.a" 
Balima\o 
CASE •7• 
typeS • "Remove auU." 
Sbort 
CASE "8" 
typeS • "Ncarc• Ncipbon" 
Ncipbor 
CASE "9" 
typeS • • A.aplar cbaap • 
OridAqJ. 
CASE "A" 




typeS • "STEREO couvert" 
DiaToSTEREO 
CASE"C" 
type$ • "GooSol\ couvert" 
OooSol\ 
CASE "D" 
type$ - "Dilplay billory" 
CLS 
LOCATE 5, 25: PRINT "0 I S P L A Y H J S T 0 R y• 
LOCATE I, 22: PRINT "(Uit of previOUI acUODI performed)" 
FOR. I • 1 TO COUNI'~ 
LOcATE 9 + I, I: PRINT "("; 
PRINT USING "I"; I; 
PIUNT ") •; leXt$(1) 
NEXT I 
LOCATE 24, 21: PRINI' "Prcaa any toy to continue" 
DO: LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ < > •• 
CASE "E" 
OPBN "ORID.HLP" FOR INPtrr AS II 
iP Nerr~ • 53 THEN 
Nerr~ • 0 
ELSE 
CLS 
WHILB Nor BOP(l) 
INPUt' II, dS 
PRINT dS; 
WEND 
LOCATE 25, 25: PRINT "Preaa tOY toy to coDIUwo"; 









'--Open timifta fllo and dump timiQI d.asa 
OPEN "GRIDTIME.LOG" FOR APPEND AS 110 
ISTOP • TIMEJl 
PRINI' 110, • Action: "; ~ 
PRINI' 110, "Ssaninr timo: "; ISTAR.T 
PRINI' 110, "S~appinr limo:"; ISTOP 
PRINI' 110, "Elapeed limo:"; lSTOP -1ST ART 
PRINT 110, "End Date:"; DATES 
PRINT 110, "E.-.1 nma:"; TIMES 
PRINT 110, ·--------
CLOSE 110 
'--Cloto limiDa mo 
WEND 
GOTO EndPrJm: 
·- EtTor tnlppiDa 
GenErtor: 
NerrS • EJlR: prS • CSRLIN: pc:S • POS(O) 
IF NerrS < > 53 THEN 





SUB Az.DipToDirCoe (A, d, X, Y, z) 
REM SDYNAMJC 
Grad • 3.1415926541/ 110 
'-Jrlhe dip il 90 !hell rnau il 89.9 to prearvethe azimuth 
IF d • 90THEN d • 19.9 
'-Calcullte direclion co1ine1 from azirm~tb and dip 
azimuth • A • Gnd 
Dip • d • Gnd 
z • SIN(Dip) 
Y • COS(Dip) • COS(azimulh) 
X • COS{Dip) • SIN(azimulh) 
END SUB 
~ ...................................... . 
SUB Az'foDirC01 (A, X, Y) 
Gnd • 3.1415926541/110 
'-Calcula\o olirllc&ioll cotine1 !rom azimuth 
azimuth • A • 0111d 
Y • COS(azimulh) 
X • SIN(azilnllb) 
END SUB 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB CalcAIIflo (AI, A2, Dl, Dl, 'lbcll) 
Grad • 3.1415926541/110 
IF Dl • 90TIIEN Dl • 19.9 
IF D2 • 90 TIIEN D2 • 89.9 
AAI • AI • Gtad 
AA2 • A2 • Onld 
DDl • Dl • GniCI 
DDl • Dl • Gnld 
xl • COS(DDI) • SIN(AAl) 
u • COS(DDl) • SIN(AA2) 
yl • COS(DDI) • COS(AAl) 
yl • COS(DDl) • COS(AAl) 
Zl • SIN(DD1) 
Zl • SIN(DD2) 
T1 • xl • x2 
n • yt• y2 
n .. z1• Z2 
Theta • Tt + n + n 
IF (I - Thela • Thesa) < 0 THEN Thesa • 1 
Thela • ATN(SQR{l • Theta • Thela) I Thcla) 







PRINT "CONVER.T ORIENTATIONS FOR STBREO" 
PR1NI' 
564 
PRINT "Routine 10 ecpante dyu azimuth and dip valuea from tho" 
PRINT "localion {E, N) for uao in STEREO" 
PRINT 
PRINT "BalCh mode [N}7": BS • UCASES(INPUI'S(l)) 
IP BS • •y• TIIBN BatdiS • 1 
IF BelCh \5 • 0 THBN 
INPUI' "Ba&.or ru. M- (Q •Quit 10 manu): •, PS 
ELSE 
PRINT "Ea&or b1tcb file of file• 10 bo convened (Q•Quil)" 
INPUT">>",PS 
INPUT "En&er mamber of columna (4 or 5): •, CoiS 
ENDIP 
IF UCASES(FS) • "Q" TIIBN OOTO EndDi1: 
IF B&tcb\5 • 1 1HBN 
OPEN FS FORINPUI' AS II 
1•0 
PRINT "Rcldillf rue Dlmol f.rom "; PS 
WHILE Nar EOP(I) 
1•1 + 1 
INPUT II, P'deNm$(1) 
WEND 
NumFdu\5 • I 
CLOSE II 
ELSE 
OPEN FS POR INPtTI' AS 11 
NumFdl•\5 • 1 
BNDIP 
POR I • I TO NurnFilu\5 
IP BalehS • 0 THBN 
LINE INPUT II, DataS 
CLOSE II: OPBN FS POR. INPUT AS 11 
PRINT •Example I'KOI'd &om •; FS 
PRINT ••; Data$ 
coil: 
INPUI' •P.ator aumber or COIWDDI (4 or S): •• Col" 
IP Col\5 < 4 OR. Col\5 > 5 TIIEN OOfO coil: 
PRim' : INPUl' "Baler oulput rdo aame: •, POS 
ELSB 
FS • FtleNmS(I) 
OPEN FS FOR INPUT AS 11 
FOS • MIDS(FS, I, l..EH(P$)- 3) + "PLr 
ENDIP 
OPEN FOS POR OtTI'Pt11' AS 12 
PR1N1' "Rudin, data from "; FS 
WHILE Nor EOF(l) 
INPUI' II, AI, 81, c:l, dl 
PRlNT 12, c:l; dl 
rowl • CSRLIN 
L • L + 1: LOCATE rowl, 1: I'Rlm" "ReadiJ!a rcc:ord "; L; 
WEND 
PSUNT:L•O 
CLOSE It: CLOSE 12 
NEXT I 
EnciDia: 
IF UCASES(FS) • "Q" 111EN FOS • •• 
END SUB 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB DicCOIToAzDip (Zl, Zl, zl, Az., Dip) 
Orad • 3.1415926541/ 110 
• ----c:onvcn direction c:oainca to azimulb dip 
'-to avoid diviaioa by 0 if zl•O, act u•90 
IF Zl • 0 111EN 
Az•90 
ELSE 
Az. • ATN(ABS(Zl/ Zl)) I Orad 
END IF 
IP Zl < 0 ANDZl > OTHEN 
Az- 360- Az 
ELSEIF Zl < 0 AND Zl < 0 111EN 
Az- Az. + 110 
BLSBIF Zl > 0 AND Zl < OTHEN 
Az- 180- Az. 
END IF 
hyp • SQR(ZI • Zl + Zl • Zl) 
'-ifzl,zl•01hon 1ho direction ia vonic:al.o to avoid diviaioo 
'-by 0 act dip•90 
IF hyp • 0 111EN 
Dip- 90 
ELSB 
Dip • ATN(zl I hyp) I Orad 
END IF 
'-lull a uf.ay precautioo 





'-Routiae to cllimat.e valuea of ori11a&atioo at lbe ooclea of 
'-• Jrid .mo. eDdpu wen computed UU, MabGrid. Reaulta 
'-uved Ia .U..ORD. &dmaticm baaed oo a max. of 100 
'-noiJhboM, poilu 
'-Amy a: 
'-nbO • poin&en to neiJhbor pointa ia data location 
'-amy• (eallQ,nonbO) 
'-dillQ • dillalleo from lbe local DOdo to ociahborina point 
'-W10• weiJht auiped to ocipbor poia&a oa bali• of 
'-dilllnco from noes. 
DIM NBB(IOO), dltl(lOO), wt(IOO) 
CLS 
LOCATB 2, 11: Plmft' •NODAL VALUB ES'I'JMATlON" 
LOC'ATE6, I 
IOitfiJ" - 0 
ON ERR.OR 001'0 Oea&ror. 
PIUNI' "Ditec:tocy l..illiq:": LOCATE 7, I 
FILES ·•.sn· 
1P Ncrrl • S3 THEN 
Ncrrl • 0 




LOCATE 4, 10: INPt1l' ; "Ea&cr data tile name (Qaquit): •, FS 
FS • UCASES(FS) 
1P PS • "Q" THEN GOTO EadBicl: 
Jridl$ • MIDS(FS, 1, LI!N(FS) • 3) + "GRD" 
ON ERROR Gai"' OenEiror: 
OPEN JridiS FOR. INPt1l' AS 11 
IP N~~rrl < > 0 THEN 
CU : LOCATB 10, l 
PIUNT ·eu•t bd: •; Jridt$ 
PIUNT •yoq IIIUit create a Jrid data r.Jc: (IJ'It (Option 4). • 




INPUT II, ONumb~. xnsi.Dl, xmaxl, yrn.ifJI, ymul 
INPUT II, lftpal, rblpal, lftptyl, rblptyl 




LOCATB2, 17: PRitn' "NODAL VALUBBSTIMATION" 
LOCATB 4, 1: PIUNT "Grid Puametcra:• 
LOCATB5, 5 
PIUNT "XMIN• ·~ xmial; TAB(30)~ "I node• io X direc:tioa•@ 
0 •; aumx 
LOCATB6,5 
PIUNT "XMAX• "; xmul; TAB(30); "I ooclca i.a YO 
Odiroctioa• ·~ aumy 
LOCATB7, 5 
PIUNT "YMIN• "; ymilll; TAB(30); "Total I or nodal poima • 
"; aumx • aumy 
LOCATBI,5 
PIUNI' "YMAX• •; ymul; TA8(30)~ "I of data poi.all• •; 
ONumbl 
LOCATB 9, 5: PIUNT "Node apaciq • "; dal 
LOCATE 11,1 
INPUI' "Ealcr aearch cirelo radiua (muhipltl or node a:pacllll): •• 
rl 
ncl" • dal• r" 
'-illput data 
wd\loc$ - •p• 
WHILB INSTR("LB", wd\loc$) • 0 
LOCATB 12, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79) 
LOCATE 12,1 
INPUT "U• Uaear or lbpcaelllllal woiptin, (lJE): •, wtt'uncS 
wtAazlc$ • UCASBS{wtftulc$) 
WEND 
Col: 
LOCATB 13, 1: PRINl' SPACB$(79): LOCATE 13, 1 
PRINT "OutpUt I of DOiPbor poilu io ettimatc (col 5) [N)? • 
ColSS • UCASBS(INPtri'S(l)) 
IP ColSS • CHR.$(13) 111BN Col5S • "N" 
IP Col5S < > •y• AND Col5S < > "N" THBN oaro Col: 
OPBN FS FOil INPUT AS ll 
a•O 
LOCATE 14, 15: PRINl' ·~·; 
Numb~ • 0 
WHILE Nor EOF(l) 
Numb~ • Numb~ + l 
INPtrr 11, cud'(Numb~). nonhi(Numb~). A(Numb~).O 
0 Dip(Numb~) 
IF Numb~ MOD 10 • 0 THEN PRJNT • . •; 
1P (Nvmb I • 10) MOD 100 • 0 THEN 
LOCATE 14, 25: PRINl' SPACE$(20): LOCATE 14, 25 
ENDXP 
WEND 
LOCATB 14, 25: PIUNT SPACE$(20) 
CLOSE II 
IF ONumbl < > Numb~ THEN 
PRINT "Data ICt chaqed lioco arid wu computed· coatlauc (N]" 
ana$ • UCASBS(lNPtTI'S(I)) 
IF ana$ < > •y• THEN oaro WEll: 
ENDIP 
FOS • MIDS(FS, I, LSN(FS) • 3) + "ES" 
IF wtl\inc$ • •L• THEN 
FO$ • FOS + "L• 
ELSEIP wtf\aaeS • •s• TH1iN 
FOS • FO$ + •a• 
ENDlP 
OPEN FOS FOR. Otri'PUI' AS 11 
·-.. rt cllimalloa loop 
LOCATE IS, 15: PRINT "BitimatiaJ DOCie: • 
FOR Dl • lftptxl TO rbtptxl STEP dtl 
FOR Y'JI • lftptyl TO rbtptyl STEP dtl 
LOCATE 15, 31: PIUNI' SPACE$(37) 
LOCATE 15, 32: PIUNI' •(X• "; nl; •, Y• •; Y'JI; ")"; 
• --set appropriale variablea to zero 
COUNTI • 0: wtflal • 0: ldllwt .,. 0 
ZJ • 0: Z2 • 0 : z3 • 0 
FOR k • l TO 100: NBB(k) • 0: dill(k) • 0 
wt(t) • 0: NEXT t 
•--scan:b for aU poiau ia ~quaro of iaOucnco 
FOR. t • I TO NumbS 
IF calll(t) > • (rd ·nell) AND cad(t) < • (rd + radi)O 
0 AND not1hl(t) > • (nl ·nell) AND DOC1hl(t) < • (niO 
0 + ndi)THBN 
COUNTS • COUNTS + I 
' -(max eOWil fot array•lOO) 
IF COUNTS < 100 THEN NBB(COUNI'S) • t 
END IF 
NEXTt 
•--sc.n:b £01' aU 110iahbor (Db) poima ia ~quaro aleo wilhia ein:le 
'--ofndiua radS 
ZW~II - COUNTI 
FOR. t • 1 TO COUNJ'S 
'--ealculala dlacance from DOdo 10 eada poialuad cbect if poinl 
'-within cin:le 
dill{t) - SQR.((oa.d{NBB(t)). Dl). (oa.d(NBB(t)). Dl) +0 
0(DOC1h#(NBB(k)) • Y'Jt} • (DOitbi(NBB(t)) • Y'JI)) 
IF dill(t) > • ndS THEN 
NBB(k) • 0 
aumpll • numpta • 1 
'-Wrilo x,y ,azimudl,clip,aumbtr of poilU ia cin:lo 10 diat 
•-ror poilU ce~aurocl oa aode IJid don't cllimata 
ELSEIP dilt(t) < .001 THEN 
A:r. • A(NBB(t)): d1 • Dip(NBB(k)): Dllmptl • 1 
IF ColSS • •y• THEN 
WRn'B 11, CINT(xxl), CINT(Y'/1). CINT(Az), CINT(di), numpll 
Wll 
WRn"B II, CINT(DI), CINT(nl), CINT(Az), CINT(di) 
ENDlP 
wtn,l - 1 
ENDIP 
NEXTt 
IP wtflaS • 0 THEN 
'--Cbect if than an dip• • zero- lNib table 
·- dipOaiDOdipftal 
'-1) 10m0 dipa • 011 
'-2) all dipa • 010 
'-3) DO dipa • 0 00 
dipf18~ • o: DOdipOa" • o 
POll t • 1 TO COUNT I 
IF NBB(t) < > 0 11fBN 
IP Dip(t) • 0 nmN 






'-BIIIId oa lhl aboYaloop elimina&o dip•O iff 
'--«here ara dip< >0 pra1011& 
IP dipOJ~ • 1 AND DOdipfiJI • 1 THEN 
POR. t • 1 TO COUNT" 
lP Dip(NBB(t)) • 0 AND NBB(k) < > 0 THEN 
NBB(t) • 0 




'-From diane• eakula&a waipl (liDNr 1\ancticm if 
dilluce • rad S 
'-4boa wt•O, if dillance•O thea wt•l) 
FOR. k • I TO COUNTI 
1P NBB(t) < > 0 THBN '(le~Jitimato point within circle) 
IF wtl\anc$ • "L • THEN '(liDur wciplina) 
wt(k) • (ndS • dill(t)) I radl 
Sb6 
ELSBIP wttun.:$ • ·s• THBN'(oxpoDOnllal wciahti"') 
'-ExpoDOatiaJWieplint il •10 10 teaiO il rrom ().J 10 ()..JO: al 
JOllie 
·-vatu. or lbe 1\anctloa Ia 0.0000454 - IUmclcnlly amall (I .CI. 0) 
wt(t) • 1 I EXP(dill(t) • 10 I radS) 
END IF 
l.otaJwt - a.otalwt + wt(t) 
END IF 
NBXTt 
'-Normalize wci,ttleiO lotal wcipt 
POll t • 1 TO COUNTI 
IP NBB(t) < > 0 THBN 
wtOO - wt(t) ll.otalwt 
•--coaveat azlmulb,dip 10 direction cotine~a,1pply 
'-wci,ttta,uad IOta! 
IF dipDaS • 1111BN 
AzDipToDUCol A(NBB(t)), Dip(NBB(k)), X, Y, z 
Z1 • Z1 + X • wt(t) 
Zl•Zl+Y•wt(t) 
z3•z3+z•wt(t) 
I!UBIP dlpOal • 0 AND nodlpflaS • I THEN 
Ad'oDUCol A(NBB(k)). X. Y 
Z1 • Zl + X • wt(t) 





·--coaYWttlll.imaiM directioa coUca beck 10 ~th. dip 
DirCOIToAz.Dip Zl, Zl, z3, Az, eli 
'-Wri!A x,y,ezlmuth,dip,aumberorpoia&l in circle 10 dialt 
'-lr lbcrc wen DO DCUNl DCiibbon 10 lbe DOCie output ·1,·1 
IF nuq~IA • 0 THEN 
A:z. .. ·1: di .. -1 
END IF 
IF ColSS • •y• THEN 
WRlTB 11, ol, "'· CD'li'(A:z.), CINr(di), DUU!plll 
ELSE 






LOCATE 16, 15: PRINT "F!Aillbed. Jlctulta in "; FOS 
BndBit: 
LOCATE l.S, l.S: PRINT "Pn11 any by 10 ctonaicuo"; 
DO: LOOP Ul'nlLINKEYS < > •• 
EndEII2: 





CLS: LOCATB5, 1 
PRINT "GRID • GEO:CONVERSION TO GEOSOPT" 
PRINT 
PRINl' "Propam 10 coavcrt output file• produced by GRID" 
PRINT "for Ull by lbe GtoSoft mappina paeb,.. • 
PRINT "Cne~Mt 2.7-5-90 D.A.v.B." 
PRINT: INPUI' "Baler dall rile name (Q•Quit): ", FS 
1P UCASBS(FS) • "Q" THEN GOTO EadGoo: 
'-Jr file not rouDII 
IF Ncrrfo • 53 THEN 
Ncrrfo • 0 
Garo Rolilltcrl: 
END IF 
CPBN FS FOR. INPUI' AS I l 
LINE INPUI' 11, DeliS 
LINE INPUI' It, Deta$ 
PRINl' "Bxaq~lc clall rocotd from •: FS 
PRINT ••; DillS 
PRIN1' "Noca aumbor of cohamaa": PRINT 
CLOSBil 
OPEN FS FOR. INPUT AS 11 
PRINT "Cbolcea:• 
PRINT "1) • B,N,AnaJt" 
PRINT -1) 1aput Sl,NI,B2,N2 (Sirib)" 
PR1N1' "3) Iaput B1,Nl,B2,N2,0(A:z.1Dip)" 
INPUT • > > •, ChoiceS 
FOS • MIDS(FS, 1, LEN(FS) • 3) + "GEO" 
PRINT "Output wiU bt 10 :• 
IF Choicofo • l OR Cloico fo • 3 'niEN 
PRINT • ": FOS; 
PRINT" (Coa~aina: LINE 1000; XI,YI,Ccualor,Analo)" 
OPEN FO$ FOR. Otn'PUf 113 ll 
BNDlP 
IF ChoiceS > l THEN 
POlS • MIDS(PS, I, LEN(FS) • 3) + "GEl" 
PRlNI' ""; FOlS; 
PRlNI'" (CoalaiDI: MDDF M; LINAX1,Yl e~~:;O 
• Xl,Yl;RJ*ted}" 
OPEN POlS FOR OtrrPtTI' AS ~ 
BNDlP 
I • I 
IF Cboico ~ • I OR. Choice~ • 3 THEN 
PRINt' n, "LINE ·: J • 1000 
END IF 
IF Cboic:o~ > l mEN 
PRINT 13, "MDFP .m.• 
END IF 
WHILB Nar EOP(l) 
I • I+ 1 
IP Cboico~ • 1 THEN 
INPUT 11, ell, all, Aaalc 
ELSEIP ChoiceS •1111EN 
INPUT 11, ell, sail, ell, all 
BLSEIP Oloic:eS • 3 nmN 
INPUT II, ell, all, ell, all, dS 
ENDIP 
rowS • CSRLIN 
IP I MOD 10 • OTHEN 
LOCATE rowS, 1: PRINT "CoavcrtiJia record I"; I; 
ENDlP 
IP OaoiceS • 1 Oil c:bc*oS • 3 THEN 
IF I MOD SOD • 0 THEN 
I • J + 1 
PRINT n, "LINB "; J • 1000 
ENDIP 
lP Cboice S • I 111EN 
PRINT n, USING "11111111111"; ell; Ill I; I; Aaalc 
J!LSB 
PRlNl' n, USING "11111111111"; ell; all; I 
ENDIP 
BNDIP 
lP Cboict" > 1 'niEN 
PRINT 13, "UNA 0, "; 
PRINT 13, USING "111111"; oll; 
PRINrl3, •;; 
PRIN1' 13, USING "1111111"; oll; 
PRIN1' 13, ",1,1,1.0,0,0.25,1" 
PRINT 13, • "; 
PRINT 13, USING "111111"; e21; 
PIUNI' 13, ·:; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111111"; all 
BNDIP 
WEND 
PRJHl' : PIUNI' : PRINT "Fiabbcd. • 
PRIN1' "Prell uy toy to coacitlue" 
DO: LOOP UNI'IL INICBYS < > •• 





'-Prorram 10 6Dd lad coqn&t.o the 1121Uluc!wJao ia dytc 
'--orioo&atloe from oae arid poiat to the ocxtlD tho N.S 
'--ud B-W dlnclioal fraca tho Ollimacod data Ill (Optioo 
' •imele) • tho Jrid IPICi.oa la calculated from tho dill 
•-• (cu bt clwlpt; 0 lllput tadl propam) 




PI • 3.1415926.541 
Gn1d • PI/ ISO 
OEM NA(3, 3), NB(3, 3), NC(3, 3), LL(l), F0$(6) 
. 
CLS 
PRINI' "Thit pfOJftm ia deli£DOIS for Troodol Opbioli'-• 
PRINI' "ShoNe~ Dyb orMG&Iioa cia'-· hi liM ia 10 dMermiDe tho" 
PRINI' "c:banao in mplar relalioal bctwwal oeiahboriq clara pta. • 
PRlNT -rbo output files produced are: • 
PRlNT "(1) UDOUDI of aaplar chuac in lbo llrib (horizontal 0 
Oplane rotatioo" 
PRlNT "(2) amDWil of ll\IUlar ehanp in the dip (vertic:al plane@ 
0 rocatioa)" 
PRINI' "(3) amoulll of aapJar c:lwlp (~ prod.) for llribG 
0 dominated cbanao • 
PRlNT "(4) amoua& of IIJIUlar c:lwlp (~prod.) for dipO 
0 domiDatcd cbaqea" 
PRNJ' "(S) unoulll of lftllllar ehanp (dot prod.) for COU111c!e0 
0 data 11CL • 
PRN1': PRN1' "Created: 22-.5-90 (D.A.v.E.)" 
PRN1' : PRINT 
ReDoAn,le: 
INPUT "Do ('R)otation t\1\ly or rotalioa + (A)IJIUlar chaaacO 
0 c:alculation: •, WS 
W$ • UCASES(WS) 
IF WS < > "ll" ANDWS <>"A" AND WS < > "Q"O 
@ THEN G<1I'O ReDoADale: 
IF WS • "Q" THEN 001'0 EodAftale: 
INPt..'T "&let data fdo DID'II (Q•Quil): •, FS 
IF UCASES(F$) • "Q" THEN GOTO EndAqlo: 
OPEN FS FOil INPUT AS II 
LINE INPUT II, Datd 
PRINf "Example data record from •; PS 
PRINf •• , Data$ 
AaaiaCol: 
lNPtrr "Ea&er number ofc:olumaa in data (4 or S): •, Colli 
IF Colli < 4 Oil CotS > .5 THEN 001'0 AaainCol: 
'-DetermiM arid l!piCUsa 
IP Colli • 4 THEN 
INPUT II, ell, all, A, d 
INPUT II, e21, ral, A, d 
ELSEIPColll • .5THEN 
INPUT II, ell, all, A, d, c 
INPUT II, e21, a21, A, d, c 
ENOIP 
GridiP • ABS(•11- ell) 
IF Gridl!p • 0 1liEN Gridlp • ABS(a11- all) 
IP GridiP < > 0 THEN 
Plt.INT "Grid tpaeiDI lobe Ullld II"; Oridlp; "aa Oby?[Y)" 
ENDIP 
GridQS • UCASBS(INPtrl'S(I)) 
IF GridQ$ • "N" THEN INPUT "BrMr arid ~p~c:iJII: •, Grid1p 
IP Grid1p • 0 THEN GOTO EGdAqle: 
'--Cl010 aod lbea roopcafile 
CLOSE II 
OPEN FS FOil INPUT AS II 
IP WS • "A" THEN 
F0$(1) • MIDS(PS, 1, LEN(PS)- 3) + •v• 
F0$(2) • MIDS(PS, I, LEN(PS)- 3) + "H" 
F0$(3) • MIDS(PS, 1, LEN(PS) • 3) + •s• 
F0$(4) • MIDS(FS, 1, LEN(FS)- 3) + •o• 
F0$(.5) • MIDS(PS, 1, LEN(PS) • 3) + "T" 
F01ll• I TO 5 
OP!!N P0$(1) POll OlTI'PUT AS 1(1 + I) 
NEXT I 
ELSEIP W$ • "R. • THEN 
POS(6) • w.IDS(F$, I, LEN(FS)- 3) + "R.OT" 
OPEN F0$(6) POll OlTI'PUT AS n 
END1P 
'-bed in data file 
CLS 
PIUNI' "Rc.adisli data file: •; PS 
1•0 
WH1J..E NOT EOF(I) 
1• I+ I 
IF Col II • 4111EN 
INPUT II, CUII(I), aonhl(l), A(l), Dip(l) 
ELSEIP Col II • .5 THEN 





'-llomov. 5 delfM uplift cauted by up clon\iJII of TROODOS 
PIUNT "Por Troodollbupbiolite trcDd illiO deJ,Iayera dip 5 
PRINT " deJ lo N (Sugett ript lwlded rotatiO&S:" 
PRINT" Az•liO,Dip•O,AJIIIeofrotation•S)" 
INPUI' "&lar rocalioa am IZimuth: ", llAZ1 
INPUT "Pluap: •, R.DIP 
INPUT "Ea&cr ript-hudcd rotation analc: •, RAN 
PRINI' •catculaW., rotalioa aaalrix" 
. 
IP RAZI • 0 AND R.DIP • 0 AND RAN • 0 THEN 001'0 
Sk.ipllotaa.: 
. 
AA • llAZI• OneS: Dip • lt.DIP • On~d 
01 • Pill - Dip: H • RAN • Grad 
NA(I, 1) • COS(AA): NA(2, I) • SIN(AA): NA(J, I) • 0 
NA(I,l) • -SIN(AA): NA(2, 2) • CCS(AA): NA(3,1) • 0 
NA(I, 3) • 0: NA(2, 3) • 0: NA(3, 3) • I 
' 
NB(I, 1) • COS(DI): NB(l, I) • 0: NB(3, I) • -SIN(DI) 
NB(t,l) • 0: NB(l,l) • 1: NB(3,1) • 0 
NB(t, 3) • SIN(DI): NB(l, 3) • 0: NB(3, 3). • COS(DI): 
OOSUI4100 
NB(l, I) • COS(H): NB(l, I) • ..SIN(H): N8(3, I) • 0 
NB(1, l) • SIN(H): NB(l, l) • COS(H): N8(3, 1) • 0 
NB(1, 3) • 0: NB(l, 3) • 0: N8(3, 3) • 1: OOSUB 4100 
. 
NB(1, 1) • COS(Dl): NB(l, 1) • 0: NB(3, I) • SIN(Dl) 
NB(I,l) • 0: NB(l,l) • 1: NB(3,1) • 0 
NB(l, 3) • .SIN(DI): NB(l, 3) • 0: NB(3, 3) • COS(DI): 
OOSUI4100 
Nl(l, I) • COS(AA): NB(l, l) • -SIN(AA): N8(3, I) • 0 
NB(1,l) • SIN(AA): Nl(l,l) • COS(AA): N8(3,l) • 0 
NB(I, 3) • 0: NB(l, 3) ·• 0: NB(3, 3) • l: GOSUB 4100 
oaro Jloleleaa.lbead: 
4100 FOR. J • I TO 3: FOR. I • I TO 3 
NC(l, J) • NB(l, J) • NA(I, I) + NB(l, J) • NA(l, 2) + 0 
ONB(3, J) • NA(I, 3) 
NEXT 1: NBXT J 
FOil J • I TO 3: POl. I • t TO 3: NA(I, J) • NC(l, J) 
NEXT 1: NBXT J 
ltETURN 
ll.ocaltftllthlftd: 
'-Naw do 1M racatioa 
FOR. I • 1 TO NumS 
IF A(J) < > ·1 THEN' 
AA • (A(J) + 110 MOD 360) • Grad: d • Dip(I) • Grad 
L • SIN(d) • COS(AA) 
at • SIN(d) • SIN(AA) 
Q • COS(d) 
FOR. J • I T03 
LI.(J) • NA(l, J) • L + NA(l, J) • m + NA(3, J) • D 
NEXTJ 
AA • ATN(U.(2) I LL(I)) 
1P LL(l) < 0 THEN' AA • AA + PI 
d • ATN(((l/ U(3))"' 1· 1)"' .5) 
If LL(3) < 0 THEN AA • AA + PI 
A(J) • ((AA I Grad) + ISO) MOD 360 
Dip(J) • d I Gnd 
IF WS • "R. • THEN' 
PRINI' ll, USING "1111111111111"; cu&I(J); nonhl(l);O 




IF W$ • "R. • THEN 




'-Pinel noara• Dlipbonto N,S,B,W, 
PRim' "Dotennilli"- chana- anaa.· 
FOR I • I TO NumS 
LOCATE 9, 1: IP I MOD 10 • 0 THEN PRJN1' • Uaina RCont 
I"; I 
'--Chock it..,, •re alq the notdl or ... map boundlry 
ERaS • 0: NPJaS • 0 
o • Sl5l71.3 • eu&I(J): IF e < 10 THEN ERaS • 1 
n • 3176754- nonhi(J): IP D < 10 THEN NFiaS • 1 
'-No ellimlled d.lta (Az•·I,Dip•-1) 
IP A(l) • ·I AND Dip(l) • -1 THEN 
EFIJS • 1: NFIJS • I 
BNDIP 
FOR J • I TO NumS 
Ftaas • o 
·--· IF BFiaS • 0 THBN 
IF ..... (J) • ulll(l) + Gridtp AND nonhi(J) • nonhl(l)O 
0 AND A(J) < > -1 THEN 
•--calwlato midpoia& 
MlcSEEI • ulll(l) + Gricbp /l: MicSENI • nol1hl(l) 
'-Oct azimulb bit ~110 aDd compare ud priat diffenoce 
AI • A(l) MOD 110: A2 • AO) MOD 1110 
Vert.Rot • ABS(A1 • Al) 
PRDn' ll, USING •lfiiiiiiiiiii";MWBU; MicSBNI; Ve~ 
·--c~ dlpe aDd pria&IM diftinoce- it dip uimulhl•re 
·->90 do,..... ip&rt tba !be dip diffwDacu mwc bo eddod 
'-«oplbor& 1beo IUbcnc:lecS trom 1110:Az<90: 1Az>90 I 
'-(Dip• oppolito) I\ II\ 
AbeVe~ • ABS(A(l) • A(J)) 
IF Ab1Ve~ < • 90 THEN 
HoritJtal • ABS(Dip(l) • Dip(J)) 
ELSB 
Horbllot • 1110 • (Dip(J) + Dip(J)) 
BNDIF 
PRINI' 13, USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII";MidEEI; MidBNI;O 
0 Horizltot 
•--C•Iculate tht cllffiiNftCt ill;le by clot product 
569 
CakAq)o A(l), A(I), Dip(l,), Dip(J), Thdl 
• ----Scparata 1M ruuha bued oa domiDu& rocasioa mode and 
• --pria& 10 rue 
'-Vcttllot domi.Daa& • llrib diroctioa rotat.ioa more imponam 
'-HorizJI.ot clomiDollll • dip rocalioa -~ 10 ~ft~Ullf 
'-c!wlao 
IF Verdtot > HorizJI.ot THEN 
PRnrr 14, USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII";M"J4FZ.I; MidENI: Tbeta 
BUEIP Ve~ • HorizR.ot THEN 
PRINT 14. USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII";MidEEI; MidENI; Tbcta 
PRnrr IS, USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII";MidEEI; MidENI; Theta 
ELSB 
PtliNT IS, USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII•;MJdPB; MidENI; 1beta 
END IF 
'-Pri.- all lftl\llar cbaqe reaalta 10 IGOC.ber file 
PRINT 16, USING "1111111111111"; Mid'f.S; MidENI; Theta 
END IF 
BNDIF 
'-nocdl <- medlod u above refer lbere for eommellll) 
IP NPfaS • 0 THEN 
IF eu&I(J) • o&lll(l) AND aonh.I(J) • oonhi(J) +O 
00ricbp AND A(1) < > -1 THEN 
M"ldNEI • eud(J): MidNNI • DOnbl(l) + Gridtp /l 
AI • A(l) MOD 1110: A2 • AO) MOD 1110 
Vort.Rot • ABS(Al • Al) 
PRINT n, USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII";MidNJ!I; MidNNI;O 
OVo~ 
AboVonloc • ABS(A(I) • A(J)) 
IF AboVenRot < • 90 THBN 
Horizaot • ABS(Dip(l) • Dip(J)) 
BLSB 
HorizRoc • 110 • (Dip(J) + Dip(J)) 
END IF 
PRINT 13, USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII";MidNJ!I; MicSNNI;O 
0 Horizllot 
CalcAt!ile A(l), A(J), Dip(l), Dip(J), 1bcta 
IP Ve~ > Horizltot THEN 
PRINT 14, USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII";MidNJ!I; MicSNNI; Theta 
BLSEIP Vedllot • HorizRoc THEN 
PRINT #4, USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII";MidNEI; MidNNI; Theta 
PRim' IS, USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII";MidNEI; MicSNNI; Theta 
BLSB 
PRINT IS, USING "IIIIIIIIIIIII";MicSNEI; MicSNNI; Theta 
BNDIP 








PRINT : PRINT "Oulput il ia:" 
IPWS • "A" THEN 
PIUNT ••; FOS(l)> •: IIDOWII or rocatioa Ia wrtlcal d~tioa" 
PRINT ••; FOS(l); •: IIDOWII or rocalloa Ia borizoalal d~tioo· 
PRINT ••; F0$(3); •: c~ ill orieiUtioa it tCrib dominlled" 
PIUNT ""; F0$(4); ": daup ill oriea&r~lioa if dip dominai.Cd" 
PRINT""; FOS(S); ": cbup ill oriea&lllioa all dlta)" 
BLSBIP W$ • "Jt." nmN 
PRINT""; F0$(6); ": d.lta rocated by("; RAN; ·-•; R.AZ; "/"; 
R.DIP; ,. 
POS • P0$(6) 
BNDIP 
PRINT: PRINT "F'IJIUhod ":PRINT 
PRINI': PRnrr "Prcu uy tey Ut coa&iuue": DO: LOOP UNIU. 





'-5onina routiao • uliaa the Wettioa IOCt method Ut 10ft 
'-the (IJ'Il cl~ ia tbc data record- hero colO. 
'-Crcalion date: 11+1990 D.A.v.B. 
'-Bucd on SIUbbt & Wcbro;l9U;O.ta Struc:IWU With Abllnct 
'-Data Typet and Pucai;Broob Cole Publ pl74. 
'-En&er data 
RcErur4: 
CLS : LOCATE 2, 10 
PRINI' "S 0 R T I N G-1 N S B R T I 0 N M B T H 0 D" 
LOCATE <4, 10 
PRnn' "&lcr filo aame cOIUinina aumbera to bo ecmed 
(Q•quit): • 
LOCATES, 15: INPl11' "> > •, FS 
IF UCASES(FS) • "Q" THEN GOTO EndSort: 
·-u filo not found 
OPEN FS FOR INPUT AS II 
IF Ncrr" • S3 THEN 
NcrrS • 0 
GOTO RcEaacr4: 
ENDIP 
FO$ • MmS(FS, l, LEN(FS) • 3) + "SRT" 
LOCATE 7, 10: PRINT "Output filo aamc: "; FOS; • Oby? [Y)" 
ana$ • UCASBS(INPUT${1)) 
1P tuS < > •y• AND aatS < > CHR$(13) THEN 
LOCATE 7, 10: PRINT SPACBS(SO) 
LOCATE 7, 10: INPUI' "Enlcr output filo aamo > > ", FO$ 
ENDIP 
OPEN FOS FOR Ol11'Pl11' AS 12 
n•O 
LOCATE tO,lS: AUNT "lnpuaina": 
LOCATE 10, 3S 
WHILE Nar BOF(I} 
n•n+l 
INPl11' 11, c:alll(n), nonbl(n), A(n), Dip(n) 
IF n MOD 10 • 0 THEN AUNT • . "; 
IF (n • 10) MOD 100 • 0 11IEN 




. --sort data file uaiJia iaaenioa a1bod 
LOCATE ll,lS: PRINT "Sonluf"; 
LOCATE 11, 3S 
FOR It • a • 1 TO I STBP -l 
L- n•t 
J•lt+l 
IIVC • oalll(lt) 
c:all#(a + 1) • IIVI 
•-romcmbor clcmcn&l in rommaininJ amy• 
ay • nonlll(lt): 11 • A(lt): td • Dip(t) 
nonbl(a + 1) • ay: A(a + 1) • 11: Dip(n • I) • td 
IF L MOD 10 • 0 THEN PRINT • • "; 
IF (L- 10) MOD 100 • 0 THEN 
LOCATE 11, JS: PRINT SPACBS(lO): LOCATE 11,35 
END IF 
WHIL£ IIVI > .aiii(J) 
570 
cui(J. 1)- oad(J) 
'--do !be ame to elomau iA !be rocntlaiaa aray• 
QOdbi(J • 1) • DOnbl(l): A(J • I) • A(J): l)ir(J • I) • Dip(J) 
J • J +I 
WEND 
ouci(J • 1) • IIVI 
'--ilo the MIDI to clcmmu iA 1bc romtinina tray• 
oonhi(J • I) • ty: A(J • 1) • 11: Dip(J • I) • lid 
NBXTt 
• --save eorted data to rue 
LOCATE 12, lS: PRINr "Savi~t~"; : LOCATE 12, 35 
FOilt•ITOa 
WRrrB n. eu~~(k),lllrill(k>. AOO. Dip<k> 
IP t MOD 10 • 0 THEN PlliN1' • . "; 
IP (k - 10) MOD 100 "" 0 nmN 









'--suhrcMI.M to cSocci'IDinl rrid boundaries aJMI lbl aoc:•-1)' 
'-aumbcr of aodca. 
Rel!ater5: 
C!.S 
LOCATE 2, ll: PSUNr "0 J. I DC R B AT I 0 N" 
LOCATB4,1 
PRINT "Roadt datltuc, *·lbl max. A mia value• ia X, Y" 
PIUNr "dlreetioat, ub ror arid tpaciq an4 calc aumber" 
PRINT •or Jrid poiDia DeOdod In cacb diroctloa" 
ON P.RROit GOTO OcnBrror: 
LOCATE 9, 1: PRDn' "DirKtory Lilliq:": LOCATE II, 1 
PILES ·•.SRT" 
JP NerrS • Sl 111EN 
NerrS - o 
LOCATE prS • I, peS 
FJLBS 
ENDIP 
LOCATE I, IS: INP\11'; "Enlcr data r.Je namo (Q•quia): •, PS 
IF UCASBS(FS) • "Q" THEN 001'0 l!ndOricl: 
'-If r&lc DOt fouDd 
IP NorrS • S3 THEN 
N•rr• • 0 
001'0 Rel!aer5: 
BNDIP 
OPEN FS FOR INPUI' AS II 
POS • MIDS(FS, 1, LBN(FS)- 3) + "01Ul" 
'-laput cllta lUI; cSoccrmiDianu and nlia oalliq and nonblq 
XJ1JJU1 • ·I 0000000: '1fJJIDI • UMJll 
mUtl - 10000000: yfiJilll - xmiol 
cu 
LOcATE 10, IS: PRINT "lapuuiaf"; 
t•O 
WHILE Nar I!OP{l) 
t•lt+l 
INJitTI' I 1, el, ol, Az, Dip 
IP lUDiol > el THEN utJrJI • el 
IF ymi1JI > ol THBN yrrUI • ol 
IP 'UIJ&'d < el THEN mtad • el 
IP yrttal < al THBN ytltiUI • al 
IF k MOD 10 • 0 THEN PRINT " . "; 
IF (k- 10) MOD 100 • 0 THEN 
LOCATE 10, 25: PRINT SPACES(lO): LOCATE 10, 2.S 
END IF 
WEND 
Numb~ • k 
CLOSE II 
lenxl • XJMxl • xminl: leayl • yrnaxl - ymial 
'-Dillpla}' data ld limita 
CLS 
LOCATE 2, 21: PRINT "0 I. I DC R BAT I 0 N" 
LOCATE 4, I : PRINI' "Data fUICI ia "; UCASES(FS); •:" 
LOCATE .5, .5: PRINT "XMIN• "; xminl 
LOCATE 6, .5: PRINT "XMAX• "; unul 
LOCATE 7, .5: PROO' "YMIN• "; yminl 
LOCATE I, S: PRINT "YMAX• "; ymnl 
LOCATE 9, .5: PROO' "I PI'S.• ";Numb~ 
'-Input arid node poim llpKiq (Gue .. if you havoiO) 
Sotapac i~t~: 
numx • 0: numy • 0 
LOCATE 11,1 
INPUT "Enter arid 11p1cina (Nocc:dX•dY): ", dll 
·-compule uppcr,IO'Wcr,lcft,riJht pid limill (t•del in from 
'--ilala cdJCI) 
lftplxl - xminl + dll: rfllptxl - XJMxl- dtl 
11\ptyl - yminl + dll: rfltptyl - )'rMxl - dll 
FOR It • lftptxl TO rbtptxl STEP del: numx • numx + 1: 
NBXTk 
FOI. t • lftptyl TO rtllptyl STEP dll: au my • numy + I: 
NEXTk 
IOialpll • numx • rumy 
PRINT 
PRINT "Number or pid nodot ill X diroctioa: "; numx 
PRINT "Number or arid nodoa in Y diroc:tioa: "; numy 
PRINT "Total rumber of arid DOdoa: ": totalpll 
PRINT 
PRINT "Spaclna oby? (I or nodca lbould bo < I ofO 
0 data pta.) (N)"; 
1na$ • UCASES(INPUI'$(1)) 
IP 1na$ < > •y• THEN 
LOCATE 11,1 
FOR I • 11 TO 17: PIUNT SPACE$(79): NEXT I 
GOTO Sotapaci~t~: 
BNDIP 
•-output roeuiiiiO lilo.ORD 
OPEN FOS FOR 0\TI'PUT AS II 
WRrrB 11, Numb~. xminl, xmaxl, yminl, ymaxl 
WRrrB 11, tftptxl, mtptxl, tftptyl, mtptyl 
WRrrB II, dll, numx,1111my 
CLOSE II 
EndOrid: 






PRINT "Routino 10 COftliiUO number or DUrell naibbon for Jrid" 
PRJN1' "poinu 1nd detarmino tho avenp rwmber 1nd llandan:l" 
PRINT • deviation" 
PRINT 
PRINT "Enlcr file namo to bo checked (MUST be .5 col fonnat): • 
INPUT "(Q•Quit) > > ", FS 
IF UCASES(FS) • "Q" THEN GOTO EndNeiJhbor: 
OPEN FS FOR INPUT AS ll 
'-If file POC bJnd 




WHD.E Nar EOP(l) 
INPUI' 11, AI, Bl, c, d, e 
COUNI'~ • COUNI'~ + l 
TOTAL • TOTAL + • 
SXll • SX21 + e • o 
WEND 
A VERAGB • TOr AL I COUNI''.C 
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SDEV • SQR((SXlll COUNT'.C)- (AVERAGE • AVERAGE)) 
PRINT "Tocal I pta•"; COUNT'.C 
PRINT "Sum ofNiipbon•"; TOI'AL 
PRINT "Aven .. I ofNeipbon•"; AVERAGE 








'-Proanm frlamo.- to I'OCIIC from ooc onho,onal coordi111te 
'-ay11em iD x-y ~pac:o to uother by • .u.iJhtlinear 
•--uanarotm~lioawidl• rocalioa uia cenlerod on tho 
·- orip (auwal oriJin) 
'--crealioa date: 20+1990 D.A.v.B. 
Ond • 3.1415926.5-41/110 




PRINT "Rar ATION OF COORDINATE SYSTEM" 
LOCATB4, 1 
PRINT •Roeatc coordiDIIc l)'atem cloc:kwi10 by an analc theta" 
L0cATB7,1 
PRINT "Siller fi1o co~UiJW~a x,7 coord1l0 be rocatcd (Q•quit)" 
LOCATB a, 10: INPUT • > > •, FS 
IP UCASBS(P$) • "Q" THEN OOTO BDdRotCoord: 
·-u ruo POl foUDd 
IP NeiT~ • 53 THEN 
NoiT~ • 0 
ooro Ro&ur: 
ENDIP 
OPEN FS FOR INPUT AS 11 
PO$ • MIDS(PS, 1, U!N(F$) - 3) + "ROf" 
OPEN POS FOR 01J'I'Pt11' AS n 
LOCATB 11,1 
PRINT "Eater cloc:twito (from aonh•O) I'Oiation •nale" 
LOCATB 12, 10: INPUT • > > •, Theta 
Tbeta • Tbeta • Gnd 
a· w 0: LOCATB 14, 14: PRINT "lllpuUiq,Compulioi and 
s.~·;:LOCATB14,4S 
WH1LB NOT BOF(l) 
n•n+l 
INPtTI' II, ol, nl, A:t., Dip 
r»> • ol• COS(lbcta) • n1• SIN(lbcta) 
DDII • cl • SIN(lbeta) + n1 • COS(Ibcta) 
IP D MOD 10 • 0 THEN PRINT • • "; 
IF (n • 10) MOD 100 • 0 THEN LOCATE 14, 45: PRINI' 
SPACE$(20): LOCATE 14,45 
PRim' 11, USING "111111111.11, "; rd; 0111; 
WRII1i 11, A:z, Dip 
WEND 
LOCATE 16, 14: PRINr "Finillhcd. RtiUita in "; FOS 
LOCATE 25,3.5: PRINr "Preu any tey 10 eonlinue"; 
00: LOOP UNTIL INKEYS < > •• 
CLOSE 11: CLOSE 11 
EndRotCoord: 







PRINT "Cbtcb for nuU poisu on ell. arid (dyb data), rcmovea• 
PRINT "them (.U ptawboee azimuth&: dip were -1,·1) from fala" 
PRINT 
INPtrr "Enter file 10 remove null data poinll (Q•quit): •, FS 
IF UCASES(FS) • "Q" THEN GOTO EodSbort: 
OPEN FS FOR INPUT AS 11 
·-rr file not found 
IF Ncrr~ • 53 THEN 
Ncrr~ .. 0 
GOTO RcEnter7: 
END IF 
FO$ • MID~(FS. 1, LEN(FS) • 3) + "SHT" 
PRINr "Output will be in "; FOS 
OPEN FOS FOR OUTPUI' AS 11 
LINE INPUT II, Data$ 
CLOSE #1: OPEN FS FOR INPUT AS 11 
PRINT "Example data record from "; FS 
PRINT ••; Data$ 
c:o13: 
INPUT "Enter number of c:olumn1 in data rec:ord (4 or S): •, Col~ 
IF Col~ < 4 OR Col~ > 511tBN GOTO co13: 
WHILB Nar EOP(1) 
IF Col~ • 5 THEN 
INPUT 11, AI, Bl, c, d, e 
IF c < > -1 AND d < > ·1 THEN WRn'B 11, AI, 81, c, d, o 
ELSEIP Col~ • 4 THEN 
INPUT 11, AI, 81, c, d 




CLOSE II: CLOSE 11 
EndShort: 
IF UCASES(FS) • "Q" THEN FOS • •• 
END SUB 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




PRINT "C 0 N V E R S I 0 NF 0 R S U R F A C ED": PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT •v AX CO NV: prcpana dyka data lor ptouiq on tho VAX" 
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PRINT "Uiicr SURPACB U ploc pt, -filA REFORM on VA.'<" 
PRINT "10 fiailh pr.panlioa for SUJlPACB n· 
PRINT 
PRINT ·wm produc:e xl,yl,x2,y2 for bach AziDip"' llriko "to' 
PRih'T "laput: X.Y,Az.,Dip": 
PRINr "Output: X1,Yl,X2,Y'2,Symbot. 29-4-90 D.A.v.E." 
. 
nd - 3.1415926541/180 
TryA,ain5: 
PRINT 
INPUT "ConvuLII xl,yl,xl,yl ror (S)trikc or (A)zldip 4t 
Oor (B)och: ·, ConvS 
CompS • UCASE$(CompS) 
IF Comp$ < > "S" AND ConvS < > "A" AND Comp$ < >0 
o ·s· mEN oaro TryAaain5: 
P1UNI' : INPUT "Baler data fsle name (Q•quit): •, FS 
IP UCASES(F$) • "Q" 111EN GOTO EndV AX: 
OPEN PS FOil INPUI' AS It 
•-tr filo not fouod 
IP Ncrr~ • 53 THEN 
Nerr~ • 0 
GOTO RoBnLIIr8: 
ENDIP 
PIUNI' "Output will be 10: • 
IFComp$ • "A" ORConvS • "8" niEN 
FOS • MIDS(P$, 1, LEN(F$) • 3) + • AZD" 
PRINT "Az/Dip X1.Y1,Xl,Yl: •; FOS 
OPBN FO$ FOR OUTPtrr AS n 
END IF 
IF Comp$ • •s• 01. CompS • "8" THEN 
FOS • MIDS(P$,1, LEN(F$) • 3) + "STR" 
PIUNI' "Strib X1,Y1,X2,Yl: •; FOS 
OP!N PO$ FOR Ot.n'Ptrr AS 13 
ENDIP 
LINE INPlTI' II, Data$ 
PRINT "Bxample record rrom "; F$: PRINT ••; Data$ 
CLOSB 11: OPEN FS FOR INPtrr AS 11 
Column: 
INPUT "Baler I of c:olumn1 in data file (4 or 5): ", Col" 
IF Col~ < 4 OR Col~ > 5 THEN GOTO Column: 
X • CSRLIN: I • 0 
PIUNI' "Rcadifll, c:omputiJ!a and writiqrccord I"; 
'-IDitializo the max aDd min variable• 
xmin • 10000000: ymiD • xmin 
XDIIX • -10000000: ymax • xmax 
WHILB Nar BOP(1) 
I •I +I 
IF Col~ • 4 THEN 
INPVI' 11, xl, yl, Az., Dip 
ELSEIF Col" • 5 THEN 
INPUI' II, xl, yl, Az., Dip, Dummy 
END IF 
IF I MOD 10 • 0 THEN LOCATE X, 40: PRINT I; 
'--Coavm tbe Wmu1h aDd dip anal• 10 x,y c:oordinataa for 
'-latar ploaiq and coavert azlmuth 10 llrib x,y c:oorda • 
JP Comp$ • ·s· OR CampS • "8" THEN 
Azz- Az.- 90 
IF A:D. < 0 THEN Azz • A:D. + 110 
IP A:D. > 180 11IEN A:D. • A:z:z. • 180 
Azz - Azz • rad 
XS1 • x1 - SIN(Azz) • 150 
YSt • yl • COS(Azz) • 250 




YSl • y! + COS(Azz) • 250 
ENDIP 
1P CompS • "A" OR. CompS • •a• THEN 
Az. • A7. • nd: Dip • Dip • rad 
x2 • SIN(Az.) • COS(Dip) • 500 + xl 
yl • COS(Az.) • COS(Dip) • SOO + yl 
ENDIP 
•-rr DO dip waa Jiveu (dip •0) thea ao& aymbol to 1 clae 0 
1P Dip • 0 THEN 




1P CocnpS • "A" OR. CompS • •a• THEN 
WJUl"B n. xl, yl, x2, yl, aymbol 
EHDIP 
1P CocnpS • •s• OR CompS • •a• THEN 
WJUl"B 13, XSI, YSI, XSl, YSl 
ENDIP 
WEND 
CLOSB II: CLOSB 12: CLOSB 13 
PROO': PRDn' "Piailbod.": PR»n' 
PIUNI' : PRDn' "Pnu uy by to conliDue": DO: LOOP UNTIL 
INKBYS <> •• 
EndVAX: 




'-prop.at to IWD lriU kqtlu by lllincnl fillillf 
·~imeaai.on arnya 
DIM M$(10), T(10, 10), 5(10, 4), LT(lO, 10), 1.5(10, 1) 
MS(1) • "e": MS(l) • "z": MS(J) • "k": M$(4) • "e": MS(S) 
CLS 
'-priul title 
PIUNT "MiDenl Fillillf Veraaa Trace Lcn,th Statilllica": PRINT 
'-pt input balCh file name 
'-oamea ara dom?.au& wbere 7•1,3,4,5,6 (m C:\DATA) 
FORK •lT06 
BPS • "DOM" + L11UMS(RTRJMS(STRS(K))) + ".Atrr" 
PRINT "&let balCh file aame: ", BPS 
OFS • MIDS(BF$, 1, LBN(BF$) • 3) + "OUT" 
CLOSB 11: CLOSE 13 
OPEN BPS POR INPUT AS 11 
OPEN OFS FOR. OUI'PUT AS 13 
PRINT "Output will be to: •; OFS 
INPUT 11, DirS 
DirS • DirS + "\ • 
PIUNT "Iapu& direcLory: •; DirS 
'-lint pua to ptlhc mean 
FORI • 1 TO 10 
S\1, 1) • 0: S(l, 2) • 0: S(l, 3) • 0: S(l, 4) • 1000 
LS(I, 1) • 0: LS(I, l) • 0 
NEXT I 
WHILB Nar EOF(1) 
INPtrr 11, PS 
CLOSBn 
OPEN DirS + FS FOR. INPUT AS n 
PRINT "Radlna: "; FS 
WHlLB Nar BOF(l) 
INPUTn, DS 
IP MIDS(DS, 1, ~) • "1" THEN 
FORI• 1 TO 10 
IP MlDS(DS, 33, 1) • M$(1) OR. MID$(DS, 36, 1) • 
M$(1) OR MIDS(DS, 39, I) • M$(1) THEN 
IP V AL(MIDS(DS, 17, 4}) < > 0 THEN 
V • V AL(MIDS(DS, 17, 4)) 
IF S(l, 3) < V THEN S(l, 3) • V 
IF S(I, 4) > V THEN S(l, 4) • V 
LV • LOO(V) 
S(I, 1) • S(I, 1) + V 
S(I, l) • S(I, l) + 1 







'--ca1cula&o lbo mND liKe IOIII'h for 111cb lllincnl 
•-ts rafon to 1hc lot lriDiformecl valuet 
FORI• l TO 10 
lP S(l, l) < > 0 THEN 
S(I, I) • S(l, 1) I S(I, 2) 
LS(I, 1) • LS(I, I) I S(l, l) 
EL!B 
S(I, 1) • 0 
LS(I, 1)- 0 
BNDIP 
NEXT I 
·-eo:ood paaa to JOl Olbu uta 
'--u! Jet lint (ab.IOiute), -.:ood,lhrid, and fourth 
'-rr.;:~w of the daviatioa fonn lhe mean 




'-LT(I,?)•Ihe loa tnnafonncd vcnion ofT 
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FOR 1 • 1 TO 10: FOR J • l TO 10: T(l, J) • 0: LT(I, J) • 0: 
NEXT J: NEXT 1 
CLS 
PRINr "Miacnl Filliq Vc~ Trace Lcnj\h Statilllic:a" : PRINT 
PRINT "Soc:ood pau to aet four momenaa of deviation" 
PRINT "Iapul dinlc:tory: •; DirS 
CLOSBil 
OPEN BPS FOR INPUT AS II 
INPtrr 11, Dir$ 
DirS - DirS + ., • 
WHn.B Nar EOP(I) 
INPUT II, FS 
PRnn' •Jteadifll: •; FS 
CLDSBn 
OPEN DirS + FS FOR INPUT AS ll 
~NMEOF(l) 
INPUT ll, DS 
IP MmS(DS, 1, l) • "1" TIIEN 
FORI• 1 TO 10 
lP S(l, 1) < > 0 THEN 
IP MmS(DS, 33, I) • MS(I) OR MlDS(DS, 36, I) • 
M$(1) OR MIDS(DS, 39, t) • MS(I) THEN 
lP V AL(MIDS(DS, 27, 4)) < > 0 Til EN 
V • VAL(MID$(DS,l7, 4)) 
LV • LOO(V) 
T(l, .5) • V - S(l, I) 
T(l, I) • T(l, I) + ABS(V) 
T(l, 6) • T(l, .5) • "C(I, .5) 
T(l, 1) • T(l, 2) + T(l, ~) 
T(l, 6) • T(l, 6) • T(l, 5) 
T(l, 3) • T(l, 3) + T(l, 6) 
T(l, 6) • T(l, 6) • T(l, S) 
T(l, 4) • T(l, 4) + T(l, 6) 
T(l, 7) • T(l, 7) + l 
'-DOW do 1hc umo for 1hc iolln.nafonned nluu 
LT(I, 5) • LV • LS(I, l) 
LT(I, I) • LT(I, l) + ABS(LV) 
LT(I, 6) • LT(I, S) • LT(I, S) 
LT(I, 2) • LT(l, l) + LT(I, 6) 
LT(I, 6) • LT(I, 6) • LT(I, S) 
LT(I, 3) - LT(I, 3) + LT(I, 6) 
LT(I, 6) • LT(I, 6) • LT(I, S) 








FORI• 1 TO 10 
lP T(l, 7) > 1 THEN 
T(I, 1) • T(I, 1) I T(l, 7) 'avcraae .S.Viallon 
T(l, l) • T(I, l) I (r(l, 7) • 1) 
var • T(l. 2) 'variatioca 
T(l, l) • SQR(Ylt) 'IIUdatd clevlalioa 
IF Vat<> OniEN 
T{l, 3) • T{l, l) I (T(I, 7) • T(l, 2) • T{l, l) • T(l, l)) 
'llbwDNI 
T(l, 4) • T{l, 4) I (T(I, 7) • vat • var) • 3 
'kurtoU 
ENDIP 
·--do !be Mint (oc !be lot llaAI(OC'IMd Valuea 
LT{I, I) • LT(I, I) I T{l, 7) 'avenae dcvialioD 
LT(I, l) • LT{I, l) I (T{I, 7)- I) 
Lvar • LT{I, l) 'varialioa 
LT(I, l) • SQR(Lvar) 'undard deviation 
1P Lvat < > 0 THEN 
LT{I, 3) • LT{I, 3) I (T(I, 7) • LT(I, l) • LT(I, l) • LT(I, 
l)) 'abwacu 




FOil J • I TO 10: T(l, J) • 0: LT(l, J) • 0: Nl'XT J 
END IF 
NEXT I 
PRINT "Mia I Maaa Avon.. Slandard Sbwncu 
IWdolia Max Mia" 
PRINT • Deviation Deviation • 
FOR I • l TO 10 
PRINT M$(1); • "; 
PRlNT USING "1111"; T{l, 7); 
PRINT USING "111111.11"; S(l, 1); 
POIU • 1 T04 
PRIHf USING "111111.11"; T(l, J); 
NBXTJ 
PRINT USING "111111.11"; S(l, 3); S(l, 4) 
PRlNT 
NEXT I 
PRlNT -n. foUowina are 1bo ut. or the lot 1nn~ronncd trace 
lelll'ha" 
PRlNT • Tbo romlt. are ajvea u arilhmecic valuea": PRIHf 
PRJNJ' "MID I MUA Avonp sw.dard Sbwneu 
Kunoala" 
PRim' • Deviation Deviation" 
FOR I• 1 TO 10 
PRINT MS(I): " •; 
PRINT USING "1111"; T(l, 7); 
PRINT USING "111111.11"; BXP(LS(l, 1)); 
FORI • 1 1'04 




'-Output 10 1M 6Je 
PRINT 13, "Mia I MJaa Avenp S&aDdan:l SbWDOU 
Kui\Oiia Max Mia" 
PRINT 13, • Dcvialioa Devia\ioa" 
FOR I • I TO 10 
PRINT 13, MS(I); • "; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111"; T(l, 7); 
PRINT 13, USING "111111.11"; S(l, 1); 
FORJ•IT04 
PIUNI' 13, USING "llllll.fi";T(l, J); 
NBXTJ 
PRINT 13, USING "111111.11"; S{l, 3); S(l, 4) 
PIUNTI3, 
NBXTl 
PRINT 13, ""lbo Collowiq are the Mt. o(tholoa tran~retmed 
lriCI len,1h1 • 
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PIUNI' 13, • Tba rcaaha are Jiy1111u ari~ valuea": PRINT 
PIUNT 13, "Mia I MUA Aven.. Staudard Skewncu 
KurtoU" 
PIUNI'IJ,. 
FORI• 1 TO 10 
PRINT 13, MS(I); • "; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111"; T(l, 7); 
PIUNT 13, USING "111111.11"; EXP(Ui(l, 1)); 
FORJ • 1 T04 








• _,rornm ORS to coavert Cyprua daca liJu 10 FRACMAN 
'--ORS fonaat uaUaa iaput daca of lho followiaa format 
'-11001e0100300101.50clll51511.101-aurdl00 I 
'-fint liDo of batdl file coa&aiDa tbe dinlc:t.oey pacb name 
'- to lho daca filoalho nmaiJiina linea con&aiA lho file name& 
'-illitialize 
Num • 0: BatFJa • 0: CLS 
'--beador 
PRim' : PRDn' "CONVERSION CYPRUS FORMAT TO 
FRACMAN FORMAT": PRINT 
• -aet rue or batda file II&IDII 
INl-tTI' "E.aler file aame for coavenioa(or BATCH): •, FS 
FS • UCASES(F$) 
'-batch mode 
IP PS • "BATCH" THEN 
INPtrr "Eal.er balCh file aame: •, Batn 
OPEN BalPS FOR. 1NPUI' AS ItO 
tNPtrr 110, DitS 
PRINT "110 diroe10ty ia: "; Oil$ 
DirS • UCASE$(1)\r$) + "\" 
INPtrr "Eour name for ~N~Vey file (no extcnaioa): •, OFt$ 
OFIS • OPtS + • .SVY" 
a.L.Ft1 • 1 
'-Iiiia'- file mode 
ELSB 
INPtrr "E.aler 110 dinlc:IOiy aame {<CR.> for cumnt):", OirS 
DirS - DirS + "\. 
OPEN DirS + PS FOR. INPUT AS II 
OFIS • MIDS{PS, 1, LBN(PS) • 3) + "SVY" 
ENDIP 
OPEN DirS + OPtS FOR. OUTPUI' AS 13 
PIUNI' 13, "Filo coa&aiDa da&a from: "• PS 
/ PR.INT 13, "SWidard Survey Fdo" 
PRINT 13, "BISIA.ScUIScaa 0 
OTtaDIYTCUI\I ScaoTCUI\I" 
PRINT 13, •coct. Xo Yo ZoTreudPiur~p 0 
OTreud PluapLeiJI1hl.el!llh • 
PRINT 13, •m I Namo (m)(m)(m)(del) (dol) 0 
O(del) (dol)(m)(m)" 
IP BaL.Fla - o 1liEN aaro SiJialeFilo: 
'-un roadilla bai.Ch fiJo aamu 
WHILB Nor EDP{IO) 
Num• Num +I 
INPtrr 110, PS 
SiJlaleFilo: 
CLOSBII 
OPEN DirS + PS POR. INPtrr AS 11 
OFS • MJDS{PS, l, LBN(PS) • 3) + ·oas• 
PRINT "Output: "; OF$ 
CLOSBn 
OPEN DirS + OF$ FOR. 011I'PUT AS n 
PRINT n, "·S,"; Num; •, "; OPl$ 
NewTo&• 0: Oldl..ea,dl • 0: l..ea,dl• 0: F1a • 0 
'-read iDdividual fiJea 
WHILB Nor EOF(l) 
INPtrl'll, DS 
1P M1DS(DS, 1, 1) • "1" AND LEN(D$) > 4S THEN 
IP Fla • o nmN 
Fla• 1 
PIUNI' 13, USING "II"; Num; 
PRINT 13, " S "; 
PRINT 13, TAB(6)o MIDS(PS, 1, 4); TAB(1S); "0.0. 0."; 
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d • VAL(MIDS(DS, 7, 3)): tpl• VAL(MIDS(D$, 10, 2)) 
PRINT 13, USING "lfl.l"; TA8(41); d; TAB(SO); JPI; 
ttl • ., + 110: lpl ' 90. 1()1 
WHILE a6 > 360: a6 • al • 360: WEND 
PRINT 13, USINO "1111.1"; TAB(SI); al; TAB(67); tpl; 
END IF 
PRINT 12, USlNO "1111.11'; VAL(MJDS(D$, 22, 3)); 
PRINT 12, • •; 
PRINT 12, USING "1111.11"; VAL(MIDS(D$,15, 2)); 
PIUNI' 12, •••• 
PRINT 12, USING "1111.11"; VAL(MIDS(DS, 27, 4)) 
l.e!lllh • V AL(MIDS(DS, IS, S)) 
0: Le~- OldiAIII'b < -3 THEN 
NewTot • NewTac + Oldl.eqtb 
END IF 
Oldl.eJII'h • Le~ 
END IF 
WEND 
NcwTot • NewTot + l.eJIIIh 
PRINT 13, USING "111111.1"; TAB(73); New'l'ot; TAB(81); !0! 
IF BatFia - 0 Til EN G<1TO SinaleF'tle 1: 
WEND 





'-Pqram 10 eaku1ata permeability by the Nortoa and Knapp 
'-(1977) pluat, paral1c1 rr.e~~a,. lnOdel ueed by Neblia aod 
'-J~Mau (1911). 'Ibo fonnu1a ueed ia K•od"3fll, D ia the 
'-number of fnclllru per diaww:c and d ia the frac:Dln: 
'-apenun:. 15·2·91 D.A.v.E. 
'-Mdhod: u.e OGly lbo dyb parallel fracDln:a with 
'-miocral fi1llill wilbiD 20 CV.zreca or the II'IW1 dyke 
• -«iea&&1ioG 
DECLARE SUB Azl)ipTonu<:o. (Az. Dip, X, Y, Z) 
Dl!CLARE SUB DirCol'l'oAzDip (Zll, Zl!, zJ!, Az!, Dip!} 
DIM Tr{S), 'IMu(S), Tlolia(S) 
CLS 
PIUNT •p.nac.a,w7 *ula&ioaa oa Cyp;~ IC&D1lne data" 
PIUNI' "(Uaiat 1M NOCIDD and ICMpp (1977) method)": PRINT 
JNP'OT "&ll&r bacch fiJe DIIDC! •, bfS 
OPEN biS FOR.INPtTI' AS I 1 
ofS • "NIIHUO.Otrr• 
PIUNI' "IWulta ltD output to •; of$: PRJNT 
OPEN of$ FOR OtTI'PUI' AS 13 
OPEN "NEHLI0.11lL" FOR. 01JJ'Ptrr AS 14 
INPUT 11, Dir$ 
WHILE Nor EOF(l) 
INPUT 11, I! 
fileDIIDCS • Did + "\ • + fS 
OPEN filcume$ POR. INPtTI' AS 12 
PRINT "hldi.q •: fS; • Cor dyb data. • 
'-I'Nd duouJb data m. oaco 10 ,.a lbo dyb marJiD orioatallona 
:tr - o: YT - o: zr • o 
WHILB Nor EOF(l) 
INPUl' 12, c!S 
IF MIDS(c!S, I, 1) • •t• THEN 
IF MmS(c!S, 20, 2) • •en"nlEN 
Az. - v AL(MID$(dS, 22, 3)) 
Dip • V AL(MIDS(dS, 15, l)) 
·-oavon Az. ud Dip to clirectioD eoaidet •m aod coaven back 
Az.DipToDUCol Az, Dip, X, Y, Z 
XT•XT+X 
YT•YT+Y 
n ·- zr+ z 





OPEN flloi!UDI$ FORINPUI' AS 12 
'--dourmiDI wtUcb t'neturu ltD IUbparallcl to tho dyb IIIIJ'Iin.t 
·-~ dluo OC1boy bavo 11mo mloeral fiUiaa). Orica&atlODt 
'--ue tlbo u panllcl if thoy arc wilMa 20 de pel or meaD 
• --dyb orielllalioa. 
EPnc: • 0: ZPtr.e • 0: CPne • 0: APr.c • 0 
NFne.• 0: NumFrac • 0 
~n • 0: ZApenun • 0: C.Aponurc • 0 
AAponun • 0: NApedun • 0 
PIUNI' "a.adiq •; fS; • l'ot aponurc ud IP•elna data. • 
MnDill•O 
FORi•1TOS 
nlu(i) • 0: TMill(i) • 1000: Tr(i) • 0 
NBXTi 
WHILB NOI' EOF('l) 
INPUI'n, dS 
iP MIDS(dS, 1, I) • •t• THEN 
NumFno • NumFr.c + 1 
IF MaxDi• < V AL(MIDS{dS, 15, 5}) THEN MaxDi• • 
VAL(MIDS(dS, 15, 5)) 
FncAz • VAL(MIDS{d$, n, 3)) 
Fnc:Dip • VAL(MIDS(dS, 15,2)) 
IF ABS(FncAz • DykcAz) < • 20 AND ABS(Fnc:Oip • 
DyteDip) < • 20 THEN 
Trlca • VAL(MIDS(dS, 27, 4)) 
IF MIDS(d$, 33, 1) • "e" OR MIDS(dS, 36, 1) .. "c" ORO 
OMIDS(dS, 36, I) • "•• 111EN 
EFrac • EFrac + I 
EApcmat'll • EApc!Uit'll + V AL(MIDS(dS, 47, 3)) 
IF Trlcn < TMin(l) THEN TMia(l) • Trlca 
IF Trlcn > TMax{l) THEN TMax(l) • Trtcn 
Tr(l) • Tr(l) + Trlcn 
END IF 
IF MIDS(dS, 33, 1) • "z" OR MIDS(d$, 36, I) • "z" ORO 
OMIDS(dS, 36, I) • •z• THEN 
ZFnc • ZPrac + 1 
ZApcmarc • ZApemare + VAL(MlDS(dS, 47, 3)) 
IF Ttlen < TMin(l) THEN TMia(l) • Trion 
IF Trtcn > TMax(l) THEN TMu(l) • Trlca 
Tr(2) • Tr(2) + Trlcn 
END IF 
IF MIDS(dS, 33, 1) • "c" OR MIDS(d$, 36, I) • "c" OR@ 
0 MIDS(d$, 36, I) • •c• THEN 
CFrac • CPnc: + 1 
CApemarc • CApc!Uire + V AL(MIDS(d$, 47, 3)) 
IF Tdcn < TMin(]) THEN TMia(]) • Trlcn 
IF Trlcn > TMax(]) THEN TMu(]) • Trlca 
Tr(]) • Tr(l) + Trion 
END IF 
IF MID$(d$, 33, i) < > "n" niEN 
AFnc • AFrac + 1 
AApemaro • AAponuro + V AL(MIDS(dS, 47, 3)) 
IF Trlcn < TMin(4) THBN TMin(4) • Trlea 
IF Trlcn > TMax(4) THEN T'Max(4) • Trlca 
Tr(4) • Tr(4) + Trlcn 
END IF 
IF MIDS(d$, 33, 1) • •a• THEN 
NFnc • NFn~c + I 
NApemare • NApenurc + VAL(MIDS(d$, 47, 3)) 
IF Ttlcn < TMin(S) niBN TMin(S} • Trion 
IF Trlan > TMex(S) niBN 'I'Max(S} • Trtan 
Tr(S) • Tr(S} + Trion 
END IF: BND IF: END IP 
WEND 
'----<elculate the averap lrlcelcn,th 
IF EFrac < > 0 THEN Tr(l) • Tr(l) I Efrac 
IF ZPrac < > 0 THEN Tr(2) • Tr(2) I ZF111C 
IF CFnc < > 0 THEN Tr(]) • Tr(l) I CF111C 
IF AFrac < > 0 THEN Tr(4) • Tr(4) I AFrac 
IF NFniC < > 0 THEN Tr(S) • Tr(S) I NPrac: 
CLOS&n 
'----<alculat.o the averap aporUarc foe the acWine for each 
•--or the clauca 
PRINT "calculltilll avorap aperture, ~paciaJ and permeability• 
IF EFnc < > 0 THEN EApAv • I!Apenurc I EPnc 
IF ZFrac < > 0 THEN ZApAv • ZAponure I ZPrac 
IF CFrac < > 0 THEN CA9Av • CApcnuro I CFrac 
IF AFrac < > 0 THEN .\A9Av • AApenw. I AFrac 
IF NFrac < > 0 THEN NA9Av • NAponure I HFrac 
'----<elculate lho aVOIIJII fraclllre tpaciaa Cor each cllu 
ESpece • Efrac I MaxDitt 
ZSpaco • ZPnc I MaxDi• 
CSpaco • CFnc I MexDitt 
ASpKe • APrK I MuDU& 
NS,.Ce • NFrK I MuDU& 
578 
·~akulal8 ~ pem.ability (Of each c:a• (c:oavett tile epercunt 
'-in miUimctm 10 metra (/1000) 
IF BFrac:< >OTHEN EK•(BSpece) • ((EApAv I 1000)" 3) 112 
IF ZFrac< >OTHEN ZK•(ZSpac:e) • ((ZApAv I 1000)" 3) I 12 
IF CFrac: < >0 THBN CK•(CSp.ce) • ((CApAv I 1000)" 3) I ll 
IF AFrac:< >OniEN AK•(ASpac:a) • ((AA9Av /1000)" 3) Ill 
IF NFrac: < >OTHEN NK•(NSpece) • ((NApAv I 1000)" 3)1 11 
·-...tbentatllll 
PRINT "prialiaa ntaalta 10: •; of$ 
PRINT 13, "P.naeability rcallll uaina Norton and Knapp mclhod" 
PRINT 13, 
PRINI" JJ, "Sc:anlincScanllao-LcJII'bMean-DytcAz/DykcDipO 
ONumbet-Prac~~&raa" 
PRINI" 13, • Number""*"'"' (mm)Spaciaa (1/m)O 
OPwrmubility (m"l)" 
PRINT 13, 
PRINT 13, MIDS(I$, 1, LEN(IS} • 4); "("; MaxDi•; ; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111"; DybAz; : PRlNr 13, ·r; 
PRINT 13, USING "II"; DykcDip; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111"; NumPrac; : PRINT 13, ")" 
IF EPrac: < > 0 TIIEN 
PRINT 13, • epidoce: "; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111"; EFrac:; 
PRJNT 13, USING "11111.1"; BApAv; ZSpac:o; 
PRINT 13, USING "ll.r-'""; EK 
END IF 
IF ZP111C < > 0 TIIEN 
PluNr 13, • zeolite: •; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111"; ZFrac:; 
flliNr 13, USING "11111.1"; ZApAv; ZSpac:e; 
PRINT 13, USING "ll.r-'""; ZK 
BNDIP 
IP t:Prac < > 0 niBN 
l'lliNT 13, • c:aJclt.o: •; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111"; CFrac; 
PRINT 13, USING "11111.1"; CApAv; CSpaca; 
PRINT 13, USING "ll.r--•; CK 
BNDIP 
IF AFrac < > 0 THEN 
PRINr 13, • .u : •; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111"; APrac; 
PRINJ' 13, USING "11111.1"; AA9Av; ASpac:a; 
PRINT 13, USING "ll.r-'""; AK 
END IF 
IP NPrac < > 0 THEN 
PiuNr 13, • nooo: "; 
PRINT 13, USING "1111"; NFrac:; 
PRINT 13, USING "11111.1"; NA9Av; NSpm; 
PiuNT 13. USING "ll.r--•; NK 
BHDIP 
~13. 
PR!NI' 14, MIDS(I$, I, U!N(I$) • 4); 
PORi•l105 




PaiNT: PRINT "Output la iA :•; oiS 
CLosE II: CLOSB 13: CLOSB 14 
REM $DYNAMIC 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . , 
su~ AznlpTonuco. (A, d, x, Y, %) 
II. I! 
Orad • 3.141.5926541/110 
·-rrm. dip ia 90 lblllawb il&9.910 prcaerve lhc uimudl 
IPd • 90nm.Nd • 19.9 
• ---c.Jc:ulaiAI directioa c:Oiislca from aziiiMb aod dip 
.W...Ih- A·o~ 
Dip•d•Gnd 
Z • SIN(Dip) 
Y • COS(Dip) • COS(IZimutb) 
X • COS(Dip) • SIN(uimulb) 
END SUB 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB DiiCOIToAzDip (Zl, Zl, zl, Az., Dip) 
Orad • 3.141S926541/110 
·~onvcn directloa coain£•10 azimuth dlp 
'-to avoid diviaioa b7 0 ih2•0, ect az•90 
1P Zl • OTHBN 
A%•90 
ELSE 
A% • ATN(ABS(Zl I Zl)) I Gr~d 
END1P 
IF Zl < 0 AND Z2 > OntEH 
A%- 360· A% 
ELSEIP Zl < 0 AND Zl < 0 THEN 
A7.- A%+ 110 
ELSEJP Zl > 0 AND Z2 < 0 THEN 
A%- 110· A% 
ENDIP 
byp • SQR(ZI • Zl + Zl• Zl) 
'-lhl,z2•01hea &be dlrDCtioa II ver1ic:alto 10 avoid diviaioa 
'-b)' 0 lOt dip•90 
1P hyp • 0 THEN 
Dip .. 90 
ELSE 
Dip • ATN(z3/ hyp) I Orad 
BNDIP 
'-lull a aafety pn1nutloa 






'-Proanm 10 pre-proc:CII lbc c:ypn&a data for the permeability 
·~dculatioa 22.S.92D.A.v .B. 
·~routmo doclaraticu 
DECI.Alt£ SUB MabO.taUDe (APS, C!, DataSO, A7.S, DipS, 
cl$, Did, 0 
OMaxl.eo!, F"d!Ap$) 
DECLARE SUB DiJCoiToAz.Dip (Zl!, Zl!, z3!, Az!, Dip!) 
DECLARE SUB A7.DipToDdCoe (AI, d!, X!, Y!, Z!) 
'~imeaaioa &m)'ID let COnlliDt 
DJM O.taS($00) 
a~ .. 3.141592654111110 
CLS 
PRINI' "Jiro.proc:CIIOC' Cor lho permeability c:aleulatioaa" 
PIUNT 
&aldaFia ~ • o 
'-act blprt file aamo IDd direc10ry 
J!oiPUI' "&Dr directory aamo: • • Dir$ 
PiuNr "Dita direc:1ory: •; Dir$ 
INPUT "&ler iDpul dlta file D&mo (Cyprua fonnal or typo 
aArcH>: •• FS 
IP UCASBS(PS) < > "BATCH" THEN 
OPEN Did + "\" + FS POR INPtTr AS II 
ELSEIP UCASE$(PS) • "BATCH" THEN 
BaldaFIJ" - l 
INPUf "Baler batch file aamo: •, BFS 
OPEN m:s FOR. JNPUr AS 110 
INPlTI' 110, DirS 
ENDIP 
'-4oc:ide what cla&a panmotcn10 UIO 
PIUNT 
~ "P.dor lbl DWIIbe:r c:om:upoadiq to your choice below: • 
PRINT "(1) All fncturu" 
PRiNr "(2> Ull.filled rncturu• 
PRINT "(3) F"&llod &.c!Urea" 
PRINI' "(4) E,icku fillod &Ktum" 
PRINI' "(5) Z.OOU.. fiUed &.ctucn" 
PRINT • (6) Calc i1AI ftlled rr.ctura• 
PRINI' "> > "; ; OloiceS • UCASBS(INP11r$(1)): PRINT 
Oloic:cS 
iP Oloico$ • "1" OR. Qoico$ • "A • THEN 
BXl1 • "SA": Ooico" • 1 
WEIP Oloico$ • "1" Oil Oloico$ • •u• THEN 
BXl1 • ·su·: Cboic•S • l 
BLSBIP Cboic.S • "3" OR Oloice$ • •p- THEN 
BXl1 • "SP": Cboice" • 3 
ELSBIP Cboice$ • "4" Oil Choke$ • "B" THEN 
BXTS • "SB": Cboic•" • 4 
ELSBIP Cboico$ • "5" OR. Cboicc$ • •z• THEN 
BXl'S - ·sz·: Cboic:•" • 5 
WBIF CbolceS • "6" Oil Cboic.S • •c• THBN 
BXTS • •sc•: ChoiceS • 6 
BNDIP 
•.;.:..a.ct lf oal7 oear dyb oriemalioo Cncture1 are 10 be UIOd 
t;,w- ·w 
PROO "U• oal7 bc:IUnla wicbiD 20 dlpec• of dyke• [NJ: •; 
DJb$ • UCASB$(1NPUTS(l)) 
1JI Dyb$ • CHR$(13) THEN DJb$ • "N" 
PiliNTDJbS 
IP p,as - "N" THEN mens - ·A· m...s EXT2S - ·o· 
'...:..Check 10 fiB ill Cndun11 with DO aponun •• • 0.1 mm 
PIUNT 
PIUNT "It f'nctun bu DO ueoclat.d aponun, auumo 
.. 
Ap•O.Olmm 7 [NJ "; 
FillApS • UCASES(INPUT$(1)) 
IF Fll!ApS • CHR$(13) THEN FillApS • "N" 
PIUNT FillApS 
• --q~en output file 
BaiChRun: 
IF BatcbFJaS .. 1 AND NOT EOF(10) THEN 
INPUI' 110, F$ 
CLOSE II: CLOSE 12 
OPEN Dir$ + "\" + FS FOR INPUT AS II 
PRINT "Rcadin& •; FS 
El.SEIF Ba&cbflJ" • 1 AND EOF(10) 11lEN 
CLOSE: END 
ENDIP 
OFS • "C:\SCJlATCH\" + LTJUMS(MIDS(F$,1, LEN(FS) • 3) 
+ EXTS + EXT2S) 
PRJNT "Output to: •; OPS 
OPEN OFS FOR OUTPtTI' AS 12 
PRINT 12, "F'ale: •; FS; ". •; 
'-put imo liDo ill dati output fi1o 
IF Choice'.S • 1 THEN 
PRINT 12, • All fncturca. •: 
El.SEIF ChoiceS • l THEN 
PRJNT 12, "Uar.IIed fnccurct. "; 
El.SEIF Cboice" • 3 THEN 
PRINT 12., "filled frsccurc~ . .. ; 
El.SEIF Cboice" • 4 THEN 
P1UNT 12, "Epidoco rilled mcturca. "; 
ELSEIF Choice" • .S 'niEN 
PRINT 12, "ZeoUtc filled fnccurca. "; 
ELSEJP Choice" • 6 'niBN 
PRINT 12, "Calcite fiUcd fncturca. "; 
END IF 
IF PiUApS • •y• TIIEN PRINT 12," U Ap•blaDklhea 
Ap•O.l."; 
•-read lbc dala r.Je finll to ptlbo mou dyb oriea&alion 
IF DykeS • •y• 'niBN 
WHII.E NOT EOP(I) 
INPtrr 11, d$ 
1F MIDS(d$, 1, I) • "1" THEN 
IP MIDS(dS, 20, l) • "ca• THEN 
A:r. • V AL(MIDS(d$, ll, 3)) 
Dip • V AL(MIDS(d$, 25, 2)) 
'-coervert A:r. and Dip to dlrcctioa cOiiDu 111m ud coervert back 
'-If the dip Ia 90 thea mab it 89.910 prctcr~olbo uimulb 
IP Dip • 90 THEN Dip • 19.9 
'-c.lculate direction cOilnea from IZinMb and dip 
azimulb • Az. • Orad: Dp • Dip • Orad 
Z • SIN(Dp) 
Y • COS(Dp) • COS(azinalb) 




'-coerven direction coalaca 10 azimulb dip 
'--to avoid diviaioa by 0 ifzl•O,act az•90 
IF YT • 0 TIIEN 
DyltcA:r. - 90 
ELSB 
DybA:r. • ATN(ABS(XT I Y'l')) I Orad 
ENDIP 
IPXT < 0 AND \'T > OTHEH 
DyltoA:r. • 360 - DyltoAz 
ELSEIP XT < 0 AND YT < 0 'niEN 
DyltoAz • DykeAz + 110 
ELSEIF XT > 0 AND Yl' < 0 THEN 
DybAz - 110 • DybA:r. 
ENDIP 
hrp • SQR(XT • XT + Yl' • Yl') 
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'-ihl,z2•0 thea &be dltOCtioa it vertical eo to avoid diviaion 
·~, 0 act dip•90 
IF hyp • 0 11IEN 
DyltcDip - 90 
ELSB 
DybDip • ATN(%1' I brp) I Gnd 
END IF 
'-Ju• a ufety prccautioa 




PRINT 12.," Dyta: Az•"; DybA:r.; • Dip• "; DybDip 
CLOSS II: OPBN DirS + "\" + PS FOR.INPtrT AS II 
ENDIP 
IP DykeS • "N" TIIBN PlliNT 12, 
'-read tho da&a file ud ulina lbe above choicu output re.,ll• 
C • 0: Prev • I 
WHILB NOT EOF(l) 
~11.dS 
'-ira fncmn dati liD. i• eacOUDLenNI 
rF MIDS(dS, l, l) - •t• 111BN 
SEI.ECI' CASB Cboic:eS 
CASE t '-All hcturea 
AzS • MIDS(d$,22, 3): DipS • MIDS(d$,25,2) 
APS • MIDS(d$, 47, 3) 
PncAz • VAL(Az.$): Pnc:Dip • VAL(Dip$) 
IP DykeS • •y• 11IBN 
rF ABS(PncAz • DybAz) < • 20 AND ABS(PneDip • 
O,taDip)O 
O<•l0111BH 
CALL MabDati!Jsae(APS, C, Da&aSO, AzS, DipS, dS, Di.SO 
0, Maxl.ea, PUlApS) 
ENDIP 
ELSBIP Dyb$ • "N" THEN 
~A:IJ. MaltoDatallae(AP$, C, Data$0, AzS, DipS, ciS, Dilt$0 
O."Maxl..aa, Fd!Ap$) 
ENDIP 
CASB 2'-Naa. ruled rnctun• 
IP MIDS(d$, 33, 1) • •o• THEN 
~ ..; MIDS(ciS, 22, 3): DipS • MtDS(ciS, 25, 2) 
APS • MIDS(cl$, 47, 3) 
Pr.cAz • VAL(A:r.S): PncDip • VAL(Dip$) 
IP Dyb$ • •y• THEN 
IP ABS(PncAz- DybAz) < • lO AND ABS(PracDip -o 
• DybDip) <- lO 11IEH 
CALL MabDetalJDe(APS, C, DalaSO, AzS, DipS, d$0 
o., Diad, MulAa, FlUAp$) 
ENDIP 
BLSBJP Dyke$ • "N" 11IBH 
CALL MabDatiUsae(AP$, c, DaliSO, AzS, DipS, d$, DildO 
0 •. Maxl.ea, Fd!Ap$) 
ENDIP 
ENDIP 
CASB 3'-FilW hctuna 
1P MlDS(ciS, 33, 1) < > •a• THBH 
AzS • MIDS(d$,22, 3): DipS • MIDS(d$, 25, 2) 
APS • MIDS(ciS, 47, 3) 
PncAz • V AL(AzS): PncDip • V AL(Dip$) 
1P D7keS • •y• THIN 
!P ABS(FncAz- J)ybAz) < • 20 AND ABS(FncDip -8 
i I 
•· 
0 Dyke Dip) < • lO THEN 
CALL Mauo.tal.iM(APS, C, C.taSO, AzS, DipS, d$41 
O, Di&S, MuLu, FdlApS) 
ENDIP 
ELSEIF DykeS • "N" THEN 
CALL MakcDacaU.(APS, C, DacaSO, AzS, DipS, dS, Did41 
0. MaxLca, P'diApS) 
ENDIP 
END IF 
CASB 4'-Epidocc filled fncrurca 
IF MIDS(d$, 33, I) • •o• OR MIDS(dS, 36, I) • "e" ORO 
OMIDS(dS, 39, I) • •o• THEN 
AzS .. MIDS(d$, 22, 3J: DipS .. MIDS(d$, 25, 2) 
APS • MIDS(dS, 47, 3) 
Frac:Az • VAL(AzS): PracDip • VAL(Dip$) 
1P DykeS • •y• THEN 
IP ABS(FracAz • DyuAz) < • 20 AND ABSC'Fnc:Dip • 
DybDip)O 
O<• lOTHEN 
CALL MabC.caLiae(APS, C, C.caSO, AzS, DipS, dSO 
O, DialS, MuLca, FdiAp$) 
ENDIP 
ELSBIP Dyke$ • "N" THEN 
CALL MauDacaUDe(APS, C, DacaSQ, AzS, DipS, dS, DidO 
0. Maxl.en, P'aliAp$) 
ENDIP 
ENDIP 
CASB .S'-Zooli&e filled fnctu:ea 
1P MIDS(dS, 33, 1) • "z" OR MIDS(d$, 36, 1) • "z" ORO 
0 MIDS(dS, 39, I) • "z." THEN 
AzS • MIDS(d$,22, 3): DipS • MIDS(d$, 25, 2) 
APS • MIDS(d$, 47, 3) 
PncAz • VAL(Az$): Pn~Dip • VAL(Dip$) 
IF DyuS • •y• THEN 
IF ABS(Frac:Az- DybAz) < • 20 AND ABS(Pnc:Dip • 
DyhDip)O 
0 <•lOTHEN 
CALL MabC.cal.iai(APS, C, DacaSO, AzS, DipS, dSO 
0 , Di&$, Mad.tn, P'ali.Ap$) 
END IF 
Bl.SEIF DykeS • "N" THEN 
CALL MatoDataUne(APS,C, DataSQ, AzS, DipS, dS, DidO 
0 , MaxLen, P'aliAp$) 
END IF 
END IF 
CASB 6'-calc:ite fiUed fracturoa 
IP MIDS(dS, 33, I) • •o• OR MIDS(dS, 36, 1) • "c" ORO 
OMIDS(dS, 39, I) • •o• THBN 
AzS • MIDS(d$,22, 3): DipS • MJDS(dS, 25,2) 
APS • MIDS(d$, 47, 3) 
Fnc:Az • V AL(Az$): PracDip • V AL(Dip$) 
IF Dyke$ • •y• THBH 
IP ABS(PracAz - O,bAz) < • 20 AND ABS(PncDip • 
DytoDip)O 
Qt<• 20THEN 
CALL MabC.caU.(APS, C, DecaSQ, Az$, DipS, dSO 
O, Di..S, Mad.tn, FillAp$) 
END IF 
BUBIP Dyke$ • "N" THEN 
CAIJ. MabC.taUao(APS, C, Data$0, Az$, DipS, d$, 0 





·~r a ecaaliDo iDformatioa liDe (2) u CDCouateted 
ELSEIP MIDS(dS, I, I) • ·r THEN 
C•C+l 
IPC > 1 THEN 
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DdaS(Prnt) • ·s: • + STRS(Mul.cll) + • • + Da£AS(Prev> 
END IF 
Mul.ca• 0 
Tmd$ • MJDS(dS, 7, 3): PIDaS • MIDS(dS, 10,1) 
C.taS(C) • TmdS + " " + PIIIIS 
PreY- c 
ENDIP 
IF EOF(I) THEN DalaS(Prcv) • "S: • + STRS(Maxl.cn) + " "@ 
0 + DalaS(Prov) 
WEND 
·~ tbe I'CIUfliDa daca amy 10 a r.Jo 
FOR. I • 1 TO C: PIUNI' n, Daca$(1): NEXT I 




SUB MabDataUaa (APS, C, DataSO, AzS, DipS, dS, Di..S,O 
0 MuLoa, P'diApS) 
·~libroutme 10 c:oq~ilc 1M data amy for aziJmllh, dip aDd 
aperture 
·-· -abo c:alula&ea tbo leqth or lhe tc:aD!ino 
'-ir fnc:ture aperture • blaDk or 0 lhea ipons claw 
IF F'diApS • "N" THEN 
·~pore data if oilhot 1M v.bm&lb or the dip are blaDk 
Ip AzS < > •• AND AzS < > •• AND DipS < > "" ANDO 
0 Dip$ < > •• THEN 
IP AP$ < > •• AND APS < > •• AND APS < > •o• THEN 
C•C+l 
J;)ata$(C) • "P: " + AzS + " " + Dip$ + " • + APS 
BHDIF 
Dill • VAL(MIDS(dS, t.s, .5)) 
1P Dill > Mul.en THEN Max...ea • Dil& 
BNDIP 
'--cbe Aperture Ia ae&IO 0.1 (mm) ifF'diApS•"Y" iril 
'-il oc.zoro bul blaDk 
BLSBIP F'lllApS • •y• THBN 
IP AzS < > •• AND AzS < > •• AND DipS < > •• ANDO 
ODipS < > •• AND APS < > •o• THEN 
C•C+l 
IP APS • •• OR. AP$ • •• THEN APS • •o.t• 
DalaS(C) • "P: • + AzS + " " + Dip$ + " " + AP$ 
Dill • VAL(MIDS(dS, 15, .5)) 





Quickplot is published in: 
van Everdingen, D.A., van Gool, J.A.M., and Vissers, R.L.M.; 1992; 
QuickPlot: A Microcomputer-Based Program For Processing of 
Orientation Data; Computers and Geosciences vl8 n2/3 pl83-287. 
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•-QPSEP.BAS 
'-Protr-m 10 mab vi.w ecparatioa or oriclll.alioo dati 
·-and 10 tlhulala lbe IOCala or 1be varioua &Kcure chanctcrillica 
'-.epanlacl data cub. wriu,q 10 a ru. 
'-aa well u lhe tlbulalad teiUita. ltequirod input 
'-i• • Cyprua form11 (f'racuuoo cbatactorildca) data fale 
'--Created: 3111191 8": D.A.v.B. 
'-Fill unitl uaed art II : O.tl input (Cyprw formal) 
•--n: T•ble output 
• -13: R.ciUlt ~ord output 
'--14: RciUil oriclll.alioa dati 
'--IS: R.ciUit PIC fale output 
'-Declan IUba 
DECLARE sua Tabula&o (~$0) 
DECLARE SUB PPiize (Pkture$, X$, Y$) 
DECLARE sua PMove (Pk:lllra$, X$, Y$) 
DECLARE SUB Pfeat (Pklllre$, Dl $, P$, MIJ$) 
DECLARE SUB PDraw (PkcureS, X$, Y$) 
DECLARE SUB PDnwSym (Picwre$, X$,":~, ilym$) 
DECLARE SUB OctHex (ivaJ$, hi$, lo$) 
DECLARE SUB POpu (Piclllre$) 
DECLARE SUB RePLot 0 
DECLARE SUB Slv.P'ale 0 
DECLARE SUB CalcBouDd (BouDdiQ, C$, CboecdO) 
DECLARE sua RcadDita o 
DECLARE SUBlnputData 0 
DECLARR sua Onpblc.C.rd o 
DBCLARR SUB Ploa.i111 0 
'-Set ~erwealmoailor~ variab .. 
TYPE Di'Pia7'Dilpla7 t,.,. chancc.riQe 
MX AS IN'I'EOEil'max X limit of tcrtea 
MY AS JNI'IIO&R'max Y Umit of ~ereea 
CX AS INI'BCJBR'X alza or chancier 
CY AS IPn'EGEil'Y lize orcbanctcr 
ML AS IPn'EGER.'I or linea or tcreca 
MD AS OOEGER.'defauh diamter or circlo 
ASP AS SINOLB'dcfault aapect ritio for tcrteD 
SCR AS INTEGI:R'tcrwea lJPCI (Hon:, COA, BOA or VOA) 
ENDTYPB 
'-Dimeulon am71 
DIM TbctR(300), AzR(300), XC(300) 
DIM YC(300), XCP(JOO), YCP(300) 
DIM DLS(lOO), Boundi(SO, 2), Cboeca$(300), NotCboeca$(300) 
•--set common variab ... Uilamya 
COMMON SHARBD /Diaplay/ D AS Dilplay 
COMMON SHAJlBD Nerr$, YRalio, DU0,1botRO, AzRO 
COMMON SHARBD Nlllllb$, OnMI, XX$, YY$ 
COMMON SHARIID XCO, YCO, BowldiO, PS, Cboeoa"O 
COMMON SHARBD BNum"• Sav.FIJ$, PicFIJ$ 
COMMON SHADD NocQoeon$0, Plccure$, XCPQ, YCPO 
COMMON SHARBD X$. Y$, Dlr$ 
•--sot tbe ICftiiD upect ntio Ull COIIIt.UU 
Pl• 3.141.S926S41:0nd • Pl/110 
'-Set error tnppina 
ON ERROR OOTO Oenorr: 
·-DetonnlDI tba lJPCI or ,nphica card 
Onphlc.Card 
YRallo • D.ASP 
'-Input lbe data 
Dir$- •• 
lnputData 
'-Plot lba data 
PlotliJia 
'--stan lba maiD PI'OiftJD llld cunor roulioo 
LOCATE I, 1: PRINr SPACP.$(71); 
DIM Crou(-4000), ~P'md$(100), Euti(IOQ!. Nonhi(IOO), 
DIS(IOO) 
UNB (1, 4)-(7, 4) : LINE (4, 1}{4, 7) 
Olrr (1, 1)-(7, 7), Crou 
LOCATE 1, 1: PRlNI' •sEPARATE DATA ON BASIS OF 
OIUENT ATION• 
CPJJ$ • 1: LPIJ$ • 1 
XI • XX$: Yl • YY$ 
NMaxl • D.CY • 24 + 1: NM"ml • D.CY • 3 + 6 
EMul • D.CX • 77 + 6: EM'ml • D.CX • 30 
DiltS • 10 
LINE (1, D.CY • 2 + 3)-(D.CX • 79 + 7, D.CY • 2 + 3) 
'-Diaplay ICI'MD 1DU11p 
LOCATE 2, I: PRlNI' SPACES(79); 
LOCATB2,l 
PRim' •Outliaa data poilU willa cunor aDd (SPACE]. (H]elp 
(Qlull• 
110: DO 
M'WO$ • INKEY$ 
LOCIP UNJ1L MoveS < > •• 
Cunlo\'WFIJ$ • 0 
IF CFIJ~ • 0 nmN Pt1I' (XI- 3, Yl • 3), Crou, XOR 
CP!JS • 0 
Movo$ • UCASBS(Movo$) 
SBLI!CT CASE MoveS 
'-PJUp 
CASB CHRS(O) + CHR$(73) 
Dill" -Dill$ + s 
·-· PJDa 
CASB CHRS(O) + CHR$(81) 
IF Dill$ <• OTHEN 
Dill$ - 1 
BLSB 
Diit$ - Dill" - s 
BNDIF 
'-Up 
CASB CHRS(O) + CHR$(72) 
IF Yl < NMial THEN 
Yl • NMol 
BLSB 
Yl • Yl· Dill$ 
END IF 
CunMovF11$ • I 
'-Loft 
CASB CHRS(O) + CHR$(75) 
IP XI < BMiDI THEN 
XII• BMul 
WB 
XI • XI· Dill$ 
BNDIP 
CunMovFIJ$ • 1 
'-RiP& 
CASE CHI.$(0) + CHR$(77) 
IF XI > BMul THEN 
XI•EMW 
ELSB 
XI • XI + Dill$ 
BNDIF 
CunMovFia$ • I 
'-Dowa 
e.uB eHRS(O) + 011$(80) 
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IF Yl > NMaxl THEN 
Yl• NMi~ 
ELSE 
Yl • Yl ... DiltS 
END IF 
CunMovF11S • 1 
·-Eec 
CASE CHRS(l7) 
'-Entc line and put croa at previoua poiDt 
IFCS >I THEN 
LINE (Bowldi(CS, 1), Bowldi(C~, l))-(Bouodi(CII ·I, 1),@ 
0 BouDU(CII • I, l)), 0 
oldXI • BouDU(CII • t, 1): oldYI • Boundi(CII • I, l) 
CS • CS ·I 




IF LFiall • 1 THEN 
olciXI • XI: oldYI • Yl 
FirwiXI • XI: FintYI • Yl 
LFiaS • o 
CS • I 
BouDU(1, 1) • XI: Bouadl(l, 2) • Yl 
ELSE 
LINE (oldXI, oldYI)-(XI, Yl) 
olciXI • XI: oldY# • Yl 
cs - cs + 1 
Boundi(C~, 1) • XI: Bouadi(CS, 1) • Yl 
END IF 
CASE "C", "c" 
IF LFia'l • 0 THEN 
c"- cs + 1 
Bouodi(CS, I) • P'll'llXI: BoUDdi(CS, 2) • FintYI 
LINE (oldXI, oldYI)-(P'am'XI, F"anlYI) 
LF11" • 1 
IF SavaF11" • 0 THEN 
LOCATE 2, 1: PRINr SPACE$(79); 
LOCATE2, 1: PRnn' • SaveRaaaiU [YIN)" 
QS • UCASES(INPUJ'S(1)) 
IF QS • "Y"111EN SaveP'ale 
END IF 
CelcBouDd BouDdiO, c"· Cboeeft"O 
'-Braea bouadary 
FOR. I •l TO CS 
LINE (Bouodi(I • I, 1), Boundi(I • 1, 1))-(Boundi(J, 1),0 
OBoundi(I, 2)), o 
NEXT I 
'-Redraw cboeeft polllll 
RePLot 
'-Pic file output of dal.l 







• -set directory 
LOCATE 2, 1: PRnn' SPACE$(79) 
LOCATE l, 1: 1NPtTI' "BII&cr dlrecUJry ume (e.f. C:\DATA): "; 
DitS 
DirS • UCASES(DirS) 
LOCATE 2, 1: PRINT SPACB$(79) 
CASB "H" 
'-Dilplay aaup Oil ICI:'CCD 
LOCATB I, 1: PRim' SPACES(79); : LOCATB l, 1: PIUHt' 
SPACE$(79); 
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M11IS • "U11 cunor UJ move croM,(PaUp} .peoda,(PJDnl alowa 
CUI'IOf,. 
O(Q]uil UJ DOS" 
M112S • "IS)eve daw,(SPACBBAR) 1Wt1 lino,(C)Ioee 
polyp,[Eec] U) • 
Oremove liDo" 
LOCATE 1, 1: PIUNI' MealS: 








IF LFia" • o AND CunMovFia"- 1 mEN 
~(OWXI,oldY~,Ia•YI),O 
UNB (OWXI, oldYI)-(XI, Yl) 
CunMovFI,s • o 
BNDIP 
le..xl '• XI: lulYI • Yl 









N~lrs • ERR 
RESUMBNEXT 
~······································· 
Sf!B CakBouoll (BowldiQ, BNumS, Cholell"O> 
'-. -Prop-am to de1.nmlaa lr a poill& Uee wilhia u 
'.--encloeed irnplar polyp I . . 
K • 0: L • 0 
LOCATE l, 1: PRJNT SPACE$(79); 
LpCATE 2, l: PIUNI' SPACE$(79); 
LOCATE 1, 1: PIUNT "C.kulatina boundU., area" i 
'---set I of dala polau 
DNumS • Numb" 
·~ lootm, lbr 1M 111111re• polall UJ lhe boundary 
FOil I • 1 TO DNum" 
V.:N& - 0: But - 0 
LOCATE 1. 1: PRJNT "Cbeckiaf poinll"; I; 
POll J • 1 TO BNum" 
IP.J>ITHBN 
BMiaalll- Bouadi(J- l,l) 
BMiauiBI • Bouadi(J ·I, I) 
BLSB 
iMiau.tl • Bouadi(BN11m",1) 
iMlauaBI- 8oUDdi(BNum",l) 
BNDIP 
'-P'md palrt or bouaduy ptalhal c1011 caii&-Wtll liDI coalliniaa 
•--dN llala ~· F1nt caae: bouDdaq polll &1 011 liM 
IF ltoUDU(J, 2) • YC(I) THEN 
'-:-Now ciNck If lbe Mill two poliiU 011 lbe bouadary IUaddla il 
1
--« lie lo 0118 .&de 
IP (8Miaua11 > YC(I) AND BouDdi(J + 1, l) > YC(l)) ORO 
0 (BMU...II < YC(I) AND BouDdi(J + 1, l) < YC(I)) THEN 
IF Bouadi(J,l) < XC(I) THEN' 
Wctl. • Wa& + l 
ELSE Ea•- &. + l 
END IF 
ELSE 
IF Bauadi(J, 1) < XC(I) THEN 
W•• • W•• +I 
ELSE Ea•- Ealt +! 
END IF 
END IF 
._,...0 bouad.ary poilU ~le liDo 
ELSEIF (Bauadi(J,l) > YC(I) AND BMilluall < YC(l)) OR. 
(Bauadi(J,l)O 
0 < YC(I) AND BMiauall > YC(I)) THEN 
IF BMU..1EI < > Bauodi(J, 1) THEN 
llopel• (BMiauall • Boundi(J,l)) I (BMiauaEI· BounU'(J,1)) 
ialcrl - Bouodi(J, 2). (llopcl• Bouodi(J,1)) 
P11 • (YC(I) • ialerf) I alopc.l 
ELSBIF BMinu•EI • Boundi(J, 1) THEN 
Pll - BounU'(J, 1): llopel - 0: illlerl - 0 
END IF 
IF Pll < XC(I) THEN 
w •• - w •• + 1 
ELSB 




IF &• MOD 2 • 0 AND W•• MOD 1 • 0 THEN 
Cb0011S • "no" BLSB CbooMS • "ye1" 
END IF 
'-Write tho data rocord wllhla lhe bouodary to 1 file 
IF CIIOOMS • "1••" THBN 
IF S•veFla" - 1 THBN 
PlUNT 13, DLS(I) 
PR.JNI' 14, MmS(DL$(1), 22, 3): • ": MIDS(DL$(1), 25, l) 
BNDIP 
K""K+1 
CboMa"(lQ • I 
BLSFIF Cb0011$ • •no• THEN 
L•L+I 
NotCboeen"(L) • I 
END IF 
NEXT I 
·-The fmt elemeat con&aiDiaumber or elemeall for cboeea 
data polll&l 
Cboe~a"(O) • K: NOlCboetll"(O) • L 





SUB O.tHex (ivai", hiS, loS) 
'-convert aumbtn to lleudacimal formal hi byte fltll 
t1111S • HBXS(lval") 
SBLBCI' CASE LBN(tft11') 
CASBO 
hiS • ·ooo· 
loS • "AHOO" 
CASB I 
biS • "AHOO" 
loS • "ABO" + unp$ 
CASB1 
biS ·• "AHOO" 
loS- "&.H" + unp$ 
CASEJ 
hiS • "ABO" + LEPI'$(lmpS, 1) 
loS • "AH" + RIGKT'S(tmp$,2) 
CASB4 
hiS '• "AH" + LEFl'S(lmp$, 2) 






'-Dttmniae lype of anphica cerd 
SCREEN 12"VGA 
If Norr" • S THEN 
Ncrr" • 0: SCREEN 0 
ELSBIF Ncrr" • 0 THEN 
D.MX • 639: D.MY • 479: D.CX • 8: D.CY • 16 
D.ML • 30: SCI. • 12 




IF Ncrr" • S THEN 
f:lm" • 0: SCREEN 0 
ELSBIF Nm" • 0 THEN 
D.MX. • 639: D.MY • 349: D.CX • 8: D.CY • 14 
D:ML • 25: sea. - 9 




IP Nerr" • S THEN 
Nm" • 0: SCREBNO 
ELSBIP Norr" • 0 THEN 
D.MX • 639: D.MY • 199: D.CX • 8: D.CY • 8 
D.ML • 25: SCI. • 2 




IF NmS • .S THEN 
SCREBNO:CU 
BLSBIPNm" • OTHEN 
D.MX • 719: D.MY • 347: D.CX • 9: D.CY • 14 
D.ML • 25: SCI. • 3 
NoOS • • ": D.MD • 13: D.ASP • .7291667: D.SCll • 3 
OOTO BadDilplay: 
BNDIP 





'-IDput data ftlu 
'-Reed Ia Data From Oilt 
uNB (1, D.CY •2 + 3)-(D.CX • 79 + 7, D.CY • 2 + 3) 
IDputF'de: 
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LOCATE l, 1 
PRINT "~liPARATii DATA ON BASIS OF ORIENTATIOW 
LOCATB~, 5 
INPUT : "Emi.T 6lo Mmo (Cypnu format, (D)ir): •, FS 
U: UCASES(FS) • "D" THEN 
'-set dim:wry 
LOCATE 2, l: PRINt' SPACE$('79) 
LOCATE2, I 
INPUT "Enter directory aame (C.J. C:\DATA): ", Dir$ 
LOCATE 2, 1: PRINt' SPACE$('79) 
GOTO lnpu1Falc: 
ENDIP 
IF Ne"~ • S1111EN Nc"S • 0: GOTO lnputFalo: 
tP DirS < > •• THEN 
FFS • DirS + "\" + FS 
ELSE 
FFS • FS 
END IF 
OPEN FFS FOR INPtJ"f AS 11 
'- llart rudislt iD data 
LOCATE 2, 1: PRINt' SPACE$('79) 
LOCATE l, 1: PRINT "t.o.diDt datafilo ••• "; UCASES(FS) 
K~ •1 
•-cypnaa formal data 
WHILE Nor EOP(l) 
INPUT 11, DLS(K~) 
IP MIDS(DLS(K~). 1, 1) • "1" AND MIDS(DLS(K~). ll, 5)0 
O<>""'niEN 
Azimulb • (VAL(MlD$(DL$(K~), 22, 3)) + 180) MOD 360 
AzR(K«A)- Azimulb. Gnd 
Dip • VAL(MIDS(DLS(Kc.5),2.S,l)) 
TbciR(K") • Dip • Ond 




Numb~ • KS 
LINE (0. (D.ML • 1) • D.CY)-{9 • D.CX. (D.ML ·l) • 0 
D.CY • 3)., B 
LOCATE D.ML • t, 2. 
PRINT "N • "; : PRINT USING "Ill"; Numb~; 
END SUB 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB PDnw (Picture$, XS, YS) 
REM $DYNAMIC 
'-IIUb thal OUlpUla dnw commaDd to PIC rile 
unpS • CHR$(162) 
Picblrc$ • Picture$ + tmpS 
OclHoxxs. hlS, loS 
unpS • CHRS(V AL(hl$)) + CHR$(V AL(Jo$)) 
PictureS • Picblre$ + tmp$ 
GclHex YS. hiS, loS 
tmpS • CHRS(V AL(hi$)) + CHRS(V AL(JoS)) 




SUB PDnwSym {PktureS, XS. YS. ilymS) 
REMSSTAnC 
DIM xvartS(10). yvertS(lO) 
'-IUb to dnwl)'mbo& iD PIC rile 
·-xs. YS• Hln:UIIICOOnll; X3«A, Y3S- PIC coonll 
X3S • CINT(XS • 4.4441444441) 
Y3S • CINr(l100- (YS • 4.4UtU44UI)) 
SELECT CASB il)'mS 
CASB 1 'Small equan 
PMov• PictureS, X3S, Y3S 
PDnw Pidutd, X3S, Y3S + l 
PDn• .. Picture$, X3" • 2, Y3" + 2 
POri•• Pic:tureS, X3 S · 2.. Y3 S 
PDrtw Picblrc$, XJS, YJS 
CASE 1 'cin:ll 01p10 
PMow PictureS, X3S • 7, YJS + 2 
PDnw ~. X3S • 3, YJS + 7 
PDnw Pkmtd, X3S + 3, Y3S + 7 
PDnw PklUre$, X3" + 7. Y3" + l 
POr.w Pk1aatd, X3 S + 7, Y3 ~ • l 
POr.w Pkllltd, X3 S + 3, Y3 S • 7 
PDrtw Picbltd, XJS • 3, Y3S- 7 
PDnw Pkture$, XJ«A • 7, Y3S -2 
PDrtw PSctutd, X3S -7, Y3S + 1 
CASB 3 'C1011 for ...,.,_. "a&re 
PMove PictureS. X3S -lll, Y3S 
PDnw Pklllts$, X3S + lO, YJS 
PMov• Pkture$, X3S, Y3S + lO 





SUB PPm {PScturd, XS, YS) 
REM $DYNAMIC 
'- . IIIII 10 output foal alzo commaad 1o PIC tUo 
~S • CHR$(1 n) 
PlclllreS • Plctwd + tq~S 
OcUiax XS, hiS. loS 
tq~$ • CHRS(V AL(hi$)) + CHRS(V AL(Io$)) 
PkiunS • PktunS + tmpS 
GecHn YS, hiS, loS 
~$ • CHRS(V AL(hiS)) + CHRS(V AL(Jo$)) 






'--set Ntt d-.-.r 
Dilmlcer • ll.9012 
ll S • CINT(D.MX • Diamour I SO) 
'-subR!UtlDa ~ pia& lbe data oa liM ureo Det 
XXS •l• D.MX/3: YYS • S • D.MY /9 
XS • 479: Yl • 193 
PlS • "UIL1D2R2Ul01" 'IIDIU 1111111'1 
'-Aoee'arcll 
CIRCLil (XXS, YYS), RS, • I • \'Rallo 
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LINE (XXS, YYS +\'Rallo • RS + 3)-(XXS. YYS +O 
0 Yltado • RS) 
LINE (XXS, YYS - YRa&io • RS - 4)-(XXI, YYS - 0 
OYilatio • RS • l) 
'-N l)'lllbol 
IP NMhS • 0 THEN PSBT (XXS • 4, YYS • YRatlo • RS ·0 
o 6>: DRAW ·uanua· 
UNB (XXS • RS • 6. YY.)-(XXS- RS, YYS) 
UNB (XX. + I.S, YYS)-(XX. + I.S + 6, YYS) 
'--draw c1011 Ia "*-
PSEr (XXS, YYS): DRAW "BU3D6BU3Ba4U" 
'-Dnw 10 dtfrM ilurvaJ tick marta atOUDd cira&m!ucnco 
PORI • OT03S 
lb • I • 10 • On4 
XB • XXS + RS • COS('Jb) 
YB • YYS + RS • SIN('Jb) • ¥Ratio 
XE • XXS + (RS • RS /lO) • COS(Th) 
YE • YYS + (RS • RS I 20) • SIN(Jb) • ¥Ratio 
LINE (XB, YB)-(XE. YE) 
NEXT I 
'-Pioc dala 
LOCATE l, 1: PIUNI' SPACES(79); 
LOCATE 1, 1: PIUNI' "Pioaiat~ clala .... " 
PoilUS • 0 
FOR I • I TO NumbS 
RSQ • R S • SQR('l) 
DD • RSQ • SIN('Illotlt(l) I 2): DDN • DD • YRalio 
XPT • DD • SIN(AzR(l)): YPT • DDN • COS(AzR(l)) 
PSBT (XXS + XPT, YYS • YFn: DRAW PaS 
XC(l) • X:XS + XPI': YC(l) • YYS • YPT 





SUB PMovo (Pic:ture$, XS, YS) 
REM $DYNAMIC 
'-IUb &hat output move commaad to PIC file 
tq~S • CHR$(160) 
PictureS • PictureS + ~q~S 
GclHex XS, hiS, loS 
tmpS • CHRS(V AL(biS)) + CHRS(V AL(loS)) 
PictureS • PictureS + ~q~S 
O.tHn YS, hiS, loS 
tmpS • CHRS(V AL(biS)) + CHRS(V AL(Io$)) 
PictureS • PictureS + tmpS 
END SUB 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB POpoa (Picture$) 
·-routine to wtlslizl PictureS emy 10 dala CaD lat.or bo avcd 
'--10 • .PIC file ror ploclinf wilh Locua PaRAPH (R) 
REMSSTAnc 
DBFINTI·K 
'--put header to PIC llrin, 
Ut11S • CHRS(I) + CHRS(O) + CHR$(0) + CHR$(0) 
tmpS • tmp$ + CHRS(t) + CHRS(O) 
tmpS • tmpS + CHRS(I) + CHRS(O) + CHRS(AH44) 
tmpS • tmpS + CHRS(O) + CHRS(O) 
tmpS • tmpS + CHRS(O) + CHRS(O) + CHRS(AHC) 
tmpS • tmp$ + CHRS(AH7F) + CHR${9) 
u,.,S • tmp$ + CHR$(6) 
PictureS • PictureS + tmpS 
PFeiz.e Pk:&ure$, 100, 100 
'-Put file neme imo PIC fllo 
FS • UCASES(PS) 
M11S • MmS(FS, 1, LBN(F$) • 4) + •(N•• + STR$(NumbS) 
+ .,. 
PMove PictureS, 100, 2150 
Pl'ext PictureS, o, t, M11S 
M11S • •s.tecled poilu• 
PMove Picture$, 1.50, 300 
PText Pieturt$, 0, I, M11S 
t.flaS • •Non-•lected ~· 
PMove Jllicuus$, 150, 200 
PTtlll Pictura$, 0, 1, NilS 
PDnlwSym PiciUroS, 27,40$,1 
PDrawSym Pictura$, 27, 42!, 1 
587 . 
'-Draw. circle orradiua RadS, and CCJI&cr X2S,Y2S. wilb I 
'-1 CI'OII at tbc CCI!lte 
'-X, Y • Hcmalca circle ccotrc c:oorda 
'-XlS,YlS • PIC circle ccotrc coorcla 
'-X3S,Y3S • PIC eirclo and aymbot coorda 
·--------------
XlS • CINJ'(X~ • 4.4444141111) 
YlS • Clm'(llOO- (YS • 4.1444111111)) 
RadS • 200 • 4.1411441141 
'-move to circa. cca&re 
PMove Piccur.S, XlS, YlS 
'--1ir1w eroutt ein:le cea&re 
PDnlwSym Pkturd, CINI'(X~), CINT(YIJ5), 3 
LOCATB1, 1 
PIUNI' "CroatiDa ein:le For Locu1 (R) Picf&le. Plca10 wait ... • 
X3S • X2S + RadS 
Y3" - Yl" 
•-move to circa. edp (90 deJ.) 
PMove CircleS, X3S, Y3S 
PMove Pictura$, X3S, Y3S 
'--cfr1w cin:le ovtt l clearee iol:n:mc01a 
PORI • 1 TO 110 
THBTA • 2 •1•0n4 
X3S • Xl" + ltadS • COS(l'HBTA) 
YJ" • YlS + 1t.aciS • SIN(THEI'A) 
PP.aw Pieture$, X3S, Y3" 
NBXTI 
'-TICk mark (90 deJ.) 
X3S • XlS + RaclS: YJS • YlS 
PDraw Pkture$, X3S + 2.5, Y3S 
'.- · -T~ek mart ('270 deJ.) Xl" • XlS • RadS 
PMovo PictureS, X3S, YlS 
PDnw Pietura$, X3S • 25, Y3S 
'-Tack mart (0 dcr.) 
YlS • YlS + RadS 
Nove Pictun$, XlS, Y3S 
PDnw PictureS, XlS, Y3" + 15 
·-Dnw N aymbol 
PMove Pkturd, XlS • 20, Y3S + 45 
~w Pk:turd, XlS • 20, Y3S + 9S 
PDnw Pic:IW'CS, XlS + 20, Y3S + 4S 
PDI"'w PictureS, XlS + 20, Y3S + 9S 
' -,. -Dnw 10 dcrroo idervaJlic:k marb arouod eircumfcrcuco 
PpRI• OT03S 
Th • I • 10 • Orad 
XIS • XlS + llaciS • COS(nl) 
bs • Yl" + RadS • SIN(nl) 
xBS • XlS + (biS • RadS /20) • COS(nl) 
YB" • YlS + (RadS • RadS /20) • SIN('Jb) 
PMovo Picture$, XBS, YBS fpraw PictureS, XB~. YBS 
NBXTI 
'-. TICk mart (110 dtJ.) 
Y3'S :.. Y2S- RacU' 
PMove PictureS, XlS, Y3S 
PDnw PktureS, X2S, Y3~- 2.S 
'--dump circle imo file 
P,uT 15, • PictureS 
~turoS • •• 
i.:.....PJot poiall 
: ,, 
FOR I • I TO Cboecnt\(0) 
AX~ • XC(Cbo.a~(l)): AYS • YCP(CboKA~(I)) 
PDntwSym Acnu.$, AX~. AY~. l 
NEA"T 
'--dump data to file 
Pt.ri' 15, • Pic:ture$ 
Picture$ • •• 
'-Plot DO&KbOICD poilU 
LOCATE2, I 
PRINT "Ptouina c:hoacn poUiu to the pic: file. Plea• wait ... • 
FOR 1 • I TO Notehoeeat\(0) 
AX~ • XC(NotCboaca~(l)): AY~ • YCP(NotChoacn~(l)) 
PDnwSym PictureS, AX~. AY~, I 
NEXT 
'--dump data to file 
LOCATEl, t 
PRlNT "Ptoui.Da ~mainina poinll to picfile. PlcaK wait ... • 
Ptn' 15, , Picture$ 
PictureS • •• 
'-1b• PIC file will bel fiDillbed oft' iD TABULA Tli subroutine 
END SUB 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB PTciLt (PictureS, Dl "· P", MaJ$) 
'-IUb to ~end 1cx110 PIC file 
REM $DYNAMIC 
DEFSNGI·K 
'--d~ ia orientation: 0 • bor I tor: 0 
·- 1 • vet b to t : 90 
'-2 • hor rto I: 110 
'-3 • vert to b : 170 
'--p" ia poaitioa: lOCI IOCUI file JUido 
tmp$ • CHR$(168) 'AHAI 
Pic:tu~S • PictureS + tq~S 
tmpS • "&II" + HEXS(DI S) + HEXS(PS) 
tmp$ • CHRS(V AL(tq~S)) 
PictureS • PictureS + tmp$ 
unpS • MaaS + CHRS(O) 





N • "UILlDlRlUlGl" 'amall aquare 
MS • "BD2LIH1UlEIRlF1DlOILIU1COU1"'open circle 
PSET <XX"• YYS): DRAW "BU3D6BU3U.4U" 
'-Plot data 
LOCATE 2. 1: PRIN1' SPACB$(79); 
LOCATE 2, 1: PRIN1' "Piouint choacn poinll .... " 
Poin&a"- 0 
FOR I • 1 TO Cboeont\(0) 
PSET (XC(Cb011at\(l)), YC(Cbo•a"(I))): DRAW "CO" + PtS 





'--()pen OUtpUt filii (or plat poinla lad dill RCOrd 
DataFS • UCASES(MmS(FS, 1, LBN(F$) • 3) + "SEP") 
PlocFS • UCASES(MmS(FS, 1, LBN(F$) • 3) + "PLT") 
TabFS • UCASES(MmS(F$,1. LBN(FS) • 3) +"TAB") 




'YJUU INSTR("Fr, QS) • 0 
tocATB I, 1: PIUNI' SPACS$(79); 
LOCATE l, 1: PRIHl' SPACES(79); 
IF S.vofla" • 0 THEN 
DMS • "Doa't aeve n:aalta. • 
ELSB 
DMS • "Save R.eaulta. • 
END IF 
IF Picflat\ • 1 THBN DMS • "Save only Pic. • 
LOCATE 1, 1: PRIHl' •Chartae 
aame:(1)0.ta(2)Azll);p(3)Table(-4)Pic(5)Toalo0 
O•ve[F)Uaiiii(P)ic: oaly. •; 
LOCATE 2. 1: PIUNI' "F'de eetlina: "; DMS; • (DalafPiotft'abkO 
0/Pk: •• Dir$; ,. 
QS • UCASES(INPUrS(I)) 
SELECJ' CASB Q$ 
CASB •t• 
LOCATE I, 1: PRINI' SPACB$(79); 
LOCATE 2, 1: PRIHl' SPACS$(79); 
LOCATE I, I 
INPtTI' •s.ur aew data recont oulpVt me name: "; DataFS 
CASB •1• 
tocATE I, 1: PRINI' SPACE$(19); 
t6CATE l, 1: PtliNT SPACE$(19); 
LOCATE 1,1 
INPur "&lar aew plot data output file name: •: DataFS 
CASB "3" 
LOCATE 1, 1: PIUNI'SPACS$(79);: LOCATEl, 1: PlliNT 
SPACBS(79); 
LOf:ATE t, I 
INPtrl' "&ur new tabulated reallt output fila name: "; DataFS 
CAsB •4• 
LOCATE l, I 
PIUNT SPACB$(79); : LOCATE l, I: PRINT SPACB$(79); 
LOCATB I, 1: INPUT "Enlcr new PIC file nama: "; PicFS 
CASB "5" 
IF S.vaFlJt\ • 0 THEN 
SavaFIJ~ • t 
BUB 
SaveFIJ" • 0 
END IF 
CASB •p• 




IF SavcFIJt\ • I THEN 
IF i>ltS < > •• THI!N DF$ • Dlr$ + "\" + DataFS ELSEO 
0 DF$ • O.taFS 
IF Dit$ < > •• THEN SF$ • Dir$ + ., • + P!tFS BUI!O 
o sPS • PlotFS 
IF DiiS < > •• THEN m • DiiS + "\ • + TabFS BLSB TPSO 
0 • TabFS 
IP DiiS < > •• THBN PFS • DirS + "\" + PkFS ELSE PPSO 
• - Picf$ 
OPEN TPS POR OU'I'PUI' AS 11. 
OPEN DF$ POR OU'I'PUI' AS 13 
OPEN SF$ POl. OtrrPUI' AS 14 
OPEN PFS POl. BJNAilY AS IS 
ELSBIP SlvoFiat\ • 0 AND PkFiat\ • I THEN 
IF DirS < > •• THEN PFS • DirS + "\" + PicPS ELSE PPSO 
• - Plcf$ 




LOCATB 1, 1: PRJNI' SPACE$(79); 
LOCATB 2, I: PRII'n' SPACE$(79); 
LOCATB1, I 
PRINT "SEPARATE DATA ON BASIS OP ORIENTATION" 
LOCATBl, I 
PRINT "Ou&IUia clala poiau 10 be IICJI&I'III.Dd with curwr andO 
O(SPACE}. (H]dp (Q]ui&" 
END SUB 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB T:bulale (CboeaaSO) 
LOCATB I, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79);: LOCATBl, 1: PRINT 
SPACES('79)> 
LOCATB I, 1: PRINT "S&PARATB DATA ON BASIS OF 
ORJENt'ATIOW 
LOCATB 2, I: PRINT "Tebulaliq l'llllltl. I Molca •" 
li•O 
PORI • I TO ChollaS(O) 
il • ii + 1: LOCATB 2, 32: PRINT ii 
UNE (1, D.CY •2 + 3)-(D.CX • 79 + 7, D.CY • 2 + 3) 
'-Par. the ... u. 
TypoS • MmS(DLS(CboeoaS(I)),lO, 2) 
Lan,tb • VAL(MIDS(DLS(CboeenS(I)), 27, 4)) 
TonnS • MmS(DLS(C.O.aS(I)),32, I) 
MlaiS • MIDS(DLS(a.o.aS(I)),33, I) 
Mlal$ • MmS(DLS(CboloDS(I)),36, I) 
MiD3S • MJDS(DLS(C'bOIOD~(I)),39, 1) 
RouahS • MmS(DLS(ao.aS(I)), 43, 1) 
RockS • MmS(DLS(Cbo.nS(I)),44, 1) 
'-Tebulaw ruWia 
IF TypeS • "co• THEN c"l • cal + 1 
IF -ryp.s - ·rr·mBN rr1 • rr1 + 1 
IF TypeS • "jt" 111BN jU • jU + I 
lP Leftllh < • 2 nmH 101 • 101 + I 
IF Loa,th > 2 THEN 121 • 121 + 1 
SumLC • SumLC + Lea,tb 
SumLSC • SumLSC + Lea,tb • Loftllh 
lP TennS • "O"THBN tO I • &01 + 1 
IPTennS • "l"1118Ntll • til+ I 
lP Ter:nS • "2" THBN tll • tll + I 
lP TennS • "3" THEN 131 • 131 + I 
IF MIDIS • "n" THBN al • al + I 
IF MIDIS • "e" THBN el • •I + I 
IF Mia($ • •c• THEN cl • cl + I 
IF Mia IS • "z"111BN zt • zl + I 
lP MIDIS • •p• THEN p1 • pi + 1 
IF MiniS • •t• THEN ltl • kl + 1 
lP MiniS • •t• 11IBN 11 • 11 + I 
lP MiniS • 'h"THBN b1 • bl + I 
IF MIDIS • •m• THEN ml • ml + I 
lP MIDIS • •q• THEN ql • ql + I 
IF MiniS • •x• THBN xl • xl + I 
IF Mla1S • "a" THEN al • al + I 
IF MIAlS • "e"111BN el • el + 1 
lP Mla1S • "c"1111!N ol • c:l + I 
IF MialS • "z" THEN :d • :r.l + 1 
IF Mla1S • "p"THBN pl • pl + I 
lP Mln2S • "k" THEN tl • kl + I 
IF Mlal$ • "I" THIN 11 • 11 + 1 
IP MlalS • 'h"THBN bl • bl + 1 
IF MIAlS • •m• 11IBN ml • m1 + 1 
IP Mln2S • •q• THBN q1 • ql + I 
IP MlalS • •x• THIN xl • xl + l 
IF MiDlS • •a• THEN al • Dl + I 
IF MiDlS • "e" THEN •I • II + 1 
IF'Milll$ • "e" THEN el • c:l + 1 
JF!MiDJS • •z• THEN zl • zl + 1 
IF.MiDlS • "p" THEN p1 • pl + 1 
IF MiDlS • "t" THEN t1 • lei + 1 
IF·MiDlS • "I" THEN II • II + 1 
IF MizUS • "b" THEN bl • bl + 1 
IF MizUS • "m" THEN ml • ml + 1 
IF MbUS • "q" THEN ql • ql + 1 
IF MilllS • "x" THEN :d • x1 + 1 
IF l.oup$ • "p" THEN rpl • rpl + 1 
IF l.oup$ • •u• 11IEN Nl - Nl + 1 
IF.I.oup$ • "c"THEN rei • ret + I 
IF l.oup$ • "e" THEN nl • nl + 1 
IF l.oup$ • "i" THEN ril • ril + 1 
NBX'TI 
'-Now do 11M - tor the act picbd Crac:turca 
LOCATB 2, 40: PRINT"/ I act dloeea •• 
u-o 
FORI • 1 TO Notaoeea~(O) 
iJ • i1 + 1: LOCATB 2, 51: PRINT ii 
UNB (1, D.CY • 2 + 3)-(D.CX • 79 + 7, D.CY • 2 + 3) 
'-, -Pane Ills clala li.De 
Typ.s ·· MID$(1)L$(NOCCbONa~(l)),20, 2) 
~ • VAL(MIDS(DLS(CboeeaS(I)),17, 4)) 
TermS • MJD$(1)LS(N~S(I)),31, I) 
MmlS • MIDS(DLS(NOCCboleDS(I)), 33, l) 
M"sal$ • MIDS(DLS(NotC.'holeDS(I)),36, I) 
MiDJS • MIDS(DLS(No&CboeeaS(I)), 39, l) 
Roup$ • MIDS(DLS(NCilCioleo~(l)),43, 1) 
~kS • MIDS(DLS(Noao-S(I)),<44,l) 
,,_Tabulq .....t&e 
[p Typos • "c:a• THEN cal • cal + 1 
IF TypoS • •rr• THEN M • M + 1 
IF TypoS • 'jt" THENjll• jll + l 
rr~lil* <•lTHEN'IOl- m + 1 
IP Lta,da > 2 THEN l2l • Ill + I 
SumtNC•SumLNC+Lelll'b 
sUmLSNC • Sumi.SNC + lAD&dl• Lollflh 
IF Term$ • "0" THEN tOl • t01 + 1 
IF Term$ • "1" THIN ll2 • \12 + I 
IF TermS • "2" THEN 112 • t2l + 1 
IF Term$ • "3" TKBN 132 • 132 + I 
JP MIDIS • •a• THEN al • al + 1 
IP MIDIS • "e • THEN e1 • e2 + 1 
Jf MiDIS • •c• THEN c:l • c:l + 1 
IF MiA IS • "z" THEN z1 • z1 + 1 
IF MuttS • "p" TKBN pl • p2 + I 
IP MiDIS • "k"111BN t1 • k1 + I 
IP MiDIS • "I" THBN 12 • 12 + 1 
IP MlalS • -Jt• THEN hl • hl + 1 
JP MiDIS • •m• THBN ml • ml + 1 
IF ~IS • •q• THBN q2 • ql + 1 
IP MiDIS .. "x" THBN Xl • Xl + 1 
iP MiDl$ • "a" THIN al • a2 + 1 
IF Mia2S • "e" THEN el • e2 + l 
IF M1a2S • •c• THEN c:l • c2 + 1 
IF Mlii2S • "z" THEN z1 • z1 + 1 
iP MiDu • "p" 1'HIN p2 • p2 + 1 
IF MialS • "It" THBN tl• lc1 + 1 
IF MialS • ·a· 11IBN 12 - 12 + 1 
IF MialS • 'h" THEN b2 • b1 + I 
IP Mia2S • "m" THEN ml • m1 + 1 
IP MiAlS • •q• THBN q1 .. 42 + 1 
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U: MiDlS • •x• niBN X2 • Xl + 1 
IP MiD3S • "a" n1BN al • al + I 
IP MUUS • "•" THBH ~ • ~ + 1 
U: Mia3S • .,.111BN c:l • c:l + 1 
IP MWS • "z" THEN z2 • z2 + 1 
IP Miii3S • "p" niEN pl • p1 + 1 
If Min3S • •t• THEN t1 • t1 + I 
U: Mia3$ • "I" THEN ll • ll + 1 
If Mia3S • "h" THEN bl• bl + I 
U: MiaJS • "m" THEN ml• m1 + 1 
IF Min3S • "q" THEN ql • ql + I 
IP MUUS • "x" THEN Xl • Xl + 1 
IF Roup$ • "p" THEN rp1 • rpl + 1 
IP Roup$ • "u" THEN nal • nal + 1 
IP Roup$ • "c:" THEN rcl • rcl + 1 
IP Roup$ • "a" THEN I'll • nl + 1 
IF Roup$ • "i" 111E.N ril • ril + 1 
NEXT I 
'-Di~play to KI'ND 
FORI• 41'0 19 
LOCATE I, 1: PRlNl' SPACE$(30) 
NEXT I 
LINB (1, D.CY • 2 + 10)-(D.CX • 29 + 7, D.CY • 20 + 0 
03), ,B 
LINB (3, D.CY • 1 + 12)-(D.CX • 29 + S, D.CY • 10 + 1)0 
0., B 
LOCATE4, 2: PRINT "TABLE OF SELECTED DATA" 
LOCATES,2 
PRINT "TTT AL I"; 
PRlNl' USING "Ill "; Cbolon.(O); NOlCho.en"(O) 
LOCATE 6, 2: PRINT "FRACI'URB TYPB" 
LOCATE 7, 2: PRINT " c.-ct"; 
PRINT USING" Ill"; cal; cal 
LOCATE 8, l: PRINT • fract"; 
PRINT USING • Ill"; frl; fr'l 
LOCATE 9, 2: PRINT • joint"; 
PRINT USING " Ill"; jtl; jll 
LOCATE 10,2: PIUN1' "TRACE LENGTH" 
LOCATE 11, l: PllJNl' • < •2M"; 
PRINT USING • Ill"> 101; lOl 
LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT • > lM"; 
PRINT USING • Ill"; Ill; Ill 
LOCATE 13, 2: PllJNl' "TERM. MODB" 
LOCATE 14, 1: PRINT " free "; 
PRINT USING • Ill"; tO I; 102 
LOCATE IS, 2: PRINT • T"; 
PllJNl' USING " Ill"; l1 I; ll% 
LOCATE ICi, 2: PRINT • 'H'"; 
PRINT USING" Ill"; 121; 122 
LOCATE 17,1: PRINT "tplay"; 
PRlNl' USING" Ill"; 131; 131 
LOCATE 18, 2: PRINI' "MIN. FILL" 
LOCATB 19,2: PllJNl'" DOM "; 
PRINT USING "Ill"; nl; Dl 
LOCATE 20, 2: PRlNT • ep"; 
PRJNI' USING "Ill"> d; el 
LXATE 6, 16: PRINT • cale "; 
PR.lN1' USING " Ill"; cl; cl 
LOCATB7, 16: PRINT • zeo"; 
PRINT USING " Ill"; zh z2 
LOCATE I, 16: PR.lN1' • pyr"; 
PRINT USING • Ill"; pl; pl 
LOCATE 9, 16: PRINT • chl"; 
PRINT USING • 111•: It I: k2 
LOCATB 10, 16: P1UNI' • ccla "; 
PRlNl' USING " Ill"; 11; ll 
LOCATE ll, 16: PIUNI' • beat"; 
PIUN1' USING • Ill"; hl: bl 
LocATE 11, 16: PIUNI' • maa"; 
PIUN1' USING " Ill"; ml; ml 
LOCATE 13, 16: PRINT" qu•; 
PIUN1' USING" Ill"; ql; ql 
LOCATB 14, 16: PRINT • clay ": 
PRlNl' USING " Ill"; d: Xl 
LOCATB IS, 16: PIUNI' "ROUGHNESS" 
LOCATB 16, 1: PIUNI' • plane"; 
PRINT USING • Ill"; rpl; rpl 
LOCATB 17, 16; PIUN1' • undul"; 
PIUNI' USING • Ill"; Nl; Nl 
LOCATE 11, 16: PRINT • curve"; 
PRJNr USING • Ill"; rei; rcl 
LOCATE 19, 16: PRINT • 11ep "; 
PRINT USING • Ill"; ral; I'll 
LOCATE 20, 16: PRINT • irna"; 
PRINT USING "Ill"; ril; ril 
LOCATB14,1 
PRINT "MMD Cboeeo LIIOI'h• "; SumLC I Cboacn,.(O); 
PIUNI' "MMD NOl CboNa Leftl'h • "; Suml.NC 10 
0 NOlCboeoa.(O); 
~~ • SQR(SumLSC I Cboeca"(O) • (SumLC IO 
0 Cholca~(O)) • (Suml.C I Cboeea"(O))) 
SldNC • SQil(Sumi.SNC I No&Cboeea"(O) • (S11mLNC 10 
0 NotCboeeaS(O)) • (Swnl.HC I Na&ChcMea.(O))) 
LOCATE l.S, 1: PRDn' "St.d.Dev.CboNa lAIII'b• ";Side; 
PIUNI' "St.d.Dev .NOl Cboeea Lllnatb • "; SldNC; 
'-$eve rualca10 ru. 
IP S.vefJJ" • I niBN 
PRDtt 11, "Tablulaled hclllft Cbarac:c.crillica for: "; 0 
OUCASES(MIDS(FS, 1, LBN(F$) • 4)) 
PIUN1'11, 
PRINT 11, "Total I or rrKturll: "; i.i 
590 
P1UN1' 11,: PIUN1' 11, "I otrrac:turt~~"; TA8(20); il: PRINT 11, 
~ 11, 'FrKture type": fiUNI' 11, 
PRINT 11, "coalaet "; TAB(lO); 
PRINT 11, USING "1111"; cal; cal 
PRIHT 11, "heiUrl "; TAB(lO); 
PRIHT 12, USING '1111"; frl; f'r1 
Pimn' n, 'joiat •; TAB(lO): 
PRIHT 12, USING "1111"; jll; jc2 
PRiNT 11, :PRINT 12, "Trac:• lAftllh": PRDn' 12, 
PitiNT n, · < •2M"; TAB(20); 
PIUHI' 12, USINO "1111"; 101; 102 
PRINT 12, " > 2M"; T AB(lO); 
PRJN'i' 11, USING "1111"; 121; 112 
~ n, : PRINT n, "Tcrmi.Miiora mode": PRIHT 12, 
PRDn' 11, "lanD 0 ": T AB(lO); 
PRINT 12, USING "1111"; 101;102 
PRINT 12, "ttrml "; TAB(lO); 
PRINT 12, USING "1111"; tll; tll 
raiNT n, "llrm 2 •; T AB(20); 
PRINT 12, USING "1111"; 121: 122 
PIUNI' 12, "l.trm 3 •; TAB(lO); 
PIUNI' 11, USING "1111"; l3l; 132 
PIUNI' n.: PRINT n, "Mlaerat mua,·: PIUNI' 12, 
PIUNI' 11, "110M "> T AB(lO); 
PRDrr 12, USING "1111"; al; a1 
PRDn' 12, "epidcu •: TAB(lO); 
PRINT 12, USING "1111"; •1: e2 
PIUNT 12, •c:aJcke •; T Al(20); 
' I 
... 
PROO' ll, USINO "1111"; d; cl 
PRJNT n, ·~ •; TAB('lO): 
PROO' ll, USINO "1111"; zl; z1 
PRJNT n, "pyrite •; TAB('20); 
PROO' ll, USINO "1111"; pi; p2 
PRJNT n, ·cbJoriW ·: T A8(2CJ): 
PRINT ll, USING "1111"; kl; Ia 
PROO' ll, "celadoaile "; TAB(lO); 
PRim' ll, USINO "1111"; II; 12 
PRINT ll, "hemati .. •; T AB(lO); 
PROO' ll, USINO "1111"; hi; b1 
PRJNT n, "m~petilc ·; T AB(20): 
PRDn' ll, USINO "1111"; m1; m1 
PROO' ll, "quartz"; TAB(lCJ); 
PRINT ll, USINO "1111"; q1; ql 
PROO' ll, "clay"; TAB(lO); 
PRim' ll, USINC "1111"; d; Xl 
PROO'Il, 
PRINT ll, "FRctura larp IA1I rouJbocu": PRINT ll, 
PRINT ll, "planar"; TAB(lO); 
PRINT ll, USINO "1111"; rpl; rpl 
PRINT ll, "undulatiq "; TAB(20); 
PRINT ll, USINO "1111"; rul; rul 
PRINT ll, "eurved •; TAB(lO); 
PRINT ll, USINO "1111"; n:l; n:1 
PRJNT ll, "I&Dpped "; TAB(lO); 
PRINT ll, USINO "1111"; r~l; n2 
PRINT ll, "irn:plar "; TAB(lO); 
PRINT ll, USINO "1111"; ril; ril 
PRINTil, 
PRINT ll, "Meaa Ch~J~~G l.eftl1h• "; S11ml.C I Cbo•oi(O); 
PRINT ll, "Meaa Not Cboeea lACII'h• "; SumLNC I 
NotCboMn"(O); 
PRINT ll, "Sid.DeY.CholeaLca,1h• ": SldC; 
PRINT 12, "Sid.Dev.Not Cbo11n Lcn,tb• "; SldNC; 
CLOSBil 
ENDIP 
IP Savc:Flal • I OR PicFia" • I THEN 
'-Now un uviq 10 PIC file 
'-Draw bo .. arouDd ns111l11 
PMove Picturd, I, 195 
PDraw Picture$, I, .550 
PDnw Pleture$, 1191, 550: PDraw PictureS, 1191, 195.5 
PDnw Picture$, I, 19.55: PMovo Picture$, 6, 1947 
PDnw Picture$, 6, .556: PDnw Picture$, 1111, 556 
PDnw PictunS, 1112, IM7: PDnw Picture$, 6, 19<47 
'-511n wriliiJIIoltl 
PMove PictureS, I, 1900 
PToxt PictureS, 0, 1, "TABLB OF FRACTtJilB DATA" 
PFtiza PictureS, 7S, 7S 
M•aS • "~el. DOt." 
PMovo Picture$, 600, 1125: Pl'oltl Picture$, O, 3, M•aS 
PMovo Pictun$, 1150, 1125: PTou PictureS, 0, 3, M•aS 
M•aS • "To-.! I 
PMovo PictureS, 2.5, 1750: PToltl PictureS, 0, 1, M•aS 
M•aS • STRS(Cboeen"<O>> 
PMove PictureS, 4SO, 1750: PTelll PictureS, 0, 3, M•aS 
M•aS • STRS(NotCb01111"(0)) 
PMovo PictureS, 600, 1750: Pl'oltl Picture$, 0, 3, M•aS 
PMove PictureS, 25, 167 
PTtltl Picture$, 0, l, "FRACf. TYPB" 
M•aS • • cn&ct 
PMovo PictureS, .SO, 1600: Pfolll Picture$, 0, 1, M11S 
M•aS • STR$(co1) 
PMove PictureS, <450, 1600! Pl'elCI Picture$, 0, 3, Ma1S 
M11S • SillS(cDl) 
PMove PkiWd, 600, 1600: PTcu PictureS, 0, 3, M•aS 
M11S .. • met 
PMovc PictureS, SO, 1Sl5: PTeu PkturcS, 0, 1, M•aS 
MaaS • STRS(&l) 
PMove Pktu...S, 450, 1525: PTc:xl Picturd, 0, 3, M•aS 
MilS • STR$(&2) 
PMove Picture$, 600, 1Sl5: PTc:x1 Pictun:S, 0, 3, M•aS 
M11S • "joia& 
PMovo Picture$, SO, 1450: PTcXl Picture$, 0, 1, MaaS 
M11S • STRS(jtl) 
PMovc PktureS, 450, 14SO: Prcu Picture$, 0, 3, M•aS 
M11S • STR$(jt2) 
PMove PkturaS, 600, 1450: PTolll PictureS, 0, 3, MaaS 
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PMove Picture$,2.5, 137S: PI'clll Pieture$, 0, 1, "TRACE LEN." 
MIJS • • <•2M 
PMove Pic1ure$, SO, 1300: PI'o:xl Pic111nS, 0, 1, M•aS 
M.,s- S11lS(101) 
PMove PkturaS, <450, 1300: PTeXl PictunS, 0, 3, Ma11S 
M.,s - STRS(JOl> 
PMovc PictureS, 600, 1300: PTcn Pic:tureS, 0, 3, M•1S 
M11S • ·>2M 
PMovo Pkturo$, SO, 12.25: PTm PiciUreS, 0, 1, MaaS 
M11S • STRS(l11) 
PMove PictureS, 450, 12:2.S: PTou Pictun:S, 0, 3, M•aS 
M11s - STRS(Ill) 
PMove Picture$, 600, 12.25: PTolll Pktun$, 0, 3, M•aS 
~!Move PictureS, 2.5, liS 
PTclll Picture$, 0, 1, "TERM. MODE" 
M11S • "Creo 
PMovo Pictura$, SO, 107S: PTcu PictureS, 0, 1, M•aS 
MaaS • STRS(tOl) 
PMove Picmn$, 450, 1075: PTeXl Pictun:S, 0, 3, M•aS 
M11S - STRS(&Ol) 
PMove Picture$, 600, 107S: PTcu PleiUreS, 0, 3, M•aS 
M•aS•"T 
PMove Pictun$, .50, 1000: PTclll PictureS, 0, 1, M•aS 
MtJ$ • STRS(t11) 
PMovo PictureS, 450, 1000: PTcn PictureS, 0, 3, M•aS 
M11S • STRS(tll) 
PMovc Picture$, 600, 1000: PTclll PictureS, 0, 3, MaaS 
M-11s:... • 'H' . 
PMovo Pictura$, SO, 92.5: PTolll PictureS, 0, 1, M•aS 
M'IS • STRS(Ill) 
PMovo Picture$, <450, 92.5: PTold PiciUreS, 0, 3, M•aS 
M•aS • STR$(12.1) 
PMovo PictureS, 600,92.5: PTolll PktureS, o, 3, M••S 
M.,s- • 111a.1 
PMove PictureS, 50, 150: PTtlll PicturaS, 0, 1, M•aS 
M11$ • STllS(t3l) 
PMove Picture$, 4SO, 150: PTeu PictureS, 0, 3, M•aS 
M•aS • STR$('32) 
PMovc Picture$, 600, 850: PTcn Picture$, 0, 3, M•aS 
PMovo Picture$,25, ns: PTcu PictureS, 0, 1, "MIN. FILL" 
MilS-. DODI 
PMove PictureS, 50, 700: P'l'o:x& Picture$, 0, 1, M•aS 
MaaS • STRS(D1) 
~ovo PktureS, 450, 700: PTm PictureS, o, 3, M11S 
MtJS • STRS(a2) 
PMove Pictura$, 600, 700: PToXl Picture$, 0, 3, MIJS 
M11S- ·., 
PMovo PictureS, SO, 62.5: P'l'eld PictureS, 0, l, M11S 
i.i.,s - STRS(el) 
ijdovo PictureS, 450, 62.5: PTeu PictunS, 0, 3, M11S 
MaaS • STRS(e2) 
•.tit . 
I ' o . ' 
PMove Piel'are$, 600, 625: PI'en Pic!W'e$, 0, 3, MqS 
'--du~ dill to file 
Ptrr IS, , PiccuRS 
Pi~cureS • •• 
, ----conlinuc: 
MsJS • • eak 
PMove PictureS, 650, 167.5: PI'ext PictureS, 0, I, MaaS 
MsaS • S'TlU(c:l) 
PMove PictureS, 1000, 167.5: PI'en PictureS, 0, 3, M11S 
MaJS • STRS(cl) 
PMove PictureS, I ISO, 1675: PI'ext PictureS, 0, 3, MaaS 
MaJS • "zoo 
PMove Picau.S, 6.50, 1600: PJ'c:d Pic:wreS, 0, I, MaaS 
MaaS • STRS(zl) 
PMovc Pi~ture$, 1000, 1600: PI'en PictureS, 0, 3, MaaS 
MaaS • STRS(z2) 
PMove Pi~turd, llSO, 1600: PI'e:d PictureS, 0, 3, MaaS 
MIJS-. pyr 
PMove Pi~tureS, 650, 1525: PI' en Pi~ture$, o. 1, Ma.S 
M•1S • STRS(p1) 
PMove PictureS, 1000, 1515: PI'ext PictureS, 0, 3, MaaS 
M•JS • STRS(pl) 
PMove PictureS, 1150, 1525: PI'ext PictureS, 0, 3, MaaS 
MaaS • ·chi 
PMove PictureS, 650, 1-450: PI'ext PicCI.IreS, 0, 1, MaaS 
MsaS • STRS(k1) 
PMove Picture$, 1000, 1-4.50: PTe:d PictureS, 0, 3, MtaS 
MaaS • STRS(kl) 
PMove Picturw$, llSO, 1-450: PI'cxt PictureS, 0, 3, MaJ$ 
MaJ$ • • cell 
PMovo PictureS, 650, 1375: PI'oxt PictureS, 0, I, MaaS 
MaaS • STRS(ll) 
PMove PictureS, 1000, 1375: PI'e:xt Picture$, 0, 3, MaaS 
MaaS • ST'RS(Il) 
PMove Picture$, 1150, 1375: PI'e:xt PictureS, 0, 3, M11S 
Ma1S • • hom 
PMove PicturwS, 650, 1300: PI'cxt Pieture$, 0, I, MaaS 
MaaS • STRS(hl) 
PMovc PictureS, 1000, 1300: Pl'en Picture$, 0, 3, MaaS 
MaaS • STRS(hl) 
PMove PicCI.Ire$, 1150, 1300: PText PictureS, 0, 3, MaaS 
MaaS • • m~a 
PMovt. PicturwS, 650, 1225: PI'e:xt Picture$, 0, 1, MaaS 
MaJS • STRS(m1) 
PMove Picture$, 1000, 1225: PText PicCI.IreS, 0, 3, t.baS 
MaaS • STRS(m2) 
PMove PictureS, 1150, 1225: PI'on PicturwS, 0, 3, t.t.aS 
MaJ$ • • qtz 
PMovo PictureS, 650, 1150: PI'e'd PictureS, 0, 1, M•aS 
MaaS • STRS(q1) 
PMove PicCI.IreS, 1000, I ISO: PI'ext PictureS, 0, 3, MaaS 
MaaS • STRS(ql) 
PMovo PictureS, 1150, IISO: PI'ext PictureS, 0, 3, t.tlaS 
MaaS • "clly 
PMove PictureS, 650, 1075: PI'ext PictureS, 0, I, M•aS 
MaaS • STRS(xl) 
PMove PictureS, 1000, 107.5: PToxt PicCI.Ire$, 0, 3, MaaS 
M•aS • STRS(Xl) 
PMove PictureS, 1 ISO, 1075: PI'c:xt PictureS, 0, 3, M•aS 
PMove Picture$, 650, 100 
PI'oxt PictureS, 0, 1, "ROUGHNESS" 
M•aS • • pllne 
PMove PictureS, 650, 915: PI'cxt PictureS, 0, 1, MaaS 
MaJ$ • STRS(rp1) 
PMove PictureS, 1000, 915: Pl'ext PicCI.IreS, 0, 3, MaaS 
M11S • SlltS(rpl) 
Nove PictureS, 1150,915: PTe:xt ~reS. o, 3, M11S 
M11S • "uaduJ 
PMp-n Pkturd, 6.50, a50: PTc:xt PictureS, 0, I, M11S 
M11S - STRS(na1) 
PMovo PictureS, 1000, 150: PText PictureS, 0, 3, M11S 
M•aS • STllS(Nl) 
I't<!(ovc PictureS, 1150, ISO: PText PictureS, 0, 3, M11S 
M•a~ • • curve 
P.Mov«~ Piclllre$, 650, 715: PI' ext PiccureS, 0, I, MaaS 
Maa$ • STRS(c~al) 
PMnYo Picuud, 1000, 715: Pl'c:xt PictureS, 0, 3, MIJ$ 
M.,s - STRS(rel) 
PMovo Piclllre$, I ISO, 715: PTe:xt PictureS, 0, 3, MaaS 
M11s- "*P 
PMovc Pic!W'e$, 650, 700: Prext PictureS, 0, I, MaaS 
M11S • STRS{ral) 
PMovo Picuud, 1000,700: Prc:xt PictureS, 0, 3, M11S 
tdiJ$ - STRS(ral) 
~ovo PictureS, I ISO, 700: Proxt PictureS, 0, 3, t.haS 
Ma1S • • im1 
PMove PiciUreS, 650, 615: Proxt Picture$, 0, l, M11S 
M•1S • STRS(ril) 
~oviD Pic:CI.IreS, 1000, 615: Prcxt Piclllre$, 0, 3, MtJ$ 
MaaS • STRS(ril) 
~ovo PictureS, 1150, 625: Prc:xt PictureS, 0, 3, M11S 
'..;..!..duq~ data 10 61o 
Ptir 15,, Pictu..S 
PiclllraS - •• 
592 
'-Put file oDd marbr ia PictureS IJid du~ to file, !hen ciON it 
'1.1 's . .:. CHI.S(cU160) Eros -PictunsS + tmpS 
• . I 'IS, • ~IUns$ 
CLOSB15 
PicCI.IreS • •• 
B!'fD IP 
'-Rcwrile m~ia mo ... 
LOCATE I, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79);: LOCATE 2, 1: PRINT 
SPACES(79); 
I.A)CATE I, 1: PRINT 'SEPARATE DATA ON BASIS OP 
ORIENI'ATION" 
LOcATE2, 1 
PROO "Outline data poua to bel MP•ntcd with cu...or and 
(SPACB)G 
o. [H)olp (Q)uit" 
BNDSUB 
I 
' i I ' 
" I 
.. 





DECLARE SUB PC"~Ie (Picture$, X", Y", R") 
DECLARE SUB OctF'deNamo (FdcNameS, Pierdc$) 
DECLARE SUB PPSize (PictureS, X", Y") 
DECLARE SUB PI' ext (Pkture$, d", '"· MaaS) 
DECLARE SUB Gecbcx (IVai", hi$, loS) 
DECLARE SUB PDnw (Picture$, X", Y") 
DECLARE SUB PMovo (Pkturd, X", Y") 
DECLARB SUB PHud (PktunS) 
DECLAJtBSUB PCtoe~~ (PktureS, TideMaJ$, Numb", Bll~b$, 
TypeS, FS) 
DECLARE SUB Wallo (PktureS, avert", xvert"O• yvert"O) 
DECLARE SUB Picrde()pcft (P'"tun:S, PicFla!, TackS) 
DECLARE SUB Pria&.knca (SCR) 
COMMON SHARED PicFia, Pic:IUn:$, O.taDirOutS, Bll~b" 
COMMON SHARED F6" 
'-Protram 10 plot roee diapma from u illput (do c:oa&aini"' 
• --orientalioa data Ia one column (i .o, linear oricncationa wilh 
·- nipCCt 10 nonh • 0) 
'-By: David vaa EverdiJtaenDace: 27 October 1988 
DIM Hiaa(36), FILESS(IO), Pic1Urea(4000),1olll'b(ISOO) 
DIM DIRECI'ION(IOOO) 
DIM xvcrt"(IO), yvert"(IO), Dii"K(500), DirDip(SOO) 
F6" • I 
CLS 
CLS • COMMANDS 
1P UCASES(CLS) • "BATCH" THEN Ba~b$ • I 
•--set cnor lnppi"' 
NERR" • 0 
ON ERROR oaro OENBR.: 
START: 
PI • 3.1<415916541 
'-PIDI box around tide 
LOCATB 2, 10: COLOR IS, 0 
PRINT "Rool Diapm PloCiiAJ frosnm": COLOR 7, 0 
LOCATB3, S: PRINI' "By: D. vu EvcrdiJiacDV1.1 Nov 1988" 
LOCATB l, 1: PRINI' CHR$(111); 
FOR U • 1 TO <47: PRINI' CHR$(196);: NEXT 0 
PRINT CHRS(I91) 
LOCATB <4, 1: PRnn' CHR.$(191); 
FOR U • I TO <47: PRINt' CHR$(196); : NEXT D 
PRINT CHRS(l17) 
FOR 0 • I TO 
LOCATB l + 0, 1: PR.Dn' CHR$(179);: NEXT D 
FORU•ITO 
LOCATB I + 0, <49: PRINT CHR$(179); : NEXT D 
LOCATB6, l 
PRINT -nil prosnm il Hon:ulea aad CO A. c:oq~atiblo • 
PRINT "(If you have 1 Hen: card you au& ND QBHERC" 
PRINT "bofon~ IUftllbtt lhil pi'Oifllm)" 
PR1NT 
PRINT "To c:ondauo tYJN 1M louer of your choice: • 
COLOR a, I: PR.Dn' "A"; : COLOR 7, 0 
PRINT "if lhe orion&atlon cleta lite c0111ailla oaly one columzs• 
COLOR a, 1: P1UN1' "B";: COLOR 7, 0 
PRINT "if lho orien&atioa data i• ia 7dt col (one input file only)" 
COLOR a, 1: PRINT "C"; :COLOR 7, 0 
PRINT "if orie.adon by lineamenllcl!l'h iiiO bo ploaed" 
PRINT • {Dill (onnal: 6cb c:ol • lea,tb, 'hh c:ol • orien&at.ioa)" 
COLOR I, 1: P1UN1' "D";: COI..OR 7, 0 
PRINT "If orio.allon dall Ia (rom dip-azimuth dip fUca (l cola)• 
COLOR I, 1: PRINI' "E"; : COLOR 7, 0 
PRINI' "if oriczutioa dala an dip• (coii'.Z) • me in 1 cola" 
COLOR I, 1: PRlNI' "P";: COLOR. 7, 0 
PRINT 'will em you 10 DOS" 
Plti!n' 
PRINT "Note: Opciocl B, C lDd D an: uJCCI for data mea• 
PRINT "by DXI=PLINE (reformat or AutoCAD .DXF)" 
IP Blt.cb" • l THEN 
LOCATE 23, S: COLOR I, 1 
Plti!n' "Openlioa il iD Blitch modo"; :COLOR 7, 0 
END IF 
ANSS • "Q" 
WHILE INS'IlW ABCDEF", ANSS) • 0 
ANSS • UCASES(INPUI'$(1)) 
WEND 





LOCATE I, 1: PRINT SPACES(IO) 
NEXT I 
•---c..o ofmultipt. file& ID be proccucd 
IF Be~" • l THEN 
StattAaaiD: 
LOCA.TE6, 1 
INPUT "laput aame or ba~ file (7 (or bclp/Q 1D quit): •, 
BI~F'de$ 
IF UCASES(Ba~FdeS) • "Q" THEN 
OOJ'O WPrpm: 
ELSBIF S.lebJTdoS • "?" THEN 
593 
LOCATE I, 1: PRINT •&atcb mode operation-Input bitch falcO 
o Spoca: e.r.lle.r.n· 
LOCATB 9, 1: PIUNl'" Line 1: Input palb/din:c:IOeyO 
OC:\DATAC:\DATA" 
LOCATE 10, 1: PIUNl' • Uno l: Output direc10ey of PIC filea 0 
OC:\'JldPC:\TMP" 
LOCATE 11, 1: PIUNl' • Uno 3: Typo oCdata- L•linclr,O 
0 V•voc:&or LV" 
LOCATE 12, 1: PIUNT • LiDo <4:iCiiDo l•L thia line mu• bcO 
Ol,lor3,3 N" 
LOCATE 13, 1: PIUNT "ll*ifYial N-S, B-W, or 360 dcareeO 
0 plola Y llOSE.DAT" 
LOCATE 14, 1: PRINI' "Eiao lbia l1no apcc:i6ca whether I 015 
.w.o 
OROSB.DATBBAII.3.PLT" 
LOCATE U, 1: PIUNT "clrcle~aro ploaed • u10 Y or NO 
OBEARJ.PLT" 
LOCATE 16, t: Plmn' • Rcmaiftiq 1iDea arc tbc ruo namca10 be 
uaect• 
LOCATE 17, 1: PRINT" o.a.fl maba 2-360 dea. ploll with 
~s.o 
Ocin:lel from liDiar data" 
LOCATE ta, 1: PRINT • c.a.n matca 2-360 deJ. vec:IDr plou, 
noo 
Oacale c:lrclea • 
LOCATE 19, 1: PRINT • PIC filuaro produced wilb up 10 six 
plocaO 
Otoapap.• 
LOCATE 21, IS: PIUNT "Pnu uy by 10 collliDuc" 
DO: LOOP UNTIL INKBYS < > •• 
PORI • 5 TO 21: LOCATE I, 1: PRINT SPACE$(79): NEXT I 
aoro SllrtAflill: 
END IF 
OPEN BaiCbYtle$ POll INPUT AS 150 
I • 1 
INPUT ISO, DuaDiriAS 
INPUTISO,C.ta~ 
IF ANSS < > •s• THEN 
INPtrT ISO, Typo$ 
ELSB 
TypeS .. ·v· 
ENDIP 
IP TypeS • "L" THEN 
INPtrr 150, UnTypo$ 
END IF 
INPUT 150, C"~le.S 
WHILE NOT EOF(SO) 
INPUT 150, FILESS(I) 




BINS • "N": Revenc$ • "N": PrimerS • •N" 
IN'TfllV AL • 1 
ELSEIF BatchS • 0 THEN 
NUM •1 
FINDFO.E: 
PD.ESS(1) • •• 
LOCATE6, I 
INPtrT "Input data file DIIIIG: •, PILESS(I) 
OPEN PILESS(I) FOR INPtrr AS 11 
'-Emir tnp for file noc found 
1P NERRS • 53 THEN 
COLOR24,1 
LOCATE 6,23: PRlNI' "F'Il• nat found."; :COLOR 7, 0 
PROO' "Prclleny by eo coaiiaue• 
DO: LOOP UN1U. INKEYS < > •• 
LOCATE 6, 23: PRINT SPACE$(45) 




INPtrr "IDput tho data titlo eo appear OD tho plot: •, TmES 
IP UCASES(ANS$) • "B" THEN 
TypeS • ·v• 
ELSB 
•-set eo dummy Vlluo 
Type$ • "A" 
WHILE INSTR("LV", Typo$) • 0 
LOCATB9, I 
PROO' •ta data li.Dealioct or VICtor dati (L or V): • 
Typo$ • UCASI!S(INPUT$(1)) 
WEND 
LOCATE 9, 44: PIUNI'Typd 
'-Dctormlne tbe type ot liDAr 1'010 dlaaram waaled 
IP TypeS • "L" 11IEN 
UnTypo$ • • A ••s.t 10 dummy vaiiMI 
WHR.B INSTR("123•, Ua'fypo$) • 0 
LOCATB 10,1 
PIUNl' "Choo10 1) &A Eut·WOI& oriollled 1'010 dilpm• 
PllOO • l) a Nonh-5oulh oriellled ro• dlapm" 
PRINT • 3) a 360 deJniO ro10 dllpm• 
UnType$ • UCASI!S(INPU'l'S(I)) 
WEND 
ENDIP 
LOCATE 12, 53: PIUN1' UnTypcS 
ENDIP 
BINS • "Q"'Set 10 dummy value 
WHn.B INS'B("YN", BINS) • 0 
LOCATB 13,1 
PRINT "Do 'JfN Wlallbo data biDDed at U.Crvala Olber lhanO 
010 deJI'CCI [YIN}:. 
BINS • UCASES(INPtrr$(1)) 
WEND 
LOCATB 13,71: PIUNTBINS 
IP BINS • "N" THBN INTEit.V AL • 10 
IP BINS • •y• THBN 
INTEit.V AL • 3' A •mmy value ror the next loop 
WHILE IN'l'EaVAL MOD 10 < > 0 
LOCATB 14, 1: PIUNT SPACE(79) 
LOCATB 14,1 
INPUT "lllput DeW bin ia&crvll ( > 10, in unita or 10):", 
OO'ER.VAL 
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IP OO'ER.V AL MOD 10 < > 0 OR INTEilV AL < 10 THEN 
LOCATB 14, 1: PlUNT SPACES(IO) 
LOCATB 14, 1: COLOR l4, 1 
PIUNT "lmalld aumber naa11 be > 10 and ill ullita or 10. a 
OPreu aay byiO toa&laue": COLOR 7, 0 




INTER.V AL • IN'l'EaV AL I 10 
RovcnoS • • A • 'Set eo dummy value 
WHn.B INSTR("YN", Revenc$) • 0 
l.OCATB IS, I 
PIUN1' "Do you !he ro10 10 be black oo whito (Y] or while on 
black (N]: • 
RevenaS • UCASES(INPUT$(1)) 
WEND 
LOCATB 15,65: PlUNTRovonoS 
. Prtll&or$ • "II. "'Set eo dummy YIIIIC 
WHILE INSTR("YN", PriJurS) • 0 
LOCATE 16, I 
PIUNT "Do you w .. dilanm output eo lho pria&cr (YIN): • 
PrimerS • UCASES(INPtTI'S(l)) 
WEND 
LOCATB 16,50: PRINT Pria&er$ 
Pii:F&IeOptG I'Sclllft$, PkFII, "NO" 
LOCATB 19, 1: PRINT "lOS circloa oa PIC plot? (N)" 
Circlea$ • UCASBS(INPUT$(1)) 
IP CirciNS • CIIRS(13) THEN Circlca$ • "N" 
LOCATE 19, 30: PRINT Circlo.S 
BNDIP 
1P Blt.ch S • 0 ntEN 
LOCATB 20, 1: PIUNT "To leave lhe pph preMihe apacebu" 
•,-Di.ap&.y ua&il • byla preMed 
LOCATB 23, 10: PIUNT "Pnu ID)' byiO con&Jnuo" 
DO: LOOP UNT1L INICBY$ < > •• 
BNDIP 
'-AIIumo Herculea card 1a iul.allcd than cbcclt it error h11 
occurr.d 
SCI. • 3 '-Htrculu card • 3 
SCRBBNSCR 
·~k which JtiPIUc:• card ia iDICIUecl 
1P NERR." • S ntBH 
NI!Ril" • 0'-re* error level 
SCI. • l '-coA card • l 
SC'REENSCR 
·-u tbere I• lli1l Ullerror lbera ba4anphic• mode 
IP NI!RR S • S ntBN 
SCR.BBNO 
CU : LOCATB 10, 20 
COLOR 24, I: PIUNI' ·u~ lftPhic• card il prcacat": 
COI.Oil7, 0 
LOCATE 12, 10 
PIUNI' "If you hive 1 Hercuka card y~ IDlY have liCit I'Wl 
MSHERC" 
LOCATE 13, 10 
PRINT "Wb&a DOS prompt appcan plcuc I'Wl MSHERC 
ochcrwiac lbc • 





'-Noce 10 odMr propammen: 
·-rr aaotbcr Jnpbica card iaiO be uaed thell the valuea for 
'-XORIGIN, YOIUGIN, ASPECI' and SCALE mwt be clwlaecl 
IF SCR • 3 THEN'Hcrc 
XOIUGIN • 150: YORJGIN • ISO 
ASPECI' • .729 
SCALB • ISO 
ELSEIP SCR • 2 THEN'COA 
XORJGIN • 133: YORIGIN • 89 
ASPECI' • .45 
SCALB • 133 
ENDIP 
'- Loop for batch mode 
FOil Kount • l TO NUM 
'-If die J.ll plot hal boca dumpod aad I DCW ODI il 10 be 
opened 
1P Batch~ • l THEN 
PicFilcOpcn PictureS, PicPia. "NO" 
ENDIP 
'-Input da'LI and biD ruulll i.DIO illlcrvalt u lpCCiliecl by BIN 
above 
I • I 
'--check whether data type iiiO liacar or vector 
IF T)'pl$ • "L" THEN Coulll • II 
1P T)'pl$ • •v• THEN COUDl • 36 
'-read data IIIlO the arny HIST baaed oa the oricnt&llon 
inlervala 
'-if plou.i111l• 10 be doae by leaath lbea read lbe wbole file in 
'-(maximum of 1500 poilU) and find the miD ud max lellflhs, 
then 
• -elk for the lallflh illlarval10 plot the orientatioaa 
CNT • 1: MINI • 10000: MAXI • 0 
lP ANSS • "C" THEN 
OPEN DataDirlnS + FILBS$(1) FOR. INP\11' AS II 
LOCATE 9, 20: PRINT "lllldina fill: "; UCASES(FILESS(l)) 
WHD.B Nor EOF(I) 
INPtrr II, A, 8, C, d, B. lufth(CN'J), DlllECTION(CNT) 
'-Pind lbe mia and IIIIX 
IF MINI > lcllftb(Cin') THEN MINI • llftllh(CN'O 
'-l•lll'h of llnea11111Dll 
1P MAXI < 111111b(CN1) 111BN MAXI • Jeaath(CHT) 





PRINT "'''M minimum lollfth ia: ";MINI 
PRINT "'''M maximum lelll'b il: "; MAXI 
INPUT "lftpul the leqth nnp you wilh 10 look at (Mill, Max}:O 
0 "; MIN2, MAXl 
IF MJNl > MAXl THEN 
PRINT "Min > Max • ro~nlet valuea - Prcu ~paccbar to 
~-




FORI• I TOCNT-1 
IF laJath(l) > • MIN2 AND leollh(l) < • MAX2 THEN 
FOR J • 1 TO Coual 
IP 1)peS • "L" THEN 
IP DIJU!CriON(I) > 110 THEN DIRECTION (I) • 
DIRECTJON(I) • 110 
ENDIP 
IJI DIRECTION(I) > • ((J • 1) • 10) AND DIR.ECTION(I)O 
o< CJ • tO> THEN 
Hiii{J) - Hilc(J) + 1 
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NVMOBS • KK • 1 
CLOSBil 
·-if oaly orielllltiou 11'0 to be looked ll 
ELSB 
1P Bat.ch I • 1 THBN OPBN Dtta.DiriAS + "\" + 
FiLEsS(Koulll) POiliNPUI' AS 11 
LOCATE 9, 20: PRINT "R.oadiJii ru. "; K.ouDl; •: •; 
UCASE.S(FJLBSS(KtAIU)) 
LOCATE 10,20: PIUNI' "NwnberofOriclllalloaa read: • 
FOil D • 1 TO 36: Hill(ll) • 0: NEXT D: I • 0 
IF ANSS • "B" THBN 
AS • "": TD • 0: Meaa • 0 
WHILE Nor EOP(l) 
1•1+1 
INPUT 11. Dltec(l), DirDip(l) 
LOCATB 10, 49: PRINT I 
WBND 
POll J • 1 TO 1: TD • TD + Oirec(l): NEKT J 
Meaa •TD/1 
IP (Mcu. > 44 AND Mean < 135) Oil (Mean > 224 AND 
Meaa < 315) 11IBN 
AS • "N-5" 'SCrib 
BLSBIP (MilD > 314 AND Mean < 361) OR (MO&D > • 0 
ANDO 
OMeaa < 45} OR (MeaD > 134 AND Mean < 22.5} 111EN 
AS • ·s-w· ·~ 
BNDIP 
PORK•l'I'OI 
D11l • Diroc(.lC): DIP • DirDip(IC) 
IP AS • "N..S"THEN 
IP DIR. > 179 AND DIR < 360 THBN 
DIP • 170- DIP 
BLSB 
DIP • DIP+ 90 
END IP 
BLSBIP AS • "B-W" THBN 
tF (DIR. > 170 AND D11l < 360) Oil (DIR. > • 0 AND DIR < 
9l)THBN 
DIP • 270 • DIP BuB 
DIP • DIP+ 90 
BNDIP 
ENDIP 
DIR • DIP"Coavcrt 10 DIR for \110 by the Ptorram 
FOR. J • 1 TO COUZII 
IF T1J)C$ • "L" THEN 
IF DIR > 110 THEN Dill • DIR- 110 
END IF 
IF DIR. > • ((1- I) • 10) AND DIR. < (J • 10) THEN 
Hill(J) • Hill(J) + I 
IFT1J)C$ • "L" AND llDTypd • "3" THEN 






WHn.B Naf EOF(l) 
I • I+ 1 
IF ANSS • "B" THEN 
INPUT II, A, B, C, d, B, F, DIR. 
ELSEIP ANSS • "D" THEN 
INPUT II, DIR, Junk 
DIR • DIR -90 
IF DIR < 0 THEN Dill • DIR + 360'Coavert 10 llrib 
ELSE 
INPtn' II, Dill 
END IF 
FOR. J • l TO Coull& 
IF TypeS • "L" THEN 
IF Dill > 180 THEN DIR • DIR. - 180 
END IF 
IF DIR. > • ((1· I) • 10) AND Dill < (J • 10) THEN 
Hill(J) • Hill(J) + I 
IF Type$ • "L" AND UaType$ • "3" THEN 










IF TypeS • "L" AND (UaTypeS • "3") THEN CCIUa& • 36 
CLS 
'-If the bin in&crval ia diffcrcllll'rom 10 dearec• then llart 
'-arouPinl lho rcauhl ialo the IIIJCr biaa 
IF INTEilVAL > I THBN 
FOR. I • 1 TO Count STEP INTEilV AL 
FOR. J • I TO IHTP.R.V AL 
DUMMY • DUMMY + HIIC(I + J • I) 
NEXT I 
FOR. J • I TO INTERVAL 





'-Yaad maximum in aU tho biaa 
MAX • 0 
FOR. J • 1 TO Coull& 
IF MAX < Hill(J) THEN MAX • Hlll(J) 
NEXT I 
'--Calculate the percenllp or daca that MAX rcprcaeau 
'-Round that 10 tbe neld lOS bipell fnqueDCy ialerval 
PERC • MAX I NUMOBS • lO 
PfltCENr •INI'(PSRC + 1) 
SUBPERCEHT • PmlCEHT • 10 
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'-The radiul or tb. NX. porce~~~qe c:ircle bcc:omn SCALE 
'--5o c:akulate tb. aumbclr or circlca in lOS iaUrvala needed 
NUMCIIlCl.I!S • 0 
IF PERC > l THEN'-valuc1 Jr~Atll' !beD lOS olill 
WHn.B SUBPERCEHT > 0 
SUBPB.CEHT • SUBPERCENT- 10 
IF SUBPfltCEHT > • 0 THEN NUMCIR.CLES • 
NUMCIR.CLES + I 
WEND 
ELSEIF PERC < • I THEN'-.U valuea are 1eulhan lOS 
WHILE SUBPSRCBNI' > 0 
SUBPBRCBHI' • SUBPERCEHT • 1 
IF SUBPIIIlCEHT > • 0 THEN NUMCIRCLES • 




'-PIC circle coa&er at X •100, Y •1200 or movina ir Bitch job 
xes • 600: yes - 1100 
lP Balds S • I THEN 
IF F6" • 1 THEN 
XCS • 600: YCS • 1700: P5S • 2 
ELSEIP P6S • 1 THEN 
xes • 1.500: YCS • 1700: F6S • 3 
ELSBIF F6" • 3 THEN 
lf:~" • 1400: Ye" .. 1700: F6" • 4 
ELSEIF F6" • 4 THEN 
xes • 600: ve•- 700: F6" - 5 
EI.SEIP F6" • 5 THBN 
XCS • 1500: YCS • 700: F6S • 6 
BLSBIF P6" • 6111EN 
XCS • 1400: YC15 • 700: F615 • I 
END IF 
END IF 
'-Plot tho I'OICUel 
xvortS(I) • XC15: yvert~(l) • Ye15 
POl. J • 1 TO eOUZII STEP INTERVAL 
•-catcWU.Ihl ~rcelll valu. or oach bin •• wo JO alon, 
BINPCNT • Hdi(J) I NUMOBS • 100 
·-· Froal1hal calcula .. tho aoce111ry ndlu• 
RADIUS • SQR.((BINPCNT I (PERCENT • 10))) • SCALE 
ANOLB • J •tO 
'-Plot arc if JUST '>0 
IF Hill(]) > 0 THEN 
A • (ANOLB + 90) • Pl i 110 
xvort"(l) • XC" + CINJ"(-COS(A + (INTERVAL- I) • PliO 
0 II) • RADIUS • 2.1) 
yvert"(2) • YC" + CINI"(SIN(A + (INI'EilVAL • I) • PliO 
0 II)' • RADIUS • 1.2) 
nertS(l) • XCS + CurJ'(.COS(A • PI/ II) • RADIUS • 2.2) 
yvertS(l) • YCS + CurJ'(SIN(A • Pl/11) • RADIUS •1.2) 
Wallo Pktun$, 3, xvett150, yvertiJO 
ANOLB • (90 • ANOLB) • PI/ 110 
IF ANOLB < 0 THBN ANOLB • 1 • PI + ANOLB 
lP ANOLB > 0 THEN ANOLB • ·ANOLB 
IF ANOLB • 0 THEN ANOLB • -.000000011 
IF TypeS • "V" Oil (fype$ • "L" AND (UdrypeS • "1" ORO 
OUaTypoS • "3")) OR Nor (l)peS • "L • AND UnTypeS •0 
0"1" ANDJ > 9)THBN 
•-. Hercu.lea 
eOLCLB (XOJPOIN, YORJOIN), RADIUS, I, ANOLB +O 
0 (OOEILVAL • 1) • Pl/11, ANOLB • Pl/11, ASPECT 
BNDIP 
•-f« plocliat S.W .-: -.ciao c:oaven the ~110 ranp 10 
'-27G-360 rup 
IP TypeS • "L • AND J > 9 AND UATypd • •1• THEN 
ANGLE • ANOLB • PI 
IF ANGLE < ·l • PI THEN ANGLE • ANGLE + 2 • PI 
IF ANGLE > 2 • PI111EN ANGLE • ANGLE- 2 • PI 
CIRCLE QCORJGIH, YORIOIN), RADilJS, 1, ANGLE + 
(IHT'fltVAL-1) •o 




'-Put box erouad the roe. dillpm aDd fiU (PAINI) ~ box 
'-iuriot. Plat c~J.ca boa: 
IF T)'pcS • •v• OR (fype$ • •L • AND LiJlT)'pc$ • •31 
THEN 
lP SCR • 3 niEN '-Herculll 
LINE (1, 40)-(300, 260), I, 8 
PAINT (3, 43), I 
ELSEIP SCR • 2 mEN' --eGA 
LINE (1, 33)-(265, 145), I, B 
PAINT (45, 4S), I 
END IF 
'-Plat 6-W boa: 
ELSEIF TypeS • •L • AND LinTypc$ • •t• THEN 
lP SCR • 3 THEN'-Hcn:ule~ 
LINB (1, <40)-(300, ISO), I, B 
PAINT (SS, 55), I 
I!LSEIP SCR • l THEN' --eGA 
LINB (1, 33)-(26.S,I9), I, B 
PAINT (45, 45), 1 
BNDIP 
'-Pio& N.S box 
BLSEIPTypd • •L• AND LiJl1)pc$ • •2• THEN 
IF SCR • 3 THBN'-Hen:ul .. 
LINB (ISO, 54)-(300, 246). t. B 
PAINT (155, SS). l 
ELSEIP SCR • 2 THBN'--cGA 
LINB (133. 33)-('265. 146), 1. B 
PAitn' (131, 3S), 1 . 
END IF 
END IF 
'-Calculate tbo mliuo of the ICalo cin:lca aDd plot l.bam 
POR J • I TO NUMCIRCLBS 
lP PERC > I THEN 
'-lrtnaorval • 10~ 
Rad • SQR(J • 10) • SCALI f SQR(PBRCI!Nr • 10) 
ELSEIP PERC < • I THEN 
·-tr iftlerval • l ~ 
Rad • SQR(J • l) • SCALI I SQR(PERCBNI' • 10) 
ENDIP 
'-PLot wbolo circlo 
CIRCLB (XORJGIN. YORJGIN). Racl, 0, • I ASPBCI' 
lP Plc:FIJ • I AND Cln:INS • •y• THEN 
W ~ • CINT(Rad • 2.2) 
PCircle Pic:IUreS, XC~. YC~. Racl~ 
ENDJF 
'-Pio& circle 0 10 90 dcareea then 11010 90 deJI'ICI 
JF T)'pcS • •L • THEN 




'-Put In crouhaln 
lF TypeS • •y• OR (TyptS • 'L• AND UnTypcS • '3•)0 
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01111lN 
COLOUR I - 0: COLOURl - 0 '-For whole Vec:IOr ro.o plot 
I!LSEIPTypcS • •L• AND UDTypeS • •t• 'mEN 
COLOURI - 1'-E-W "* 
ELSEIPTypcS • •L• AND LiJlTypcS • "l• THEN 
COLOURl - 1'-N..S IOIC 
ENDIP 
lP SCR • J 1liEN 
UNB (0, IS0)-(300, ISO), COLOUR I '-Here 
LINE (ISO, 40){150, 260}, COLOURl 
ELSEIP SCR. • l THEN 
LINE (0, 19)-(265, 19), COLOUR1'--cOA 
LINE (SCALE, 33)-(SCALE, 145), COLOURl 
BNDIP 
'-Pill iD N IIIII S 11J111bob fOt tbo vecuw ud N.S diaanm and 
'-B IIIII W qmboll 
LOCATB 2, 17: PIUNT "N" 
lP Type$ • •L" AND LiD TypeS • •1• THEN'-B-W 1010 
LOCATB 13. 1: PIUNT •w• 
LOCATB 13. 33: PRINT •s• 
ENOIP 
'-Pio& borir.oalal tick marb at 1.$ iDicrvab if c:in:le imcrval 
'-ia >•10~ 
IF PER.CENT • 10 > lOTHEN 
FOR.M • I TO PERCENT• lOSTEPl 
X • (SCALI! + 4) + SQR(M) • SCALE I SQR(PER.Cl!N'i' • 10) 
POll MM • -2 TO 2 STEP 1 
lP SCil • 3 THEN 
PSEI' (X, ISO + MM). 0 
BLSBIP SCR • 1. THEN 





'-Priat litJ. IIIII ol.ber claca 
LOCATB 1, I :PRINT Tn'LBS 
IP Pic:Fia • I niEN 
PMovo Pic:curc$, XCI • SOO. YCS + 350 
IF ANSS • ·s• 11fEN PMovc PictureS, XC~. YC~ + 1.20 
IP .lch S • 0 THBN 
IP ANSS • ·s· THEN 
P'l'illl PictunS, 0, 4, Tn'UiS 
sUB 
P'l'l:lll Pic:tureS. 0, 1. Tn1J!S 
BNDIP 
BLSBIP BalCh~ • 1111EN 
1TfLES • MID$(FII.BSS(1Caa), 1. LEN(FILESS(Kount))- 4) 
1P ANSS • •s• THEN 
PTilll PictureS, 0, 4, Tli'LBS 
BLSB 
P'l'elll Pic:tunS, 0, I, 1TI'LS$ 
BND~ 
ENDIP 
MilS • •N • • + sntS(NUMOBS) 
IP ANSS • •s• THBN 
PMovo PictureS. xc~. YC~ + 110 
P'l'ut Pic:tunS, o. 4, MilS 
BLSB 
PMove PictureS. XC~ • 500, YC~ • 350 
Pr•lll PictureS, o. •· M.,s 
BNDIP 
lP ANSS < > •s• 'THBN 
PMove PictureS, xc~. vc~ + ((SCALE+ S) • 2.2) 
PDnw PictureS, XCI, YCI + ((SCAUt + $0) •1.2) 
PMove Pic!Wd, XC~- 30, YCS + ((SCALS +ISS) •1.2) 
Prexl Pic!Wd, 0, 1, "N" 
PMovo Pic!Wd, xes, Ye~ - ((SCALE + S) • 1.1) 
PDnw PkturcS, xes, YCS - ((SCALE+ .SO) •1.2) 
ELSE 
PMovc Picturo$, XeS -(SCALE • 2.2), YCS 
PDraw PiccurcS, XC~ + (SCALE • 2.2), YCS 
PMovc Piccurc$, XC~, YCS 
PDnlw PictureS, XC~. YC~- SCALE •2.2 
PMovc PictureS, XCS, YCS- ((SCALE+ .SO) • 2.2) 
Prext PictureS, 0, 4, "90" 
PMovo PictureS, XCS- ((SCALE+ 15) •1.1), YCS 
Prcxt PictureS, 0, I, •o• 
PMove PictureS, xes -((SCALE + 1S) •2.1), YCS + 100 
IF AS • "N-s" nmN Mea$ • "W" ELSE Mea$ • "N" 
Prext PictureS, o, I, MlfS 
PMove PiclllrcS, XC~ + ((SCALE + 1S) •1.1), YCS 
Prcxt PictureS, 0, 1, •o• 
PMove PictureS, XC~ + ((SCALE + 1S) • l.l), YCS + 100 
IF AS • "N-s" THEN M11S • "E" ELSB MeaS • •s• 
PrcXl PiciUreS, 0, l, MeaS 
END IF 
END IF 
IF PERC > I THEN 
LOCATEll,1 
PRINT "Circle inlcrvaJ • 10SCrou hair lick mart ialcrval • 2 • 
END IF 
IF PERC < • 1 "'llEN LOCATE ll, 1: PRINI' "Circle inl.trvaJ 
•lS" 
LOCATEll, 1: PRINT "Total r.umbcrohaJuca • "; NUMOBS; 
PRINT" Dlla Typ.: "; 
IF Type$ • "L" THEN PRINT "LiM~~" 
IF Type$ • "V" 11IEN PRINT "Vccaon· 
LOCATE 23, I: PRINT "Square root dillaDCca, arcaa are 
eqUII·•rcae"; 
IF ANSS • "C" THEN PRINT "Len,th: Min• "; MIN2; " 
Mu•";MAX2 
'-PriDllho dlla to the ripl lict. or tho pph 
IF Type$ • "L" OR (l)pe$ • "V" AND Prillcer$ • "N") THEN 
LOCATE l, 31: PRINT ·~.Frcq.~· 
IF Count • 315 THEN LOCATE 1, .SS: PRINT "ln&.Preq.S" 
FOR 1 • l TO Coua& 
Col • 38: Row • I + 1 
IF 1 > 18 THEN Col • S&: Row • 1- 17 
IF l.inType$ • "I" AND I > 9 THEN 
JNI'ER.V ALl • (1- 1) • 10 + 180 
JNI'ER.VALl• (I• 10) + 179 
ELSB 
J:NTERVALl • (1- 1) • 10 
INTER.VAL2 • (l• 10) • I 
END IF 
LOCATE Row, Col 
PRINT USING "Ill"; INJ'EilVALl; 
PRINT·-·; 
PRINT USING "Ill"; INTER.V AL2; 
PRINT USING "1111"; H~> Hilt(l) I NUMOBS • 100 
NEXT I 
END IF 
'-lr tho ICI'CCD coJoun or 1bo 1010 aoed to bo revencd 
IF Revcno$ • •y• THEN 
If SCR • 3 THEN'-Herc 
IF Type$ • •v• 01. (l)peS • "L" AND UDTypeS • "3")0 
OTHEN 
XI • 1: Yl • .S4: X2 • 300: Y1 • 146 
END IF 
IF TypeS • "L" AND UaTypcS • "I" THEN 
Xl • 1: Y1 • 54: X2 • 300: Y1 • t.SO 
END IF 
IF TypeS • "L" AND UaTypcS • "l" 111EN 
XI • UO: Yl • .S4: Xl • 300: Y1 • 146 
END IF 
EUEIPSCR •1 THEN'--COA 
IF TypeS • "V" OR {Type$ • "L" AND LinTypcS • "3") 
THEN 
Xl • 1: Yl • 33: Xl• liSS: \l • l4S 
END IF 
IF Typ.$ • "L" AND UaT)liOS • "I" 111EN 
X1 •I: Yl • 33:Xl •l6S: Y1•19 
END IF 
IP TypeS • "L" AND UaType$ • "1"111EN 




'-Capcuro 1be rnphka imap i.m Piclllro and reprint it 11me 
toea lion 
'-ill revcno 
GBT (XI, Yl)-(Xl, Yl), Pic111ru 
PUT (XI, Yl), Plc111re1, PRESET 
'-Rcplo& 1be velticaJ llld horizontal crouhain 
IP Type$ • •y• OR (TypeS • •t• AND LinTypeS • "3") THEN 
Vert • 246: Horia • 0 
END IF 
IP Type$ • "L• AND Lilii'ype$ • •t• THEN Vert • lSO:O 
0 Hori:c • 0 
IF Type$ • "L" AND UaTypeS • "2" THEN Vort • 246:0 
0 Hori:c • 1.50 
IP. ScR • 3 THBN 
~ (Horiz. 150)-(300, ISO), l'-Herc 
LINE (150, 54)-(ISO, Vert), l 
BLSBIF SCR • l THEN 
LINE {0, 19)-(165, 19), COLOURJ'--cOA 
LINE (SCALE, 33)-(SCALE, 145), COLOUR1 
END IF 
END IF 
'-It lbo pria&out Ia requeue~ thea caU 1be PrinlScroen routlM 
IP PriJUr$ • •y• 11IBN Prilll!croea (SCR) 
'~1 ill anphic1 modo Iii IDJ UJ Ia preuod 
•--s&ve to a PIC file al10 iC 1ix plou an rcadJ or If aU lil11 
'-have beea read 
IP (PicFII• I AND Bitch" • 0) OR (BaldlS • 1 AND FISS 
- 1)0 
OOil (Baldl S • 1 AND ICoull& • NUM) THEN 
PCioao PictureS, ntJeM.,s, Numb", a.~oeh"· ••• PILESS(Kouna) 
ENDIP 




•-' · -' DoN IIIOiber "'- isllarvaJ of 111111 data let DMd be ploaecl 
~ ANSS • •c• THBN 
QIS • •A• 
WHILB INS11l("YN", QIS) • 0 
LOCATB 10, 10 
PIUNT "Do JOU wbb to ploc I 1010 ror IDOCber ••• tat.rvaiO 
• (YIN):. 
QIS • UCASES(INPUTS(l)) 
WEND 
IF QlS • •y• THEN 001'0 Pl.ckAaochcrlllearval: 
ENDIP 
GOTO EadPrJrm: 
'-l!tror ......W.. • .... Nmta.~ to 11M ltTOC' vllue ud raumc 
'---11t'OffUII•~ 
OENEIUl: 





SUB o.tF.NNamo (F!Nl'lamoS, PicFUcS) 
'-Roulino to act lbc lctlen bercn 11\o period In a rllcaamc 
FlagS • 0 
I • I 
FileNameS • P"deNamc$ + •. • 
DO 
PcbarS • MJDS{YdaNameS, I, I) 
1P PcharS < > •. • AND PcbarS < > • • THEN 
PicFilaS • PicP"IIaS + PcbarS 
BLSB 
FlagS • I 
END IF 
I • I + I 
LOOP UNTIL FlagS • I 
END SUB 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB Oe1bea (ivai~, hiS, loS) 
•--coavort IIUII!ban to be:udc:imll formal bi byte rn 
REM SDYNAMIC 
ImpS • HBXS(ival~) 
SBLBCJ' CASB LBN(1mpS) 
CASBO 
hiS- ·uoo· 
loS • "AHOO" 
CASB I 
hiS • "AHOO" 
loS - ·uo· + trnpS 
CASBl 
hiS- ·uoo· 
loS - ·u· + unpS 
CASB3 
hiS • "AHO" + LBFrS(\q)S, 1) 
loS • "All" + RlOKn(tq!S, 2) 
CASB4 
hiS • •u• + LI!Fl'$CtqJS, 2) 





SUB PCin:ll (PiciUreS, Xl~. Yl~. Rod~) 
'-Dnw • cln:la or r..tlua bd ~. &Dd caa&ar X2 ~. Yl" 
·-n~.YlS • PIC circle cemre coorda 
'-Xl~.Y3S • PICclrclaedpcoorda 
DTOil• J.14U9165361/180'--coavcril0adcpecato ndlana 
PMove Pk:IUreS, XlS, Yl~ '-mew. to cln:lo comre 
XJI - ns + a.ds 
Y31. Yll 
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Nove Fic:uaro$, Xll, Yll ._..,.,,to circk edp (90 deJ.) 
POa I • I TO 90 • ---draw circla over 2 deJrCO iacrcmau 
nmrA • "• •• MOll 
X3 I • Xl ~ + llad S • COS(I1ml' A) 
Y3S • Yll + lbdl • SIN(IliE'l'A) 




SUB PCiooe (Pidwd, T'dlcM11S, NumbS, Batch I, TypeS, FS) 
JU!M SST A TIC 
'-1&111 to ope~~ PIC file; dump lbe amy Pic:IUrd illiO lhc file and 
'--dloa cloee iL 
PicP"JiaS - •• 
P"daNameS • PS + " " 
I • 1 
GctFdaName P"daName$, PicF'IleS 
IP LEN(PicPU.S) < I THEN 
PicP"Ilo$ • UCASBS(PkP"!NS + TypoS + • .PIC") 
BLSEIF LBN(PkP"&Jd) • I TREN 
~P"do$ • UCASES(M1DS(PicP"LicS, 1, 7) +TypeS+ •.PIC") 
ENDIP 
FeJOs • DacaDirOulS + "\ • + PicraleS 
LocATB 25, 1: PRJNr "Plot S.vod To: "; UCASBS(FaleS); 
OPEN P"alaS FOR BINARY AS 11 
'-Pill file 01111 mubr Ill PiciUrd ud dump to fiJo 
blipS • CHRS(.tH60) 
PiciUroS • 'Pk:aaroS + tmpS 
PUr n. , PictweS 
CLOSBil 
PictureS • •• 
BNDSUB 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB PDraw (Pictw'eS, XS, YS) 
REM SDYNAMIC 
'-1&111 !bat outp\alll draw command to PIC filo 
tmp$ • CHR$(162) 
Jlldwoe$ • PiciiU'I$ + ~mpS 
Oedlu X", hiS, loS 
blip$ • CHilS(V AL(blS)) + CHRS(V AL(1o$)) 
PiciUroS • Pk:IIINS + tmpS 
Otdlex Y~. biS, loS 
Imp$ • CHR$(V AL(Id$)) + CHRS(V AL(lo$)) 




SUB P6U (PiciUrd, aveat", xvort"O· yvertSO) 
llEM $Sf A TIC 
'-tUb to eoad fWed poly to PIC file 
blipS • CHil$(41) + CHRS(rvertS • I) 
PiciiU'I$ • Pk:IIU'I$ + tmpS 
POll II • 1 TO DYed" 
OedMx xvettl(ll),laiS,IoS 
blip$ • CHJlS(V AL(hiS)) + CHRS(V AL(loS)) 
PiciUroS • Pictu..S + tmpS 
Oecbax yvert,.(IS), hiS, loS 
tmp$ • CHilS(V AL(blS)) + CHRS(V AL(loS)) 





SUB PFallo (Pic:rure$, avertS, xvcrtSO, yvcrtSO) 
'-IUb to IICiad outliDecl fiUecl poly to PIC file 
tmpS • CHR.$(201) + CHR.S(avcrt~ - 1) 
Pic:rurcS • PKrurcS + tmpS 
FOR IS • 1 TO avertS 
Gclbclt XYCrt~(l$), hiS, lo$ 
tmpS • CHRS(V AL(biS)) + CHRS(V AL(j.,S)) 
Picrurei • PicrureS + ~q~S 
Gclhex yvert$(1$), hiS, loS 
~S • CHR.S(V AL(hi$)) + CHR.S(V AL(Io$)) 





SUB PFSiz.a (Picrure$, XS, Y$) 
REM $DYNAMIC 
'-IUb to oucpus fcm& aize command 10 PIC file 
unpS • CHR.$(171) 
PicrurcS • PicrurcS + tq~$ 
GclhcxX$, biS,Io$ 
tmpS .. CHRS(V AL(hiS)) + CHRS(V Al.(lo$)) 
PictureS • PicrureS + tmp$ 
Gclhex Y$, hiS, loS 
tmp$ • CHRS(V AL(hiS)) + CHR.S(V Al.(loS)) 




DSUB PHeacl (Picture$) 
'-IUb lhat11nda bader 10 PIC file 
tmp$ • CHT'.~(I) + CHRS(O) + CHR$(0) + CHRS(O) 
unpS • tq~S + CHRS(I) + CHR.S(O) 
tmp$ • tq~$ + CHJl$(1) + CHR.$(0) + CHR$(&1144) 
tmp$ • tq~$ + CHil$(0) + CHR.$(0) 
tq~S • tq~$ + CHRS(O) + CHR.$(0) + CHR$(&HC) 
tmp$ • tmpS + CHRS(clH7F) + CHRS(9) 
tmp$ • tmp$ + CHR$(6) 
PictureS • PictureS + tmp$ 




SUB PicFUcOpca (Pkru,.S, PlcPIJ, nckS) 
REM SSTATIC 
DEFINI'I·K 
'-routine 10 illillalize PKturcS amy 10 dala caA later be uved 
'-10 a .PIC rda COl' plac&iaf wilb Locua POJl.APH (R) 
IF Batch~ • 0 THEN 
IF PicF1J • 0 THEN 
LOCATB 17, 1: PRINI' "PIC (do output7[Y): • 
QlS • UCASES(INPtm(l)) 
1P QIS • CHR$(13) THEN QtS • •y• 
IP QIS • ·y· THIN 
LOCATB 18,1 
INP\TI' "Blur output directoty for PIC ru.: •, Dt1aDirOutS 
CircleFia • 0 
PlctunS • .. 
Picfla • I 
'-iM HcacSerillllo amy if .PIC file ia .-dod 
PHead Picllli'IS 
END IF 
LOCATB 17, ll: P1UNT QIS 
END IF 
BLSEJP BalCh$ • I THEN 
Picfla- 1 
IF F6S • I THEN 





SUB PMOYs (Pictwd, X$, Y$) 
REM SDYNAMIC 
DBFSNGI·K 
'--eub lbat output move c:ommaad to PIC lila 
tmp$ - CHR$(160) 
PictureS • PictureS + tmpS 
Getbo:~t XS, hiS, loS 
tmp$ • CHRS(V AL(bi$)) + CHRS(V AL(Io$)) 
Picllli'IS - PictureS + ~qt$ 
Gdhe:~t YS, hiS, loS 
blip$ • CHRS(V AL(hi$)) + CHRS(V AL(Io$)) 
PictureS • PictureS + tmp$ 
END SUB 
, ••••••••••••••••••• ,4 ••••••••••••••••••• 
SUB Prill&ki'Mil (GRAPHIC) STATIC 
REM $STATIC 
'-Prbur l!piOG C:OGlpatible output. Pula picture dau rrom 
lniiDOI'J IIIIo 
600 
'-1 row a pixel• clocp (ulinJ the OR .. temel1l) 10 be directly 
prilllod. 
DIM Mldlowe AS INI'BGER, MltCol1 AS INI'BGER 
IF GRAPHIC • 3 ntBN 
MxRDW1S • 347: MxeobS • 719'-Horc ICI'ND llmill 
BLSBIP GRAPHIC • 1 niEN 
MJIJl.oonS - 399: MxCola" - 639'--CGA ICrMD limlu 
BNDIP 
WID11f lJIIUN1' 2S.S 
LPIUN1' 
·--sec llilllfKillaiO 1Alll6 
LPRINT CHR$(27)~ "3•; CHR$('24); 
POl. Row" • 0 TO MdDw1S STEP a 
LPIUNI' CHJl$(9); SPC(4); ·~ lab • 4 
·-1\anl double dlalky ppbic:• mode OQ 
LPIUNT CHR$('27)~ •t.•; CHllS(Ill); CHRS('l); 
FOR Col" • 0 TO MxColl" 
BYTBI • 0 
POl. PWII • 0 TO 7 
IF POINI'(CoiS,IlowS + PixelS) > 0 THBN 





LPIUNT CHR$(13);'--Carrilp l'ltWII 
NBxTRDwl 




SUB PT•lll (llkWn$, 4"· P •• M11S) 
REM SDYNAMIC 
'-IUb to ICDd .. lll to PIC fUe 
·~• il orielllalioo: 0 • bor 110 r : 0 
'-I · VIr b 10 l : 90 
'-2- bor r 10 I: 110 
'-J • VIr l 10 b ! 270 
'--9 S it poWull : - IoWa ru. pide 
tmp$ .. CHR$(161) '&HAl 
PictureS • Plctuld + \nipS 
tmpS • "&H" + HEXS(cl.) + HEXS(PS) 
tmp$ .- CHRS(V ~$)) 
PictureS • Pktuld + tmpS 
tmpS • M11S + CHRS(O) 




INPtTI' "Erar illpUl Baldi file oame: • ,FS 
OPEN F$ FOR INPt.rr AS I I 
I• SOO 
PRINI' "ealu 1) for data Kript l) fcx lext Kript 3) for both: • 
CS • UCASBS(INP\TI"S(I)) c•. VAL(CS) 
PRINI' c• 
IP c• - 2 THEN oaro too 
OF$ • MIDS(FS, I, 4) + 'DATA.SCil" 
OPEN OF$ FOR OtrrPVI' AS 12 
PRINT 12, "INSERT" 
WHn.B Nar EOF(l) 
INPUI' 11, FS, XI, Yl 
OPEN F$ FORINPt.rr AS 13 
LOCATES, 1: PIUNT "Roediq tile:"; FS 
WHILB Nar BOF(3) 
XI•XI-1 
'-Blur plue oricat 
PRIN1' 12, "DIP" 
WRli'E 12, XI, Yl 
INP\TI' 13, I, d, D 
j • j + 1: LOCATE 7, 1: PRINT j; • data poia&a cnacrecl" 
PRINI 11. ·a·: PRNr n. 
Aaale • I • -1 
PRINT n. Aaalo 
'-Now do alick orieat 
PRINT 11, "SUCK" 
WUI'B 11, XI, Yl 
INPUI' 13, I, d, D 
PIUNI' 12, "1": : PIUNI' 11, 
Aaile • I e -1 




IP C" • 1 THEN GOI'O 200 
100 
CLOSBI1 
CLOSE II: OPEN F$ POR INPUT AS 11 
OF$ • MIDS(F$, 1, 4) + "'TXX'.SCR." 
OPEN OF$ POll OU'mTI' AS 12 
PIUNT n, "STYLB" 
PIUNT 11, "R.OMANS" 
PIUNT tZ., "R.OMANS" 
~11. ·200· 
601 
PRlNr n, : PIUNT 11, : PRINT 12, : PRINT 12, : PRINT ll, 
~ATB 9, l: PRINT "R.udU., 1be raJea for lelll dip•" 
PluNT 11, "TEXT" 
wHU Nar BOF(l) 
INP\TI' II, FS, XI, Yl 
FilS • ·a:· + FS + • .su· 
OPEN P"dS POR INPUI' AS 13 
LocATE 11, 1: PRINT "Rudina file: "; F'al$ 
WHD.B Nor EOF(3) 
Xl•XI·l 
WJUTB 11, XI, Yl 
PRINrll, ·o• 
INPUt 13, I, cl, D 
t • t + 1: LOCATB 13, 1: PRINT k; • data point.a eDICrcd" 
INP\TI' 13, duma, dumd, dumn 
PROO'Il, d 






CLOSE 11: CLOSE n 
END 
•-SEEJC.BAS 
DECI...ARB SUB Tide 0 
'- SBEIC. AND YB SHALL FIND 
'-~m SBEK.BAS 10 IC&rcb lh• nw dala ru .. 
·- pick frKCW. dala baMd oa varioua panmctcn: 
•- By: O.vid van Bverdinaca (M.U.N.)Dale:ll-12·19 
DECI...ARB SUB Clullt'&ll (NamolS, DilkS) 
DECLARE SUB DUplayF"aJ.a (Direc10ry$) 
DBCLARB SUB DriveADdDirec (Direcl.of)'S, Drive$) 
DECLARE SUB P"llellill (NAMEXJS11, lOS, Overwrite$) 
DECLARE SUB Help (SUBRO~ 
602 
DECLARE SUB b()udrlleNamo (DiltS, Name InS, NameOulS.O 
OType$) 
DECLAU SUB Meau (MENUSSO, NEWYS, NEWXS,O 
0 OLDYS, OLDXS, CHBCICS,SurtRS, S1anCS) 
DECLARE SUB MI-tch (d, uS) 
DECLARE SUB NtatBox (BoxYS, BoxXS, YUmi1S, XUmitS) 
DECLAU SUB PlctoutputPUo (NAME.P$, DISKO'lTTS, IOS,O 
0 NOPICKS) 
DECLARBSUB Poaitioo (MENUS$0, SttnllS, SttnCS,O 
0 CboleS, Call$) 
DECLARE SUB bfonnal (DilkS) 
DBCLAilB SUB SearcbO.Ia (Name IS, Directory$, SlanDir$,0 
ONameOutS) 
DECLAu SUB Stpenla (N=ol$, DiltS) 
DECLAaB SUB SllcbAiic'• (l>inctoryS, TypeS) 
DBCLAaB SUB Spbers (lo!"ta»l$, DiatS) 
DBCLAilB SUB Sl.treoplot (DincloryS, SttnDir$, PlotdatSO,O 
• Plod) 
DECLAilB SUB Subtract 0 
DBCLAu SUB Wiptllock (PLS, LLS, FCS, LCS) 
·-·· 
COMMON SHARED NtrrS, BatcbF11S 
COMMON SHARIID DilkS, Direc10r7S, SlanDir$ 
CO,MMON SHAIU!D /Utility/ DISKO'lTTS, NamelS, Da1aPilcSO 
COMMON SHARIID /Batch/ F"lleaRCidS, K.oun~erS 
·-· DIM MENUS$(36), MENl.JU$(36), MENUSS$(36) 
DIM DalaF"de$(200) 
TYPE R.tJType 
ax AS INTBOBil 
bx AS OO'P.GBR 
ex AS JNrEOa 
dx AS OO'EOfll 
bp A!S ,OOP.Ofll 
11 AS INI'EOEil 
Di AS INTBOBil 
flap AS INJ'BOEil 
BNDTYP11 
DIM IARtaa AS R.ttrype, Oudlaaa AS Rttrype 
CLS 
'-sc.t onor lrappilll and 10t cnor variable 10 0 
NtrrS • 0 
'--oN FlUtOR 001'0 Geatrr: 
• -Set up maio 11101111 
DEfJNT A·Z 
M.BNUS$(1) • •a.f'ormlla Dala F'&J. • 
MENUSS(l) • "s.arda a Dlla YaJ.• 
MENUS$(3) • • Orioalalioo Scpanlioa • 
. . ' 
MENUSS(4) • •• 
MENUS$(.5) • • Ulilidu" 
MENUS$(6) • "Help" 
MENUSS(7) • " DOS SbcU" 
MENUSS(I) • "Exit 10 DOS " 
'-Dctennino cumnt dinc:tory 
DEfSEG 
'-Yiftd cum:a& driveleaer 
lnltcJI.IIt- AHI900 
CALL inumspl(AHll,ldca•, OutRcp) 
NumbS • VAL(RJGin1(S11lS(OutRcp.u), 1)) 
1P NumbS • 0 THEN DriveS • "A:\" 
1P NumbS • I THEN DriveS • "8:\" 
IF NumbS •l THEN DriveS • "C:\" 
IF Numb~ • 3 THEN DriveS • "D:\" 
'-Pinel cum:a& IUbdinctory 
S!.ibDirS • STRING$(64, " i 
Wltaa.ax • AH4700 
lnRcaa.dx • AHO 
lnbaa.lli • SA.DD(SubDirS) 
CALL in&cmspt(ctilll,ldcJI, OutRcp) 
SubDirS • RTRIMS(SubDirS) 
SubDirS • MIDS(SubDirS, I, LBN(SubDirS)- I)+ "\" 
IF LEN(SubDirS) • I THEN SubDirS • ""'-R.ool directory 
'--Combine the n111lt.1 
SwctDirS • DriveS + SubDirS 
Diroc:toryS • StactDirS 
'-SLict tho maia body or tho proanm 
WIULB Q$ < > "X" 
CLS 
COLOR 0, 7: LOCATE 24, I 
PRINl' SPACES(IO); LOCATE 24, 1: PRINl' "Directory:"; 
Directory$; 
LOCATB 24, 56: PRINT "D.A.v .B. (C) 1V89 v4.0"; 
LOCATB 1, 1: PRINT SPACB$(79) 
IF BatchFIJS • 1 THBN LOCATB 1, 37: PIUNT "Batch On" 
LOCATE 1, 61: PIUNI' "MaiD Menu•: COLOR 7, 0 
NcatBox 8, 4, I, 33 
LOCATE 8, IS: PIUNI' • Maia Menu:• 
'- Print main menu Kroon 
Title 
·- Call up lhe mala menu 
Poaition MBNUSSO, 9, 6, Cboeo", "MAIN" 
SBLECT CASB CboeaS 
CASB-1 
NoatBox 11, 7, 1, 25 
LOCATB 12, 8: PRINl' "Exit to DOS (YIN]? "; 
SOUND700, .5 
QIS • UCASBS(INP\111{1)) 




LOCATB 1, 1: COLOR 0, 7: PRIN1' SPACB$(79} 
IF BatchFia" • I 111BN LOCATB l, 37: PRINI' "Batch On" 
LOCATE I, 60: PRINI' "Submenu: REFORMAT": COLOR 7, 0 
Reformat Directory$ 
CASB3 
LOCATE 1, 1: COLOil 0, 7: PRINT SPACB$(79) 
IF BatchFll" • 1111BN LOCATE 1, 37: PR1NI' "Batch On" 
LOCATE I, 60:PIUNI' "Submenu: SBPARATE": COLOR 7, 0 
Sopanta Name IS, DinctotyS 
CASB2 
LOCATI l, 1: COLORO, 7: PR.INI'SPACB$(79) 
603 
IF BatchFliS • I THEN LOCATE I, 37: PIUNI' "B&tcb On" 
LOCATB 1, 60: ~'fl' "SubiDIGU: SEARCH": COLOR 7, 0 
'-[aput ud OUipUl file aemca arc roquciiCd 
IF BatchFJa" • I THEN 
YllcRoq$ • "IN" 
ELSEIP BatdlFiaS • 0 THEN 
Fllcaeqs - ·aam· 
ENDIP 
IDOutF'IIeName Dii-Ktory$, Namcld, Naln80u1S, F&lcRcqS 
IP Nam.Oul$ • "QBTOUT" 111EN GOTO EadMaia: 
S..rehData Namcld, DiroctoryS, ScartDir$, NamcOu&S 
CASE S '-File utilitiel ud beJp 
QFS • • • 
WHD.E INSTlt("Y", QFS) • 0 
Tille 
LOCATB 1, 1: COLORO, 7: PRINT SPACE$(79) 
IF BatcbFlJ~ • I THEN LOCATE 1, 37: PIUNI' "B&t.ch Oa" 
LOCATB I, 60: HUNf "Sub111111111: trm.rrY": COLOR 7, 0 
MENUUS(l) • "Cbulp C\lrrcat Direc:tory" 
MENUU$(2) • "Pile Coal&a&ISubtrac\ed" 
MENUU$(3) • " Slkbuicka (SubMcma) • 
IF Batc~~FJa" • 0 THEN 
MBNUUS(4} • "&.Ida : Otr" 
BLSBIF Bat&:hFIJ" • I THEN 
MBNUU$(4) • "Balch :Oa" 
END IF 
MBNUUS(I) • • MelD Mcma <ESC> • 
NcatBolt 8, 4, 8, 33 
LOCATB I, IS: PRINT "Utility Meau:• 
~ MENUU$(), 9, 6, CbaeoU~, "MaiD" 
SBLECT CASB CboeoU~ 
CASB·l, 8 
QPS • •y• 
CAsBI 
DrivoAsldDir-K Dii-Ktory$, DriveS 
CASBl 
LOCATB I, 60: COLORO, 7: PRINT "Submeau: SUBTRAcr": 
COLOR 7, 0 
SUbcntt 
CAsB3 
QSS • • • 
WIULB INSTlt("Y", QSS) • 0 
Tille 
LOCATE I, 56: COLOR 0, 7 
PRINI' "Submeau: SIJCICBNSIDBS": COLOR 7, 0 
MENUSS$(1) • • Complcca 0.1& Jt«ont• 
MENUSSS(l) • "Oricda&ioaa Onl7 " 
MBNUSSS(3) • "lloda O.ta ud Oriocutionl" 
MBHUSSS(I) • "Utility Meau < BSC > • 
NoatBox I, 4, I, 33 
LOCATB I, 15: PIUNJ' "SUet. Maau:• 
LOCATB 12, 10: PRIN1' "(ID eoparato mea: data" 
LOCATB 13, 10: PRINT "filca bavo '-.SLK'-, oriena. • 
LOCATB 14, 10: PlliNT "filoa have '-.PL'r- oxm.) • 
PoeiaioA MENUSSSO, 9, 6, CbOIOSS, "Miia" 
SELSCT CASB CbOIIS" 
CAsB-l, 8 
QSS • •y• 
CASBl 
LOCATB I, S6 
COLQRO, 7: PRINT "Submeau: SUCK. DATA" 
COLOR 7,0 
SlickcDiidc Din:eiOr)'S, "DATA" 
CASEl 
LOCATE 1, 56 
COLOR 0, 7: PRINT "Submc1111: SUCK. ORIENT" 
COLOR 7,0 
Slicken.idc Directory$, "ORIENT" 
CASE3 
LOCATE I, 56 
COLORO, 7: PRINT "Submc1111: SUCK. BOTH": COLOR 7, 0 
Slickenaidc Dircc&oryS, "BCrrH" 
CASE ELSE 




IF BaiCbflJ'I • 0 THEN 
Ba~ehFla 'I • 1 
ELSEIP Ba~ehFlr'l • I THEN 
Ba~ehFla'l - o 
END IF 
CASE ELSE 
QFS • •y• 
ENDSELECI' 
WipcBlock 2, 22, 1, 79 
WEND 
CASE6 
NutBo:~t 2, 40, 19, 311 













Scai\Dir$ • MIDS(StartDir$, I, I) + "D" + MIDS(Stai\Dir$,0 
0 3, LEN(Stai\Dir$) • 3) 
SHELL Stai\DirS 




DATA FlaJ,Pbolo Number,Scllllioe Id.,Scallliae Attribute 
DATA Fr"ture Number 
DATA Scanlino Di&uce,Practure Type,Oriontalion,Traco Lcn,U. 
OAT A CcMOriq,Tol'llllslatiou,Minoral F'allinl 
DATA Larp SQ!o R.ouJbaou 
DATA Small Selle R.ouJbw,Rock Typo,Graill Sizo,Apci1Ure 











'--5un:b lbe dala&le bued oa varioua pamnc~era 




DIM F'LIJ(30), INF'U.G(JO), Otn'FLAG(JO), FORMAT(JO, 2) 
DIM PHOJOS(UO), MENSEPS(36) 
DIM ZRANGE(l), MINERALS$(3), Ma~eh(JO), MENSE$(36) 
DIM HBADER$(36), APitANGE(l) 
DIM OARANGE(l), ODRANGE(l), FOTOCOOR.DSS(\00) 
DIM oonbiaaS(IOO), EalliJia$(100) 
DIM CHECK(J) 
IF BalehFia'l • l THEN 
INPUT '2, DilkS 
WHD..B Nar EOF(2) 
K.oun&cr'l • K.owur'l + 1 
INP\TI' n, DetaF'IkS(IC.oun&cr'l) 
WEND 
END IF 
'-Sf¢ aU ftaaa10 0 
FOR I • I T020 
Flea(I) .. o 
NEXfl 
INM- 0 
'-Read over flnl 37 data .. Lcmcnl valuca 10 lho meru hudera 
RESTOilE 
FOR,l • 1 TO 36 
READ Dummy$ 
NEXT I 
'-Read In lbt mlllU bcadera 
FOR I • I TO II 
READ MI!NSES(l) 
NEXT I 
'-Add the remaialna meau itema 
MENSB$(19) • •• 
MENSB$(20) • "Se&.ct all10 quanLit; later" 
MENSE$(21) • "Etld 11leclion proc11a" 
MENSB$(22) • "Exi110 maia menu" 
RUNONCBAOAIN: 
PORI•lTOll 
HBADER$(1) • MENSBS(I) 
NEXJ' l 
SECSE.LECI'FLO'I • 0 
TPltMINATBS • • • 
WHILB TERMINATBS < > "EXn'"'-while noc nit rcque11ed 
W~Biol:t 2, 22, I, 79 
NoetBox1,1, II, 2l 
NoetBo:~t 3. 39, 3, 19 
IF INPLO • 0 ntBN 
LOCATE 2, 4: PRINT "Soercb Panmetara:" 
LOCATE I, 60: COLOR. 0, 7: PSUNI' "Submenu: SEARCH" 
LOCATE 10, 30: PRlNT "Search the data file uaiq • 
ELSB 
~~~tiO, 10,30,61 
LOcATB 2, 4: PRlNT ·~ Par&mNn" 
LOCATB 10, 30: COLOR 0, 7 
PRlNT "Now Select lbo ouput panmetera u1iq" 
END IF 
LOCATE II, 30: PIUNI' "tbo Critaril Ia lbe bolt on the left" 
LOCATB 12, 30 
PIUNI' "U• lbe cunor by• 10 11lect your cboic:o. • 
COLOR 7, 0 
IF INPLO • 0 THBN'--cbo panmetara that an not 10 be picU4 
HBADERS(I) • ""'-ill the n.- 11'-c:lioa an IM4M blank 
HBADERS(3) • •• 
' . 
HEADER.$(4) • •• 
HEADERS($) • •• 
HEADERS(6) • •• 
HEADERS(I3) • "' 
HEADERS(I6) • •• 
HEADER.$(14) • •• 
HEADERS(lO) • •• '--che SECSELECTFLG~ cbcc:b if lhe 
IOCOnd 
END IF-•S.Ctioa ia 10 .. " 
IF INFLO • I AND SECSELECTFL<i~ • 0 THEN 
FORI • I TOll 
HEADERS(I) • MENSES(I) 
NEXT I 
SECSELECTFLO~ • 1 
END IF 
'-caU lhe menu diip!lly routine 
Poailion HEADERSO, 3, 3, Cbo•"· 'SEARCH" 
SELECT CASE Cboee~ 
CASE·I 
oaro EndSun:hSuh: 
CASE 1'-lliJ panmetcr 
Flaa(l)- 1 
HEADERS{l) • •• 
CASE 1'-pboco number parameter 
REOOPHOTO: 
NeatBoltl, 17, 11,30 
LOCATE 3, 10: PRINT "Pboco Number." 
LOCATE 4, 15: COLOR 1.5, 0: PIUNT '<•": COLOR 7, 0 
Ftar(l) • I 
IF lNFLG • 0 THEN 
QIS • ·s· 
WHILE lNSTR("YN", QIS) • 0 
LOCATE 4, Ill: PRINT "lue phoco aumben 10 be" 
LOCATE .5, Ill: PRINT "cn&crcd manually?[YIN)' 
LOCATE 7, I II: PRINT "(Anawer Y if aU pbocoa" 
LOCATE II, Ill: PRINT "are co bo eean:becl)• 
QIS • UCASES(INPlm(l)) 
WEND 
IF QIS • •y• 111EN 
LOCATE 10, 11: PRINT "I of phocoa do you wm• 
LOCATE 11, Ill: PRINT "10 tean:h (0 for all): "; 
lNPUT ; ••, PHONUM 
WipeBloct 4, II, Ill, 45 
LOCATE 4, 111: PRINT •q,ut "; PHONUM; " phoco numben:• 
IF PHONUM > 0 THEN 
FOR I • I TO PHONUM 
IF I < • 10THEN 
J .. 18 
LOCATB4 +I, J 
ELSBIF I > 10 THBN 
J •lll 
LOCATE I· 6, J 
END IF 
PlliNI' 'I"; : PRINT' USINO "II"; I; : PRINT •:•; 
COLOR IS, 0: lNPtn'; • •, PHOTOS(I): COLOR 7, 0 
NEXT I 
END IF 
ELSEIP QtS • "N' THEN 
PHOFOR.MS • "$" 
WHILE INSTR("Y", PHOFORM$) • 0 
LOCATE 10, 18: PRINI' "Pilato numbercilta file mull' 
LOCATE 11, 111: PRINT •conaain lho numbcrofphocoa• 
LOCATB 1%. 18: PRINT "on tho fin& liDO (oUowccl" 
LOCATE 13, Ill: PRINT "by pboc.o aumben 0111he DC:I1' 
LOCATE 14, II: PRINT ·~mea. Ia lhia lhe "ee? [Y]" 
PHOFORMS • UCASES(INPVI'S(I)) 
If PHOFORMS • CHRS(Il) THEN PHOFORMS • •y• 
If PHOFORMS • 'N" THEN GOTO EDdSean:bSub: 
WEND 
If PHOFORMS • •y• THEN 
QSS • "N' 
WHILB INSTR('Y", QSS) • 0 
LOCATE 1.5, 18: PRINT "Pboco number ciltafale name: • 
LOCA'Ill 16, Ill: INPUT ; ••, PHOTOLOCS 
LOCATE 17, ll: Plmn' "Okay? [Y]" 
Q.SS • UCASES(INPUI'S(l)) 
If Q.SS • CHRS(I3) TIIBN Q.SS • •y• 
IP QSS • CHRS(21) THEN GOTO REDOPHOTO: 
If QSS • 'N' THEN W"!pCBloet II, 11,18,10 
WEND 
OPEN PHOTOLOCS FOR. INPtn' AS IS 
INPUT 15, DuaunyS 
I • I 
WHILE NOT EOF(S) 
tNPtn' 1.5, PHOI'OS(I) 
1"'!1:+-1 
WEND 





tF iNFLG • I TIIEN 
QUESS • "N' 
W"apeBioek 4, 1.5, 18, 46 
WHILE INSTR("PM", QUESS) • 0 
LocATE 4, II: PIUNI' "Do you waat •; 
COLOR 1.5, 0: PRINI' 'P'; :COLOR 7, 0 
PIUNT "boco DJmbcn or • 
LocATE .5, 11: COLOR 1.5, 0: PRINT "M'; :COLOR 7, 0 
PIUNI' "ap coordi.aatca iDc:ludcd" 
LOC.ATE 6, 111: PRINT •ia the oueput cilta ?" 
QUES$ • UCASES(INPtn'$(1)) 
wEND 
IF QUES$ • "M" THEN 
LOCATE I, II: PRJN1' "Map 1JTM eoordi.aateaput• 
LOCATE 9, II: PRDn' "iD u lhelud 10 I Sib colum~~~• 
LOCATE 10, II: PRINl' "oflhe ouepul fde (2·1 • • 
LOCATE 11, Ill: PRINT "Euliftl ,9-15 • aorthiftl)" 
LOCATE 12, II: PIUNI' 'Uaiftl fboto map coordinate•• 
LOCATE 13, 11: PIUNI' "from fate (FOTOCOOR.MAP)" 
FotoF"aloS • S&anDirS + "\FOTOCOOR..MAP" 
RoopeaF'de: 
OPEN PocoFdoS FOR tNPtn' AS It I 
If Norr~ • 53 THEN 
Noir~ • 0 
CLOSBitl 
W"qMIBiock. 8, 13, II, 46 
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LOCATE 8, II: PIUNT "Fde FOTOCOOR.MAP, cOGII"aniq" 
LOCATE 9, Ill: PRINT "map coordinltc• oflho pbocoa" 
LOCATB 10, Ill: PIUNT •c:u DOl bo fouod ia:• 
LOCATB 11, II: PRINT StanDirS 
Q2$- •p• 
WHILB INSTR("YN", QlS) • 0 
LOCATE 13, 18: PIUNI' 'Dooa lhia 611 cxiat [Y)" 
Q2$ • UCASES(INPtn'$(1)) 
IP Q1$ .,. CHR$(13) THEN Q2$ • ·y· 
WEND 
IF Q2$ • 'W THEN 
QUESS • •p• 
W'!pCBiock 8, 13, 18, 46 
GOTO Pbocot.abcl: 
ELSEIF Q1S • •y• THEN 
WipcBiock 8, 13, 11, 46 
LOCATE 8, 18: PRINT 'Eal.cr dim:&ory eon&aillina" 
LOCATE 9, 18: PRINT 'FOI'OCOOR.MAP" 
QSS • ·p· 
WHn.E INSTRC'YN", QSS) • 0 
LOCATE 10, 18: INPUl' ••, DirS 
LOCATE ll,ll: PRINT "Okay (YIN)?" 
QSS • UCASES(1NPUTS(l)) 
IF QSS • CHlU(I3) THEN QSS • •y• 
IF QSS • "W 1liEN WqH~Biock 10, 11, 18, SO 
WEND 




FOR I • I TO 100 
FOTOCOORDSS(J) • •• 
NEXT I 
I .., 1 
INPUT Ill, Dummy$ 
WHn.E NOT EOF(ll) 
INPUT Ill, FOTOCOORDS$(1), E&~tina$(1), nonhinaS(I) 
I • t + 1 
WEND 
NUMBEROFOTOS • I • I 
END IF 
PhocoLibcl: 
IF QUESS • •p• THEN 
LOCATE 8, 18: PRINT "Phoco and ~eanJine id'-a" 
LOCATE 9, 22: PRJNI' "wiU be output." 
END IF 
END IF 
HEADER$(2) • •• 
CASE 3 '-~eanJine ldeotificr 
Flaa(3) • I 
HEADER$(3) • •• 
CASE 4'-~eanline oricn&atioa 
Flaa(4) "" 1 
HEADER$(4) • •• 
CASE S'-fracture number 
Flaa(5) • I 
HEADER$(5) • •• 
CASE 6'-~eanline cti .. ~aeo 
Fl•J(6)- 1 
HEADER$(6) • •• 
IF INFLO • 0 THEN 
NcatBox 3, 17, 12, 30 
LOCATE 3, 19: PlliNT "Sc.tnliDe Di .. ~aeo:" 
LOCATE 8, 15: COLOR. lS, 0: PRINT "< • ": COLOR 7, 0 
LOCATE 4, 18: PlliNT -ro cakulace ~paeiq &om" 
LOCATE 5, 18: PlliNT "lbe dl-.aeo valuca you• 
LOCATE 6, 18: PRJNI' "mu•~epance tho data" 
LOCATE 7, 18: PIUNI' "buod on tomo other para·" 
LOCATE 8, II: PIUNI' "metcn ADd run tho roJUit· • 
LOCATE 9, 18: PRINT "IDl complete data6Jo" 
LOCATE 10, 18: PIUNT "throuah SPACE.FOR" 
LOCATE 15, 18: PIUNI' "Prcu aay by 10 cootiauo" 
DO: LOOP UNI'ILINXEYS < > •• 
END IF 
CASE 7'-fneluro type parameter 
Ftaa(7) • 1 
HEADER$(7) • •• 
IF INFLG • 0 THEN 
NealBo:r. 3, 17, 10, 30 
LOCATE 3, lO: PIUNr "Fncruro Type:" 
LOCATE II, 15: COLOR IS, 0: PRINr "<•": COLOR 7, 0 
LOCATE 4, 19: PIUNT "Pict fraeturo 1ypo:" 
LOCATES, 19: PRINT "(Pftu ENTER 10 tclcet;• 
LOCATE 6, 19: PIUNT 'curtor teyaiO move)' 
FOR. J • I TO 30 
MENSEFS(J) • •• 
NEXTJ 
MENSEF$(1) • "COCIIKt" 
MENSEP$(2) • "Voi.A" 
MENSEP$(3) • "Pncturo" 
MENSEFS(4) • •Joim" 
MENSEF$(5) • "Paull" 
MENSEFS(6) • "Fnc. Zooc" 
Politioa MENSEFSQ,I, 22, CHOSEF~. •sEARCH" 




I:RC"fVPE$ - "co" 
CASBl 
FRCI'YPE$ • "vo" 
CASB3 
FRCI'YPES • "fr" 
CASB4 
FR.CTYPES • "jt" 
CASE !I 
FRCTYPES • "ft" 
CASB6 




CASE 8'-frac:ture oriclllatioa parameter 
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POill • 1 TO 30'-cbcek ir aoy adler itema havo been piekcd 
IF PIIJ(I) • 1 THEN OPla • l 
NEXT I 
IF NOT (INFLO • I AND OFIJ • I) THEN 
NcatBox 3, 17, 13,30 
LOCATE 3, 20: PRINT •fracture Oriclllation:" 
LOCATE 10, 1!1: COLOR. 15, 0: PRINT • < • ":COLOR. 7, 0 
END IF 
Fiaa(l)- • 
HEADER$(8) • •• 
IF INFLO • 0 THEN 
LOCATE 4, 19: PRINT • Whicb fracture oricrt·" 
LOCATES, 19: PRINT" talioa ICUCb for?:" 
LOCATE 6, 19: PIUNI' • (Preu ENTFJl 10 tcloct;" 
LOCATE 7, 19: PIUNI' • cunor keya 10 move)" 
FOilJ • 1 TO 30 
MBHSEFS(J) • •• 
NBXTJ 
MENSEFS(I) • "Dip Azimuth Ra~t~•" 
MEN~EF$(2) • "Dip a...,.• 
MENSEF$(3) • "Bccb" 
Poeilloo MBHSEFSO, 9, 20, CHOSEPS, ·sEAR.CH" 








OIUEH1'S - ·o· 
CASE3 
oR.IENrS - ·s· 
CASE ELSE 
END SELECT 
WipcBioc:lt 4, 16, II, 45 
IF ORIENfS • "A" OR 0RJENrS • •a• THEN 
LOCATE 4, II: PIWn' "~~!put !be D[p AZIMUTH nop" 
LOCATES, II: PIWn' "ia dcJreC• (0 to 359):" 
OARANGE(I) • ·I 
OARANGE(2) • ·1 
WHn.E OARANGE(I) > OARANGE(l) OR OARANGE(I)O 
0 < 0 OR OARANGE(l) > 359 
LOCATE7, II: INPlTr; "LOWJ!Jlcadofnop: ",0 
0 OARANGE(1) 
LOCATE I, II: INI'UT; "UPPEilend of ru,e: ",0 
0 OARANGB(l) 
1P OARANGE(I) > OAR.ANGB(l) OR OARANGE(I) < 0 ORO 
OOARAHGE(l) > 3.59 THEN 
LOCATE 10, II: PRINT "UPPER ru,o value ma11t >" 
LOCATE II, II: PRINT "LOWEll ranae value cl:. be·" 
LOCATE 12, II: PRINT "tween 0 and 360 dcJrCCI" 
SOUND700, I 




IF ORJI!NT'S • "D" OR ORIENTS • •a• THEN 
LOCATE 4, II: PRINT "laput DIP raJ110 (dcpea:0-90):" 
ODRANOE(I) • ·l 
ODR.ANOE(l) • -2 
WHILB ODRANGB(I) > ODRANGE(l) OR ODR.ANGE(I) < 0 
ORO 
OODRANGE(l) > 90 
LOCATES, 18: INPUT; "Input LOWEJt end of nqc :",0 
OODRANOE(I) 
LOCATE 6, II: INPUT; "Input UPPER end of nDaC :• ,0 
OODRANOE(l) 
IF ODR.ANGE(I) > ODRANOB(l) OR ODRANGE(l) < 0 ORQt 
OODRANGE(l) > 90 THEN 
LOCATE 14, II: PIWn' "Tho UPPER nap value > "; 
LOCATE 15, II: PRINT "LOWER nap value c1:. bo-" 
LOCATE 16, II: PRINT "twocn 0 aad 90 dcrrec•" 
SOUND700, I 




ELSEIF lNFLO • I AND OFIJ < > 1 THEN 
FORI• I TOl 
MBNSBPS(I) • •• 
NBXTI 
WipcBioc:t 4, 16, II, 4.5 
LOCATE 4, II: PRINT "Format wan&cd for output:" 
LOCATE 5, 11: PRINI' "(Nocc: If you pic:tany of' 
LOCATE 6, lll: PRINT "lh• odler panmetar1 wilh" 
LOCATB 7, II: PRINT "oriea&ation, output will" 
LOCATE 8, II: PRINT "be in lhe c:ompnued dip-" 
LOCATE 9, 11: PRINT "direction dip fonnat of tho" 
LOCATE JO, 11: PRINT "r1w data fale ·that ia, a• 
LOCATE 11, II: PRINT "choice bore will not affect• 
LOCATE 11, 11: PRINT "lhe output)." 
FOR P • l TO 30: MENSEFS(P) • ••: NEXT P 
MENSEFS(I) • "Dip-DireclionDip" 
M.ENSEF$(2) • "DipDip-Dindioa" 
PolilioaMENSEPSQ,14, 19, CHOSEFS, "SEARCH" 




OR OUTS • "AD" 
CASE1 




OFIJ • 0 
CASE 9'--tracoleqt.b parameter 
Flq(9)- 1 
HBADER$(9) • •• 
IP INFLO • 0 nmN 
Nca&Box3, 17, 7, 30 
LOCATE 3, 20: PRJNT ~nc:o Lca,lh:" 
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LOCATE 11,15: COLOR 1.5, 0: PRJNT "<•": COLOR 7, 0 
ZRANGE(I) • 200 
ZRANGB(l) • 100 
LOCATE 4, 11: PRINI' "What fracture lcqth ranae" 
LOCATES, 11: PRINI' "(METRES} do yuu waDI to • 
LOCATE 6, 11: PRnn' "~arch for?" 
WHILE ZRANOE(1) > ZllANGE('l) 
LOCATB 7, II: INPUT; "laput LOWER end or riJIIC :• ,0 
OZRANOE(1) 
LOCATE I, 11: INPtTI'; "Iaput UPPER cad of raDiO :",0 
OZRANGE('l) 
IP ZRANGE(l) > Zl.ANOE('2) THEN 
~ATE 9, II: PRJNI' "UPPER. ru,e value IIWit >" 





CASE 10 '--c:CJIIOrina llylc panmctcr 
Flla(10) • 1 
HBADEllS(10) • •• 
IP INFLO • 0 1liEN 
Noa&Box3, 17,1, 30 
L()CATB 3, 10: PRJNI' "CtDIOrina:" 
LOCATE 11, 15: COLOR 1.5, 0: PRINT "<•": COLOR 7, 0 
LOCATE 4, 11: PRINT "What •ylo of c:cn10rina to• 
LOCATES, 11: PRJNI' "~arch for?" 
LOCATE 6, II: PRINT "(Prcu ENTER. toy co 10l"t" 
LO;CATE 7, 11: PRJNI' "c:ut10t tcy11o move)." 
PORJ • I T030 
MENSI!FS(J) a "" 
NIDCI' J 
MBNSEPS(l) • "0 • Bocb eadl free" 
MENSBPS(.!) .. "1 • Ono cud covered" 
MENSBPS(3) • "l • Bocb cadi covered" 
Polilioa MENSEFSO, 9, 19, CHOSEP~. "SEARCH" 






CBNS. • 1 
CASB3 
CBNS • 2 
•-:--c:ea.odq or '1' mcana that the tcnninatioo 
'-ttylc ia ceDIOnd ('·') 10 delete from lilt 
FlaaC1t)- 1 




CASE \1 '-lcnninalioa ttyle parameter 
FlaaCII)- 1 
HE.ADER$(11) • •• 
IF INFLG • 0 THEN 
NeatBox3, 17, 12,30 
LOCATE 3, 20: PRINT "TenniDalioa:" 
LOCATE 13, IS: COLOil1S, 0: PRINT"< •": COLOR. 7, 0 
LOCATE 4, 18: PRINT -whatttyla or tcrminalioa• 
LOCATES, 11: PRINT "1o -reb. ror?" 
LOCATE 6, 11: PRlNT "(Prcaa ENI'ER. by 10 alcet" 
LOCATE 7, II: PRINT "cunor byato move)." 
FORJ • 1 TOJO 
MENSEFS(J) • •• 
NEXTJ 
MENSEF$(1) • "0• 8odl cnda rrce• 
MENSEF$(2) • "1• 'T' juactioa• 
MENSEFS(l) • "l• 'H' junction" 
MENSEF$(4) • "3• Splay at ooa end" 
MENSEF$(5) • "4• Splay at b<Mh cnda" 
MENSEF$(6) • "'·' • Cca10Rd tcrmi.Dation" 
Poaitioo MENSEFSO, 9, 11, CHOSEFS, "SEARCH" 




TERMS • •o• 
CASE2 
TERMS .. "1" 
CASE3 
TERMS • "2" 
CASE4 
TERMS • "3" 
CASES 
TERMS • "4" 
CASE6 
•- -ira cen10rcd tenninalioa is cboeen tbeD tho ccn10rinJ ia '2' 
'--lhualho ccn10riaa item it deleted from lhc cboico lilt 
TERMS • •.• 
FllaCtO) • 1 




CASE 12 '-mineral flllina panmcler 
Ftaa(12) • 1 
HEADER$(12) • •• 
IP INFLG • 0 THEN 
NeatBox3, 17, 14,30 
AnodlcrMinenl: 
LOCATE 3, 20: PRINT "Miacral FUllaa:" 
LOCATE 14, IS: COLOillS, 0: PRlNT "<•": COLOR 7, 0 
Min$ • •• 
LOCATE 4, II: PRINT "&ler Search type:" 
LOCATES, 20: COLOR IS, 0 
PRINT "l"; :COLOR 7, 0: PRINT"· 1 mineral" 
LOCATE6, 2 
COLOR IS, 0: PRINT "2":: COLOR 7, 0: PRJNT" ·AND" 
LOCATE 7, 2 
COL.OR IS, 0: PRINT "3"; :COLOR 7, 0: PIUNT" • Ol~ 
u:x:;IATE 8, 2 
COLOR. IS, 0: PRINT "4";: COLOR. 7, 0: PRINT •- NOT" 
ADocherB: 
BS • UCASES(INP\11'$(1)) 
IF V A1.(BS) < 0 OR V Al.(BS) > 4 THEN CiOTO AnocberB: 
SELECr CASE BS 
CASE "1" 
LOCATE 10, 11: PRINJ' "One Miacral Choice:• 
LOCATE 11,20: COLOR 1.5, 0 
PRlNT "I";: COLOR 7, 0: PR1NJ' •- 1 mineral" 
LOCATE 12, 24: PRINT "Fractun~ may have > I" 
LOCATE 13, lO: COLOR 15, 0: PRlNT "2"; 
COLOR 7, 0: PRINT • • 1 miMml" 
l.OCATl! 14, 24: PRlNT "Prac1Un1 baa I only" 
ADadlerBB:BBS • UCASBS(INP\11'$(1)) 
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IF 88$ < > "I" AND 88$ < > "1" THEN GOTO AnochcrBB: 
IP BB$ • "1" THEN 
MFII• II 
LOCATE 16, lO: INPtTI' "Baler mineral: •, Min$ 
BLSEIP BBS • "1" THEN 
MFia • 12 
LOCATE 16,10: INPUT "Enler mineral:", Min$ 




lpcA;TB 10, 11: PRINT "ANDScarc:h:" 
LOCATE 11, lO: PRINT "Plat ill aay onSer, but aU" 
LOCATl! 12,20: PRINT "three mull match Ia -rc:h" 
LOCATB 13, 10: PRINT "EniCr mineral lellera (no" 
LOCATB 14, 20: INPUT "ipiCct, max•J): •, Min$ 
CASE "3" 
MFIJ • 3 
LOCATE 10, 11: PRINT "OR Scarc:h:" 
LOCATB 11,20: PRINT "Put ill any onScr, oDly one" 
LOCATB 12, :ZO: PRINT "need• 10 match ia -reb" 
LOCATB 13,20: PRINT "&&.r miolral lea.ra (no" 
LOCATE 14, lO: INPtTI' "ipiCaa, mu•3): •, MID$ 
CASB "4" 
LOCATE 10, II: PRINT "IW:Iuaiooacarc:h:" 
LOCATE 11, 11: COLOR IS, 0 
PRINT "1"; : COLOR 7, 0: PRINT • - 1 mincnl1 in rraciUrc" 
LOCATE 12, 11: COLOR. 15, 0 
PRINT "1": :COLOR 7, 0: PRINT" • 11 1 > 1 excluaion" 
LOCATE 13, 11: COLOR. 15, 0 
PIUNT "3":: COLOR 7, 0: PRINT •- I mineral >I In fracture" 
ADOiher8BI:8B$ • UCASES(INPUTS(I)) 
IP BBS < > "I" AND 88$ < > "l" AND 8BS < > "3" THEN 
GOTO AncXhorB81: 
ENDIP 
IP BBS- •t· THEN 
MFIJ • 41 
LOcATE 14, 11: PRINT "Exclude On. Millen! Prac.:• 
LOCATl! IS, lO: INPUT "EIIIar miolralto aulude: •, Min$ 
MiDS • MmS(MiaS, 1, I) + • • 
ELSEIF BBS • "2" niEN 
MF11 • 42 
LocATE 14, 11: PRINT "Exclude an. Mineral Prac.:• 
LOCATE IS, 20: INPUI' "~!mer lit only mioaral: ", MlnS 
MiDS • MIDS(MiDS, 1, l) + •• 
LOCATE 16, 20: INP\TI' "~!mer 2nd only miaeral: •, Minl$ 
MialS - MmS<MiA2S. t, t> + •• 
ELSBIP BB$ • "3" THBN 
MFIJ • 43 
LOCATE t-4, It: PRINT 'Exclude Multi Mineral Prac.:' 





CASE 13 '-larp ~We rouP- parunct.er 
FlaJ(I3) • I 
HEA.DER$(13) • •• 
CASB 14 '-emall ~We rouPu-u 
FlaJ(I4) • I 
HEADER$(14) • •• 
CASE IS '-rock t7J1C paRmct.ct 
FlaJ(I5) • I 
HBADER$(15) • •• 
FOR I• I T030 
MENSEFS(I) • • • 
NEXT I 
IP INPLO • 0 'niEN 
NM\IIolt 9, 14, 9, 30 
LOCATE 9, 20: PIUJ'n' • JlocltTJPC:" 
LOCATE 17, 12: COLOR IS, 0: PRINT "<•": COLOR 7, 0 
LOCATE 10, II: PRINI' "Wbic:b rock type to" 
LOCATE 11, II: PRINI' "ecarc:b foe?" 
LOCATE 12, II: PRJN1' "(Pnu EKI'ER key to Nl..:t" 
LOCATE 13, II: PRDn' "c:UROr tcye to movo)." 
MENSEF$(1) • •p • P\llowa • 
MENSEF$(2) • "0 • Dytca" 
MENSEF$(3) • "T • Tttllldjbcmilel" 
MENSEF$(4) • "Q • Gabbro." 
Poailioa MENSEP$0, IS, 11, CHOSEP~, "SEARCH" 




ROCKTYPS • "p" 
CASB1 
Nulllox 9, 14, 9, 30 
LOCATE 9, 20: PIUJ'n' " Dyb Type:" 
LOCATE 17, 11: COLOR IS, 0: PRINT "<•": COLOR 7, 0 
LOCATE 10, II: PRINT "Which dyb type to" 
LOCATE II, II: PRDn' • .. reb for?" 
LOCATE 12, II: PRINT "(Pnu Bml!R key 10 •l..:t" 
LOCATE 13, II: PIUJ'n' "c:UROC keya to movo)," 
MBNSEPS(l) • "A • All dytea• 
MENSBF$(2) • "D • NoHP,O)'tca" 
MENSBF$(3) • "B • E9idoaiCC1" 
MENSEF$( .. ) • "C • Crou&n," 
Poaition MBNSEPSO, 15, II, CHOSEP~, "SEARCH" 




ROCKTYPS • "doc" 
CASBl 
ROCKTYPS • "d" 
CAS83 
ROCKTYPS • .,. 
CASB4 










CASE 16 '-ar-iA lize pamDCter 
FlaJ(I6) • I 
HEAOER$(16) • •• 
CASE 17 '---apenwe paramcu:r 
FlaJ(I7) • 1 
HBADER$(17) • •• 
CASB 11 '-Ill lllllllbor paramder 
F'laJ(ll) • I 
HEADERS(II) • •• 
JP INFLG • 0 THEN 
NeuBoxll, 17,1,30 
LOCATE II, 20: PRINT "Sec Number:" 
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LOCATE 20, IS: COLOR IS, 0: PRJNr • < •": COLOR 7, 0 
LOCATE 19, 11: PRINT ... "'aumbcr to" 
LOCATE 2.0, II: PRINT "~e~rc:b (Max. • 9): • 
Sot • V AL(IN1'VI'S(I)) 
ENDIP 
CASE 20'-•lect aU for later quamificatioa 
IP INFLG • I THEN 
FORI• I TOlO 
FlaJ(I)- 1 
IIEADERS(I) • •• 
'-Doa'l lak for C:~lct.o data let iJI ICpiRtc f&Jo 




~ INFLO • 0 THEN 
INFLO • l 
FORJ•ITO~ 
INFLAO(I) • FlaJ(I) 
FlaJ(I)- 0 
NEXT I 
·-·' -· At lbia .. ,. 1bo lllput ct. output paRmctcR 
'--bavo boca pic:bcl DOW fipre out what acccla to be pic:bcl 
·-rrom 1bo datafile tad to proc:ud with the acarch 
ELSEIF INFLG • 1 THEN 
INFLAG • 0 
POR.J•1T020 
Otn'f'l.AG(I) • Flaa(l) 
F'IIJ(I) - 0 
Nlt!CI'I 
·-----Oulp\lt 1bo c:boic:CI -----
•.-: - Read over tho fint act of data .. &cmcall (tho formall) 
RESTORE 
FOR 1 • I TO 36: READ DummyS: NEXT I 
'- Now read 1ba ~data utcmecu 
W'.P.Bioct 2, n. 29,79 
NilatBox 2, 35, 11, 22 
COLOR 15, 7: LOCATE 2, 4: PIUNT "Selrc:b PaRme&cR:" 
LOCATE 2, 31: PRJNT "Output PlramcteR:": COLOR 7, 0 
W'~Bioc:k 3, 20, 3, 13 
FORI• l TO 11 
'-C'IId from 1M DATA .wemeall at PI'JIII ond 
RBAD CHOICES$ 
ui INFLAG(I) • I THBN 
LOcATE (l + 1), 3 
PRINT CHOICES$ 
BNDIP 
IP OUTFI.AG(I) • 1 THEN 





WHILE INSTR("YN", Q1S) • 0 
COLOR 0, 7: LOCATE 13, sa: PRIN1' "TheN WCR tbc choice•" 
LOCATE 14, 51: PRlNI' "lbat you picked • 
LOCATE IS, 58: PRlNI' "Okay? (YJ ":COLOR 7, 0 
QlS • UCASES(INPUI'S(I)) 
IF QIS • CHJlS(l3) THEN QIS • ·y• 
IF Ql S • CHJlS(l7) THEN GOTO EodSca~bSub: 
WEND 
IF QIS • •y• THEN 
'- lflput tbo cla&a fonn.t &o1n tbo cla&a .. II:IIIIIIU for lbo 
'- Cypnu ICanelard data l'ormal which coiiLiiu for each 
paramcll:r 
·- tbe finl po1itioo it occupic• Oil dlo data tiDe and bow many 
·- politiOill it occvpiu. F'llll ruet lho data .. ~~:meal poia&cr 
'- to tho .. It of tho data .. temcm. 
RESTORE 
FORI• I TO 18 
FORJ • 1 TOl 
READ FORMAT(I, J) 
NEXTJ 
NEXT I 
'-Aik if complete data record line ia lo be output to ICplrate mo 
'-If DAT0l.Tl1• "N" tbeD choic:o all to quanlil'y later • picked 
'-and then il no Deed to duplicate tho output. 
IF DATOtri'S < > "N" THEN DATOtri'S • • • 
WHn.E INSTR("YN", DATOUTS) • 0 
COLOR 0, 7: LOCATE 13, $1: PRINt' "Do you wan& tho com-• 
LOCATE 14, 58: PlliNI' "plew data record OU\ • 
LOCATE 15, 58: PRlNI' "out put u woU [N]?": COLOR 7, 0 
DATOtrn • UCASE.S(INPUF$(1)) 
IF DATOtrrS • CHJl$(13) THEN DATOtm • "N" 
WEND 
'-An interlude while prolfllm cbocb if procouinr a batch job 
RunAnotherBatchJob: 
IF BatchFia" • I AND Filodcad$ < K.oulller" THEN 
CLOSE ll: CLOSE 13 
FtlcaRud $ • FtleaRud" + I 
Hamel$ • DataF'IleS(F'aloaRcad$) 
NamolAS • DiatS + "\" + NamoiS 
OPEN Name lAS FOR INPtrl' AS 12 
NamoOutS • DiatS + "\" + MIDS(DataFaleS(F'aleaRcad"),I,O 
OLEN(DataFileS(P'alnRcad"))· 3) + "BAC" 
OPEN NamcOutS FOR Otrmrr AS 13 
END IF 
IF DATOUT$ • •y• THEN 
'-Remove tho pathnlme from lbo fdo oame 
FOR J "" 1 TO LEN(NameOutS) 
IF MIDS(NameOutS,I, I) • "\" mEN Flal • I 
NEXT I 
NAME7S • RIGHn(NamoOutS, LEN(NameOutS). Flal) 
NAME7S • MIDS(NAME7S, I, LEN(NAME7S) • 3) + "TTT" 
PJCKANarHEill: 
OverwriteS • •y• 
PictoutputFilc NAME7S, DISKOUT$, ·our•, NO PICKS 
IF NOPICKS • CHR$(27) THEN OOTO EodSearcbSub: 
NAME7AS • DISKOtrrS + "\" + NAME7S 
Filexilt NAMB7AS, •our•, OverwriteS 
IF OverwritaS • "N" THEN 
OverwriteS • •y• 
001'0 PICKANarHER1 
ELSEIF OverwriteS • •y• THEN 
OPEN NAME1AS FOR OUTPlll' AS n 
END IF 
END IF 
'-Put file bNdor or Dame aad data iA tbe output ru. 
CHKFLO • 0 
FORI • 1 TO 11 
IF 0\1TFLAG(1) • 1 THEN CHKPLG • CHKPLG + l 
NFXTI 
IF 0\1TFLAG(8) < > I AND CHKFLO < > 1 THEN 
PRINT 13, USING •\\"; UCASES(NAME6Sl; 
PRINT 13, • produced"; 
PRlNr 13, USINO "\\";DATES; 
PlliNI' 13, • from •; 
PIUtn' 13, USING"\\"; UCASES(NarnolS); 
PRIN1' ll, " by SEEK • 
END IF 
610 
'-tr oriematioa il oaly oat. pict.cd 100 if output to net ia wantc4 
IP 0\1TFLAO(I) • 1 AND •.:HKFLO • 1 THEN 
IP ST • OTHEN 
SlJIIocS - •• 
WHII.JliNSTJl(•YN•, SIPio&$) • 0 
COLOR 0, 7: LOCATE 13, Sl 
PRJN1' "Pice data Ob 1Un10" 
LOCATE 14, Sl: PIUNI' "not (YJ? (or only to• 
LOCATE 15, 58: PIUNI' "a file)" 
COLOR 7, 0 
StPSotS • UCASBS(INPtri'S(l)) 
IP StPioc.S • CHJl$(13) THEN StPiotS • •y• 
IF StPkd • •y• mEN StPiot" • l 
WEND 
END IF 
IP SIPiot I • 1 THEN 
~3 
'--subroulioo to ploc lbo data oo the aterco net 
PI • 3.1415926S.,: ZGnd • Pl/110 
R" • ISO 
XX" • I • 720/3: YY" • S • 341/9 
LINE (XXI • R" • 10, YY" • R" + 25)-(XX" + R" +O 
0 10, YY" + R" • 35),, BP 
'-Draw a c:in:le 
CIRCLE (XXS, YY"), R", 0, , , .719 
LINE (XX", YY" + .719 • R$ + 3)-(XX", YY" +O 
o ;719 • R">· o 
LINE <XX"• YY" • .719,. R" • 4)-(XX", YY" • .7190 
0 • RS • 1), 0 
'-N•ymbol 
PSin' (XX"· 4, YY" • .719 • R" • 6): DRAW "COUIPIUII" 
LINE (XX"· Jl" · 6, YY")-(XX" • R$, YY">• 0 
LINE (XX$ + R$, YY"KXX" + R$ + 6, YY"), 0 
'--dnw c:rou in c:catto 
PSin' (XX", YY$): DRAW "COBU4DSBU4BRSLW 
ENDIP 
END IF 
'-!..Stan tha aearch lhroup tha data r.ta 
Cou*r • 0 
Coumirl • 0 
Couaaerl• o 
COUIIIer3 • 0 
IF StPiot" • OTHEN W'apolloc:k2,ll, I, 79 
IP BatchFII" • 0 AND StPiot" • 0 THEN 
LOCATE 4, S: J11UNT "lladina aDd S..rcbiftt O.ta Yale: "; 
ELSBIP •~ehFia" • t THEN 
LOCATE4, 5 
PRINT "lladiDf and SoarcbiDf PUo I"; Pllollltad"; •or 0 
0 •; Koururl; •: ••-; 
ENDIP 
1P Stflo&~ • 0 THEN 
PRINT USING"\\"; NamelS; 
PRJl(r • ... • 
END IF 
WHILE NOT EOF(l) 
INPlTr n, O.taLiDeS 
Courur • Cou111ar + 1 
IF SlPtot ~ • 0 THEN 
LOCATE 6, 5: PRJl(r "O.ta recorda read:"; 
PRJl(r USING "IIIII"; CouDI.cr • l 
ENDIP 
FOR I • I TO II 
Match(l) • 0 
NEXT I 
IF LEFI'S(Detal.iaeS, 1) • •t• THEN 
'-Pick lbe iaput VINet 
'-Note !hat If > 1 inllaJ value ia 'I' lhe.alhcn~ ID''It bo 
·-• metch wilb ALL lhe criteril, notjuat 001 oflhcm 
MATCHES • I 
FOR I • I TO II 
IF INFLAG(I) • I THEN 
Dummy$ • MIDS(DataUneS, FORMAT(I, 1), FORMAT(I, 2)) 
IF I •lTHEN 
Dummy • V AL(Dummy$) 
IF PHONUM > 0 THEN 
FOR J • I TO PHONUM 
IF Dummy • PHOI'OS(J) THEN 
Match(l) • I 
END IP 
NEXTJ 
ELSEIF PHONUM • 0 THEN 
Metch(l) • I 
ENDIP 
E!LSI!.IF I • 7 AND DummyS • FRCTYPES THEN 
Match(l) • I 
ELSE!IF I • I THEN 
A:t. • V AL(MIDS(Dummy$, I, 3)) 
Dip • V AL(MIDS(Dummy$, 4, l)) 
IF ORIENTS • • A' THEN 
IF Az. > • OARANQE(l) AND A:t. < • OARANGE(l) THEN 
Match(l) • I 
END IF 
I!.LSEIP ORIENTS • "D" THEN 
IF Dip > • ODRANOE(I) AND Dip < • ODRANGE('l) THEN 
Match(l) • I 
ENDIP 
ELSEIP ORIENTS • "B" THEN 
IF Az. > • OARANOB(I) AND A:t. < • OARANOE(l) THEN 
IF Dip > • ODRANOB(l) AND Dip < • ODRANGE(l)O 
OTHBN 




ELSEIF I • 9 THEN 
ZDummy • V AL(Dummy$) 
IF ZDummy > • ZRANGB(I) AND ZDummy < ZRANGB('l) 
THEN 
M11Cb(l) • I 
END IF 
ELSEIP I • 10 TIIBN 
Dummy • V AL(Dummy$) 
IF Dummy • CENS THEN 
M•lch(l) • I 
ENorF 
ELSEIP I • 11 THEN 
IP Dummy$ • TaMS THEN 
Maleb(l) • I 
END IF 
ELSEIF I • ll THEN '-for 1989 c!eta 
MS • MIDS(DwftmyS, 1, 1) + MIDS(DummyS, 4, 1)0 
O+ MIDS(Dwqmy$, 7, 1) 
'-TEST BED STAitT 
'-"-<&If: ofoao miDcrll (&acDlrc !:11)' have >I mioctll) 
IF MFia • 11 THEN 
FORD•IT03 
IF MIDS(Mi.DS, 1, 1) .. MIDS(MS, D, I) THEN 
Mlleh(l) • I 
END IF 
NBXTD 
'---<~• or I miDinl oaly iD hcD1n1 
ELSEIP Mfll • 11 THEN 
IP MIDS(MiDS, 1, 3) • MIDS(MS, I, 3) THEN 
Metcb(l) • l 
END IF 
'-cue or uy Chrec miocnla but .u tbrco nwlt be preaent 
ELSEIP MF!t • l THEN 
K • 3: FOR JJ • I TO 3: CH.ECK(JI) • 0: NEXT JJ 
FOR J' • l TO LEN(Mia$} 
FORJJ • 1 TOK 
IF MJDS(Mi.DS, J, 1) • MJDS(MS, JJ, 1)0 
OTHEN 
MS • .MIDS(MS, 1, JJ • 1) + 0 
0 MIDS(MS, JJ + l, LEN(MS)) 




IF CHECKQ) • 1 TIIEN K • K • I 
NBXTJ 
M•ICb(l) • 1 
FOR J • I TO LEN (Mia$} 
IF CHECK(I) • 0 THEN Mltcb(I) • 0 
NEXTJ 
·-•• of uy throe miocnl•, oaly 001 nwlt bo prcaenl 
ELSEIP MF11 • 3 THEN 
PORD•lT03 
PoRJI•IT03 
IF MIDS(MiDS, D, 1) • MIDS(MS, J, I)O 




•---a. of oae mioe~ oxclu1ioa (frac:turD coa&aina only one 
mineral) 
BLSBIP MP11 • 41 THEN 
IF MmS(MiDS, I, 3) < > MIDS(MS, I, 3) 0 
omEN M•tcb(I) - 1 
·-•• of > 1 mloenl oxcluaioa (oaly 1 per hcture) 
ELSEiP MF11 • 41 THEN 
IF, MJDS(MiDS, I, 3) < > MIDS(M$, I, 3) ANDO 
41MIDS(M.U21S,l, 3) < > MIDS(M$, l, 3) THENO 
OMatch(l) • I 
Ill MIDS(Mi.DS, 1, 1) • MIDS(MS, I, I) ORO 
OMIDS(MlalS, 1, 1) • MIDS(MS, I, I) THENO 
OMIIcb(I) • o 
• ~~~~ or one mioonl oxchlliOil (hctul'll conlaiDI > I 
mineral) 
ELSEIF MFIJ • 43 THEN 
FORD•lT03 
IF MIDS(MioS, 1, 1) < :> MIDS(MS, D, 1)@ 
0 THEN Matcb(l) • I 
NEXTD 
END IF 
·--mate •re oo blanb JO' thnluJb 
IF MS ., • • THEN Matcb(l) • 0 
ELSEIF I • 15 nfEN 
IF ROCKTYPS • "doc" THEN 
IF Dummy$ • "d" OR Dummy$ • "c" ORO 
@Dummy$ • "c" nfEN 
Matcb(l) • I 
END IF 
ELSEIF DummyS • ROCKTYPS THEN 
Matcb(l) • 1 
END IF 
ELSEIF I • 17 nfEl{ 
Dununy • V AL(Dummy$) 
IF Dununy :> APRANOE(1) AND Dummy< APRANOE(l) 
THEN 
Match(l) • 1 
END IF 
ELSEIP I • 1 a AND Set • V AL(Dununy$) nfEN 




FOR I • I 1'0 20 
IF INFLAO(I) • I AND Match(l) < :> 1 THEN 
MATCHES • 0 
END IF 
NEXT I 
'-Now output matched data recorda to new output file 
IF MATCHES • I nfEN 
0\TrEXTS- •• 
'-I! only output parame&cr picked i• oricntalioa, output 
'-will be for StaNO or SPHERE • thua output will IN f'ormaued 
'-accordifla1y • Dip and Dipdireclion or DipDireclioa and Dip 
CHKFLG • 0 
FOR I • I TO 18 
IF OUTFI.AO(I) • I THEN CHKFLG • CHKFLO + 1 
NEXT I 
lf 01JTFLA0(8) • I AND CHKFLO • I THEN 
IF StPIO(I • I THEN 
ZAz • V AL(MIDS(Datal.ioc$, 22, 3)) 
ZDip • VAL(MIDS(DitaLiac$, 2S, 2)) 
ZAzR • ((ZAz + taO) MOD 360) • ZGrad 
ZThelR • ZDip • ZOM 
RSQ • RS • SQR(2) 
DD • RSQ • SIN(ZTbedt I 2) 
DON • DO • .729 
XPT • DD • SIN(ZAzll) 
YPT • DON • COS(ZAzR) 
PSI» (XXI + XPT. YYI • YPn 
•--open circle 
DRAW "COBD2LIHlU2E1R2PID201LIUICIUl" 
LOCATE 2, .S: PIUNT "Ydo: •, NamoiS 
LOCATE 3, .S: PROO "N • "; Countcl'2 + I 
ENDIP 
IF OROtTI'S • "DA • THEN 
IF MIDS(Dital.inoS. 2S. 2) < :> •• OR 0 
OMIDS(Datal.inoS, 22, 3) < :> •• nfEN 
Otn'EXTS • MIDS(DitaLiDeS. 2S, 2) + • • + 0 
OMIDS(Datal.iDe$, 22. 3) 
ENDIP 
ELSEIF OllOtri'S - I AD' THEN 
IF Mm$(Detat ine$,25, 2) < :> •• ORO 
OMIDS(D.aai...U.S,ll, 3) < :> • • THEN 





FOR I • l TO 1a 
IF OlTTFLAO(I) • 1 THEN 
IF I • 2 AND Otn'FLAO(l) • 1 AND QUESS • "M"O 
OTHEN 
FOR U • I '10 NUMBEROFOT'OS 
1P F<JI'OCOORDSS(U) • MIDS(Da&al..ir'•S.O 
0 FORMAT(I. 1), FORMAT(I, l)) THEN 






Otn'EX'n • Otri'EX11 + MIDS(DitaUnoS, 0 







'-. -Ir the only output oa tho line ia 10 bo lh• oricn&ltion then only 
prilll 
·~· OUTBXTS if it II aoo-blaak 
1P 0\TI'FLAO(I} • I AND CHKPLO • 1 THEN 
IP MIDS(Dital...ia.S, 25, 2) < :> •• ORO 
OMIDS(DetaUDI$, 22. 3) < :> •• THEN 
IP Otn'EXT$ < :> " " AND OUTEXT$ < :> •• THENO 
QPROO 13, OUTEXTS 
END If 
ELSB 
IP OUTEXTS < :> •• nfBN PRINT 13, OUTEXT$ 
END IF 
IF DATO\Tf$ • •y• THEN 
PRINT 17, DataUDI$ 
EHDIP 
Cowutl • Coua&ol'2 + 1 
IF StPiot I • 0 1 HBN 
LOCATE 7, !:PRINT • Matcbca Pound: "; 
~USING "IIIII"; COUIIUI'2 
IP Otn'FLAO(I) • I AND CHIC.FLO • l nfEN 
IJI MIDS(DetaUDIS, 2S, 2) • •• ORO 
OMIDS(DataUaoS. 22, 3) • "• THEN 
Coullllr3 • Cou1110rl + I 
LOCATE a, ! :PRINT "JlccordaO 
Qtwith Nulla: "; 
PRINT USING "IIIII"; Couur3 
END IJI: END IP: END IF: END IF: END IP 
WEND 
IJI StPiot. • 1 'mEN 
If BotcbPIJ I • 0 THEN 
LOCA TB 23, 1: PRINT "Preu any kcyiO cominue" 






SOUND 1000, .5 
il ! 
., 
LOCATE6, ~: PllDn'" Lul neot'd aud:" 
LOCATE 9, -': PRDtl' "I orR.ocorda 10 Ouput Falc: "; 
PRINT USING "IIIII"; Cowllct2- Coum.cr3 
IF DATOtri'S • •y• THEN 
LOCATB II,~ 
PRINT "The tomplel. ciliA rococd for above data it ia:" 
LOCATB 12, ~: PRINT SPACE$(51) 




IF Bat.thfla" • I AND FalctRud" < Kou111.cr" THEN 
Q6S • •y• 
1P SlPIOi" • I THEN ST • I 
GOTO RuDAIIOChetBat.thJob: 
ELSEIF B.lt.thfla" • I AND F&Je.ao.d" • ICDuater" THEN 
Q6S • "N" 
LOCATE 1.5, $ 
PRINT • Tho r.Jc• rcllllhlai from the bet.th job all 0 
0 h.lv. &be cncuioca: "; 
COLOR 15,7: PIUNI' ".BAC";: COLOR 7, 0 
LOCATE 16, 5: PRINT • ud arc iD the followinr dircttory: "; 
COLOR U , 7: PIUNI' DilkS: COLOR 7, 0 
LOCATE 20, $: PRINT. Prall Ill)' U)' 10 COnUDUO" 
DO: LOOP UNTIL INKEYS < > •• 
END IF 
WHILE INSTlt("YN", Q6S) • 0 
LOCATE 1.5, 5:PIWO' "Do )'OU WIJil tn UIO •; 
COLOR 1~. 7: PRINT Name IS; :COLOR 7, 0 
PRINT • (or aaodler aoan:h? [YJ" 
Q6S • UCASES(INPUI'S(I)) 
IF Q6$ • CHR$(13) 111EN Q6$ • •y• 
WEND 
IF Q6$ • •y• THEN 
CLOSE l.l: CLOSE n: CLOSE r1 
INFLO • 0 
SECSELECTFLO" • 0 
FOR I • l TO 30 
Flaa(l) • o 
INFLAG(I) • 0 
Otn'FLAG(I) • 0 
HEADER.$(1) • MENSE$(1) 
NEXT I 
OPEN DilkS + "\" + NamalS FOR INP111' AS n 
lnOutF"aloNama DilkS, Namelo$, NamcOutS, "OUT" 
RESTORE 
ELSB 
TERMINATES • "EXlr" 
END IF 
ELSEJF QlS • "W 111BN 
INFLO • 0 
SECSELECTFLO" • 0 
FOR I • I TOJO 
FI•J(I) • 0 
INFLAG(I) • 0 
OUTFLAG(I) • 0 


















•-subroutia 10 priD& tbe title ~ercco wben occded 
LOCATE 3, 10: COLOR 15, 0 
PIUNI "SEFX AND YE SHALL FIND • 
LOCATE4, 10 
613 
PRINT " Propui To Seudl 'l"broup Tho Cypna Fncture O.ta" 
LOCATE 9, 44: COLOR. 0, 7: PRINT • Pre11 the fUll letter or " 
LOCATE 10,44: PIUNI'" U10 the cunor U)'IIO" 
LOCATE II, 44: PIUNI' " biPJiJht your thoic:c, • 




'--propua 10 eakulaca pr*ipal permeability map!Udcal!ld 
'~ircctioaa or fnc:Uml aJoaa I KUiliJie or I Jivellleftltb 
• -and oriCII&alioo. n. mochod foUowalbal or Bi&Dchi aCid 
·-snow (1969). 11M clirectioa cOiioct or cacb fraccure are 
'--calcula~. lbia il multiplied by 1M &sc111re apcl111re and 
'----divided by 1M KUiliDe lel!l'h. 11M reMwl& malrix ie 
'-tummcc! over aU tbo &sccurca illlo a alobal matrix. The ciaen 
'-values aad v~IOn are then calculatod • dac• are the 
'-principal pcrmcabUity mapcudca IJid d~tioaa. 
'-D.A.van EvcrdiDicn 511992 
'-dala format rcquiru lbe tint lioe 10 be a commcnlline and 
'--on lhe followina liDea the ICIDline info to be prefaced 
'-by'S:' and the t'taciUro iafo to be prefaced by 'F:' ·each 
'-lioe contains u eddilioaallbn:e oumbcra: 
·-ror acanlioea: ~. azinllb and dip 
·-rot rracturca: azi!Nllb, dip and aperture 
'--c.r.File: 1001.DOC 
·-s: 30.0 354 07 
'-F: l50 15 1.0 
'-F: 147 79 1.0 
'-Noce: aU variblcelhould be doublo prccilioa (DOllbown 
'-here to nlduce cluaer) 
DECLARSSUB Parae (Entry$, Nl!, Nl!, N31, F11~) 
CLS 
'-acL amy 1izc1 
N • 500: M • 1.5 
'-declare amya and varilbl11 
DIM A(6), EVal!(3), EVcc(3, 3) 
DIM Vec10rData(3, N), AZ(N), HEL(N), AP(N), AzR(N), 
ThctR(N) 
DIM Fac:tor(N), LL(N) 
DIM Linel.ell(M), LioeAz(M), LioeDip(M), DI(M), D1(M), 
D3(M) 
DIM Theta1(3), Pbil(3) 
'-act CORIIanll 
PI • 3.1415916541 
Grad • PI/ 110 
'-open ia and output fitea aDd print header 
PRINT "BIANCHI AND SNOW (1969) PERMEABD..n'Y 
METHOD 
PRINT: PRINI' 
PRINT "Filo format: LINB 1 :Uaolen,lb UaoAzinllh UaoDip" 
PRINT " LINB l·N: PrKturoAzimuth Dip Aperture" 
INPtTI' "EIUr file aamc: •, FS 
OPEN FS POR INPUI' AS I; 
OFS • MJDS(PS, I, LEN(PS) • 3) + "SNO" 
OPEN OPS POR OUTP\TJ' AS n 
PRINT "Oulp\11 will be to: ": OPS 
PRINT 1'1, "BIANCIU AND SNOW (1969) PERMEABIUJ'Y 
PRINT 1'1, 
'-rcad and prial COIDIDCatiiDe and fUe MillO iDto OUipUl Ole 
INPtTI' 11, CoDUIIIat$ 
PRINT 1'1, Commeat$ 
PRINT 1'1, "FUe: ": FS: 
'-read data from file 
Count • 0: I • I : FrcCat • 0: Frc:Ap • 0 
WHn.E Nor EOP(I) 
INPUT ll, Eally$ 
'-parae the data llriDf iDto lbe variablea 
CALL Parae(Balry$, Xl, Xl, X3, FIJ~) 
'-read acalllifto iu(o 
IF MIDS(Entr)'S, 1,1) • "S:" THEN 
COUIIl • COUIIl + I 
L.i.Del.eii(COUIIl) • X l 
L.i.DeAz(Coua&) • Xl 
LiacDip(COUIIl) • X3 
'--cakuJala direclioa COiiacl of ICaalifto 
D1(Counl) • COS(Xl • Gnd) • COS(XJ • Orad) 
Dl(COW3I) • SIN(Xl • Ond) • COS(XJ • Orad) 
Dl(Couat) • SIN(XJ • Gnd) 
'-road fnctun info 
ELSEIF MID${&1tyS, 1, l) • "F:" THEN 
AZ(I) • Xl : HBL(I) • Xl: AP(1) • Xl: LL(I) • Coun& 
·-alcllla&o lbe IOial .,.nun •ad number or aperture• 
Frc:Cnl • Frc:Cnl + 1 
Frc:Ap • Frc:Ap + AP(I) 
I • I+ 1 
END IF 
WEND 
P • I· 1 
'-meaa apeiU.In 
MeanAp • Prc:Ap I PrcCnl 
'-d--.rmine multiplicatioa fac&or (in order to decrea11 
roundotf 
bl4 
'--error) Iince WI Ire dcaliftl with I la!JO ranae O( INipttlldCI 
'-die mcao ratber tbu.lbe minimum ~perture ia ullld 
Multfac • 10 "' (INT(LOO(McaaAp /1000 • MeaRAp /10000 
o• MoanAp /2000) I 1.00(10)) + 1) 
PRINT 1'1, SPACE$('20); "Mull Fac10r "; MultP~e: PRJNT 11, 
• --prillllh• ICIDla data 
POR I • 1 TO Couat 
PRINT 1'1, "~lllliaa("; I;"): L•"; U..Len(LL(I)); • Trend•"; 
PRINT 1'1, UaoAz(U..(I)): • Plu"'C • "; UncDip(LL(1)) 
PRINT 1'1, "Direction Coaiuct: "; USINO "111.1111"; 
PRINT ll, Dl(LL(I)); Dl(LL(J)); Dl(LL(J)) 
NEXT I 
PIUNT 1'1, 
PIUNT 1'1, " Az.. Dip.nl nl n3l/3L-11"3/n1Di" 
PIUNT 1'1, 
'--caleula&o 4lroclioa cOiiac• 
~RI•lTOP 
AzR(l) • ((AZ(l) + 110) MOD 360) • Orad 
TbctR(I) • HEL(I) • Or-4 
VeciOrData(l,l) • SIN(IbctR(I)) • COS(AzR(l)) 
Vee10rData('2,1) • SIN('IbctR(I)) • SIN(Al.R(I)) 
VeciOrDala(3,1) • COS(IlMtR(I)) 
niDi • ABS(VectorDall(l,l) • Dl(U.(I)) + VectotDala(l,l) • 0 
OD2(U.(I)) + VoctorDala(3,1) • D3(LL(1))) 
Factor(l) • 1• (AP(I) /1000)"' 3 I (3 • Linel.en(LL(l)) • niDI)O 
0/MuhPac 
PIUNT 1'1, USINO "1111"; AZ(l); 
PRINT 1'1, • ": USINO "11.1"; HEL(I); TAB(l3); 
PORJ • I 1'03 
PRINT 1'1, USING "11.1111"; VeciOrO.Ia(J,I); 
NEXTJ 
PIUNT 1'1, USINO "11.11111"; Pactof(l); 
PIUNT 1'1, • Uao(": U-(1); ")" 
NEXT I 
PORI • 1 TO 6: A{l) • 01: NEXT I 




L • (J ·I)+ K 
IFJ> ITHBHL•L+I 
IF L • I Oil L • 4 OR L • 6 THEN 
'--diaJOCII(&orma 




A(L) • A(L) • Voc:IOfO.ta(J,I) • Voc:&orDeta(X.I)O 
o• Pac:&o~ 
ENDIP 
NEXT K: NEXT J: NEXT I 
PRINTrl, 
PRINT 12, "Oiobal K • {"; 
FOR I • I TO 3: PRINT 12, USINO "111.1111"; A(l);: NEXT I 
PRINT n, "I" 
PRINT 12., ••; USINO "111.1111"; A(4); A(S); 
PRINI' 12, "I • Mull Faca• 
PRINr 12, • "; USINO "111.1111"; A(6); 
PRINr n, "I" 
PIUNTI2, 
'--calc:ula&e ciacnvoc:&on (EVoc:) aod ciacavaluea (EVal) 
A • A(l): 8 • A(l): C • A(J): Dl • A(4): E • A(S): F • 
A(6) 
82 • B • B: C2 • C • C: El • B • E 
A2 • ·(A + Dl + F) 
AI • (A • (Dl + F) + Dt • F)· (Bl + C2 + El) 
AO • (A • El + P • B2 + Dl • Cl) • (2 • B • C • EO 
O+ A • Dl • P) 
Q • AI I 31 • A2 • A2 /91 
R • (AI • A2 • 31 • AO) I 61 • A2 • A2 • A2 I 271 
IF ABS(R) > .000001 THEN T • SQR(-(Q • Q • Q + R • R)) 
lF ABS(R) < • .000001 THEN T • .S • PI 
U • SQR(R ., ~ + T • T) 
Thocla • ATN1T I R) 
IF Thecla < 01 'rHEN Theeta • Thecla + PI 
Thecla • Thoeta I 31 
Ul - 21 • (U A .333333331) 
Tl • U3 • COS(Thocla) 
n • ·U3 • SIN(Theeta) 
EVal!(l) • Tl • All 31 
CONI • -.S • Tl • A2 I 31 
CON2 • .S • n • SQR(JI) 
EVall(l) • CONI • CONl 
BVall(3) • CON l + CON2 
'-prin& OUl eiaea VIIUII after nw.~lliplieatioa by rac:lot 
'-lf3L•b"'31111Di•MullPac and divilion by I or IICinlinea 
'-in lha dala IICI 
EVl • EVal!(l) • MullFac I Coulll 
6Vl • 6Vall(2) • MultFac I Coual 
EVl • EVali(J) • MullFac I Count 
PRINT 1'1, "(1)(2) (3)" 
PRINr n., : PRINI' 1'1, "EVal •; 
PRINI' 1'1, BVI; BVl; BVJ: PlliNI' 12, 
FORI • t 1'03 
XI • I 
EVA • EVal!(J) • A 
DEN • 8 • B • C • (DI • EVall(J)) 
Xl • (EVA • B + B • C) I DEN 
Xl • (liV A • 8 • XlJ I C 
RS • II/ SQR(XI • XI + Xl • Xl + X3 • X3) 
BVec(l, 1) • XI • RS 
BVec(l, J) • Xl • RS 




IF EVec(J, I) < 0 THEN 
FOR Ml • I T03 




• -Cak:ulal& Theta in the raaae (0 co Pi) 10 that COS(Ibela) ... X 
'-QuictBASIC b.u DO ~-<oame 1\aoctioa 10 uae the arc:-t1111enl 
·-twx:tioa 
Tbe&a1(1) • ATN(SQR(l!- EVac(3,1) • EVoc:(J, I)) I 0 
O(EVac(J,l) + 1E-30)) 
'-Now trl.lllfonn from diractiOG c:otiaea 1o polar coordina11:1 
IP ABS(EVac(1, I)) > • .000001 THEN 
PIU1(1) • ATN(EVec(l,l) I EVac(l, I)) 
1P EVac(l,l) < 0! THEN Phil(1) • PIUI(I) + PI 
IF 6Vac(l, I) > • 0! AND EVac(l, I) < 0! THEN 
PIUI(I) • PIU1(1) + 6.2131853071 
ENDIP 
ELSB 
PIU1(1) • 1.5707963271 
IF EVac(l,l) < 0! THEN PIUI(I) • 4.712388981 
END IF 
Thetal(l) • 90! ·'lbctll(1) I Grad 
Pbil (1) • Fbi I (I) I Grad 
N£ICT l 
'---11rillt out eipa vac&on 11 diractioa coainca 
FOill•ITOl 
PRINI' 12, "EVIC "; 
PRINI' 12, USINO "1111.11111111"; EVec(l, 1); EVec(l,l);O 
0 EVec(l, 3) 
NEXT I 
'---1!riat OUl aipD YICIOn II azimuth aod dip 
PIUNT 12, : PRINT 12, • Azim•; 
JIRlNl 12, USINO "111111111.11"; Phil(l); Phil(l); Phii(J) 
PRINT 12, "Dip •: 





SUB Pma (&lly$, Nl, m, N3, FlJ") 
•-sulJrouliDe lo pane a dala input llrinJ iDao numbcn 
DIM N(4) 
'-IDitialiu IOIDI variabJ.a 
POR I • 1 TO 4: N(l) • 0: NEXI' J 
I • 1: Fla" • 0: FsmS • •• 
Lenatb • LBN(&IlyS) 
WHILB I < • Leo,tb + I AND Fla" < S 
• - ·-<'hack ror oo.aumben 
ES • MIDS(EauyS, I, 1) 
IF (ES < CHRS(-41) OR BS > CHR$(57)) AND BS < > 0 
0 CHR$(46) AND I < • Lenatb + 1 THEN 
1P FUllS < > •• THEN 
Fta" • Fla" + 1 
N<Fia "> • v AL(P'IIIIS) 
Fan&S ·· •• 
END IF 
'--Compile a aumber 111&0 F"an&S 
BLSBIP BS > CHR$(.7) AND BS < CHll$(58) OR BS • 0 
OCHR$(46) AND I < Lea,tb THEN 
F'trd • Ftrd + BS 
END IF 
I• I+ l 
WEND 
EodPino: 




'-pro,ram 10 calculate ip&CiDI ~~~ mc:Qirca o( the aame let 
'-rcquirca lhe file EIGEN .SET 10 be pn:~ent 
DECLARE FUNCilON ArcCoa1 (X!) 
CLS 
Rad • 3.1415926541/180 
INPUl' "&ur input rue namo·, IF$ 
INPUl' "E!Iur fila diroctocy nama", DirS 
Dir$•DirS + .,. 
IPS • MIDS(IFS, 1, S) + nUNCS(II) 
PIUNf "Data lila aamo: "; IPS; 'Output name: ·: 
CLOSE 11: CLOSB ll: CLOSE 14 
OPEN DirS + IFS FOR INPUt' AS 11 
lNPtli' "l!dcr JCI aumber: •, SetS 
OPS • Dir$ + MID$(1FS, 1, LEN(IFS) ·l) + "SP" + 
LTIUMS(SdS) 
PIUNI'OPS 
OPEN OF$ FOR OUTPtTT AS 14 
OPEN "ciaeaat.oc" FOR INPur AS 12 
F'llcS • MIDS(IPS, I, 4) 
m •. ··:Pia • o 
WHILE F11 • 0 AND NOT EOF(l) 
INPtli' n. dS 
m • MIDS(dS, 1, 4) 
PSc&S • MIDS(dS, 17, 1) 




IF Fir • 1 THEN 
'-Read diroclion coeinea or c:hoeen .. t 
PF • VAL(MIDS(d$, 2-4, 7)) 
QP • V AL(MIDS(dS, 3l, 7)) 
RP,• VAL(MIDS(d$,40, 7)) 
e - 0: d - 0: e - 0: r - 0: • - 0 
WHn.B NOT EOF(l) 
INPUT 11, DLS 
c: • e .+ 1 
NcwLiaaumS • MIDS(DLS, 1, 4) 
Bear • VAL(MIDS(DLS, 7, 3)) 
Plq • V AL(MIDS(DLS, 10, l)) 
PrcLen • VAL(MIDS(DLS, l.S, .S)) 
DScd • MIDS(DU, 51, I) 
IF DSctS • SetS 'nfBN 
d•d+1 
Plq- ·Plna 
PL • COS(Beat • Jlad) • COS(Plq • Rad) 
QL • SlN(Beat • Rid) • COS(Pl111 • rt.d) 
RL • SlN(Pbla • Rad) 
CoePbi • ((PP • PL) + (QP • QL) + (RP • RL)) 
Pbi • ArcCOI(ABS(CoePbi)) I rt.d 
IF Pre Len < > 0 ntBN 
c- 0 + 1 
lP Ncwl.lnmamS • 01dLinaumS THEN 
r- r + 1 
L • PrcLta • LaaLta 
IPL >• OTHBN 
a·r+l 
Spec:• • L • COS(Ptd • Rad) 
PRINT 14, ••; os.d; • •; NcwLiADUmS; 
PRINT 14, USINO "111.11"; L; Phl; Spec:e 
END IF 
END IF 
LlaLcn • Fn:Lcn 




PRltn' c; d; c; (; 1 
ELSE 
PRltn' "No ect number 11111~h found": CLOSE : END 
END IF 
PRINT • Anolhcr file/..c? (Y)" 
QS • UCASES(lNPtrn(l)) 
IF QS • CJUlS(Il) THEN QS • •y• 
CLOSE 
IF QS • •y• THEN 001'0 NcxtOne: 
END 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUNcrtON ArcCoa (X) 
IP I • X THEN 
ArcCo• • 0 
ELSEIF -I • X THEN 
ArcCo• • 3.1415926541 
ELSE 





'-Proaram co &abulate rc.Wta from a ecan:b tbrouah a data file 
'-tudl u raw fracture data 61ea produced by SEEK.FOR. 
'-TabW.cioa iKiude tbe typo, lel!l'h, cenaona,, tennination, 
'-rniocral filllila, fracture IUrfac:c c:harac:terillica, rod: type, 
'-rock pirllize ud apenurc 
'-D. vu Everdinpa 27 January 1992 
DIM a(6), fi(S), 0(5), 11{5), ra(S), rf(S) 
DIM ml(ll), ml(ll), m3(1l), l(ll), t(9), c(4), te(7) 
CLS : PRINT "Fracture Parameter Tabulation Propm" 
INJitTI' "lapul batch ftlo came: ·, tS 
OP$ • MtDS(tS, I, LEN(tS)- 3) + "Otrr" 
OPEN fS POR INPUT AS II 
OPEN OFS POR Otn'PUT AS II 
INPUT II, dir$ 
na,- 0 
INPUT "whieb ICt do you wallllo aean:h (1,2,3 ,etc ,1 • all): •, .etS 
IF MIS • "a" THEN flq • I 
'--prial the title• co tbe output fate 
IF 0.1 • 1 THEN 
PRINT Ill, "ALL FRACTURES CHOSEN" 
ELSB 
PRINT II, "SET NUMBER.: ·~ KtS 
END IF 
PRINT II,: PRIN1' II," TABULATED PARAMETERS" 
PIUNT II. • ••••••••• ••••••••••• 
PIUNTII, 
PRINT II, "Pnac:turo Type:O 
0 Prac:ture Leftl'b:CcGIOrina: Fracture Tcnninatioa:O 
OPracturc Mineral F"dliq Fracture Surface Charactcrillic•O 
ORoc:kTypo: Rock Gnirl Sizo:Fracturc Aperture (mm):" 
PRINT II, "SCAN I jt fr az ca va 1p fZ 1\ I"~ 
PRINT II, "0-1 1-1 2-3 3-4 4-5 S-6 6-7 7-9 8-90 
0 9-10 > 10 I "; 
PlliNI' II, "0 I 11•; 
PlliNI' 11, ·o 1 2 3 • ' 1•; 
PlliNI' Ill, •z • tr u hpj x c: -I"; 
PRINT II, "z o kr u b p j x c - I"; 
PRINT II, •z • k r u b p j x c - I"; 
PlliNI' II, "Rib Slk Smo I"~ 
PRINT Ill, "Sip Crv t1Dd Pia 1•; 
PlliNI' 11, •oab Tm Dyt PiJ 1•; 
PRINT II, •ym Med Cn I"; 
PlliNI' II, "0 Q-$ $-10 lQ-100 > 100 I "; : PIUNT II, 
'-. irl Batch modo ~d ftleoamea ud open lbe input dala file 
WHILB NOT EOF(l) 
INPUT II, fS 
CLOSBn 
itS - dir$ + .,. + fS 
OPEN US FOil INPUT AS n 
PlliNI' •Jteadiq file: ·: fS 
'-ioit1allze all lbe array• 
FORi • l TO 12 
l(i) - 0 





'(i) - 0 
NEXTi 
FORi • 1 1'07 
te(i) - 0 
NEXTi 
FORi • 1 TO 6 
a(i) • 0 
NEXTi 
FORi= I TO S 
fa(i) • 0 
r{(i) - 0 
O(i) • 0 
n(i) • 0 
rs(t) • 0 
NEXTi 
FORi •IT09 
t(i) .. 0 
NEXTi 
number • 0 
'-un lhc loop for rcadiarlhc data file 
WHU.E NOT EOF(1) 
INPUT 17, lbt$ 
'--<heck if a data line ia beina read 
rF MIDS(datS, I, 1) • "I" THEN 
'--check if lhcrc i• a match in lbe act number 
IF MIDS(datS, I, 10) • 10tS OR Oaa • 1 THEN 
typeS • MIDS(datS, 20, 1) 
lciiJih • VAL(MIDS(IblS, 27, <4)) 
ccna • VAL(MIDS(dat$, 31, l)) 
term • V AL(MIDS(Ibt$, 32, l)) 
miniS • MIDS(dat$, 33, 1) 
min2S • MIDS(datS, 36, I) 
minJS • MIDS(clllS, 39, I) 
frsciS • MIDS(datS, 43, I) 
fracaS • MIDS(dalS, 44, 1) 
rocbypS • MIDS(datS, 45, 1) 
rocklz$ • MIDS(datS, 46, I) 
aper • V AL(MIDS(dat$, 47, 3)) 
'--check how many or each variable !hero arc 
·-rncturo typo · 
IF typeS • "jt" THEN l(1) • t(1) + I 
IF typeS • "fr" THEN t(l) • t(l) + I 
1P typeS • "az" THEN t(3) • t(3) + I 
IF typeS • "en" THBN t(-4) • l(-4) + I 
IF typeS • "vn" THEN t(S) • t(S) + I 
IF typeS • " 1" TIIBN t(6) • t(6) + 1 
IF typeS • "&" THBN t(7) • t(7) + l 
IF type$ • ·n· TIIEN t(l) • t(l) + I 
'-lena~~! 
IF lcnath > • 0 AND lell(1h < I! THEN 1(1) • 1(1) + I 
IF lcftl'h > • 11 AND lell(1h < 21 THEN 1(2) • 1(2) + I 
IF loll(th > • 11 AND lellflh < 31 THEN 1(3) • 1(3) + I 
lF loll(th > • 31 AND lo,P < 41 THEN 1(4) • 1(<4) + I 
IP Jcll(th > • 41 AND leD&1b < 51 THEN 1(5) • 1(5) + I 
IF Joll(th > • St AND leD&1b < 61 THEN 1(6) • 1(6) + I 
IF lcll(th > • 61 AND leftllh < 71 THEN 1(7) • 1(7) + I 
IF lcnp > • 71 AND leftllh < It THEN 1(1) • 1(1) + I 
IF lcnp > • II AND lell(th < 9! THEN 1(9) • 1(9) + 1 
IF lena~~! > • 91 AND lcll(th < 10! THEN 1(10) • 1(10) + I 
IF lena~~! > • 101 THEN l(ll) • 1(11) + l 
'--ccnaorina 
IF coM • 0 TIIEN c(l) • c(l) + I 
IF ceDI • I THEN c(l) • c(l) + I 
IF ccna • 2 THEN c(3) • c(3) + 1 
'-termination 
IF sarm • 0 111EN la(l) • ta(l) + I 
IF tcnn • 1 THEN ta(2) • sa(2) + l 
IF !arm • l THEN ta(3) • sa(3) + I 
IF term • 3 THEN 1&(4) • ta(4) + I 
IF tcnn • 4 'mEN tc(S) • tc(S) + I 
IF tcnn • S THEN te(6) • tc(6) + I 
'-mineral fillina 
IF mi.alS • "z"111EN ml(l) • ml(l) + 1 
IF miDIS • "e"111EN ml(2) • ml(2) + 1 
IF miDIS • "l:"111EN ml(3) • ml(3) + 1 
JP miDIS • "r" 111EN ml(4) • ml(4) + 1 
IP miniS • "u" THEN ml(S) • ml(5) + I 
IF mintS • "'I" THEN ml(6) • ml(6) + 1 
1P miDIS • "p" niEN aal(7) • ml(7) + I 
IP miDIS • "j" 111EN ml(l) • ml(l) + I 
IF milliS • "x"111EN ml(9) • ml(9) + I 
IF miniS • "c"111EN ml(10) • mi(IO) + I 
IP miniS • "n"111EN ml(ll) • ml(ll) + I 
IP min2S • ":r."111EN ml(l) • ml(l) + 1 
IP minlS • •e• niEN ml(2) • ml(2) + I 
IP min2S • "k" 111EN ml(3) • m2(3) + I 
IP aun2S • "r" 111EN m2(4) • m2(4) + l 
IF miclS • "u"111EN m2(5) • ml(S) + l 
IP min2S • "b"111EN m2(6) • m2(6) + I 
IF min2S • "p" niBN m2(7) • m2(7) + I 
IP min2S • "j"111EN ml(l) • ml(l) + I 
JP min2S • "1t" 111EN m2(9) • m2(9) + I 
IP miDlS • "c• TIIEN ml(IO) • ml(10) + 1 
IP miDlS • •.• TIIEN ml(ll) • ml(ll) + l 
IF nlinlS • "z" THEN ml{l) • ml(l) + l 
IF minJS • •o• mEN ml(l) • m3(2) + I 
IF minJS • "t"111BN m3(3) • m3(3) + 1 
IP minJS • •r• lliBN ml(4) • ml(4) + I 
IP miDJS • •u• THEN mJ(S) • ml(S) + I 
IF min3S • "h"111EN m3(6) • m3(6) + I 
IF minJS • "p" THEN m3(7) • m3(7) + I 
1P minJS • "j" 111EN m3(1) • ml(l) + I 
JP lllii:US • "x" 111EN m3(9) • m3(9) + I 
IF minJS • "c:" THEN ml(IO) • ml(IO) + l 
IF minl$ • •.• THEN ml(ll) • ml(ll) + I 
'-f'rac:IUro aarCKo type 11n1U tc:ale 
IF l'rlc:.S • •r• 111BN (I(J) • fl(l) + I 
IF Cnca$ • "t" ntEN fl("l) • fa(l) + I 
IF &act$ • .,. 111EN fll(l) • fll(3) + I 
'-fraciU,. aarfac:e 1)1HI llrp tc:ale 
1P hciS • "•" THEN 0(1) • 0(1) + I 
IF rncl~ • "c"111EN fl(l) • 0(2) + 1 
IF fraciS • "u" 111EN 0(3) • 0(3) + I 
IF fnciS • •p• THEN 0(4) • 0(4) + I 
·-~ttypo 
IP rocktypS • "1" THEN rt(l) • rt(l) + I 
IF rocklypS • •t• mEN rt(1) • rt(l) + I 
IF rocktyp$ • "d" 111EN n(l) • n(l) + I 
JP rocbyp$ • "p" 111EN rt(4) • rt(4) + I 
·-~t pia .a. 
IF rocklz$ • "f" THEN rf{l) • rf{l) + I 
IF roctaS • "m" THEN rf{l) • rf{l) + I 
IF rocklz$ • •c• THEN rC(3) • rft)) + I 
'-tpCctunl 
IP aper • 01 THEN a(l) • a(l) + l 
IP aper • 01 AND eper < • SI111BN a(l) • a(2) + I 
618 
IP aper > • St AND ~per < • 101 niBN a(J) • e(3) + I 
JP aper > • 101 AND aper < • 1001 THEN a(4) • a(4) + I 
JP aper > • 1001 ntBN a(5) • e(S) + l 





FORi • I TO S 
•(6} - •(6) + •(i} 
NEXTi 
FORi • I T06 
tc(1) - tc(1) + tc(i) 
NEXTi 
FORi • I T03 
ra(4) - f•<•> + rl(i) 
c(4) • c(4) + c(i} 
rfC"> - rf{4) + rf{i) 
NEXTi 
FORi • I TO II 
1(12) - 1(12) + l(i} 
ml(l2) • ml(l2) + ml(i} 
m2(12) "' m2(12) + ml(i} 
m3(12) • ml(l2) + m3(i} 
NEXTi 
FORi • I TO I 
t(9) - t(9) + t(i) 
NEXTi 
FORi • I T04 
n(S) - ncs> + n(i) 
rt(S) • rt(S) + rt(i) 
NEXTi 
'--outpul tablo or tciUlll 
PIWn' 18, MIDS(fS, I, LEN(IS)- 4); • "; 
PRINT 18, USING "1111"; number; 
FOR i • I TO 9: PSmn' 18, USING "1111"; t(i); : NEXT i 
FORi • 1 TO 12: PSmn' II, USING "1111"; 1(i); : NEXT i 
FOR i • I TO 4: PSmn' IS, USING "1111"; c(i); : NEXT i 
FOR I • I TO 7: PRINT 18, USING "1111"; tc(i); : NEXT i 
FOR I • 1 TO 12: PlliNT 18, USING "1111"; ml{i); : NEXT i 
FOR i • I TO 12: PlliNT II, USING "1111"; ml(i); : NEXT i 
FORi • I TO 12: PlliNT II, USING "1111"; m3(i); : NEXT i 
FOR i • I TO 4: PlliNT 18, USING "1111"; (l(i); : NEXT i 
FOR i • I TO S: PSmn' II, USING "1111"; fi(i); : NEXT i 
FOR i • I TO .S: PlliNT II, USING "1111"; rt(i); : NEXT i 
FOR i • I TO 4: PRINT II, USING "1111"; rf(i); : NEXT i 








'---proaram doliped 10 !apply TerzaJhi COfTC<:tiOft 10 • daUI IICl or 
' --oric!Ntioa plaDq ('l'orzaaJU, 1965) 
'-it OCilpUUI correeted numbcn of oricn&ltioa valuea (az, dip) 
DECLAilE SUB CalcAD&le (AI!, Al!, Dl!, D2!, lbeUI!} 
CLS 
PlliNT : PIUN'T ~GHI COIUtECTION TO 
ORIENI'ATION DATA": PlliNT 
FS • "l305.doc" 
'INPUT "Emer ICIA1iDc aomc (e.J. l137.DOC): ·, FS 
FS • "C:\DATA\FRACT1JRE\" + FS 
OPEN fS POR INPUf ~t:j II 
OFS • MIDS(PS, 1, LEN(FS)- 3) + IZG" 
OPEN OfS POR OtTI'PUT ~t:j n 
OPS • MIDS(PS, 1, LEN(FS)- 3) + •our• 
OPEN OPS FOR OtTI'PUT AS 13 
WHILE Nor EOP(1) 
INPtrl' II, d$ 
IF MIDS(d$, I, 1) • "1" AND MIDS(d$, 22, S) < > ""@ 
OAND MIDS(d$, 22, 5) < > •• THEN 
IZ - v AL(MIDS(d$, 22, 3)) 
dp • VAL(MIDS(d$, 25, 2)) 
PRINT 13, u; clp 
CakAzllle az, tr, dp, pi, Theta 
IF Theta • 0 THEN 
N • 1 
ELSE 
N • 1 I SIN(lbcta) 
END IF 
PORi•ITON 
PiUNr n, u; c1p 
NEXT I 
El.SEIF MJDS(d$, I, I) • "2" THEN 
tr • V AL(MIDS(dS, 7, 3)) 
pi • VAL(MIDS(d$,10,2)) 






SUB CaJcAD,Io (AI, Al, Dl, Dl,'lbetl) 
REM $DYNAMIC 
Gnd • 3.141.S926.S41/ 110 
IP Dl • 90THEN Dl • 89.9 
IF D1 • 90THEN D1 • 89.9 
AAI • AI • Or~cl 
AA2 • Al•Gnd 
ODI • Dt• Gnd 
DD1 • D1 • Grid 
xl ;. COS(DDI) • SIN(Ml) 
xl • COS(DD1) • SIN(AA2) 
y1 • COS(DDI) • COS(AAI) 
y2 • COS(DD1) • COS(A.Al) 
Zl • SIN(DDI) 
Zl • SIN(DD1) 
T1 .. x1 • xl 
T2- yl. y2 
T3 • Zl • Zl 
1beUI • Tl + T2 + T3 
IF (1 ·'lbota • Thou.) < 0 THEN Thcu. • 1 
Thela = ABS(ATN(SQR(l- Thda • Theca) I Thela)) 
END SUB 
620 
Example macro file for use by FracMan (Dershowitz ~ al., 1991) to generate a fracture 
network. The macro uses bootstrap sampling of two input data files (in this case 

















< 10 3 0> Center (x,y,z) 
0,0,0 
< 10 2 0> Dircction{tr,pl) 
345,30 
< II I 0> Scale 
0.01 











<-11 0 -I> BAR.T Baccbcr (Rav. Term.) 
<-11 0 0> lntc11.1: Arca/Vol 
<-II 0 O> Rcaion: BOX 
<·II 0 0 > Orientatioa~: Dip 
< I 0 3 0 > Rca ion Min (x,y ,z) 
-13,-13,-13 
< 10 3 0> RcaionMax(x,y,z) 
13,13,13 
< 1 I 0> I oUidca 
6 
<·12 0 0> GO! 
< < <tiale> > > GENERATE FRACTURES 
<16.T> 
< 111l1111liiiiiii.L> 
< 16115111 lll013ti.P> 
<16.N> 
<16.S> 
< 10 1 0 > Dip Dircctn (tr,pl) 
0,0 
<·II 0 0 > Boolatrap 
< 10 1 0> Diiperaion 
lO 
< 10 I O> Sizo (eqv. radiua) 
3.1 
<-II o O> TLoaNormal 
< 10 I 0> SlaDdard deviation 
0.1 
< 10 1 0> Dir ofElona(tr,pl) 
0,0 
<-11 0 O> [COIIIWil) 
<-10 0 0> 
< 10 I 0> Alpect Ratio 
l 
<·11 0 0> [colliWit) 
<-10 0 0> 
< 10 l 0> Termination~ 
84 
< 10 1 0> Frac ARa/Vot 
1.095 
<·11 0 0> [coaat&Dt) 
<·12 0 O> GO! 
booclcnp 
c:\david\nd\OlOklu.on 




< 10 1 O> Lower Bound 
1 
< 10 I 0> Upper Bound 
15 
<·11 0 0> GO! 






< 10 1 0> Tmumiaaiviry 
0.04115 
<·ll 0 0> Uocomlalcd 
<·10 0 0> 
<·11 0 O> LoaNonnal 
< 10 1 O> Sid. deviation 
0.01603 
<-10 0 0> 
< 10 1 0> Stontivity 
0.0001 
<·ll 0 O> Uocorrolat.ed 
<-10 0 0> 
<·II 0 0> (CODI&alll) 
<-10 0 0> 
<·10 0 O> 
< 10 l 0> Fnc TbjcbeN 
0.0001 
<·ll 0 0> Uocomlated 
621 
<-10 0 0> 
<-11 0 0> [collltanl) 
<-10 0 O> 
<-10 0 0> 











<-11 0 -1 > BART Bacchcr (Rev. Term.) 
<-11 0 0> ln&c111: Area!Vol 
<-11 o o > Reaion: BOX 
<-11 0 0> Oricmalion~: Dip 
< 10 3 0> Reaion MiD (x,y,z) 
-13,-13,-13 
< 10 3 0> ReaionMu(x,y,z) 
13,13,13 
< 1 1 0 > I of 5idca 
6 
<-12 0 O> CiO! 
< < <Iitle> > > OENERATE FRACTURES 
< l6.T> 




< 10 2 0> Dip Dircctn (tr,pl) 
0,0 
<·II 0 0 > Bootatnlp 
< 10 1 0 > Di~penion 
20 
< 10 1 O> Sizo (cqv. ndiu•) 
3.S 
<·11 0 0> TLoaN'ormal 
< 10 1 0> Standard deviation 
0.6 
< 10 2 0 > Dir or Elona(tr,pl) 
O,CI 
<·11 0 0> (collltant) 
<-10 0 0> 
< 10 1 0 > Alpect Ralio 
l 
<·11 0 O> (colllll.nl) 
<·10 0 O> 
< 10 1 0> Termination" 
8-4 
< 10 l 0> Fnc Aru!Vol 
0.213 
<-11 0 O> (CO!IItanl) 
<-12 0 0 > 00! 
bootllrlp 
c:\david\nd\0108rca.on 




< 10 I 0> Lower Bouftd 
1 
< 10 I 0> Upper Bouad 
25 
<·12 0 0> GO! 






< 10 I 0> Tnumiuivity 
0.00141 
<-11 0 O> Uncorrelated 
<·10 0 0> 
<·ll 0 0> LoaNonnal 
< 10 I O> Std. deviation 
O.OSlll 
<-10 0 0> 
< 10 1 O> 5tontivity 
0.0001 
<·11 0 0> Uncorrclated 
<-10 0 0> 
<·ll 0 0> (collltanl) 
<·10 0 0> 
<-10 0 0> 
< 10 I 0> Fnc Thickneu 
0.0001 
<-11 0 0> Uncorrelated 
<·10 0 0> 
<·II 0 0 > (COI\Illnl) 
<-10 0 0> 
<·10 0 0> 























(any S-diait 1): 
04SS 
HALT 
999 


